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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION
Sri SaIikaracarya's great commentary on the Brahma-Sutras
had been translated into English twice. But the non-availability
of these translations or their high price raised the need for a
fresh dependable translation at a moderate price. The present
publication admirably meets this demand.
The translator, Swami Gambhirananda, has to his credit a
number of publications of the Ramakrishna Order. His latest
work, a translation of SaIikara's commentary on eight principal
Upani~ads, published by us five years back, was well received
and has been in constant demand ever since. He completed the
translation of the Sutra-Bh~ya three years ago, but owing to
various difficulties we had to postpone its publication.
The present publication has its own special features. The
translator has given the word-for-word meaning of e~ch aphorism under its Sanskrit text, followed by a running translation,
with additional words in brackets for clarification. In the trans:..
lation of the commentary, the texts setting forth doubts, the
opponent's views, objections on the latter, and the Vedantin's
answers have been shown separately, to facilitate easy comprehension. The translation is generally based on the Ratnaprabha,
though the Nyiiya-nir1)Llya and the Bhiimttti have been consulted
occasionally. Sanskrit words have been printed with diacritical
marks. In quoting from the Upani~ads, the translator has used
Swami Madhavananda's translation of the Brhadiira'(lyaka Uptmiiad and his own translation of the Eight Upaniiads referred to
above. The other texts are translated afresh. He has also added
notes to elucidate difficult passages. The contents have been divided topic-wise, and an index of sutras in Sanskrit has been added
We have made every effort to make the publication an attractive one, and hope that it would be welcome to all lovers of
Vedanta philosophy. A part of its sale proceeds will be spent for
the public library run by us in Calcutta.
Swami Vivekananda's Birthday,
January 23, 1965

PUBLISHER

PREF ACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
This work is being reprinted after seven years. Our thanks go
to the eminent Vedantin Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan, Director,
Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy, University of Madras
for writing a valuable foreword.
January 26, 1972

PUBLISHER

FOREWORD

The three basic texts of Vedanta are the U pani~ds. the
Bhagavad-giti. and the Brahma-siitra. Together they are referred
to as the 1!Tastbiina-tTaya. triple canon of Vedanta. The Upan~ds
constitute the revealed texts (Sruti-prastbbla); they mark the
summits of the Veda which is Srut; (the heard, the revealed).
They are the pristine springs of Vedantic metaphysics; Vedinta
is the name given to them because they are the end (aim as
well as concluding parts) of the Veda (Veda
anta). The
Bhagavad-gIti comes next only to the Upa~ds. It is given a
status which is almost equal to that of the Upani$ads. As embodying the teachings of Sri Kma. and as constituting the cream of
the Epic Mab4bbm-ata, the Bhagavad-gitii occupies a unique
place in the Vedantic tradition. A popular verse compares the
Upani~ds to the cows, the Bhagavad-giti to the milk, SrI Kr$r.la
to the milkman, Arjuna, the PaOQava hero, to the calf, and the
wise people to the partakers of the milk. Sri Sankara describes
the Bhagavad-gita as the quintessence of the teaching of the
entire Veda (samosta-vedartha-siirasangraba-bbatam). As this
text forms a part of the Mababhiirata which is a Smrt; (the
remembered, i.e. a secondary text based on the Veda), it is called
Smrti-prastbana. The third of the canonical texts is the BrahmlzsUtTa which is regarded as Nyaya-prastbiina, because it sets forth
the teachings of Vedanta in a logical order. This work is known
by other names also: Vedii'nta-sUtTl1, since it is the aphoristic text
on Vedantaj Siirirakl1-sUtTa, since it is concerned with the nature
and destiny of the embodied soul; BbikfU-sUtTl1, since those who
are most competent to study it are the sannyilsinsj Uttaramimii1hsii-sutra, since it is an inquiry into the final sections of the
Veda.
The author of the Brahma-sutra is Badarayaoa whom Indian
tradition identifies with Vyasa, the arranger or compiler of the
Veda. A verse in the Bhiimati which is Vacaspati Mi~ra's commentary on Sri Sankara's commentary on the Brahma-sutra,
describes Vyasa as the incarnation of Vi~'s cognitive energy
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(Jiianasakti-avatiira). In the Brahma-siitra, Badarayal)a-Vyasa
strings together the leading concepts of Vedanta in an ordered
manner. The Sutra is an exquisite garland made out of Upani~d
blossoms. It is divided into four chapters (adhyiiyas); each
chapter consists of four parts (piidas); each part has a number of
sections (adhikara~lI1s); and each section has one or more
aphorisms (sut1"ns). According to SaIikara, the number of sections is 192. The total number of aphorisms is 555.
In the first chapter which is on 'harmony' (Samanvaya) ,
Badarayal)a teaches that the Vedantic texts, taken as a whole,
have for their purport Brahman, the non-dual Reality. Those
passages of the Upani~ads where express mention is made of
Brahman or Atman do not present any difficulty. But there are
other passages in which other terms are used-terms which do
not normaly mean Brahman-Atman. In such cases, the meaning
should be construed from the context For instance, iikiisa means
'ether'. But in a text where it is stated that all things come out of
iikiisa and get resolved into it, the expression akiiSa obviously
means Brahman, which is the ground of the universe (B.s. I. i.
22). Similarly, in the Chandogya text, "Which is that deity? He
said: Prii'!la" (I. xi. 4-5), the term prii1JA means not the vital air,
but Brahman, because all beings are said to merge in It (B.S. I.
i. 23). The same is true in regard to other terms such as mo.nas or
manomaya. In the Chandogya text where this term occurs, there
is the commencing statement "All this, indeed, is Brahman" (III.
xiv. 1-2), and also the manOfflitya is taught as the object of
meditation. This can only be Brahman, and not the individual
mind or soul (B.S. I. ii. 1). In all such cases, what determines
the meaning of a term is not the ordinary usage, but the context,
(Prakarm:zac-ca: B.S. I. ii. 10), and the construed meaning of the
related texts (Viikyiinvayiit: B.S. I. iv. 19). Thus Badarayal)a
shows that the Vedantic texts harmoniously teach Brahman as
the plenary reality, the world-ground which is of the nature
of existence-consciousness-bliss, which is the supreme object of
meditation, and which is the final end to be realized.
In the second chapter which is entitled 'non-conflict'
(Avirodha) , Badarayal).a discusses the objections that may be
raised against the metaphysics of Vedanta. The principal objector
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is the follower of the Siirilkhya system. Great attention is
paid to the Siirilkhya because it comes very close to Vedanta.
If the Siirilkhya view is shown to be untenable, it follows that
the other views which are more remote are unacceptable.
For instance, it is declared (B.S. II. i. 3) that the view of the
Yoga of Patafijali stands refuted when it has been shown that the
Sarilkhya view is unsound. Taking its stand on logic, the Sarilkhya
argues that Pradhiina or Prakrti is the cause of evolution.
Employing the same logic, the Vedantin shows that Pradhana
cannot account for the world-evolution. There is observed design
in the world. This would be inexplicable if Pradhana were to
be the cause. How can the inert Pradhiina have a sense of
design, or even the will to create? Also, why and how it begins
to evolve, and why and how it ceases from evolving, it is not
possible to say; for, since Pradhana is not-intelligent, there should
be either perpetual evolution or dissolution. And, any intelligent
purpose is out of place; there would be only a hlind process or
movement without an end (B.S. II. ii. 1-6). The Vaisc~ika system
traces the world to primary atoms, posits adrua as the unseen
power responsible for bringing the atoms together or for separating them. This view fares even worse than the Siirilkhya theory.
Whether as located in the atoms or in the souls, the unseen
potency cannot move the atoms because it is unintelIigent even
as the atoms are. There are other attendant defects in the system
which cannot be remedied. The most serious of these difficulties
is that the Vaise~ika believes that from the partless atoms, the
things of the world with parts arise (B.S. II. ii. 11-17). There
are realistic as well as idealistic schools in Buddhism. All things
are aggregates, according to Buddhism: there is nothing like
substantiality. For the realistic schools, there arc two kinds of
aggregates, the internal and the external. But, consistent with
the other Buddhist doctrine of momentariness, how aggregation
can take place at all passes one's understanding. There is a
processor of successive moments: but how are the moments
related? What connection is there between what precedes and
what succeeds? These questions remain unsolved (B.S. II. ii. 18
if). For the Buddhist idealist, there is no extra-mental reality;
ideas are things; ""hat is real is a series of momentary ideas. This
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view also is untenable. The appearance of ideas is sought to be
explained as brought about by residual impression. But, how can
there be residual impression if there are no external things. So,
says BadarayaQa, the Buddhist view is totally unintelligible
(Sarvathii-anupapattil): B.S. II. ii. 32). The Jaina philosophy
seeks to combine opposites such as permanence and change,
identity and difference. The obvious criticism of such a view
would be: how could one and the same thing possess contradictory attributes? There are other doctrines, too, of Jainism which
are unacceptable, e.g. that the soul has variable size. And so, the
}aina position has to be rejected (B.S. II. ii. 33 ff).
According to Vedanta, as we have seen, Brahman is the worldground, the sole and whole cause of the world. Some theistic
schools do not subscribe to this view. They hold that God is
only the efficient cause who fashions the world out of extraneous
matter which is co-eternal with him. This view is not sound,
because God would then become limited and finite (B.S. II. ii.
37); and a limited God is no God at all. The world appears
from Brahman, stays in it, and gets resolved into it. This does
not involve any effort on the part of Brahman. The so-called
creative activity is like sport (B.S. II. i. 33). The milk-turninginto-curds example (B.S. II. i. 24) is useful for realizing that
there is no need for an external agency for world-appearance,
that creation is not production de novo. A better analogy would
be to compare the non-evolution and evolution of the world
to the folded and spread out states, respectively, of a piece of
cloth (B.S. II. i. 19). The truth is that the world is not separate
from Brahman; it has no independent existence. The effect is
non-different from the cause. In other words, the effect is appearance, the cause alone is real (B.S. II. i. 14).
What is the status of the individual soul? Is it a product of
Brahman? The view of the Pancaratra school that the soul is
produced from God is rejected by BadarayaQa. The soul which
is eternal cannot be what is originated (B.S. II. ii. 42). The soul
is to Brahman as reflection is to prototype (B.S. II. iii. 50). It is
the soul that is the subject of transmigration, the agent of action,
the enjoyer of the fruit of action, the being that strives for
release and eventually gains it.
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In the third chapter of the Brahma-sutra, Badarayaoa discusses
the means to release, sadbll'fUl. The Ciirvaka view that there is no
soul apart from the body is unsound. If consciousness is an
attribute of the body, why is it that a dead body is not con~
scious (B.S. III. iii. 53-54). So, one must admit that the soul is
non-material, non-physical, which does not perish with the
decease of the body. After physical death, the soul may go
along either the path of the gods (devaylna) or the path of the
fathers (pitryiina), carrying along with it the subtle parts of the
elements and the sense-organs, etc., that had fonned the ingredients of its constitution. If the soul had perfonned the appropriate
meditations, it goes along the path of the gods and reaches
Brahma-Ioka. If it had done the necessary sacrificial rites, it goes
along the path of the fathers. There is also a third place men~
tioned in the Sastras: the souls that are not fit to pursue either
of the two paths referred to attain the status of tiny, continually
revolving creatures which are born and which die (B.S. III. i.
17). The souls that are bound for the other two paths also except
in the case of those which have realized Saguruz (Qualified)
Brahman, have to return to the world of mortals, as soon as their
merit is exhausted. Similarly, the souls which go to the nether
worlds. have to come back after their evil deeds h~ve been
accounted for. The texts describe the process by which.all this
happens. They give details regarding the re-entry of the soul
into the mother's womb and its re-embodiment. The various
states through which the embodied soul passes are also explained:
states such as w~king, dream, and deep sleep. The migration of
the soul goes on until it gets released through the realization of
the non-dual Brahman.
Brahman in itself is devoid of attributes, devoid of any form
(Arupavad-eva hi tat-pradballatviit: B.S. III. ii. 14). In some
passages of the Upani~ads, it is true, attributes are ascribed to
Brahman. But this ascription is for the sake of meditation
(upiisana). Just as light which has no form appears to be endowed
with different forms because of the objects which it illumines,
Brahman which has no attributes appears as if endowed with
attributes on account of the limiting adjuncts (B.S. III. ii. 15).
Brahman is the non-dual pure consciousness. It appears as if
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many, even as the one sun gets reflected diversely in the different
vessels containing water (B.S. III. ii. 18). When the adventitious
conditions fall off, it will be realized that Brahman is the nondual Absolute. In itself it is unconditioned and unsullied. In
order to convey this truth, the Upani~ads adopt the negative
mode of instruction (B.S. III. ii. 22-23): Brahman is "not thus;
not thus" (Br. II. iii. 6).
The soul is non-different from Brahman. Because of nescience,
it imagines that it is different. When nescience is removed
through knowledge, the soul realizes the truth of non-difference
(B.S. III. ii. 26). Scripture also denies difference (Pratiiedbac-ca:
B.S. III. ii. 30). And it prescribes meditation known as vidyas
for enabling the soul to realize its non-difference from Brahman.
The meditations, although many, have one and the same purpose
(B.S. III. iii. 1). What the nature and content of a particular
meditation are should be determined carefully with reference
to the context in which it is taught. In two different Upani$llds,
for instance, the name may be the same, but the meditations may
be different. In some other cases, the names may be different,
but the meditation may be the same. In regard to some meditations, the details may be given in bits in different places. The
sadbaka must piece them all together in order to be guided in
his practice. And it is not necessary that one should practise all
the Vidyas. Anyone of them will be enough for gaining the goal
(B.S. III. iii. 59). The vidyas are meditations on the SaguQil
Brahman. Therefore, the one who practises them goes, after
death, along the path of the gods, and eventually secures release
(B.S. III. iii. 29). It is only the knower of Nirgu1Jll (Non-qualified) Brahman that does not go along any eschatological path;
he attains Brahman here.
Sannyasa is a recognized aframa; it is prescribed even as the
other three are. The sannyiisins have no need to perform ritual;
they are eligible to pursue the path of knowledge. They have
no other obligation such as tending the sacred fires (B.S. III. iv.
25). The sacrificial rites are intended only for those who have
studied the Veda and are instructed in the ritual techniques, and
who have not yet gained eligibility for knowledge. Works, when
performed with some end in view, bring in their respective
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results. These results may pertain to this world and to the next.
But, when duties are done without any motive for froits, they
serve to purify the mind and make it fit for pursuing the path
of knowledge. The seeker after knowledge must endeavour to
possess such virtues as calmness, equanimity, self-control, etc.
(B.S. III. iv. 27). These virtues are necessary for turning the
mind inward in search of the true Self. Endowed with the
cardinal virtues, one follows the path of knowledge and gains
the goal which is release, mok$a (B.S. Ill. iv. I). Mok$a is not a
post mortem state. It is the eternal nature of the Self, and is
realized the very moment the veil of ignorance is lifted. So,
what is required is the removal of the obstacle that bars the way
(B.S. III. iv. 51). In mok$a itself there are no differences of
grade or kind. What is referred to as the state of release is nothing
but Brahman (B.S. III. iv. 52).
The last chapter of the Brahma-siitra is on 'the fruit', Phala.
The one who meditates on SQ~a Brahman, as was mentioned
earlier, goes along the path of the gods, after physical death,
carrying along with him the subtle body which lasts till release
is gained (B.S. IV. ii. 8). The soul of the one who has realized
Sagu7;Ul Brahman reaches the region of the heart, and then departs
through the SUfU1111lR-naq.i (B.S. IV. ii. 17). Leaving the body,
the soul travels along the rays of the sun, and goes to Brahma-Ioka
(B.S. IV. ii. 18). During this journey, various deities take charge
of the soul, and conduct it along the path of the gods. After
reaching Brahma-Ioka, the soul gets identified with Sagu'{U1
Brahman. And, when that loka is destroyed at the end of the
kalpa, the soul realizes Nirgu1J Q Brahman, which is release (B.S.
IV. iii. 10). As we have already seen, the one who follows the
path of knowledge gains release in this very life. His prii1Jas do
not depart; they get resolved even here (B.S. IV. ii. 12). On
Brahman-realization, one is freed from all sin (B.S. IV. i. 13).
The one who is released in this life is called a /ivan-mukta. His
body continues till the Priirabdha lasts. Priirabdha is the karma
which has begun to fructify and is responsible for the present
body. That the body of the Jivan-mukta continues till Priirabdha
lasts is stated only from the standpoint of those who are yet unreleased. The truth is that for the mukta there is no body at all.
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The knower of Brahman realizes the absolute non-difference
from Brahman (AvibhiigaI;J: B.S. IV. ii. 16). When one has gained
release, there is no more involvement in samsiira, no more return
to the cycle of birth and death (Anii'urttiI;J: B.S. IV. iv. 22).
We have now had a conspectus of the teaching of the Brahrnasutra in the light of Sankara's commentary thereon. Sankara's
bhii~ya is the earliest extant commentary on BadarayaQa's text. It
is celebrated for its lucidity and depth (prasanna-gambhira).
There must have been commentaries before Sarikara; but none
of them has come down to us. Several commentators came after
Sarikara. Among them are Bhaskara, Yadavaprakasa, Ramanuja,
KeSav:a. NilakaQtha, Madhva, Baladeva, Vallabha, and Vijfiana
Bhiksu. They differ from Sarikara on certain moot points. But
all of them have been influenced, knowingly or unknowingly,
by Sarikara's commentary which has served as the model. In
the Sankara tradition itself there have appeared several commentarial works. On Sarikara's bhiiFya, Vacaspati wrote the BhiimJIti,
which was followed by the Kalpataru, and the Parimala. Simi-.
larly, Padmapada wrote the Paiicapiidikii on Sarikara's bhii$ya;
and this was followed by the Vivara1)ll, and the Tattvadipa11ll.
These are but a few of the annotations and glosses on Sarikara's
great bhii$ya.
Padmapada, one of the direct disciples of Sankara offers this
obeisance to his master and the bhii~ya:

yadvaktnrmiinasasaraI;J-pratilabdhajanma
bhiiFyiiravin.damakarandarasarh pibanti,
praty asamun7lmkba-vinitaviney abhriil gii
tan bhaFyavittakagurun pra1Jato'smi mUrdhna.
"I bow my head before Sri Sarikara, the preceptor of the humble
disciples who are renowned for their knowledge of the bha~ya
and who drink the nectar flowing from the hha,rya-lotus which
owes its origin to the miinasa-lake of Sri Sarikara's mouth and
who, like the bees, are eagerly lifting up their faces from all
quarters."
Appayya Di:k~ita sings the praise of the great teaching thus:
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adhigatabhida purviicaryanupetya sahasradha
saridiva mahibhedan samprapya sauripadodgatii,
jayati bhagavatpada-frimanmukbiimbuja-nirgata
janallahara~i suktih brahmlidvayajkaparaya~ii.

"The great teaching which issues from the lotus-face of the
Bhagavatpada, which has the non-dual Brahman as its primary
import, which destroys phenomenal existence and which, while
admitting of several interpretations by the (numerous) ancient
preceptors, exists in all its grandeur,- in the same way as the
river Ganga which, issuing from the foot of Vi~Qu, assumes
different courses on reaching different lands."
There are a few English translations available of the Brahmasutra with ·Sankara's commentary. The earliest to appear was the
one by George Thibaut. The merits of the present translation
have been pointed out in the Publisher's Preface to the first
edition. That a second edition has been called for itself shows
how useful Swami Gambhiranandaji's translation has been. This
is a faithful and helpful rendering of a work which is of perennial and profound interest. The second edition will be welcomed,
like the first, by the students of Vedanta in the English-speaking
world.

January 5, 1972

T. M. P. Mahadevan
Director, Centre of Advt111Ced Study
in Philosophy, University of Madras
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CHAPTER I
SAMANVAYA-RECONCILIATION THROUGH

PROPER INTERPRETATION
SEcrlON

I

Pretrmble: It being an established fact that the object and
the subject, l that are fit to be the contents of the concepts "you"
and "we" (respectively), and are by nature as contradictory as
light and darkness, cannot logically have any identity, it follows
that their attributes can have it still less. 2 Accordingly, the
superimposition of the object, referable through the concept
"you", and its attributes on the subject that is conscious by
nature 3 and is referable through the concept "we" (should be
impossible), and contrariwise the superimposition of the subject
and its attributes on the object should be impossible. Nevertheless, owing to an absence of discrimination between these attributes, as also between substances, which are absolutely disparate,
there continues a natural human behaviour based on self-identification in the form of "I am this"4 or "This is mine".5 This
behaviour has for its material cause an unreal nescience and man
resorts to it by mixing up reality with unreality as a result of
superimposing6 the things themselves or their attributes on each
other.
Non-Self or matter, and Self or Consciousness, respectively.
2The attribute of matter is insentience, and of the Self, Consciousness.
These attributes cannot have any relation of identity or non-difference.
3 Which witnesses the intellect etc.
• For instance, "I am this body", where the body as such is superimposed
on the Self, conceived of as "I". Or "This body is I", where a relationship
with the Self is superimposed on the body.
• For instance, "This is my body", where the attributes of the body :Ire
superimposed on the Self. In the first case (previous f. n.) the separaH'ness
of the body and Self is forgotten; in the latter they are kept apart, but
the attributes get mixed up.
e The phrases "by mi'Cing up" and "as a result of superimposing" mean
1

2
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If it be asked, "What is it that is called superimposition?"the answer is: It is all awareness, similar in nature to memory,
that arises on a different (foreign) basis as a result of some past
experience. 7 With regard to this, some say that it consists in the
superimposition of the attributes of one thing on another. s But
others assert that wherever a superimposition on anything occurs,
there is in evidence only a confusion arising from the absence of
discrinlination between them. 9 Others say that the superimposithe same thing. The implied sequence points out the chain constituted by
superimposition, its impression on the mind, and subsequent superimposi•tion, which succeed one another eternally like the seed and its sprout.
7 Or the interpretation is:
"It is somewhat like a recollected thing
emerging from the impression of some past experience." The two interpretations are from the points of view of subjective and objective
awareness.
• Four alternative theories follow successively. Of these the first two
-Anyatbiikbyiiti and Atmakbyiiti-are comprised within the present
view. According to Anyatbiikbyiiti, subscribed to by the NyayaVaise~ika schools, we have at first a vague awareness of "this" with regard
to the rope in front. As the mind is not satisfied with this alone, it craves
for a distinct perception. But some defect in the cognizer, his instruments
of perception, or environment debars this, at the same time that the
similarity of the rope and the snake calls up the memory of the latter.
This memory conjures up the visual perception of the snake, and so the
"this" is apprehended as "This is a snake". According to some Buddhists
who hold the Anyatbakbyiiti theory of error, the "this" of the externally
perceivable rope is superimposed on the mentally present snake to form
the erroneous judgment, "This is a snake". Their psychological explanation is this: It may so happen that owing. to the past impression inhering
in consciousness, there may be a simultaneous flow of the consciousness
of the external "this" and the internal snake, in which case the two get
mixed up. The Buddhists call this Atmakhyati.
• This view of Akhyati is held by the followers of Prabhakara, who
assert that there is no such thing as erroneous knowledge" for a contrary
supposition will paralyse human action by raising doubt at every turn as
to whether a particular cognition is valid or not. In a case of so-called
error, we do not really have a single cognition, but two, though we err
by failing to recognize the difference between the two. On the one side
we have the knowledge of the "this" in its absoluteness, occurring in the
judgment "This is nacre". The nacre fails to come within the range of
cognition owing to some defect in the factors concerned and some
similarity between nacre and silver, because of which latter fact, the
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tion of anything on any other substratum consists in fancying
some opposite attributes on that very basis. lo From every point
of view, however, there is no difference as regards the appearance of one thing as something else. And in accord with this,
we find in common experience that the nacre appears as silver,
and a single moon appears as two.
Opponent: How, again, can there be any superimposition of
any object or its attributes on the (inmost) Self that is opposed
to the non-Selfll and is never an object (of the senses and
mind)? For everybody superimposes something else on what is
perceived by him in frol1t;12 and you assert that the Self is
opposed to the non-Self and is not referable (objectively) by
the concept "you".
The answer (of the V edantin) is: The Self is not absolutely
beyond apprehension, because It is apprehended as the content
of the concept "I"; and because the Self, opposed to the nonSelf, is well known in the world 13 as an immediately perceivea
(i.e. self-revealing) entity. Nor is there any rule that something
has to be superimposed on something else' that is directly perceived through the senses; for boys superimpose the ideas of
surface (i.e. concavity) and dirt on space (i.e. sky) that is not
an object of sense-perception. Hence there is nothing impossible
in superimposing the non-Self on the Self that is opposed to it.
This superimposition, that is of this nature, is considered by
the learned to be avidyii, nescience. 14 And the ascertainment of
contact between the eyes and the nacre calls up to memory the silver
seen in a shop. But the silver is remembered not in association with its
time and locality, but simply as silver. So the two cognitions of "this" and
silver synchronize, at the same time that their difference is not apprehended. This non-perception of difference prompts certain reactions in the
perceiver.
10 This view of Asatkhyiiti is held by the Buddhist Nihilist, according
to whom, the non-existing silver appears on the non-existing nacre.
U Pratyak-iitmii
is interpreted by Ratnaprabhii as that (ExistenceKnowledge-Bliss Brahman) which stands opposed to non-existence, insentience, and sorrow (i.e. sorrowful ego etc.).
,. As an object, directly perceived through the senses.
13 The Self is known as "I" to all people, learned or ignorant, and
nobody has any doubt as to this.
"'Since it is a product of nescience and is sublated by vidyii (illumina-
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the nature of the real entity by separating the superimposed
thing from it is called vidyii (illumination). This being sop
whenever there is a superimposition of one thing on another,
the locus is not affected in any way either by the merits or
demerits of the thing superimposed. All forms of worldly and
Vedic behaviour that are connected with valid means of
knowledge and objects of knowledge start by taking for granted
this mutual superimposition of the Self and non-Self, known as
nescience; and so do all the scriptures dealing with injunction,
prohibition, or emancipation.
Opponent: How, again, can the means of valid knowledge,
such as direct perception as well as the scriptures, have as their
locus a cognizer who is subject to nescience?18
The (Vediintin's) answer is: Since a man without self-identification with the body, mind, senses, etc., cannot become a cognizer,
and as such, the means of knowledge cannot function for him;
since perception and other activities (of a man) are not possible
without accepting the senses etc. (as his own); since the senses
cannot function without (the body as) a basis; since nobody
engages in any activity with a body that has not the idea of
the Self superimposed on it; since the unrelated Self cannot
become a cognizer unless there are all these (mutual superimposition of the Self and the body and their attributes on each
other) ; and since the means of knowledge cannot function
unless there is a cognizership; therefore it follows that the
means of knowledge, such as direct perception as well as the
scriptures, must have a man as their locus who is subject to
neSCIence.
Moreover, there is no difference (of the learned) from the
animals (in regard to empirical behaviour). Just as animals and
tion). The commentary refers to superimposition, which is a product of
Maya, rather than to Maya itself, because the latter is a source of evil in
its derived forms and not in its unevolved states, e.g. sleep, whereas
superimposition is directly so.
U Since superimposition is a product of nescience.
,. If the Self, with the superimposition of "I" on It, be subject to ignorance, then the instruments of knowledge and scriptures, depending on It,
become vitiated and lose their validity.
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others tum away from sound etc. when these appear to be
unfavourable after their ears etc. come in contact with them,
and they move towards these when they are favourable; and
just as by noticing a man approaching them with a raised stick,
they begin to run away thinking, "This one wants to hurt me",
and they approach another carrying green grass in his hands,
similarly even the wise are repelled by the presence of strong,
uproarious people with evil looks and uJ5raised swords, and are
attracted by men of opposite nature. Therefore the behaviour
of men with regard to the means and objects of knowledge is
similar to that of animals. And it is a familiar fact that the
animals use their means of perception etc. without discrimination (between the body and the Self). From this fact of
similarity, the conclusion can be drawn that so far as empirical
behaviour is concerned, the use of the means of perception by
the wise is similar to that of lower animals, (it being a result
of superimposition). Of course, it is a fact that a man acting
intelligently does not acquire the competence for scriptural
duties unless he has a knowledge of the relationship of his soul
with the next world. Still (a knowledge of) the absolute Reality,
that is the Self, is not a prerequisite for such a competence;
for It (i.e. Reality) has no relevance here, and It is opposed to
such competence,17 inasmuch as It is beyond hunger and thirst,
free from such differentiation as Brahmal)a, K~atriya, ·etc., and
is not subject to birth and death. And the scriptures, which are
operative before the dawn of the real knowledge of .the Self,
cannot transgress the limits of their dependence on people
groping in ignorance. To illustrate the point: Such scriptural
injunction as "A Brahmal)a shall perform a sacrifice" can
become effective only by taking for granted various kinds of
superimposition of caste, stage of life, age, condition, etc. And
we said that superimposition means the cognition of something
as some other thing. Thus in accordance as one's wife, children,
or other relatives are hale and hearty with all their limbs intact,
17 For empirical activities, a vague idea about one's soul is quite enough,
and no knowledge pf the absolute Self is needed. On the contrary, when
one knows the absolute Self, one loses all kinds of self-identification, and
therefore actions become impossible.
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or as they suffer from the loss of those limbs, one thinks, "I
myself am hale and ·hearty" or "I myself am injured"; thus one
superimposes external characteristics on the Self. Similarly one
superimposes the characteristics of the body when one has
such ideas as "I am fat", "I am thin", "I am fair", "I stay",
"I go", or "I scale". So also one superimposes the attributes
of the senses and organs when one thinks, "I am dumb", "I
have lost one eye", "I am a eunuch", "I am deaf", or "I am
blind". Similarly one superimposes the attributes of the internal
organ, such as desire, will, doubt, perseverance, etc. In the same
way, one first superimposes the internal organ, possessed of the
idea of ego, on the Self, the witness of all the manifestations of
that organ; then by an opposite process, one superimposes on
the internal organ etc. that Self which is opposed to the nonSelf and which is the witness of everything. Thus occurs this
superimposition that has neither beginning nor end but flows
on eternally, that appears as the manifested universe and its
apprehension, that conjures up agentship and enjoyership, and
that is perceived by all persons. In order to eradicate this source
of evil and in order to acquire the knowledge of the unity of
the Self, is begun a discussion (after the study) of all the
Upani~ads. We shall show in this discussion about the nature
of the embodied soul, that this is the purport of all the
Upani~ads.
TOPIC

1 : DELIBERATION ON BRAHMAN

This is the first aphorism in the scripture which deals with the
ascertainment of the meaning of the Upani~ads and which is
sought to be explained by us.

3fl.11CI"T i!iIlP f-il ~ I~ I 1\ ~ "
ar~

Thereafter am: hence ~-f;;rmm a deliberation on Brahman.

1. Hence (is to be undertaken) thereafter a deliberation on
Brahman.
The word atha (thereafter) is used in the sense of "sequence",
and not "commencement"; for brahma-jijiiiisii is not a thing

l.i.l1
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that can be commenced. Is And the meaning "auspiciousness"
cannot enter syntacticallY into the purport of a sentence.
Besides, the word atha, even when used in some other sense,
serves the purpose of auspiciousness from the very fact of its
being heardY' If it implies the anticipation of something coming
later by something broached earlier, then this does not differ in
effect from causality 20 (i.e. sequence).
The meaning of "sequence" being taken for granted, one has
to mention that earlier thing which is a prerequisite for a
deliberation on Brahman, just as much as a deliberation on religious rites (or deeds) depends invariably on an earlier study
of the Vedas. The mere fact of the study of the Vedas cannot
be the prerequisite sought for here, since this is a common factor
(in both the cases of deliberation on Brahman and religious
rites).
Opponent: A previous understanding of the religious rites
can be accepted here as the special factor (leading to the deliberation on Brahman).
Vedantin : Not so, since it is logically possible for a man who
has studied the Upani~ads to undertake a deliberation on
Brahman even without deliberation on the religious rites. And
no sequence is meant here between these two like the procedural
arrangement in the matter of taking up the heart etc., where
an order is sought to be enjoined;21 for there is no proof either
18 Brahma-j;jiiiisii literally means a wish to know Brahman. A wish follows
spontaneously from the knowledge that something is achievable by effon,
and that when achieved, it will lead to desirable results. Thus a wish
cannot be begun like a pot, for instance. So by implication the phrase
means "a deliberation on (the nature of) Brahman"; and to complete the
sentence, we have to supply "is to be undenaken". According to this
interpretation also, atba cannot mean commencement, that idea being
implied in the verb itself that has to be supplied (f. n. 26).
18 Like the auspicious sound of a conch.
"" PUTva-pralq-ta-apeklii may mean the broaching of a later topic by
presupposing something broached earlier, as for instance in enumeration.
But this meaning is inadmissible, since nothing is broached before this
aphorism. Or it may mean the anticipation of a later factor by the former.
But in that case we come to causality.
21 The word avadii'TIa means the cutting off of a limb of the sacrificial
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establishing any relation between these two like that between
the whole and its parts, or showing any derivative competence
(i.e. competence in one thing derived from the competence
in something else). 22 Moreover, the deliberations on virtuous
deeds 23 and Brahman differ as regards results and objects of
inquiry. Virtuous deeds have secular prosperity as their results;
and these depend on the performance (of some rites etc.). But
the knowledge of Brahman has emancipation as its result, and it
does not depend on any other performance. Besides, a virtuous
deed that has to be inquired into is a thing still to be accomplished, and it is not present at the time of its acquaintance
(from scriptures etc.), for· it has to depend on human effort for
its emergence. On the other hand, the Brahman to be inquired
into here is a pre-existing entity; and It is not dependent on
human effort, since It is eternally present. Besides, there is a
difference in the mental reactions aroused by the Vedic texts
(in both the cases). The Vedic texts imparting knowledge about
virtuous deeds make their purport clear to people while
engaging their attention to the deeds enjoined,24 whereas the
animal for offering as an oblation. Annotators interpret it as "taking up".
The text is: Hrdayasya agre avadyati atha jibviiyap atba vaktasal? Now
these limbs cannot be taken up simultaneously; and so an order has to be
followed, which is made clear by the text by using the word atha in the
sense of "then".
""Se#n is the whole (or principle) and se[a a part (or subsidiary). Thr
two deliberations are not related that way; nor is there any derivative
competence, as when a man becomes competent to perform the Soma
sacrifice by virtue of his having performed the DarSa-Piir~amasa sacrifice.
The performer of the sacrifice is the same person where either of these two
relations is in evidence. But as both these are ruled out here, the persons
undertaking the two kinds of deliberation can well be different .
.. "A deed is held to be dharma that has no association with undesirable
consequence even from the standpoint of its result, it being the cause of
bliss alone" (sloka-'IJiirtika, I.i.2, 268-269) •
.. An injunction gives rise to its meaning in the mind of a hearer, which
leads the hearer to think first, "This text wants me to act in a certain
way", and then, "I should act in a certain way in accordance with this
injunction", the second thought being prompted by a desire for the result
(e.g. heaven). Then he learns about the form of the rites leading to the
result, as also their instruments, accessories, subsidiary acts, etc. Thus

I. i. 1 1
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Vedic texts speaking of Brahman give rise only to Its knowledge.
Since knowledge is not a product of injunctions, a man is not
impelled to know, just as for instance, he is not in his acquisition
of knowledge through a contact of the eye with some object. 2 :1
Therefore something has to be pointed out as the prerequisite
after which it is taught that the deliberation on Brahman can
proceed.
The answer is: They are discrimination between the eternal
and the non-eternal; dispassion for the enjoyment of the fruits
(of work) here and hereafter; a perfection of such practices as
control of the mind, control of the senses and organs, etc.; and a
hankering for liberation. Granted the existence of these,
Brahman can be deliberated on or known even before or after
an inquiry into virtuous deeds, but not otherwise. Therefore by
the word atha is enjoined the succession to a perfection of the
practices mentioned here.
The word ataIJ (hence) implies causality. Since in such texts
as, "To illustrate the point, just as the enjoyable things earned
through work get exhausted in this world, so also do the
enjoyable things in the other world that are earned through
merit" (Ch. VIII. i. 6), the Vedas reveal that the Agnihotra
sacrifice etc .• which are the means for the achievement of higher
things, have evanescent results; and since in such texts as, "The
knower of Brahman attains the Highest" (Tai. II. i), the Vedas
show in a similar way that from the realization of Brahman
follows the highest human objective (viz liberation), therefore
one should undertake a deliberation on Brahman after a perfection of the practices mentioned earlier.
Brahma-jijiiasa means a deliberation on Brahman. 26 And
Brahman is that which will he defined hereafter as "That from
from the two kinds of thought follows the knowledge about the virtuous
deeds, and then action .
.. Just as we see through our eyes, so also we know Brahman through
such Vedic texts as, "This Self is Brahman" (Mii. 2). Vedic texts are thus
valid means of knowledge just like direct perception.
"The literal meaning is "wish to know Brahman"; but by implication,
the meaning is, "for getting a direct knowledge of Brahman one should
undertake a deliberation on the U pan~adic texts". "Wish" figuratively

10
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which the universe has its birth etc." (B. S. I. i. 2). Hence there
should be no misinterpretation of the word in the sense of the
BrahmaQ.a caste etc. The sixth case-ending occurring after
Brahman (when the compound is split up) is used in the
accusative sense, and not in the sense of mere relation; for a
wish to know presupposes a thing wanted to be known,27 and
no other thing to be inquired into has been indicated.
Opponent: Even if the sixth case-ending be taken in the sense
of relatio'n, it does not rule out the fact of Brahman's being
the object of deliberation, for a general relation includes all
special relations (e.g. of an object to its verb).
Vedantin: Even then it involves a useless effort to give up
Brahman as a direct object and fancy It to be so through a
general relationship.
Opponent: Not useless, because it is sought to imply thereby
that a deliberation on everything associated with Brahman is
kept in view.
Vediintin: Not so, because when the chief factor is taken in
hand, the subsidiaries present themselves by implication. 28 Since
Brahman is the object most desired to be comprehended through
knowledge,29 It must be the chief factor. When that chief factor
is taken up as the object of deliberation, all other factors,
without an inquiry into which the deliberation on Brahman
remains unaccomplished, become implied pari passu; and hence
means "the deliberation resulting from the wish"; "knowledge" means
"the special kind of direct knowledge"; and the verb "is to be undertaken"
has to be supplied.
27 Both the verbs "wish (or want)" and "know" are transitive and must
have objects. Wish has knowledge for its object, and knowledge has
Brahman. A man must first know something in order that he may wish
for it so that knowledge becomes both a cause and an effect of wish.
The difficulty is obviated by saying that the causal knowledge is an unripe
and indirect apprehension, whereas the resulting knowledge is a mature
one culminating in the revelation of Brahman (f. n. 30) •
.. Artbiipatti, a means of valid knowledge, as" for instance, "Plump Devadatta does not eat in the day-time", where by implication we know that
he eats at night.
.. An object is "that which is the most desired (in a sentence) by the
subject of the verb".
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they need not be mentioned separately as the import of this
aphorism. This is just like saying, "There goes the king", where
from that very statement it follows that the king is going with
his retinue. And this has to be accepted in order that it may
accord with the Vedic texts. The Vedic text starting with,
"That from which these beings take birth, (that by which they
are sustained after birth, and that towards which they proceed
and into which they get merged)", directly reveals Brahman
as an object (of deliberation) by saying, "Wish to know that,
that is Brahman" (Tai. III. i). And that Upani~adic text will be
in line with the aphorism if the sixth case-ending is interpreted
in the accusative sense. Accordingly, the sixth case-ending is
used in the accusative sense.
Jijiiasa means "a wish to know". And the knowledge culminating in direct realization30 (of Brahman) is the object of
"wish" implied by the suffix san (in jijiiiisa); for a desire aims
at its result, the desire being that Brahman be realized (i.e.
uncovered) by that knowledge 31 which is a valid means of
apprehension. And the realization of Brahman is the highest
human objective; for it completely eradicates all such evils as
ignorance etc. that constitute the seed of transmigration. Therefore Brahman should be deliberated on.
Opponent: Is that Brahman, again, familiar or unfamiliar? If
It be familiar, It need not be deliberated on for the sake of
knowledge. Again, if It be unfamiliar, It cannot be deliberated
on.
The answer (of the Vediintin) is: As to that, Brahman does
exist as a well-known entity-eternal, pure, intelligent, free by
nature, and :l.ll-knowing and all-powerful. For from the very
derivation of the word Brahman, the ideas of eternality, purity,
30 An apparent knowledge of Brahman, that one gathers from the scriptures etc. and entertains as a common-sense point of view, is the cause
of the deliberation on Brahman; and the resulting realization of the
form "I am Brahman" is the effect or aim of that deliberation. Thus
mediate and immediate knowledge can be the cause and effect of the
deliberation.
81 An unanalysable mental modification that expresses itself as a direct
awareness of the form, "I am Brahman"
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etc. become obvious, this being in accord with the root

brmh. 32 Besides, the existence of Brahman is well known from
the fact of Its being the Self of all; for everyone feels that his
Self exists, and he never feels. "I do not exist". Had there been
no general recognition of the existence of the Self, everyone
would have felt, "I do not exist". And that Self is Brahman. aa
Opponent: If Brahman be well known in the world as the
Self, then It being already known, there arises the difficulty
again that It is not to be deliberated on.
Vedantin: No, for there is a conflict about Its distinctive
nature. Ordinary people as well as the materialists of the
Lokayata school recognize the body alone to be the Self
possessed of sentience. Others hold that the mind is the Self.
Some say that it is merely momentary consciousness. Others say
that it is a void. Still others believe that there is a soul, separate
from the body, which transmigrates and is the agent (of work)
and the experiencer (of results). Some say that the soul is a
mere experiencer34 and not an agent. Some say that there is a
God who is different from this soul and is all-knowing and
all-powerful; others say that He is the Self of the experiencing
individual. Thus there are many who follow opposite views by
depending on logic, texts and their semblances. If one accepts
anyone of these views without examination, one is liable to be
deflected from emancipation and come to grief. Therefore 31i
so The root brmh means growth, and the suffix mll1l, added to
it, signifies an absence of limitation (in expanse). So Brahman derivatively
means that which is absolutely the greatest. And eternality etc. follow
as a matter of course from this limitlessness .
.. As is known from the text, "This Self is Brahman" (Hr. II. v. 19) .
.. Bhoga and Bhokta are generally translated as enjoyment and enjoyer.
But the terms are meant to include both enjoyment and suffering of
happiness and sorrow; hence experience and experiencer are nearer the
mark.
"The deliberation based on the Upani~ads can be commenced (a)
since from the fact of the universality of bondage it follows that there
can be such a result as freedom, as also such a subject-matter as the unity
of the individual Self and Brahman; (b) since the subject-matter of this
book is not included in a deliberation on Dharma; (c) since a class of
specially qualified persons can exist; (d) and since the general familiarity
with Brahman supplies a subject-matter etc. for the book.
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starting with the presentation of a deliberation on Brahman,
here is commenced an ascertainment of the meaning of the texts
of the Upani~ds with the help of reasoning not opposed to the
Upani~ads themselves, for the purpose of leading to emancipation
(through knowledge).
TOPIC

2:

ORIGIN ETC. OF THE UNIVERSE

Opponent: It has been said that Brahman is to be deliberated
on. What, again, can be the definition of that Brahman?3B
Vedantin: Hence the venerable aphodst says:
",r:q l~flI lRf: 1\

~

II

(That) lfCf: from which (are derived)
of this (universe).

~rf<="

birth etc.

~

2. That (is Brahman) from which (are derived) the birth etc.
of this (universe).
Janmadi can be split up thus: That of which janma, birth, is
the lidi, first. In the phrase janmadi we have that class of
Bahuvrihi compound where the subject presented is apprehended along with its attributes. 31 The compound implies birth,
continuance, and dissolution. The mention of birth first is in
accord with the statements in the Vedic texts and the nature
of things. The Vedic assertion is this: "That from which these
beings take birth" (Tai. III. i) where origin, continuance, and
dissolution are revealed in an order. As for the nature of things,
a thing that has come to exist through birth can have continuance and disintegration. By the word idam (this), occurring as
a constituent of the word asya (of this), is indicated the entity
(viz the universe) that is presented immediately by perception
etc. And the sixth case-ending (i.e. "of") in it is meant for
indicating the relation of that entity with birth etc. By the
.. Brahman has no definition and hence cannot be deliberated on.
:J7 In "pitiimbaram pasya-see the man with a yellow cloth", the man is
known along with his yellow cloth. But in "drnasamudra11f anaya-bring
the man who saw the sea", the man alone can be brought, but not the
qualifying clause.
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word yata!J (from which) is indicated a cause; and the clause
"that is Brahman" has to be added at the end to complete the
sentence. (So the meaning of the whole aphorism is): That
ominiscient and omnipotent source must be Brahman from
which occur the birth, continuance, and dissolution of this
universe that is manifested through name and form, that is
associated with diverse agents and experiences, that provides
the support for actions and results, having well-regulated space,
time, and causation, and that defies all thoughts about the real
nature of its creation.
Birth, continuance, and dissolution only are mentioned here,
since the other modifications that things are heir to are included
in them.3s Had the six modifications listed by Yaska in the
words, "It originates, exists, grows," etc. been accepted (here),
it might lead to the doubt that the origin, existence, and destruction of the universe from the primary source (Brahman) are
not referred to, these modifications being possible only during
the continuance of the universe. 3D In order that this doubt may
not arise, the origin that takes place from Brahman, and the
continuance and merger that occur in That Itself are referred to.
Apart from God, possessed of the qualifications already mentioned, the universe, as described, cannot possibly be thought of
as having its origin etc. from any other factor, e.g. Pradhana
(primordial Nature) which is insentient, or from atoms, or nonexistence, or some soul under worldly conditions (viz HiralJ.yagarbha). Nor can it originate spontaneously; for in this universe.
people (desirous of products) have to depend on specific space,
time, and causation. 40 Those who stand by God as the cause
.. The other modifications are: Growth, transformation, and decay.
Growth and transfomlation are really fonns of new birth (or evolution),
while decay is a form of death.
30 Yaska's N irukta mentions six kinds of modification-birth. continuance,
growth, transformation. decay, death. The aphorism, however, enumerates
the three mentioned in the U pani~ads, so as not to get involved in any
other philosophy .
• 0 The naturalists cannot argue that a thing originates by itself, for that
is a fallacious use of the term "originate". A thing cannot originate
causelessly, for that contradicts experience.
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(e.g. the Naiyayikas) rely on this very inference alone 41 for
establishing the existence etc. 42 of God as distinguished from
a transmigrating soul.
Opponent: Is not this very inference presented here by the
aphorism starting with, "That from which" etc.?
Vediintin: No; for the aphorisms are meant for stringing
together the flowers of the sentences of the Upani~ads; for it is
precisely the sentences of the Upani~ads that are referred to
and discussed in these aphorisms. The realization of Brahman
results from the firm conviction43 arising from the deliberation
on the (Vedic) texts and their meanings,44 but not from other
means of knowledge like inference etc. When, however, there
are Upani~dic texts speaking of the origin etc. of the world,
then even inference, not running counter to the Upani~adic
texts, is not ruled out in so far as it is adopted as a valid means
of knowledge reinforcing these texts; for the Upani~ads themselves accept reasoning as a help. For instance, there is the text,
"(The Self is) to be heard of, to be reflected on"45 (Br. II. iv. 5).
And the text, "A man, well-informed and intelligent, can reach
the country of the Giindhiiras; similarly in this world,. a man
who has a teacher attains knowledge"46 (Ch. VI. xiv. 2), shows
that the Vedic texts rely on the intelligence of man.
So far as the deliberation on Brahman is concerned, the direct
., The inference presented in the earlier sentence-UApart from •.. any
other factor."
•• Omniscience, omnipotence, etc .
•• Ascenainment of the true meaning and the possibility of the thing to
be known .
.. When properly considered, the Upani~adic texts are seen to point
to Brahman .
•• Its possibility is to be established through reasoning.
•• A man, led away from the Gandhara country by robbers, with his
eyes covered, is left in a forest, bound hands and feet. Some passerby
then takes pity on him, frees him, and tells him of the road to Gandhiira.
If he is intelligent enough (pa~lt;lita) to understand that instruction, and
if he can use his deliberative faculty to guard against false steps, he can
reach Gandhiira. Similar is the case of a man under ignorance in this
world that is like a forest. A teacher tells him, "You are Brahman." If he
is intelligent enough to understand that and uses his reasoning faculty
adc'quateiy, he reachcs Brahman.
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texts, indicatory marks, etc. are not the sole means of the valid
knowledge of Brahman, as they are when religious duties are
deliberated on. But in the former case, the Vedic texts, personal
experience,·7 etc. are the valid means as far as possible; for the
knowledge of Brahman culminates in experience,48 and it relates
to an existing entity. Since in the case of rites etc. that have to
be undertaken, there is no dependence on direct experience (the
rite etc. being still in the womb of futurity), the direct texts etc.
alone are authoritative here. Besides, an act to be performed
becomes what it is through human effort. Worldly or Vedic
activities mayor may not be undertaken, or they may be dealt
with otherwise; as for instance, a man can walk, ride, proceed
otherwise, or need not move at all. Similarly (there are the
passages): "In the sacrifice (with Soma juice) called Atiriitra,
the vessel (containing the Soma juice) called SOQasi is taken up"
and "In the Atiriitra sacrifice the SOQasi is not taken up" (Tai.S.
VI. vi. 2.4). "(In the Agnihotra sacrifice) the oblation is offered
before sunrise", and "The oblation is offered after sunrise".
These injunctions and prohibitions are meaningful here (in a
context of rites), as also are the alternatives, general rules, and
exceptions. But a thing cannot be judged diversely to be of such
a kind and not to be of such a kind, to be existent and nonexistent (simultaneously). Options depend on human notions,
whereas the valid knowledge of the true nature of a thing is not
dependent on human notions. On what does it depend then? It is
dependent on the thing itself. For an awareness of the form, "This
is a stump, or a man, or something else", with regard to the same
stump cannot be valid knowledge. In such a case the awareness
of the form, "This is a man or something else" is erroneous, but
<7 The meaning of a particular passage has to be detennined with the
help of direct assertion, indicatory mark, syntactical connection, context,
position, and designation. The above six means, as also reasoning, etc.,
detennine the meanings of Vedic passages about Brahman, and through
the individual competence of each test, they give rise to a particular
mental state that is of the nature of the knowledge of Brahman. That
state again destroys ignorance and culminates in the revelarioq of Brahman.
48The mental modification having the form, "I am Brahman", culminates in the revelation of the real nature of Brahman.
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"This is a stump to be sure" is valid knowledge; for it corresponds to the thing itself. Thus the validity of the knowledge of
an existing thing is determined by the thing itself. This being
the position, the knowledge of Brahman also must be determined
by the thing itself, since it is concerned with an existing reality.
Opponent: If Brahman be an existing reality, It must be the
object of other means of valid knowledge, so that any deliberation on the Upani~dic texts (for the knowledge of Brahman)
becomes meaningless.
Vediintin: Not so; for Brahman's relation with anything
cannot be grasped, It being outside the range of sense-perception. The senses naturally comprehend objects, and not Brahman.
Had Brahman been an object of sense-perception, knowledge
would have been of the form, "This product is related to (i.e.
produced by) Brahman."49 Again, even when the mere effect
(i.e. universe) is cognized, one cannot ascertain whether it is
related to Brahman (as its cause) or to something else. Therefore
the aphorism, "That from which" etc., is not meant to present
an inference.
For what is it then?
For presenting an Upani~adic text.
Which, again, is that Upani~adic text that is sought to be
referred to by the aphorism?
(It is this): Starting with, "Bhrgu, the well-known son of
Varul)a approached his father Varul)a with the request, '0
revered sir, teach me Brahman'," the TaittirIya Upani~ad states,
"Seek to know that from which all these beings take birth, that
by which they live after being born, that towards which
they proceed and into which they merge; that is Brahman"
(TaL III. i). And the answer settling the question is: "From
Bliss certainly all these beings originate; they live by Bliss after
being born; and towards Bliss they proceed, and into Bliss they
•• The inference of thc opponent may be either, "Whatever is an effect
is a product of Brahman" or "Whatever is an effect has a causc", from
either of which he may try to arrive at the existence of Brahman. But
no such general idea, as implied in the first statement, is possible with
regard to Brahman, since Brahman is imperceptible.
2
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get merged" (Tai. III. vi). Other texts liO too of the same class
are to be quoted (in this connection), which speak of a cause
that is by nature eternal, pure, and free, and intrinsically
omniscient.
TOPIC

3:

ScRIPTURE AS SoURCE OF KNOWLEDGE OF BRAHMAN

In the course of showing that Brahman is the source of the
universe, it was implied in passing that Brahman is omniscient.
By way of confirming this, the aphorist says:

~-~)f;:rcCffi{

Because of being the source of the scriptures.

3. (BraJmum is omniscient) because of (Its) being the source

of the scriptures.
Brahman is the yon; (i.e. the material and efficient cause) of
great scriptures (Siistras) like the ~g- Veda etc. which are supplemented by other scriptures 51 that are themselves sources (of
various kinds) of knowledge, which reveal all things like a lamp,
and which are almost omniscient. 52 For scriptures like the ~g
Veda, possessed of all good qualities as they are, cannot possibly
emerge from any source other than an all-knowing One. For it is
a well-recognized fact in the world that the person from whom
00 For instance, Mu. I. i. 10, Br. III. ix. 28, etc.
The first aphorism presents the deliberation on Brahman as a task to
be undertaken by a competent person; and for him the second aphorism
presents the definition of Brahman. That this is the purpose of· the
aphorism becomes obvious from the order followed in the Taittiriya
Upani~ad, where Bhrgu comes as an inquirer and to him Brahman is
presented as the cause of the origin etc. of the universe. This is a
tlltllsthll definition of Brahman, where the characteristics mentioned are
not an intrinsic part of the thing defined, though they distinguish it from
others for the time being. The S'VllrUpa definition is presented in such
sentences as, "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinite" (Tai. II. i), where
the words Truth etc., though generally meaning empirical truth etc., imply
here by a figure of speech a transcendental entity which is Truth Itself.
•, Works on mythology, logic, discussion on religious and social duties,

iiklii, kalpll, vyakarlf!lll, niruktll, chllndllp, jyotis.
GO

Not fully omniscient, being within Maya.
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the scriptures dealing with multifarious subjects emerge is more
well informed than' the scriptures themselves; for instance,
grammar etc., emanating from PaQini and others, represent
merely a part of the subject known to them. It goes without
saying that, that great Being has absolute omniscience and omnipotence, since from Him emerge the ~g- Veda etc.-divided
into many branches and constituting the source of classification
into gods, animals, men, castes, stages of life, etc., and the source
of all kinds of knowledge-and since the emergence of these
Vedas from that Being occurs as though in sport and without
any effort like the breath of a man, as is stated in the Vedic
text, "Those that are called the ~g-Veda, (Yajur-Veda, etc.)
are but the exhalation of this great Being (Br. II. iv. to).
Or the aphorism means:
mf'Jr-liTf.rc<m(

Since the scriptures are Its valid means (of

Imowledge) .
3. (Brahman is not known from any other source), since the
scriptures are the valid meam of Its knowledge.

The scriptures, viz the ~g-Veda etc., just enumerated, are the
valid means of knowing (yoni) the real nature of this Brahman.
The idea implied is that Brahman is known as the source of
birth etc. of this universe from the scriptures alone that are a
valid means of knowledge. The scriptural text, "That from
which all these beings take birth" etc. (Tai. III. i) was quoted
under the previous aphorism.
Opponent: What need is there again of this aphorism, since
by quoting such scriptural texts under the previous aphorism
itself, it was shown that Brahman is to be known from the
scriptures?
The answer (of the Vedantin) is: Since the scriptures were
not explicitly alluded to by the previous aphorism, it might be
suspected that an inference alone had been presented (as the
means of knowing Brahman) by the previous aphorism, "That
from which" etc. (B. S. I. i. 1). In order to eliminate that doubt,
this aphorism says, "(Brahman is not known through any other
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means), since the scriptures are the valid means of Its
knowledge."
4: UPANI~S REVEAL BRAHMAN
Opponent: How is it again asserted that Brahman has the
scriptures alone as Its valid means of knowledge? For in (the
aphorism of Jaimini), "Since the Vedas are meant to enjoin
action, those portions of them which have not this purpose in
view are useless" (I. ii. I), it has been shown that the scriptures
are concerned with action. Therefore the Upan~ds are useless,
as they do not enjoin action. Or they may form part of an
injunction about action by way of revealing the agent, the deity,
etc. of that action; or they may be meant for enjoining some
other kind of action such as meditation (on gods and others).
For there is no possibility of the Upani~ds being the valid means
of knowing a thing already in existence, since an existing thing
is known through direct perception etc. 53 And just because no
human objective is gained through the revelation of something
that is neither acceptable nor rejectable, it has been said, "Since
the corroborative statements (Arthavada)54 can be combined
with some injunction to form a single idea, they become a valid
means of knowledge (of virtuous deeds) by way of eulogizing
the (duties enjoined by the) injunctions" (jai. SO. I. ii. 7). This
has been stated thus, so that such sentences as "He wept"(Tai.S.
TOPIC

.. The validity of a means of knowledge consists in its revealing something that is not known through other means and is not sublated later.
IT a thing known through perception etc. is again revealed by the Upani~ads, the latter lose their validity. "A thing already in existence" means
some positive thing which is an established reality, and as such, it has
no connection with any fresh effort for production. An action is needed
for producing something, but not after it is already there•
.. This is of three kinds-(a) GU'!lavadl1, attributive corroborative statement, e.g. "The sun becomes the sacrificial stake" Ta B. II. i. 5.2), where
the statement contradicts experience and is taken to mean "a stake shining
like the sun"; (b) Anuvadl1, reassertive corroborative statement, e.g. "Fire
is the remedy for cold", which is a mere restatement of a known fact;
(c) BbUtiirthavada, factual corroborative statement, e.g. "Indra raised his
thunder-bolt against Vrrra", which fact is known from the Vedas only.
Artbavadll is also classified as expressing eulogy, condemnation. heroic
performance, and past incident.
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II. v. 11) may not become meaningless, but may serve some
purpose by way of eulogizing. As for the mtmtras such as "lie
tvii" (T. S. I. i. 1) etc. they have been shown to be connected
with action by virtue of their speaking about some duty or its
means. Nowhere is a Vedic sentence seen to serve any purpose
without some connection with an injunction, nor can it reasonably
do so. Moreover, an injunction is not possible with regard to
something already accomplished, for an injunction is concerned
with action. Therefore the Upani~ds become supplementary to
injunctions by revealing the nature of the agents and the deities
needed in some action. G5 Or if this be not accepted out of
fear of ignoring the context,56 still the U pani~ds may relate to
the meditations expressed by their own texts. Hence Brahman
is not (validly) presented (as an object of knowledge) by the
scriptures.
This contingency having arisen, the answer is being given:
~

<ij'trq4lq \I 't 1\

. il But ffi{ that Brahman 'tIif .... 41q: being the object of full
import.
4. But tbat Brabmtm (is known from tbe Upani$ads) , (It)
being the object of their fullest import.
The word tu (but) is meant to rule out the opponent's point
of view. Tat (That) means Brahman, which is omniscient and
omnipotent, which is the cause of the origin, existence, and dissolution of the universe, and which is known as such from the
Upani~ads alone.
How?
Samal1vayat, because of being the object of their fullest
import; for in all the Upani~ads the texts become fully
reconciled when they are accepted as establishing this very
fact in their fullest import. (As for instance): "0 amiable
.., This is the view of Kumarila Bhana.
•• The portion of the Vedas, presenting the unity of the Self and
Brahman, is different from the portion presenting rites etc.
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one, this universe, before its creation, was but Existence,
one without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1), "Before creation
this universe was but the Self that is one" (Ai. I. i. 1),
"That Brahman is without prior or posterior, without interior
or exterior (i.e. homogeneous and without a second). This Self,
the perceiver of everything, is Brahman" (Br. II. v. 19), "All that
is in front is Brahman, the immortal" (Mu, II. ii. 11), etc. Besides,
when the words in the U pani~adic sentences become fully ascertained as but revealing the nature of Brahman, it is not proper
to fancy some other meaning; for that will result in rejecting
something established by the Vedas and accepting some other
thing not intended by them. And it cannot be held that those
words have for their ultimate purpose only a delineation of the
nature of the agent (viz the performer of the rites), for there
are such Vedic texts as "(But when to the knower of Brahman
everything has become the Self) then ... what should one see
and through what?" (Br. II. iv. 14), which deny action, instrument, and result. Nor is Brahman an object of perception, even
though It stands as an established, positive entity, for the unity
of the Self and Brahman, as stated in "That thou art" (Ch. VI.
viii. 7), cannot be known otherwise than from the scriptural
texts. As for the objection that instruction about Brahman is
useless inasmuch as It is neither acceptable nor rejectable, that is
nothing damaging; for the attainment of the highest human goal
(of freedom) becomes an accomplished fact only when the total
eradication of all sorrows comes about as a result of the realization of the Self as Brahman beyond acceptance and rejection. As
for the presentation of the deities etc. for the sake of meditation
contained in the Upani$adic texts themselves, that raises no
difficulty.57 (The absolute) Brahman cannot even in that way
become a factor in any injunction about meditation; for when
UFor the purification and concentration of mind, for emancipation by
stages, and for the attainment of the respective results, the U pani~ads
speak in some contexts of such deities as Pral}a, qualified Brahman, as
well as of the subsidiary factors and the results of such meditations. But
that does not mean that the Upani~ads are concerned with these alone.
As a mattel'- of fact, their main concern is to reveal the unity of the
Self and Brahman.
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unity is achieved, it is but reasonable that all ideas of duality,
involving action, accessories, etc .. should be eradicated, because
(the absolute) Brahman is neither acceptable nor rejectable. Not
that the perception of duality can crop up again (from past
impressions) even after being (wholly) uprooted by the realization of non-duality. If that were a possibility, then alone could
it be shown that Brahman becomes involved in any injunction
about meditation. Although Vedic texts are not seen elsewhere
to have any validity without being construed with injunction,
still in the face of the fact that the knowledge of Brahman does
culminate in its result (viz emancipation), the validity of the
scriptures dealing with the means of that emancipation cannot
be set aside. 58 Nor is the validity of the Upani~ds to be established by inference, in which case alone it would have been
necessary to cite analogous cases. 1i9 Therefore it is proved that
Brahman is known from the scriptures alone.
Others (e.g. Vrttikara) stand up here in opposition (and say):
Though Brahman is known from scriptures alone, still It is
presented as a factor involved in the injunction about meditation,
just like the sacrificial stake and the Ahavaniya fire, which
though unknown in ordinary life, are presented by the scriptures
as factors in injunctions. How can this be SO?80 (This can be
so) because the scriptures have in view either persuasion for
or dissuasion from activities, as is declared by those who know
the import of the scriptures: "The obvious purport of the
Vedas is to generate knowledge about duties" (Sabarll-Bbiqya,
I. i. 1); "By injunction is meant a sentence impelling one to
duty (ibid. I. i. 2); "An instruction (i.e. an injunctive sentence
like 'He shall sacrifice') is that which imparts the knowledge of
these (virtuous deeds)" (Jai. Su. I. i. 5); "There (in the Vedas)
words standing for established realities should be uttered with
.. So far as their own purport, viz Brahman, is concerned•
.. In illustration of a universal proposition from which the inference
follows. The Vedas, perception, inference, etc. are valid means of
knowledge, each within its own domain; none of these need depend on
another for proving its validity within that domain.
GO How can Brahman become a factor in an injunction about meditation?
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verbal terminations etc." (ibid. I. i. 25); "Since the Vedas are
meant for enjoining duties, all (the sentences) that do not have
that purport are meaningless" (ibid. I. ii. 1). Therefore the
scriptures become meaningful by either persuading a person to
act for a particular object or dissuading him from action for
some other; other sentences (e.g. Arthaviida) have their useful~
ness as forming parts of these. And since the Upani~dic texts
have a similarity with those Vedic texts, they should be pur~
poseful in that way alone. It being granted that the Upani~dic
sentences have injunctions in view, it stands to reason that just
as such means as the Agnihotra sacrifice are enjoined for one
who desires heaven, so also the knowledge of Brahman is
enjoined for one who hankers after immortality.
Objection: Has it not been pointed out that here (in the
PUTVQ and Uttara Mima7hsiis) there is a difference of the objects
inquired into? In the section dealing with rites etc., the things
to be inquired into are the religious acts that have still to emerge
into being, but here (in the section on knowledge) the object
inquired into is Brahman that is an established reality, existing
for ever. As between these two, the result of the knowledge of
Brahman should be different from the result (heaven etc.) of
the knowledge of virtuous deeds depending on performance.
Opponent (i.e. Vrttikara): It cannot be so, for Brahman is
presented here as a factor in an injunction about some action.
For there are such injunctions (about meditation) as, "The Self,
my dear, is to be seen" (Br. II. iv. 5), "That Self that is free
from sin, ... is to be sought for, is to be inquired into" (Ch. VIII.
vii. 1), "The Self alone is to be (profoundly) meditated on"
(Br I. iv. 7), "One should meditate only on the world of the
Self" (Br. I. iv. 15), "One who wants to become Brahman shall
meditate on Brahman"61 (Mu. III. ii. 9). As a result of such
texts the question arises, "What is that Self? What is that
Brahman?" And all such Upani~dic terms as, "Eternal, omniscient" (G. II. 24), "ever satisfied" (G. IV. 20), "even pure,
intelligent, and free by nature" (Nr. U. 9), "Brahman is con~
11

This is the opponent's interpretation. The Vedantie interpreration is:

"One who knows Brahman becomes Brahman."
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sciousness and bliss" (Br. HI. ix. 28), and so on, serve a purpose
by presenting the characteristics of the Self and Brahman. From
Its worship will accrue the result, viz liberation, which is revealed
in the scriptures, but is not known from any other source. But if
the Upani~dic sentences do not form parts of injunctions about
actions and they refer merely to an entity, there will be no
possibility of acceptance or rejection, so that they will become
certainly useless like such sentences as, "The earth consists of
seven islands", "There goes that king", and so on.
Objecti011 : Even a simple statement about an entity as in such
sentences, "This is not a snake, it is a rope", is seen to serve
some purpose by removing the fear occasioned by the error.
Similarly here also the Upani~adic sentences will, by virtue of
their imparting instruction about the transcendental Self, serve
the purpose of removing the error of thinking oneself as a
transmigrating soul.
OPP01Ze1Zt : This can be so if, like the removal of the error of
the snake (on a rope) on hearing the nature of the rope, the
error about transmigration is removed as soon as one hears of
the nature of Brahman. But as a matter of fact, it is not removed,
for it is seen that even in the case of one who has heard of
Brahman, such characteristics of a soul in bondage as happiness,
sorrow, etc. persist just as before. Besides, it is seen that reflection and meditation, occurring after hearing, are enjoined in,
"The Self is to be heard of, reflected on and (profoundly)
meditated upon"62 (Br. II. iv. 5). Therefore Brahman is to be
accepted as having been presented by the scriptures (for
meditation) in a context of injunction about meditation.
• Sravarza, 7nanann, and nididbyiisana, according to the Vedantins. are
not merely acts of hearing, reflection, and profound meditation as
ordinarily understood. Srava'!ln means a mental activity conducive to the
apprehension of all Upani~adic texts as leading to their only import,
Brahman. And this is achieved by an examination of the texts through six
tests (upakrama-upnsif1izhiira erc.-see f. n. 69). Manana is also a mental
activity consisting in the employment of favourable arguments for the
removal of the apparent contradictions that such a purport may raise
against other means of valid knowledge. And nidjdhyiisana is a mental
activity consisting in withdrawing the mind from other things and
concentrating it on Brahman.
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Vediintin : With regard to this we 'say: Not so; for the results
of action and the knowledge of Brahman are different. By virtuous deeds are meant those physical, vocal, and mental actions
which are well known in the Vedas and Smrtis, and an inquiry
about which has been set forth in the aphorism, "Hence thereafter (should be commenced) an inquiry about virtuous deeds"6:1
(Jai. SI1. I. i. 1). Even vices like injury are to be inquired into
with a view to shunning them, for they too are revealed in the
Vedic sentences expressing prohibition. Happiness and sorrow are
the results of these two-of virtue and vice, consisting of good
and evil-with regard to which the Vedic texts (of injunction
and prohibition) are authoritative; and these results, arising from
the contact of senses and objects, are familiarly experienced hy
all creatures ranging from Brahmii to the motionless (trees etc.).
The gradation of happiness among embodied beings starting
from men and ending with Brahmii is known from the Upani~ads
(Tai. II. viii, Br. IV. iii. 33). From that again is known a gradation in its cause which is virtue. From a gradation of virtues is
known a gradation among the persons qualified (for them). It
is a familiar fact that competence is evaluated in terms of aspiration and ability. As for instance, the performers of sacrifices etc.
proceed along the Northern Course (after death) in accordance
with the excellence in their meditation and concentration of
mind, whereas they move along the Southern Course, starting
from smoke, as a result of performing i~ta, pUTta, and datta. 04
There again (in the world of the Moon), a gradation of happiness and the means of its attainment is known from the text,
"Residing there as long as the result of action, producing the
enjoyment, lasts (they come back)" (Ch. V. x. 5). Similarly the
.. Since the Vedas convey some meaning leading to some results, thcrl~
fore, after the study of the VedaS, should be commenced an inquiry
about the meaning of the Vedic texts, that is conducive to the ascertain·
ment of the virtuous deeds .
.. Northern Course-also known as the Path of Gods; and Southern
Course or the Path of Manes. Iua-Agnihotra and Visvcdcva sacrifices,
austerity, truthfulness, study, hospitality, etc. PltTta-Digging of wells,
construction of rest-houses. temples. etc. Datta-Charity, protection of
the weak, non-injury, etc.
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little happiness, existing in a graded order among creatures ranging from men to the immobile and hellish ones, is known to be
the product of virtuous deeds themselves about which the Vedic
texts are authoritative. So also from a perception of a gradation
of sorrow among higher and lower embodied beings, it becomes
clear that there is a gradation in their causes which are the
vicious deeds prohibited by the authoritative Vedic texts, and
that there is also a gradation among the performers of those
deeds. Thus it is well known from the Vedic texts, Smrtis, and
reasoning that this transient world is constituted by a gradation
of happiness and sorrow, that this gradation occurs to persons
who are subject to such defects as ignorance, and that it comes
to them after their birth and in accordance with the gradation
of their virtuous and vicious deeds (in earlier lives). In support
of this there is the Vedic text, "For an embodied being there can
be no eradication of happiness and sorrow to be sure" (Ch. VIII.
xii. 1), which is a corroborative restatement (anuviida, f.n. 54) of
the nature of the world described earlier. And from the denial
of any contact with happiness and sorrow as contained in the
text, "Happiness and sorrow do not touch one who is definitely
bodiless" (ibid.), it follows that it is with regard to emancipation, which is the same as bodilessness, that the denial is made
of its ever being the result of virtuous deeds of which the Vedic
texts are the only means of knowledge. For if it be a product of
virtuous deeds (e.g. meditation), there can _be no denial of its
contact with happiness and sorrow.
Opponent: U nembodiedness (i.e. the state of not being
identified with the body) can itself be the product of virtuous
deeds.
Vedantin : Not so; for unembodiedness is inherent in the Self
in accordance with such Vedic texts as, "Having meditated on
the Self as bodiless in the midst of bodies, as permanent in the
midst of the impermanent, and as great and pervasive, the wise
man ceases to grieve" (Ka. I. ii. 22), "For that Puru~a (infinite
Being) is without yital force (i.e. organs of action) and mind
(i.e. organs of perception)" (Mu. II. i. 2), "For this infinite
Being is unattached" (Dr. IV. iii. 15). Hence it is proved that
the unembodiedness, called liberation, is eternal and different
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from the results of works that have to be performed. Among
things permanent, some are changefully permanent, with regard
to which the idea, "That very thing is this one", does not get
sublated even though the thing goes on changing, as for instance
the earth according to those who say that the world is permanent, or the three constituents of matter (sattva, rajas, and
ttrmas) according to the Samkhyas. But this one is unchangingly
permanent in an absolute sense; It is all-pervasive like space,
devoid of all modifications, ever content, partless, and selfeffulgent by nature. This is that unembodiedness, called liberation, where the idea of the three periods of time does not exist
and virtuous and vicious deeds cease along with their effects
(happiness and sorrow), as stated in the Vedic text, "Speak of
that thing which you see as different from virtue and vice.
different from cause and effect, and different from the past and
the future" (Ka. I. ii. 14). (Since liberation is different from the
result of work, it being unrelated to virtue and vice), therefore
liberation is the same as Brahman about which this deliberation
is started. Had liberation been spoken of (in the scriptures) as
being supplementary to action and had it been asserted as a thing
to be achieved, it would become impermanent. In that case
liberation would become some sort of an excellent product
amidst a horde of above-mentioned products of work standing
in a graded order. But all who believe in liberation admit it to
be eternal. Thus (since liberation is the same as Brahman), it is
not proper to talk of Brahman as though it formed a factor in
some action. Besides, the (following) texts show liberation as
coming immediately after the knowledge of Brahman; and
thereby they deny any activity in the interval: "Anyone who
knows Brahman becomes Brahman" (Mu. III. ii. 19). "When
that Brahman, the basis of all canses and effects, becomes known,
all the results of his (i.e. aspirant's) actions become exhausted"
(Mu. II. ii. 8), "One who knows the Bliss (that is the very
nature) of Brahman, ceases to have any fear from anything"
(Tai. II. ix), "0 Janaka, you have certainly attained (Brahman
that is) fearlessness" (Br. IV. ii. 4), "It knew only Itself as,
'I am Brahman', thereby It became All" (Br. I. iv. 10), "Then
what delusion and what sorrow can there be for that seer of
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unity?" (IS. 7), and so on. So also one should refer to the
following text for the denial of any duty in between the realization of Brahman and becoming All: "While realizing this (Self)
as that Brahman, the seer Vamadeva knew, 'I was Manu and I
was the sun'" (Br. I. iv. 10). This is just like the sentence,
"Standing there he sings", where it can be understood that the
man has no other activity in between his standing and singing.
And the following and similar other texts show that the result
of the knowledge of Brahman is nothing but the removal of
the obstacles to liberation: "You indeed are our father who have
ferried us across nescience to the other shore" (Pr. VI. 8), "For
it has been heard from the adorable ones like yourself that the
knower of the Self goes beyond sorrow. Sir, such as I am, I am
sorrowful. May you, 0 venerable sir, ferry me across nescience"
(Ch. VII. i. 3), "The adorable Sanatkumara showed the other
shore of nescience to him (i.e. to Narada) who had become free
from defects" (Ch. VII. xxvi. 2). There is also in evidence the
aphorism of the great teacher Gautama, supported by reasoning:
"Liberation is· possible since the earlier ones in the series of
sorrow, birth, impulsion (to virtue and vice), defects (e.g.
attachment, repulsion, delusion, etc.), and false knowledge, get
destroyed (in the reverse order) on the destruction of the immediately succeeding ones" (N. S. I. i. 2). And the removal of
false ignorance follows from the knowledge of the unity of the
individual Self and Brahman.
But this knowledge of the unity of the Self and Brahman is
not a kind of meditation, called Sampad,66 as in "The mind is
certainly infinite, and the Visvedevas are infinite. Through this
meditation one wins an infinite world" (Br. III. i. 9). Nor is it
a form of meditation called Adhyiisa,66 as in "One should
meditate thus: 'The mind is Brahman'" (Ch. III. xviii. 1) and
"The instruction is: 'The sun is Brahman'" (Ch. III. xix. 1),
where the idea of Brahman is superimposed on the mind, the
.. Where an inferior factor is thought of as a Superior factor on
account of some similarity. The superior predominates, and the inferior
is almost ignored, c.g. the Visvedevas occupy the mind for the time being.
"Where the factor superimposed (say, Brahman) occupies a subsidiary
position, while the locus (say, the mind or sun) predominates.
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sun, etc. Nor is it a meditation based on some special activity,
as in, "Air is certainly the place of merger", "The vital force is
certainly the place of merger" (Ch. IV. iii. 1_4).67 Nor is it a
kind of purification of some factor in some (Vedic) rite, as for
instance the act of looking at the oblation (by the sacrificer's
wife for its purification).68 If the Knowledge of the unity of
the Self and Brahman is accepted as a kind of Sampad etc., then
it will flout the ascertainable meaning 69 of all the words occurring in such sentences and establishing the unity of the Self
and Brahman as, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7), "I am
Brahman" (Br. I. iv. 10), "This Self is Brahman" (Br. II. v. 19).
Besides, thereby will be set at nought such sentences as, "The
knots of the heart are untied and all doubts are resolved" (Mu.
II. ii. 8), in which one hears of the result (of knowledge) consisting in the cessation of nescience. Furthermore, from the
point of view of Sampad etc., such sentences as, "One who
knows Brahman becomes Brahman" (Mu. III. ii. 9), which speak
of unity. with Brahman, cannot be fully justified. Therefore the
knowledge of the unity of the Self and Brahman is not a kind of
Sampad or anything of that sort. Hence the knowledge of
Brahman is not dependent on human action.
On what does it depend then?
It is dependent on the thing itself, as in the case of the
knowledge of a thing got through such valid means as direct
perception. By no stretch of imagination can such a Brahman
or Its knowledge be brought into contact with work. Nor can
it be held that Brahman has some association with work by
virtue of Its being the object of the act of knowing; for in the
text, "It is different from the known and also different from the
unknown"7o (Ke. I. 4), as also in the text, "Through what should
Iff Where the two factors, air and
vital force, remain distinct, though
thought of as one owing to similarity of action, viz merger of all things
into air during dissolution and into the vital force during sleep .
... The knowledge "I am Brahman" is not meant for the mere purification of the individual being, viz the sacrificer .
.. Meaning ascenained through the six tests-commencement-ending,
repetition, uniqueness, result, eulogy, reason.
'10 Known, i.e. effect; unknown, i.e. cause.
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one know that owing to which all this is known?" (Br. II. iv. 14),
Brahman is denied to be an object of the act of knowing. So also
there is the denial of Its being the object of the act of meditation.
For in the text, "That which is not uttered by speech, that by
which speech is revealed", it is first declared that Brahman is
not an object, and then it is said, "Know that alone to he
Brahman and not what people worship as an object" (Ke. I. 5).
Opponent: If Brahman be not an object (of knowledge), It
cannot logically be presented by the scriptures (as stated in
B. S. I. i. 3).
Vediintin : Not so, for the scriptures aim at the removal of the
differences fancied through ignorance. Not that the scriptures
:ieek to establish Brahman as an entity referable objectively by
the word "this".
What do they do then?
By presenting Brahman as not an object on account of Its
being the inmost Self (of the knower), they remove the differences of the "known", the "knower", and the "knowledge" that
are fancied through ignorance. 71 In support of this are the texts,
71. The
idea is expressed thus in the Brhadaralwaka commentary
(IV. iv. 20): "The scriptures too describe the Self merely by the negation
of the activities of the subject. the evidences of knowledge, and so on; ...
and not by resorting to the usual function of a sentence in which something is described by means of names. Therefore even in scriptures, the
Self is not presented like heaven or Mount Meru for instance .... The
knowledge of Brahman too means only the cessation of the identification
with extraneous things (such as the body)." Thus since Brahman is not
presentable positively by saying, "This is so", It cannot be the object of
scriptural knowledge in this sense. But It can be presented negatively as
"Not this, not this", and thus It can be known from the scriptures, which
are a valid means of knowledge. This is technically explained thus:
Brahman is comprehended in the unanalysable mentation (vrtti) of the
form, "I am Brahman", that arises from hearing the great Upani~adic
saying, "That thou art". And yet Brahman is said to be inexpressible by
words, because It is not comprehended by the "resulting consciousness" or
"apprehending consciousness" (phala) , which is defined as the mentation
with the reflection of Consciousness on it. In common experience, the
mentation of the foml of a pot, with the reflection of Consciousness on
it, goes out of a person to envelop the pot. Then that mentation destroys
the ignorance abodt the pot; still the witnes.<ing Consciousness is needed
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"Brahman is known to him to whom It is unknown, while It is
unknown to him to whom It is known. It is unknown to those
who know and known to those who do not know" (Ke. II. 3),
"Y ou cannot see that which is the wi mess of vision, ... you
cannot know that which is the knower of knowledge" (Br. III.
iv. 2), and so on. Therefore there can be no question of liberation
becoming impermanent, for in it is revealed the reality of the
eternally free Self, after eliminating from the Self the idea of Its
being under the bondage (of birth and death), fancied on It
through ignorance. But from the standpoint of one who believes
that liberation is a product, it is but logical that there should be a
dependence on activity-mental, vocal, and physical. The position becomes the same if liberation be a transformation of something. From either point of view, liberation must of necessity
be impermanent; for neither curd that is a modification, nor a
jar that is a product is seen to be permanent in this world. And
no dependence on work can be proved by assuming liberation
to be a thing to be acquired; for it being essentially one with
one's very Self, there can be no acquisition. Even if Brahman
be different from oneself, there can be no acquisition, for
Brahman being all-pervasive like space, It remains ever attained
by everybody. Liberation cannot also be had through purification, so as to be dependent on action. Purification is achieved
either through the addition of some quality or removal of some
defect. As to that, purification is not possible here through the
addition of any quality, since liberation is of the very nature of
Brahman on which no excellence (or deterioration) can be
effected. Nor is that possible through the removal of any defect,
for liberation is of the very nature of Brahman that is ever
pure.
Opponent: May it not be, that though liberation is inherent
reveal the pot through a manifestation of the identity of the Consciousness underlying the pot and the apprehending Consciousness. The mentation about Brahman destroys the ignorance about and the ignorance
subsisting on It. But the apprehending Consciousness cannot reveal
Brahman, the (pbala) mentation being included in ignorance itself as
the latter's product, so that it gets destroyed along with that ignorance

to

and can have no further action.
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in oneself, it remains covered and it becomes manifest when the
Self is purified by action, as the brilliance of a mirror does when
cleaned by the act of rubbing?
Vediintin : No, since the Self cannot reasonably be the sphere
of any action, for no action can take place without bringing
about some change in its locus. But if the Self changes through
action, It will be subject to impermanence, and that will militate
against such texts as, "It is said to be immutable" (Gitii, II. 25).
And that is undesirable. Hence the Self can have no action
occurring on Itself. And action, taking place on something else,
cannot purify the Self, which is not an object thereof.
Opponent: Is it not a matter of experience that the embodied
soul is purified by such activities occurring on the body as bath,
rinsing of the mouth, wearing the sacrificial thread, etc.?
Vedantin : Not so. It is the soul, cognized through ignorance, a
as constituting a factor in the assemblage of body etc., that can
be purified; for bath, rinsing of the mouth, etc. are directly
perceived as associated with the body. It is reasonable that something associated with the body and cognized as the Self through
ignorance should be purified by the actions taking place on the
body. Just as that very entity gets the result of being cured,
which is conjoined with the body, which identifies itself with
the body, and 011 which arises the idea, "I am cured", consequent
on the establishment of the balance of the constituents of the
body (phlegm, bile, and wind), through a treatment of the
body, so also that entity is purified to which occurs the idea, "I
am purified", as a result of such actions as bathing, rinsing the
mouth, or wearing the sacrificial thread; and that entity certainly
remains bound up with the body. For all actions are surely
performed and the fruits thereof enjoyed by that entity which
has the idea, "I am the doer", stemming out of the idea of "I",
and which cognizes everything, as stated in the mantra, "One
of the two enjoys the fruits having (various) tastes, while the
other looks on without enjoying" (Mu. III. i. 1), as also the text,
"The wise people call that the enjoyer which is associated with
body, organs, and mind" (Ka. I. iii. 4). So also there are the
1'The individual Self reflected on nescience.
3
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texts: "The one deity remains hidden in all beings. He is allpervasive, the indwelling Self of all, the regulator of all actions,
the support of all beings, the witness, consciousness, non-dual,
and without qualities" (Sv. VI. 11), and "He is omnipresent,
effulgent, without body, wound, and sinews, pure and untouched
by sin" (Is. 8). These two mantras show that Brahman is beyond
the imputation of all kinds of excellence (or inferiority), and It
is e\Tcr pure. Liberation is the state of identity with Brahman,
and hence it is not to be achieved through purification. Besides,
ap:!rt from these,73 nobody can show any other mode whereby
liberation can he associated with action. Accordingly, apart from
knowledge alone, there cannot be the slightest touch of action
here.
Opponent: Is not knowledge a kind of mental action?
Vediiuti1l; Not so, because there is a difference. An action is
in evidence where the injunction about it occurs independently
of the nature of the thing concerned, and where it is suhject to
the activities of the human mind, as for instance in such scIHcnces
as, "When the priest (called Hota) is about to uttcr (the
mantra) vau~at, he shall meditate mentally on the deity for
whom the libation is taken up (by the Adhvaryu)" (Ai. Hr. XI.
viii. 1), "One should mentally meditate on (the dcity identified
with) evening" (ibid). Though meditation, that is but thinking,
is a mental action, yet it can be done, not done, or done otherwise by a man; for it is dependent on man. But knowledge arises
from its valid means (e.g. perception, inference, etc.); and the
valid means apprehend the things just as they are. Hence (valid)
knowledge is not something to be done, not done, or done otherwise, for it is entirely determined by things, and neither by
injunctions nor by man. Hence though knowledge is a mental
act, it has a great difference. For instance, the thinking of a
man or a woman as fire in, "0 Gautarna, a man is surely a fire"
(Ch. V. vii. 1), "0 Gautama, a woman is surely a fire" (Ch. V.
viii. 1), is certainly an act, since it arises from injunction alone
and it is dependent on man. But the idea of fire with regard to
the familiar fire is neither dependent on injunction nor on man.
'" Production, acquisition, transfonnation, and purification.
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What is it then?
Since it is determ~ned by a thing coming within the range of
perception, it is surely knowledge and not action. Thus also it
is to be understood in the case of all objects coming within the
range of valid means of knowledge. That being so, the realization of the unity of Brahman and the Self (that is never
sublated) is also a kind of knowledge and it is not determined
by injunction. Though verbs in the imperative mood etc. are
seen (in the Upani~d) to be used with regard to this knowledge, they become infructuous like the sharpness of razor etc.
striking against stone etc., for they are aimed at something
beyond the range of human effort inasmuch as that knowledge
has for its object something (i.e. Brahman) that is neither
acceptable nor rejectable.
Opponent: Why are there then texts like "The Self, my dear
Maitreyi, should be realized, should be heard of" etc. (Br. II.
iv. 5), which have a semblance of injunction?
Vedantin : We say that they are meant for weaning one back
from objects towards which one inclines naturally. For a man
hankering after the highest human goal and engaging in outward objects under the idea, "May good come to me, may not
evil befall me", but failing to achieve thereby the highest human
goal, there are such texts as, "The Self, my dear Maitreyi, should
be realized". These turn him back from the objects, naturally
attracting his body and senses etc. towards them, and then they
lead him along the current of the indwelling Self.74 And for
him, when he engages in the search of the Self, is presented in
the following texts the reality of the Self, that is beyond all
acceptance and rejection: "All these are but that Self" (Br. II.
iv. 6), "But when to the knower of Brahman everything has
7< It is not an injunction but a sort of eulogy, the apparent injunction
being meant for inducing the hearer to the knowledge of Brahman. By
producing in his mind a current of thoughts directed towards the
indwelling Self, this inspires the man to "hear, reflect, and meditate"
about the Self, these processes being the means of g'enerating the knowledge of Brahman. The Vivararza school does not admit any injunction
in the case of knowledge; but a Niyama-vidbi, in the primary sense, is
admitted in the case of "hearing"; in the case of reflection and meditation,
this is admitted in a secondary sense.
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become the Self, ... what should one know and through what?
... Through what, 0 Maitreyi, should one know the knower?"
(Br. IV. v. 15), "The Self is Brahman" (Br. II. v. 19), and so on.
As for the criticism that a knowledge of the Self that docs not
combine with some action as its part cannot be meant either for
acceptance or rejection, we admit it to be so indeed. It redounds
to our credit that, on the realization of Brahman, there foHow
the attainment of full satisfaction and stoppage of aU duties. In
support of this is the Vedic text: "If a man knows the Self 3'>
'I am this', then desiring what and for whose sake will he suffer
in the wake of the body?" (Br. IV iv. 12); and there is the
Smrti text: "0 Arjuna, knowing this, one attains the highest
intelligence and will have accomplished all one's duties" (Gita,
XV. 20). Therefore Brahman is not presented as a factor in
any injunction about knowledge.
As for the assertion of some people (viz followers of
Prabhiikara) that apart from injunctions and prohibitions and
factors connected with them as subsidiaries, no section of the
Vedas speaks of mere things as such, we say that this is wrong.
For the all-pervasive entity, presented in the Upani~ads alone.
cannot be a subsidiary of anything else. It cannot be said that
Brahman does not exist, nor can It be realized even though It is
known from the Upani~ds as the all-pervasive entity beyond
worldly qualities, as different from all things belonging to the
four classes, viz those that can be produced, (purified. transformed, and achieved), and as occurring in Its own context (in
the Upaniljads) and hence not forming a part of anything else;
because that Brahman is called the Self in the text, ''This is the
Self which has been described as 'Not this, not this'" (Hr. III.
ix. 26) and because the Self cannot be denied inasmuch as It is
the Self even of one who would deny It.
Opponent: It is not proved that the Self is known frolll the
Upani~ads alone inasmuch as It is contained in the idea of "(".
Vedantin: Not so, for this has been refuted by saying that
the Self is the witness of that idea. Leaving aside the (erroneolls)
knowledge of the Self as the agent (of actions), as contained in
the idea of "I", the (real) Self-which is the witness of the idea
of "I", which exists in all creatures, which is without any di/Jcr-
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ence of degrees, and which is one, unchanging, eternal, and allpervasive consciousness--( such a Self) is not known as the Self
of all by anyone in the section of the Vedas dealing with virtuous deeds, or in the scriptures of the logicians. Hence this Self
cannot be denied by anyone, nor can It be taken as forming a
part of any injunction. And because It is the Self of all, It is
beyond all rejection and acceptance; for all mutable and impermanent things culminate in Puru~ (the all-pervasive Entity)
as their ultimate limit.711 Since Puru~a has no cause of destruction, He is indestructible; and since there is no cause for change,
He is changelessly eternal; and hence He is by nature ever pure,
intelligent, and free. Thus the text, "There is nothing higher
than Puru~a; He is the culmination, He is the highest goal"
(Ka. I. iii. 11) stands justified. Accordingly, the distinctive
reference to Puru~ as being known only from the Upani~ds, as
stated in the text, "I ask you of that Puru~ who is tu be known
only from the Upani~ds" (Br. III. ix. 26), becomes justifiable
if Puru~ is the primary object to be revealed by the Upani~ds.
Hence it is mere bravado to say that there is no section of the
Vedas dealing with things as such.
As for the statements of the people versed in scriptures that
"The perceptible result of these (Vedas) is the production of
the knowledge of virtuous deeds", and so on, since these relate
to an inquiry about virtuous deeds, they are to be understood
as referring to the scriptures dealing with injunction and prohibition. Besides, for those who accept in any absolute sense the
aphorism, "Since the Vedas reveal action, those texts that do not
have that purport are meaningless", all instructions about things
as such become useless. If, however, it is held that, as distinct
from impulsion for or repulsion from action, things are taught
in the scriptures as accessories of actions, what reason can there
be to assert that the unchangingly eternal entity (Brahman) is
not spoken of (in the scriptures)? Not that a thing about which
any instruction is imparted, becomes an action thereby.
,. As the ultimate reality into which all things can be reduced, this
remains unchanged, and into Him all things enter like the false
snake etc. entering into the rope etc.
Puru~a
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Opponent: Though a thing is not an action, still the instruction about a thing is meant for being acted on, it being a means
for the action.
Vedantin : That is no valid objection; for even when a thing
is presented for the sake of some action, there is no denying the
fact that the instruction relates to something having the capacity
to aid some action. It may serve that purpose by becoming a
factor in some action; but this does not amount to saying that a
thing as such is not taught in the scriptures.
Opponent: Granted that instruction is imparted about things.
what do you gain thereby?
The answer (of the V edantin) is: The instruction about the
unknown thing called the Self is possible like those very things
(e.g. curd, Soma, etc.). Its knowledge serves the purpose of eradicating the unreal nescience that is the cause of the worldly state.
Thus in this way its purposefulness is quite on a par with that
of the instruction about things that are the accessories of work. 7U
Moreover, there is the instruction about cessation from work in
such texts as, "As BrahmalJ.a should not be killed". And that is
neither an action nor an accessory of action. If the instruction of
things not meant for action be useless, then the injunction about
withholding from action in such texts as, "A· BrahmalJ.a should
not be killed", becomes useless. But that is undesirable. Frolll
the connection of the negative (na) with the meaning of the
root han (to kill), the meaning derived is an inactivity consisting
in not undertaking the act of killing that might have hecn
resorted to out of natural proclivity. Apart from this holding
aloof from killing. no other new activity, that is not guaranteed
by the negative, can be fancied here. For it is the vcry l1atlll'C
of the negative to convey the idea of the non-existence of I hc
action with which it gets connected. The idea of nOll-l'Xislt'IIl'C
causes inactivity, and that idea ceases to exist automntkall~' likc
76 Objection: Curd as such may have no purpose; but whl'lI m,·.! ill a
sacrifice. it helps in the production of the result set forth ill lh.· '·'·l\.'S.
But Brahman has no such connection with action. and is 1hl'1'd II 1'1' III.\Ulutely useless.
AnS"'..ver: Not so, for the instruction about Brahman SCI'VI'~ il~ own
purpose, viz removal of ignorance.
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fire that has exhausted its fuel. 77 Therefore we think that except
in such cases as the "Vow of Prajiipati",18 the meaning of prohibition in sentences like "A Briihmal}.a should not be killed" is
mere inaction consisting in not undertaking an act for which
an impulse had arisen. Therefore it is to be noted that the
statement of the uselessness (occurring in the aphorism), "Since
scriptures are meant for enjoining action, those words that are
not meant for action are useless" (Jai su. 1. ii. 1), relates to the
corroborative statements (Arthaviida) like mythological stories
that do not serve any human purpose. Although it was argued
that a reference to any object a~ such, without its being connected with an injunction about work, will be useless like the
statements, "The earth has seven islands", etc., that argument is
demolished on the evidence of the usefulness of such statements
of facts as, "This is a rope and not a snake". 79
Opponent: Did we not say that a statement about Brahman
cannot be useful like the statement about the nature of the rope,
since it is a patent fact that even a man who has heard of Bralunan
continues to have his mundane life just as before?
Vedantin: To this the answer is being given: For one who
has realized the state of the unity of the Self and Brahman, it
cannot be proved that his mundane life continues just as before;
n From the prohibition the hearer gets the idea, "It dissuades me from
the act of killing a BriihmaQa. This leads to inactivity, which is the very
nature of the Self. The prohibition removes the idea that he entertained
of gaining something from the murder, so that when the idea of nonexistence of gain dies away, the proclivity does not recur.
'" In the "Vow of Prajiipati" a young man, about to enter the householder's life after finishing his studies, is asked not to look at the rising
sun, the sun under an eclipse, the sun reflected in water, and the sun at
the zenith, and not to cross over the tether of a calf. Here the meaning
of the negative is not mere withdrawal from activity; for in the text, tht'
prohibitions are preceded by a positive injunction for undertaking a vow.
Hence such instances are exceptions to the general meaning of the negative as non-existence. This is the Vediintic standpoint, whereas the opponent will say that in all cases of prohibition, the meaning is not a IIlrn.
negation of some act, but the injunction of its opposite. Thus "A
Brahmar,a should not be killed" means, "Non-killing of a Brahmar,a iN tu
be resorted to".
'" Which statement removes the fear of the snake.
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for this contradicts the knowledge of the unity of Brahman and
the Self arising from the Vedas which are a valid means of
knowledge. From noticing the fact that a man can have sorrow,
fear, etc. as a result of his identifying himself with the body
etc., it does not follow that this very man will have sorrow etc.
contingent on false ignorance, even when his self-identification
with the body etc. ceases after the realization of the unity of
Brahman and the Self, arising from the Vedas which are a valid
means of knowledge. Just because a householder, who had
been rich and prided himself on that account, had been seen
to be sorrowing for the theft of his wealth, it does not
follow that this very man will be miserable for any loss of that
wealth even after he has become a monk and given up the idea
of being wealthy. From the fact that a man wearing an ear-ring
had been seen to be happy by thinking of himself as the possessor of that ear-ring, it does not follow that he will have that
very happiness arising from the possession of an ear-ring even
after he dissociates himself from that ear-ring and gives up the
idea of his being its possessor. Tims it is stated in the Vedic
text, "Happiness and sorrow do not touch one who has become
definitely unembodied"80 (Ch. VIII. xii. 1).
Opponent: Suppose we argue that this unembodiedness comes
when the body falls, but it cannot be so for a living man.
Vedant;n: Not so, for the idea of embodiedness is a result of
false nescience. Unless it be through the false ignorance of
identifying the Self with the body, there can be no embodicdness for the Self. And we said that the unembodiedness of the
Self is eternal, since it is not a product of action.
Opponent: May it not be that embodiedness is the result of
the virtuous and vicious deeds done by the Self?
Vedantin: No. There can be 9-0 performance of virtllOllS and
vicious deeds by the Self, since it cannot be proved that It has
any relation with the body. Since the assertion of the rdation
of the Self with the body (as the cause of virtue and vice) and
.. Sorrow is destroyed not by mediate but by immediate kll.,wl~·(IMe, If
one does not get immediate knowledge from the UpaJli~atls. lIothillK is
wrong with them, but it is caused by the imperfect state of the heafer's
mind.
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the creation of that relation by virtue and vice leads to an
argument in a circle, therefore it is but blind tradition that makes
one stand by such an eternal chain. Besides, the Self can have
no agentship (of virtue and vice), since It is unrelated to work. S1
Opponent: Have not kings and others an agentship by their
mere proximity?
Vedantin : No, for their agentship can be explained as resulting from the relation established with the servants through
payment of wealth etc. But no such cause for any relationship
of either self-identity with or ownership of (the body) can be
imagined for the Self, that can compare with the relationship
between the master and servant achieved through payment of
money etc., while false self-identity is directly perceived as a
cause (for the Self's relation with body and action). Hereby is
explained how the Self can become a sacrificer (through false
self-identification) .
Opponent: With regard to this, they (i.e. followers of
Prabhiikara) say: It may be argued that the Self, though in
fact different from the body etc. has self-identification with
the body etc. in a secondary sense (owing to some common
property); but this is not false.
Vediintin : Not so, for it is well known that words and ideas
can have primary and secondary senses only to a man to whom
the differences of the things etc. are evident. To a person to
whom the differences of things are obvious-as for instance,
when he knows it well enough through the methods of agreement and difference that there exists a distinct animal possessing
manes and distinctive features denoted by the word lion in the
primary sense, and that there is a man known to be possessed
abundantly of such qualities of a lion as cruelty and braverythen to such a person the application of the word lion and its
idea become possible in a secondary sense, but not so to one to
81 The argument in a circle can be avoided on the analogy of the seed
and the sprout-the merits of a previous birth can produce the experiences
of the next birth and vice versa. But this leads to an unjustifiable infinite
regress; for the relation of the seed and sprout is a perceived reality,
whereas the relation of merit etc. with the Self, which is unattached, IS
fanciful.
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whom the differences of the two beings are not apparent. In
the latter case, the application of words and ideas to things other
than those implied by them is not figurative; rather it must be
the result of ignorance. In light darkness, the word man and its
idea are applied to the stump of a tree when it is not distinctly
cognized as "This is a stump", or the word silver and its idea
are applied all of a sudden to nacre. Similarly when the word
"I" and its idea are suddenly applied in a literal sense to the
aggregate of body and senses owing to a non-discrimination
between the Self and non-Self, how can this be said to he
figurative? It is seen that even the learned, who know the
distinction between the Self and the non-Self, use words and
have ideas implying a non-distinctiOn (between Self and nonSelf), just like the (ignorant) shepherds and goat-herds. Therefore the idea of "I" with regard to the body etc., entertained
by those who believe (from mediate knowledge) in a Self,
distinct from the body etc., must be false and not figurative.
Thus since embodiedness is the result of a false perception, it
is established that the enlightened man has no embodiedness
even while living. Thus about the knower of Brahman occurs
this Vedic text, "Just as the lifeless slough of a snake is cast
off and it lies in the ant-hill, so does this body lie. Then the Self
becomes disembodied and immortal, becomes the Praoa (i.c.
living), Brahman, the (self-effulgent) Light" (Br. IV. iv. 7), as
also, "Though without eyes, he appears as if possessed of eyes;
though without ears, he appears as if possessed of ears; though
without speech, he appears as if possessed of speech; though
without mind, he appears as though possessed of mind; though
without vital force, he appears as though possessed of vit:ll
force."82 There is also the Smrti text starting with, "What is
the description of the man of steady knowledge, merged in
Samiidhi?" (Gitii, II. 54), which while setting forth the characteristic of a man of steady (well-poised) wisdom, revcal~ that in
the case of an enlightened man there is a total absence of any
""Through a reappearance of what is sublated by the kllowlC'dl{c of
Brahman. like the repetition of a mirage after being known to be fnlsl~ or
the continuance of the semblance of a cloth produced hy Ihe hurlll prns
still in position.
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connection with any impulsion to work. Hence a man who has
realized his own identity with Brahman cannot continue to
have the worldly state just as before, whereas the man who
continues to have the worldly state just as before has not
realized his identity with Brahman. Thus 83 it is all beyond
criticism.
And it was stated that from the mention of reflection and
profound meditation (nididhyasana) after hearing (i.e. understanding of Upani~adic texts-Bf. II. iv. 5), it follows that Brahman is complementary to some injunction, and Its knowledge
is not meant for culminating in a realization of Its own nature.
That is no valid objection, for reflection and profound meditation (just like hearing) are meant for giving rise to immediate
knowledge. If Brahman had been known through some other
source of knowledge and then used in some other act or meditation, then It could have become a part of an injunction. But
that is not the case. For just like hearing, reflection and meditation are also meant for knowledge. 84 Hence it cannot be that
Brahman is known from the scriptures as a factor included in
any injunction about worshipful meditation (upiisana). Accordingly, it stands established that Brahman is presented as an
independent entity in the scriptures; for as a result of the proper
determination of the Upani~adic texts, they are seen to
speak of It. And from this point of view, the commencement
of a separate scriptural text about that Brahman with the
aphorism, "Hence (is to be undertaken) thereafter a deliberation
on Brahman" (B. S. I. i. 1) is justified. If, however, Brahman
83 Since the knowledge of Brahman is useful like the useful knowledge,
"This is a rope and not a snake" .
.. Reflection and profound meditation are enjoined for one who docs
not realize from the first hearing. This is owing to his own melllitl
defects. The illumination dawns when there is no defect. By hearinl( i~
removed the doubt from an unprepared mind that the Upani~ads callnot
impart the knowledge of Brahman. Reflection removes the douht tiLl!
the Self and Brahman cannot be one. Through meditation the mill.! IN
withdrawn from distraction and all things other than Brahman, alld 111m
Brahman stands revealed. Thus hearing ttc. generate knowledllc, 111111
knowledge brings liberation. Reflection and meditation deal wit h I he'
thing known from hearing. They are not meant for a fresh knowlC"dH'·.
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were to be presented as complementary to an injunction about
worshipful meditation (up"isana), then since this had been
already started with in the aphorism, "Hence thereafter is
commenced an inquiry into virtuous deeds" (Jai. Suo I. i. 1),
a separate scripture should not have been begun. Or even if it
were commenced, it should have been begun with, "Hence
thereafter is commenced a deliberation on virtuous deeds (i.e.
worshipful meditation on Brahman) that had been left over (by
Jaimini)", like the aphorism, "Hence thereafter (i.e. after
determining what are the primary and subsidiary factors) is
commenced a deliberation on things conducive to the performance of sacrifices and attainment of human objectives"85 (Jai.
Su. IV. i. 1). But as a matter of fact the knowledge of the
unity of Brahman and the Self was not premised (in Jaimini's
book); therefore the commencement of this book for that
purpose with the aphorism, "Hence thereafter is. undertaken a
deliberation on Brahman", is justifiable. Accordingly, all these
injunctions as well as all the other means of knowledge have
their validity till the realization, "I am Brahman". For once the
non-dual Self, that is neither acceptable nor rejectable, i~
realized, there can be no possibility of the persistence of the
means of knowledge that become bereft of their objects and
subjects. s6 Moreover, they (the knowers of Brahman) say,
"When on the realization of the Existence-Brahman as I, the
body, son, etc. become sublated and consequently the secondary
and false selves cease to exist, how can there be any action
(prompted by injunction and prohibition)? The Self can he a
knowing agent earlier than the rise of the complete knowledge
of Brahman that has to be sought for; but (when that sC:lITh
has been finished), the knower, freed from the defect of sin,
becomes one with the entity arrived at through thc scarch.
Just as the ideas of the body as the Self are accepted by the wise
as valid postulates (for empirical'dealings), similarly Ihl~SC
"" Since such a determinatioll clears the way for an inquiry aholl1 thiJ1l(~
conducive to sacrifices and human objectives, therefore the sl,,'oml inquiry
starts after the first,
"The means of knowledge are valid so long as the fino.1 illII111imlillil
does not occur,
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empirical means of knowledge are accepted as valid till the
direct knowledge of the Self dawns" (Sulldarapii~ujya-kiirikii).
5: THE FIRST CAUSE POSSESSED OF CoNSCIOUSNESS
Thus it has been said that the Upani~adic texts are meant for
imparting the knowledge of Brahman; that when their meaning
is fully ascertained, they have the Self, which is Brahman, as
their fullest impo~t; and that they culminate in (the knowledge
of) Brahman even without any connection with an action. It
has also been said that the omniscient and omnipotent Brahman
is the cause of the origin, continuance, and dissolution of the
universe. But the Sarilkhyas and others hold the view that a
pre-existing entity can be known through other means (apart
from the Upani~ads). Inferring Pradhana (primordial Nature)
and other entities as the source of the universe, they construe
the texts of the Upani~ads as pointing to these only. They also
think that in all the Upani~ds, dealing with creation, the cause
is sought to be presented through the effect with the help of
inference. 87 They further hold that the contacts between the
sentient souls (Puru~s) and Pradhana can always be inferred. 8s
Again" from these very texts, the followers of Kao.iida infer God
as the efficient cause and the atoms as the material cause.
Similarly there are other logicians (viz Buddhists and others)
who stand up here in opposition with garbled quotations 89 and
sophistry as their mainstay. That being the case, the teacher
(Vyasa), who is versed in the valid imports of words and
sentences, refutes the diverse ideas based on garbled quotations
and sophistry by placing these in opposition, so as to prove that
the texts of the Upani~ds aim at imparting the knowledge of
Brahman.
Now among these, the Siirilkhayas think that the insentient
TOPIC

81 For instance, "0 amiable one, try to find out Existence as the root
(of all) with the help of Its product fire" (Ch. VI. viii. 4).
88 From the common experience that all things llre the products of
insentient Nature, and that insentient things remain associated with sentient
bein~, as for instance, a chariot.
8' "In the beginning there was non-existence only" (Ch. VI. ii. 1), and
so on.
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Pradhana, comprising its three constituents (gu1Jas-Sattva,
Rajas, and Tamas), is the cause of the universe. They say, "The
Upani~adic texts, which according to you (Vedantin) reveal
an omnipotent and omniscient Brahman as the cause of the
universe, can be understood equally well to imply that Pradhana
is the cause of the universe. As for omnipotence, Pradhana can
also have it well enough in respect of its own modifications;
similarly omniscience also is logical."
How?
Siirilkhya: That which you consider to be knowledge is a
characteristic of Sattva, as is proved from the Smrti, "Knowledge springs from Strttva" (Gita, XIV. 17). And the Y ogins,
possessed of body and senses, are well known to be omniscient
hy virtue of their knowledge that is a characteristic of Sattva,
it being a familiar fact that omniscience follows from the highest
perfection of Sattva. For it cannot be imagined that the attributeless, all-pervasive entity (Puru~a), that is mere consciousness
without a body and senses, can have any knowledge of either
all things or a few. But Pradhana, comprising its three constituents, has Sattva, the source of all knowledge, even in its (own
primordial) state of Pradhana (i.e. balance of the three constituents); and therefore omniscience in a secondary sense is declared
in the Upani~adic texts for this Pradhana even though it is
insentient. In postulating omniscience for Brahman, it has to be
admitted even by you that Brahman becomes omniscient by Its
potentiality to know everything. Not that Brahman stands there
actually knowing all things for all times. For on the assumption
that Brahman's knowledge is eternal, Its independence with
regard to the act of knowing will be compromised. On the
contrary, if the act of knowing be impermanent, Brahman will
cease to exist when the act of knowing ceases (or "may cease
from the act of knowing"-according to another reading). That
being the case, the conclusion that emerges is that omniscience
follows from the potentiality to know everything. Bur your
standpoint is that Brahman is devoid of any- accessory before
creation. It is not, however, logical that anyone should have
any ImO\vledge eyen in the absence of body, senses, etc. Morcover, modifications arc possible for Pradhana that is composite
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by nature, so that it can reasonably become a material cause
like earth etc., whereas Brahman, which is uniform by nature
and non-composite, can have no modification.
Vediintin: As against such a contention, this aphorism is
advanced:

(The Pradhana of the Sarhkhyas is) if not (the cause of
the universe), (because it is) ar~' not mentioned in the
Upani~ads, (which fact is clear) ~~: " from the fact of seeing
(or deliberation).
5. The Pradhiil1ii of the Sii1i1kbyas is not tbe cause of the
1tnT'VerSe, bec(l1Ise it is not mentioned il1 tbe Upalli~ads, which
tact is clem' tram tbe fact of seeing (or thinki17g).

In the Upani~dic texts one cannot take one's stand on the
insentient Pradhana imagined by the S3mkhyas as the cause of
the universe; for it is not presented in the U pani~ads.
How is it not presented in the Upani~ds?
On account of the fact of seeing.Do
How?
The Upani~ads teach thus: Starting with the text, "0 amiable
one, before its creation, the universe was but Existence
(Brahman), one without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1), it is stated,
"That (Brahman) visualized, 'I shall become many, I shall be
born.' That (Brahman) created fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3). In that
text, the universe, manifested as names and forms and referable
by the word "it", is first ascertained to be identified with Existence "before its creation"; then the text shows that the creatorship of fire etc., that follows the visualization of future creation,
belongs to that very entity, called Existence, which is under
consideration. So also elsewhere: "In the beginning this universe
was but the one Self alone; there was nothing else whatsoever
that winked. He visualized, 'Let me create the worlds'" (Ai. I.
flO

Also translated as "thinking", "knowledge", "vision", "wish" (see

1. iii. 13).
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i. 1-2), the text speaks of creation after visualization. At some
place the text declares thus after introducing the Puru~ with
sixteen limbs: 91 "He visualized, he created the vital force"
(Pr. VI. 3-4). By the word ik$ati the (cognate) noun implied
by the verb (i.e. seeing) is sought to be indicated, as is the case
with the word yajati,92 and not the root itself (i.e. to see). As
a result, one can refer to the following texts and such others
which have for their import the omniscient God as the cause
(of the universe): "From Him who is omniscient in general and
in detail, whose austerity (i.e. creative effort) is constituted by
knowledge, emerged this Brahman (viz HiraQyagarbha) as well
as name, form, and food" (Mu. I. i. 9).
As for the statement that Pradhiina can become omniscient
through the characteristic of knowledge belonging to its constituent Sattva, that is not justifiable; for in that state ( of
Pradhana as such, when it has not changed through a loss of
balance) there can be no possibility of knowledge as a characteristic of Sat tva, because the constituents of Pradhiina are then
in balance.
Siirilkhya: Was it not stated that Pradhana can become
omniscient by virtue of its potentiality for knowing all?
Vedallti1l : That too cannot be proved. If during the state of
equilibrium of the constituents, Pradhiina is said to be allknowing by virtue of having the power to know that actually
belongs to Sattva, then it can equally be said to have little
knowledge on account of having the power of obstruction to
knowledge that belongs to Rajas and Tamas. Besides, so long as
Sattva is not illumined by the consciousness (of the witnessing
soul), no change in Sattva can be called knowledge; and insen·tient Pradhana has no power to illumine. Therefore the omniscience of Pradhana is not justifiable. The all-knowingness of the
Yogins cannot be quoted as an example, for they are conscious
beings, so that they can become all-knowing through a perfection of their Sattva. If on the analogy of a heated lump of iron,
fJJ. Vital force, faith, space, air, fire, water, earth, organs and senses,
mind, food, vigour, austerity, mantras, works, worlds, name.
02 Used by Jaimini in his aphorism VII. iv. 1, where yajati figuratively
means a sacrifice and not the mere root "to sacrifice".
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burning something because of the fire in it, it be argued that
Pradhana has the power of seeing owing to the presence of a
witnessing entity, then it is but logical to hold that the entity,
owing to which Pradhiina has the power to visualize, is none
other than the omniscient Brahman, and That is the cause of
the universe.
Again, it has been argued that even Brahman cannot have
omniscience in the primary sense, for if It is an eternal knower,
It cannot have any independence as regards the act of knowing.
The answer to this is: Now then, you have to be asked, sir,
"How can one lose one's omniscience owing to one's possession
of the act of knowing for ever?"93 It is a contradiction to assert
that one has eternally the knowledge that is capable of revealing
everything, and yet one is not omniscient. For should knowledge
be non-eternal, one may know sometimes and sometimes not,
so that one may as well become non-omniscient. But this defect
does not arise if knowledge is eternal. 94
Siiri1khya : If knowledge be eternal, any mention of independence about knowing becomes illogical.
Vedilllti1z: No, for even in the case of the sun, possessed of
continuous heat and light, independence of action is seen to be
asserted by saying, "The sun burns", "The sun shines".
Sii1ilkhya: It is only when the sun comes into contact with
things to he hurnt or illumined that one says, "It hurns, it lights
up". But Brahman has no contact with any ohject of knowledge
before creation; hence the illustration is inapt.
Vedii11fill: No, for even in the absence of any object, it is
said, "The sun shines", thereby ascribing agency to the sun.
Similarly, even though Brahman had no object of knowledge,
it is reasonable to ascribe agentship to It by saying. "It saw"
Hence there is no inaptitude. If, however, the need of supplying
an ohject (for the transitive verh "to know") arises, the Vedic

.. The objection may mean either, (i) Brahman has no eternal consciousness, or (ii) Brahman does nor know eternally. The next two
sentences give the answers .
.. Omniscience and knowing do not conflict, since omniscience can
express itself through the acts of knowing.
4
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texts speaking of "seeing" by Brahman become all the more
logical.
Smnkhya : What are those objects which form the content of
God's knowledge before creation?
Vediimin : We say that they are the unmanifested name and
form which cannot be referred to either as different or nondifferent from Brahman, and which are about to become manifested. 95 It goes without saying that the eternally pure God
is ever possessed of the knowledge of creation, continuance, and
dissolution; for it is held by the adepts in the Yoga scriptures
that the Yogins get their direct knowledge about the past and
the future out of His grace.
The further objection was raised that, since Brahman has no
body etc. before creation, no seeing is possible for It. That
objection can hardly be raised; for like the effulgence of the
sun, Brahman has eternal consciousness by Its very nature, so
that It has no dependence on the means of knowledge. Moreover, in the case of a transmigrating soul, subject to ignorance,
the rise of knowledge depends on body etc., but not so in the
case of God whose knowledge is free from obstacles. And thus
it is that the following two mantras show how God is not
dependent on body etc., and how His knowledge has no
covering: "He has no body and no organ; none is seen to he
either equal or superior to Him. The Vedas speak of His
diverse supreme powers as also of His spontaneous action that
is accomplished by His vigour arising from knowledge"IHl (Sv.
VI. 8); "Without hands and feet He grasps and moves
quickly; he sees without eyes, hears without ears. He knows
(all) that is to be known, but none can know Him. Him they
call the first, the great, and the all-pervasive Entity" (Sv. III. 19).
"In the beginning, Brahman's limiting adjunct Maya undergoes a change
conducive to creation. The causes that had brought about the dissolution
become exhausted then, thus clearing the way for the creative tendency
inherent in Miya. And Brahman then visualizes all the furure objects
that lie buried in Miya in a subtle form. That being :m act and the
objects of vision being presentj God is an agent in the primary sense.
"The vigour of knowledge-the clear reflection of Consciousness on
the transformation of Miyi.
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S&mkbya: From your point of view there can be no soul,
distinct from God, which can transmigrate and whose knowledge can have limitations, for the Vedic text says, "There
is no other witness but Him, ... no other knower but Him"
(Br. III. vii. 23). So what do you mean by asserting that for
a soul under bondage, the rise of knowledge depends on body
etc., hut not so in the case of God?
Vedii1ltin: As to that, our answer is: Really speaking, there
is no soul under bondage and different from God. Still just like
the association of space with such conditioning factors as pots,
jars, caves of mountains, etc., it is assumed that God has association with' such limiting adjuncts as body etc. And people are
seen to use words and ideas based on that association, as for
instance, "The space in a pot", "The space in ajar", and so
on, though these are non-different from space. And it is seen
that by that association are created in space such false notions
of difference as "The space within a pot". Similarly in the case
under consideration, the idea of difference between God and a
transmigrating soul is false, it having been created by nondiscrimination (i.e. ignorance) which causes the ascription of
the limiting adjuncts-body and the rest. And though the Self
(as a distinct entity) continues as before, It is seen to remain
falsely identified with the body and the rest, the identification
having arisen from a series of errors preceding each other.
Granted such a state of bondage, it stands to reason that the
transmigrating soul should depend on body etc. for its acts of
seeing.
And the argument was advanced that Pradhiina can be the
(material) cause like clay etc., since it is a composite thing, but
not so the non-composite Brahman; that was demolished by the
fact that Pradhana is outside the Vedic pale. How even logic
establishes the causality of Brahman, and not that of Pradhiina
etc., will be elaborated under the aphorisms starting with, "It is
not so, for its characteristics are different"D7 (II. i. 4).
(The Sii'fizkhyas) enter a protest here: As for the assertion
.7 Brahman is not the material cause of the universe, since the characteristics of the universe are different from those of Brahman.
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that the insentient Pradhana cannot be the cause of the universe
in the face of the Vedic reference to the fact of visualizing,
that can be explained from another point of view; for in
common parlance even an insentient thing is referred to
figuratively as sentient. As for instance, it is a matter of
experience that on noticing the bank of a river on the point
of collapsing, they say, "The bank is about (lit. "wishes") to
fall", where sentience is ascribed to the insentient banle Similarly with regard to Pradhana, from which creation is imminent,
there may be a figurative ascription of sentience by saying, "It
saw". Just as somebody in ordinary life first plans thus, "I shall
bathe, and then eat, and go to the village in the afternoon by
riding on a chariot", and having planned thus, he acts in that
order, so also Pradhana transforms itself as Mahat and the rest
in a regular order, so as to be referred to figuratively as a
sentient entity.
Objection: Why, again, should the seeing in the primary
sense be discarded iOn favour of a secondary one?
Sii1izkhya: Because the figurative use of sentience is noticed
in the cases of insentient things like water and fire in such
sentences as, "That fire saw (or thought)" (Ch. VI. ii. 3).
"These waters saw" (Ch. VI. ii. 4). Therefore from the fact
of occurring in a context of secondary uses (in Ch. VI. ii. 2-4),
it is to be understood that the "seeing" by Existence (which is
but another name for Pradhana) is spoken of in a secondary
sense.
Vediintin: This contingency having arisen, an aphorism is
presented here:
~nijl~t11IC"+t~I~lq II ~ II
~ If it be argued, (that the "seeing" is) mOT: in a secondary
sense, then if it is not so, amlf'~~ owing to the use of the
word Self.

6. If it be argued that the seeing is in a secondary sense, 'We
say, not so, oowing to the use of the 'Word Self.
The assertion is wrong that the insentient Pradhana is referred
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to by the word Existence and that "seeing is ascribed to it in a
secondary sense just as in the cases of water and fire".
Why?
"Owing to the use of the word Self." After the introductory
sentence, "0 amiable one, this universe, before its creation, was
but ~xistence" (Ch. VI. ii. 1), the creation of fire, water,. and
earth is stated in, "It saw.... It created fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3).
And then the text refers to that very seeing Existence as well
as those fire, earth, and water by the word "deity", and the
text says, "That Deity, that is such, saw (or thought), 'Now
then let me manifest name and form by Myself entering into
these three deities as the jiva (individual soul) that is but (My)
Self'" (Ch. VI. iii. 2). Now, if insentient Pradhana had been
imagined to be the seer in some secondary sense, then Pradhiina
being the entity under discussion, it should have been alluded to
by the text, "That Deity that is such". But in that case the
Deity would not call the individual soul His own Self. For
from usage and derivation the word jiva (the individual soul)
means that which lives (i.e. has sentience), controls the body,
and holds together the organs and senses. How can that soul
be the Self of the insentient Pradhiina? For the Self is the same
as one's very essence. The insentient Pradhiina cannot certainly
have the sentient soul as its very essence. On the contrary, if
Brahman, that is Consciousness, is accepted as the seer in the
primary sense, Its use of the word Self with reference to the
individual soul becomes justifiable. So also is the case with the
text, "That (Existence) which is this (extremely) subtle thing,
is the Self of all this (universe). That is Reality; That is the
Self. That thou art, 0 ~vetaketu" (Ch. VI. vii. 8). By saying,
"That is the Self", that text presents that Reality, that subtle
Self, as the Self under' consideration, and then in the text,
"That thou art, 0 ~vetakctu", occurs the instruction about
It as the Self of the conscious heing ~vetaketu. But the "seeing"
in the case of water and fire is secondary, since they are
insentient inasmuch as they arc objects of perception. Besides,
they are mentioned as factors employed in the manifestation
of name and form. Moreover, there is nothing like the word
Self in their case to make their "seeing" a possibility in the
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primary sense. Hence it is reasonable that the "seeing" by them
should be secondary as in the case of (the falling) of the bank
of a river. Or the "seeing" by thcm too may be in the primary
sense, this being possible from the point of view of the Reality
forming their basis. But we pointed out that the "seeing" by
Reality is not secondary because of the use of the word Self.
Sii111khyo: It may, however, be held that the word Self can
be applied even to the insentient Pradhana, for it performs
everything for the Self. This is just like using the word Self in
such an expression as, "Bhadrascna is my Self", by a king in
respect of a servant doing everything for him. As an officer
serves a king by engaging himself in making peace, waging war,
etc., so Pradh1ina serves the Self, the all-pervasive conscious
Entity, by arranging emancipation and enjoyment for It. Or
the same word Self can mean both sentient and insentient
things, for such expressions are used in common parlance as,
"The elements themselves", "The organs themselves", ("T.he
supreme Self"), etc., just as much as the same word "jyotis"
(fire) is used for a sacrifice as well as fire. So how can it he
inferred from the use of the word "Self" that "seeing" is not
applied in a secondary sense?
V edantin : Therefore the answer is being given:

af?l!AA ,"liN~~liq "

\9

1\

1im-;aq~ Because liberation is taught
devoted to That.

~

for one

7. (Pradhiino is not tbe mea11il1g of the word "Self") , because
liberation is promised for one who holds on to That.

The insentient Pradhana cannot he implied by the word
"Self"; for the super-sensuous Exist-ence, forming the topic
under discussion, is referred to in the text, "That is the Sclf"
(eh. VI. vii. 8), and then hy saying, "That thou art" (ibid.),
the need of devotedness to ItIlS is advised for a sentient being
who has to be liberated. Still later, liberation itself is taught in
08

Thinking of Existence-Brahman as identified with oneself.
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the words, "One who has a teacher knows. For him there is
but that much delay as is needed for freedom (from the present
body); then He becomes identified with Reality" (Ch. VI.
xiv. 2). If by saying "That thou art", the scripture should make
one understand the insentient Pradhiina to be the meaning of
the word Reality, that is to say, impart the instruction, "Thou
art insentient", to a sentient being desirous of liberation, then
the scripture, speaking contrariwise, will bring evil for a man
and lose its validity. But the scripture being free from defects,
should not be fancied to be invalid. If, however the scripture,
authoritative as it is, should tell an ignorant man, aspiring for
liberation, that the insentient non-Self is his Self, he will not
give up that outlook about the Self, owing to his faith (in the
scripture) like the blind man holding on to the tail of an OX.DO
As a result, he will not know the Self that is different from that
non-Self. And in that case he will be deflected from liberation
and get into trouble. Hence it is reasonable to hold that, even
as the scriptures advise about such true means as the Agnihotra
sacrifice for one desirous of heaven etc., so also they teach the
aspirant for liberation about the real Self in such texts as, "That
is the Self" (Ch. VI. vii. 8), "That thou art, a Svetaketu"·
(ibid.). On this view the instruction about liberation to one
sticking on to truth becomes justifiable on the analogy of one
getting freed by taking hold of a heated axe. 100 On the contrary, if instruction is imparted about something as the real
Self that is but indirectly so, this will only amount to a fonn
.. A blind man lost his way in a forest. A wicked man accosted him
couneously and, thus gaining confidence, brought a heifer and asked the
blind man to take hold of its tail, assuring him that it would lead him
out of the forest. In good faith the blind man followed the advice, holding
on to the tail tenaciously. As a result he was dragged over rough ground
and brambles, getting cuts all the time.
""'The Chandogya Upani~ad cites this example (VI. xiv). When
somebody, accused of theft, denied the charge, a red-hot axe was
brought for testing him. If he was truthful, the truth protected him, and
he was not harmed by taking hold of it. So he was released. But if he
lied, the lie did not protect him; the axe burnt him, and he was punished.
The point is that truth saves a man. 50 also one holding on to Brahman,
that is Truth, becomes liberated.
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of meditation called Sampad,l°l as contained in the instruction,
"One should meditate thus, 'I am the vital force'" (Ai. A. II.
i. 2.6), and its result will be impermanent. But to speak of it
in that sense as an instruction about liheration becomes inconsistent. Accordingly, the word "Self" is not used in a secondary
sense with regard to the inscrutable Reality. The use of the
word "Self" in a secondary sense, in the case of a servant, in
the sentence, "Bhadrasena is my Self", is justifiable since the
difference between the master and the servant is obvious.
Moreover, from the fact that something is referred to in a
figurative sense somewhere, it is illogical to give a figurative
meaning to something else when the only source of getting
knowledge about it is verbal communication; for that will result
in losing faith everywhere. And the statement is false that, on
the analogy of the use of the same word "jyotis" (fire) for
both sacrifice and fire, the word "Self" can be used for both
sentient and insentient things; for it is wrong to assume different
meanings for the same word (in the same context). Therefore
(the real position is that) the word "Self", implying a conscious
entity in its primary sense, is used in a figurative sense in such
sentences as, "The elements themselves", "The organs themselves", by ascribing sentience to these. Even if the word "Self"
be common to different things, it cannot be pronounced to
imply either of the two (sentience or insentience) unless there
be some determining factor like the context or a word prefixed.
Not that any such factor can definitely decide here in favour
of the insentient (Pradhana). As a matter of fact, the subject
under consideration is Existence that visualizes. Besides, Svetaketu, a conscious being, is near at hand. And we said that it is
not possible that the insentient should be the Self of the sentient
Svetaketu. Hence the conclusion arrived at is that the word
"Self" here refers to the sentient. Even the word "jyotis"
implies by common usage that (fire) which illumines; but from
the similarity of illuminating, arrived at by some eulogistic
fancy (Arthtwiida), it is applied to a sacrifice: thus the illustration has no cogency.
101 Where something inferior is thought of as some other superior thing
owing to some similarity and not identity (see f.n. 65).
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Or the aphorism can be interpreted differently. The explanation will be that, in the previous aphorism itself, the un-Vedic
Pradhiina was explained away as beyond the possibility of being
meant by the word "Self" in any secondary or generic sense.
And so in the present aphorism, "... because liberation is
promised for one who holds on to That", an independent
reason is offered for refuting Pradhana as the cause of the
universe. Thus the insentient Pradhana is not the meaning of
the word "Existence" (Sat).
For what additional reason is Pradhiina not meant by
"Existence"?

~1fCcJ-atq""i1I~ Because of the

rejection,

~

absence of any mention of
as also (another reason).

8. (Pradhiilla has not been spoken of e'l,,'en indirectly), because
there is '110 subsequent mention of its rejection, and (becltUSc
that lItilitates against tbe assertion at the begillning).
Supposing that Pradhiina, though it is not the Self, is meant
here by the word "Existence" and is taught in the texts, "That
is the Self" (Ch. VI. vii. 8) and "That thou art" (ihid.), the
Upanisad (or teacher), seeking to teach the primary Self, should
have spoken later on that Pradhana is to be rejected, so
that after hearing that (earlier) instruction the aspirant may
not cling on to that Pradhiina as the Self, owing to his not
having been enlightened about the (true) Self. This can be
illustrated thus: A man desirous of pointing out the (tiny star)
Arundhati, first shows a nearby big star indirectly as the
Arundhati itself. And then he discards it nnd shows subsequently
the Arundhati itself. Similarly (here also) the text should have
said, "This is not the Self." But it has not been done so. Rather it
is seen that the Sixth Chapter (of the Chandogya Upanisad)
terminates hy clinging on to the knowledge of Existence.
The word "and" (in the aphorism) is used to point to an
additional reason, viz that the assumption of Pradhiina runs
counter to the assertion started with. Granted even that there
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is a subsequent denial, there arises thereby the contingency of
contradicting the initial premise. The premise started with is
that everything becomes known on knowing the cause; for at
the start of the conversation we hear: "(Gautama says), 'Did
you, 0 Svetaketu, ask about that (entity which is known from)
instruction (alone, and) through which the unheard becomes
heard, the unthought becomes thought (mllruma) , and the
unmeditated becomes meditated (nididhyasana)?' (Svetaketu):
'How can that entity be possibly known from instruction
alone?' 'As after knowing a lump of clay, 0 amiable one,
everything made of clay is known, since all modifications have
speech as their origin and exist in name only, clay alone being
the reality (Ch. VI. i. 3), ... thus, 0 amiable one, is this
Reality known from instruction'" (Ch. VI. i. 2-6). Besides,
even if Pradhana, th~ so-called Existence which is the cause of
all objects of experience (i.e. enjoyment and suffering), be
known either as an acceptable or rejectable thing, those entities
coming under the category of experiencers (i.e. subjects) will
still remain unknown,102 for the experiencing subjects as a
class are not modifications of Pradhiina. Therefore Pradhiina is
not referred to by the word "Existence".
What further reason is there to show that Pradhana is not
referred to by the word "Existence"?
~ClI'4l1ld",
~-artll'lm{

lit"

Because of the merger into one's Self.

9. Because of the merger of the individual into his own Self.
With regard to the very cause, called "Existence", it is heard
from the Vedic text: "0 amiable one, when in the state of
sleeping thus, the individual gets the epithet of svapiti (he
sleeps), then he becomes unified with Existence, he becomes
apita (merged) svam (into his own Self). Therefore they call
him svapiti (he sleeps), for he becomes unified in his own Self"
100 50 that
the premise, "All is known by knowing one", will be
falsified.
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(Ch. VI. viii. 1). This text gives the derivative meaning of the
name svapiti of the individual, as it is well known in the world.
The Self is meant here by the word sva. The meani.ng is that
he finds himself arrived at, that is to say, he becomes absorbed
into that which is being considered here under the name
"Existence". The root i (meaning "to go"), when preceded by
the prefix api, is familiarly known to mean merger, for it is
seen that origin and dissolution are referred to by the phrase
prabhava-apyayau. The individual soul keeps awake so long as
it is under the influence of· the characteristics of those objects
of sense-perception which it apprehends as a result of its
contact with the conditioning factors constituted by the diverse
manifestations of the mind. lo3 It assumes the name of mind
while seeing dreams under the influence of the impressions of
the experiences of the waking state. And when these two
conditioning factors become inactive in the state of sleep, it
appears to be merged, as it were, in the Self, owing to the
absence of particularization created by limiting adjuncts; and
hence it is said to have become merged in its own Self. 104
This is like the Upani~dic derivation· of the word brdaya (lit.
heart) shown in, "That Self exists verily 'in the heart' (hrdi).
This indeed is its etymological meaning, 'Hrdi ayam (in the
heart it is)'. Therefore it is called hrdayam" (Ch. VIII. iii. 3).
Or this is like the showing of the root meaning underlying the
use of the words asanaya and udanya in, "It is apal} (waters)
indeed that nay ante (digest) the asita (eaten food)", (and
hence water is called asaniiya (Ch. VI. viii. 3), "It is fire indeed
that nay ate (dries up) what is drunk (i.e. udaka)", (therefore
fire is called udanya) (ibid.). Similarly with the help of
derivation, the text shows the meaning of the term svapiti, viz
that the individual gets merged in his own Self called Exist103 The changes occurring in the mind in relation to sense-objects are
the limiting adjuncts of the Self. Through t.hem It comes into contact
with gross objects like pot etc. Through that relationship It perceives
those objects, including the body, and mistakes the body as Itself. This is
Its waking state.
"" Thus merger really means freedom from limiting adjuncts and not
becoming something else.
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ence. 105 Furthermore, the sentient soul cannot attain the insentient Pradhana as its very reality. Even if it be argued that
Pradhana itself is referred to by the word sva (its own Self),
because it belongs to the soul, still it will amount to a contradiction to say that the sentient merges in the insentient. And
there is this other U pani~adic text which reveals the merger of
the individual into a conscious entity in the state of sleep:
"Being completely embraced by the conscious Self, it does not
know anything external or anything internal" (Br. IV. iii. 21).
Accordingly, that in which all sentient creatures merge is a
conscious entity called "Existence", which is the cause of the
universe. But Pradhana is not so.
How, again is ~adhana not the cause of the universe?

~ IFdij Itt If'lIlq II
m-tlI"I~It{

to

\I

Because the knowledge is the same.

10. Because the knowledge (gathered from tbe various Upais tbe same (as regards Consciousness being the cause).

ni~l1ds)

If the cause were diversely apprehended even in the
just as it is in the schools of the logicians-if
Brahman were the cause somewhere, while somewhere else it
were the insentient Pradhana, and still at other places something
else-then the Vedic mention of "hearing" etc. could have
been interpreted at times in a way to conform to the theory
of Pradhana as the cause. But no such difference of apprehension occurs. In all the Upani~ds, Consciousness is apprehended
uniformly as the cause, as for instance in the texts: "As from a
burning fire, the sparks fly diversely in different directions,
similarly from this Self all the senses and organs originate in
their respective loci. After the senses originate their presiding
deities, and after the deities emerge the sense-objects" (Kau.
III. 8), "From that very Self, that is such, originated space"
(Tai. II. i), "From the Self indeed came all this" (eh. VII.
Upani~ads,

'''":rhe derivation here is not a mere figure of speech, but it points to
a fact, even as the Upani~adic derivations do in other places.
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xxvi. 1), "From the Self emerges this vital force" (Pr. III. 3),
etc., where all the U pani~ds reveal the Self as the cause. And
we said that the word "Self" implies a conscious entity. This
also is a great proof of the validity of the Upani~ds, that just
like the eyes etc., imparting the same kind of knowledge about
colour etc., the U pani~ads also impart the same kind of
knowledge about the Self's being the cause of the universe.
Hence it follows from the uniformity in the trend (of the
meaning imparted) that omniscient Brahman is the cause of the
universe.
What more reason is there to prove that Brahman is the
cause of the universe?

:q ~ And because revealed in the Upani~ds.

11. A1Zd becttuse (Brahman is) revealed (as such) in the

Upanijads.
In the very words of the Svetasvatara U pani~d, Brahman is
presented as the cause of the universe. Having introduced the
all-knowing God, the Svetasvatara U pal1i~ad says, "In this
universe He has no master, no ruler; nor has He any distinguishing sign. He is the cause and the ordainer of the masters
of the organs. He has no originator and no ordainer" (Sv.
VI. 9). Therefore it is proved that omniscient God is the
cause of the universe, and not Pradhana or anything else.
TOPIC

6: THE BLISSFUL ONE

Opponent: It has been established with the help of logic
that the Upani~adic texts, referred to by the aphorisms starting
with, "That from which the hirth etc. of this are derived"
(I. i. 2) and ending with, "Because revealed in the Upani~ads"
(I. i. 11), aim at proving that omniscient and omnipotent God
is the cause of the origin, continuance, and dissolution of the
universe. And by asserting that the same kind of knowledge is
gathered from all the Upani~ads, it has been explained that all
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the Upani~ads speak of a conscious entity as the cause. What
then is the idea of proceeding with the remaining portion of
the book?
The answer (of the Vediintin) is: Brahman is known in two
aspects---one as possessed of the limiting adjunct constituted
by the diversities of the universe which is a modification of
name and form, and the other devoid of all conditioning
factors and opposed to the earlier. There are many texts like
the following which, by making a division between the subject~
matters of knowledge and ignorance, show in a thousand ways
these two aspects of Brahman: "Because when there is duality,
as it were, then one sees something.... But when to the knower
of Brahman everything has become the Self, then what should
one see and through what?" (Br. IV. v. 15), "That is the
infinite (absolute Brahman) where (the illumined) one does not
see anything else, does not hear anything else, does not know
anything else; while that is the finite (qualified Brahman) where
one sees something else, hears something else, knows something
else. That which is infinite is verily immortal, while that which
is finite is mortal" (Ch. VII. xxiv. 1), "The supreme Self,
'which after creating all forms and then giving them names,
(enters into them as individual souls and) continues to utter
those names" (Tai. A. III. xii. 7), "It is without parts, action,
change, defect, and virtue and vice; It is the supreme bridge
leading to immortality, and It is like fire that has burnt out its
fuel" (Sv. VI. 19), "Not this, not this" (Br. II. iii. 6), "It is
neither gross nor minute, neither short nor long" (Br. III. viii.
8), "That which is different from the Absolute is finite; that
which is different from the Qualified is the Absolute". That
being the case, it is in the state of ignorance that Brahman can
come within the range of empirical dealings, comprising the
object of (worshipful or notional) meditation, the meditator,
and so on. Of such meditations, some are conducive to the
attainment of higher states and some to liberation by stages, and
some to the greater efficacy of actions. 106 These differ in
'''For instance, worship of symbols, meditation on Brahman as confined
in the heart, meditation on Udgitba respectively.
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accordance with the qualities or conditioning factors involved. 107
Although the one God, the supreme Self, is to be meditated on
as possessed of those qualities, still the results differ in accordance with the quality meditated on, as is stated in the Vedic
texts: "One becomes just what one meditates Him to be",
"After departure from this world, a man becomes what he had
willed to be (i.e. meditated on)" (Ch. III. xiv. 1). This is also
borne out by the Smrti, "Remembering whatever object, at the
end, he leaves the body, that alone is reached by him, 0 son
of Kuntt" (GHa, VIII. 6). Although it is the same Self that
remains hidden in all beings-moving or stationary-still in the
text, "He who meditates on the Self, manifested in a more
pronounced way, attains It" (Ai. A. II. iii. 2.1), one hears
about the Self-unchanging and ever homogeneous though It is
----tthat there is a difference in the degrees of Its manifestation
of glory and power, that being caused by the gradation of the
minds by which It becomes conditioned. In the Smrti also
there is the text: "\Vhatever being there is great, prosperous,
or powerful, that know thou to be a product of a part of my
splendour" (Glta, X. 41), where it is enjoined that wherever
there is an excess of greatness etc. it is to be worshipped as
God. Similarly here also it will be stated that the effulgent
all-pervasive entity, residing in the solar orb, must be the
supreme Self, for (the mention of) the transcendence by Him
of all sins is an indication to that effect (B. S. I. i. 20). This
also is the line of interpretation that is noticeable in the aphorism,
"The word iikiisa (lit. space) is used in the sense of Brahman,
for Brahman's indicatory mark is in evidence" (I. i. 22), etc.
Thus also it is a fact that, although the knowledge of the Self
results in instantaneous liberation, yet its instruction is imparted
with the help of some relationship with some conditioning
factor. Accordingly, although the relationship with the conditioning factor is not the idea sought to be imparted, still from
the reference to the superior and inferior Brahman the doubt
may arise that the knowledge refers to either of the two; and
107 Quality--e.g. Brahman as possessed of true resolve, etc. Conditioning
factors--e.g. Brahman as existing in the heart.
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this has to be decided upon by taking into consideration the
trend of the sentences. The present aphorism itself, "He who
is full of Bliss (i.e. the Blissful One) is Brahman, because there
is a repetition (of Bliss)" may he quoted as an illustration. The
remaining portion of the book is proceeded with in order to
show that although Brahman is one, It is spoken of in the
Upani~d as either to be meditated on or known (respectively)
with or without the help of Its relation with the limiting
adjuncts. Moreover, the refutation of any other insentient
thing as the cause (of the universe) that was made by the
aphorism, "Because the knowledge (gathered from the various
Upani\>ads) is the same" (I. i. 10), is being elaborated in the
remaining text, which, while explaining other sentences as
speaking of Brahman, refutes any other cause opposed to
Brahman.
Doubt: After presenting successively the selves made of
food (Tai. II. i. 2), vital force (Tai. II. ii. 2), mind (Tai. II.
iii. 2), intelligence (Tai. II. iv. 1), it is stated, "As compared
with this self made of intelligence, there is another inner self
full of Bliss" (Tai II. v. 2). Here the doubt arises: Is the
supreme Brahman, presented in "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge.
Infinite" (Tai. II. i), spoken of here by the word "Blissful One"
(Anandamaya) , or is it some entity like the selfs constituted
by food etc., which is other than Brahman? What should be
the conclusion here?
Opponent (i.e. Vrttikiira): The Blissful One must be a
secondary self other than Brahman.
Why?
Because He is included in the series of the secondary selfs
constituted by food etc.
Objection: Even so, the Blissful One must be the primary
Self, He being the inmost of all.
Opponent: It cannot be so, for He possesses such limbs as
joy etc. and because the Upani$ad refers to His embodiedness.
If the Blissful Self were the primary Self, It could not have
possessed (the limbs) happiness etc. But in this context the
Upani\>3d says, "Of Him, joy is verily the head" (Tai. II. v),
and so on. Embodiedness is also mentioned in, "Of that preced-
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ing (intelligent) Self, this One (Le. the Blissful One) is the
embodied self" (Tai. II. iii). The meaning of this is: "Of the
preceding one", i.e. of the intelligent self, "this One is the
embodied Self", "which" is this One full of Bliss. And it is
not possible to deny the touch of joy and sorrow so long as
one has a body. Therefore by the term "full of Bliss (or
Blissful)" is meant the transmigrating soul.
V ediintin : This being the position, it is said:

dll'1~ct't~:

The Blissful One

~Hrrcr

on account of repetition.

12. The Blissful One is the supreme Self on account of
repetition.

The supreme Self alone can be the "One full of Bliss" (Blissful One).
Why?
Because of repetltlon; for it is in reference to the supreme
Self alone that the word "Bliss" is repeated many times. After
introducing the Blissful One, and speaking of Him as Bliss in the
text, "He is Bliss to be sure" (Tai. II. vii. 1), it is stated, "For one
(ie. the individual) becomes happy by coming in contact
with Bliss. Who indeed would inhale or exhale if this Bliss
were not there in the supreme space (within the heart)? For
this One indeed delights people" (Tai. II. vii), "This is an
evaluation of Bliss" (Tai. II. viii. 1), "He attains this self full
of Bliss" (Tai. II. viii. 5), "The enlightened man is not afraid
of anything after realizing the Bliss of Brahman" (TaL II. ix. 1),
and "He knew Bliss as Brahman" (Tai. III. vi). In another
Upanh;iad also the word Bliss is seen to be used for Brahman
Itself in the sentence, "Knowledge, Bliss, Brahman" (Br. III. ix.
28.7). Thus from the repeated use of the word Bliss for
Brahman, it is understood that the Blissful (Ana1ldamaya) Self
is Brahman.
As for the criticism that the Blissful One is also a secondary
self because of His occurrence in the chain of secondary selfs,
counting from the one constituted by food, that creates no
5
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difficulty, the Blissful One being the innermost of all. Being
desirous of instructing about the primary Self, the scripture
follows the line of understanding of common people. Thus it
(first) adopts as the Self the body constituted by food and
known as the Self to the extremely dull people. And then the
scripture lets the successive ones, which are reaUy non-Sel ves, to
be grasped as the selfs of the earlier ones, being successively
inner than and similar to the earlier ones, like the images formed
by pouring molten copper etc. into moulds. By following such
a process for easy comprehension, the scripture teaches about
the Blissful One, who is the Self in the real sense. This is the
more logical interpretation. As in the case of showing the star
called ArundhatI (B. S. I. i. 8), the real Arundhati happens to be
the one mentioned last after the indication of many stars which
are assumed to be ArundhatI, similarly here also the Blissful
One must be the primary Self, He being the inmost of all.
And the objection was raised that for the primary Self it is
illogical to fancy joy etc. as Its head etc. But that fanciful
ascription of limbs occurs not because of the nature of the
Blissful Self, but because of the presence of the penultimate
limiting adjunct (intellect) immediately before. Therefore the
objection is groundless. The embodiedness of the Blissful One
too is spoken of in a context of the successive embodiedness of
the food-self and the rest; and hence, unlike the individual soul.
the Blissful Self has no real embodiedness. Accordingly, the
Blissful One is the supreme Self.

fcrcrn.~IG<IiZ\Fd ~ Slli,l4V€l1l

n II

fcrcIiT'\.~ Owing to the use of a word denoting modification
Of not so, ,fer ~ if it be argued thus, (then) Of not (so); ~

because of abundance.

H. If it be arp;ued that (the Blissful One) is not Bralmum,
owing to the use of a word (suffix) denoting modification, we
say no, for the word is used in the sense of abundance.
Here the opponent says: The Blissful One cannot be the
supreme Self.
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Why?
Because of the use of the word mayat (as a suffix) denoting
modification. The phrase "Blissful One" (Anandtrmaya, formed
from a combination of manda, Bliss, and may at, made of) is to
be understood as denoting a modification, as distinguished from
the original word (Bliss) itself;108 for mayat conveys the idea
of modification here. Therefore the word Anandamaya (made
of Bliss), like the words anrurmaya (made of food) etc., conveys
the sense of modification.
Vediintin: No, for in the Smrti (i.e. PaQini's grammar V. iv.
21) it is mentioned that (the suffix) may at has also the sense of
abundance. Thus in the aphorism, "Hence mayat is used when
the intention is to convey an abundance of the basic idea
(contained in the word prefixed)", it is shown that mayat is
used to indicate abundance. As in the illustration, "Annamayo
yajiio bhavati-The sacrifice must have an abundance of food",
annamaya means an abundance of food, so also Brahman,
having an abundance of Bliss, is called anandtrmaya (full of
Bliss). And the plenitude of the Bliss of Brahman follows from
the fact that (in the course of a graded evaluation of Bliss in
the Taittirlya Upani~d), the start is made from the human
plane, and then it is shown that the Bliss in each subsequent
plane is a hundredfold of the preceding one, the Bliss of
Brahman being unsurpassable (II. viii). Hence rnayat has the
sense of abundance.

mf~~q~fillil II

tlS' II

'if And at[-~-o4q~mt. Owing to the indication as the source of

that.

14. For the further reason that Brahman is indicated as the
source of Bliss.
The suffix mayat is used in the sense of abundance for the
108 In "He eats wheat with vegetables" what is meant is that the modification of wheat (e.g. bread) is being eaten with curries. Thus the original
words may denote their modifications. So by a reverse process Anandamaya denotes iinanda itself. The opponent denies this position.
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further reason that the Upani~dic text, "For this One indeed
enlivens people" (Tai. II. vii. 1), declares Brahman as the source
of Bliss. The word anandayati (in this text) means the same as
anandayati. One who delights others is known to be possessed of
an abundance of Bliss, just as ill the world a man who makes
others rich is known to be abundantly rich. Thus since mayat
can be used in the sense of plenitude as well, the Blissful One
must be the supreme Self.

~lrstqfOICifl~q 'if ~ II ~y. \I
'if' And ~fQj~ t:tCf the very one spoken of ill the mantra
~~ is declared.

15'. And the very Brahman spoken of in the mantra is
declared in the brabma~za (portion explaining the mantra).

The Blissful One must be the supreme Self for this additional
reason: After commencing with the sentence, "A knower of
Brahman attains the Highest" (Tai. II. i. 1), the very Brahman
that was introduced in the mantra text, "Brahman is Truth,
Knowledge, Infinite" (ibid.), as distinguished by such characteristics as "truth, knowledge, infinity", is spoken of in the
brabma1}a portion. That very Brahman from which the elements,
counting from space, emanate, that Brahman which creates the
beings and then entering into them dwells in their hearts as the
inmost Self of all, that Brahman for the sake of whose knowledge a topic has been pursued by saying "another internal self",
"another internal self", and so on (Tai. II. ii-v)-that very
Brahman is declared in that mantra portion, and that very
Brahman is spoken of in the brabma1}a portion by the text,
"There is another self called the Blissful One who is inside this"
(Tai. II. v. 2). It is proper that the mantra and briihma1}a (portions) should bear the same meaning, for they are never
contradictory. Otherwise it will lead to the fault of abandoning
the topic under discussion and starting with something not
under consideration. Not that any self is mentioned as dwelling
inside the Blissful One as is done in the case of the food-self
etc. And "that knowledge gathered by Bhrgu and imp:uted by
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VarUl~a" (Tai. III. vi) relates to this only. Therefore the
Blissful One must be the supreme Self.

'f Not ~: the other one ~: because of illogicality.

16. The other is not the supreme Self, because tbat is illogical.
For this additional reason, the Blissful One, and not the other,
must be the supreme Self. "The other" is the transmigrating
heing which is different from God, that is to say, the individual
soul. The individual soul is not meant by the term Blissful One.
Why?
Because of illogicality. Relating to the Blissful One, it is
stated in the Upani~ad, "He wished, 'Let me become many, let
me be born'. He undertook a deliberation. Having deliberated,
He created all this that exists" (Tai. II. vi. 1). The deliberation
before the creation of body etc., the non-difference of the
things created from the creator, and the creation qf all the
modifications mentioned in that text cannot be justifiable for
anyone other than the supreme Self.

~«64qattll'tll II t\! II
:q And ~..aqq~ because of the assertion of difference.

17. And because of tbe dssertion of the difference (between
the individUllI soul and the supreme Self).
For this further reason the Blissful One is not a transmigrating
soul. In the context dealing with the Blissful One, the individual
soul and the Blissful One are mentioned separately in the text:
"He is Bliss (rasa) indeed. For one (i.e. the individual) becomes
happy by getting that Bliss" (Tai. II. vii. 1). Not that the
acquirer can be the thing acquired.
'
Opponent: In that case how can there be these Vedic and
Smrti texts, "The Self is to be sought for", "There is nothing
higher than the attainment of the Self"? For it has been said
that there can be no attainer (of one's own Self) as such.
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Vediintin : Quite so. Still in the case of ordinary people, it is
seen that, though the Self ever retains Its true nature of being
the Self, there is a false self-identification with the body etc.
which are non-Self. Accordingly, for the Self that has become
the body etc., such assertions are possible as: "The Self remains
undiscovered and has to be sought for"; "It is un attained and
has to be attained"; "It is unheard of and has to be heard of";
"It is unthought of and has to he thought of"; "It is unknown
and has to be known"; and so on. But from the highest point
of view, any witness or hearer other than God is denied in
such texts as, "There is no other witness but Him" (Br. III.
vii. 23). God is different to be sure from the one imagined
through ignorance to be embodied, the agent, the experiencer,
and called the Self conditioned by the intellect, the difference
being made in the same sense that the magician standing on
the ground is fancied to be different from the magician holding
sword and shield in hands and climbing up by a rope to the
sky, though in reality the first is the very essence of the latter;
or it is so in the sense that the space, unlimited by any conditioning factor, is different from the space delimited by such conditioning factors as a pot etc. Taking for granted such a
difference between the supreme Self and the Self identified
with the intellect, it has been said, "The other is not the
supreme Self, because that is illogical", and "And because of
the assertion of difference".

~ And ~ owing to wish
inference.

or

no ",,!1fA'-3frrnr reliance on

18. There can be no reliance on inference (for arriving at
Pradblina) owing to (the mention of) desire.
Besides, in the context of the Blissful One there is a mention
of wishfulness in the text, "He wished, 'Let me become many,
let me be born'" (Tai. II. vi. 1). Therefore the insentient
Pradhana, fancied by the Sarhkhyas through inference, is not to
he relied on as representing either the Blissful One or the cause
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of the universe. Although Pradhiina was refuted under the
aphorism, "Because of the attribution of thinking, the one not
taught in the Upani~ds is not the cause of the universe" (I. i. 5),
still with a view to elaborating how the texts concur in imparting the same kind of knowledge, it is being refuted over again
as a side issue in connection with the wishfulness (Tai. II. vi. 3)
mentioned in the text referred to by an earlier aphorism (I. i.
16).

And mftij'the scripture teaches ~-lIm the absolute identity
~ of this one arf~~ with this One.
'if

19. Moreover, the scripture teaches the absolute identity of
this one 'With this (One).
The phrase Blissful One is not used to mean either Pradhiina
or the individual being, because the scripture enjoins the
identity of this one, i.e. the enlightened individual being, with
this, i.e. the Blissful One, the Self under consideration. Tadyoga
means union in absolute identification, becoming one with that,
that is to say, liberation. That union is taught by the scripture
in, "Whenever the:: aspirant gets fearlessly established in this
unseen (i.e. changeless), bodiless, inexpressible, and unsupporting One, he reaches the state of fearlessness. Whenever the
aspirant creates the slightest difference in this One, he is smitten
with fear" (Tai. II. vii). The idea implied is this: He does not
become free from the fear of transmigration so long as he sees
in this (Blissful) One the slightest difference consisting in nonidentity (with the Self). But he becomes freed from the fear
of transmigration as soon as he gets established in absolute
identity with this Blissful One. This is possible if the supreme
Self be the same as the Blissful One, but not so if either the
individual being or Pradhiina be meant. Therefore it is proved
that the Blissful One is the supreme Self.
Samkara's Correction: But we have to say this in this connection. There is a series of uses of the suffix mayat in the sense
of modification in the following passages: "That man, such
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as he is, is a product of the essence of food" (Tai. II. i. 1);
"As compared with this self, made of the essence of food
(arzna1'JUlya) , there is another inner self which is made of
air (pra~arnaya-made of vital force)" (Tai. II. ii); "As
compared with this self, there is another internal self
constituted by mind (rnarzomaya)" (Tai. II. iii. 1); "As compared with this, there is another internal self constituted by
valid knowledge (vijiiiilla1naya)" (Tai. II. iv). That being so,
how can one suddenly jump to the conclusion that may at,
occurring in iinarzdamaya (Blissful One) alone implies abundance or that the Blissful One is Brahman? For this would be
like fancying an old hag as having her one half young.
Opponent: Because it is the topic of Brahman as presented by
the mantra ("Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinite").
Samkara: Not so, for in that case the food-self etc. would
also become Brahman.
Here the Opponent (Vrttikara) says: It is but proper that the
selfs made of food etc. should not be Brahman, since other selfs
are mentioned for them which are successively more internal.
But in the case of the Blissful One, no internal self is mentioned.
Thereby the Blissful One becomes Brahman. A contrary supposition will lead to the fault of giving up something under
consideration and adopting some other thing not under discussion.
Samkara: To this we say: Although unlike in the cases of
the food-body etc., the U pani~d does not mention here any
inner self for the Blissful One, still the Blissful One cannot be
Brahman, inasmuch as this text occurs in regard to the Blissful
One: "Of Him joy is verily the head, enjoyment is the right
side, hilarity is the left side, bliss is the self (i.e. the trunk of
the body), Brahman is the tail that stabilizes (or is the pedestal)"
(Tai. II. v. 2). That being the case, the Brahman spoken of in
the words of the mantra is here presented in the words,
"Brahman is the tail that supports". It is in order to make that
known that the five sheaths, counting from the food-self and
ending with the Bliss-self are imagined. So how can there be
the fault of giving up something relevant and taking up something besides the point?
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Opponent: Is it not a fact that in the text, "Brahman is the
tail that supports" (Tai. II. v. 2), Brahman is spoken of as a
limb of the Blissful One just as it is said in, "This is the tail
that supports" in the cases of the food-self and the rest? That
being so, how can it be known that Brahman appears here as
an independent entity in Its own right?
Strfhkara: We say that this is known since Brahman forms
the topic of discussion.
Opponent: No harm accrues by way of Brahman ceasing to
be the topic even if Brahman is known as a limb of the Blissful
One; for the Blissful One is Brahman.
Samkara: To this we say: That will involve an illogicality
inasmuch as the very same Brahman will become the whole
Self, viz the Blissful One, and again It will become a part,
viz the supporting tail. If either of the two has to be accepted,
then it is reasonable to uphold the view that Brahman is
referred to in this very text: "Brahman is the tail that supports",
for the word Brahman is present there; but it is not to be
sought for in the sentence presenting the Blissful One, for we
miss the word Brahman there. Besides, after the statement,
"Brahman is the supporting tail", it is said, "Apropos of this,
here is a verse: 'If anyone knows that Brahman is non-existent,
then he himself becomes non-existent. If anyone knows that
Brahman does exist, then they consider him to be existing
by virtue of that knowledge'" (Tai. II. vi). Since in this verse
the merit and demerit of believing in the existence and nonexistence of Brahman alone is mentioned without bringing in
the Blissful One, it can be understood that Brahman appears
in Its own right in the text, "Brahman is the supporting tail".
And it is not logical to entertain any doubt about the existence
or non-existence of the Blissful One; for as characterized by
joy, enjoyment, etc., he is well known in the world.
Opponent: An independent entity as that Brahman is, why
should It be presented as a limb of the Blissful One in the text,
"Brahman is the supporting tail"?
Smhkara: That is no defect. The purpose is not to imply
that Brahman is a limb, but to show that the Bliss, that Brahman
is, is like a tail; It serves the purpose of a stabilizing (or support-
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ing) tail. What is sought to be taught is that the Bliss, that
Brahman is, is the acme and sole repository of all human joys,
as is shown in another U pani~d, "On a particle of this very
Bliss other beings live" (Br. IV. iii. 32). Besides, if the Blissful
One be Brahman, then a qualified Brahman, conditioned by
such limbs as happiness etc., has to be accepted. But at the end
of the text the absolute Brahman is heard of, It being spoken
of as beyond speech and mind (in the verse): "The enlightened
man is not afraid of anything after realizing that Bliss of
Brahman, failing to reach which, words turn back along with
the mind" (Tai. II. ix). Furthermore, the assertion of an
abundance of Bliss implies the existence of sorrow as well; for
in the world, abundance is dependent on the presence of a
little of its opposite. And if that be admitted, then it will
contradict the denial of anything except Itself in the infinite
Brahman, as is stated in the text, "That is the Infinite where
one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, and knows nothing
else" (Ch. VII. xxiv. I). Besides, from the difference among the
various degrees of happiness in each body, it follows that the
Blissful One (inside those bodies) is also different. But Brahman
does not differ in different bodies, since the Upani~ad declares
Its infinitude in, "Brahman is Tmth, Knowledge, Infinite" (TaL
II. i. I); another Upani~ad also says, "The same Deity, that is alIpervasive and the soul of all, remains hidden within all beings"
(Sv. VI. ll).
Again, in the U pani~ads it is not the repetition of the Blissful
One that is met with, but rather the various synonyms of the
substantive portion of the phrase (viz Bliss): "He is verily the
rasa (source of joy); for one becomes happy by coming in
contact with that source of joy. Who indeed will inhale or
who will exhale, if this Bliss be not there in the supreme space
(within the heart)? This One indeed enlivens people" (TaL II.
vii), "This then is an evaluation of Bliss" (TaL II. viii), "The
enlightened man is not afraid of anything after realizing that Bliss
of Brahman"109 (Tai. II. ix), "He knew Bliss as Brahman" (Tai.
>DO The Bliss
that is Brahman, the "of" being used by fancying a
difference, as in "The body of abuilding".
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III. vi). Had the phrase "Blissful One" been definitely ascertained
to mean Brahman, then one could fancy the repetition of the
"Blissful One" even in the subsequent uses of the word Bliss
alone. But the Blissful One, as pointed out by us, is not
Brahman, because He has joy etc. as His head etc., and there
are other reasons. Accordingly, from the use in another Upani~d of the substantive portion Bliss as a synonym for Brahman
in the text, "Knowledge, Bliss, Brahman" (Br. III. ix. 28.7), it
follows that the word Bliss in such texts as, "if this Bliss be not
there in the supreme space" (Tai. II. vii), refers to Brahman.
But it is to be understood that the word Bliss is not a repetition
of the phrase "Blissful One".
It was argued that the word ananda (Bliss) is repeated together with the suffix may at in, "He attains the Blissful self" (Tai.
II. viii). But this Blissful self does not refer to Brahman; for it
occurs in a context of a succession of attainable selfs which are
constituted by food etc.
Opponent: If the Blissful self to be attained be not Brahman,
then the result accruing from the attainment of Brahman1l0
will remain unspecified for the enlightened man.
Stnhkara: That is no defect; for from the mention of the
attainment of the Blissful One, the result achievable by the
enlightened man, viz the attainment of the Brahman described
as the stabilizing tail, becomes stated ipso facto. Besides, this
result is elaborated by such texts as, "Expressive of this, there
occurs this verse" (Tai. II. ix). And the text, "He wished,
'Let me become many, let me be born'" (Tai. II. vi. 2),
occurring in the proximity of the Blissful One, was quoted by
you. But·this does not lead to the comprehension of the Brahmanhood of the Blissful One; for that text gets connected
with the more proximate word Brahman, present in "Brahman
is the supporting tail". And since the subsequent texts, as for
instance, "That is verily the rasa (source of joy)" (Tai. II. vii),

Stated in that context of attainment (Tai. II). In reality, upasa1izkrameans transcendence or sublation according to Samkara, and not
attainment.
110
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stem out of this text, they do not have the Blissful One as their
purport.
Opponent: It is unjustifiable that "He" (sal), used in the
masculine gender) in the text, "He wished" (Tai. II. vi. 2),
should stand for Brahman (which is neuter).
Smhkara: That is not damaging; for in the text, "From that
Self was born space" (Tai. II. i. 2), Brahman is referred to by
the word Self (iit111ii) which has the masculine gender. On the
contrary, in the section of the Taittiriya called "The knowledge
received by Bhrgu and imparted by VaruQa" (III. vi), it is
stated, "He knew Bliss as Brahman" (ibid.), where the suffix
may at is nat used, and joy etc. are not mentioned as the head etc.
Hence it is but proper that Bliss should be Brahman. Accordingly, Brahman in Itself cannot reasonably have joy etc. as Its
head etc. without assuming some conditioning factor, however
tenuous it be. Nor is it the intention here to reveal the conditioned Brahman, for there is the text showing the transcendence
of speech and mind (Tai. II. ix. 1), Accordingly, the mayat in
Qnandmnaya is used to imply modification just as much as 10
amza71laya etc., but it is not used to imply plenitude.
So the aphorisms are to be explained thus:
12. (Brahman is referred to in) arr~: the Blissful One
( etc.), ~~ owing to the repetition (of the word Bliss).

Doubt: Is it the intention of the text, "Brahman is the tail
that stabilizes" (Tai. II. v), to present Brahman as a limb of
the Blissful One or as an independent entity?
0pPolle1lt: The use of the word tail leads to the conclusion
that It is intended as a limb.
Sa'firkara: This being the positioI)., it is said, Anandmnayo'bhyasat. (This means that) in the text, "The Blissful Self" etc.,
Brahman is referred to as an independent entity by saying,
"Brahman is the tail that stabilizes". This is gathered from the
repetition; for the absolute Brahman alone is referred to in the
verse: "He becomes non-existing" etc. (Tai. II. vi. 1), which is
a c;oncludillg reaffirmation (of what was started with).
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13. The interpretation of Vikiirasabdiinneticenna pracuryat is
this:
;r fqiifll (lilGlitrq Not so owing to the use of a word denoting
limb ~fu-~ if this be the objection, (then) ;r not so, srfi!lI'fq
(that word) having been used owing to continuous presence.

Your argument was that "Brahman is not an independent
entity, because a limb is meant by the word vikiira. ll1 Because
the word tail, implying a limb, is used, Brahman cannot be an
independent entity." That position has to be refuted. With
regard to this we say: That is nothing damaging; for a word
implying a limb can be justified from the standpoint of
priicurya, which means the continuous presence (of an idea
in the mind), that is to say, the persistent occurrence of the
word in a context in which the limbs are predominantly in
evidence. After describing the food-self etc., from the head to
the tail, the turn came for the enumeration of the head and
other limbs of the Blissful One; and the idea of limbs being
predominant in the mind, the text said, "Brahman is the tail
that stabilizes". This was not done from any motive of showing
Brahman as a limb (but as a matter of habit), which fact
becomes obvious from the affirmation of Brahman as an independent entity on the ground of repetition.
14. The aphorism, Taddhetuvyapadesiicca, is to be explained
thus:
:q And ffi(~~-Ol(q~ owing to the presentation (of Brahman)
as the cause of all that (creation, including the Blissful One).

In the text, "He created all this that there is" (Tai. II. vi),
Brahman is shown as the cause of all modifications inclusive of
the Blissful One. Not that Brahman, which is the cause of Its
own modification, viz the Blissful One, can he the latter's limh
in any primary sense.
The other aphorisms are also to be understood, as far as
111 Lit.
"modification", but here "modified form" in the dcrivath'c
sense of "that form through which anything evolves".
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possible, as speaking of Brahman present in the sentence about
the tail. 1l2
TOPIC

7:

THE BEING INSIDE

Doubt: It is stated in the Upanh;;ad: "Now, again, He, the
that is seen in the sun is golden in colour; His beard is
golden, hair is golden, everything up to the tip of the nails is
golden. His eyes are like the pink lotus that is itself as pink as
the seat of a monkey. His name is ut (uprisen). This Puru~,
that is such, remains lifted above all sins. Anyone meditating
thus does certainly rise above sins" (Ch. 1. vi. 6-8); "This is
the meditation on the divine plane" (ibid.); "Then follows the
meditation on the bodily plane. He, the Puru~, that is seen in
the eye" etc. (Ch. I. vii. 5-8). Here arises a doubt: Is the Puru~a
(lit. person), who is to be worshipped in the sun and the eyes,
a human being who had attained a high eminence on account
of the perfection of his meditation and action, or is He the
ever existing God? What is the conclusion to be arrived at?
Opponent: He must be a transmigrating soul.
Why?
Because the Upani~d mentions his form. For instance, such a
form as possession of golden beard is mentioned for the person
in the sun. For the person in the eye also we get that very
form by a process of extension shown in, "Of this One that is
such, the form is the same as of that One" (Ch. 1. vii. 5). Not
that the supreme Lord can reasonably have any form, for the
Puru~a

111

The remaining mtTas are to be explained thus:

15. "And 'Itr",qfui~ t1;Cf the very Brahman mentioned in the mantra
declared (in the portion about the tail).

Iftlffi is

16. Of m: The other (Blissful One) is not meant,
to impropriety.

ar;rt'rn':

owing

17. "And ~«oqq~4:mt owing to the teaching of difference between
the two (viz that the Blissful One becomes joyous by getting the Bliss
that is Brahman).
18. "And '!fiT1ffi{ owing to the use of kama (i.e: Bliss) in the sense of
Brahman Of no ar.t¥fT;:r-Wtm need of inferring the Blissful One to be
Brahman.
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Upani~d

says, "Soundless, touchless, formless, undiminishing"
(Ka. I. iii. 15). This conclusion is supported by the mention of
a place of residence in the texts: "He that is in the sun" (Ch. I.
vi. 6), "He that is in the eye" (Ch. I. vii.). No residence can
be asserted for the supreme Lord who is without any support,
exists in His own glory, and is all-pervasive. There are also
these Vedic texts in support: "On what, 0 venerable sir, is He
seated? On His own glory" (Ch. VII. xxiv. 1), "He is allpervasive like space and is eternal". There is this additional
'reason, that a limit to His glory is specified in the texts, "(He
the Puru~ in the sun) rules over the worlds that are above the
sun and also over the things enjoyable to the gods" (Ch. I. vi.
8), where a limit is set to the majesty of the person in the sun;
and "He, who is such, rules over the worlds below the eyes as
also over the things enjoyable to men" (Ch. I. vii. 6), where a
limit is set to the majesty of the person in the eye. But it is
not reasonable that God's majesty should have any limitation,
since it is spoken of without any reservation in the text, "This
One is the lord of all, this One is the ruler (i.e. Death) of all
beings, this One is the protector (i.e. Indra and other gods)
of all beings; this One is like a dam that impounds so that these
worlds (i.e. castes and stages of life etc.) may not get mixed up
and destroyed" (Br. IV. iv. 22). Therefore it is not the supreme
Lord that resides in the sun and the eyes.
V l!diintin: Such being the position, we say:

3jrij«l4'iiQaQOIle( II ~o "
8fiG: The One inside (is God), ~-'f1i-'3'l~ for His qualities
are taught.

20. The Being inside is God, His qualities having been taught.
The Puru~1l3 of whom the Upani~d speaks thus, "He who
is in the sun, He who is in the eye" (Ch. I. vi, I. vii), must be
God Himself, and not any transmigratory soul.
111 Puru~a is the all-pervasive entity, seen as a Person by the worshippers.
Golden in that context means, made of light, i.e. self-effulgent.
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Why?
Because His qualities are taught. For it is God's qualities that
are taught here. Thus having revealed the name of the Person
in the sun by saying, "His name is ut (the uprisen)" (Ch. I.
vi. 7), the derivation of that name is shown as arising from
the fact of remaining free from sin, in the text, "This Puru~a
that is such, remains lifted above all sins". And that name, of
which the derivation has been shown, is extended to the Person
in the eye by saying. "He has the same name as the other One
has" (Ch. I. vii. 5). Freedom from all sins is declared about the
supreme Self alone in, "That which is the Self beyond all sins"
(Ch. VIII. vii), and such sentences. Similarly in the text, "He
(the Person in the eye) is the ~k-'f1U1ntra, the Siima-rmmtra, the
zektha (a kind of hymn), the Yajur-mantra, the three Vedas"
(Ch. I. vii. 5), the Upani~ad points out the identity of the
Person in the eye with ~k, Sarna, etc.; and that is possible only
in the case of the supreme Lord, it being reasonable that He
should be everything by virtue of His being the source of all.
Again, commencing with the ~k and Siima mnntras that are
the same as the earth, fire, and so on, in the divine context, and
speech, vital force, and so on, in the physical context, it is
said, "Of Him the ~k and Siima mantras are two bodily joints.
This is in the divine context" (Ch. I. vi. 8). Similarly in the
bodily context, "He (the Person in the eye) has the same two
joints as the Person in the sun" (Ch. I. vii. 5). This becomes
proper only if He is the Self of all. And the text, "Therefore
when these people play on the Vi~ (lute), they sing of Him;
and hence they become prosperous" (Ch. I. vii. 6), shows how
He is present as music even in the human songs. This c~ln be
so if God is accepted as that Person, as is shown in the Bhagavad-Gita, "\Vhatever being there is great, prosperous, or
powerful, that know thou to be a product of a part of My
splendour" (X. 41). Besides, the absolute power of ruling over
the worlds and desires that is mentioned in the Upani~ad, points
to God. In answer to the objection that the reference in the
Upani~d to such forms as the possession of golden beard etc.
does not befit God, we say: Even for God there may be forms
created at His will out of Maya for the sake of favouring the
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aspirants, as is declared in the Smrci, "0 Niirada, it is a Maya,
created by Me, that you see Me in this fonn possessed of all
the substances and qualities. You must not understand Me
thus". On the contrary, when the divine aspect bereft of all
qualities is spoken of, then the relevant text runs thus: "Soundless, touchless, formless, and un diminishing" (Ka. I. iii. 15),
and so on. But since God is the cause of everything, He is
sometimes spoken of, for the sake of adoration, as possessed of
certain mundane qualities, as in, "He is possessed of all (good)
action, all (good) desires, all (good) smell, all (good) tastes"
(Ch. III. xiv. 2), and so on. In the same way there can be the
mention of His golden beard. As for the criticism that He
cannot be God, since a residence is mentioned, we say, even
for the One who is established in His own glory, there can
be an instruction about some seat for the sake of adoration;
for being all-pervasive like space, He can very well dwell inside
everything. The mention of the limitation to His majesty also
occurs with reference to the bodily and divine contexts for
the sake of worship. Therefore God Himself is spoken of as
residing within the eye and the sun.

l1<=:oIN~~II'iflrq: II ~ ~ \I
'if And ~-Ilfq~ owing to the mention of difference
different.

8{ilf:

21. And God is different (f1'om the individual being) owing
to the mention of difference.

God, the internal Ruler, does exist as an entity different
from the individual souls identifying themselves with the bodies
of the sun etc.; for their dissimilarity is stated in another
Upani~d, in these words: "He who inhabits the sun, but is
within it, whom the sun does not know, whose body is the
sun, and who controls the sun from within, is the internal
Ruler, your own immortal Self" (Br III. vii. 9). By saying,
"within the sun" and "whom the sun does not know", it is
clearly shown that the internal Ruler is different from the sun
which is the knower and which is an individual soul identifying
6
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itself with the intellect. 1l4 It is but reasonable from the similarity of the Upani~ads that this very entity (of Br. III. vii. 9)
should be the Person mentioned here (in Ch. I. vi. 6-7) as
inside the sun. Therefore it is proved that God Himself is
spoken of here.
TOPIC

8:

SPACE

Doubt: The Chandogya Upani~d states thus: "(Salavatya
asked) : 'What is the goal of this world?' He (PravahaQa
Jaivali) answered, 'Space. For all things certainly originate
from Space; and they merge by moving towards Space. For
Space is certainly greater than all these, Space is their supreme
goal''' (Ch. I. ix. 1). With regard to this the doubt arises: Does
the word space mean the supreme Brahman or the material
space?
Why does the doubt arise?
Because the word is used in both senses. The word space is
well known to be used in the sense of natural space in the
Vedas and common parlance; and at times it is found to be
used for Brahman also, as for instance in such places as the
following, where Brahman stands out :lS the well determined
meaning from the text that follows or from the mention of
some distinguishing characteristics: "If this Space that is Bliss
(i.e. Brahman) had not been there" (or "If this Bliss were not
there in Space") (Tai. II. vii), "Space indeed is the accomplisher (of the origin and continuance) of name and form. That
in which they exist is Brahman" (Ch. VIII. xiv). Hence this
doubt. What is the reasonable conclusion here?
Opponent: It must be the material space.
Why?
For that occurs to the mind instantaneously, owing to more
familiar use; and this word space cannot be understood to
imply both these equally, for that will lead to its having many
meanings. Therefore the word space must have a secondary
meaning when it is applied to Brahman, Brahman being similar
no The instrument of cognition, owing to identity with which the
soul thinks, "I know".
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to space as regards many such qualities as pervasiveness. Moreover, when a primary meaning is admissible, any secondary
meaning is not to be accepted; and here it is possible to accept
space in the primary sense.
Objection: If the material space be the meaning, the complementary portion of the passage becomes illogical, which runs as
follows: "All things certainly originate from Space" etc. (Ch.
I. ix. 1).
Opponent: That is no fault; for even material space can
become the cause (of all) by evolving into air etc. in succession;
for it is known (from the Upani~ad), "From the Self, that is
such, originated space, from space arose air, from air fire"
(TaL II. i), and so on. As for being greater and the ultimate
goal, that is possible even for the material space with relation
to the other elements. By the word space, therefore, the material
space is meant.
Vedantin : Such being the position, we say:

1I'Aim: Space (is Brahman), ffi(-mqrq owing to the indicatory
mark of that.

22. Space (iikiisa) is Brahman, for Bralmttm's indicatory mark
is in evidence.
By the word Space here we should understand Brahman.
Why?
Because a mark indicating Brahman is in evidence in, "For
all things originate from Space to be sure" etc. (Ch. I. ix. 1).
For it is an established fact in the Upani~ds that all things
originate from the supreme Brahman.
Opponent: Space, the element, has also been shown as becoming the cause by evolving through a succession of air etc.
Vedantin : Yes, it has been shown. Yet if Brahman be not
taken into account as the origin, the emphasis in the phrase
"certainly from Space" and the word "all" as a qualification of
"things" cannot be reconciled. So also "They merge by moving
towards Space" is an indicator of Brahman. And the fact of
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being greater and the ultimate goal is stated in, "For Space is
certainly greater than these, and Space is their ultimate goal"
(ibid.). For absolute greatness is' declared about the supreme
Self alone in, "Greater than the earth, greater than the sky,
greater than heaven, greater th.m all these worlds" (Ch. III.
~v. 3). Similarly the fact of being the supreme goal is more in
accord with the supreme Self, It being the ultimate cause. In
support of this is the Upani~adic text: "Knowledge, Bliss,
Brahman, the supreme goal of the distributor of wealth as
well as of him who has realized Brahman and lives in It" (Br.
III. ix. 28.7). Moreover, laivali, who condemns SaIiivatya's position by pointing out the defect of limitation, resorts to Space
with a view to speaking of something unlimited. And then
attributing the similarity of Space to U dgitba, he says, ''This
Udgitba (i.e. its part Om) is this Space, and it is great and higher
than all that is high. 115 This One that is s h is infinite" (Ch. I.
ix. 2). That infinity is also an indication of Brahman. As for
the argument that the material space occurs to the mind
because of familiar use, we say that though it may occur to
the mind first, it cannot be accepted after noticing the characteristics of Brahman evident in the complementary portion.
We showed that the word space occurs to signify Brahman as
well, as for instance in, "Space indeed is the accomplisher
(revealer) of name and form" (Ch. VIII. xiv. 1). Similarly it
is seen that the synonyms of space are also used for Brahman
in such places as, "The Vedas are the authoritative revealers
of the absolutely immutable Vyoman (Sky, Brahman) on
which all the gods subsist" (~. V. I. clxiv. 39), "This is that
knowledge received by Bhrgu, which is established in the
supreme Vyoman" (Tai. III. vi), "Om Kam (i.e. Bliss) is
Brahman, Kbam (Space) is Brahman" (Ch. IV. x. 5). "Om is
that Khmn (Space)-the eternal Space" (Br. V. i). Even the
word space occurring at the beginning of the sentence should
be understood to signify Brahman, owing to the trend of the
complementary portion of the text. For such a word as fire
111 Because Om, a pan of Udgitha, is great, it being the essence etc. of
all and superior to all other letters.
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occurring in the statement, "The fire reads the hymn", at the
beginning of a text, is seen to mean a brilliant boy reading the
hymn. Hence it is concluded that the word Space means
Brahman.
TOPIC

9:

PRANA

In the course of discussing the meditation on U dgitha, it is
noticed in the U pani~d that, after starting with, "0 chanter
of Prastiiva (i.e. an introductory part of sarna song), should
you chant it in my presence without knowing the deity thereof,
your head will fall"116 (Ch. I. x. 9), the question (by CakrayaI).a) occurs, "Which is that deity?" And "He (U~sti) replies,
'It is Prii'IJa (lit. vital force), for all these things proceed towards
and merge in Priitla and from Prii'IJa they emerge. This is that
deity that is intimately associated with Prastiiva' ", (Ch. I. xi.
4-5). The doubt arising from this and its solution are to be
understood in accordance with the earlier pattern.
Doubt: The word Pra'IJa is found to be used in the sense of
Brahman in such texts as, "0 amiable one, the mind is tethered
to Prii'IJa"l17 (Ch. VI. viii. 2), "Prii~la of Priitla"118 (Br. IV. iv.
18). But the more familiar use in the world as well as in· the
Vedas is in the sense of the vital force that is a form of air
(i.e. energy). Therefore the doubt arises here as to which of
the two should be reasonably accepted here.
Opponent: It is proper to accept the modification of air
called the vital force having a fivefold function, for it was
pointed out that the word Prii'!la is more familiarly known to
imply that.
Objection: Here also it is proper to accept Brahman, for
Its characteristics are in evidence just as before. Here also the
entry and emergence of all the elements, noticeable in the complementary portion, bear witness to God's activity.
Opponent: Not so, for even in case of the chief vital fOlce
This is U~asti's warning to CiikrayaQa.
In deep sleep, the soul, having the mind as its limiting adjunct, becomes
unified with Prii?la or Brahman.
1lS Prii?la
or Brahman imparts existence and expression to the vital
force.
118
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(in the mouth), the entry and emergence of all the elements are
noticeable in, "When a man is in deep sleep, then speech enters
into Prii,!]a, the eye enters into Prii'!ltt, the ear enters into Prii'!la,
the mind enters into Prii'!la. When he wakes up again, they reemerge from Prii'!ltt itself"119 (S. B. X. iii. 3.6). It is a fact of
common experience that the functions of the senses and organs
get merged in the vital function that does not get lost in sleep;
and at the time of waking, they rise out of Pr~a. And because
the senses and organs are the quintessence of the elements, it is
nothing contradictory that the trend of the complementary
portion of the text should point to the entry and emergence
of the elements into and out of the vital force. Moreover, the
Sun and Food, who are the deities of Udgitha and Pratibiira
(portions of the Sarna song) respectively, are mentioned after
Pr~a. Not that they have Brahmanhood. Because of this similarity with them, Prii'(la also is not Brahman.
Vediintin: This being the position, the aphori~t says:

am: l!;<f

On that very ground

mar: Prii'(la.

23. On that very ground, Prii'(la (is Brahman).
The reason "Because Brahman's indicatory mark IS 10 evidence" was advanced under the earlier aphorism: "On that very
ground" of the presence of the indicatory mark of Brahman,
the word Pr~a also should mean the supreme Brahman. For
the association of Prii'(la with the characteristics of Brahman is
met with in the text, "All the things proceed towards and
merge in Pra~la and from It they emerge" (Ch. I. xi. 5), where
the mention of the origin and dissolution of all things, stated
to be proceeding from Prii'(la, proves that Prii'(la is Brahman.
Opponent: Did we not say that the mention of the entry
and emergence is reconcilable even if the chief Prii1)a be
accepted, this being a matter of experience during sleep and
waKing.
ue Eye etc. stand for the corresponding organs which are the products
of the elements.
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To this we (Vedantins) say: During sleep and waking we
notice only the entry and the emergence of the senses and
organs into and out of Pra'IJa, but not of all the elements,
whereas the entry and the emergence of all the things, presided
over by the individual souls, along with the bodies and senses,
are spoken of here, as is seen in the text, "All these things
certainly" etc. (Ch. I. xi. 5). Even if this text, mentioning all
things, signifies the elements, the characteristics of Brahman are
found to be fully in accord.
Opponent: Is it not a fact that in the following text we
come across the entry and emergence, during sleep and waking,
of the senses together with their objects into and out of
Pr.i1Ja?-"When a sleeping man has no d~eam whatsoever, and
he becomes one with this Pra'IJa, then into that Prib)a enters
speech together with all the names" (Kau. III. 3).
Vediintin : Even there the word Prii1.Za means Brahman, for the
characteristic of Brahman is in evidence. 12o
And the argument is baseless that Prii1.Za is not Brahman
owing to the use of the word in association (or in the proximity
of) Food and the Sun; for mere proximity counts fot: nothing
when the obvious meaning of Prii1.Za is known to be Brahman
from the trend of the complementary text. And the argument
was advanced that the more usual meaning of Pra'IJa is the vital
force having a fivefold function; that has to be met in the same
way as in the case of the word Space. 121 Therefore it is concluded that the Deity of Prastiiva is Brahman.
Some people think that this aphorism alludes to the texts,
"Prii'IJa of Prii~la" (Vital force of vital force) (Br. IV. iv. 18),
and "0 amiable one, the mind is tethered to Prii1.Za (Ch. VI.
viii. 2). That too is unjustifiable, since there is no reasonable
scope for doubt (in these two texts) in the face of the differ1!lO Because Prii1;la is shown to be noD-different from the individual soul,
at the same time that It is the place of merger of all things. Again, Pr~a,
considered as a transformation of clements, cannot have the elements
merged in itself.
lOt Since emphasis is placed on Prii1;la by saying, "Prii1;la only", and since
it is declared to be the material source of all things, therefore it is
Brahman.
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ence in words and the force of the context. Just as in the use,
"The father of the father", it is clear that the grandfather who
is indicated by the nominative case is different from the one
indicated by the sixth case (with of); so also in "the Vital
force of the vital force" it becomes apparent from the difference in words, that some Vital force, different from the
familiar one, is referred to; for the very same thing cannot be
indicated to be different from itself by saying: "He is his".
Moreover, it is to be understood (from the context) that if
something is referred to by a different word in its own context,
it must be itself alone that is thus spoken of. For instance,
when under the topic of the Jyoti~oma sacrifice it is stated:
"In every spring one should perform the Jyotis sacrifice", the
word ] yotis must mean Jyoti~oma. Similarly in a context in
which the supreme Brahman comes under discussion, it is
stated: "0 amiable one, the mind is tethered to Prii~a". This
being the case, how can this Prii1)a mean a mere modification
of air? Accordingly, since there is no scope for doubt, the
above passages are not to be alluded to (in this connection).
But the doubt does arise about the Prikla which is the deity of
Prastiiva; and the relevant doubt and its solution have been
shown above.
TOPIC

10:

LIGHT

~: Light (is Brahman) ~-arfq€jI"I€{ owing to the mention of feet.

24. Light is Bral:mtdn because of the mention of feet.
Doubt: The U pani~d says: "Then that (Light) that shines
in the excellent unsurpassable worlds above this heaven, above
all beings, and above all the worlds, is this same Light that is
within a human being" (Ch. III. xiii. 7). With regard to this
the doubt arises: Does the Light here refer to the Light of the
sun etc. or does it mean the supreme Self? It has been said that
though the connotation of a word be different, it may refer
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to Brahman if Brahman's characteristics are in evidence. This
discussion relates to whether those characteristics themselves
exist here or not. What should be the conclusion?
Opponent: The conclusion is that the light of the sun etc.
is meant by the word light.
Why?
Because of familiar use. It is well known that the two words
light and darkness refer to opposite things. Nocturnal gloom
etc., hindering the functioning of the eye, are known as darkness; and the solar rays etc. that help vision are called light.
Similarly the word "shines" in the text is in vogue with regard
to the sun etc. Brahman, devoid of colour etc., cannot answer
to the text "shines" in the primary sense. And an additional
argument is the reference in the text to heaven as a limit. For
Brahman, the source of all that moves and does not move.
and the Self of all (i.e. the all-pervasive entity), cannot have
heaven as a limit, whereas any light that is a product (of
Brahman) can have heaven as its limit. And the text in the
brd/mzar.la (explanatory) portion in the U pani~d says, "the
light above this heaven".
Objection: Heaven as a limitation is irreconcilable even with
the created light, for it is experienced everywhere. So Jet this
mean the first-born unmixed fire.
Opponent: No. for the unmixed light serves no purpose. 122
Objection: The mere fact of becoming an object of (national) meditation is the purpose that it serves.
Opponent: No, for the sun etc. are enjoined as objects of
meditation only when they serve some other purpose (apart
from being- an object of meditation). Besides, the Upan~d
speaks (of all the elements) without any reservation in the
text: "Let me make a threefold mixture of each one of them
(i.e. light, water, and earth)"123 (eh. VI. iii. 3). And it is not
a familiar fact that even the unmixed fire has heaven as its
lSI Pure light cannot be seen. Gross light is a mixture of the three
elements-light, water, and earth-though light predominates. So also
with other gross elements.
1111 That is to say, there can be no unmixed light after creation takes
place.
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limitation. So let the mixed fire itself be the meaning of the
word light.
Objection: Did we not point out that the (mixed) light of
fire etc. is met with even below heaven?
Opponent: That creates no difficulty, for though the (gross)
light spreads everywhere, it is nothing contradictory to accept
for meditation a certain portion of it spreading above heaven.
But it is not proper to imagine any specific place for the partless
Brahman. Besides, the mention of many places of residence in
the text, "that which shines in the excellent, unsurpassable
worlds, above all the worlds" (Ch. III. xiii. 7), is more in
keeping with the created light. Moreover, in the text, "This is
the same light that is within a human being" (ibid.), it is seen
that the supreme light is superimposed on the fire in the
stomach; and superimpositions are possible in cases of similarity,
as for instance in, "Of this Being who is in the solar orb, the
syllable bhur is the head, for the head is one, and this syllable
is one" (Br. V. v. 3). It is a well-known fact that the fire in
the stomach is not Brahman, for it is mentioned as possessed
of heat and sound in the Upani~adic texts, "Of this Being, this
is the perceptual evidence (that one feels this bodily heat by
touch)", "Of this Being this is the audible evidence (that one
hears a sound like bellowing inside, by plugging the ears)" (Ch.
III. xiii. 7). Furthermore, there is the Upani~dic text, "This
entity, that is such, should be meditated on as seen and heard"
(ibid.). Again, this is not Brahman, because the result stated in,
"He who meditates thus becomes a cynosure and a famous man"
(ibid.), is insignificant, whereas the meditation on Brahman is
intended for some great result. Unlike what is found in the
case of Prii'(la and Space, there is nothing here in the context
of light itself that can be a characteristic of Brahman. Nor is
Brahman pointed out in the previous text, "Giiyatri is surely
all these beings" (Ch. III. xii. 1), the metre Giiyatri being
mentioned there by name. Even if it be conceded somehow
that Brahman is presented in the previous text, still the identity
is not recognizable here; for heaven occurs as a habitation in
the earlier sentence, "His three feet are in heaven" (Ch. III. xii.
6), whereas it occurs as a limitation in, "the light shining above
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heaven" (Ch. III. xiii. 7). Accordingly, the natural light has to
be accepted here.
Vedantin: This contingency having arisen, we say, Brahman
is to be understood here by the word Light.
Why?
"Because of the mention of feet."124 For in the previous
text, Brahman was shown as possessed of four feet in the
mtmtra, "That much (i.e. the whole creation) is His glory;
but Puru~ is greater than that. All things constitute only one
of His feet. His three feet that are immortal are in heaven"
(Ch. III. xii. 6). Those very three feet of that four-footed
Brahman, that are immortal and were shown in the mantra as
constituting that aspect of Brahman associated with heaven,
can be recognized here also as spoken of in association with
heaven. Should anyone give that up and resort to natural
light, one will be open to the charge of rejecting something
under discussion and taking up something extraneous. Not
only is the topic of Brahman continued in the passage about
Light, it will be pursued even in the succeeding meditation
called the SJ1)q.ilya-vidya (Ch. III. xiv). Therefore Brahman is
to be understood here from the word Light.
As for the contention that the words light and shine are
more in vogue in connection with the created light, that is
nothing damaging. For once we arrive at Brahman with the
help of the context, those two words, used here without any
specific exclusion of Brahman, can refer to Brahman. indicated
figuratively by the shining, created light. Besides, there is the
ma1ltra text, "Lighted up by whose effulgence the sun shines"
(Tai. Br. III. xii. 9.7). Or it may be said that this word Light
is not used to mean the light favouring the act of seeing, for
it is found to be used in other senses as well as in, "It is
through the light of speech (i.e. words of mouth) that he
sits, (goes out, works, and returns)" (in deep darkness) (Br.
IV. iii. 5), "The mind becomes a light to those who drink
ghee" (Tai. Br. I. vi. 3.3). Accordingly, whatever reveals other
... Because of the mention of carlf!la in the sense of "foot" and nor
"conduct".
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things is referred to by the word light. Hence Brahman, which
is consciousness by nature, can also be referred to by the word
Light in that sense, inasmuch as It reveals the whole universe.
This is also borne out by the Upani~adic text: "He shining,
everything shines accordingly; by His effulgence all this shines
diversely" (Mu. II. ii. 10), "Upon that immortal Light of all
lights the gods meditate as longevity" (Br. IV. iv. 16).
There was the objection that it is improper for Brahman to
have heaven as a limitation. To this we say: Even in the case
of the omnip9tent Brahman, it is nothing incongruous to assume
a certain location for the sake of worship.
Opponent: Did we not say it is impossible to fancy any
locus for Brahman that has no parts?
Vedantin: That defect does not arise; for it is reasonable
to assume a locus for Brahman owing to association with
limiting adjuncts. Accordingly, we find in the Upani~ads
certain meditations on Brahman in association with certain
places as in, "in the sua" (Ch. I. vi. 6), "in the eye" (Ch. I.
vii. 5), "in the heart" (Ch. III. xiii. 7). Hereby is explained the
plurality of abodes as in "above all beings" (ibid.).
Again, it was argued: The light above heaven must also be
this natural light, because it is superimposed on the natural fire
that can be inferred to be existing in the stomach on the ground
of the perception of its heat and sound. That too is unreasonable, since even for the supreme Brahman, the fire in the
stomach can be as good a symbol as name etc. As for the facts
of being seen and heard of (i.e. famous) mentioned in, "It is to
be meditated on as the seen and the heard of", that too is from
the point of view of symbolic worship.125 And the argument
was advanced that the Light is not Brahman, because the result
(of meditation as stated above) is meagre. That too is b?seless,
for there is no reason for any such hard and fast rule that
Brahman is to be resorted to for certain definite results and
not for others.126 Only one kind of result (viz liberation) is to
be understood where the supreme Brahman, devoid of contact
,.. Hence the attributes do not really belong to Brahman.
The Upan~ads declare that people get whatever results they want
from the worship of Brahman.
100
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with all kinds of distinctions, is taught as the Self. But where
Brahman is taught as having certain qualities or certain symbols,
then are mentioned many results, high and low, which are
included within this world as is shown in such texts as "(The
great birthless Self is) the eater of food and the giver of wealth
(i.e. fruits of work). He who knows It as such, receives wealth"
(Br. IV. iv. 24). Although the Light in the sentence under
consideration has nothing specifically characteristic of Brahman,
still the characteristic, as seen in the previous text, has to be
accepted. That is why the aphorist says, "Light is Brahman,
because of the mention of feet".
Opponent: How, again, can it be proper that the passage
about Light should be torn out of its own context and misapplied just because it occurs in the p.roximity of Brahman
mentioned in another sentence?
Vediinti1l: That fault does not arise; for the pronoun "that"
has the force of calling up to the mind something which preceded it. So the word "that" occurring at the very beginning
in "That (Light) that shines above this heaven" (Ch. III. xiii. 7)
becomes connected with Brahman in the previous text (Ch.
III. xii. 6) on account of a common reference to heaven. When
Brahman becomes known thus, the word Light also comes
logically to refer to Brahman by implication. So Brahman is to
be understood here by Light.

~~;;;ffCf

'iffi"

~ 'ircr)Slfutf.i~Ic{I=a~r

ft:

~ 1\ ~~ II

Not (Brahman) ~:-3ff~~ because a metre is mentioned ~fu ~ if this be said, if not so, ~:-arqur-f.r~ for the
dedication of mind is taught ~T in that way; ~ for ij~ ~Uif'{
similar instances are found.
if

2). If it be objected that Brahman is not spoken of, because
the mention is about a metre, we say, no, for the dedication of
the mind is taught in that way; for similar instances are found
elsewhere.
Opponent: It was asserted that Brahman is not spoken of
even in the earlier text, for the metre Gayatri is mentioned
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there in "GayatrI is indeed all these things that there are" (Ch.
III. xii. 1).
Vediintin : That objection has to be met. How, again, can it
be maintained that just because a metre is mentioned, Brahman
is not spoken of here, when Brahman with four feet is presented
in the ~k mantra, "That much is His glory" (Ch. III. xii. 6)?
Opponent: That cannot be so. The metre GayatrI is introduced in the text, "GayatrI is verily all this" (Ch. III. xii. 1),
and that very GayatrI is explained as identical with all things,
earth, body, heart, speech, and vital force. And then with
regard to that very GayatrI, as explained, it is said, "That
GayatrI that is such, has four feet and it is sixfold. This fact is
revealed in the ~k mantra, 'That much is His glory'" etc.
Having thus been quoted about that very GayatrI, how can
this l1umtra suddenly speak of Brahman with four feet? Even
the word Brahman, used there in the text, "That which is this
Brahman" (Ch. III. xii. 7), refers to the metre only, for the
metre is under consideration. In the text, "He who knows this
secret teaching of Brahman (i.e. Veda)" (Ch. III xi. 3), it is
explained that the secret teaching of the Vedas is under
reference. Accordingly, may it not be argued that inasmuch as
the metre is spoken of, Brahman is not under discussion?
Vediintin: That is not valid, for "the dedication of the mind
is taught in that way". "The dedication of the mind"-the
concentration of the mind in Brahman; "in that way"-with
the help of the metre GayatrI, in which Brahman inheres,-is
taught by this text of the briilmutJ:ur portion, "GayatrI is
verily all this" (Ch. III. xii. 1). GayatrI as a mere assemblage
of letters cannot possibly be the Self of everything. Therefore
Brahman, which is the cause of the universe and inheres in Its
effect, the GayatrI, is spoken of here as "all this", just as it is
done in, "All this is verily Brahman" (Ch. III. xiv. 1). And
under the aphorism, "It has non-difference from that Brahman,
since terms like origin etc. are met with" (II. i. 14), we shall
point out that the effect is non-different from its material
cause. Similarly, meditation on Brahman with the help of
natural mediums is met with elsewhere also, as in, "The followers of the ~g- Veda meditate on this very supreme Self as
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inhering in the hymn called the great Uktha; on this the
followers of the Yajur-Veda meditate as inhering in fire; and on
this the followers of the Sama-Veda meditate as inhering in the
sacrifice called Mahavrata" (Ai. A. III. ii. 3.12). Hence, even
though a metre be mentioned (by the word Gayatri:) in the
earlier text, still Brahman with four feet is spoken of there.
And that very Brahman is alluded to in the text about Light,
this being done with a view to enjoining a fresh meditation.
Others say that Brahman is directly referred to by the word
Gayatri: through a similarity of numbers. Gayatd is possessed
of four feet, each consisting of six letters. So also Brahman
has four feet. 127 Similarly it is found elsewhere that words
denoting metres are used to signify something else through a
similarity of number. This can be illustrated thus: The start is
made with the statement, "These (air, fire, etc.) that are five
in one context (viz divine) and these (vital force, speech, etc.)
that are five in another context (viz bodily) combine to form
ten and thus hecome that (dice called) Krta", and then it is
said, "And this is the same as Virtit (the metre) which is the
eater of food" (Ch. IV. iii. 8).128 From this point of view,
Brahman Itself is spoken of (directly) and not the metre
(Gayatri:). From either point of view, the Brahman under
discussion is present in the previous text as well.
'27 According. to the previous explanation, the word Garatd in the
earlier text means a metre in the primary sense, and also Brahman by
a figure of speech called Ajahallakfil'~ii, where something more in addition to the original meaning ~f the word is meant. According to the
present interpretation, no such figure of speech is implied. Gayatri does
not refer to the metre at all, but to Brahman directly. The aphorism,
accordingly means: The metre Gayatri is not meant, cetoTpa'!lanigadiitbecause Brahman is spoken of by the word Gayatri standing as a
medium for the dedication of the mind to Brahman, tathii-on the
strength of the similarity of both having four feet.
1" In playing with dice, when one wins with the dice called Krta having
four figures, the other figures of the other dice, viz three, two, and one
of Treta, Dviipara, and Kali respectively ente; into it; so that the figure
of Krta is convened to ten. The metre ViTii! has ten letters to a foot. So
ViTii! and Krta are the same. Also the Vedas declare that ViTii! is food;
and Krta is the eater of all figures. So Vir# is both eater and eaten.
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lJsllf~I~Oljq~lii1~~ " ~~ II
"" And ~-arrR-qt~~-~: because the representation
of all the things etc. as a foot becomes possible, ~ this must
be so.
26. And this must be so, because this makes possible the
representation of all the things etc. as a foot.
This has to be admitted to be so for this further reason:
Brahman is the subject-matter of the earlier text, since all things
etc. are mentioned as a foot. Thus after mentioning the things,
the earth, body, and heart, it is said, "That Gayatd of this
description has six aspects and four feet" (Ch. III. xii. 5). For
unless Brahman is taken into account, a mere metre cannot
have all the things etc. as its foot. Besides, without reference
to Brahman, this ~ mantra, "That much is His glory" etc.
(Ch. III. xii. 6), becomes incongruous. Brnhman becomes the
subject-matter of this mantra whtn it is taken in its literal sense,
for Brahman alone can have the omnipresence spoken of in,
"All these things are but one of His feet. His three other feet,
which are immortal, are in heaven" (ibid.). In the Pur~a
Sukta also, this ~k mantra occurs by way of presenting Brahman. And the Smrti presents such a form of Brahman in, "I
exist supporting this whole universe by a portion of Myself'
(Gita, X. 42). Moreover, the reference (to Brahman) made in
the words, "That which is that Brahman"129 (Ch. III. xii. 7),
can be possible in the primary sense, only if this point of view
be accepted. Furthermore, the use of the phrase, "The men
(i.e. the gatekeepers) of Brahman", with reference to the five
openings of the heart, as found in the text, "These five, described thus, are the men of Brahman" (Ch. III. xiii. 6), can be
justified only if a relationship with Brahman is the meaning
implied. 130 Therefore it follows that Brahman is the subject'""This sentence, occurring just after, "That much is His glory", shows
that the mantra speaks of Brahman.
,.. At the openings of the heart are posted the five vital forces as
gatekeepers of Brahman to whom this city of the bOdy belongs. Brahman,
called Gayatd, has to be meditated on in the heart in this way.
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matter of the earlier text; and hence the conclusion is this: That
very Brahman, called up to the mind by Its relationship with
heaven, is referred to in the text about Light.

~~fu ~f~w;qfcc:(N I~ II ':(\3 II
~-~q On account of the difference in instruction if not
so, ~ ~ if this be the contention, then if not so atfcHlii1lq
because of absence of contradiction ~ arfq in either case.

27. If it be argued that Bralwuln (of the earlier text) is not
referred to here on account of the difference in the instrUction,
'We say: No, because there is no contradiction in either case.

And the criticism was advanced that in the earlier text, viz
"His three feet which are immortal are in heaven" (Ch. III.
xii. 6), the word heaven, used in the locative case, indicates a
habitation, whereas in the text here, "That (Light) which
shines above this heaven", the word used in the ablative case
("above heaven"), indicates a limitation. Hence owing to the
difference in the (form of the) instruction, the Brahman of the
previous text is not called to mind here. That criticism has to
be met.
To this we (Veddntins) say: That is no valid objection. For
there is no contrndiction in either case. In both the places,
irrespective of whether the instruction is through an ending in
the locative case or the ablative case (after heaven), the identification suffers nothing. As in common usage we find that a
hawk associated with the top of a tree, is referred to either as,
"The hawk on the tree top" or "The hawk above the top of
the tree", similarly Brahman, though existing in heaven, is
taught as existing aoove it. Others say: Just as a hawk, not in
actual contact with the top of a tree (but hovering over it), is
referred to either as "The hawk on the tree top" or "The hawk
above the top of the trce", similarly Brahman, though above
heaven, is taught as existing in heaven. So it can be well recognized that the Brahman, mentioned in the earlier text, is alluded
to here (in the latter text). Hence it is proved that the supreme
Brahman Itself is refcrred to by Light.
7
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TOPlc 11:

mvr:

Prii~la

is Brahman

~

[I. i. 28

PRATARDANA

8JTll'l'q: owing to such comprehen-

sion.

28. Prii'1}a is Brahman, because it is comprehended thus.
Doubt: In the Kau~Itaki Upani~d occurs the story of Indra
and Pratardana, which starts with, "The well-known Pratardana, son of Divodasa, went to Indra's beloved palace through
war and valour." There we read, "I (i.e. Indra) am Prii'1}a,
identified with Consciousness. You meditate on me, who am
of such stature, as life and immortality" (III. 2). Similarly,
there occurs this text at a later stage, "Now then, it is Prii'!Ul
Itself, identified with Consciousness, that takes hold of the body
and raises (i.e. animates) it up" (III. 3), as well as, "One
should not inquire about speech, one should know the speaker"
(III. 8), and so on. At the end again it is said, "That one is
surely this Pr~, identified with Consciousness, which is bliss,
ageless, and deathless" (III. 8), and so on. With regard to this,
the doubt arises: Is the mere vital force signified here by the
word Prii'1}a, or is it some divine soul, or an individual being,
or the supreme Brahman?
Objection: "Vas it not shown under the aphorism, "Prii'!lll is
Brahman for that very reason" (I. i. 23), that the word PrQtza
is used in the sense of Brahman? Here also the characteristics
of Brahman are in evidence, viz "Bliss, ageless, deathless" etc.
How can there be any possibility of doubt here?
Doubter : We say that the doubt arises from noticing the
characteristics of many. Not that the indicatory marks of
Brahman alone are present here; there are marks indicating
others also. Indra's words, "Know me alone", are indicative of a
divine soul. "Taking hold of this body, it raises it up" points to
. Prii'1}a (i.e. vital force). "One should not inquire about speech,
one should know the speaker" etc. presents the individual being.
Hence the doubt is justifiable.
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Opponent: In that passage, the well-known vital force IS
referred to by Pratut.
Vedami1/.: Such being the case, it is said: The word Pr4'Q,a
is to be understood in the sense of Brahman.
Why?
Because it is comprehended thus. To explain: When the
text is discussed in the context of what precedes and what
succeeds, the words are seen to lead to an understanding of
Brahman. Turning to the commencement, we find that, when
told by Indra, "Ask for a boon", Pratardana thus spoke of the
highest objective that a man may aspire to: "You yourself
choose for me that boon which you think to be the most beneficent for men" (III. 1). When Pra1}Q is taught to him as the most
beneficent, how can It be other than the supreme Self? For a
man can attain the most beneficent thing from nothing but the
knowledge of the ~upreme Self, as declared in the Vedic text,
"Knowing Him alone one goes beyond death; there is no other
path to go by" (Sv. III. 8), and others. Moreover, the text "The
world (viz liberation) achieved by the man who knows me is
not certainly injured by any act-neither by theft nor the killing
of a foetus" (Kau. III. 1), becomes justifiable only if Brahman
is accepted, for it is well known from such Vedic texts as
the following that all the results of works are eradicated on
the dawn of the knowledge of Brahman: "When He that exists
as the superior and inferior Brahman is known, all the results
of one's actions get eradicated" (Mu. II. ii. 8). And the fact of
Pra1}a being one with Consciousness becomes proper only if
Brahman is the meaning. For the insentient vital force cannot
be one with Consciousness. Similarly such words as, "Bliss,
ageless, deathless" (III. 8), occurring at the end, cannot fully
apply to anything but Brahman. There are also the texts, "He
does not become greater by virtuous deeds, nor any the less
by vicious deeds. It is He who makes one do good deeds whom
He would raise above these worlds, and H~ again makes one
do evil deeds whom He would cast below these worlds", "This
One is the ruler over the worlds, this One is the protector of
the worlds, this One is the lord of the worlds" (Kau. III. 8),
which all can be understood only if the supreme Brahman is
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resorted to, and not the chief vital force. Therefore PriJ'(lIl is
Brahman.
if q~{I,'11q~~lIf«fij .q~QjI'+iijk(;:~ ~~ \I ,;(t \I
;r Not so 8ffi1r-aqaqlllt the teaching being about own self
~: of the teacher ~,.flt if tIus be the objection, (then not
so) ~ for ~ here occurs ~~-~ an abundance of
reference to the inmost Self.

29. If it be argued that Prb.Za is not Brahman, since the
instruction is about the speaker's O'W'II self, (then 'We say, no),
for here is an abundtmce of reference to the imnost Self.
Opponent: The assertion that PriJ'(ltl is Brahman is being
refuted. The supreme Brahman is not the meaning of the word

Prm;za.
Why?
Because the instruction is about the speaker himself. For
some embodied deity, called Indra, is the teacher, who speaks
of himself to Pratardana in the first person in the introductory
sentence, "Know me alone" (Kau. III. 1) and in the sentence,
"I am Pr01.1a, identified with Consciousness" (Kau. III. 2). How
can this Prii'(ltl, taught as the speaker himself, be Brahman? For
Brahman cannot be a speaker, as it is denied in the Vedic texts,
"without the vocal organ or mind" (Br. III. viii. 8), etc. Similarly in such sentences as, "I killed (Vi§varOpa) the threeheaded son of Tva~a; I threw to the wild dogs the hermits
averse to the Vedas" (Kau. III. 1), Indra praises himself through
qualities that fit in with a body, but not with Brahman. And it
is logical that Indra should be one with Prii~a by virtue of his
possession of strength; for we come across such a text as, "The
vital force is strength" (Br. V. xiv. 4). It is also well known
that Indra is the presiding deity of strength, for even ordinary
people assert, "Whatever vigorous effort there may be,. it is
the work of Indra". Oneness with Consciousness too is possible
for a divine being by virtue of his unobstructed knowledge;
for they say, "The deities have unobstructed knowledge". Once
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it is thus established that the teaching is about some divine
being, such facts as the instruction about the most beneficent
thing etc. have to be interpreted in the best possible way
referring to that being.
Vedantin: Thus on the strength of the fact that Indra,the
speaker, talks of himself, it is first denied that Prava can be
Brahman; then the refutation of that is stated in, "for here is
an abundance of reference to the inmost Self". "Here", in this
chapter, we find "an abundance of reference to the inmost Self".
The text, "Life lasts so long as Pri'!la lives in this body" (Kau.
III. 2), shows that it is PriV,la alone, one with Consciousness
and existing as the indwelling Self, and not any external deity
(coming to exist after It), that has independence in the matter
of granting life and ending it. Similarly the text, "When Prava
exists, the senses and organs exist" (ibid.), shows that PrlnZa,
as the indwelling Self, is the support of the senses and organs.
So also the text, "It is Pri'!la, identified with Consciousness,
that takes hold of the body and lifts it up" (Kau. III. 3), (show~
that Pri'!la, as the indwelling Self, supports the body). And
starting with, "One should not inquire about speech, but should
know the speaker (i.e. Pri'!la)" (Kau. III. 8), it is said, "To
illustrate the point: As the rim of a wheel is fixed on the spokes
of a chariot and the spokes are fixed on the nave, so are these
(five) elements nnd (five) sense-objects fixed on the (five)
sense-perceptions and (five) senses, -and these latter are fixed
on PriV,la" (ibid.); "That very PriV,la, as described, is one with
Consciousness" (Kau. III. 8); "Bliss, ageless, deathless" (Kau.
III. 8). All these texts present the inmost Self as their only
object which remains unaffected by the contacts between senseobjects and senses. And the conclusion with the words, "One
should know, 'He is my Self''', becomes justifiable if the inmost
Self is accepted, but not if any external being (e.g. a god born
later on) is taken up. In support of this, there occurs a sentence
in another Upani~ad, "This Self, the perceiver of everything, is
Brahman" (Br. II. v. 19). Therefore, from the abundance of
reference to the inmost Self, it follows that this Pr&~a IS
Brahman.
Why then does the speaker teach about himself?

as
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~1If31t6(!ifI ~) cn~"\ 1\ ~o II
~ But ~: the instruction ~~'q'J' proceeds from a seer's
VISIOn agreeing with scriptures cn~CI"<R{ as in the case of

Vamadeva.
30. But the instruction proceeds from a seer's vision agreeing
'With scriptures, as in the case of Viimadeva.

Indra, a divine being, who had through a seer's (natural)
vision, agreeing with the scriptures, realized his own Self as
the supreme Self thus, "I am surely the supreme Brahman",
imparted the instruction, "Know me alone" (Kau. III. 1). This
is just like what is read .in, "The sage Vamadeva, while realizing
this (Self) as .That (Brahman), knew, 'I was Manu and the
sun'" (Br. I. iv. 10); for the Upani~ad declares, "And whoever
among the gods knew this became That" (ibid.). The criticism
also has to be met that after declaring, "Know me alone", Indra
praises himself with such characteristics, suggestive of embodiedness, as the killing of the son of Tva~a. In answer it is said: It
is not by way of eulogizing Indra, who is to be known, that
such facts as the killing of the son of Tva~a and so on are
presented, conveying thereby this idea, "Since I am a perfortner of such deeds, therefore you worship me". Why are
they spoken of then? It is for the sake of eulogizing the
knowledge of Brahman. This being the end in view, the daring
acts like the killing of the son of Tva~a are first introduced
and then these are connected with the praise of knowledge
thus: "For me, while engaged in such (cruel) deeds, not a
hair was lost. Of one who knows me, no acquired merit is
adversely affected by any act whatsoever" (Kau. III. 1). The
idea expressed is this: As I have become identified with Brahman,
and hence I do not lose so much as a hair, even though
engaged in such cruel deeds, therefore for anyone else, too,
who knows me, there can be no injury to his acquired merit
by any act whatsoever. The real entity to be known, however,
is Brahman which will be presented later in, "I am Pra'Qa, one
with Consciousness" (Kau. III. 2). Therefore this is a statement
about Brahman.
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;(lq,~SlIOlf(J;~iI~fa :;(i')qlijl~fccQw:ufl'.>ldfqlr«~ ~"\ 1\ ~~ II
i5fR~.ft;5tm( On account of the indicatory marks of
the individual soul and chief Pra~a if not so, ~:;fq if such be
the objection, (then) if not so ~tm-,*~ because this will
lead to a threefold meditation; 31Tfistd~lq: because of acceptance; l~ here ((!-~)rmt because of the presence of those characteristics (of Bra hman).

31. If it be arJ{ued that Brahman is not spoken of here on
account of the il1dications of the individual soul and the chief
'vital force, tben ,I.lat cannot be so, since this will lead to a
threefold 7IIeditatio1J. (Besides, Pra~a) is accepted (elsewhere)
as meanillg lira/mum (bectrUse of the presence of Brahman's
cbaracteristics), (and these are) in evidence here.
OppOllem: Although it follows from the frequency of
reference to tht' inmost Self that the instruction is not about
any (suhscqucntly horn) external divine being, still this text
does not relate to Brahman.
Why?
Because there :lrc the characteristic marks of the individual
soul and thc chief I'rifrla. As for the characteristic mark of the
individual soul, it i~ clearly in evi~ence in this sentence: "One
should not inquin~ ahoU[ speech, but should know the speaker"
(Kau. II. 8), anti ,~o on. For the individual soul, engaged in the
use of the vocnl nlHi other organs and presiding over the
assemblage of hotly lInd senses, is spoken of here as an entity
to be known. So also there is the indication of the chief vital
force: "Now, then, it is I'r~a, one with Consciousness, that
takes hold of tht' !lody :lnd lifts it up" (Kau. III. 3); and the
keeping up of II\(, !lotly together is the function of the vital
force. For in the unt'l'dotc of Pra~ it is heard about the other
prb,zas, viz the or~ilm of speech etc.: "To them the chief
Prii7,za said, 'Do nol !Ie dduded; for it is I who hold this body
together by divitlin~ myself in five ways'" (Pr. II. 3). The
meaning (of the Knll~llnkl text quoted above), according to
those who read "immh '(:.,rlrmJt parigrbya", (imam "this" being
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used in the masculine in place of idam in the neuter), the
explanation will be this: "Taking hold of this individual soul or
this assemblage of body and senses, it lifts up the body." Identity
with Consciousness too is justifiable in the case of the individual soul on the ground of its intelligence. And this is justifiable
in the case of the chief vital force also, since it supports the
other organs (called priitZas) which are the instruments of
perception. Even if both the individual soul and the vital force
be meant, still it is reasonable to mention them as one· from
the standpoint of the coexistence of the conscious soul and
Prava; and yet they can be mentioned separately from their
own individual standpoints, as in, "That which is PriitZa is
intelligence, and that which is intelligence is Pra~za" (Kau. III
3), "These two reside together in the body, and they leave
this body together" (Kau. III. 3). If Brahman be accepted as the
meaning (of Pr~za), then which one will differ from the other?
Therefore let either the individual soul or Pra~a, or even both
be the meaning, but not Brahman.
Vedantin: Not so, for that involves a threefold meditation.
On that supposition we shall be faced with three kinds of meditation-meditation on the individual soul, meditation on the
chief PriitZa, and meditation on Brahman. But such a meaning
is inadmissible for a single sentence. For from a consideration
of the beginning and complementary portion of the passage, a
unity of idea becomes obvious. After starting with, "Know me
alone" (Kau. III. 1), and declaring, "I am Pra~a, one with
Consciousness. Worship me as life and immortality" (Kau. III.
2), it is said at the end, "That very entity that is Prii'?la is one
with Consciousness" (Kau. III. 8), "Bliss, ageless, deathless"
(III. 8), where we find that the start and the finish are of the
same pattern. That being so, it is reasonable to understand a
unity of purport. Besides, it is not possible to apply the characteristics of Brahman to anything else, for the ten forms of
elements and the ten forms of intelligence (i.e. five elements and
their qualities, and five senses and five forms of sensation)
cannot be merged in anything but Brahman. "Moreover, it is
admitted". Since from the presence of the characteristics of
Brahman, the word Pr~la is admitted elsewhere to mean
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Brahman (B.S. I. i. 23), and since here also is in evidence the
presence of such characteristics as being the most beneficent
and so on, it is understood that this is an instruction about
Brahman.
And it was argued that the text, "Taking hold of this body,
lifts it up" (Kau. III. 3), is an indication of the chief vital force.
But that is wrong. For even the functions of the vital force
are dependent on Brahman, and can thus be ascribed (figuratively) to the supreme Self, as is done in the Upani~dic text,
"No mortal being lives through exhaling and inhaling, but
through some other entity on which these two rest" (Ka. II.
v. 5). Even the interpretation of the text, "One should not
inquire about speech, but should know the speaker" (Kau. III.
8), as presenting a sign of the individual soul (that is shown
by the opponent) cannot rule out the acceptance of Brahman.
For what is known as the individual soul is not entirely different
from Brahman; for the texts, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viiixvi), "I am Brahman" (Br. I. iv. 10), and so on demolish this
view. Though the individual soul is Brahman in reality, 'it is
called an agent or an experiencer on account of the distinctions
created by such limiting adjuncts as the intellect. In order to
make one turn towards the inmost Self, it involves no contradiction to say, "One should not inquire about speech, but should
know the speaker" (Kau. Ill. 8), which is meant to divest the
individual soul of the distinctions created by conditioning
factors and to show it as Brahman, which is its true nature.
And another Upani$l1dic text, "That which is not uttered by
speech, that by which speech is uttered-know that to be
Brahman, and not this thing that they worship objectively"
(Ke. I. 5), shows that the soul, engaged in such activities as
speaking, is but Brahman.
Another objection was that the perception of difference
between Prib.Za and the Self identified with Consciousness, as
stated in, "for they both reside in this body together and they
leave the body together" (Kau. III. 4), cannot be maintained
by one who sticks to Brahman. That is not a valid objection.
For it is possible to indicate a difference between the intellect
and Prib.Za, as constituting the two limiting adjuncts of the
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indwelling Self and forming the bases of the power of knowing
and acting. But the indwelling Self, that is conditioned by the
two, has no difference in Itself. Hence the identification stated
in "Prii1;tI is one with Consciousness" involves no contradiction.
Or the portion of the aphorism, "Nopiisiitraividhyat afritatvat
ihn tadyogiit", has this other meaning (according to Vrttikara):
There is no contradiction even if we meet with the characteristics of the individual soul and the chief vital force in this
context dealing with Brahman.
Why?
For there is a threefold meditation. Three kinds of meditation
on Brahman are meant here-with the help of the qualities of
Prii1;1a, intelligence, and Brahman Itself. Of these the qualities
of Prii~la are mentioned in: "Meditate as life and immortality;
life is Pra?la" (Kau. III. 2); "Taking hold of this body, lifts it
up" (Kau. III. 3); and therefore "One should meditate on it as
Uktha"181 (Kuu. III. 3). The qualities of the intellect (i.e. soul)
are stated thus: Starting with, "Now we shall explain how all
these things become unified in that intellect"132 (Kau. III. 4),
it is stated, "The vocal organ itself fills up one half of its (i.e.
intellect's) body, names, expressed (through eye etc.) as the
objects perceived, become its other half" 133 (Kau. III. 5),
"Riding on the vocal organ through the intellect, it (i.e. the
conscious soul) reaches all the names"134 (ibid.). Here the
qualities of the intellect are indicated. And the qualities of
Brahman are shown in, "These ten elements and their enjoyable qualities are dependent on the ten senses and sense-perceptions; and the senses and sense-perceptions are dependent on
That which lifts up (uttbiipayati) the body is Uktha, i.e. Prii'!la.
By the word "Prajiiii" is meant here the intellect bearing ·on it the
reflection of the Self. All things perceived through that intellect become
unified in the Self which is the basis of the intellect.
,.. The Self's reflection on intellect, called the soul, is the real subject
perceiving the universe of names. And this constitutes half of its body.
It is also the subject perceiving the forms constituting the universe of
fomls. This is the other half of its body. The intellect, with the reflection
of the Self on it, acts in relation to the universe of names through the
vocal organ.
,.. Similarly it becomes a seer etc.
,:11
'32
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the elements and their qualities. Had not the elements and
qualities been there, the senses and sensations would not have
been there; and had not the senses and sensations been there,
the elements and their qualities would not have been there.
From neither of them is any ropa, appearance, possible; nor are
they different. To illustrate this point: As the rim of a chariot
wheel is fixed on the spokes and the spokes are fixed on the
nave, so are these elements and their enjoyable qualities fixed
on the senses and sensations, and the senses and sensations are
fixed on the elements and their enjoyable qualities. This Pra1}a,
that is such, is surely one with Consciousness" (Kau. III. 8).
Accordingly, this is a single meditation on Brahman, spoken of
as threefold by basing it on Brahman's own qualities and the
qualities of Its two conditioning factors. Elsewhere also meditation on Brahman is resorted to, as for instance, with the help
of such identification with the qualities of the conditioning
factors as "having identity with the mind", as "having PriiVa as
the body" (Ch. III. xiv. 2), and so on. That applies here also,
for the unity of purport is understood from the beginning and
the end of the text and because we get here the marks indicative
of Pra~za, the intellect, and Brahman. 131l Hence it is proved that
this text propounds Brahman.

'16 Ramaprabhii rejects this view and states that this is the
Vrttikiira's
interpretation, Sankara's own having been given earlier.

SEcrION

II

Introduction: In the first section, it was stated under the
aphorism, "That from which are derived the birth etc. of this",
that Brahman is the cause of the birth of the whole universe
starting with space (B. S. I. i. 2). Thereby it was stated ipso
facto that Brahman, as the cause of the universe, is possessed of
such characteristics as omnipresence, eternality, omniscience,
omnipotence, identity with all, and so on. And it was shown
with the help of reason, that certain words, familiarly meaning
other things, are used in the Upani~ds in the sense of Brahman;
it was thereby ascertained that though the meanings of certain
sentences, bearing clear indications of Brahman, were under
doubt, yet they meant Brahman. With regard to some other
sentences, having indistinct indication of Brahman, the doubt
again arises as to whether they establish the supreme Brahman
or some other entity. The second and third sections are started
for ascertaining this:
TOPIC 1: THE ENTITY KNOWN EVERYWHERE

~"I" Slr~:a.lq~:dlq II

m

Everywhere (in all the Upan~ds)
known entity having been taught.

t

srtmr-:aqhm( the well-

1. (Brabmtm is the object to be meditated on), since "that
which is well kno'W1l everywhere is taught (here in this
Chlndogya Upanifad-lli. xiv. 1-2).
Doubt: This is stated in the Upa~d: "All this is but
Brahman, because it originates from that (Brahman), merges in
that, and is sustained by that. One should meditate by becoming
calm. Now then, a man is a product of his resolves. Mter
departing from this world, a man becomes just as he wills (i.e.
according to what he meditates on) here. He should have
resolution. He who is identified with the mind, whose body is
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Pra~la (subtle body), lmd whose nature consists of light (i.e.
intelligence)" (Ch. III. xiv. 1-2). With regard to this the doubt
arises: Is the clllbllllicd soul, possessed of such characteristics
as identificatioll wilh thc mind, set forth here for meditation,
or is it the SlI}lrt'lIlt' Brnhman? What would be the conclusion
arrived at?
0ppo1le1lt: It IIIII~I he the embodied soul.
Why?
Because in ils t:n~c, the relation with the mind etc. is a wellknown fact, whereas it is not so in the case of the supreme
Brahman, as sl ah:d in, "Because He is pure and without vital
force and lIIind" (Mil. II. i. 2), and other texts.
Objectioll: Sill'll ~tatcments as "bigger than the earth'! (ibid.
xiv. 1), Br'lhmall is presented by name. So how can the doubt
arise that the "111 ity to he meditated on here is the embodied
soul?
0PPOUClIf: '1'11111 rllises no difficulty. This sentence is not an
injunctioll ahollt Bruhman.
About whilt is it rhen?
It is meullt for enjoining calmness, as is evident from the
statement, .. 1\11 I his is hut Brahman, because it originates from
that, merges ill Ihat, and is sustained by that. One should meditate hy hCl'ol1linl( calm" (Ch. III. xiv, 1-2). The idea implied
is this: SilH'l' .111 this creation is but Brahman, because it originates therl', IIll·rf.(CS there, and subsists there, and because attachment etc. arc nol possihle when all things are the same, therefore
one should IIIt'1lililte hy becoming calm. And if this sentence is
meant to l'I1join calmness, it cannot at the same time be construed to l'lIjoin n mcditation on Brahman. 1 The meditation
itself is cnjoined in rhe sentence, "He should have a kratu",
where krlltu lIIenns resolution, that is to say, meditation. And
for stating nn ohjl'ct of that meditation, the text says, "identified
with the lIIind and having the vital force as his body" (ibid.).
Now, this is n sigll of the individual soul. Therefore we say
that this meditation relates to the individual soul. And the
text, "perforlller of all actions, possessor of all desires" etc. (Ch.

1

For that would undermine the unity of purport of a sentence.
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III. xiv. 2), that we come across, becomes applicable to the
individual being from the standpoint of its progressive realization (of these in different births). Again, for the individual
soul, of the size of the tip of a goading stick (Sv. V. 8), and
not for the infinite Brahman, can be thought of such residence
in the heart and minuteness, as stated in, "Within the heart is
this Self of mine which is smaller than a grain of paddy or
barley" (Ch. III. xiv. 3).
Objectioll : Such statements as "bigger than the earth" (ibid.)
cannot be thought of in connection with the limited soul.
Opponent: As to that, we say: Both minuteness and vastness
cannot be applied to the same entity, for that is contradictory.
And if one of the two has to be accepted, it is more reasonable
to take up minuteness, mentioned earlier. But vastness can be
mentioned from the standpoint of the soul's becoming Brahman.
The definite meaning being the individual soul, the mention of
Brahman at the end in the words, "This Brahman" (Ch. III. xiv.
4), relates to the individual soul itself, for that text is meant
as a reference to a subject already being discussed. Therefore
the individual being is to be meditated on as possessed of the
qualities of being identified ·with the mind etc.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: The supreme
Brahman Itself is to be meditated on as possessed of the characteristics of identification with the mind etc.
Why?
Because it is but reasonable that the source of the universe,
connoted by the word Brahman, well known in all the Up ani~ds, and declared in the words, "All this is but Brahman", in
the present text at the very start, should be taught as possessed
of the characteristics of being identified with the mind, and so
on. On this interpretation we avoid the fault of giving up the
topic under discussion and turning to something extraneous.
Opponent.: Did we not say that Brahman is presented at the
beginning: for the purpose of enjoining calmness, but not for Its
own sake?
Vediintin: With regard to this, we say that, although
Brahman be presented in connection with the injunction for
calmness, still when such qualities as identity with the mind
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etc. are taught, Brahman happens to be nearer to them (than the
individual soul), whereas the individual soul is neither near at
hand 2 nor is it presented through any of its own synonyms. 3
Here lies the difference.

'if And fcr«f~-~-~w: because the intended qualities fit 10.

2. And this follows from the fact that the intended qualities
are justifiable (ill tbe case of Brahman).

The vivakiitii/;J are those that are intended to be expressed.
Although the Vedas have no author, and hence in the absence
of a speaker (i.e. author) the idea of intention is inadmissible,
still the word intention can be used figuratively in the sense of
"resulting in being accepted".4 In common experience also, any
sense expressed of a word, that is acceptable, is said to be its
intended meaning, and what is not acceptable is said to be unintended. Similarly in the case of the Vedas, the intended meaning is known from the fact of its being presented as acceptable
and the unintended meaning is that which is unacceptable.
Acceptability or un acceptability, again, is determined from what
is or is not the meaning of a Vedic text. Therefore those intended
qualities that are enjoined here for being taken up during the
meditation, viz true resolve and so forth, fit in with the supreme
Brahman; for true resolve can be thought of only in the case
of the supreme Brahman, It being possessed of absolute power
in the matter of creation, continuance, and dissolution. And the
phrases, "possessing true desire and true resolve", are found in
• When we split up the compounds, prii'!laSarira@ and manrmzayap thus
-This one which has Pra'!la as the body and this one which has mind
as Its adjunct-the pronoun "This one which" readily brings Brahman to
our mind, since that pronoun refers to something near at hand.
a Any indication of the individual found here is ruled Ollt, since an
entity subject to grief cannot be an object of meditatiun, such an acr
being illogical.
• The result of intending a meaning is its comprehension liS slich. That
possihility of comprehension heing present in rIll" C:ISC of the at!rihlll\'~
under discllssioll, IIIl'Y afC "intended",
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etc. are taught, Brahman happens to be nearer to them (than the
individual soul), whereas the individual soul is neither near at
hand 2 nor is it presented through any of its own synonyms. 3
Here lies the difference.

~ And

fcrqflffif-TT-;a'q'W: because the intended qualities fit in.

2. And tNs follows from the fact that the intended qualities

m'e justifiable (in the case of Brahrnan).
The vivak,itaJp are those that are intended to be expressed.
Although the Vedas have no author, and hence in the absence
of a speaker (i.e. author) the idea of intention is inadmissible,
still the word intention can be used figuratively in the sense of
"resulting in being accepted".4 In common experience also, any
sense expressed of a word, that is acceptable, is said to be its
intended meaning, and what is not acceptable is said to be unintended. Similarly in the case of the Vedas, the intended meaning is known from the fact of its being presented as acceptable
and the unintended meaning is that which is unacceptable.
Acceptability or unacceptabiIity, again, is determined from what
is or is not the meaning of a Vedic text. Therefore those intended
qualities that are enjoined here for being taken up during the
meditation, viz true resolve and so forth, fit in with the supreme
Brahman; for true resolve can be thought of only in the case
of the supreme Brahman, It being possessed of absolute power
in the matter of creation, continuance, and dissolution. And the
phrases, "possessing true desire and true resolve", are found in
• When we split up the compounds, prii'{laSllTirap and manomayap thus
-This one which has Prii'{la as the body and this one which has mind
as Its adjunct-the pronoun "This one which" readily brings Brahman to
our mind, since that pronoun refers to something near at hand.
a Any indication of the individual found here is ruled out, since an
entity subject to grief cannot be an object of meditation, such an act
being illogical.
• The result of intending a meaning is its comprehension as such. That
possibility of comprehension being present in the case of the attributes
under discussion, they are "intended".
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3. And the embodied individual soul is not surely meant,
becrruse the qualities do not fit in 'With it.
The preceding aphorism spoke of the aptness of the intended
qualities in Brahman. ~is one speaks of their inapplicability to
the embodied soul. The word tu is used to signify emphasis.
According to the reasons adduced, it is Brahman alone that is
possessed of the qualities of being identified with the mind, and
so on. The individual soul cannot have those qualities, the
reason being this: "Having true resolve, having space as the
body" (Ch. III. xiv. 2), "without speech, without any attachment" (ibid.), "greater than the earth" (Ch. III. xix. 3), and
such other qualities do not properly fit in with the individual
being. The word sarira means existing in the body.
Opponent: Does not God also exist in the body?
Vedantin·: True, He exists in the body, but not in the body
alone; for the Upani~d declares His pervasiveness in, "Greater
than the earth, greater than the interspace" (ibid.), and "He
is all-pervasive like space and eternal". But the individual being
exists in the body alone; for it does not exist anywhere else
apart from the body, which is the seat for its experiences.

..

~Olfq

~

emil II

¥ II

'if ri-~·-Oqq~llt( And because there is mention of the object
and the subject.

4. And becrruse there is reference to the object and subject.
The embodied being is not the one possessed of such qualities
as being "identified with the mind" for this further reason that
there is an assertion of an object and a subject (i.e. something
attained and somebody attaining it) in the sentence, "Departing
from here I shall attain this one" (Ch. III. xiv. 4). By the term
"this one", the Self to be meditated on, as possessed of the
qualities of being identified with the mind, is referred to as an
object to be attained. Abhisambhavitasmi, meaning "I shall
attain", refers to the embodied being, the meditator, as the
agent of the attainment. When a more reasonable standpoint is
possible, it is not proper to refer to the same entity as both the
8
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subject and object. Similarly the relationship between the object
meditated on and the agent meditating is based on difference.
For this reason also, the embodied being is not the one possessed of such qualities as "being identified with the mind".

f. Owing to the difference in the (case-mdings of the two)
'Words.

The one possessed of such characteristics as identity with the
mind and so on must be different from the embodied being for
this additional reason that a difference in the case-endings of
the words occurs in a similar context5 in another Vedic text:
"Just as a grain of paddy or barley or sylimlika (canary) or a
seed of syamaka is (very small), so is the effulgent Puru~a (i.e.
the conscious all-pervasive Entity) inside the (individual) soul
(antaratnum)" (S. B. X. vi. 3. 2.). Here the word Puru~a,
used in the singular number, nominative case, means the Self
endowed with the qualities of being identified with the mind
and so on; and this word is different from the term a1ltarlitman 6
which is used with a seventh case-ending and refers to the
embodied soul. Therefore their difference becomes obvious (so
that the one identified with the mind is not the individual
soul).

6. (Tbis follows) from the S71lrti also.

The embodied soul and the supreme Self are shown differently in the Smrti also: "The Lord, 0 Arjuna, dwells in the
hearts of all beings, causing all beings by His Maya to revolve,
(as if) mounted on a machine" (GIta, XVIII. 61).
Here the opponent puts in: What is this entity, called the
embodied soul different from the supreme Self, which is denied
• Where the same meditation occurs.
• Meaning a1ltariitmani, within the embodied soul, the dropping of the
seventh case-ending being a Vedic licence.
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by the aphorism, "The individual soul is not certainly referred
to, because the qualities do not fit in with it" (I. ii. 3) etc.? As
a matter of fact, the Vedic texts, as for instance, "There is no
other witness but Him" (Bf. Ill. vii. 23), deny any Self other
than the supreme Self. So also do the Smrti texts, as for instance,
"Me do thou also know, 0 descendant of Bharata, to be the
knower of the kfetra (i.e. body) in all the kfetras" (Gitii,
XIII. 2).
V cda'llt;1l : To this we say: It is quite true that the supreme
Self Itself, as delimited by the conditioning factors-body,
senses, mind, intellect, etc.-is spoken of in a roundabout way
as the embodied soul by the ignorant. The case is similar to the
appearance of space, undivided though it is, as if divided owing
to such conditioning factors as a pot, a jar, etc. And before
obtaining the instruction about the unity of the Self as in,
"That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7), it is nothing incongruous to
talk from that point of view in terms of such differences as are
implied by subjects and objects. But once the unity of the
Self is accepted, there will surely be an end to all empirical
dealings, involving notions of bondage, liberation, etc.

aNifi-01'~ On account of the smallness of the abode ~ and
ii~-Olf~~T~ on account of its being designated as such ;r not so
~ if this be the objection, ;r not so; ~ f.r"'T~ for
this is so for the sake of contemplation ~ and Olf~ (this is)
analogous to space.

mr

7. If it be objected that the supreme Self is not taught here,
beclruse of the J'mallness of the abode and because of its being
referred to as such, then we say: No, for this is done for the
sake of contemplation, as is seen in the case of space.
Arbhaka means small (tiny), and okas means nest (abode).
It was argued that because the inmost Self has a limited abode,
as stated in, "This is my Self within the heart" (Ch. III. xiv. 3),
and because the Upani~ad mentions its subtleness in clear words
in "subtler than a grain of paddy or barley" (ibid.), the em-
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bodied soul of the size of the tip of a goading rod (Sv. V. 8),
must have been taught here, and not the all-pervasive supreme
Self. That criticism has to be refuted. With regard to this we
say: That is no defect. While it is impossible from every point
of view to assert all-pervasiveness for something that is spatially
limited, it is possible in the case of the omnipresent One to
speak of limited presence in some sense because of existence
everywhere, just as a king ruling over the whole earth can be
referred to as the king of Ayodhya.
Opponent: From what standpoint, again, is omnipresent God,
spoken of as having a tiny abode and minuteness?
Vediilltin: We say that this is declared thus for the sake of
being contemplated on. That God, possessed of a set of such
qualities as subtleness, is taught to be meditated on there in the
lotus of the heart, just as (the Lord) Hari is taught to be
worshipped on a Siilttgriima (stone symbol). A certain state of
the intellect, (brought about by the Upanisadic instruction),
catches a glimpse of Him there. God, though omnipresent,
becomes gracious when worshipped there. And this is to be
understood on the analogy of space. Just as space, though allpervasive, is referred to as having a limited habitation and
minuteness from the point of view of its association with the
eye of a needle, so also is the case with Brahman. Thus the
limited habitation and subtleness being declared for the sake of
meditation, these do not belong to Brahman in any real sense.
Hereby is set at rest the doubt that might arise in this matter
that, since Brahman has the heart as Its habitation, since the
hearts differ in different bodies, and since parrots and others,
having different habitations, suffer from the defects of being
many in number, limited by bodies, and impermanent, therefore Brahman too will incur those faults.

~)~ISIlfi1f(fd ~

<NllSll IClIl

t:;

II

~TmrrfiI: Experience (of happiness and sorrow) will be His
lot ~cr ~ if such be the objection,;:r not so, ~ because
of difference.

8. If it be objected that God will be subject to the experience
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(of happiness tmd sorrow as a result of unity), we say, not so,
for there is a difference.
Opponent: Since Brahman is connected with the hearts of
all beings on account of Its all-pervasiveness like space, and
since It is non-different from the embodied soul owing to Its
nature of Consciousness, therefore the conclusion may be
drawn that Brahman will experience happiness and sorrow just
like others. And this must 'b~ so because of oneness. For apart
from the supreme Self, there is no transmigrating soul, as is
denied in such Vedic texts as, "There is no other witriess hut
Him" (Br. III. vii. 23). Hence It is the supreme Self Itself that
undergoes transmigration.
Vedantin: No, "since there is a difference". To explain: Just
because Brahman has some relationship with the hearts of all
beings, it does not follow that Brahman experiences happiness and
sorrow like the embodied souls; for there is a difference. There
is forsooth a difference between the embodied soul and the
supreme God. The one is an agent, an experiencer (of happiness and sorrow), a source of merit, demerit, etc., and possessed
of happiness and sorrow, while the other is just the opposite,
being possessed of such qualities as freedom from sin, and so on.
Because of this distinction between the two, the one has experiences, but not the other. If from the mere fact of proximity, and
without any reference to the intrinsic nature of things, a causal
relation with some effect is postulated, then space, for instance,
can as well become burnt, (it being connected with fire). And
this objection has to be met and refuted equally by all those
who hold the view that the souls are many and all-pervasive.
There was the argument, that since Brahman is non-dual, no
other Self can exist; and hence there is the possibility that when
one Self has any experience, Brahman too must have it. In
refutation of this we say: Apropos of this, you have to be asked,
"a favourite of the gods" (i.e. a fool) that you are, how do
you cling to the view that there is no other soul?
Opponent: On the authority of such texts as, "That thou
art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7), "I am Brahman" (Br. I. IV. 10), "There
is no other witness but Him" (Br. III. vii. 23).
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Vedantin: In that case, the meaning of the scripture should
be interpreted in the way it should be, and you cannot resort
to anything here analogous to an old hag with her one half
young (and the other 0Id).7 Now while the scriptural text,
"That thou art", teaches that the Brahman possessed of the
qualities like freedom from sin, and so on, is the Self of the
embodied being, it also denies thereby any experience for the
embodied Self Itself. So how can there be any talk of any
experience accruing to Brahman from that of the embodied
Self? On the contrary, so long as the aspirant has not understood the oneness of the embodied Self with Brahman, the
experience of happiness and sorrow by the embodied being is a
result of false ignorance, and Brahman, the highest Reality,
cannot be touched by it. For the sky does not really become
possessed of a surface (i.e. concavity) or tainted by dirt etc.
which the ignorant fancy on it. That fact is stated in, "Not so,
for there is a difference". Not even, owing to the fact of unity,
is Brahman affected by any experience undergone by the
embodied soul; for there is a difference, inasmuch as true
knowledge differs from false ignorance etc. The experience of
happiness etc. is cooked up by false ignorance, while unity is
seen through real knowledge. And it is never a fact that a
thing perceived through real knowledge is affected by any
experience under false ignorance. Accordingly, it is not possible
to fancy the slightest touch of the experience of happiness and
sorrow in God.
TOPIC

2:

THE EATER

are1 :'Ht"" (<;j~OIla-",,, t II

arm The eater ;n:-3f;n:-~ on account of the appropriation
of the movable and immovable.
9. The eater (is God), on account of the appropriation of all
that moves and does not move.
Doubt: We read in the

Kathopani~ad:

"How can one know

If you stand by the Vedic text, then follow it to the bitter end, and
there can be no half-way house.
7
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thus as to where It (the Self) is, for which both the BIihmaQa
and the K~triya become rice (food) and for whom death takes
the place of a curry (or ghee etc. poured on rice)?" (I. ii. 25).
Here we are apprised of some eater indicated by the mention
of rice and its adjunct (curry). Now who can this eater be?
Is it fire or the individual soul, or is it the supreme Self? This
is the doubt, for no conclusive distinction is in evidence, and
it is seen in this book that questions are put (to Death by
Naciketas) with regard to three entities-Fire, individual soul,
and the supreme Self. What should be the conclusion then?
Opponent: The eater is Fire.
Why?
Because this is gathered from the familiar use in such texts as,
"Fire is the eater of food" (Br. I. iv. 6), as well as common
parlance. Or the individual soul may be the eater, for there is
the text, "One of them eats the fruits of divergent tastes (sweet
or sour)" (Mu. III. i. 1). But it cannot be the supreme Self, for
there is the [ext, "The other looks on without eating" (ibid.).
Vediintill: This being the position, we say: The eater here
should be the supreme Self.
Why?
Because of his appropriation of all that moves and does not
move. For all movable and immovable things appear here as the
eatable thing with death as its (pouring) adjunct. None but
the supreme Self can consume such a food fully. As for the
supreme Self, it is quite possible to assert that He devours all,
inasmuch as He withdraws everything into Himself during
dissolution.
Opponent: But the appropriation of all that moves and does
not move is not stated here. How can then the appropriation
of all movable and unmovable things be accepted as an established fact to be advanced as a ground (for inferring God)?
Vedantin : That creates no difficulty, because when Death is
mentioned as the curry, all beings present themselves along wil"h
it,S and because the Brahmal)as and K~atriyas are cited by way
• The word "food" is used figuratively for destructible things; and this
figurative meaning becomes obvious from the use of the word death in
its vicinity. Food is destructible, and so are all beings subject to death.
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of suggesting (all beings), they being the chief among them.
As for the argument that even the supreme Self cannot be
the eater in the face of the Upani~dic revelation, "The other
looks on without eating" (Mu. III. i. 1), we say: This revelation is meant to deny the enjoyment of the fruits of action,
for that is near at hand (to the text). That is not a denial of
the dissolution of all things (figuratively denoted by eating),
inasmuch as Brahman is well known in all the Upani~ds as
the cause of creation, sustenance, and dissolution. Therefore the
supreme Self alone can be the devourer here.

SlCfi(Oilif 1\

~o

II

10. And (this follows) from the context.
For this additional reason it is the supreme Self alone that
can be the eater here; for this topic, starting with, "The
enlightened (or knowing) One is neither born nor does He
die" (Ka. I. ii. 18), is of the supreme Self. And it is proper
that the entity constituting the subject of the context should
be accepted as the eater. The difficulty about "knowing" (the
Self) as stated in, "How can one know thus?" (Ka. I. ii. 28), is
also a pointer to the supreme Self.
TOPIC

3: THE Two

IN

THE

W SlfcU!IC4Ic-Ql;fl

CAVITY OF

THE HEART

~ ~<m[ II H II

m~ The two that have entered ~ into the cavity armrr.ft
(are) the two Selfs ~ because ffi{-~ that is what is seen.
11. The two who have entered into the cavity (of the heart)
ttre the individual Self and the supreme Self, for that' is 'What is
seen (in other texts).

Doubt: In the Katha Upani~d itself we read: "The knowers
of Brahman, the worshippers of the five fires, and those who
perform the Ndciketa sacrifice thrice, compare to shade and
light, the two drinkers of rta (inevitable results) of one's work,
who have entered into the body, into the cavity (of the heart)
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which is the supreme abode of the Most High" (I. iii. 1). With
regard to this the doubt arises: Are the intellect and the individual soul mentioned here, or the individual soul and the
supreme Self? If the intellect and the soul be referred to, then
the text establishes that the soul is different from the assemblage
of body and organs in which the intellect predominates. That
soul also has to be presented here, for it has been sought for
in the question, "The doubt that arises, consequent on the
death of a man, some saying that he exists and others that he
does not-I would know this under your instruction. This is
the third of the three boons" (Ka. I. i. 20). If, however, the
soul and the supreme Self be referred to, then it is the supreme
Self, distinct from the individual soul, that is propounded here.
And that too has to be expounded, It having been inquired into
through the question, "Tell me of that which you see as
different from virtue, different from vice, different from these
cause and effect, different from the past and the future" (Ka.
I. ii. 14).
With regard to this the opponent says: Neither of these two
alternatives is admissible.
Why?
The phrase "drinking of rta" (Ka. I. iii. 1) implies the
experiencing of the fruit of works, for there is an indicatory
mark of this in "the result of one's own work in this body"
(ibid.); and that is possible for a sentient being aware of the
body, but not for the insentient intellect. Besides, by the word
pibantau, in the dual number, the Upani~ad points to the drinking
by both. Accordingly, it is not possible to side with the soul
and the intellect; and for this very reason it is not possible to
side with the individual soul and the supreme Self, for it is
impossible even for the conscious supreme Self to enjoy the
fruits of work, this having been denied in the mantra text, "The
other looks on without eating" (Mu. III. i. 1).
In answer the doubter says: That raises no difficulty. It is
seen that in the statement, "The people with umbrella are
going", a single possessor of an umbrella (viz a king) gives the
figurative epithet of "people with umbrella" to a whole group.
Similarly, from the fact that one experiences, both may be
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said to be experiencing. Or it may be thus: The individual
being alone experiences and God makes him experience. And
because He causes the experience, He is said 'to be experiencing
on the analogy of the familiar fact that one who makes others
cook is said to be cooking. It is also possible to accept the
intellect and the individual soul, there being a figurative use
of agentship in the case of the instrument (viz intellect), for
such an expression as, "The fuel cooks", is possible. And in a
context of the body, no other pair of experiencers of the fruit
of works is possible. Hence this doubt. Should they be either
the intellect and the individual soul or the individual soul and
the supreme Self? What should be the conclusion here?
Opponent: They must be the intellect and the individual
soul.
Why?
Because there is the qualification, "have entered into the
cavity". Whether the word cavity means the body or the heart,
in either case it stands to reason that the intellect and the
individual soul have entered into that cavity. Besides, if an
alternative explanation is possible, it is not proper to fancy any
particular location for the omnipresent Brahman. Moreover,
the expression, "of the result of one's own work in the body",
shows the non-transcendence of the limits of the results of
work. The supreme Self is not confined within the limits of
merit and demerit, as shown in, "it neither increases nor
decreases through work" (Br. IV. iv. 23). And the terms light
and shade point to the sentient and insentient, they being
opposed to each other like light and shade (Ka. I. ill. 1). Therefore the intellect and the individual soul are to be accepted as
spoken of here.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: t:he individual
Self, identified with the intellect, and the supreme Self have
been spoken of here.
Why so?
Because both these are Selfs as well as conscious and have
the same nature. For it is a matter of experience, that in a case
of enumeration, people take it for granted that units of the
same class are being told off. When somebody says, "A second
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one to (i.e. a companion for) this cow has to be sought for", a
cow alone is sought out, but neither a horse nor a man. Similarly
in the present case, when, after the individual Self, identified
with the intellect, has been ascertained with the help of the
indicatory mark of experiencing the fruits of work, a search
for a second entity starts, the supreme Self which is of the
same nature comes within our ken.
Opponent: Did we not say that after noticing the fact of
remaining in the cavity, the supreme Self cannot be cognized?
Vedantin: We say: The supreme Self is to be cognized
from the very fact of remaining in the cavity; for the fact of
remaining within the cavity is very often declared in the
Vedas and the Smrtis with regard to the supreme Self Itself, as
in, "The enlightened one gives up happiness and sorrow by
developing concentration of mind on the old Deity who is
inscrutable, lodged inaccessibly, located in the cavity (of the
heart), and seated in the midst of misery" (Ka. I. ii. 12), "He
who knows the supreme One, seated in the supreme space
within the cavity (of the heart)" (Tai. II. i), "Seek for the
Self that has entered into the cavity", and so on. And we
stated earlier that it involves no contradiction to teach about
any place as suitable for the realization of Brahman, omnipresent
though It is. As for the existence amidst the well earned results
of work, although this is possible for one only, it can be
asserted for both on the analogy of the "people with umbrella".
The expression "light and shade" is also reconcilable; for the
transmigrating Self and the transcendental Self are poles
asunder like shade and light, for transmigration is a result of
ignorance, while transcendence of transmigration is the supreme
reality. Therefore the soul identified with the intellect and the
supreme Self are to be recognized as the two who have entered
into the cavity.
For what additional reason are the soul identified with the
intellect and the supreme Self to be accepted?

12. And because there is a specification.
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And the specification (made in the Upani~ad) applies to the
soul identified with the intellect and the supreme Self alone.
In the subsequl'nt text commencing with, "Know the Self to
be the rider of the chariot, but the body to be the chariot"
etc. (Ka. I. iii. 3), which calls up the imagery of the chariot
and the rider of the chariot, the Self identified with the intellect
is imagined as the rider of the chariot who has to reach either
the worldly state or liberation. And the supreme Self is
imagined as the goal to be reached in, "He attains the end of
the road, and that is the supreme state of Vi~u" (Ka. I. iii. 9).
In the preceding text also these two are specified as the thinker
and the object. of thought in the verse, "The intelligent man
gives up happiness and sorrow by developing concentration of
mind on the Self and thereby meditating on the old Deity who
is inscrutable, lodged inaccessibly in Maya, located in the
intellect, and seated in the midst of misery" (Ka. I. ii. 12).
Besides, this is the topic of the supreme Self. And the expression, "The knowers of Brahman say" (Ka. I. iii. 1), which
posits a special class of speakers, becomes justifiable if the
supreme Self is accepted. Therefore it is to be admitted that the
individual Self and the supreme Self are spoken of here.
This line of approach has to be adopted with regard to "Two
birds, ever associated and having similar names (cling to the
same tree)" (Mu. III. i. 1, Sv. IV. 6), and such other texts.
There also the ordinary birds are not spoken of, since the topic
centres round the soul. In the text, "Of these two, the one
eats the fruits of divergent tastes" (ibid.), the individual Self is
to be understood on the strength of the indicatory marks of
eating. And in, "The other looks on without eating" (ibid.),
the supreme Self is to be understood on the strength of noneating and consciousness. In the succeeding mJmtra also these
two are specified as the seer and object seen: "On the same
tree, the individual soul remains' drowned (i.e. stuck), as it
were; and so it moans, being worried by its impotence. When
it sees thus the other, the adored Lord, and His glory, then it
becomes liberated from sorrow" (Mu. III. i. 2).
Otbers say: The mantra "Two birds" etc. (Mu. III. i. 1)
does not agree with the conclusion arrived at under the present
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topic. For in the Paiilgi-rahasya-b'Tahmtn}a it is explained thus
-"The expression, 'Of these two, the one eats the fruits of
divergent tastes', refers to the sattvn, and 'the other looks on
without eating' means the jiia (lit. knower) who witnesses
without eating. So the sattva and k$etrajiia (lit. knower of the
field or body) are meant." It may be argued that the word
sattva means the individual soul and k$etrajiia means the supreme
Self; but that is wrong, because the words sattva and k$etrajiia
are well known as meaning the internal organ (mind) and the
embodied soul, and because the explanation is given in that very
text thus: "That thing is sattva by which one sees dreams, and
that which is the embodied witness is the k$etrajiia; these two
are the sattva and k$etraj1ia."
V ediintin: And yet this cannot be said to be opposed to the
present topic, for the embodied Self, called the k$etrajiia, is
not presented here (in the Pai1igi-Briibma1;la) as endowed with
such worldly qualities as agentship and enjoyership.
How is it presented then?
It is presented as free from all worldly qualities and identical
in nature with Brahman Itself-with pure Consciousness-as
stated in, "'The other looks on without eating' means, 'the
knower who witnesses without eating'." And this is supported
by such Vedic and Smrti texts as, "That thou art" (Ch. VI.
viii. 7), "Me do thou also know to be the k~etrajiiQ" (Gita,
XIII. 2). The conclusion made thus with that much (i.e. the
explanation. of the mantra) only, in the words, "The two are
the sattVQ and k$etrajiia. Ignorance has no effect on a man of
such knowledge" etc., becomes justifiable only on this assumption (that the individual soul is spoken of as Brahman).
Opponent: From such a point of view, how can enjoyership
be ascribed to the insentient mind by saying, "'One of them
eats the fruits of divergent tastes' means the sattva (i.e. the
internal organ)"?
The answer is: This Vedic text does not start with the idea,
"I shall speak of the enjoyership of the insentient."
What is the idea then?
The idea is: "I shall show that the sentient individual is not
the experiencer, but it is Brahman by nature." It is for this
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purpose that enjoyership is attributed to the mind which is
subject to worldly moods like happiness and sorrow etc. For
these states of being an agent and experiencer are fancied on
the soul and the mind, owing to a non-discrimination between
their natures. In reality these are possible in neither of them;
for the mind is insentient and the soul is changeless. This is all
the more impossible in the mind, it being a creation of ignorance. In support of this here is a Vedic text: "Because when
there is difference, as it were, then one sees another" (Br. IV.
v. 15), where it is shown that dealings based on agentship etc.
can be possible only within the range of ignorance in the
same sense as it is possible to deal with elephants etc. present
in a dream. And by the text, "But when to the knower of
Brahman everything has become the Self, then what should
one see and through what?" (ibid.), are denied for the discriminating man such dealings based on agentship etc.
TOPIC

4:

THE PERSON IN THE EVE

ORR ~: \I

n"

~: The one inside ~: for that is logical.

13. The One inside (is God), for that is logical.
Doubt: We read in the Upani~ad: "He (viz Satyakarna
jabala) said (to Upakosala) 'The One, the Person (Puru~)
seen in the eye, is the Self. This One is immortal, fearless; this
One is Brahman. Accordingly, if clarified butter or water be
poured on it (i.e. the eye), it flows down to the eyelids" etc.
(Ch. IV. xv. 1). Now the doubt arises here: Is a shadowy
being, reflected on the eye, indicated here? Or is it the individual soul identified with the intellect? Or is it some divine
being presiding over the eye? Or is it God? What should be
the conclusion?
Opponent: It is a shadowy being, a reflection of some person
(on the eye); for that is well known as an object of perception,
and because it is taught as a familiar thing in, "The being that
is seen in the eye" (ibid.). Or this may properly be an instruc-
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tion about the soul identified with the intellect. For it is this
being that comes nearest to the eye when perceiving colour
through it, and the word Self becomes apposite in this case.
Or the being in the sun that helps the eye is to be cognized
here, because the Upani~adic text states, "He (i.e. the being in
the sun) rests on the latter (i.e. the right eye) through the
rays" (Br. V. v. 2), and because immortality etc. can somehow
he averred of the divine being (in the sun) as well. But that
heing is not God, since a particular locality is indicated.
Ved4ntin: This being the position, we say, God Himself is
tought here as the being in the eye.
Why?
Because that stands to reason; for the number of qualities
taught here can logically belong to God. Of these, the fact of
being the Self applies to Brahman in the primary sense, for the
Upani~d says, "He is the Self. That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii.
7). And immortality and fearlessness are frequently declared
about Brahman in the Upani~ds. Similarly, this eye as a seat
is appropriate for God. Just as God is untouched by all
blemishes, His freedom from sin etc. having been spoken of in
the Upani~ds, so is the eye presented as a place untarnished by
any blemish in the text, "Accordingly, if clarified butter or
water be poured on it, it flows down to the eyelids" (Ch. IV. xv.
I). And the instruction about such qualities as being the "resort
of all blessings", (as stated in the following text), fits in with
Him: "They call Him the 'goal of the results of actions', for
all the results of actions proceed towards Him" (Ch. IV. xv.
2); "This One is certainly the carrier of all good results, for
it is this One that carries all good results of works (to their
recipients)" (Ch. IV. xv. 3); "This One is certainly the
'ordainer of all effulgence', for it is this One that shines in all
the worlds" (Ch. IV. xv. 4). Therefore the One inside is God,
for that is logical.
f'll 1'1 Jf~OlIq~ " ~¥ 1\
:q And roi'{-anR-OlN~ from the mention of the place etc.

14. And (this follows) from the mention of place etc.
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How again can it be logical for Brahman, omnipresent as It
is like space, to have a tiny seat like the eye?
With regard to this it is said: This illogicality would have
been there if it had been the only place indicated for Brahman.
But as a matter of fact, there are other places like the earth,
which are indicated for It by the text, "He who inhabits the
earth, but is within it" etc. (Br. III. vii. 3). Among these places,
the eye too is counted: "He who inhabits the eye, but is within
it" etc. (Br. III. vii. 18). What is implied in the aphorism by
the use of "etc." in "the mention of place etc." is this: The
mention of location alone for Brahman is not the only irreconcilability.
What else is irreconcilable?
Name and fonn etc. Though Brahman is without name and
fonn, such things are seen to be ascribed to It in, "His name is
Ut" (Ch. I. vi. 7), "His beard is golden" (Ch. I. vi. 6), and so
on. And it has been already said that though Brahman is without
qualities, still for the sake of meditation, It is presented in those
respective places as a qualified entity, possessed of the characteristics associated with name and form. It has also been stated
that even for the omnipresent Brahman it is nothing incongruous
to have certain special places for meditation like the Siilap;ritlml
(stone symbol) for Viwu.

w-qrClr~I'!If1:NF:n~ 'if II ~y. II
~-fcIfu!-amru~ ~ 'if I

15. And this is so for tbe further reason that the One possessed of bliss is referred to (in the Text, "The One that").
Moreover, there should certainly be no quarrel here as to
whether Brahman is spoken of here in this sentence or not.
For from the very fact that the one possessed of bliss is men·
tioned by the text, "The One that" etc. (Ch. IV. xv. 1-4), it
follows that Brahman is meant; for Brahman is possessed of
bliss. The very entity introduced at the commencement of the
text, viz "Pr~ is Brahman, bliss is Brahman, space is Brahman"
(Ch. IV. x. 4), is spoken of here (in "The One that"); for it
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is reasonable to accept that which is under discussion. Besides,
this must be the conclusion, because the instruction about the
course (followed after death) was alone promised to be spoken
of in, "But the teacher will tell you of the course"9 (Ch. IV.
xiv. 1).
Opponent: How again is it known that Brahman, possessed
of bliss, is spoken of at the commencement of the text?
Vedantin: The answer is: Hearing these words of the Fires,
"Pra~ is Brahman, bliss (klon) is Brahman, space (kbam) is
Brahman" (Ch. IV. x. 5), Upakosala said, "I know that Pr~
is Brahman; but I do not know bliss (kam) or space (kbam)"
(ibid.). To that, this is the reply (of the Fires): "That which
is bliss (kam) is space (kham), and that which is space (kbam)
is bliss (kam)" (ibid.). Of these the word space (kbam) is
familiar as a synonym of the material space. Had not the word
kam, meaning bliss, been used to qualify kbam, it would have
seemed that the word Brahman is applied to the mere material
space in order to present space as a symbol like name etc.
Similarly, the word kam is familiarly in use with regard to the
defective (worldly) happiness, arising from the contact of
objects and senses. If it had not been qualified by kbam (space),
the idea gathered would have been that the empirical happiness
is Brahman. But the words bliss and space, having qualified each
other, lead us to the comprehension of Brahman which is Bliss
Itself. Then again, if a second word Brahman had not been
used, that is to say, if (instead of "kam Brahma kbam brahma")
the sentence ran thus, "kam kham hrabma-bliss space is
Brahman", then having been used merely as an adjective (of
kbam), bliss (as an aspect of Brahman) would not have become
an object of meditation. To avert that possibility, both the
• U pakosala stayed with his teacher Satyakama JibaIa for twelve years.
But the teacher went out on a sojourn without instructing Upakosala
about Brahman. This upset the boy. But the four sacrificial fires, tended
so long with care by him, revealed their individual secrets to him, instructed ,him saying, "Prii~a is Brahman" and so on, and conCluded by
saying that the teacher would tell him of the course. Then the te'acher
returned, and starting with, "The One that is the Pu~a seen in the
eye", told him of the course (see text below).
9
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words bliss and space precede the word Brahman (separately)
in (bliss is Brahman, space is Brahman). For the intention is
that the aspect of bliss should be as much an object of meditation as the entity qualified by it. Thus it is that at the commencement of the text, Brahman possessed of bliss is spoken of.
And each of the Fires-Garhapatya and others-first speaks of
his personal glory; and then they all conclude with the words,
"0 amiable one, thus is imparted to you the knowledge about
us as also about the Self" (Ch. IV. xiv. 1), thereby suggesting
that Brahman (Self) had been referred to earlier. The statement, "The teacher will tell you of the course" (ib.id.), holds
out a promise of the instruction about the course only, and
thus precludes the intention of speaking on an additional topic.
Moreover, the statement, "As water does not stick to a lotus
leaf, so also sin does not cling to one who knows thus" (Ch.
IV. xiv. 3), while speaking of the ineffectiveness of sin against
one who knows the Puru~ residing in the eye, shows that!
the Puru~ in the eye is Brahman. It is thus that the Upani~ad
first speaks of the residence of Brahman in the eye and Its
possession of such virtues as being the resort of all blessings.
and so on. Then with a view to speaking of the course, starting
with light,' that a man with that kind of knowledge has to
follow, the Upani~d goes on: "He said, 'The One, the Person
that is seen in the eye, is the Self'" etc. (Ch. IV. xv. 1).

~qf'1IljRi41e4~" ~\ II
:;:r "iCf-~~-1ffu-"3ff~ff{ I

16. And because the course to be followed by one who has
heard the secret teaching is spoken of.

For this additional reason, the Person in the eye is God: The
course known as the Path of the Gods is followed by one who
has heard the U pani~ad, the knower of Brahman who has
received the secret knowledge that is well known in the Vedic
text, "Again, by searching for the Self through the control
of the senses, brahmactfTya (continence), faith, and meditation,
they conquer the sun by proceeding along the Northern
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Course. This Brahman is the resort of all that lives; this is
indescribable; this is fearless, this is the highest goal;lO for from
this they do not come back" (Pr. 1. 10). This is well known in
the Smrti also: "(The deities of fire, light, day-time, the bright
fortnight, the six months of the northern course of suntaking this path, the knowers of Brahman go to Brahman"
(Glt1i, VIII. 24). That very Path is seen to be declared for one
who knows the Person in the eye. Starting with, "Whether they
perform his funeral rites or not, he (the meditator on the Self)
attains (the deity of) fire, (and then proceeds along day-time
etc.)", it is said, "He proceeds from the sun to the moon, from
the moon to lightning. Some superhuman being, coming from
the world of Hirar;tyagarbha, leads those who arrive there (i.e.
lightning) to Brahman. This is the Path of the Gods, this is the
Path to Brahman. Those who attain (the conditioned Brahman)
by proceeding along this Path, do not return to this cycle of
birth and death, to this creation of Manu" (Ch. IV. xv. 5). Frorn
all this (talk about the) well-known Course followed by the
knower of Brahman, it becomes established that the Person in
the eye is Brahman.

a:t.,,,,~tt:

On account of impermanence ;if and am~~q on
account of impossibility, if m: none other can be (the Person).
17. None other can be the Person in the eye on account
impermanence and impossibility.

of

It was argued that the Person in the eye may be a shadowy
being, or the individual Self, or some divine being. With regard
to this, we say: None among the shadowy being and the rest
can be accepted here.
Why?
Since it is transitory. To take up the shadowy self first, it is
,. This is initially the state of HiraQ.yagarbha, identified with the cosmic
and microcosmic subtle bodies. This, again, is in essence, the immortal,
fearless, all-sustaining absolute Brahman. So they first realize the conditioned and then the absolute Brahman.
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not possible for it to reside permanently in the eye. When a
man is right in front of an eye, the image of the man is seen in
it; but when he moves away, it cannot be seen. The text, "The
One, the Person, that is there in the eye" (Ch. IV. xv. 1),
teaches the worship of the Person present in the eye just because
He is near at hand; and it is not proper to fancy that at the
time of meditation, the meditator places some person near him
to produce an image in the eye, and then he meditates on it.
For the text, "This one gets destroyed in accordance with the
death of this body" (Ch. VIII. ix. 1), shows the impermanence
of the shadowy being. Besides, this is impossible; for such
qualities as immortality cannot be found in that shadowy being.
So also for the individual soul. Inasmuch as this soul is in genera]
contact with the body and senses as a whole, it is not possible
to speak of its existence in the eye alone. But for Brahman,
all-pervasive though It is, Its association with special places
like the heart for the sake of meditation is met with in the
Upani~ds. Equally impossible is the presence of such qualities
as immortality in the soul identified with the intellect. Though
as a matter of fact, the individual Self is the same as the
supreme Self, still mortality and fear are superimposed on the
former through ignorance, desire, and action; and hence immortality and fearlessness do not fit in with it. And such qualities
as being the repository of all good attributes are also inappropriate for it, since it has no divine majesty. As for any divine
being, though such a god exists in the eye in accordance with
the Vedic text, "The former (the being in the sun) rests on
the latter (the being in the right eye) through the rays" (Br.
V. v. 2), still that god cannot be the Self, since he exists
externally. Immortality etc. are also out of place, since the
Vedas mention the birth and death of gods, the immortality of
the gods being spoken of only from the standpoint of their
long life. Their majesty too is dependent on God and is not
intrinsic, for the mantra says, "Out of His fear the wind blows;
out of fear the sun rises; out of His fear Fire and Indra remain
active, and Death, the fifth, hurries on (to the dying)" (Tai.
II. viii. 1). Therefore it is to be understood that God is the
Being in the eye. From this point of view, the use of the word
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"seen (in the eye)" (Ch. IV. xv. 1) in a familiar sense, is to be
explained as arising out of the scriptural outlook, and as referring to the vision of the enlightened man, the whole thing being
meant as a praise for inducing the aspirants (to this meditation).
TOPIC

5:

THE INTERNAL RULER

at"cll'lf+4f~~ ~~mq: \I ~c; 1\

SRPIT,", The internal Ruler atf~~<r-anf~ in the divine and
'"
other contexts ffi(-~-oqq~~rq: because the characteristics of that
are spoken of.
18. The ~nternal Ruler in the divine and other contexts (is the
supreme Self), since the characteristics of that (supreme Self)
lire spoken of.
Doubt: Starting with, "the One who controls this and the
next life and all beings from within" (Br. III. vii. 1), it is stated
in the Upani~d, "(He) who inhabits the earth but is within it,
whom the earth does not know, whose body is the earth, and
who controls the earth from within, is the internal Ruler, your
own immortal Self" (Br. III. vii. 3). Here-in the contexts of
the gods, the worlds, the Vedas, the sacrifices, the creatures, and
the bodies-we hear of an internal Ruler who resides inside and
exercises control. Is he some divine being, identifying himself
with things in the divine and other contexts; or some Yogin
who has acquired the mystic power of becoming subtle and so
on; or the supreme Self; or some other entity? This doubt arises
from noticing this peculiar term (amaryanzin). What is then the
true meaning acceptable to us?
Opponent: Since the term is uncommon, the entity named
should be something uncommon and indeterminate. Or since it
is not possible to assert the existence of any other indeterminate
thing and since the term internal Ruler, conveying the (etymological) sense of controlling from inside, is not altogether
unfamiliar, therefore some deity identifying himself with the
earth etc. must be the internal Ruler. For in accord with this
is the text, "(He knows truly who knows that being) whose
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abode is the earth, whose instrument of vision is fire, whose
light is manas (mind), (and who is the ultimate resort of the
entire body and organs)" (Br. III. ix. 10). Since by being
possessed of body and organs, he rules by residing iriside the
earth etc., this rulership can justifiably belong to a divine being.
Or this rulership can belong to some perfected Yogin who
rules by entering into all. But the supreme Self does not come
within our purview, since It is not possessed of body and organs.
Vediintin: This being the position, it is said: The Internal
Ruler, heard of in the divine and other contexts, is the supreme
Self and none else.
Why?
"Because Its characteristics are spoken of-the characteristics
of the supreme Self Itself are found mentioned here. It is the
characteristic rulership of the supreme Self that becomes obvious
from the fact of ruling all created things by entering into the
earth and other things differentiated into the divine, (worldly,
Vedic), and so on; for It can reasonably have omnipotence by
virtue of Its being the source of all creation. And the Selfhood
and immortality mentioned in, "this is the internal Ruler, your
own immortal Self" (Br. III. vii. 3), are justifiable in the case of
the supreme Self understood in the primary sense. By referring
to the internal Ruler as being unknown to the deity of the
earth in the text, "whom the earth does not know" (ibid.), it is
shown that the internal Ruler is different from the divine being.
For the deity of the earth can know himself as "I am the earth".
Similarly, the use of the words, "unseen", "unheard" (Br. III.
vii. 23), fits in with the supreme Self, It being devoid of form
etc. The objection is not valid that the supreme Self cannot
possibly have any rulership owing to Its lack of body and
organs. For It can very well come to own bodies and organs
owing to the presence of these in those whom It controls. On
this view we do not land into an infinite regress by having to
assume a separate ruler for that ruler of that individual being;
for there is no difference (between the two). Infinite regress is
possible only if there be a difference,u
II The question of rulership arises from the point of view of empirical
difference. In reality Brahman is not different from the individual, and
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if ~ ~~ffirffl~" ~t 1\
And" not ~I{ the one mentioned in the Smrti arct"Qtrrf~~rtm{ qualities not belonging to it having been spoken of.
~

19. Neither Pradhiina, kllO'Wll from the (Sii1izkbya) Smrti, is
the internal Ruler, for qualities that do not belong to Pradhiina
are spoken of.
Opponent: Perchance the qualities of being unseen etc. may
fit in with Pradhana (primordial Nature) as conceived of in
the Smrti of the Sarilkhyas, for by them that Pradhana is
postulated to be without form etc. They mention in their
Smrti, "Beyond reason, inscrutable, and as if in deep sleep everywhere" (Manu I. 5). That Pradhana can even be the ruler,
since it is the source of all modifications. Accordingly, the term
internal Ruler denotes Pradhiina. Although Pradhana was
refuted under the aphorism, "Because of the attribution of
seeing, the one (i.e. Pradhiina of the Siirhkhyas) which is not
taught in the Upani~1d is not the cause of the universe" (B. S. I.
i. 5), still it forms the suhject-matter of the doubt here, since
the qualities of not being seen etc. can be imputed to it.
Vedamin: Therefore the answer is being given: The Pradhiina of the Smrti cannot be meant hy the term internal Ruler.
Why?
"Because the qualities that do not belong to Pra,dhana are
spoken of." Although the qualities of being unseen and so on
are ascribable to Pradhiina. not so are the qualities of being the
witness and so on; for Pradhana is admitted by them to be
insentient, while the complementary portion' of the text here
runs thus: "He is never seen, but is the witness; He is never
heard, but is the hearer; He is never thought, but is the thinker;
He is never known, but is the knower" (Br. III. vii. 23). Besides,
Pradhana can never be the Self (as stated in, "your own immortal Self"-ibid.).
hence no question of rulership and infinite regress arises. Again, empirically, God is recognized as the absolute ruler. To assume another ruler
over Him is to ignore the Vedas.
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Opponent: If Pradhiina cannot be the internal Ruler owing
to the impossibility of its being the Self and the witness, then
let the individual soul be so; because the embodied soul is a
conscious entity, and as such, it becomes the witness, hearer.
thinker, and knower. And it is also the Self, being the inmost.
It must be immortal, too, to make the reaping of the fruits of
good and bad works possible. It is also a well-known fact that
the embodied soul is possessed of the characteristics of not being
seen and so on. For it is opposed to facts that the acts of
witnessing etc. should have as their object the agent itself (of
witnessing etc.), as shown in, "You cannot see that which is
the witness of vision" (Br. III. iv. 2), and other texts. And that
soul has the capacity of controlling the assemblage of body and
senses from within; for it is the experiencer (of the fruits of
its own actions). Thus the embodied soul is the internal Ruler.
Vedantin : The answer to this is:

~R:lJ(f)~sfq f~ ~~4"''i'enlld II ":(0 II
(Not) ~"tR:: the embodied soul :q also; ~ for ~lIit
~ read ~ of this one ~i\' as different.

3I'ftr both

20, The embodied soul also (is not the internal Ruler)j for
the followers of both the recensions read of this one as different.
The word "not" has to be supplied from the previous aphorism. The embodied soul is not intended as the internal Ruler.
Why?
Although it is possible for the embodied soul to be the witness
and so on, still, being limited by conditioning factors, like space
pot, it cannot, in the- fullest sense, exist within the earth etc.
and rule them from inside. Besides, the followers of both the
Kfu;lva and Madhyandina recensions (of the Satapatha Brah1na1}a) read of the embodied soul as being an entity different
from the internal Ruler, and as being a habitation for and
an object of control, like the earth, under the internal Ruler.
The KaIJ.vas read: "He who inhabits the intellect" (Br. III.
vii. 22); and the Madhyandinas have: "He who inhabits the
a~' the word atma standing as a synonym for the embodied

in
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soul. And even in the reading, "He who inhabits the intellect
('lJijnana)", the word intellect means the embodied soul, which
is but the entity identifying itself with the intellect. Therefore
it stands established that God, the internal Ruler, is distinct from
the emobodied soul.
Opponent: How, again, can there be two witnesses in the
same body-the one that is this God, the internal Ruler, and
the other that is the embodied soul?
Vedantin: What incongruity is there?
Opponent: Since the Upani~adic text, "There is no other
witness but Him" (Br. III. vii. 23), will stand contradicted; for
in that text it is denied that any Self, other than the internal
Ruler under discussion, can be the witness, hearer, thinker, or
knower.
Objection: May this not be meant for the denial of other
rulers?
Opponent: No, for no other ruler is under consideration, and
the Upani~adic denial is made without any reservation.
Vedantin: With regard to this, it is said: This mention of
the distinction between the embodied soul and the internal
Ruler is based on the limiting adjunct of body and senses,
conjured up by ignorance, but this is not so in any real sense.
For the indwelling Self can be but one, and not two. The
same one, however, is mentioned as two owing to conditioning
factors, as for instance it is said, "the pot-space", "the cosmic
space". From this standpoint, the Vedic texts about the difference between the knower and things known, the means of
valid knowledge like perception, the experience of transmigration, and scriptures dealing with injunctions and prohibitions--all become justifiable. Thus it is that the text, "Because when
there is duality, as it were, then one sees something" (Br. II.
·iv. 14), shows that all dealings are possible within the range of
ignorance; and the text, "But when to the knower of Brahman
everything has become the Self, then what should one smell
and through what, what should one see and through what?"
(ibid.), precludes all dealings within the sphere of illumination.
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n. 21

6: THE ONE THAT IS UNSEEN ETC.

am~~~: " ~~ "
ar~-arrf~-~cti: The possessor of the attributes of invisibility
etc. (is Brahman); q~-~i: on account of the characteristics
having been stated.

21. The entity, possessed of the qualities of not being seen
etc., is Brahman, for Its characteristics are spoken of.
Doubt: We read in the Upani~d: "Then there is the higher
knowledge by which is realized that Immutable" (Mu. I. i. 5),
and "(By the higher knowledge) the wise realize everywhere
that which cannot be perceived and grasped; which is without
source, features, eyes, and ears; which has neither hands nor
feet; which is eternal, multiformed, all-pervasive, extremely
subtle, and un diminishing; and which is the source of all" (Mu.
I. i. 6). With regard to this, the doubt arises: Is it Pradhana,
or the embodied soul, or God that is spoken of as the material
cause of all things and as endowed with the qualities of not
being perceived etc.?
Opponent: Among these alternatives, the insentient Pradhana should properly be the material source of everything,
for the insentient things alone are cited there by way of illustration: "As a spider spreads out and withdraws (its thread),
as on the earth grow herbs (and trees), and as from a living
man issues out hair on the head and the body, so out of the
Immutable does the universe emerge here (in this phenomenal
creation)" (Mu. I. i. 7).
Objection: Are not the sentient spider and the human being
taken here as examples?
Opponent: We say, no; for a sentient being, by itself, can
neither be the material source of thread nor of hair. It is rather
well known that under the control of the sentient, the insentient body of the spider becomes the source of thread and the
human body of the hair on the head and other parts. The
argument for the non-acceptance of Pradhana, adduced earlier,
was that, although Pradhana could be described as not subject
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to visual perception etc., still it could not be spoken of as a
witness etc. (B. S. I. ii. 19). But here (in this context), the
qualities of not being perceived etc. are seen to be possible in
Pradhiina at the same time that no incompatible quality is in
evidence.
Objection: Is it not a fact that the expression, "He who is
omniscient in general and all-knowing in detail" (Mu. I. i. 9),
heard in the complementary text, is not applicable to the
insentient Pradhana? So how is it asserted that Pradhiina is the
source of all things?
Opponent: With regard to this, it is said: It has been shown
by the text, "That by which is realized that Immutable" (Mu.
I. i. 5), and "That which cannot be perceived" etc. (Mu. I.
i. 6), that the word immutable means the source of all things,
and it is possessed of the quality of not being perceived etc.
Then at the end it will be said again, "Superior to the superior
immutable" (Mu. II. i. 2). Now then, the entity that is heard
of as superior to the immutable, should be omniscient in general
and particular; and it is Pradhiina, the material source of all
things, that is mentioned by the word immutable. If, however,
the word yon; (source) means an efficient, and not material
cause, then the embodied soul also can be the source of all
things, since it brings into existence all the things through its
merit and demerit.
Vedantin: This being the position, it is said: The entity
that is the source of all things and is possessed of such
qualities as not being perceived and so on must be God and
none else.
How is this known?
From the mention of the characteristics. For the characteristics of God are obviously mentioned here in, "He who is
omniscient in general and all-knowing in detail" etc. (Mu. I.
i. 9). Neither Pradhana which is insentient, nor the embodied
soul. which is circumscribed in its vision by limiting adjuncts,
can possibly be omniscient in general and all-knowing in
detail.
Opponent: Did we not say that this omniscience in general
and particular belongs to the one who is higher than the source
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of all things (i.e. Pradhana), called the immutable; but that
omniscience does not belong to this source of all?
With regard to this the answer (of the V edantin) is: This
is not possible, since the source of all things that is under discussion is mentioned as the material cause of all that is born,
in the text, "Out of the Immutable does the universe emerge
here" (Mu. I. i. 7); and then the omniscient Being is mentioned
immediately after as the material cause of all that is born, in
the text, "From Him who is omniscient in general and allknowing in particular and whose austerity is constituted by
knowledge, evolves thus this (derivative) Brahman, as well as
name, colour, and food" (Mu. I. i. 9). Accordingly, since the
Immutable under discussion, which is the source of all things,
is called up to memory by a similarity of reference (in the
second passage), it follows that the characteristics of omniscience in general and detail are declared about the Immutable
Itself. And even in the text, "Superior to the superior immutable" (Mu. II. i. 2), none higher than the Immutable that IS
relevant and is the source of all things is referred to.
How is that gathered?
Because from the text, "That man of enlightenment should
adequately impart that knowledge of Brahman by which one
realizes the true and immutable Puru~a" (Mu. I. ii. 13), it can
be understood that it is but the Immutable under discussion,
the source of all things and possessed of the qualities of not
being perceived and so on, that is promised to be presented.
Why is it then declared to be "superior to the superior
immutable"?
That we shall answer in the succeeding aphorism. Moreover,
it is said here that two kinds of knowledge have to be acquired,
which are the "higher and the lower" (Mu. I. i. 4). Of these,
the first is mentioned as comprising the ~g- Veda etc., and then
it is said, "Then there is the higher knowledge by which is
realized the Immutable" etc. (Mu. I. i. 5). There the Immutable
is heard of as the subject-matter of the higher knowledge. If,
therefore, it be fancied that the Immutable, possessed of the
qualities of not being perceived etc., is different from the
supreme Lord, then this will not be the higher knowledge.
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This division of knowledge into higher and lower is made
according to the two results, viz liberation and prosperity.
Not that anyone can admit that the knowledge of Pradhana
leads to liberation. In that case three kinds of knowledge
should have been postulated; for from your point of view, the
supreme Self is presented as something different from the
immutable that is the source of all things. As a matter of fact,
however, it is mentioned here that two kinds of knowledge
have to be acquired. Moreover, the fact that it is taken for
granted that the knowledge of all becomes included in the
knowledge of one, as implied in, "0 adorable sir, which is that
thing, which having been known, all this becomes known?"
(Mu. I. i. 3), can be justifiable only if the all-inclusive Brahman
be the subject-matter of the talk; but this cannot be so if the
subject-matter be either Pradhana which comprises merely the
insentient, or the experiencing soul that is different from the
things experienced. Further, the knowledge of Brahman is
introduced as the highest in the text, "To his eldest son,
Atharva, he imparted that knowledge of Brahman that is the
basis of all knowledge" (Mu. I. i. 1), then making a division
between the higher and lower knowledge, it is shown that the
higher knowledge leads to the realizat,ion of the Immutable;
and from this it becomes revealed that this higher knowledge is
the knowledge of Brahman. This knowledge that is called the
knowledge of Brahman will be wrongly called so if the Immutable to be attained through it becomes different from Brahman.
And since there are such declamations as, "Since these eighteen
constituents of a sacrifice,12 on whom the inferior karma has
been said to rest, are perishable because of their fragility,
therefore those ignorant people who get elated with the idea,
'This is the cause of bliss', undergo old age and death over and
over again" (Mu. I. ii. 7), it follows that the knowledge of
karma, comprised in the ~g-Veda etc., is presented at the
commencement of the knowledge of Brahman for the sake of
eulogizing the latter. And after decrying the lower knowledge
it is said that those alone have the competence for the higher
1:1

Sixteen priests, the sacrificer, and his wife.
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knowledge who turn back from the former: "A BrahmaQa
should resort to renunciation after examining the acquired
worlds with the help of the idea, 'There is nothing here
that is not a result of I~arma; so what is the need of ka.r11Ul?'
F or knowing the Reality he should go with sacrificial fagot in
hand to a teacher versed in the Vedas and absorbed in Brahman"
(Mu. I. ii. 12).
It was also argued that since the insentient earth and other
things were cited as examples, therefore the source of all things,
for whose sake these illustrations are presented, must be insentient as well. But that is wrong, for there is no such rule that
the illustration and the thing illustrated must be absolutely
similar. Moreover, just because the gross earth and other things
are cited by way of example, it does not follow, even according
to you, that the source of all things, that is exemplified, is
postulated to be gross. Therefore the source of all things, that
is possessed of the qualities of not being perceived and so on,
must be God.

~

And fct~-~~-oqq~!\II+<nll on account of the mention of
distinctive characteristics and difference ~au the other two
if are not.

22. And tbe otber two (viz the individual soul and Pradhiina)
are not meant, for there is the mention of the distinctive
characteristics (of Brahman) and (Its) difference (from the
two).
For this further reason, God alone is the source of all things;
and neither Pradhana nor the individual soul is so.
Why?
"Because of the mention of distinctive characteristics and
difference." For on the strength of dissimilar characteristics, the
source of all things, which is relevant to the context, has been
distinguished from the embodied soul in the text, "Puru~a is
transcendental, since He is formless; and since He is coextensive
with all that is external and internal, and since He is birthless,
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therefore He is without vital force and without mind. He is
pure and superior to the (other) superior immutable" (Mu. 11.
i. 2). These characteristics of transcendence etc. cannot logically
apply to the embodied soul which identifies itself with the
limitations imposed by name and form, conjured up by ignorance, and which imagines their attributes as its own. Hence
Puru~ (the conscious all-pervasive entity), met with in the
Upani~ds alone, is directly mentioned here. Similarly the source
of all things, which is relevant to the context, is mentioned as
different from Pradhana in the text, "Superior to the superior
immutable" «ibid.). The immutable is the unmanifested (i.e.
beginning less Maya) that is a kind of power belonging to the
source of name and form (viz God), that is the latent state
of all the elements, that has God as its support, that is a limiting
adjunct to God Himself,13 and that is higher than all its own
modifications, but is itself unmodified. By declaring a difference
through the statement, "superior to that superior (immutable)
Maya", the text shows that what is intended here to be spoken
of is the supreme Self. It is not a fact that any independent
principle, called Pradhana, is admitted, and then a difference
from it is shown here (in the aphorism).
What is admitted then?
(It is held that) if a principle, called Pradhana (meaning Maya
or nescience), be imagined, and it be asserted without any
violence to the Upani!;iads that this Pradhana is called by such
terms as the "unmanifested" and the "latent state of all the
elements", then you may as well follow that imagination. a The
Upani~ad mentions a difference (of Immutable) from that.
And so it is established here· that God is the source of all
things.
For what further reason is God the source of all things?
Making a difference between God and the creatures.
"For thereby you speak of Maya only, though under another name,
Pradhana, which term may bear the etymological sense of "that which
is perceived as the products". Even if the opponent should say that the
aphorist refutes this very Pradhana, and not the Pradhlina of the
Sarilkhyas, still there is nothing to quarrel about, for the Siimkhya view
stands negated along with that.
13
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~<ilq"4lij Iii \I ~~ \I
:q And ~q-aqrimli<t owing to a presentation of form.

23. And because there is

11.

presentation of form.

Moreover, immediately after the text, "Superior to the superior
immutable", the creation of the entities, counting from the
vital force to the earth, is spoken of in the verse, "From Him
originates the vital force" etc. (Mu. II. i. 3). And after that
we notice that the form of that very source of all things, comprising within it all creation, is presented in the verse, "The
indwelling Self of all is surely He of whom heaven is the head,
the moon and the sun are the two eyes, the directions are the
two ears, the revealed Vedas are speech, air is the vital force,
the universe is the heart, and it is He froni whose two feet
emerged the earth" (Mu. II. i. 4). All that is appropriate for
God alone, He being the source of all creation. Such a presentation of form is incompatible with the embodied soul for its
greatness is limited; and this is incompatible with Pradhana
which cannot be the indwelling Self of all beings. Therefore
it is understood that God alone is the source of all things but
not so are the other two.
How is it again known that this is a presentation of the form
of the source of all things?
Because of the context, and because the words "it is He"
.(ibid.) allude to something under consideration. When after
broaching the topic of the source of all things, statements such
as these are made, "From Him originates the vital force" etc.
(Mu. II. i. 3), "The indwelling Self of all is surely He" (Mu.
II. i. 4), these must relate to the source of all things. For instance,
if after starting a taIl< about a teacher, some one should say,
"Read under him. He is versed in the Vedas and the ancillary
subjects", then that statement relates to that teacher. The case
is similar here.
Opponent: How can the source of all things, that is possessed
of the qualities of not being seen etc., have a physical form?
Vedantin: That creates no difficulty; for the statement has
in view the revelation of all-pervasiveness and not any physical
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form, just as it is the case in, "I am food, I am the eater of
food" (Tai. III. x. 6).
Others (viz the VrttikiiTa), again, think: This is not a presentation of the source of all things, for the presentation is made
through the fact of getting born. In the earlier verse, "From
this One originates the vital force, as well as the mind and all
the senses, space, air, fire, water, and the earth that supports
everything"15 (Mu. II. i. 3), all the entities, counting from the
vital force to the earth, were presented from the standpoint
of being born. Later on, too, the verses starting with, "From
Him emerges the fire (i.e. heaven) of which the sun is the
fuel" (Mu. II. i. 5), and ending with, "From Him issue all the
corns as well as the juices" etc. (Mu. II. i. 9), speak only of
things being born. In the midst of all this, how can the form
of the source of all things be presented here alone all of a
sudden? The all-pervasiveness too will be taught, after finishing
with creation, in the verse, "Puru~ alone is all this-comprising
the karma and knowledge" (Mu. II. i. 10). In the Vedas and
the Smrtis too we notice statements about the birth etc. of the
Being who has the three worlds as His body; "HiraQyagarbha
was born first, and having been born, He became the only Lord
of all beings. He held the earth and this heaven. That single
Deity we propitiate with oblation" (R. V. X. cxxi. 1). The
word sttmavartata in that text means "was born". So also in
the text, "He is the first embodied Being, He is called Puru$3,
He is the first ordainer of all beings. Thus was Brahma born
in the beginning". Even a created person (viz HiraQyagarbha)
can be all-pervasive, for in His aspect as the vital force, He
dwells within the bodies of all beings.
If this point of view be accepted, then the explanation (of
the aphorism) will be this: All the presentations of form in such
texts as, "Puru~a is all this" (Mu. II. i. 10), lead to the understanding of the supreme Lord. 16
115 The text implies that the all-comprehensive HiraJ}yagarbha, mentioned
in, "The indwelling Self of all" (Mu. II. i. 4), emerges from Him who is
the source of all things (Mu. II. i. 3). So HiraJ}yagarbha has birth just
like any other thing.
liThe assertion, "all karma and knowledge (i.e. meditation) are but

10
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VAISVANARA

cf~: Vaisviinara mt{J~-~-~ for the words denoting
many things are used specifically.

24. Vaisviillara (the Cosmic Person) is tbe supreme Lord, for
though the (two) words (Self and Vaisviinara) denote many
things, they are used specifically.
Doubt: (In the Chiindogya Upani~ad) the start is made thus:
"Which is our Self and what is Brahman?"17 (V. xi. ) and
"At present you remember this Self, the Vaisviinara. Tell us
of that very entity"18 (V. xi. 6). Then after the denunciation
(by ASvapati) of the separate meditation on heaven, sun, air,
space, water, earth, as possessed of the qualities of bright light,
(multiform, identity with divergent paths, vastness, wealth,
support), and after the teaching (by ASvapati) that these constitute the head, (eye, life, middle part of the hody, bladder,
and feet) of VaiSviinara, the text runs thus: "He who meditates
on this VaiSvanara Self, knowing It directly as pr4deJamatra
(spatially limited, or realized in limited places) and abhivirnana
(identified with oneself), eats food in all the world~, through all
the beings and through all the selfs. Of this Vaisvilnara Self,
the head is heaven, the eye is the sun, the vital force is air, the
middle part of the body is space, the bladder is water, the earth
is the two feet, the chest is the sacrificial altar, the heart is the
Giirhapatya fire, the mind is the Anviihiiryapacana fire, and
the mouth is the Ahavanlya fire" (Ch. V. xviii. 1-2). The doubt
Puru~a" amounts to presenting an entity inherent in everything. And so
the text leads to the comprehension of the supreme Lord as the source
of all things.
17 Five BrihmaQas-PracinaSaIa, Satyaya;fia, Indradyumna, Jana, Bu4iladiscussed this problem among themselves. As they found no adequate
answer, they went to UddaIaka, who also did not know the full answer.
18 The six BrahmaQas went to king Asvapati and said this to him. In
answer to the Icing's question, the BrahmaJ:1as related their own conceptions of Vaisvanara, as stated below seriatim.
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arises here as to what is indicated by the word VaiSviinara. Is
it the heat in the stomach, or the element fire, or the deity
identifying himself with it, or the embodied soul, or the supreme
Lord?
What, again, causes the doubt here?
The cause is the use of the word Vaisviinara, which is a common term for the heat in the stomach, the element called fire,
and the deity of fire, as also the use of the word Self denoting
both the embodied Self and the supreme Lord. So the doubt
arises as to which of these meanings should be accepted and
which rejected. What should be the conclusion here?
Opponent: It is the fire in the stomach.
Why?
Because the word is seen to be used sometimes specifically to
signify this fire, as in, "This fire that is within a man and
digests the food is VaiSviinara" (Br. V. ix), and such other
places. Or it may mean simply the ordinary fire, for it is seen
to be used in a general way also, as in, "For the sake of the
whole universe the gods created that Vaisviinara (fire, i.e. the
sun)" (R. V. X. IJL'lCXviii. 12). Or it may mean the deity having
fire as his body, the word being in use in that sense also:
"Because Vaisviinara, the king of the worlds, ordains happiness,
and because all glories belong to him, therefore may we remain
within his favour" (R. V. I. iic. 1); for according to this and
other texts of this kind, the word can apply to some deity
possessed of glory etc. If, however, it is held that the word
Vaisviinara is to be interpreted in consonance with the word
Self, as the word Self alone is used in the beginning in the
text, "Which is our Self, what is Brahman?" (Ch. V. xi. 1),
still it must be merely the embodied soul, because it approximates to Vaisviinara by reason of being an experiencer, and
because the attribute of spatial limitation is possible in its case,
it being limited by conditioni ng factors. Therefore Vaisvanara
is not God.
Vedantin: This being the position, it is said: Vaisviinara
should properly mean God.
Why?
Because even though the two words (VaiSvanara and Self)
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denote many things, they are used specifically. Sadhara~a-sabda
viseia means specification about the two common words.
Although both these words--Self, VaiSviinara-are common to
many things--Vaisviinara implying three things and Self twoyet a specification is noticed, because of which their meaning
is understood to be the supreme Lord, as is seen in: "Of this
VaiSviinara Self, the head is heaven" etc. (Ch. V. xviii. 2).
Here we understand that the supreme Self Itself, which has
assumed a special form with heaven etc. as the head and so
on, is presented as the indwelling Self, for the sake of meditation. And this can be so, for It is the cause. From the fact that
all the states of an effect belong to the cause, it follows that
the supreme Lord can have heaven etc. as His limbs. And the
result, viz subsisting in all the worlds etc. as heard of in the
text, "He (the knower of V aisvanara) eats food in all the
worlds, among all beings, and through all the selfs" (Ch. V.
xviii. 1), is possible if the ultimate cause is meant. And the
indication of Brahman, contained in the text, "Thus indeed
are all his sins burnt away" (Ch. V. xxiv. 3), which speaks of
the burning away of all the sins of the knower of VaiSviinara,
and the indication in the commencement, as contained in the
words Self and Brahman in the text, "Which is our Self, what
is Brahman?" (Ch. V. xi. 1), lead us to the comprehension of
the supreme Lord alone. Hence the supreme Lord alone is
meant by Vaisvanara.

t+t4¥fIOI,{

that (form) mentioned in the Smrti

~

should be

O\i¥fl,,'{ an indicatory mark; ~6' hence.

25. The form referred to in t~e Smrti is an indicatory mINk
(that VaiSviinara means the supreme Lord). Hence Vaisval1ara
;s God.

Another reason why God is meant by VaiSvanara is that the
Srnrti mentions that the form, comprising the three worlds and
having fire as the mouth, heaven as the head, and so on, belongs
to God Himself: "Salutation to Him who is embodied in the
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three worlds with fire as His mouth, heaven as His head, sky as
the navel, the earth as the two feet, the sun as the eye, and the
directions as the ears" (Mbh. XII. 47. 68). This form, mentioned in
the Smrri, bears witness to the Vedic text forming its basis;
and thus it becomes a ground for inferring that the (Vedic)
word VaiSviinara stands for the supreme Lord. The word iti is
used in the sense of "hence", implying thereby, "Since this is
a ground of inference leading to that conclusion, therefore
VaiSvinara means the supreme Self Itself'. Though "salutation
to Him who· is embodied in the three worlds" is a eulogy,
still a eulogy, -involving the presentation of such a form, is
not quite possible unless there is some Vedic text forming its
basis. Other Smrti texts like the following can also he quoted
here: "His nature is inscrutable and He is the creator of alJ
beings, of whom, the BriihmaQas say, that heaven is the head,
sky is the navel, the sun and moon are the eyes, the directions
are to be known as the ears, and the earth constitutes the two
feet."

~1$«IF~~s;:ij:srfd61'1lif i=rfCJ ~ eN!

~'"q~~i1(HtHIC\I~~'ifq ~TlRT \I ~~ \I
~~:·Because of the word and other factors :;;r srfmiffi(
and because of residence ~: inside, if not so, ~~ ~ if this be
the objection, then;:r not so, m-~~ because the instruction
is to conceive ~'fT in that way ~ because it is inapplicable (elsewhere) :;;r and ar~ they mention ~ this one
anq ~~ even as a Puru~ (lit. person).

26. If it be objected tbat Vairoanara is not the supreme Self
because of the 'Word used as 'Well as otber factors, and because
of residence inside, tben 'We say: not so, because the instruction
is to conceive of Brahman as such, because the specification is
inapplicable to others, and because they mention Him even as a
person (Puru$a).
The opponent says here that the supreme Lord cannot be.
VaiSvanara.
Why?
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Because of the word used as well as other factors, and
because of residence inside. To take up the "word" first: The
teun Vaisvanara cannot possibly be used for the supreme Lord,
for its conventional meaning is something else. So also the
word fire, as in "This fire that is such is VaiSvanara" (S. B. X.
vi. 1.12), is not applicable to the supreme Self. By the term
"other factors" is to be understood the conception with regard
to the three fires contained in, "The heart is the Garhapatya
fire" etc. (Ch. V. xviii. 2), as well as the mention of fire as
the place for the oblation to Prii?Za, (conceived of as the fire in
Agnihotra), in the text, "Now then the food that comes first is
to be offered as an oblation" (Ch. V. xix. 1). For these reasons,
the meaning of the word Vaisvanara is to be understood as the
fire in the stomach. So also we hear of residence inside, "He
who knows this (this fire called Va~'Vanara) as Puru~a (Person),
as having the likeness of Puru~, and as residing inside Puru$a
(eats food everywhere)" (S. B. X. vi. 1.11). That is possible
for the fire in the stomach. As for the argument that because
of the specification mentioned in "Heaven is the head" etc.
(Ch. V. xviii 2), VaiSvanara19 must be the supreme Self, we
ask, "In the face of the specifications supporting either point of
view, how do you arrive at the decision that the specification
about the supreme Lord alone is to be accepted and not the
other about the fire in the stomach?" Or it may be that there is
a reference to the element fire, existing inside and outside. For
from the mantra texts, such as the following, we can gather
that it too has a relationship with heaven et'c.: "(That is to
be meditated on) which, in the form of the sun, pervades this
earth and heaven and the inter-space between heaven and
earth" (R. V. X. lxxxviii. 3). Or the deity, having fire as his
body can have heaven etc. as his limbs by virtue of the divinity
he is dowered with. Therefore Vaisvanara docs not mean the
supreme Lord here.
Vedii1ltin: To this we say: No, for the instruction is about
conceiving in that way. From such reasons as the "use of the
word" and so on, the supreme Lord should not he denied.
10 Meaning "the entity filling up everything, present everywhere, and
Consciousness by nature".
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Why?
Because the instruction is about imagining (Vaisvanara) in
that way without abandoning (its meaning as) the fire in the
stomach, inasmuch as the superimposition of the idea of the
supreme Self on the Vaisvanara fire in the stomach is taught
here just as in, "Meditate on the mind as Brahman" (Ch. III.
xviii. 1). Or the supreme Self is taught here to be meditated
on as conditioned by the limiting adjunct of the VaiSvanara fire
in the stomach, just as it is done in such texts as, "identified
with the mind, having the vital force as His body, having
effulgence as His form" etc. 20 (Ch. III. xiv. 2). If the supreme
Self be not implied here and the mere fire in the stomach be
meant, then the specification in the text, "Heaven is the head"
etc. will surely be impossible. We shall explain under the succeeding aphorism how this specification cannot be justified even
by resorting to a deity or the element fire. If the mere fire in
the stomach be meant, it can only have its residence within
Puru~, but it cannot be Puru~a himself. The followers of the
Vajasaneya recension, however, read of this VaiSvanara as
Purusa himself in, "He who is Puru~a is this fire called Vaisvanara. He who knows this fire called VaiSvanara as Puru~,
having the likeness of Puru~, and residing inside Puru~' (S. B.
X. vi. 1.11). But since the supreme Self is the Self of all, It can
very well be both Purusa and have residence within Puru~.
For those who read this portion of the aphorism thus,
"puru~a'Uidhamapi ea enamadhiyate-for they read of Him as
having the likeness of Puru~a as well", the meaning is this: On
the assumption that the mere fire in the stomach is meant, it
can simply have residence within Puru~, but it cannot have
the likeness of Puru~. But the followers of the Vajasaneya
recesion read of this One as having the likeness of Purusa as
well, in the text, 'Know Him as having the likeness of Purusa
and residing inside Puru~'''. And by the term "the likeness
of Puru~" is to be understood, in accordance with the topic
under discussion, all the limbs counting from heaven as the
head to the earth as the feet in His divine aspect, and the
.. In the first case, fire is a symbol, in the second it is a limiting adjunct.
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well-known human limbs counting from the head to the chin
in His corporeal aspect.

3m

~ <i ~CffiT ~cf

8ffi': ~ For these very reasons if
not any element.

:q 1\

~m

~\9 "
not a deity "f and

~

27. For these very reasons (VaiSvanara is) neither the deity
nor the element.

And it was asserted that from the presentation of the element
fire in association with heaven and the rest in the text of the
1IMntra, it follows that the conception of the limbs, as contained in, "The head itself is fire" etc. (eh. V. xviii. 1) must
be made about that very element fire; or the conception of
limbs has to be made about the deity that has fire as his body,
for the deity is dowered with divinity. That has to be repudiated. So it is said here: For these very reasons, the deity (of
fire) is not Vaisvanara. The element fire is also not so, for the
dement fire that has the nature of mere heat and light cannot
be fancied to have heaven as its head and. so on, for a thing
that is itself a product cannot be the Self of another product.
So also the deity, possessed though he is of divinity, cannot be
fancied to have heaven etc. as his head etc., for the deity is
not their source, and his divinity depends on the supreme Lord.
Besides, the inapplicability of the word Self is there to be sure
in all the alternatives.

~fcr@i ;;fmf.f: \I ~t; 1\
~f'ff"': Jaimini (thinks) arfcrU'ql{ non-contradiction ~

arftr

even if directly (meditated).

28. According to jaimini, there is no contradiction even in
case of direct meditation.
In confonnity with the mention of residence inside and so
on, it was stated earlier that the supreme Lord is to be meditated
upon with the help of fire in the stomach as His symbol or He
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is to be meditated upon as conditioned by the fire in the
stomach. But now the teacher Jaimini thinks that even if the
~upreme Lord (in His cosmic form of Virat be understood by
the word Vaisvanara and) be accepted directly for meditation21
without thinking of fire as a symbol or limiting adjunct, still
there will be no contradiction.
Opponent: Will not the statement about residence inside and
"the use of the word" and other reasons mentioned in the earlier
aphorism (26) be contradicted if the fire in the stomach be not
accepted as the meaning of the word VaiSvanara?
Vedantin: As to this, it is said: Of these, the statement about
residence inside is not contradicted. For it is not a fact that
the statement, "He who knows this (Vaisvanara) as Pur1l$3,
having the likeness of Puru~a, and residing inside Puru~" (S. B.
X. vi. 1.11), is made with reference to the fire in the stomach;
for that fire is neither under consideration nor is it mentioned
by name.
What is the meaning then?
The subject under discussion is the conception of the likeness
'Of Puru~, so far as the limbs counting from the head to the
chin are concerned. And the statement, "He who knows this
One having the likeness of Puru~", is made with reference to
that conception. This is just like the statement, "He sees the
branch fixed on the tree".22 Or the statement, "He who knows
the One having the likeness of Puru~a and residing in Puru~a",
is made with a view to presenting the nature of the pure witness
that belongs to the supreme Self under consideration. This Self
has the likeness of Puru~ since Puru~a is Its limiting adjunct
in the bodily and divine contexts. 28 Once the supreme Lord is
11 The word Vaisvanara stands for Brahman, and does not mean the
ordinary fire at all (see f.n. 19) .
.. The limbs of Purn~a are said to be in Purn~a, though the limbs
constitute His body and are not. separate from it. Since God is superimposed on the limbs of Purn~a, His conformity to Purn~a's limbs amounts
to His residence inside Purn~a .
.. Divine-counting from heaven to the earth; bodily---<:ounting from
the crown of the head to the chin. God is inside all, in the sense of
being their witness.
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accepted as the meaning of the text after a consideration of
it in a logical order from beginning to end, the word Vaisvanara must signify Him alone through some derivative (and not
conventional) sense. Vaisvanara is the supreme Self in accordance with these derivations: He who is the cosmos (viSva) as
well as a person (nara); or He who is the ordainer (nora) of
the universe (visva); or He to whom belong all (viSva) beings
(nara). He is the supreme Self, for He is the Self of all. Vaisvanara is the same as ViSvanara, the suffix (bringing about the
transformation) signifies nothing but the original word itself,
as in the words riik/asa and viiyastl. 24 Even the word agni
(usually meaning fire), should mean the supreme Self from the
derivative sense of leading to the attainment of the results of
work. 21i And since the supreme Self is the Self of all, it is quite
reasonable to think of It as the G:irhapatya fire (Ch. V. xviii. 2).
or as the place (i.e. fire) for offering the oblations to the vital
force (Ch. V. xix. 1).
. Opponent: On the supposition that VaiSvlinara stands for
the supreme Self, how can the text about spatial limitation
(praddamatrlltva) (Ch. V. xviii. 1) be justified?
Vedantin: The next aphorism proceeds to explain this:

From the point of view of manifestation .:fu this
(what) ~: Asmarathya (says).

arf~:
IS

29. According to Afmttrathya, it is from the point of view of
manifestation (that God is referred to as spatially limited).

Even though the supreme Lord transcends all limitation, still
there can be a spatial limitation for the sake of (His) manifestation. For the supreme Lord does become manifest (in His
majesty) out of favour for His worshippers. Or because He
becomes specially manifest in particular spots like the heart,
.. Raktas and Raktasa both mean demon; vayas and viiyasa both mean
crow.
.. Or that which makes the world attain birth; or that which goes
everywhere, or knows everything.
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which are the places (pradesa) for His revelation, therefore
from the point of view of manifestation, the text about spatial
limitatioh is justifiable even in the case of the supreme Lord.
This is how the teacher ASmarathya thinks.

at'l~dGCi{R: 1\ ~o
~:On

"

account of being meditated on, (says)

~f(:

Badari.

10. According to Badttri (God is spoken of as spatially limited)
on account of being meditated on.
Or He is said to be spatially determined because He is
meditated on by the mind inhabiting the heart which is spatially
llmited,26 just as the barley measured by a (vessel called)
prastha is said to be a prastha in quantity. Although it is a fact
that barley itself has some intrinsic quantity, which becomes
obvious from its contact with the prastba, whereas the supreme
Lord has no measurement to be revealed by His contact with
the heart, still it is asserted that the text about spatial manifestation can somehow be explained on the basis of remembrance
(of God).27 Or to make the text about the revelation in space
fruitful, the meaning is that the supreme Self, which has no
spatial limitation, is to be meditated on as though spatially
determined. Thus the teacher Badari thinks that the text about
spatial limitation occurs from the standpoint of meditation.

~: Because of meditation based on superimposition ~ so

says ~: Jaimini, ~ because ~so~ (another text) shows.
11. According to jaimini, the spatia/limitation is (justifiable)
oecause of the meditation based on superrmposition; for tbis is
sbO'l.lYn (in another text).
• That which is measured (mita) by the mind, existing in the space
(pradefa) in the heart, is pradefamitra.
%r The
spatial limitation of the heart becomes superimposed on the
remembrance by the mind. And since God too is present in the same
remembrance (or meditation) , this limitation becomes superimposed on
Him as well.
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Or the text about spatial limitation may be there because of the
meditation through superimposition (i.e. imagining a small thing
to be great).
How?
For so in a similar context in the Viijasaneya briimnil1Ja, the
limbs counting from heaven to the earth, of the Vai§vanara
Self.. embodied in the three worlds, are superimposed on the
physical limbs counting from the top of the head to the chin;
and thus this brii~a shows how the supreme Lord becomes
spatially limited in ·a meditation based on superimposition (S. B.
x. vi. 1.11): (King ASvapati said to the BrahmaQas, Pricinasala
and others)-"The gods knew Him fully as though spatially
limitedj they knew Him as the inmost Self. Therefore I shall speak
of those limbs to you in that very way. I shall superimpose
them just according to their spatial limitation. While teaching
about the crop of the head, he (the king) said, 'This (crop of
my head) is VaiSvanara as the all-surpassing (heaven).' Teaching about the two eyes, he said, 'This (the two eyes of mine)
is VaiSvanara as the sun (which is His eye).' Teaching about
the nostrils, he said, 'This is VaiSvanara as air (which is His
breath).' Teaching about the space in the mouth, he said, 'This
is VaiSvanara as the vast space (which is His trunk).' Teaching
about the saliva in the mouth, he said, 'This is Vai§vanara as
water (which is His bladder).' Teaching about the chin, he said,
'This is VaiSvanara as the earth (which constitutes His feet)'."
By the word cubuka (chin) is to be understood the lower
(jaw) bone of the face. Although the Viijasaneya br4imul'Qll
speaks of heaven as all-surpassing and the sun as brilliant, while
in the Chiindogya, heaven is spoken of as brilliant and the sun
as possessed of many forms, still this difference is nothing
damagingj28 for the Vedic statement about spatial limitation
is the same. And (it will be shown that) the same kind of
meditation (on VaiSvanara and others) is in evidence in all
the branches (of the Vedas). The teacher Jaimini thinks that
• It will be shown later that the texts have to be reconciled by adding
to one the· qualities mentioned in the other. Thus both the texts have to
accept heaven as both brilliant and all-surpassing. Or it may be said that.
though the attributes differ, the meditation is the same.
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It IS more logical to say that the text about spatial limitation
occurs for the sake of meditation based on superimposition.

at 'WI f,*,

.q <iii ~ '\ "

r~ 1\

.... And atlitO\f.:ij they remember ~~ this One at~ in this
place.
32. And they (the followers of the Jabala branch) remember
(i.e. read of) this One (i.e. God) in this place (i.e. in between
the head and the chin).

And the followers of the jabala branch remember this One,
i.e. the supreme Lord, in this place, i.e. in between the top of
the head and the chin: "(Yajfiavalkya)-'That which is this
infinite and inscrutable Self is seated (that is to say, has to be
meditated upon) on this one that is under bondage (i.e. the
individual being.' (Atri)-'Where is the one under bondage
seated?' 'He is established in between Vara'Qii and Nasi.' 'Which
is Vara'(lii and which is Nasi?'" (Jabala 2). In that text, again,
it is ascertained that this one (i.e. the eyebrows) and the nose
are Vara~ and Nasi from the derivation of Vara'Qii as that
which wards off (viirll.yati) all the sins committed by the senses,
and of Niisi as that which destroys (nasayati) all the sins committed by the senses. The jaMlas read furthermore, "'Which
becomes the seat for this one (i.e. the individual being)?' 'That
which constitutes the link between the eyebrows and the nose
becomes the link between heaven and the supreme place (of
Brahman)' 29" (ibid.). Therefore the text about spatial limitation is appropriate with regard to the supreme Self.
And the term abhi'lJimana in the text is used to indicate the
innermost Self, in the derivative sense of that which is known
directly (abhivimiyate) as the inmost Self by all beings; or in the
sense of that which is directly attained (abhigata) as the innermost at the same time that it is free from any measurement
.. This -place is to be meditated on as the link between the two. Some
read bbTuvolp prii~ya ca in place of bhruvurgbrii'!lasya ca, where
pri!la means gbTii'!la (nose) •
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(vimana); or in the sense of that which creates diversely

(abhivimimite) the whole universe, It being the source of all.
Therefore it is proved that Vaisvanara must be the supreme

Self.

SEcrIoN
TOPIC

1:

III

THE ABODE OF HEAVEN, EARTH, ETC.

~~cnmcr.i ~tiIGl~Ic:t II ~ II
il1o.~-~-81lqM'l
~

The repository of heaven, earth, etc. ~
on account of the word denoting Itself.

1. The repository of heaven, earth, etc. (is the supreme Self)
on account of the word denoting Itself.
Doubt: This is met with in the Upani~d: "Know that Self
alone which is one without a second, on which are strung
heaven, the earth, and inter-space, the mind and the vital forces
together with all the other organs;1 and give 'up all other talks.
This is the dam (or bridge) leading to immortality" (Mu. II.
ii. 5). Here from the mention of the subsistence of heaven etc.,
it becomes obvious that something exists as the repository. The
doubt arises as to whether this container (or abode) is the
supreme Brahman or something else.
Opponent: As to that, the obvious meaning is that something
other than Brahman must be this repository.
Why?
Because we hear from the Upani~d, "This is the dam leading
to immortality." A dam (or bridge) is known in this world to
be connected with two banks, whereas no bank can be admitted
for Brahman in the face of the Upani~adic declaration: "Infinite,
shoreless" (Br. II. iv. 12). If some other thing has to be admitted
as the repository, then the Pradhana, well known in the Smrti,
should be accepted, for it is logical for it to be the repository,
it being the material cause. Or it can be the air well known in
the Upani~ad, for air is also heard of as something holding
'0n Brahman is transfixed Virif. embodied in the three worlds; and
on It, again, is transfixed HiraQyagarbha, embodied in all the subtle
minds. These two are meant by the references to the gross heaven etc.,
and the subtle mind etc., respectively.
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together, in the text, "Vayu; (air), 0 Gautama, is that Sutra
(lit. thread). Through this Sutra or Vayu; this and the next
life and all beings are held together" (Br. III. vii. 2). Or it can
be the embodied soul; for by virtue of its being the experiencer,
it can justifiably be a repository in relation to the manifold
world of enjoyment.
Vedantin : .This being the position, it is said: "The repository
of heaven, earth, etc." The compound word Dyubhuvau is
formed by dyu (heaven) and bhU (earth); dyu-hbil-iidi means
those that have heaven and earth at the beginning. Since in this
sentence the universe, consisting of heaven, earth, inter-space,
mind, organs, etc. have been mentioned as transfixed on some
entity (Mu. II. ii. 5), hence the repository of this mu~t logically
be Brahman.
Why?
"On account of the word denoting Itself", .that is to say,
because of the word "Self'; for the word "Self" does occur
here in, "know that Self alone that is one without a second"
(Mu. II. ii. 5). And the word "Self' fits in quite aptly if the
supreme Self is understood by it, but not so if the meaning lie
something else. Moreover, in some places, Brahman is spoken
of as the repository by Its very name, as in, "0 amiable one,
all these beings have Existence as their source, Existence as their
repository, and Existence as their culmination" (Ch. VI. viii. 4).
Besides, Brahman is mentioned by Its very name earlier as
well as later in this very context: "Puru~ alone is all thiscomprising the karma and knowledge. He who knows this
supreme immortal Brahman" (Mu. II. i. 10), "All that is in
front is but .Brahman, the immortal. Brahman is on the right,
as well as on the left. Above and below too is extended Brahman alone" (Mu. II. ii. 11). From hearing in that context of
the relation, existing between a container and the thing contained, and from the appositional use (asserting Brahman's
identity with all) in, "All is Brahman" (Ch. III. xiv. 1), the
doubt may arise that just as a tree is a composite entity, comprising as it does the branches, trunk, and roots, so also the
Self is variegated and possessed of diverse tastes. In order to
obviate that doubt, the text declares with emphasis: "Know
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that Self alone that is one without a second" (Mu. II. ii. 5). The
idea expressed is this: The Self is not to be cognized as a
heterogeneous thing comprising the manifold created universe.
How is It then to be cognized?
The meaning is that, after eliminating, through knowledge,
the universe conjured up by ignorance, you should know that
one and homogeneous Self alone that appears as the repository.
Just as when somebody is told, "Bring that on which Devadatta sits", one brings the seat alone, but not Devadatta;
similarly the homogeneous Self, appearing as the repository, is
taught here as the object to be known. Furthermore, we hear
. of the condemnation of one who clings to the unreal created
things: "He goes from death to death who sees as though there
is difference here (in Brahman)" (Ka. II. i. 11). As for the
use of "all" and "Brahman" in apposition in the text, "All this
is (but) Brahman" (eh. III. xiv. 1), it is meant for the elimination of the universe, 2 and not for proving heterogeneity (in
Brahman). For we hear of homogeneity in, "As a lump of
salt is without interior and exterior, entire and purely saline in
taste, even so is the Self without interior and exterior, entire,
and pure Intelligence alone" (Br IV. v. 13). Hence the supreme
Brahman is the repository of heaven, earth, etc.
As for the objection, that from the mention of the dam in
the U pani~ad and from the fact that a dam is associated with
banks, something other than Brahman should be the respository
of heaven and eanh, the reply is this: By the text about the
dam, the only point sought to be illustrated is the fact of
holding together (or impounding) and not the possession of
banks. It does not follow that, since a dam in this world is
made of earth and timber, the dam mentioned here is also
assumed to be similarly constructed. The word dam itself
(etymologically) implies mere holding together, but not possession of banks etc., for the word sew (dam) is derived from
• To remove the false conception of a stump as a thief, somebody may
say, "Your thief is a stump", which statement denies the existence of
the thief, and is not mcant to establish the idcntity of the thief and' the
stump. So in the present case, the apposition docs not imply that Bnhman
and creation are equally truc.
11
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the root $iii in the sense of impounding (the water from flowing out).
Somebody else says: The knowledge of the Self met with in
the text, "Know that Self alone" (Mu. II. ii. 5), and the discarding of speech met with in the text, "give up all other
talks" (ibid.), are also declared here by the text, "this is the
dam leading to immortality", for these two constitute the means
(the bridge) leading to immortality. But Brahman as the
repository of heaven and earth is not spoken of.
Vedantin: The objection raised on that supposition, to the
effect that the text about the dam reveals something other than
Brahman as the repository of heaven and earth, is illogical.
~'ffJlq~'4oqq~~IIi:l 11":(11
~-~~CZf-R[~~mt I

2. Because there is the instrUction a.bout (Its) attainment by
the free.

From this additional reason that this repository of heaven,
earth, etc. is taught as the goal to be reached by the liberated,
it follows that this repository is the supreme Brahman. Muktopasrpya means attainable by those freed from bondage.
Nescience consists in the idea of Selfhood entertained about
the body etc., which are not the Self. As a result of this selfidentification, follow love for those who adore that body and
hatred for those who dishonour it, and fear and confusion
from' noticing its death. In this way, this multitude of evils,
with infinite differences, that flows on for ever, is obvious to
all of us. In contradiction to this, it is stated with regard to
this repository of heaven and earth that It is to be reached by
those who are free from such defects as ignorance, love, hatred,
etc.
How is it stated?
Having declared, "When that Self, which is both high and
low (i.e. cause and effect), is realized, the knots of the heart
get untied, all the doubts become solved, and all actions become
dissipated" (Mu. II. ii. 8), it is stated, "As the rivers, flowing
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down, become indistinguishable on reaching the sea by giving
up their names and forms, so also the illumined soul, having
become freed from name and form, reaches the self-effulgent
Puru~ that is higher than the higher Maya (unmanifested
Nature)" (Mu. III. ii. 8). And it is well known from such
texts as the following that Brahman is attainable by the liberated: "When all the desires that dwell in his heart are gone,
then he, having been mortal, becomes immortal and attains
Brahman even in this body" (Br. IV. iv. 7). But Pradbana
and the rest are nowhere known to be attainable by the
'liberated. Again, with regard to the entity that is the repository
of heaven and earth it is stated here in the text, "Know that
Self alone and give up all other talks" (Mu. II. ii. 5), that this
entity is realizable after the giving up of speech (that is to say,
the activities of all organs). And this very fact is found to be
declared in another Upanisad in connection with Brahman:
"The intelligent aspirant after Brahman, knowing about this
alone, should attain intuitive knowledge. He should not think
of too many words, for it is particularly fatiguing to the organ
of speech" (Br. IV. iv. 21). For this reason also the abode of
heaven and earth is Brahman.
'11'j+11'1+tc\~~I~

II ~ II

or Not ar;rrAlt any inferential entity
of absence of any word indicating it.

ar-6~-~

on account

3. No inferential entity (is tbe repository), for tbere is no

'Word of tbat import.
It is being stated that there is no uncommon ground of
inference establishing anything else, in the same sense that there
is an uncommon ground of inference (viz the word) to prove
Brahman. "The inferential entity", viz Pradhana fancied in the
Smrti of theSiirhkhyas, "is not" to be understood here as the
abode of heaven and earth etc.
Why?
"For there is no word of that import." "A word of that
import" means some word establishing that insentient Pradhana.
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An absence of such a word is meant. There is no word here
to prove Pradhana, on the strength of which the insentient
Pradhana could have been understood either as the cause or
the abode. (Or the meaning of ataccbabdiit is): There are words
of contrary import in evidence here, which establish a sentient
entity opposed to it (Pradhiina), as for instance, "He who is
omniscient in general and all-knowing in detail" (Mu. I. i. 9).
For this very reason, air too is not accepted here as the abode
of heaven, earth, etc.

~

A living creature 'if also (is not so).

4. A living creature also is not so.
It is true that a living being, identifying itself with intelligence, can be the Self and can have sentience; but there can
be no omniscience for one whose knowledge is circumscribed
by limiting adjuncts. And hence on the very ground of the
presence of words of a contrary import,3 a living being is
not to be accepted as the repository of heaven and earth. Moreover, it is impossible for a living creature, circumscribed as it
is by conditioning factors, to be the repository of heaven, earth,
etc. in the fullest sense. The present aphorism is framed separately
(from the earlier one) in order to connect it with the succeeding
ones. 4
For what further reason is the living being not to be accepted
as the repository of heaven, earth etc.?

~~olN~~IiQ; 1IY..1I
5. (And) because there is a 11tention of difference.
• Viz that "Self', used in apposition with omniscience (in Mu. II. ii. 7),
can mean God alone.
• Although the "not" borrowed from the earIie~ aphorism connects
these together, still the fourth one is independent, since the individual
soul is dealt with here as well as in the succeeding ones, and not Pradhina
as in the third one.
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Moreover, there is a mention of difference as between the
knowable object and the knower, in the text, "Know that Self
alone that is one without a second" (Mu. II. ii. 5). In that text
the knower is a living creature, since it hankers for freedom.
And by the method of residue, Brahman, mentioned by the
word Self, is the object to be known and is the respository of
heaven, earth, etc., but not so is a living creature.
What additional reason is there for not accepting a living
being as the abode of heaven, earth etc.?

$1"'<°111:111\11
6. On account of tbe context.
And because this is a context of the supreme Self. This is
evident from the text, "0 adorable sir, (which is that thing)
which having been known, all ~his becomes known?" (Mu. I.
i. 3), where the knowledge of all is made to depend on the
knowledge of one. For it is only by knowing the supreme Self,
that is the Self of all, that all this becomes known; but not so
by knowing merely a living creature.
For what more reason a living being is not to be accepted
as the abode of heaven, earth, etc.?

~fff~1fI1l 'if I

7. And on account of the facts of staying on and eating.
While presenting the abode of heaven, earth, etc., the
facts of staying on and eating (i.e. experiencing) are stated
in the text, "Two birds that are ever associated and have similar names" etc. (Mu. III. i. 1), the experience of the results of
work being mentioned in, "Of these the one eats the fruits of
divergent tastes" (ibid.), and staying on indifferently being
mentioned in, "The other looks on without eating" (ibid.).
By these two facts of staying on and eating, God and the
individual soul are understood in that context. Provided God
had been sought to be presented as the abode of heaven, earth,
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etc. (in Mu. II. ii. 5), then only it becomes proper to speak of
Him, who is already the subject under discussion, as separate
from the individual soul. Otherwise it will amount to speaking
suddenly about something out of context and unrelated.
Opponent: Is not the mention of the individual soul as
different from God equally out of context even in your case?
Vedantin: No, for the soul (as such) is not presented as
the subject-matter of the topic. The individual soul, present
in every body as the agent and experiencer in association with
such limiting adjuncts as the intellect, is known from common
experience itself, and so it is not mentioned in the Upani~ds
for its own sake. But as God is not thus familiarly known from
common experience, He is intended to be declared in the
Upani~ad for His own sake. Hence it is not proper to say that
any mention of Him is uncalled for. It was also shown under
the aphorism, "The two who have entered into the cavity are
the individual Self and the supreme Self" (B. S. I. ii. 11), that
God and the individual soul are spoken of in the verse, "Two
birds" etc. (Mu. III. i. 1). Even though it is said in the explanation offered by the Paihgi Upani~d that the sattva (intellect)
and the individual soul are spoken of in this verse, still there is
no contradiction.
How?
For what is repudiated here is that any living creature can be
the repository of heaven, earth, etc., the reason being that, just
like the space within a pot, this creature is perceived separately
in every body as identified with such limiting adjuncts as the
sattva. But He who is cognized in all bodies as free from all limiting adjuncts must necessarily be the supreme Self. Just as much
as the spaces within pots etc., when perceived as free from the
limitations of the pots etc., are but the cosmic space, similarly
since the living creatures (freed from their adjuncts) are not
logically different from the supreme Self, therefore it is not
possible to deny them (as the repository of heaven etc.). Hence
what is really denied is that the soul identifying itself with the
sattva etc. can be the repository of heaven, earth, etc.
Accordingly the supreme Brahman is alone the repository of
heaven, earth, etc.; and this was established by the earlier
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aphorism, "The entity possessed of the qualities of not being
seen and so on is Brahman, for Its charaj;teristics are spoken of"
(I. ii. 21). For in connection with that very text about the
source of all beings, we read, "on which are strung heaven, the
earth, and inter-space" etc. (Mu. II. ii. 5). That subject is revived
here for the sake of elaboration.~
TOPIC

2:

BHUMAN (INFINITE, PLENITUDE)

~ *1+=S1ijl«I«€Jfiafimt IIC;II
~lfT

Bhuman (is Brahman), ;;Sqaiilli:( the teaching having been
imparted ~~smm;; arftr as superior to samprasada.

8. Bhilman is the supreme Self, since He is taught as superior
to samprasada (i.e. Prii1)a or vital force).
Doubt: This is stated in the Upani~ad: "(Sanatkumara said),
'But Bhuman (the Infinite) has surely to be inquired into.'
(Narada said), '0 venerable sir, I hanker to understand the
Infinite.' (Sanatkumara said), 'That is the Infinite in which one
does not see anything else, does not hear anything else, does
not know anything else. And that is limited where one sees
something else'" etc. (Ch. VII. xxiii-xxiv). Here the doubt
arises: Is Prii1)a the Bhuman (Infinite) or is the supreme Self
so?
Why does the doubt arise?
By the word Bhim1lJ1l is meant plenitude, for it'is mentioned
in the Smrti (i.e. PaI].ini's grammar), "The word bbUman is
derived from the word bahu (much, many) with the suffix
iman added after it, and then the i of the suffix is dropped and
bba is substituted for bahu (to give rise to the abstract counterpart of babu)" (VI. iv. 158). The Smrti speaks of the word
bhaman as having a suffix added to it to impart the sense of
the abstract noun. When the curiosity about the nature of
that plenitude arises, it becomes obvious from the text, "Pra1)a
is certainly greater than hope" (Ch. VII. xv. 1), that Prii1)a is
Bhaman because of proximity. Similarly from the way the
• Showing that the source of all is also the inmost Self of all.
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topic is introduced in, "For it has surely been heard by me
from persons of your. standing that the knower of the Self
crosses over sorrow. Here am I such a sorrowing man, 0
venerable sir, ferry m~ across this sorrow, sorrowful as I am"
(Ch. VII. i. 3), it appears equally that Bhftman is the supreme
Self. Of these two, it becomes a matter of doubt as to which
is to be accepted and which rejected. What would be the
conclusion here?
Opponent: The conclusion is that Prii~za is Bhi"tman.
Why?
Because it is noticed that the (series of) questions and
answers are concerned with something greater (bhftyiin) , for
instance, (it is asked by Narada), "0 venerable sir, is there
anything greater than name?" (Ch. VII. i. 5), and the answer
(by Sanatkumara) is, "The organ of speech is surely greater
than name" (Ch. VII. ii. 1). Similar are (the question), "0
venerable sir, is there anything greater than the vocal organ?"
(Ch. VII. ii. 2), and (the answer), "The mind is surely greater
than the vocal organ" (Ch. VII. iii. 1). Here a chain of questions and answers extends from name etc. to Prii~la. But after
Prli~a no such question and answer are found in the shape of
"0 venerable sir, is there anything greater than Prif1:la?" and
"Such a thing is surely greater than Prii~a." But in the text,
starting with, "Prii~la is surely greater than hope" (Ch. VII.
xv. 1), Prii~la is spoken of in detail as the greatest of all things
counting from name etc. and ending with hope. Then in the
text, "(Should he be told), 'You are transcending all in your
speech', he should say, 'Yes, I do transcend', he should not
deny" (Ch. VII. xv. 4), it is acknowledged that for one who
realizes Prii~a, there accrues the power of transcending all
others in speech (i.e. establishing his assertion as the final one).
Lastly it is said, "But this person verily transcends all others
in his speech, who transcends them with the help of truth"
(Ch. VII. xvi. 1), where the vow of Prii~l(r., consisting in transcending all other things is alluded to. And without discarding
Prii~a, the Bhftmanis introduced through a chain of truth and
the rest. From all this it becomes clear that the text regards
Prii~za itself as Bbitman.
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Objection: How, again, after explaining Pra~a as BhUman
would you explain the text, "That in which one does not see
anything else" etc. (Ch. VII. xxiv. 2), which sets forth the
characteristics of Bbumon?
Opponent: The answer is: That definition, viz "That in
which one does not see anything else", is applicable to Prli'{Ul
also, since it is a matter of experience that all such activities
as seeing cease in deep sleep when all the organs merge in
Pr,n.la. Thus the (Prasna) Upani~ad also speaks of the state of
sleep as a state of the merger of all the activities of the organs,
in the text, "This person does not then hear, does not see"
(IV. 2), and then in that very state it shows the sleeplessness
of Priftla with its fivefold functions, in the text, "It is the fires
of Prii~a6 that really keep awake in this city (of the body)"
(Pr. IV. 3), thereby showing that the state of sleep is dominated over by Prli~. The mention of happiness in relation to
BIYlt11lon in, "That which is Bhuman is bliss" (Ch. VII. xxiii) is
also not irreconcilable (with Prli~o); for we hear of bliss in the
state of sleep in, "Then in that state the deity does not see
dreams. Then at that time there occurs this kind of happiness
i~ the body" (Pr. IV. 6). The text, "That which is Bhumon is
immortal" (Ch. VII. xxiv. 1) is also not irreconcilable with
Priil;Ul; for the Upani~adic text says "Pr~a is surely immortal"
(Kau. III. 2).
Objection: On the assumption that Pr~a is Bhuman, how
would you justify the introduction of the topic from the point
of view of a desire for the realization of the Self, as is evident
from the text, "The knower of the Self crosses over sorrow"
(Ch. VII. i. 3)?
Opponent: We say that Pra1ja itself is here intended to stand
for the Self; and that is why Prii~UI is shown as identified with
all in, "Prli1ja is father, Priif)a is mother, Prii1}a is brother,
Pr,n.la is sister, Prii~la is teacher, Pra1jl1. is Brahman" (Ch.· VII.
xv. 1). The identity of Prir1Ja with Bhuman in the sense of vastness is also possible from the mention of Prii1Ja's identity with all

• Garhapatya fire as Apiina, Anvaharyapacana as Vyii1l4, Ahavaniya as
Pr~a

(Pr. IV. 3).
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and the illustration of the spokes and nave in the text, "As the
spokes are fixed on a nave, so also are all these fixed on Pra1,lll"
(Ch. VII. xv. 1.). Therefore the conclusion arrived at is this
that Pr(1)1Z is Bhftman.
Ved4ntin: Hence it is stated: The supreme Self alone can be
the Bbaman here, and not Prii1Ja.
Why?
Because of the instruction about His superiority to samprasada. SamprasiidlZ means deep sleep from the derivative sense of
the state in which one becomes fully serene. This is confirmed
by the BrhadaraQyaka also because it is stated there along with
the waking and dream states (IV. iii. 15-17). And since Pr(1)a
keeps awake in that state of full sere.nity, therefore in this
aphorism, Prava is accepted as the meaning of samprasilda. So
the idea implied (by the aphorism) is this: "Since Bbaman is
taught to be superior to Pril1)lt, therefore if Prii1,lll itself be
Bbaman, then the teaching about its own superiority to itself
will be incongruous. For instance. when the instruction is
given that something is superior to name, it is not implied that
name itself is superior to name."
What then is taught to be superior?
Something different from name and called vocal organ is
taught in, "The vocal organ is surely superior to name" (Ch.
VII. ii. 1). Similarly in all the (succeeding) stages, some things
different from those respective (earlier) things themselves,
counting from the vocal organ to Pr41,lll, are taught as being
superior. In the same way, the Bbaman, that is taught to be
superior to Prava, must be something other than Pril1,lll.
Opponent: But there is no question here like "0 venerable
sir, is there anything higher than Pri1)a?" Nor is there an answer
of the form, "Such a thing is surely greater than Pr41,lll." So
how can it be said that Bbaman' is taught to be higher than
Pril1)a? Moreover, in the subsequent passage we find a reference
to transcendence in speech (i.e. establishing his own conclusion exclusively) by relying on Pril1)a: "But he really transcends
all others in his speech, who transcends by relying on truth"
(Ch. VII. xvi. 1). Hence nothing is taught as higher than Pr41,lll.
Vedantin: With regard to this we say: It cannot be asserted
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that the reference is to the transcendence in speech by relying
on PritQa itselfj for there is a specific mention (of truth) in,
"He who transcends in speech by relying on truth" (ibid.).
Opponent: Should not that specific mention too refer to
PritQa?

How?
Just as in the sentence, "He indeed is a true performer of
Agnihotra who speaks the truth", a man does not become a
performer of Agnihotra because of his truthfulness.
By what then?
By the perfonnance of the Agnihotra itself. But truthfulness
is mentioned as a special qualification of a performer of Agnihotra. Similarly in the sentence, "But he really transcends in
speech who transcends by relying on truth', the transcendence
in speech does not result from truthfulness.
From what then?
.
From the knowledge of PritQa that is under consideration.
But truthfulness is intended as a special qualification of the
knower of Prava.
Vedlintin: We say, nOj for that will lead to the abandonment
of the meaning of the Upani~d. From the direct text of the
Upani$ad it is obvious that the transcendence in speech results
from the reliance on truth, the meaning being, "But he really
transcends in speech who transcends by relying on truth."
There is no declaration of the knowledge of PritQa here. The
knowledge of Pril'Qa can perchance be brought into play with
the help of the context only. But if that be done, the direct
text will be overruled by the context. T And on this interpretation, the use of the word ttl (but) as in, "But he really transcends in speech" (ibid.), meant to distinguish something going
to be discussed from something that preceded, cannot be
justified. And the text, "But truth must be inquired into" (Ch.
VII. xvi. 1), which implies an additional effort, suggests that a
fresh subject (other than PritQa) is intended to be introduced
(by the word "truth"). Accordingly, just as when the mastery
• Which is inadmissible. The direct text is "satyena-by relying on
truth". A direct statement is more authoritative than inference through
context.
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of a single Veda is under discussion, and some one says, "But
he is really a great Bralmztt'f.Ul who reads the four Vedas", the
praise relates to the knower of the four Vedas who is different
from the knowers of a single Veda, so also are we to understand here. Besides, there is no such rule that the intention to
speak about a new thing can be gathered merely from a
freshness of questions and answers. 8 For the intention of a
new subject can be understood when it becomes impossible to
keep within the range already attained. In the context under
discussion (Ch. VII. xv-xvi), Narada becomes silent after
hearing the teaching up to Prib.Za. Then Sanatkumara voluntarily
expounds to him thus: The transcendence in speech by relying
on the knowledge of Pra~a, which is mutable and unreal, is
really no transcendence, "but he really transcends all others in
his speech who transcends by relying on truth". In that text
the supreme Brahman is meant by the term truth (satya)
because that is the highest reality, and because another Upani~d says, "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinite" (Tai. II.
i. 1). To Narada who has thus been enlightened, and who has
reacted by saying, "0 venerable sir, I want to transcend all
things in my speech by relying on truth" (Ch. VII. xvi.) ,
Sanatkumara teaches Bbumnn through a succession of practices
like deep meditation etc.O That being the case, it is understood
that the very truth which is promised to be spoken of as higher
than PriWa (in Ch. VII. xvi) is mentioned here (in Ch. VII.
xxiii) as Bbftman. Hence there does occur an instruction about
Bhuman as superior to Pra1Ja. And in this way the starting of
the topic with the purpose of the knowledge of the Self stands
justified. Moreover, it is not reasonable to say that PratuJ itself
is intended here as the Self, for Pro1Ja cannot be the Self in
the primary sense. Furthermore, there can be no cessation of
8 For in the BrhadiraQyaka, Maitreyi is seen to question Yiijiiavalkya
repeatedly about the very same Self. And in the illustration of the
knowers of the Vedas, the subject-matter is changed even without the
help of question and answer.
• Ramaprabbii interprets "vijiiana" as llididhyasma (deep concentration) and "etc." as ma1lana (reflection), faith, Sr4'Va~a (hearing), purity
of mind; steadfastness, and efforts for attaining these.
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sorrow from anything but the knowledge of the Self, for
another Upani~ad declares, "(Knowing Him alone one goes
beyond death). There is no other path to reach the goal"
(Sv. VI. 15). And staning with, "Take me across sorrow, such
as I am, 0 venerable sir," (Ch. VII. i. 3), the conclusion is
made with, "The venerable Sanatkumara shows the other shore
of darkness to him from whom has been rubbed away all attachment" (Ch. VII. xxvi. 2). By the word darkness (ttrmas) is
meant ignorance, the source of sorrow etc. And if the instruction were really to end with Prii1;la as the highest, this Prii1j1l
would not have been declared to be subject to something else;
and yet the briibmar.za text runs thus: "From the Self proceeds
Prar.za" (Ch. VII. xxvi. 1).
Opponent: It may well be that the supreme Self is intended
to be dealt with at the end of the context (Ch. VII. xxvi); but
BhUman here is nothing but Prii1.la.
Vediintill: No, for by such texts as, "On what is He (i.e.
BhUmtm) seated, 0 venerable sir? 'On His own glory'" (Ch.
VII. xxiv. 1), Bhurnan is carried forward right up to the end
of the topic. And the characteristic of Infinity, expressed as
plenitude (or vastness), fits in all the better in the case of the
supreme Self, since It is the source of all.
~ f{fq qt1 '!tT lit II
;r And f:T~-~m: because the characteristics are appropriate.

9. And the characteristics of BhumQ1Z are appropriate (for
the supreme Self).
Moreover, the characteristics of Bhuma1l, mentioned in the
are appropriate for the supreme Self. For instance,
the Upani~ad informs us of the absence in the Bhumall of such
acts as seeing, in the passage, "That is Bhilmall where one does
not see anything else, does not know anything else" (Ch. VII.
xxiv. 1); and this absence of such acts as seeing is known to
pertain to the supreme Self from the other Upani~dic passage,
"But when to the knower of Brahman everything has become
the Self, then what should one see and through what?" (Br.
Upani~d,
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IV. v. 15). Even the absence of such acts as seeing in the state
of sleep, mentioned earlier (Pr. IV. 3), was done so with a view
to declaring the absence of any relationship in the case of the
Self Itself, and not for revealing the nature of Prm,za, for the
topic there was of the supreme Self. Again, the happiness that
was spoken of in that state (Pr. IV. 6) was stated with a view
to revealing the nature of the Self as Bliss Itself; for it is said,
"This is its supreme Bliss. On a particle of this very Bliss other
beings live" (Br. IV. iii. 32); and here (in the Chiindogya) also
it is said, "That which is Bhu111t11l is' Bliss. There is no happiness
in the limited; the Infinite (Bm"lmlln) Itself is Bliss" (Ch. VII.
xxiii), where, after rejecting the happiness mixed with sorrow,
Bhuman is shown to be nothing but Brahman that is Bliss. The
immortality that is heard of in the passage, "That which is
Infinite (BhUman) is immortal" (Ch. VII. xxiv. 1), leads us to
understand the supreme cause; for the immortality present in
the created things is only a relative reality, as is evident from
another Upani~d, "Everything else but this is perishable" (Br.
III. iv. 2). Similarly also, all such characteristics as truth,
establishment in His own glory, all-pervasiveness, identity with
all, which are met with in the U pani~d, are appropriate for
the supreme Self alone, and not for anything else. Therefore
it is proved that BhUman is the supreme Self.
TOPIC

3:

IMMUTABLE

am ('1k1 (Ire~: 1\ ~ 0 II
aren:~

The Ak~ra (Immutable)
supporting everything up to space.

~-w«-,ij:

on account of

10. Ak$ara is Brahman because of supporting all things up to
(and including) space.
Doubt: It is heard in the Upani~d: "(Gargi asked), 'On
what is space woven and transfixed?' (Br. III. viii. 7). (Yajnavalkya replied), '0 Gargi, the knowers of Brahman say, this
Ak~ara (immutable Brahman) is that. It is neither gross nor
minute'" etc. (Br. III. viii. 8). \Vith regard to this the doubt
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arises: Is the letter (Om) meant by the term Ak$3ra (lit. letter),
or is the supreme Lord Himself meant?
Opponent: As to that, in such passages as "The enumeration
of letters" ( group of 14 aphorisms of Pal)ini), the word ak$ara
is familiarly used in the sense of letter, and it is not reasonable
to ignore common usage. Another Upani~d also says, "Om
is certainly all this" (Ch. II. xxiii. 3), where for the sake of
meditation, the letter Om is declared to be identical with all.
Therefore the word ak$tlTa is used to indicate a letter.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say, the supreme Self
is meant by the term Ak$3ra.
Why?
"Because of holding everything up to and including space",
because of supporting all created things from earth to space.
For it is first stated in the text, "That remains woven and
transfixed on unmanifested space" (Br. III. viii. 7), that all
created things counting from earth, which are comprised
within the three divisions of time, are supported by space; and
then this topic of A~ara is mooted through the question, "On
what is space woven and transfixed?" (ibid.). The conclusion
is also made in a similar way: "On this Ak$3ra, 0 Gargi, is the
(unmanifested) space woven and transfixed" (Br. III. viii. 11).
This supporting of everything including space is not possible
for anything else but Brahman. As for the quotation, "Om is
surely all this" (Ch. II. xxiii. 3), that must be understood in the
sense· of praise, since Om is a means for the realization of
Brahman. Therefore Ak$3ra must be the supreme Brahman
according to its derivative sense of that which does not decay
and that which pervades all, conveying thereby the ideas of
eternality and omnipresence.
Opponent: It may be argued that, if by the fact of supporting all things including space be meant the dependence (i.e.
inclusion) of the effect on the cause, then this holds equally
good in the case of those (samkhyas) who stand by Pradhana
as the cause. So how can akjtlTa. be known to be Brahman from
the fact of supporting all things ending with space?
Vediintin: Hence the answer comes:
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srm«ifr~

owing to the

11. And that act of supporting is possible for God only, owing
to the mention of His mighty rule.
That act, viz the supporting of all things ending with space,
belongs to God alone.
Why?
"Owing to the mention of the mighty rule." For we hear of
the mighty rule in the text: "Under the mighty rule of this
Ak~ra (Immutable), a GargI, the sun and the moon, are held
in their positions" etc. (Br. III. viii. 9). And this mighty rule
is a work of the supreme Lord. The insentient Pradhiina cannot
exercise this mighty rule; for insentient things like earth etc.
do not have this mighty rulership over pot etc., though they
are the m'aterial causes of these.

a

3frlf ~ IqOll lit ~ \I r~ II
12. And on account of the exclusion from being other

emities.
For the further reason of exclusion from being other entities,
it follows that Brahman alone is ,the meaning of the term
Ak~ara, for it is Brahman alone and nothing else to whom
belongs the act of holding all things ending with space.
Op-poncm: What is meant by this "Exclusion from heing
other entities"?
Vediintill: What is meant is this: Al1yabbiiva means the state
of being something else; the exclusion from being so is anyabhiiva-vyiivrtti. The text, "This Ak~ara, 0 Gargi, is never seen,
but is the witness, It is never heard, but is the hearer; It is
never thought of, but is the thinker; It is never known, but is
the knower" (Br. III. viii. 11), distinguishes Ak~ara, supporting
all things including space, from everything else that is different
from Brahman and That can be presumed to be the meaning
of the term Ak~ara. In that text, the attributes of not being
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seen and so on can be ascribed to Pradhana also, but Pradhana
cannot be said to be a witness and so on, since it is insentient.
From the denial of any difference in the Self, as stated in, "There
is no other witness but this" (ibid.), it follows that the embodied
soul too, conditioned by limiting adjuncts as it is, cannot be
the meaning of A~. And this is so for the additional reason
that all conditioning factors are denied by the text, "without
eyes or ears, without the vocal organ or mind" (Br. III. viii. 8),
for there can be no embodied soul unless there be conditioning
factors. Hence the definite conclusion is that the supreme
Brahman alone is the Ak$ara.
TOPIC

Wftr-ri-~qbllq:

4:

THE OBJECf OF SEEING

Owing to the mention as an object of seeing

9': ,He (is meant).

11. From the mentiun as the object of the act of seeing
(ilqm.za), it follows th':l'f the supreme Self is meant.

Doubt: Starting with the sentence, "0 Satyakama, this very
Brahman that is (known as) the inferior and superior, is but
this Om. Therefore the illumined soul attains either of the two
through this means (or symbol) alone" (Pr. V. 2), it is stated,
"Again, anyone who meditates on the supreme Puru~ (allpervading entity) with the help of this very syllable Om, as
possessed of three letters, becomes unified in the sun, consisting
of light. He is lifted up to the world of Brahman (HiraIJ.yagarbha) by the Sima mantras" (Pr. V. 5). The doubt arises
whether in this sentence the meditation on the supreme Brahman or the inferior Brahman is enjoined; for the topic is started
with, "attains either of the two through this means alone", and
both are relevant.
Opponent: Now then, the conclusion is that it is the inferior
Brahman.
Why?
Because in the text, "He enters into the sun consisting of
12
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light, he is lifted up to the world of Brahman by the Sama

mantras" (ibid.), a result, limited in space, is vouched for the
knower of that Brahman. It is not reasonable that the knower of
the supreme Brahman should attain a spatially limited result,
inasmuch as the supreme Brahman is omnipresent.
Objection: On the assumption that the inferior Brahman is
meant, does not the qualification "the supreme Puru~a" (ibid.)
become inappropriate?
Opponent: This creates no difficulty, for in comparison with
the gross body (of Virat), HiraQyagarbha (the inferior Brahman)
is justly higher.
Vedantin: This being the position, it is said: The supreme
Brahman Itself is taught here for meditation.
Why?
Because the object of ikia'l)a is mentioned. lkia'l)a means
seeing. And ikiati-karma means the object covered by the act
of seeing. The Puru~a that is to be meditated on is presented
in the complementary portion of the passage as an object of
seeing: "From this total mass of creatures (i.e. HiraQyagarhha),
he sees the supreme Puru~a that penetrates everything and is
higher than the higher (HiraQyagarbha)" (Pr. V. 5). Of the
two acts of seeing and meditating, the object of meditation
may even be an unreal thing; for a fanciful thing may as well
be the content of meditation; but in this world, the content
of seeing is constituted by a real thing. Therefore we understand that it is the supreme Self Itself, forming the content
of full realization, that is mentioned as the object of ikitl1Jl1.. And
that very Self whose identity is revealed by the Upani~dic
terms-"the Supreme", "all-pervading Entity"-is presented here
as the object of meditation. 10
Opponent: Is not the supreme Puru~ mentioned in connection with the meditation, whereas the "higher than higher" is
mentioned in connection with the seeing? So how can the one
be recognized as identified with the other in another context?
10 So it cannot be considered that the object of meditation is HiraQyagarbha and the object of seeing is Purusa (which word means either
the "All-pervasive Entity" or the "EntirY residing 'in this city of the
heart"),
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Vedantin: The answer is this: As to that, the two terms,
upreme (para) and Puru~ are common to both the texts
about seeing and meditation). And it cannot be said that the
enn, "total mass of creatures (jivagbana)" alludes to the
upreme all-pervading entity that is relevant and is meant for
neditation, in which case alone this other all-pervading entity
Puru~a) that is to be seen can be "higher than that high one".
Opponent: Who is it then that is mentioned by the tenn,
'total mass of creatures"?
Vediintin: The answer is: A mass is a fonnation (like a
Ilmp of salt); a fonnation constituting an individual being is
his "total mass of creatures". By the tenn "total mass of
:reatures" is meant a limited manifestation of the supreme
.elf in the likeness of an individual being (viz HiraJ}.yagarbha)
vhich is comparable to a lump of salt. And this is conjured up
Iy limiting adjuncts, and it is higher than the sense-objects and
he senses.
(About the meaning of "He sees the supreme Puru~a, higher
han the higher jivagbana") someone else says: By the tenn
ivagbana (lit. a mass of creatures) is meant here the world of
kahman that is higher than the other worlds and is indicated
n the immediately preceding sentence, "By the Sitma 'flUlntras
Ie is lifted to the world of Brahman" (ibid.). The world of
kahman can be a mass of creatures (by a transference of
:pithet), because all the individual beings delimited by their
enses become united in HiraQ.yagarbha, inhabiting the world of
kahman and identifying Himself with the totality of organs.
rherefore it is understood that the supreme Self that is trans:endental to that world and is the object of "seeing", is also
he object of "meditation". The epithet "supreme all-pervading
:ntity" becomes appropriate on the acceptance of the supreme
)elf alone, for the supreme Self alone can be the supreme all>ervading entity, beyond which there can be nothing else, as
tated in another U pani~ad, "There is nothing higher than Puru~
:the all-pervading entity). He is the culmination, He is the
lighest goal" (Ka. I. iii. 11). When the Upani~ad makes a disinction by saying, "This very Brahman, that is known as the
nferior and the superior, is but this Om" (Pr. V. 2), and adds
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just after this that the supreme Puru~ is to be meditated on with
the help of Om, it makes us understand that the supreme Puru~
is none other than the supreme Brahman. The declaration of the
result, viz freedom from sin as contained in, "As a snake becomes
freed from its slough, exactly in a similar way he becomes
freed from sin" (Pr. V. 5), indicates that the supreme Self is
the object of meditation here. As for the objection that one
who meditates on the supreme Self can have no spatially
limited result, our answer is this: The result vouchsafed for
one meditating on Brahman with the help 01 Om, as constituted by three letters, is the attainment of the world of Brahman, and the emergence subsequently of complete realization
by stages. In this way this is meant for leading to emancipation
by stages, so that there is nothing faulty.
TOPIC

~:

5:

DAHARA (THE SMALL SPACE)

The small space (in the heart)
quent reasons.

~:

owing to subse-

14. The small space (dabara akl1a) ;s Bra.hm4n, on account of
the subsequent reasons.
Doubt: In the Chandogya Upani~d it is stated, "Then in
the small palace of the shape of a lotus that stands in this city
of Brahman, there is a small space. That which is inside thatl l
is to be sought for, that is surely to be inquired into" etc.
(VIII. i. 1). Now the doubt arises with regard to the small
space, heard of in this sentence as existing within the small
lotus of the heart, as to whether it is the material space (called
subtle ether), or the individual Self identified with the intellect,
or the supreme Self.
Why should the doubt arise?
21 TflS17Iin, inside that, may mean in the hean, or in the individual
soul, or in the material space; in all cases Brahman is the Entity inside.
The opponent coastrues it thus. The Vedantin says that the small space
Itself is Brahman.
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Owing to the presence of the words 4k4sa and city of
Brahman. Since this word 4k4sa is seen to be used in the
senses of both material space and the supreme Self, therefore the doubt arises as to whether the material space or the
supreme Self should be the small space here. Again the doubt
arises: Is some individual soul meant by the word Brahman,
occurring in the phrase "city of Brahman", and is this city
called the city of Brahman owing to its being owned by that
individual? Or is the city called so because it belongs to the
supreme Brahman? TIlat being the case, the dOUbt arises as to
who among the two-the individual Self and the supreme Self
-is the owner of the city and is (referred to as) the small
space.
Opponent: As to that, the conclusion to be arrived at is that
the material space is meant here by the term small (.space), for
that is the conventional meaning; and that space is called small
(dabara.) in relation to the small place where it subsists. Again
the relationship, as between the illustration and the thing illustrated, that is established (her~) between two portions of space
by dividing it into the internal and the external in the text,
"The space that is within this heart is of the same magnitude as
the space outside" (eh. VIII. i. 3), is possible for the material
space alone. Within that space can be "included heaven, earth,
and the rest" (ibid.); for the material space, in its characteristic
of providing space, is but one. Or the conclusion may be that
the individual soul is the small space, for the term used is the
city of Brahman. This body that is the city of the ipdividual
soul is called the city of Brahman, because it is earned by the
soul's own work, the soul being called Brahman in a figurative
sense. For the supreme Brahman can have neither identity with
nor ownership of the body. Now the owner of a city, as for
instance a king, is seen to inhabit a portion of the city. And
the individual soul is limited by the mind and the mind is
generally seated in the heart. Therefore this existence within
the heart must be a fact in the case of the soul alone. The
smallness too is appropriate for it, since it is compared (in the
Upani~d) to the tip of a goading stick (Sv. V. 8). And the
comparison with space etc. is possible when the intention is
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to speak of it as identical with Brahman. Besides, the small
space is not spoken of in the U pani~d as the thing to be sought
for or to be known; for in the clause, "That which is inside
that" (Ch. VIII. i. 1), the little space is presented as the abode
of that (supreme Self) which is inside. 12
Vediintin: Hence we offer this answer: The supreme Lord
alone can be small Space here; and neither the material space
nor the individual soul can be so.
Why?
"On account of the subsequent reasons", because of the
reasons occurring in the complementary portion of the passage.
Thus with regard to the small space that is to be sought for,
the objection is raised: "Should anyone ask him (i.e. the
teacher), 'What is it that exists here that has to be sought for
and that has to be known?'" (Ch. VIII. i. 2). And then this
text occurs by way of an answer: "He (i.e. the teacher) should
say, 'The Space that is within the heart has the same magnitude as the space outside. Both heaven and earth are verily
included within it'" etc. (Ch. VIII. i. 3). Lest the Space in
the text should be understood to be small owing to the smallness of the lotus (of the heart), the teacher repudiates that
smallness through a comparison with the familiar material
space, which fact leads us to understand that the teacher
thereby denies the small Space to be the material space. Though
the word space conventionally means the material space, still
the suspicion about its (i.e. the small space) being the material
space is ruled out, since the material space itself cannot be
adopted as a standard of comparison for itself.
Opponent: Did we not say that even the same space can be
adopted as the standard of comparison and the thing compared
by an assumption of internal and external difference?
Vedantin: This cannot be so. To resort to a fanciful
difference betrays a failure to discover any other way out.
Besides, even for a man who would explain the relation between
the thing compared and the standard of comparison by fancyU

Or the meaning is: Since the object of being searched for, mentioned

in "That which is inside" etc., is taken to imply the supreme Self, dahara
cannot mean Brahman.
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ing an imaginary difference between them, the internal space
cannot have the vastness of the external space since the former
is limited.
Opponent: Is it not impossible even for the supreme Lord
to have the magnitude of material space, since another Vedic
text declares, "Greater than space" (S.B. X. vi. 3.2)?
Vedltntin : That is no fault, for the sentence is meant to deny
the smallness arising from the delimitation by the lotus (of the
heart). It is not meant to affirm that much of magnitude only;
for the sentence will lose its unity of purport if it should mean
both (magnitude and negation of limitation). Again, a portion
of space, fancied to be different and contained within the
lotus, can never include heaven, earth, etc. within it. And the
characteristics of being the Self and free from sin etc. that are
mentioned in the text, "This is the Self free from sin, old age,
death, sorrow, hunger, and thirst, and possessed of true desire
and true resolve" (Ch. VIII. i. 5), are not possible for the
material space. Although the word Self applies to the individual
soul as well, yet this possibility for the soul is overruled by
other reasons. The smallness created by the enveloping lotus
cannot be denied in the case of the individual soul, for it is
delimited by conditioning factors and it is compared to the tip
of a goading stick (Sv. V. 8).
Opponent: All-pervasiveness can be asserted as having been
intended to be spoken of for the individnal soul since the real
intention is to speak of it later on as non-different from
Brahman.
Vedantin : Then it is reasonable to assert all-pervasiveness etc.
as having been directly intended to be spoken of for that very
Brahman in identity with which the all-pervasiveness etc. are
sought to be declared about the individual soul.
It was also argued that, since in the term "the city of
Brahman", the city is suggestively determined by the individual
soul, this soul should be accepted as the master of the city, who,
just like a king, inhabits a part of that city. To this we say
that this body is spoken of as the city of Brahman just because
it belongs to the supreme Brahman Itself, that being the primary
meaning of the term Brahman. Brahman has a relation even
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with this city, it being the place for Its realization as is mentioned in such Upani~dic passages as, "From this total mass of
creatures (that Hirat:lyagarbha is) he (the aspirant) sees the
supreme Puru~ that has entered into every body and is higher
than the higher (Hirat:lyagarbha)" (Pr. V. 5), "He that is this
Puru~ exists within the hearts in all the bodies" (Br. II. v. 18).
Or the idea may be that it is in the city of the individual soul
itself that Brahman is perceived directly, just as Vi~t:lu is on a
sJlllgriima (symbol). Again the text says, "Just as the results
of work get exhausted here, so also the results of good works
get exhausted in the other world" (Ch. VIII. i. 6), which
expresses the finitude of the results of work; and then it is
said, "Again those who depart after knowing here the Self
and these true desires (existing in It) get freedom of movement in all the worlds" (ibid.), which reveals the infinite result
accruing from the knowledge of the small Space under discussion. Thereby the text suggests that the small Space is
Brahman.
It was also stated that the small Space is not heard of in the
passage as an object to be sought for or to be known, it having
been presented as a receptacle of that (supreme Self) which is
inside. In answer to this we say: If Space be not presented as
an object to be sought for, then the revelation of the nature
of Space in, "T!1e Space that is within the heart is of the same
magnitude as the space outside" (Ch. VIII. i. 3), becomes
inappropriate.
Opponent: Is not even this mentioned by way of revealing
the existence of something inside? For the objection is first
raised thus: "Should anyone ask him, 'The small palace that
there is of the shape of a small lotus within this city of Brahman
and the small space that there is within that lotus, what can it
be that exists there and that has to be sought for and known?' "
(Ch. VIII. i. 2). And then in the course of meeting the objection, the illustration of space is first resorted to and then it is
shown that heaven, earth, etc. exist within it.
Vedantin: This is not so; for if that had been the case, the
purport would have been that the heaven, earth, etc., which
exist within, are to be sought for and known. But the comple-
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mentary portion of the passage does not confonn to this interpretation. For there the Space, that is the receptacle, serving
as the repository of heaven, earth, etc., is alluded to in, "Within
this are included all desirable things. This is the Self free
from sin" etc. (Ch. VIII. i. 5); and then in the passage, "Those
who depart without realizing here the Self and these true
desires" etc. (Ch. VIII. i. 6), the concluding portion of the
text shows, by using ea in the sense of "and", that the things
to be known are the Self, that is the repository of the desires,
and the desirable things that are held therein (in the Self).
Accordingly, it is understood that even in the beginning of the
text, the small Space, seated in the lotus of the heart, is spoken
of as the entity to be known together with the earth etc., as
well as the true desires included within It. And in accordance
with the reasons adduced, this must be the supreme Lord.

qf~t CMT ~ ~

fum

:q II~~II

qfu-~~ From the facts of going and the use of the word;

likewise ~ (it is) seen; ~ indicating mark ;r as well
(is present).

(f1fT

~

15. From the facts of going and the use of the word (BrahmaJokll) , (it follows that the srmrll Space is Brahman); likewise it
is seen in other Upan#ads, and an indicatory mark is also present.

It has been said that the small Space is the supreme Lord, on
account of the subsequent reasons. Those very subsequent reasons
are being elaborated now. The small Space is the supreme Lord
for this further reason that in the text, complementary to the
passage relating to the small Space, occurs this sentence, "These
creatures, though going everyday to this Brahmaloka (the world
that is Brahman), do not know It" (Ch. VIII. iii. 2), where the
act of going and the term used furnish a proof of the supreme
Lord alone. In that sentence, the small Space under consideration is referred to by the phrase Brahmaloka, and then it is
related that the individual souls, mentioned by the tenn creatures, approach towards It; thereby it is shown that the small
Space is Brahman. Similarly in other Upani~adic texts, we corne
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across the approach of creatures towards Brahman, as for
instance in, "0 amiable one, then (during sleep), the individual
becomes merged in Existence (Brahman)" (Ch. VI. viii. 1). In
common parlance also, it is said with regard to a man in deep
sleep, "He has become Brahman, he has gone to the state of
Brahman". Similarly the term Brahmaloka, used there with
reference to the small Space under consideration, rules out the
assumptions about the individual soul and the material space,
and makes us understand the term small Space in the sense of
Brahman.
Opponent: May not tht. term Brahmaloka mean th~ world of
Brahma (Prajapati)?
Vedantin: It may, if the compound Brahmaloka is explained
as having been formed with an implied sixth case-ending (meaning the world of Brahman); but if it is explained in the sense
of apposition, viz "the world that is Brahman", then it will lead
us to the supreme Brahman alone. And this very fact of repairing to Brahmaloka everyday is ·an indication that the (compound) word Brahmaloka is to be explained in the sense of
apposition; for it cannot be imagined that the creatures go everyday to the world of Brahma otherwise called Satya-Ioka.

~~ ~~Bi"fi8G1~: II ~~II
:q And ~: owing to holding in place; ~ ~~: the glory
~~: being noticed ~, as pertaining to this One.

16. And owing to the fact of holding (the worlds) in place,
(the small Space must be God); for this glory is noticed (in
other texts) as pertaining to Him.
Also from the fact of holding (the worlds) in place, it follows that the small Space is the supreme Lord.
How?
The start is made with, "within this is a small Space" (Ch.
VII~. i. 1); and then after presenting the analogy of (material)
space, everything is said to be included in that (small) Space.
With regard to this very entity, again, the word Self is used
and It is taught to be endowed with such characteristics as
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freedom from sin and so on. And lastly that self-same Space,
which still continues to be the subject-matter of the Upani~dic topic, is mentioned in, "Then, again, that which is the Self
is a dam, a reservoir (an impounder) to prevent the worlds from
getting mixed up" (Ch. VIII. iv. 1). In that passage, the word
Vidhrti means an impounder (which holds in position), it being
placed in apposition with the word Self (which is in the nominative case); for the suffix ktic is used, according to grammar, in
the nominative sense. As a dam is an impounder of an expanse of
water, so that the valuable cultivable fields may not lose their
demarcations, so this Self is a dam, a reservoir, to prevent these
worlds, divided according to the different planes, viz the bodily
plane etc., and the castes, colours, etc., from getting intermixed. 13 Thus it is shown that this small Space under consideration has the glory of holding (the worlds) in position. And this
glory is known from another text to pertain to the supreme
Lord alone: "Under the mighty rule of this Immutable, 0
Gargi, the sun and moon are held in their positions" etc. (Br.
III. viii. 9). Similarly in other passages, that definitely speak of
the supreme Lord, it is heard, "It is the Lord of all, It is the
ruler of all beings, It is the dam that serves as the boundary to
keep the different worlds apart" (Br. IV. iv. 22). Accordingly,
on account of this fact of holding in place, this small Space must
be the supreme Lord.

17. And because of familiar use.

For this additional reason, it is the supreme Lord that is
spoken of by the text, "Within this is a small Space" (Ch. VIII.
i. 1): The word space is well known to denote the supreme
Lord, as is evident from such uses as, "That which is known as
Space is the manifcsrcr of name and form" (Ch. VIII. xiv),
18 Vidhrti in the Upani~ad means an impounder or supporter. Dhrti
in the aphorism, however, means holding together or supporting, the
suffix here being ktin, imparting a cognate sense in the feminine gender
to the root. Dam (setu) implies the idea of not allowing intermixture,
while vidhrti implies keeping in position.
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"All these beings surely originate from Space" (Ch. I. ix. 1).
But the word space is never found in use in the sense of the
individual soul. And although the material space is very often
meant by that word, still it was pointed out by us that it cannot
be accepted because of such reasons as the impossibility of the
same thing becoming the illustration and the thing illustrated.

~«t(I+itiliq ~ ~ ~ 1\ ~c;1I
~~-q(lqItfH(

Owing to the allusion to the other ~: he (is
meant), Ucr ~ if such be the argument, if not so, 8jij&lIql«
owing to impossibility.

18. If it be trTgued that the other one (viz the individual soul)
should be the small Space, since ;t ;s alluded to (at the end).
then not so, fOT that ;s impossible.
Opponent: If on the strength of the complementary portion,
the ,small Space is understood to mean the supreme Lord, then
the other, viz the individual soul also, is alluded to in the complementary portion in, "He said, 'Now then, that is the Self
which is this serene one (sampraslda) that raises itself up from
this body, and realizing itself as the supreme Light, attains its
own real nature. 14 This is the Self' (Ch. VIII. iii. 4). Since the
word samprasada (complete serenity) is used in another U pani~dic passage in the sense of deep sleep, it can call to mind the
soul in that state in the text under consideration, but not anything else. Similarly, it is possible for the individual soul alone,
existing in the body, to rise up from the body. Just as air etc.,
existing in space, can emerge from space, similar is the case here.
Moreover, though the word space is not familiarly used in the
world in the sense of the supreme Lord, still in such texts as,
"That which is called Space, is surely the manifester of name
and fonn" (Ch. VIII. xiv), the word is accepted as standing
"The Vedintic· explanation of this ten is: The man of knowledge
completely detaches himself from the assemblage of body and senses and
realizes the detached Self as Brahman, which is his true nature. Thereby
he attains that supreme Light, his knowledge and attainment being the
same.
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for the supreme Lord because of its association with the characteristics of God. In a similar way, it can be used for the
individual soul as well. Accordingly, from the fact that the
other (namely individual soul) is alluded to (at the end of the
text), it follows that it is the individual soul that is referred to
in the passage, "The small Space that there is within it" (Ch.
VIII. i. 1).
Vedlntin: This cannot be so.
Why?
"Because this is impossible", for the individual soul, identifying itself with such limiting adjuncts as the intellect, cannot be
compared with space; nor can such qualities as freedom from
sin and so on be possible for something identifying itself with
the limitations of conditioning factors. This was elaborated
under the first aphorism (I. iii. 14). But the subject is mooted
again for removing additional doubts. Another aphorism also
will be advanced later: "And the allusion is meant for a different
purpose"l11 (I. iii. 20).

atl(rriI(ufctidtcl€,q~ !Itt"
(Space is the soul) ~ owing to subsequent reference, ~
if this be the objection, 1ITflr(6'~: that is the revealed real
nature, ~ rather.
19. If it be IIrgued that the small Space is the indi'Uidwl soul,
because of the subsequent reference to it (in the same chapter),
then we say: Rtltber it ;s sfToken of there in its 0'W1I revealed
nature.
Opponent: The assumption about the individual soul, that
had arisen from the allusion to some one other than Brahman,
has been dismissed on the ground of impossibility. Here again,
"on the strength of the subsequent references"--on the strength
of the utterance of Prajapati-that very assumption about the
individual soul is being revived like the resuscitation of the dead
by the sprinkling of nectar. In that very context (Ch. VIII) the
Ja

viz to draw attention to Brahman to which the soul repairs in sleep.
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assertion started with is that the Self possessed of the attributes
of freedom from sin and so on, as stated in, "The Self that is
free from sin" (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), is to be sought for and known;
and then by saying, "This Puru~ that is seen in the eye is the
Self" (Ch. VIII. vii. 4), the witnessing individual soul, seated in
the eye, is pointed out as the Self. Then after alluding to that
very individual soul again and again, by saying, "I shall explain
this very one to you over again" (Ch. VIII. ix. 3-8), the individual soul is explained under varying conditions (by Prajapati to
Indra) in the texts, "The one that moves about in dream, adored
(by objects conjured up by past tendencies), is the Self" (Ch.
VIII. x. 1), and "At the time when one sleeps in such a way
that one gets all one's senses withdrawn and hence becomes
wholly serene, and does not see dreams,16 then that is the
Self'17 (Ch. VIII. xi. 1). For that individual soul are shown
such attributes as freedom from sin and so on in, "This one is
immortal, fearless, this one is Brahman" (ibid.). Again, after
the perception of some defect (by Indra) in the state of sleep,
as stated (by him) in, "Alas, this (sleeping) man does not
certainly know himself now (in sleep) as 'I am this', nor does
he know those beings! (But he attains annihilation, as it were.
I do not find anything desirable here)" (ibid.), (in reply)
Prajapati first says, "I shall explain this very one to you over
again, and not anything other than this" (Ch. VIII. xi. 3); then
he denounces all association with the body; and lastly he says,
"This samprasada (wholly serene one) raises itself up from this
body and realizing the supreme light, attains its own real nature.
It is the highest Puru~" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3), where Prajapati
shows that the individual soul itself, that has risen up from the
body, is the highest Puru~a. Therefore the attributes of the
supreme Lord are possible in the individual being. Accordingly,
the individual soul is spoken of in the text, "The small Space
inside that".
V edantin: Should anybody argue like this, then one should
.6 Reduces the universe to mere nescience .
., Priijiia (individual soul) in a causal body and witnessing it through

its own consciousness. It is the witness by vinue of imparting existence
and sentience to others; but it is not free, since ignorance still persists.
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tell him: (Even there) "the individual soul is rather spoken of
in its own revealed nature". The word "rather" is used for
repudiating the opponent, the idea implied being that even on
the strength of the subsequent text, the assumption of the individual soul is not possible here.
Why?
Because even there the individual soul is intendl!d to be
presented in its real revealed nature. "The individual soul in its
own revealed nature" means the soul of which the true nature
has become manifest, the term "individual soul" being retained
even after enlightenment, in continuation of the earlier (conventional) uses in the text. The sense conveyed is this: The Witness,
suggested through the word "eye", is first pointed out by the
text, "He that is in the eye" (Ch. VIII. vii. 4). Then in the
Brahmat;la, presenting the analogy of the water in a plate 18
(Ch. VIIl. viii), this very one is freed from the conception of
identity with the body. And this very one is repeatedly alluded
to for the purpose of explanation with the utterance, "I shall
explain this very one to you" (Ch. VIII. ix. 3). Then after
presenting the states of dream and deep sleep, it is said, "realizing the supreme Light, attains its own real nature" (Ch. VIII.
xii. 3), where this individual soul is explained in its true nature,
which is Brahman, but not in its nature as an individual. The
supreme Light that is mentioned in the Upani~d as -the thing
to be realized is the supreme Brahman. That Brahman has such
characteristics as freedom from sin and so on; and that is the
real nature of the individual being, as shown in such texts as,
"That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii-xvi), but not so is the other
nature (as that is) conjured up by limiting adjuncts. The individuality of the individual persists so long as, like the elimination of the false idea of a man superimposed on a stump of a
tree, he does not eradicate ignorance expressing itself as the
18 Prajapati said to Indra and Virocana, "You ask me about whatever
you do not understand regarding your Self after looking at yourself in
a plate full of water." After this had been done, Indra argued, that a
thing, casting a reflection, is itself subject to growth and decay, as was
evident from the reflection itself presenting the changes in the body.
Thus the body could not be the Self. Prajapati confirmed this.
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world of duality and does not know that Self as "I am Brahman"
-the Self that has no change and is eternal and a witness by
nature. But when the individual is roused from the assemblage
of body, senses, mind, and intellect by the U~d which
makes him understand, "You are not the assemblage of body,
senses, and intellect, nor are you a transmigratory being. What
are you then? That which is truth-the Self of the nature of
pure Consciousness-that thou art", then he realizes the Self
that has no change and is eternal and a witness by nature, and
then that very individual rises above its identity with the body
and the rest to become the Self Itself-unchanging, eternal, and
a witness by nature. 1bis is declared in such Upani$adic texts
as, "Anyone who knows that supreme Brahman becomes Brahman
indeed" (Mu. III. ii. 9). And that is the soul's supremely real
nature by virtue of which it attains its essential stature after
rising above the body.
Opponent: How, again, can the attainment of its true nature
by itself be possible for that entity which is unchanging and
eternal? In the cases of gold and other things, whose distinct
characteristics remain unmanifest owing to coverings over their
real nature arising from contact with foreign matters, there may
be such a thing as the attainment of their own nature by
becoming purified by addition of salts. Similarly in the case
of the stars whose light becomes dimmed in the daytime, there
may be an attainment of their real nature at night when the
dimming factor is removed. But in the case of the eternal Light
that is Consciousness Itself, there can be no overpowering by
anything, since just like space, It can have no contact with anything, and since this contradicts common experience. The individual soul's nature comprises seeing, hearing, thinking, and
knowing. And that is ever in evidence as a patent fact even for
the soul that has not risen up from the body. For all beings
live and behave in this world by seeing, hearing, thinking, and
knowing; otherwise life comes to a standstill. If that nature be
attainable only by the soul that has risen above the body, then
the behaviour noticed earlier stands contradicted. Hence what
does this rising up from the body mean, and in what does the
attainment of the real nature consist?
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Vedamin: In reply to this we say: Before the dawn of discriminating knowledge, the individual soul's nature of Consciousness, expressing through seeing etc., remains mixed up as
it were, with the body, senses, mind, intellect, sense-objects, and
sorrow and happiness. Just as before the perception of distinction, the transparent whiteness, constituting the real nature of
a crystal, remains indistinguishable, as it were, from red, blue,
and other conditioning factors; but after the perception of
distinction through the valid means of knowledge, the crystal
in its latter state is said to attain its true nature of whiteness and
transparence, though it was exactly so even earlier; similarly
in the case of the individual soul, remaining indistinguishably
mixed up w.ith such limiting adjuncts as the body etc., there
springs up a discriminatory knowledge from the U pani$ads
constituting his rising from the body (consciousness); and the
result of the discriminatory knowledge is the attainment of the
real nature, its realization of its nature as the absolute Self. Thus
unembodiedness or embodiedness for the Self follows respecttively from the fact of discrimination or non-discrimination, as
stated by the mantra, "Bodiless in the midst of bodies" (Ka. I.
ii. 22), and by the Smrti, "The supreme Self, 0 son of Kunti,
neither acts, nor is affected though existing in the body" (Gita,
XIII. 31), which mention the absence of any such distinction
as embodiedness or unembodiedness. Therefore the individual
soul continuing in the state of its unmanifested nature, owing to
the absence of discriminatory knowledge, is said to have its
real nature manifested when discriminatory knowledge dawns.
For manifestation or non-manifestation of any other kind is not
possible for what is one's own nature, just because it is intrinsic
with one. Thus the difference between the individual soul and
the supreme Lord springs from ignorance alone, but not from
the things themselves, for both are equally free from attachment etc. (as well as partless and so on) like space.
Opponent: How again is this to be known thus?
Vedantin: Because Prajapati first teaches, "The Being that is
seen in the eye" (Ch. VIII. vii. 4), and then says, "This is
immortal and fearless. This is Brahman" (ibid.). If the wellknown seer in the eye, who is thought of as the Witness, were
13
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different from Brahman, characterized as immortal and fearless,
then that seer would not have been put in apposition with the
fearless and immortal Brahman. Nor is the reflection in the eye
indicated here by the word eye, for that will lead to a prevarication on the part of Prajapati. So also at the second stage, Prajapati
told Indra, "This one that moves about in dream receiving the
adoration (of women and others) is the Self" (Ch. VIII. x. 1).
Here also none other than the Witness, the Being in the eye,
pointed out at the first stage, is indicated; for the introduction
is made with the words, "I shall explain this very one to you
over again" (Ch. VIII. ix. 3). Moreover, a man after waking up
speaks thus: "I saw an elephant in a dream today; I do not see
it now". What he repudiates here is what he saw, whereas he
cognizes the identity of that very witness thus: "I myself who
saw the dream now see the things of the waking state". Similarly at the third stage, Indra says, "This one does not certainly
know himself now (in sleep) as 'I am so and so', nor does he
know these beings" (Ch. VIII. xi. 2), where the absence of
particularized cognition is shown in the state of sleep, but the
Witness is not denied. As for the statement of Indra, "There it
undergoes extinction, as it were" (Ch. VIII. xi. 1), that too is
made with regard to the wiping out of particularized cognition,
but not in the sense of the annihilation of the knower; for
another Upani~d declares, "For the knower's function of
knowing can never be lost, because it is immortal. (But there
is not that second thing separate from it which it can know)"
(Br. IV. iii. 30). Similarly at the fourth stage, Prajapati starts
with, "I shall explain this very one to you over again, and
nothing different from it" (Ch. VIII. xi. 3), and then he adds,
"0 Maghavan (i.e. Indra), this body is surely mortal" etc.
(VIII. xii. 1), by which elaborate statement is denied any relationship with such conditioning factors as the body. And then
by saying, "It .attains its own nature" (VIII. xii. 2), Prajapati
reveals the individual being, called samprasada (one wholly
serene in sleep) in its identity with Brahman, and thereby he
does not show the individual soul to be anything other than
the supreme Brahman which is immortal and fearless by nature.
Some, however, think that if the idea sought to be imparted
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be that of the supreme Self, then it is improper to drag in the
individual soul in connection with the text, "I shall explain this
very one to you over again" (Ch. VIII. ix. 3); so they consider
the meaning of that sentence to be this: "I shall explain to you
again, this very one, that is the Self, pointed out at the commencement of the topic (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), and that is possessed
of the characteristic of freedom from sin and so on". If their
interpretation be accepted, the Upani~adic word "this", which
naturally relates to something proximate, becomes distantly
related, and the phrase "over again" becomes meaningless, for
what is stated at the earlier stage is no longer repeated at the
later. Again, if Prajapati starts wih the promise, "I shall explain
this very one to you", and then explains a fresh entity (viz the
soul in dream and sleep) at every stage, earlier than the fourth,
then he will be open to the charge of prevarication. Therefore
(the correct interpretation is this): After the unreal aspect of
the individual being, conjured up by ignorance etc., tainted by
many such defects as agents hip, experiencership, love, hatred,
etc., and subject to many evils, has been eliminated, the opposite
aspect, viz the reality that is the supreme Lord, possessed of the
characteristics of freedom from sin and so on, becomes revealed,
just as the rope etc. are revealed after eliminating the snake etc.
(superimposed on them through error).
There are other doctrinaires, as also some of our Vedantins,
who think that the creature aspect is real. This S4riraka text
(i.e. this book, discussing the embodied soul) is begun as a
protest against all of them who are opposed to the complete
realization of the oneness of the Self. The theme of this
Siiriraka text is this: The supreme Lord is but one-unchanging,
eternal, absolute Consciousness; but like the magician He appears
diversely through Maya, otherwise known as Avidya (ignorance).19 Apart from this there is no other Consciousness as
such.
11 RJzmapTabhii makes no distinction between Maya and Avidyii, though
it is admitted that the juxtaposition of the two tenns implies a difference
between the two powers of Maya-of covering and disturbing-which
fact may give rise to different tenninology. But others would maintain
that Miya refers to cosmic nescience and A'IIidyii to individual ignorance.
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As for the assumption of the individual soul in a text relating
to the supreme Lord, and its subsequent repudiation by the
aphorist under the aphorism, "Should not the other one be the
small Space, since that is alluded to? No, for that is impossible"
(I. iii. 18), etc., his intention there is this. When he affirms the
difference between the supreme Self and the individual soul his
idea is this: "Just as some surface and dirt are fancied on the
sky, so the idea of the individual soul, opposed though it is
to the supreme Self, is superimposed on the supreme Self which
is by nature eternally pure, intelligent, free, everlasting, unchanging, one, and unattached; I shall remove that superimposition later on, and demolish all theories of duality with the help
of texts that have the support of logic, and then establish the
unity of the Self". But he will not establish the difference of
the individual soul from the supreme Self, though he simply
restates the popular notion of the difference of the individual
that is fancied through ignorance; and he will show that when
such a procedure is adopted, the injunctions about rites and
duties, based on this reiteration of instinctive agentship and
experiencership, do not become contradicted. But under the
aphorism, "But the instruction follows from the point of view
of the vision agreeing with the scriptures, as in the case of
Vamadeva" (I. i. 30) etc., he shows that the conclusion to be
arrived at about the purport of the scriptures is only the unity
of the Self. It was also shown by us how the conflict with the
injunctions about the rites and duties is to be resolved by a
reference to the distinction between the enlightened and unenlightened men. 20

~~ ~:II~OIl
.... And ar~lf~; for a different purpose
reference.

q''U1fU;

(is the)

20. Moreover, the reference (to the individual soul in the
complementary passage) is meant for a different purpose.

Opponent: It was pointed out earlier that in the passage,
III

Rite~

etc. are meant for the unenlightened, still groping in ignorance.
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"Now then that which is this samprasada (wholly serene one)"
etc. (Ch. VIII. iii. 4), occurring in the complementary passage
of the topic of the small Space, the individual soul is referred to.
That reference will become meaningless if the small Space is
explained to be the supreme Lord, for then there will be no
meditation on the individual soul, nor will this be an instruction
about some distinct attribute of the. small Space under discussion
(which is different from the individual).
Vedantin: Hence follows this answer: This reference to the
individual soul has a different purport; it is not meant merely
to determine the nature of the individual.
What does it determine then?
It determines merely the nature of the supreme Lord.
How?
The individual being, referred to by the term samprasada,
plays the role of the supervising director of this cage, made up
of the body and senses, during all the wakeful dealings; and
then moving in the nerves, it experiences the dreams created by
the impressions of that wakeful state. Then becoming tired and
desirous of having some refuge, it rises above (i.e. gets detached
from) its identity with both kinds of bodies (gross and subtle),
approaches in the sleep state the supreme Light, that is the
supreme Brahman referred to by the term Space, and getting
rid of the particularized cognition attains its true nature. The
supreme Light which it has to approach as also its own nature
in which it becomes established, is the Self possessed of the
attributes of freedom from sin and so on; and this Self is to be
meditated on. Thus this reference to the individual soul for
that purpose becomes logical even for those who stand by the
supreme Lord. 21

3f~"1dR:rd ~'d$'ffii{ I\~~"
~ssr€t:

Owing to the mention of smallness in the Upani~d
~ ~ if such be the objection, ffi( ~ that has been already
answered.

...

21 Even if Prajapati refers to the individual for proving its Brahmanhood, there is no contradiction. Since the individual as such is not dealt
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21. If it be flT'gued that from the Upanifadic mention of smallness, (the small space must be the individual being), then this
has been repudiated earlier.
And the objection was raised that the smallness of Space
that is heard of in the passage, "The small Space that is within
it" (Ch. VIII. i. 1), cannot properly fit in with the supreme
Lord, whereas it quite befits the individual soul that is comparable to the tip of a goading stick (Sv. V. 8). A r~futation of
that is called for. This objection was disposed of under the
aphorism, "If it be objected that the supreme Self is not taught
here because of the smallness of the abode and because of its
being referred to as such (by the Upani~ad), then we say, no;
for this is done for the sake of contemplation as is seen in the
case of space" (I. ii. 7), where it was shown that a limitation
for the supreme Lord is possible from a relative standpoint (for
the sake of meditation). The aphorist here suggests that the
refutation made there is to be applied here as well.
Moreover, this limitation is repudiated by the Upani~d itself
by resorting to a comparison with the famliar space in the
passage, "The Space within this heart has the same magnitude
as this (material) space" (Ch. VIII. i. 3).
TOPIC

ar.x~:

6:

ACflNG IN ACCORDANCE

Because of the fact of acting in accordance :q
and the word "His".

~

22. Because of the fact of acting (i.e. shining) in accordance,
and because of the use of the word "His", (the Light mentioned
in the Mu,!}q,aka Upanifad must be Brahmtm).
Doubt: The Upani~d reads thus: "There the sun does not
shine, nor the moon or the stars; nor do these flashes of lightning
shine there. How can this fire do so? Everything shines in
with by Prajipati, one cannot conclude that the individual forms the
Inlbject-matter of discussion here.
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accordance with His shining; by His light all this shines
diversely" (Mu. II. ii. 10; Ka. II. ii. 15). Now the doubt arises
with regard to this text as to whether the entity in whose wake
all these shine and through whose light all this shines diversely,
is some natural lustrous matter or the conscious Self.
Opponent: When in such a predicament, the conclusion is
that it is some lustrous matter.
Why?
Because what is denied is the shining of lustrous entities like
the sun etc., it being well known that the luminaries-moon.
stars, etc.~o not shine in the daytime when the bright SUD
keeps shining. Similarly it can be understood that the luminous
substance in whose presence all these moon, stars, and so on
cease to shine together with the sun, must be by nature a
luminary. And "shining in accordance with another" also fits
in with the assumption of a natural luminary; for action in
imitation is seen in the case of things of the same nature, as for
instance, in the act of following someone going ahe.ad. Therefore it must be some natural light.
Vedlmtin: Under such circumstances we say: It must be the
conscious (self-luminous) Self.
Why?
Because of "acting in accordance", which phrase means
imitation. This shining in imitation, as implied in, "He shining,
all this shines", fits in exactly if the conscious Self is accepted;
for the conscious Self is mentioned in the U pani$ad as "luminous
by nature and having true resolve" (Ch. III. xiv. 2). For it is
not a matter of experience that the sun and other things shine
in accordance with some other shining substance. The luminaries
like the sun etc. are similar in nature, so that they do not have
to depend on some other luminary, in accordance with which
they have to shine. For a lamp does not shine in imitation of
another lamp. As for the assertion that acting in imitation is
seen in the case of things of the same nature, there is no such
hard and fast rule; for action in imitation is seen in the case
of dissimilar things as well. For instance, a red-hot ball of iron
simulates fire and burns things in accordance with the fire's doing
so. Or take another illustration: The particles of earth blow
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about as the wind does so. By saying, "Because of the fact of
acting in accordance", the aphorist suggests "shining in accordance with". And by the words "and" "His", the aphorist refers
to the fourth line of this verse, "by His light all this shines
diversely", where also it is stated that the shining of the sun
etc. is caused by the Lord, and thereby he points to the
conscious Self. Besides, they (the followers of the BrhadiiraQyaka Upani~d) read thus of the conscious Self: "Upon that
immortal Light of lights the gods meditate (as longevity)" (IV.
iv. 16). It is against experience and a contradiction in terms to
say that the luminaries like the sun etc. shine variously with the
help of another light, for one light dims out the other. Or it
may be that it is not merely the diverse shining of the sun etc.,
enumerated in the text, that is caused by Him.
What else is illuminated by Him?
From the text "all this" (Mu. II. ii. 10), used without any
reservation, it follows that the manifestation, noticed in the
cases· of all these names, forms, actions, and results, is caused
by the existence of the light of Brahman, just as the revelation
of all kinds of colour is caused by the existence of the light of
the sun etc. And by the use of the word "there" in the verse,
"There the sun does not shine" etc. (ibid.), it is shown that
the subject-matter already under consideration is to be accepted.
The subject-matter that is being dealt with in the verses, "On
which are strung heaven and the earth and interspace" (Mu. II.
ii. 5) etc. is Brahman. Subsequently also, it is said, "In the
supremely bright sheath22 is Brahman, free from taints and
without parts. It is pure,23 and It is the Light of lights. It is
that which the knowers of Brahman realize" (Mu. II. ii. 9).
To show how Brahman is the Light of lights occurs the verse,
"There the sun does not shine" etc. (Mu. II. ii. 10).
It was also argued by the opponent: Just as it can be held
that no other light can shine in the presence of the sun, so also
the denial of illumination by the luminaries like the sun etc. is
.. The blissful sheath which is higher and brighter than the other
sheaths-bodily, vital, mental, and intellectual.
lIS Taintless-free
from adventitious defects; pure-free from natural
defects.
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possible if there be some other entity which is itself a luminous
principle. As to that, it was shown by us even earlier that He
(the Lord) alone and nothing else can be that luminous principle. 24 It is proper to deny that they can have any illumination
even in respect of Brahman; for whatever is perceived is perceived through the light that is Brahman, but Brahman is not
perceived through any other light, It being by nature selfeffulgent.2G On a contrary supposition alone, the sun and the
rest could illumine It. Brahman reveals all others, but Brahman
is not revealed by them, as is shown in the Upani~dic texts, "It
is through the light of the Self that one sits, (goes out, works,
and returns)" (Br. IV. iii. 6), "It is imperceptible, for It is never
perceived" (Br. III. ix. 26), and so on.

arlit"

~ Moreover, ~~€t (it is) mentioned in the Smrti.

23. Moreover, (this aspect) is mentioned in the Smrti.
Moreover, in the Smrti this aspect is mentioned as belonging
to the conscious Self, as in the Gita, "That the sun illumines not,
nor the moon, nor fire; that is my supreme abode, going whither
they return not" (XV. 6), and "The light which residing in
the sun illumines the whole world, that which is in the moon
and in the fire-know that light to be mine" (XV. 12).

:1& If there can be some light in whose presence the sun etc. can be
dimmed, then the opponent can raise the question, "Is it that light or some
other light that is mentioned here?" As a matter of fact, the Upan~ad
mentions only Brahman, so that the question of any other light cannot
arise at all.
25 The opponent is misled by thinking that the word tatra in the text
-"Na tatra sUryo bhiiti-there the sun shines not"-means, "If He be
there", that is to say, "in His presence"; and so he argues, "If Brahman
be there and nothing can shine in Brahman, then the sun etc. will never
shine, for Brahman is eternally present". The Vedantin says, "Tatra means,
with regard to that as an object". So the idea is, "Brahman is not an object
that can be illumined". The locative case in tatra is not sati-sapta11li, hut
vi!ayasaptami.
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TOPIC 7: THE MEASURED ONE

~ ~

From the very term mlffi: the measured One (is

Brahman).
24. From the term itself it follows that the measured One is
the supreme Self.
Doubt.: It is mentioned in the Upa~ad, "The Being (Puru~a)
of the size of a thumb, resides (in the heart) within the body"
(Ka. II .. i. 12), as also, "The Puru~, who is of the size of a
thumb, is like a light without smoke. He is the ruler of the past
and the future. He exists today and He will exist tomorrow.
This is That" (Ka. II. i. 13). The doubt arises as to whether the
Puru~ of the dimensions of a thumb, that is mentioned there,
is the individual soul identified with the intellect or the supreme
Self.
Opponent: Now then, the conclusion to be drawn from the
teaching about the dimensions is that the soul identified with
the intellect is spoken of. For the Upani~d cannot present the
supreme Self, which is infinite in length and expanse, as having
the size of a thumb. But from some point of view, it is possible
for the soul, which is identified with the intellect, to be of the
size of a thumb since it has its limiting adjuncts. This is borne
out by Smrti also: "After that, Death dragged out forcibly
from the body of Satyavan, the Puru~, of the size of a thumb,
which was tied with a noose and was completely at his mercy"
(Mbh. III. ccxcvii. 17). The supreme Lord cannot certainly
be dragged out forcibly by Death. Thereby it is established in
that text that the transmigratory soul has the size of a thumb.
And it is that very soul that is spoken of here.
Vedanti1l: This being the position, we say: The supreme Self
alone can be the Puru~ here of the size of a thumb.
How so?
From the text itself, viz "the ruler of the past and the future",
inasmuch as none other than the supreme Lord can be the
absolute ruler of the past and the future. And "This is That"
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(Ka. II. i. 3) refers back to the subject-matter inquired into
(by Naciketas). It means: "The Brahman that is asked about
is this indeed." The entity enquired about in the text, "Tell
(me) of that entity which you see as different from virtue,
different from vice, different from cause and effect, and different
from the past and future" (Ka. I. ii. 14), is Brahman. "From
the term itself" (in the aphorism) means this: From the term ruler
(ls41J4) used in the U pani~ad, it is gathered that the supreme
.
Lord is meant. This is the idea.
How, again, is the all-pervasive supreme Self taught as possessed of size?
With regard to this we say:

~q&llrl ~ +t1&qIN'tiI<,qlitlll~Y..1I

iI But ar~ from the point of view of ~C{ existence within
the heart ~~-arftijCfiIWilIq: (the scripture) being concerned
with human beings.
25. But the size is spoken of from the point of view of existence within the heart, the scripture being concerned with human
beings.
Just as the space within a section of a bamboo can be spoken
of as being a cubit in length, so from the point of view of
existence within the heart, it can be asserted that though the
supreme Self is all-pervasive, It has the size of a thumb. For the
supreme Self, which as a matter of course transcends all limitations, cannot really have the size of a thumb. And it was pointed
out that because of the words "ruler" etc., none other than the
supreme Self can be acceptable here.
Opponent: Since the hearts have no definite size as they
differ from creature to creature, the possession of a size like
that of a thumb is not possible even from that point of view.
Vediintin: Hence the answer is being given, "The scripture
being concerned with human beings". Though the scripture
speaks impersonally, still it postulates the competence of human
beings only, because human beings are able, desirous (of
results), and not debarred, and because there are texts about
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initiation with the sacred thread. This is elaborated under the
topic of the characteristics of a competent person (Jai. Sil VI.
i. 25-28). Moreover, the human body has a definitely proportionate size; and human hearts have ever the definite size of the
(respective) thumbs. Accordingly, the scripture being concerned with men, it is but logical that the supreme Self should
have the size of a thumb from the standpoint of Its residence
within the human heart. It was argued, that from the teaching
of the size and on the authority of the Smrti, it is to be understood that the entity, that has the size of a thumb, is the transmigrating soul. That is being repudiated. It is taught here that
the very soul that transmigrates and has the size of a thumb is
Brahman, just as it is done in the text, "That is the Self. That
thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7). For the texts of the Upani~ds
assume two forms: sometimes they determine the nature of the
supreme Self and sometimes they teach the identity of the soul,
conditioned by the intellect, with the supreme Self. That being
the fact, what is taught here is the identity of the soul, conditioned by the intellect, with the supreme Self, and not that
anything has the size of the thumb. This fact will be clarified
later on (by the Upani~d) in the verse: "Puru~, the indwelling
Self of the size of a thumb, is ever seated in the hearts of men.
With a masterly control of the senses, one should separate Him
from one's body like stalk from the Muiija grass. Him one
should know as self~ffulgent and changeless" (Ka. II. iii. 17).
TOPIC

8:

GODS

d$qtlM GjI~<I;qolfij"'fCnq \I~T,II
~ arfq (Beings) higher even than.these
to) BadarayaQa ~~*:c 11 for that is possible.

iff~~:

(according

26. Biidaraya~a thinks that beings higher tht1)l these (men)
(are also qualified for knowledge), for that is possible.
It has been said that the Upani~dic text about the size of a
thumb stands justified in relation to the heart, the scriptures
being concerned with human beings. In connection with that it
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is said: It is true that the scriptures sanction the competence of
human beings (for religious deeds); but with regard to the
knowledge of Brahman there is no hard and fast rule that the
sanction in this field (also) is for the human beings alone. The
teacher BadarayaQa thinks that the scriptures sanction the competence even of those divine beings and others who exist above
these men.
Why?
Because that is possible; for they too have the desire etc.
that confer the competence. Among those factors, even the gods
can have the hankering for liberation, caused by a reflection on
the impermanence etc. of divine glory, included as it is within
the range of created things. Similarly they can have the ability,
since it can be gathered from the Vedic verses, corroborative
passages, anecdotes, mythology, and common belief, that they
have bodies. Moreover, they are not debarred anywhere. Nor
can it be said that they are barred out by the scriptures about
the investiture with the sacred thread; for investiture is meant
for the study of the Vedas, and to them the Vedas get revealed
spontaneously (owing to their study in previous births). Besides,
the scriptures speak of their following the vow of brahmach(l1"ya26
for the mastery of knowledge as in, "Indra lived with Prajapati
for one hundred and one years under the vow of brahmac(l1"ya"
(Ch. VIII. xi. 3), "Bhrgu, well-known son of VaruQa, went to
his father VaruQa with the prayer, 'Teach me Brahman, 0
venerable sir'" (TaL III. i), and so on. Though the competence
for rites is denied in, "There is no competence for the gods,
since they have no gods (to sacrifice to)", "The Uis have no
competence for the performance of rites, since they have no
r#s (to perform to)" (Jai Su. VI. i. 6-7), still that non-competence does not apply to knowledge (of Brahman). For when
Indra and others are admitted to be qualified for knowledge,
they do not have to do anything to another set of Indra and the
rest, nor have Bhrgu and other r#s to do to another set of
Bbrgu and others belonging to the same lineage. So who can
III Living with a teacher for the study of the Vedas under a vow of
continence.
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deny the competence for knowledge even for the gods and
others? And even in the case of the gods, the Upani~dic text
about the soul of the size of a thumb is not improper when their
own thumbs are kept in view.

mN: A contradiction CfilifOl in the matter of rites, ~~ ~
if such be the objection, Of not so af.\cJi-m~: ?:U;mr since in
the Vedas are seen the assumption of many bodies.
27. If it be objected that this (corporeality of the gods) will
give rise to a contradiction (in the matter of the gods being
associated) in rites, then we reply: Not so, for in the Vedas are
noticed the assumption of many bodies.
Opponent: It may come to this: If by admitting bodies etc.
for the gods, it is argued that they have competence for knowledge, then just because they are possessed of bodies, it has to
be admitted that like the priests and others, Indra and others
also take part in the rites by their physical proximity. In that
case an incompatibility will crop up in the matter of rites; for
Indra and others are not seen to form parts of the rites by their
physical presence, nor is that possible, for Indra cannot be
bodily present at many sacrifices at the same time.
Vedantin: That incongruity does not arise.
··Why?
Because of the assumption of many bodies-because even for
a single god there is the possibility of assuming many bodies
simultaneously.
How is this known?
"Because this is noticed in the Vedas". Starting with the
(question of Sakalya), "How many gods are there?" (Br. III.
ix. 1), the number of gods is determined (by Yajiiavalkya) to
be "three hundred and three, and three thousand and three".
And when the question is put, "Which are those?", the Upai1i~d states, (through Yajiiavalkya), "These are but the manifestations of them; but there are only thirty-three gods" (Br.
III. ix. 2), by which statement the Upani~d shows that each
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god can have many forms simultaneously. Similarly the thirtythree are shown to be included in six; and so it goes on till
to the question, "Which is the one God?" the answer is given,
"The Vital Force (HiraI)yagarbha)" (Br. III. ix. 9). By showing here the identity of all the gods with HiraI)yagarbha, the
U pani~ad reveals that HiraI)yagarbha Himself has multiple
forms simultaneously. Similar is the Smrti text, "0 best of the
line of Bharata, the Yogin, after attaining the mystic power (of
Yoga), should create many bodies for himself, and should move
over the earth through them all. He should acquire (desirable)
objects through some of them, and through some he should
perform hard austerities. And again, he should withdraw them
all like the (setting) sun withdrawing its rays". This and other
Smrtis of a similar purport show how even the Yogins, who
succeed in acquiring the mystic powers of becoming subtle etc.
(at will), can have association with many bodies at the same
time. Therefore it goes without saying that the gods, dowered
with perfection from birth, will have these multiple bodies. And
since it is possible to assume many bodies, each god can divide
himself into multifarious bodies to be associated simultaneously
with many sacrifices. And yet they cannot be seen by others
because of their power of remaining invisible. Thus it all stands
justified.
Or the second part of the aphorism may be explained otherwise (to mean, "because various ways of taking part in a sacrifice are in evidence"). Even for embodied beings it is seen that
in the matter ot'injunction for becoming associated with rites
etc., there are various ways of doing so. Sometimes no single
embodied being is associated simultaneously with many rites;
for instance, when feasts are offered by many, no single BrahmaI)a is fed simultaneously. But sometimes even a single
embodied being becomes associated with many acts, as when a
single BrahmaI)a is greeted by many saluting him at the same
time. Similarly, here also, since sacrifices consist in parting with
one's things in honour of somebody, many can offer their respective things in the name of a single embodied god. Thus
nothing stands in the way of the gods, so far as rites are concerned, even though they have bodies.
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~ ~ ~ SIliCCleslcoqlftl,!QI'1IAfI,{ 1I~t;1I
~ In relation to the Vedic words (the contradiction will
arise) 'Uff ~ if such be the objection, if not so, am: ~
since from that it arises ~-ar.rr~ as is proved by direct
revelation and inference.

28. If it be objected that tbis contradicts the validity of Vedic
'Words, then not so, for the universe ,"ises from this, 'Which fact
is proved by direct revelation and inference.
Opponent: Granted even that even if bodies are assumed for
gods, no contradiction will arise in the matter of their association with rites, still a contradiction will arise as regards the
authority of the Vedic words.
How?
It is on the basis of the inborn relationship between words
and their meanings from the very beginning that the validity
of the Vedas has been established by saying, "Because of independence of other means of proof" (Jai SUo I. i. 5). According
to the present view, however, although a god, assumed to have
a body, can enjoy the oblation at many sacrifices by virtue of
his possession of mystic power, still owing to embodiedness, he
will be subject to birth and death just like ourselves. And this
will militate against the validity of the Vedic words, which is
based on the perception of an eternal relation between eternally
present words with their eternal meanings.
Vedantin: This contradiction, too, does not exist.
Why?
"Since from this it arises"-because the universe, consisting of
the gods and others, originates verily from the Vedic words.
Opponent: Under the aphorism, "That from which this universe has its birth etc." (I. i. 2), has it not been ascertained that
the universe originates from Brahman? How can it be said here
that it originated from words? Moreover, even if it be conceded
that it arose from the Vedic words, how can this obviate the
contradiction as regards the (eternality of) words, since such
objects denoted by words as the Vasus, Rudras, Adityas,
ViSvedevas, Maruts, will be non-eternal, just because those
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objects had an origin? And if the gods be impennanent, who
can avoid the non-eternality of Vedic words "Vasus" etc.
which signify those gods? For it is a well-known fact in the
world that it is only after a son is born to Devadatta that the
boy is given some such name as Yajfiadatta. Accordingly, this
(embodiedness of the gods) is a real obstacle against the (validity of) words.
Vedantin: No, since the relationship between such generic
words and their meanings, as for instance cowhood and cows,
is seen to be eternal (i.e. beginningless). Not that the distinguishing characteristics (i.e. genus) of the cows etc. are created
afresh each time these cows etc. are born; for the individual
forms of substances, qualities, and actions alone can have origin,
but not so their distinguishing (general) characteristics (i.e.
genus). And words are connected with the general characteristics and not with the individuals; for the individuals are infinite,
and it is impossible. to comprehend the relation of a word
(with all of them). Thus, even though the individuals are born,
the distinctive general characteristics (or features) remain constant, so that this creates no difficulty about the eternality of the
words cow etc. Similarly it is to be understood that even though
the birth and death of individual gods be admitted, still their
distinctive general characteristics (or features) have no beginning. Accordingly, this does not militate in any way against
(the eternality of) the words Vasus and so on. As for the distinctive general characteristics of a particular deity, they are to
be gathered from what is known from the embodiedness etc.
mentioned in the mffTltTa and corroborative portions of the
Vedas. And like the words commander etc. the words Indra
etc. are used in relation to certain ranks etc. Accordingly, those
who occupy the respective positions are called by the various
names-Indra and so on. Thus there is nothing contradictory.
And this origination from words is not spoken of in the sense
of birth from a material cause, as it is done in the case of origination from Brahman.
In what sense then?
When there is first a word without a beginning and bearing
a meaning with which it has an eternal connection, then only
14
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is there a possibility of an individual cropping up which can be
fit to be referred to by that word. In that sense it is said to
originate from a word.
How, again, is it known that the universe originates from
words?
"From direct revelation and inference." By "direct revelation" is meant the Vedas, since they do not depend on any other
means of knowledge for their validity. By "inference" is meant
the Smrrl, for it depends on other sources for its validity. Both
of them show that creation was preceded by words, as is
declared in the Veda: "Brahma created the gods by (thinking
of) the word ete; He created men and others by the word
asrgrmn; by the word indavai? the manes; by the word tirabpavitrtml the planets; by the word asavai? the hymns; by the word
vifvani the sastrar; and by the word abhist1Ubhagai? the other
beings"27 ().t. V. IX. 62). Similarly elsewhere in "He (Prajapati)
brought about the union of speech (the Vedas) with the
mind"28 (Br. I. ii. 4), and other places where the Vedas speak
of creation as preceded by words. The Smrti also speaks similarly: "In the beginning was projected by Prajapati, the eternal
speech in the form of the Vedas which have no beginning and
end, which are divine (i.e. run through the traditional line
alone), and from which proceed all activities." And even this
projection of speech is to be understood in the sense of starting
of a cycle of transmission through a line of teachers and students;
for no other kind of projection is possible for the Vedas which
are without any beginning and end. Similar is the text: "In the
beginning, He, the great Lord, created from the words of the
Vedas alone, the names and forms of the creatures and promoted
., As Prajapati recollects the words in the beginning of creation,
the meanings of the words call up to His mind the things thus: ete
-these, a pronoun, indirectly reminds Him of the gods; asrk means blood,
so aSTgTam stands for men, since they delight in the body in which blood
predominates; indu-moon, points to the manes living in the lunar world;
pavitra-Suma, tiral;Jpavitrl1-tbe gTabas (planets) that hide this Suma
within themselves; lj.k hymns set to music are asava/;J; the sartias used
after the hymns are visva; those who are blessed everywhere are recollected through saubhaga .
... He reflected on creation as revealed in the Vedas.
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religious activities" (Manu. I. 21); "In the beginning, He created
from the Vedic words themselves, the names of all beings, and
all actions separately, as also the separate modes of life". Besides,
it is a matter of experience to us all that when one has to accomplish some desired thing, one remembers first the word denoting
it and then accomplishes it. Similarly it is understood that in the
case of Prajiipati also, when He was intent on creation, the Vedic
words flashed in His mind before creation and then He created
the things according to these. In confirmation of this occur the
Vedic texts, such as, "He uttered the syllable boo!), He created
the earth" (Tai. Br. II. ii. 4.2), which show the creation of the
worlds-the earth and the rest-from the words boo!) and so
on, coming to His mind.
What particular nature of the words is meant when it is
asserted that creation comes out of the words?
They (the grammarians) say, it is the sphota.29 If it be held
that creation proceeds from the letters (constituting the words),
then since the letters have a beginning and an end, the view
that the gods spring from the eternal words will have no legs
to stand on. And the letters have a beginning and an end, since
at every fresh utterance they appear differently. That is why
even when a person is not in sight, it can be clearly determined
from the sound of the reading itself, e.g. "This is Devadatta's
reading" or "This is Yajiiadatta's reading". This apprehension of
the difference in respect of the letters is not false inasmuch as
no other apprehension emerges to contradict this. Nor is it
reasonable to hold that the meaning is gathered from the letters;
for the letters cannot convey the meaning individually, since
this is not universally true. so Nor can there be a comprehension
of a totality of letters, for the letters occur in sequence.81 It
may be argued that the last letter, in association with the
""The impression created in the mind on hearing a sound (e.g. cow)
expressive of meaning and itself expressed by the letters constituting the
sound (e.g. cow) •
.. For it is not a fact that the utterance of a single letter conveys the
meaning; and if a single letter suffices, the others will be useless.
11 Each letter, as it is uttered, lasts for one moment, and hence the
letters cannot form a totality.
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impressions of the letters uttered earlier in succession, will
convey the meaning. But that cannot be, for just as it is seen
in the case of smoke (that it can make the fire known when it
is itself known), so a word can convey its meaning only when
it is itself known in association with the impressions (as having
a connection with its meaning like smoke with fire). But it is
not possible to apprehend the successive letters in association
with the impressions of earlier letters, since impressions are not
perceived directly (by sense-organs). If it be argued that the
last letter, in association with the impressions made known
through the effect (viz the comprehension of meaning or
memory) resulting from the impressions, will convey the meaning, that also cannot be. 32 For even memory, produced by the
impressions, proceeds in a sequence.aa Accordingly, a word is of
the nature of a sphota. The apprehension of the letters individually sows the seed in the mind in the form of impression,
which attains full maturity on the apprehension of the last
letter, and then becoming the object of a single apprehension,
it flashes in the mind without further effort. 34 This singleness of
apprehension, again, is not a form of memory (of a collection
of letters), for the letters being many, they cannot form the
content of a single perception. And this sphota has no beginning,
since its identity is recognizable at every utterance (of the
word). The idea of difference springs from the difference of
the letters. Therefore the universe of actions, agents, and results,
.. This will be arguing in a circle, the impressions being known from
the comprehension of meaning and the comprehension of meaning being
dependent on the apprehension of impressions. The memory of the
meaning of a word can occur after the knowledge of the word. So the
knowledge of a word, defined as the knowledge of the last letter in
association with the impressions of earlier letters, cannot produce the
knowledge of the word .
.. The impressions, inferred from the recollections occurring in
sequence, will have a sequence, and will thus fail to form a single
entity•
.. Just as the secret of gems flashes in a mind trained through repeated
observations. The sphora emerges in the form of the apprehension, ''This
is a single word", without further cogitation in a mind that has been
prepared thus.
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standing for the meaning of word, emerges from the eternal
word, conceived of as a sphota, which indicates it.
Vediintin: But the venerable Upava~ is of opinion that the
letters themselves constitute the words. As for the objection
raised earlier that the letters have a beginning and an end, the
reply is that it is not so, for they are recognized as "Those are
the same as these". If it be argued that the recognition is caused
by similarity, as in the case of hair etc., the answer is that it
cannot be so, since the recognition cannot be repudiated by any
other- means of knowledge. If it be said that the recognition
arises from (the unity of) species, the answer is ·that it cannot
be so, since the individual letters are recognized to be the same.
The recognition would have been caused by the species if the
letters were cognized as separate entities like the individual cows
at the time of each fresh utterance. But this is not so, for it is
the letters themselves that are cognized to be the same at each
fresh utterance, the recognition taking the form, "The word
cow is uttered twice", but not, "There are two words 'cow'''.
It may be argued that it was pointed out earlier that owing to
differences in pronunciation, letters also appear differently, as is
obvious from a distinction that can be made between the readings of Devadatta and Yajfiadatta from a mere hearing of the
sound of reading. The answer will be this: Granted that there
is a definite recognition of the identity (of the letters), the
peculiarity about the (distinction of) letters that is perceived
can be explained as arising not from their intrinsic difference
(at every fresh utterance), but from the difference in the instruments of their expression. For letters are expressed by the association and dissociation of air, proceeding upward and striking
against such parts of the mouth as the palate etc. Besides, to
make recognition possible, species for the (individual) letters
will have to be posited even by one who holds the view that
individual letters differ (at different) utterances. With regard
to these species, again, one will have to admit differences created
by conditioning factors. That being so, it is better to say8r; in
.. Better than to say that (1) each letter is infinite in number, (2) on
those infinite letters the species inheres individually, (3) in them adventitious differences are created by pitches-high, low, medium, etc.
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conformity with the law of parsimony (or brevity of imagination) that the ideas of difference arise with regard to the individual utterances of the letters owing to the presence of conditioning factors, and the recognition (of identity) arises from
their intrinsic nature. This very fact of the recognition of
identity is a bar against any idea of difference in relation to each
utterance of any letter. When a letter, for instance "g", is the
same, how can it possibly become divergent at that very same
time to different people uttering it simultaneously as highpitched, low-pitched, medium-pitched, or nasal, non-nasal, and
so on?
Or the true position is this: This cognition of difference is
created by the sound and not the letter itself; and hence there
is no fault.
Opponent: What is this sound?
Vedii11tin: This sound is that which reaches the ear of a
distant hearer without apprising him of any distinction of letters,
but invests the letters with such differences as high or low
pitch etc. in his ears as he approaches nearer. The difference
in loudness etc. is a creation of this sound and not of the letters as such; for the identity of each letter is recognized at every
fresh utterance. S6 From this point of view, the highness etc. of
pitch gets a basis; otherwise, from the fact that each letter, when
uttered, seems to be different, though it is recognized as the
same, one would have to fancy that the difference is created by
the air coming in contact with or getting disconnected from the
vocal apparatus. But since these conjunction and disjunction
are not perceived by the ear, the distinction created by them
will fail to be associated with the letters, and hence this cognition of pitches-high, low, etc.-will be baseless. Moreover, the
view does not deserve consideration that though the letters are
recognized to be the same, still they differ in accordance with
the differences in pitch; for anything continuing to be the
same does not differ simply because of the difference in something else, for instance a species is not considered to be different
.. But the sound of the letters differs. Accordingly, letters and sound are
different. Thus nobody thinks of the unuttered letters as intonated or of
the music in a vi~a as letters.
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owing to the difference in the individuals (of the species).
Besides, inasmuch as the comprehension of meaning can follow
from the letters, it is useless to assume a sphota.
Op-ponent: I do not assume, but I directly perceive the sphota,
for it flashes suddenly in the intellect imbued with the impressions of letters occurring successively.
Vediintin: No, for that comprehension also relates to letters.
The single concept "cow", arising after the comprehension of
letters individually, emerges on the basis of the letters as a whole
and not any other thing (called sphota).
How can this be known?
Even in this comprehension, the letters "c" etc. (of cow) are
in evidence, but not the letters "d" etc. For if a sphota, which is
different from the letters "c" etc., had formed the content of
that comprehension, then the sphota would have ruled out "c"
etc. just as it does "d" etc. But facts are otherwise. Accordingly,
this idea of identity is based on the memory of letters alone.
Opponent: Did we not say that the letters being many, they
cannot form the basis of a single concept?
Vediintin: To that we say: Even many things can be the
basis of a single concept as is seen in the cases of a line, a forest,
an army, ten, hundred, thousand, etc. As for the idea that "cow"
is a single word, that is only a secondary idea of unity ,lpplied
to the letters "c a w" because of their being related to the same
object "cow", as is the case with the ideas of forest, army, etc.
Here the opponeut says: If the letters alone, as a gronp, form
the basis of a single concept and become a word, then in snch
instances as jiira (paramour)-riijii (king), kapi (monkey)pika (cuckoo), the words should not be comprehended distinctly, since the very same letters appear in different places in a
different order.
Vediintin : To this we say: Although all the letters in a word
are cognized, still like the ants entering into the idea of a line in
a definite order, the letters enter into the notion of a word in
their definite sequence. That being the case, there is nothing
illogical in understanding a particular word arising from a
particular arrangement, even though the letters may be the
same. At the time of apprehending the meaning of words from
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the use of them by older people, these letters, as uttered in a
certain sequence, were understood (by a child) to be related to
certain meanings; so at the time of his own dealings with
them (by the child), the letters apprehended individually, appear
in that very sequence in the intellect which groups them
together, and thus they invariably convey those particular
senses. In this way, those who hold by the letters have the law
of parsimony in their favour, whereas those holding the theory
of spbolll have to face the difficulties of rejecting an obvious
thing and accepting something fancifuJ.81 Besides that theory
assumes too many things, inasmuch as these letters, apprehended
in succession, reveal a sphota, and then that spbola reveals the
meaning. Or even if it be the case that the letters are quite new
at every fresh utterance, still to explain the recognition of
identity, species of letters has to be admitted perforce. And thus
the process of expression of meaning, that has been shown in
the case of letters, has to be transferred to the species (by them).
Thus (since the letters are permanent and convey meanings,
therefore) it involves no contradiction to say that the gods as
individuals emerge from the eternal words.

3Rr ~ :q f"1tlttcU{ lI~tll
:q

And 8Rf ~ from this very fact f~ (follows) eternality.

29. And fTom tbis very fact follows the eternality (of the
Vedas).

The beginninglessness of the Vedas stands established (in the
Piirva-Mimamsa) from the fact that no independent author of
the Vedas is remembered (i.e. known). That having been taken
for granted, the admission of the origin of individual deities
from the Vedic words, raised a doubt about the non-eternality of
the words themselves. This was refuted by saying, "For the
universe arises from this" (I. iii. 28). Now this fact of eternality
of the Vedas, that stands unaffected, is being confirmed by
In The obvious fact that letters express an idea, and the fanciful fact
that there is such a thing as spbota.
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saying, "And from this very fact follows eternality." "From
this very fact"-from the fact that the universe of gods and
others, having a definite fonn, emerges from the Vedic wordsit is to be understood that the Vedic words also are eternal. So
also the mtmtra text, "The sacrifices, having acquired the fitness
to receive the Veda as a result of the earlier perfonnance of
good deeds, received it as it had already existed among the
rtis" (~. V. X. !xxi. 3), shows the acquisition of the Veda that
had already existed. Veda-Vyasa also writes in his Srnrti thus:
"In days of yore, the great rfis received through austerities, with
the permission of the self-born One, the Veda, together with
the anecdotes, that had remained withdrawn during dissolution".
ijql'1'1lq~C"qli1I,'dlq'4fq(t'ii41 ~ ~~ \I~oll
:;r And ~-OfPI'~ owing to the similarity of names and

fonns aWl even illF{m in the revolution of world cycles, ~:
there is no contradiction ~ as is known from the Vedas
.... and ~: from the Smrci.

30. And there is no contradiction, since similar names and
forms are repeltted even in the revolution of the 'World cycles,
as is /mown from the Vedas and the Smrti.
Opponent: Now it may be granted that, if the individual gods
originate continuously like individual animals and others, and
they disappear in the same way, then there will be no discontinuity in the continuance of behaviour based on words,
meanings of words, and pronouncers of words; and thus owing
to a continuity of relationship, the defect of Vedic words
becoming non-eternal can be avoided. But how can this difficulty be avoided in the face of the statements in the Vedas and
the Smrtis that the whole creation, consisting of the' three
worlds, loses its names and fonns and gets dissolved without a
trace, and it emerges again as a fresh entity?
Vedmrtin: As to that this is the answer: (There is no contradiction with the beginninglessness of the Vedas), because of
the similarity of names and forms. (If final dissolution and creation thereafter be believed in) even then the beginninglessness
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of creation has to be admitted. The teacher (Vyasa) will
establish this beginninglessness in the aphorism, "Moreover, this
is logical and so it is met with" (II. i. 36). Just as it is the case
that although we hear of merging and emerging in sleep and
waking, still it involves no contradiction, because the behaviour
in the succeeding waking state follows the pattern in the earlier
one in the case of the beginningless worldly state, so also it is
to be understood that the creation and dissolution in a subsequent cycle raise no difficulty. And merger and emergence of
consciousness in sleep and waking states are heard of in the
Upani~dic texts, "When a sleeping man sees no dream, then he
becomes unified in this Pra1J1l (i.e. Self) Itself. Then the organ
of speech, together with all the names, merges in Pr~; the
organ of sight, with all the forms, gets unified in Pr~; the
organ of hearing, with all the sounds, gets united in Prii1,za; the
mind, with all the thoughts, merges in Pra~2a. And when the
soul wakes up, then just as sparks dart to all the quarters from
a blazing fire, similarly from the Self all the organs proceed to
their various seats; from the organs emerge the gods, and from
the gods the sense-objects" (Kau. III. 3).
Opponent: It may be conceded that in sleep there is no
contradiction, since the empirical behaviour of other individuals continues unbroken and since the man who wakes up
from sleep can recollect his behaviour in the past. But since
all behaviour is eradicated in final dissolution, and since the
behavour in a previous cycle of creation cannot be called up
to memory like the behaviour in a past life, the analogy is
inapt.
Vedantin: That defect does not arise; for although the final
dissolution intervenes to obliterate all empirical behaviour, still
by the grace of God, it is reasonably possible for divine beings
like HiraQyagarbha to recollect the behaviour in an earlier cycle.
From the fact that ordinary creatures are not seen to recollect
their past lives, it does not follow that the fact must be the
same in the case of divine beings as well. It is noticed that
although as living creatures all are the same, counting from
men to a clump of grass, still the obstruction to the manifestation of knowledge, glory, etc. increases successively all through
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the series at each stage; similarly when it is mentioned more
than once in the Vedas and Smrtis that knowledge, glory, etc.
become increasingly more manifest at each successive stage
counting from men themselves up to HiralJ.yagarbha, it cannot
be brushed aside as non-existent. From this it logically follows,
on the analogy of a man risen up from sleep, that the recollection of the behaviour in a past cycle is possible for beings like
HiralJ.yagarbha, who had undertaken meditation and work in a
superexcellcnt way in a past cycle, who have emerged at the
beginning of the present cycle (as a result of past achievement),
and who have been vouchsafed the grace of God. In support
of this here is a Vedic text: "Hankering after liberation, I take
refuge in that self-effulgent Being, revealing Himself in my
intellect that is transformed in the likeness of that Being Himself, who created HiralJ.yagarbha in the beginning and transmitted the Vedas to Him" (Sv. VI. 18). And Saunaka and others
mention that the r$is, Madhucchandas and others, were the seers
of the mant1'as of the ~g-Veda. And in the same way (it is
mentioned by) Bodhayana and others, with regard to the
(KaI)Qas) parts of the other Vedas, that they also were seen by
r#s. Moreover, the Vedas also show that the rites are to he
performed with mantras after knowing their seers. For instance,
after starting with, "Anyone who conducts a sacrifice or teaches
with a mantra, of which he does not know the seer, the metre,
the deity, and the application, enters into motionless things or
falls into hell", it is said, "Therefore one should know these in
every mantra". Furthermore, virtuous deeds are enjoined for
the acquisition of happiness by creatures, and vicious deeds are
prohibited for the avoidance of sorrow. And likes and dislikes
occur in respect of happiness and sorrow that are known
directly or from the scriptures, but not in respect of others.
Accordingly, it follows that when successive creations take
place as the result of virtue and vice, they are bruught into
existence exactly like the previous creation. Bearing on this is
a Smrti text: 38 "Among them, the creatures th:lt had adopted
certain courses of action in a previous creation, adopt those
.. Vip.11I-Pura'!llf, 1. v. 59-61; Mbh.

sa.;

231.48-49.
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very courses when created again and again, they being under
the influence of those works, be they injurious or non-injurious,
soft or cruel, associated with virtue or vice, and true or false.
Accordingly, each has a lilung for his respective work." When
this universe gets dissolved, it dissolves by keeping its latent
power intact, and the next creation emerges from that latent
power. For otherwise it will all be a matter of chance (i.e.
result occurring without cause). Now we cannot imagine
diverse powers of different kinds. 3D That being the case, it is to
be understood that just as the relation between the senses and
the sense-objects is fixed, so also is fixed in this beginningless
universe, the arrangement of the succession of masses of creatures like gods, men, and animals, and the arrangement of castes,
stages of life, virtue and vice, and their results, which originate
after intervening breaks. For like the impossibility of fancying
objects for the sixth organ, it is not possible to fancy that the
pattern of behaviour, as manifested, for instance, in the relation
between the senses and the sense-objects, can be different in
every fresh creation. 40 Therefore from the facts that the pattern
of behaviour is the same in every cycle of creation and that the
mighty divine beings can recollect the lives in the earlier cycles
of creation, it follows that the particulars in each creation
emerge with the same (characteristics of) names and fOnDS. No
contradiction with the validity of the Vedas arises from holding
that the universe has the same kind of names and fOnDS in its
cycles (of final dissolution and fresh creation). The similarity
of names and forms is shown by Vedic texts and Smrtis: "The
ordainer created the sun and moon, as also heaven, which is an
abode of happiness, the earth, and interspace, just as before"
(~. V. X. cxc. 3), which means that the supreme Lord created
.. Nescience being the only power admissible .
.. The mind is the sixth organ (Gitii, XV. 7). It has no distinct object
of its own, for happiness etc. are cognized by the Witness. So "fancying
objects for the sixth organ" means thinking of a nonentity. Or the
meaning is that there is no sixth organ in addition to the eye etc., and
so there can be no question of the existence of its objects. As for the
other sense-organs and sense-objects, there is a fixity of relation; for
instance colour cannot be perceived by the ear, in any cycle of creation.
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the universe of sun, moon, etc. like what it was in the previous cycle. "Fire desired, 'I shall become a bestower of food
to the gods.' In honour of the (gods of the stars in the)
Krttikii constellation, he41 performed in fire a sacrifice, in which
was offered the cakes cooked in eight plates" (TaL Br. III. i.
4.1), where the text shows that the sacrificer who offered the
oblation in fire in the course of performing the sacrifice in
honour of the stars, and the fire into which the offering was
made, had the same name and form. Other texts of a similar
purport are to be quoted here. There are Smrti texts: "To the
seers, born after the end of dissolution, the unborn One imparts
those very names and those very visions of the Vedic texts as
they had before. As the signs of various kinds of the different
seasons are seen to revolve in order, in that very way all the
things emerge at the beginning of a yuga (cycle), and whatever
forms, peculiar to each, the beings had in the past, those exactly
conform to these of the present beings-the gods being similar
to the gods of the past in forms and names" (Mbh. sa., 231.58,
210.17). Such other texts are also to be referred to.

q\::cllf~t;q~"'~f~ ~: 1I~~11
O\~ .. +tql~ Owing to impossibility (of competence) If'!-~
in the Madhu-'lJidyii etc., ~fltf.:r: Jaimini (asserts) ~Cfiro(
incompetence.

31. Jaimini asserts (that the gods and others have) no competence (for knowledge of Brahman), owing to the impossibility
of their competence for Madhu-'lJidyii etc.

The assertion made here that even the gods have competence
for the knowledge of Brahman is being challenged. The teacher
Jaimini holds that the gods are disqualified.
Why?
Because of the impossibility of their being qualified for the
Madhu-vidyii (meditation on honey, i.e. the successive quin.. The sacrificer perfonning the sacrifice with the idea, "I shall become
fire, the eater of food", becomes the god Fire in the next cycle, and
hence he is called Fire even when he is a sacrificer.
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tessences of things), etc. If their competence for the knowledge
of Brahman be admissible, it should be so with regard to MadhuVidya etc. as well, for they too are equally fOnDS of vidya
(knowledge). But this is not possible.
How?
According to the text, "This sun is madhu (honey) to the
gods" (Ch. III. i. 1), human beings should meditate on the sun
by superimposing the idea of honey on it. If the gods and others
be accepted as (competent) adorers, then which other sun will
the (god) Sun adore? Then again, after introducing the five
kinds of nectar, red and the rest, that exist in the sun, it is said
that the five groups of gods--V asus, Rudras, Adityas, Maruts,
and 5adhyas--subsist on these nectars seriatim. Mter this instruction, it is shown in the text starting with, "H~ who meditates on this nectar thus, becomes one with the Vasus themselves
and gets satisfied by seeing this nectar, with Fire in his leading"
(Ch. III. vi. 3), that those who know the honey on which the
Vasus and others subsist attain the glory belonging to Vasus
and others. But whom else can the Vasus and others know as
the enjoyers of the nectar? And what other glory, belonging
to the Vasus and others, will they desire to get? So also in
other places, as for instance in, "Fire is a quarter, Air is a
quarter, the Sun is a quarter, the Directions are a quarter" (Ch.
III. xviii. 2), "Air is indeed the place of merger" (Ch. IV. iii. I),
"The sun is Brahman-this is the instruction" (Ch. III. xix. 1),
where meditations on the deities themselves are enjoined, and
where those very gods cannot be qualified for undertaking
those very meditations. So also in such texts as, "These two
(ears) are Gotama and Bharadvaja: This one is Gotama, and
this one Bharadvaja" (Br. II. ii. 4), where meditations about the
seers are enjoined, and where those very seers cannot be
qualified for those very meditations.
F or what more reason are the gods disqualified?

"f And ~ owing to the occurrence (of words) ~m
in respect of a sphere of light.
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To this sphere of light exisiting in the sky, that illumines the
world by rotating throughout day and night, are applied such
words as the sun etc. which are indicative of gods; because in
this sense of a mere sphere they are familiar in the world and
are recognized as such in the complementary portion of the
text.42 Not that we can understand any connection of this
sphere of light with any human form, comprising the heart etc.,
or with sentience, desire etc.; for it is known to be insentient
like the earth etc. Hereby are explained away fire and the rest
(which are equally insentient).
Objection: No such fault arises, since the gods are known to
have forms etc. from the mantras, corroborative statements,
anecdotes, mythologies, and common experience.
/aimini: No, for there is no such independent means of valid
knowledge called common experience. Any object that is known
through the well-known means of knowledge, such as perception, may be said to be known from common experience when
these means are not applied with careful scrutiny. But with
regard to the matter under discussion, none of the valid means
of proof-perception and the rest-can be cited. As for anecdote
and mythology, they too originate from human beings, and
hence must be dependent on some other valid means for their
authenticity. Vedic corroborative statements are also subservient
to some injunctions, and hence they cannot prove the embodiedness etc. of the gods on the strength of any independent
meaning. The mantras also, that are applied to rites according
to the (six) tests of frut; etc. (direct assertion, indicatory mark,
syntactical connection, context, position, designation), denote
things intrinsically connected with ritual application; and
accordingly it is said that they are not the valid means of
knowledge of any object. Hence the gods have no competence.
OJ For instance, "As long as the sun will rise in the east and set in the
west", occurring at the end of Mad/JuJuidya.
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~ ~ SlI~(llionsft~ ~ II~~II
~

But ~vr: BadarayaJ}a (upholds) 1fTCf1{ existence (of
competence) ~ for atf~ exists.
33. But BiidariiYll1,za upholds the existence of competence (for
the gods); for (the requisite for competence) exists (in them).
Vediimin: The word "but" rules out the opposite point of
view. But the teacher BadarayaI)a thinks that competence does
exist even for the gods and others. Although the gods and others
cannot have any competence for Madbu-1Jidya etc., where the
gods, as also the others, get intermingled, still they have the
possibility of competence for pure knowledge of Brahman, since
this competence is dependent on desire, ability, non-prohibition, etc. Not that competence can be ruled out even where it
is possible, just because it is impossible somewhere else. Even in
the case of men, not all of them are competent for all things;
for instance, the Brahmaoas have no competence for the
RAjamya sacrifice. The logic that applies there, applies here as
well. Under the topic of the knowledge of Brahman we come
across a Vedic indicatory mark revealing the competence of
gods and others for the knowledge of Brahman: "And
whosoever among the gods knew that Brahman also became
that; and the same with sages and men" (Br. I. iv. 10); as also,
"They said, 'Let us search for that Self, searching for which
one attains all the worlds and all the desirable things.' Thinking
thus, Indra, among the gods, started out (for Prajapati's place),
and so did Virocana of the devils" (Ch. VIII. vii 1). There is
a similar sign in the Smrti also; as for instance the story of
Yajfiavalkya and the Gandharva (ViSvavasu).n
And it was argued: "Because of the occurrence of the words
in respect of a sphere of light". To this we say: Although the
words sun etc. may refer to a sphere of light, still from their
use in the sense of gods, they present those respective gods as
.. Mahibhirata. Molqadhanna. where the Gandharva ViSvivasu inquires
and learns about Brahman. So also in other places (e.g. in the story of
Prahlida and Ajagara) non-human beings get this knowledge.
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possessed of sentience and divine powers; for these words are
thus used in the 'fItImtras and corroborative statements. Being
endowed with divine power, the gods certainly have the capacity to remain in identity with a sphere of light etc., and also to
IIssume various bodies at will. Thus in the sentence, "Come
Indra, thou ram of Medhatithi" etc., occurring in the corrohurative statement about Subrahmaoya (the priest singing the
:-;'\ma) , it is said, "For Indra, in the form of a ram, carried
Medhatithi of the line of KaQva" (SllI/.vimsa Bra/mtarul, I. 1).
In the Smrti also it is mentioned, "The sun came to Kunti by
IIssuming a human form." In the case of the earth etc. also,
sentient presiding deities are admitted as ruling over them, for
there are such Vedic texts as, "Earth said", "Water said", etc.
(S. B. I. vi. 3.2-4). We pointed out that in the case of the sun
Rnd the rest, the material substances like light etc. are held to
he insentient, but in accordance with the uses in the mantras
ond the corroborative statements, their presiding deities are held
to be sentient.
As for the argument that the 'fItImtras and corroborative
statements are meant to serve some extraneous purpose, so that
they have no power to reveal corporality etc. for the gods, we
say that the existence or non-existence of a thing is proved
from the emergence or not of some valid knowledge (from the
lip plication of some valid means), and it is not dependent on
whether it is meant for some other purpose (e.g. rites) or not.
Fur instance, a man, travelling for some purpose, certainly
perceives the existence of grass and leaves that lie on the
Wily.

To this the opponent says: The analogy is inapt, for there
the means of perception are directly in contact with the grass,
lear. etc. so that their existence becomes known. But here the
('urruhorative statement conveys its purport in syntactical
t'llIllhination with another sentence meant as an injunction: and
""lin it cannot be made to mean some existing thing through an
illlit-p"f1llent purport of its own. For when a sentence as a whole
('OIlV"YS its sense, its component parts are not admitted to have
their uwn independent purports as well. Thus from the sentence,
"One should not drink wine", formed with a negative (not), a
15
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possessed of sentience and divine powers; for these words are
thus used in the mantras and corroborative statements. Being
endowed with divine power, the gods certainly have the capacity to remain in identity with a sphere of light etc., and also to
assume various bodies at will. Thus in the sentence, "Come
Indra, thou ram of Medhatithi" etc., occurring in the corroborative statement about SubrahmaQ.ya (the priest singing the
sarna), it is said, "For Indra, in the form of a ram, carried
Medhatithi of the line of KaQ.va" (SlUjvimSa Bralmtatza, I. 1).
In the Smrti also it is mentioned, "The sun came to Kunti by
assuming a human form." In the case of the earth etc. also,
sentient presiding deities are admitted as ruling over them, for
there are such Vedic texts as, "Earth said", "Water said", etc.
(S. B. I. vi. 3.2-4). We pointed out that in the case of the sun
and the rest, the material substances like light etc. are held to
be insentient, but in accordance with the uses in the mantras
and the corroborative statements, their presiding deities are held
to be sentient.
As for the argument that the mantras and corroborative
statements are meant to serve some extraneous purpose, so that
they have no power to reveal corporality etc. for the gods, we
say that the existence or non-existence of a thing is proved
from the emergence or not of some valid knowledge (from the
application of some valid means), and it is not dependent on
whether it is meant for some other purpose (e.g. rites) or not.
For instance, a man, travelling for some purpose, cenainly
perceives the existence of grass and leaves that lie on the
way.
To this the opponent says: The analogy is inapt, for there
the means of perception are directly in contact with the grass,
leaf, etc. so that their existence becomes known. But here the
corroborative statement conveys its purport in syntactical
combination with another sentence meant as an injunction: and
hence it cannot be made to mean some existing thing through an
independent purport of its own. For when a sentence as a whole
conveys its sense, its component parts are not admitted to have
their own independent purports as well. Thus from the sentence,
"One should not drink wine", formed with a negative (not), a
15
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single idea, viz the prohibition of drinking, is understood from
a combination of the three words (not, should drink, and wine);
but from a connection between the two words "wine" and
"should drink", one cannot also understand an injunction of the
form, "One should drink wine".
Vedantin: To this the answer is: The analogy is not inappropriate. It is quite proper that in the matter of prohibition of
drinking wine, no other meaning can be accepted since the
words combine (in a single construction) round a single idea.
But in the cases of injunction and corroboration, the words in
the corroborative portion do combine to denote some independent existing thing; and then when the question of the
purpose to be served is raised, they become corroborative of
the injunction as far as possible. Thus in the sentence, "One
who wants prosperity shall sacrifice a white goat in honour of
Air" (Tai. S. II. i. 1), the words Air etc. occurring in this
injunctive sentence are directly strung up with the injunction
itself; but not so are the words in the text, "Air is indeed a
swift deity. He runs to Air himself with his own portion. It is
he who brings prosperity to this (performer of sacrifice)"
(Ibid.). Here the words occurring in this corroborative sentence
are not to be construed with the injunction, for Air or the
swift god cannot be conjoined with the injunctive verb to
imply, "Air is to sacrifice", or "the swift god is to sacrifice",
and so on. But they first form into a secondary combination for
declaring the nature of Air, and then eulogize the injunction by
conveying the idea that this rite has such a distinguished deity.
Accordingly, wherever the meaning of a subsidiary sentence is
known to be true from some other valid means of knowledge,
the corroborative statement proceeds to serve its purpose by
way of recapitulating (or recalling) that meaning. 44 But wherever such a meaning runs counter to other means of knowledge
the corroborative statement proceeds by way of an interpretation in the sense of an attribute. 45 In the absence of both
.. For instance, "Fire cures cold"-AllU'Vada.
"For instance, "The sun is the sacrificial stake", where the meaning is:
·'The stake is bright like the sun"-Gtqla'Vada.
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(contradiction and non-contradiction with other means)48 the
question arises as to whether it is to be interpreted in the attributive sense, since there is no other valid means of knowledge,
or it is to be interpreted as referring to some existing thing,
since there is no conflict with other means of knowledge. When
under such a predicament, people who stand by knowledge,
should interpret it to mean something existing, but not of an
attribute. This also explains the standpoint to be adopted with
regard to the mmztras.47
Moreover, when the injunctions enjoin that certain oblations
are meant for the gods-Indra and others-they have certainly
an eye on the nature of those gods-Indra and the rest. For
Indra and others cannot be conceived of by the mind without
the help of their own characteristics; nor can oblations be
offered to the respective gods without having some mental
image of them. And the Vedic text reads thus: "When uttering
the rmmtra VIliat one shall meditate on the deity in whose honour
the oblation is taken up" (Ai. Br. III. viii. 1). It cannot be said
that the meaning consists in nothing but the words themselves,
(the gods being nothing more than the words), for words and
meanings are not identical things. 48 That being so, anyone who
believes that the Vedic words are an independent source of
knowledge cannot deny the nature of the gods-Indra and
others-just as it is found in the rmmtras and corroborative
statements. Similarly, the anecdotes and mythologies, based on
the mantras and corroborative statements, can supply knowledge
according to the process shown, and they can prove the corporality of the gods and others. Besides, it is quite possible
that the anecdotes and mythologies are based on direct perception (by Vyiisa and others). For things imperceptible to us can
'"For instance, "Indra with a thunder in hand-BbUtiirthaviida. (See f.n.
54, I. i. 4), where Indra's existence is admitted .
• 7 A memtra is to be taken in its literal sense when it is not a recapitulation of something already known and it does not contradict known facts.
Thus a god can have a body, since the mantras and corroborative statements say so.
.. Should it be postulated that the memtras mention only the forms
(species) but not any person, the answer is: A form cannot exist without
a person.
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be perceptible to immortal beings. Thus it is mentioned in the
Smrtis that Vyiisa and others deal directly with the gods. Anyone saying that like the modern beings, the- ancient ones also
had no capacity to deal with the gods, denies variety in the
world, and may as well say that just as iIi the modern age, so
also in the past, there was no K~triya king ruling over the
whole earth. He will also have to set his face against the injunction about the Rajamya sacrifice etc., and he will have to assume
that the rules of caste and stages of life were as unstable in other
periods as at present. From that point of view, he will also set at
nought the scriptures meant for establishing norms of conduct.
Hence the proper position is that the immortal beings should
have dealings with the gods as a result of the perfection of their
virtue. Besides, the Smrti declares: "From the repetition of the
mantra follows the proximity to (and conversation with) one's
chosen deity" (Y oga-mtra, II. 44). Besides, since Yoga is
spoken of in the Smrti as leading to the attainment of such
mystic powers as becoming minute, it cannot be denied by a
mere bold assertion. The Vedas also declare the glory of Yoga:
"When the five elements--earth, water, fire, air, space-have
been conquered,49 and when the Yogic powers (of becoming
minute etc.) have started functioning, then for the aspirant, who
has acquired a body constituted by the fire of Yoga, there is no
disease, no decrepitude, no death" (Sv. II. 12). The power .of
the seers who visualize the mantra and briihma1,za portions of
the Vedas are not to be measured in terms of our power. Therefore the anecdotes and mythologies have a true basis. Common
belief too should not be dismissed as baseless so long as there
is some probability. Hence it is proper to understand from the
mantras etc. that the gods and others have bodies. And since on
that account they can have aspiration etc., their competence for
the knowledge of Brahman is justifiable. Moreover, such facts
•• Thinking on the different parts of the body as the five elements
(from the soles of the feet to knees--eanh; knees to navel-water; nave)
to neck-fire; neck to where the hair of the head starts---air; from there
to the crown of the head-space), and bringing them under control
through such thoughts of identity.
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as gradual emancipation, mentioned in the Vedas, become logical from this standpoint.
TOPIC

9: PSEUoo-SUDRA

~ d«<1lit(S!i(qUII'ditlF4Ullq ~ flll~)(11
~

To him occurred ~ grief ffi(~-'5JCIVIR[ on hearing
his disparagement ffiI'-am:~
..
. as is evident from his approaching him ~ for ~-m this is hinted at.
34. To him (i.e. Janafruti) occUTredgrief on hellring his
(i.e. swtrn's) disparaging utterance, as is e'Vident from his
(Janafruti's) approaching him (Rtzikva) , for this is hinted at
(by Rtzikva by using the 'Word SudTa).

It may be argued that, even as any hard and fast rule about
the competence of men alone is denied and the competence of
the gods as well for different kinds of knowledge is upheld,
similarly by denying any monopoly of qualification by the three
classes of the twice-born alone, the Sudras also may be accepted
as qualified. In order to remove such an assumption is begun
the present topic.
Opponent: Now then, the apparent conclusion is that a
Slidra also is qualified, for he can have the aspiration and ability.
And unlike the prohibition, "Therefore the Slidra is unfit for
performing sacrifices" (Tai. S. VII. i. 1.6), no prohibition
against his acquisition of illumination is met with. Even the
disqualification for sacrifices that arises for the Slidra from the
fact of his not being qualified for lighting a sacrificial fire, is no
sign of his being debarred from knowledge. For it is not a fact
that a man who has no fire-Ahavaniya and the rest-cannot
acquire knowledge. Moreover, there is an indicatory sign confirming the Slidra's competence. In the section dealing with the
knowledge of strmvarga (merger of all things), JanaSruti, grandson of Putra and an aspirant of knowledge, is referred to by
the word Slidra: "Fie, 0 Slidra, keep to yourself the chariot
and the necklace, together with the cows" (Ch. IV. ii. 3). And
in the Smrtis arr. mentioned Vi dura and others as born in the
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$udra caste but endowed with special knowledge. Hence $udras
have competence for different kinds of knowledge.
Vedlntin: Faced with this, we say: The Sudra has no
competence, since he cannot study the Vedas; for one becomes
competent for things spoken of in the Vedas, after one has
studied the Vedas and known these things from them. But
there can be no reading of the Vedas by a Siidra, for Vedic
study presupposes the investiture with the sacred thread, which
ceremony is confined to the three castes. As for aspiration, it
cannot qualify anyone unless one has the ability. Mere ability in
the ordinary sense also cannot qualify anyone; for scriptural
ability is needed in a scriptural matter. But this scriptural ability
is denied by the prohibition of the right to study. As for the
text, ''The $udra is unfit for performing a sacrifice" (Tai. S.
VII. i. 1.6), since it is based on a logic having common application, it suggests that the Sfidra has no right to knowledge as
well, for the logic applies both ways. And what you take for
an indicatory mark occurring in the section dealing with the
knowledge about merger, that is no mark at all, for there is no
logic behind it. An indicatory mark becomes suggestive when
stated logically; but that logic is lacking here. Granted even
that this mark qualifies the $udra for the sll1mJ/lrga-'lJidy4 (meditation on merger) alone, because it occurs there, still it cannot
qualify him for all kinds of knowledge. The fact, however, is
that this word Sudra cannot guarantee his comp6tence anywhere, because it occurs in a corroborative statement (Arthll'U4da). On the contrary, this word Siidra can be construed with
some one already having the competence.
How?
The answer is: On hearing this utterance of the swan, "Hullo,
who is this one, insignificant as he is, of whom you speak as
though he were like Raikva of the chariot?" (Ch. IV. i. 3),
which was a personal disparagement for him, JanaSruti, grandson
of Putea, was struck with grief (mk). Raikva hinted at this
grief by using the word Sudra, thereby revealing his own power
of television. This is what we can understand. For a born SUdra
has no right to knowledge.
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How, again, is it suggested by the word Siidra that he was
struck with grief?
The answer is: "Tat-iidravl11)Ot". Because the word Siidra
can be split up thus to mean that he (Raikva) approached
towards (abhidudriiva) that (ttlt) grief (fucam); or he was
approached (abhidudruve) by that (tat) sorrow (fuca); or he
rushed (abhidudriiva) to that (tat) Raikva, because of sorrow
(fuca). And this derivative meaning has to be accepted because
the conventional meaning is inadmissible. Moreover, this meaning is obvious from the story itself.

And m~~: owing to his K~triyahood being known
~ later on ~ from the indicatory mark ~~~ of mention along with a descendant of Citraratha.
:q

35. And because his K$atriyahood is known later on from the
indicatory mark of his mention along with a descendant of
CitrllTatha.

For this further reason Janasruti is not a Siidra by birth, for
from a consideration of the topic it transpires that he is a
K~triya, which fact becomes obvious from his suggestive
mention later on along with the ~triya Abhiprararin of the
line of Citraratha. Later on in the complementary portion of
the section on the knowledge about the merger (Sarm.;argavidya) Abhipratarin of the line of Citraratha is mentioned as a
K~triya in, "Now then, a Brahmacarin begged of Saunaka of
the line of Kapi, and Abhipratarin, son of Ka~sena, when
they were being served by the cook" (Ch. IV. iii. 5). That
Abhipratarin belonged to the line of Citraratha is to be understood from his association with a descendant of the line of
Kapi; for the association of the descendant of Citraratha with
that of Kapi is known from the text, "The Kapeyas made
Citraratha perfonn this (Dviriitra sacrifice)" (Tii?l4ya Brahma1Jl1,
XX. xii. 5). For the people of the same lineage generally have
the priests of a common descent. Besides, it is known that he
was a K~triya from the text, "From him issued one named
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Citrarathi who was a K~triya king", where we find him to
be a ~triya king. Accordingly, the mention of JanaSruti along
with the K~triya Abhiprararin, in the context of the same kind
of knowledge, suggests that the former is a K~triya; for equals
are generally found to be mentioned together. Moreover, Jana5mti is known to be a K~triya from the fact of his despatching
a ~ttaliO and his possession of riches. Hence a born Sudra has
no right to knowledge.
rnl<q<I'tiURt« .. lq!F+lwlqliil II~'"
~~..q (Iilillt'q:

On account of the mention of purificatory
rites '" and ffi(-8I1I11I'-aITttijiJlqIq: declaration of the absence of
these.
16. Because purificatory rites tne mentioned (for. others) and
absence of these is decllZTed (for the Sudra).

For the additional reason that, in the contexts where knowledge is spoken of, such actions for acquiring the right to
knowledge are declared as investiture with the sacred thread
etc.,lil for instance, "Him he vested with the sacred thread"
(S. B. XI. v. 3.13), "Uttering the sacred formula, 'Teach me
venerable sir', he approached" (Ch. VII. i. 1), "They, who
were adepts in the Vedas, adhered to the qualified Brahman,
but were intent on an inquiry about the supreme Brahman,
went to the venerable Pippalada with sacrificial faggot in hand,
under the belief, 'This one will certainly tell us about It'"
(Pr. I. 1). And the text, "Even without initiating them" (Ch.
V. xi. 7), only shows that those (who were exempted from
initiation) had it already. The absence of purificatory rites for
the Siidra is mentioned in the Smrti thus: "The Sudra belongs
to the fourth caste and has but a single birth" (Manu, X. 4),
as also in such texts as, "The Sudra has no sins, nor is he fit for
any purificatory rite" (Manu, X. 126).
10 One born of a mixed parentage-from a Sudra father and ~triya
mother or of a slave woman-whose duty was to drive chariots, wait
on princes. and so on.
11 Etc.-study, service of the teacher, and so on.
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~,"qr"'14i<Gr :q ~: 1\~"\1
'" Moreover SIC{.ff: on account of inclination having arisen

ffi{-8f'lI'Tif-~ when the absence of that had been ascertained.
37. And because (Gautama's) inclination arose (to initiate and
instruct Satyakitma) 'When the absence of that (Sadrabood) had
been ascertained.

Here is an additional reason why a Sudra has no right. When
owing to the utterance of truth (by Satyakama Jabala), the
absence of Sudrahood had been established, then Gautama
proceeded to initiate and instruct (Satyakama) Jabala, which
fact is gathered from an indicatory sign in the Upani$3d: ''No
non-BrahmaQa can dllre utter such a truth. 0 amiable one,
bring sacrificial faggot, I shall initiate you because you did not
depart from truth" (Ch. IV. iv. 5).
S:ijq Uil&044'1ltlSlFdQ0rJ41q ~.ftl I\~C;II

'" And 8NVT-~-ri'-5Ird~"I({ hearing, study, acquisition of
meaning are prohibited ~: according to Smrti.
38. And because the Smrti prohibits for the Sfjdra the hearing,
stUdy, and acquisition of the meaning (of the Vedas).

This is another reason why the Sudra has no right: By the
Smrti he is debarred from hearing, studying, and acquiring the
meaning of the Vedas. The Smrti mentions that a Sudra has no
right to hear the Vedas, no right to study the Vedas, and no
right to acquire the meaning of the Vedas (and perform the
rites). As for prohibition of hearing, we have the text, "Then
should he happen to hear the Vedas, the expiation consists in
his ears being filled with lead and lac"1I2, and "He who is a
Siidra is a walking crematorium. Hence one should not read in
the neighbourhood of a Siidra"58. From this follows the prohibition about study. How can one study the Vedas when they are
not to be recited within his hearing? Then there is the chopping
u

Gau. Dh. Sii., XII. 4
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off of his tongue if he should utter the Vedas, and the cutting
of the body to pieces if he should commit it to memory54. From
this it follows by implication that the acquisition of meaning
and acting on it are also prohibited, as is stated in, "Vedic
knowledge is not to be imparted to a Siidra"IHI, and "Study,
sacrifice, and distribution of gifts are for the twice-born"56. But
from those to whom knowledge dawns as a result of (good)
tendencies acquired in the past lives, as for instance to Vidura,
Dharmavyadha, and others, the reaping of the result of knowledge cannot be withheld, for the result of knowledge is
inevitable. This position is confirmed by the Smrti text, "One
should read out to the four castes (keeping the BrahmaQ.a in
front) "57, which declares the competence for all the four castes
for the acquisition of the anecdotes and mythologies. But the
conclusion stands that a Siidra has no right to knowledge through
the Vedas.
TOPIC

10: VIBRATION

Cfl¥Xi'1Ii;f

lI~tll

39. (Prmza is Brahman) because of (the mention of) vibration.
The side issue about competence is concluded. Now we revert
to the discussion of the meanings of texts we were engaged in.
By following the root meaning of the verb ejr which is "to
vibrate" (to move), this aphorism refers to the text, "All this
universe that there is, emerges and vibrates because there is
PriV"la that is a great terror like an uplifted thunder. Those who
know this become immortal" (Ka. II. iii. 2). In this sentence
we hear of the whole creation pulsating on Prii1)a as its support,
and of some great source of fear that is imminent and is mentioned by the word thunder, as also of the attainment of immortality from that knowledge.
Opponent: Now in this context, a deliberation is bound to
arise, since it is not clear as to what that Prii1)a is and what that
.. Gau. Dh. sii., xn. 4
.. Gau. Dh. S11., IX. 1

.. Manu, IV. 80
Mbh. Sa., 327. 49
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terrible thunder is. When such a deliberation ensues, we arrive
at the conclusion that the familiar vital force, with its five functions, is the Prii1)a. And from familiar use, the thunder must be
the thunderbolt. This is a eulogy of Pra1)a.
How?
All this creation pulsates by getting its support on air, called
Pra1)a, having five functions. And it is through the energy of air
that the thunderbolt is lifted up; for they say that when air
moves about in the form of clouds, then there are the movements (or flashes) of lightning, roar of clouds, rain, and thunder.
And this immortality ensues from the knowledge of air itself.
In support of this occurs another Upani~dic text, "Air is the
particular (separate parts) and air is the genus (or whole). He
who knows this conquers accidental death" (Br. III. iii. 2).
Therefore the entity here is to be understood as air.
Vedantin: Such being the position, we say: Brahman Itself
is to be understood here.
Why?
From a consideration of what precedes and succeeds; for we
notice that in the earlier and following texts, it is Brahman that
is dealt with. So why should we, all of a sudden, understand air
in this verse alone? In an earlier verse we have, "That is bright
(pure), that is Brahman; and that is called immortality. On It is
fixed all the universe. It is this that nothing can transcend" (Ka.
II. iii. 1), where Brahman is mentioned. That Brahman is spoken
of here as well because of proximity. Besides, from the recognition of Its being the support of the universe, as stated in, "This
whole universe that emerges and moves because PriitZa is there"
(Ka. II. iii. 2), it is understood that Brahman is referred to.
Moreover, even this word Pratla is used for the supreme Self,
since we find such a use in the Upani~d as, "Pratza of Pra1)a
(Vital force of vital force) (Br. IV. iv. 18). This power to
move (the whole universe) also fits in with the supreme Self,
but not with mere air (of which the vital force is a form).
It has been said accordingly, "No mortal lives by Pra1)a or
Apana (exhaling or inhaling). but all live by something else on
which these two depend" (Ka. II. ii. 5). Later on too, Brahman
and not air is declared in, "From fear of Him fire bums, from
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fear shines the sun; from fear run Indra and Air, and Death, the
fifth" (Ka. II. iii. 3), where Brahman is spoken of as the source
of fear for the whole universe including Air. Furthermore,
from the fact of proximity and from the recognition of the
identity of the source of fear as indicated in, "A source of
terror like an uplifted thunder" (Ka. II. iii. 3), it can be understood that the same Brahman is declared here as well. The word
thunder is used on account of the similarity of striking terror.
Even as the king's subjects and others continue ever under the
rule of the king under the fear, "This uplifted thunder will fall
on my head unless I obey his rule", similarly this universe of
fire, air, sun, etc. continues in its own course out of fear of this
very Brahman. So Brahman is likened to a terrifying uplifted
thunder. Similar is another Upa~dic text about Brahman:
"Out of His lear the Wind blows. Out of fear the Sun rises.
Out of His fear runs Fire as also Indra, and Death, the fifth"
(Tai. II. viii. 1). From the mention of immortality as the result
(of knowledge), it is understood that Brahman Itself is this
Entity; for it is known from the verse, "Knowing Him alone
one attains immortality. There is no other path to proceed by"
(Sv. VI. 15), that immortality results from the realization of
Brahman. As for the immortality (referred to by the opponent
and) declared in some contexts as resulting from the knowledge
of Air (Hirar;tyagarbha), that is merely relative; for in that
very (Brhadiirar;tyaka) Upani~d, the text turns to another topic
and after speaking of the supreme Self, it declares the perishableness of all else-Air and the rest-in, "Everything else is perishable" (Br. III. iv. 2). From the context under discussion as well,
the supreme Self stands established, for the question asked is:
"Tell (me) of that thing which you see as different from virtue,
different from vice, different from this cause and effect, and
different from the past and the future" (Ka. I. ii. 14).
TOPIC

~

Light

11:

LIGHT AS DECLARED IN THE UPANI~

~

owing to its being met with.
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such (in the Upa-

Doubt: In the Upani~d it is heard, "This serene one
(samprasada) , rising up from this body, and realizing the
supreme Light, becomes established in his own nature" (Ch.
VIII. xii. 3). The doubt arises as to whether the word light
refers to the light visible to the eye and dispelling darkness, or
to supreme Brahman. What should be the conclusion then?
Opponent: It must be the common light.
Why?
Because the word light conventionally means this. Under the
aphorism, "Light is Brahman, because of the mention of feet"
(I. i. 24), it was of course shown that from the force of the
context, the word light gives up its own meaning and implies
Brahman. But no cause for discarding the common meaning is
noticed here. Similarly in the chapter, dealing with the nerves,
the attainment of the sun by the aspirant for liberation is spoken
of thus: ''Now (after the loss of consciousness) when one
departs from this body in this way (befitting death), then one
proceeds upward along these very rays (associated with the
nerves)" (Ch. VIII. vi. 5). Accordingly the familiar light is
meant by the word light here.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: The supreme
Brahman Jtself is meant by the word light.
Why?
"Because it is met with in that sense in the Upa~d". It is
obvious in this context that Brahman is repeatedly alluded to
as the subject-matter. Thus in the beginning of the topic, the
Self that is possessed of such characteristics as freedom from
sin and so on, as mentioned in, "The Self that is free from sin"
(Ch. VIII. vii. 1), is declared as the entity to be searched for
and to be aspired after for realization. It is also alluded to in,
"I shall explain this very one to you over again" (Ch. VIII.
ix. 3). And this Self stands declared from the fact of the attainment of this Light for the sake of becoming unembodied, as
mentioned in, "Happiness and sorrow do not certainly touch
one who has become unembodied" (Ch. VIII. xii. 1); for unless
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it be by identity with Brahman, there can be no unembodiedness anywhere else. 58 Another reason for this is the use of such
attributes as "supreme Light" (Ch. VIII. iii. 4), "the transcendental Being" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3). As for the criticism that
the attainment of the sun by the aspirant for liberation is spoken
of, that is not the absolute liberation inasmuch as it is dependent
on a course to be foIlowed, and that after departure from the
body. We shall state later on that in the case of the absolute
liberation, there are no such things as a course to be followed
or departure from the body.
TOPIC

12:

SPACE IS BRAHMAN, BEING DIFFERENT FROM
NAME AND FORM

~*~ (C'q lf~olN~:ttRl \I)(~ II
arrtim: Space ar~-~-artR-Olf!Jmq since it
being something else and so on.

IS

declared as

41. Akai4 (Space) is Brahman, because of the declaration of
being something differem and so 011.
Doubt: In the Upani!?ad we hear: "That which is called
akiisa is the accomplisher of name and form. That in which
they are contained is Brahman; that is immortal and that is the
Self" (Ch. VIII. xiv. 1). Now the discussion arises, whether the
word iikdsa denotes the supreme Brahman or the familiar material space.
Opponent: Under such a predicament, it is reasonable to
accept the element called space (ether); for the word iikii$a
conventionally means that, and the fact of the accomplishment
of name and form can fit in with it in the sense of providing
space (for them). Besides, nothing that can be a clear indication of Brahman, as for instance, creatorship, is heard of here.
Vediintin: This aphorism is enunciated to meet that position.
The supreme Brahman alone can be the meaning of the word
iikiisa (Space) here .
.. The embodied Sun cannot be this goal, and establishment in one's
own nature does not mean becoming something else. So the Self, and
not the Sun, is the goal.
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Why?
"Because of the declaration of Its being something different
and so on." For by saying, "That in which they are contained
is Brahman" (Ch. VIII. xiv. 1), it is declared that dkasa is something different from name and form. Nothing but Brahman can
be different from name and form, since the whole of creation
consists of a manifestation of name and form (i.e. word and its
meaning). And the manifestation of name and form in an
absolute sense is not possible for anything but Brahman; for
the Upani~d mentions that Brahman is the agent of their revelation: "Let me manifest name and form by Myself entering as
the individual soul" (Ch. VI. iii. 2).
Opponent: Is it not a matter of direct experience that the
individual being also has the power of manifesting name and
form?
Vedantin: True, he has; but the intention (of the text, "by
Myself entering as the individual soul") is to declare the identity
of the individual and Brahman (and not the agentship of the
individual). From this very declaration of the manifestation of
name and form, creatorship etc., as the indicatory signs of
Brahman become stated ipso facto. The sentences, "That is
Brahman; that is immortal; that is the Self" (Ch. VIII. xiv. 1)
are also indications that Brahman is spoken of. This is an elaboration of the aphorism, "Space is Brahman, for Brahman's
characteristic is in evidence" (I. i. 22).
TOPIC

13:

SLEEP AND DEATH

M"t13l,Sf)1~1~ II)(~ II
(Because of the declaration) ~ as being different ~,f~
'd~'fII~: in sleep and death.
42. Because of the decl(lTation of being different in sleep and
at the time of departure, (the supreme Lord is the subject11latter of teaching).

The portion, "Because of the declaration" follows (from the
earlier aphorism) to complete the sense.
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Doubt: In the sixth part of the BrhadaraQyaka U pani~d, the
start is made with, "'(Of all the entities cognized through the
idea of I) which is the Self?' 'This infinite entity (PuTUia) that is
identified with the intellect and is in the midst of the organs,
the self-effulgent light within the heart (i.e. in the intellect),"
(IV. iii. 7), and then the subject of the Self is amply elaborated.
The doubt arises whether that text is concerned simply with
the explanation of the true nature of the transmigrating soul,
or with establishing the true nature of the transcendental Self.
What should be the conclusion?
Opponent: It is concerned only with the true nature of the
transmigrating soul.
How do you know?
From a consideration of the start and finish. At the start, an
indicatory sign of the embodied soul is found in, "the entity that
is identified with the intellect and is in the midst of the organs",
and the non-rejection of that soul is found at the end in, "That
wruch is identified with the intellect and is in the midst of the
organs is this great birthless Self" (Br. IV. iv. 22); that very soul
is dealt with elaborately in the middle also through a presentation of the waking state etc.
Vediintin: Under these circumstances, we say: This text is
meant for speaking about the supreme Lord alone, and it is not
meant for speaking further about the embodied soul.
Why?
Because in the state of deep sleep and at the time of departure
from the body, the supreme Lord is mentioned separately from
the embodied soul. In sleep for instance, the supreme Lord is
mentioned separately from the embodied soul in, "So this Puru~.
being fully embraced by the supremely intelligent Self-priijiia
iitmii--does not know anything at all, either external or internal"
(Br. IV. iii. 21). In that text the Puru~ must be the embodied
soul, since it is he who is the knower inasmuch as the knowledge
of anything external or internal can be denied only when the
possibility of knowing exists. And the supremely intelligent Self
is the supreme Lord, for He is never separated from intelligence
(prajiia) which is of the nature of omniscience. So also at the
time of departure the supreme Lord is mentioned separately
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from the individual in, "So does the embodied soul, being
presided over by the supremely intelligent Self, go making
noises" (Br. IV. iii. 35). There too the embodied soul must
be the individual being, since it is the master of the body; but
the supremely intelligent One must be the supreme Lord Himself. Therefore from the separate mention in sleep and at the
time of departure, it is to be understood that the entity sought
to be taught here is the supreme Lord. In answer to the argument that from the indicatory signs of the individual soul at
the start, middle, and end, it follows that this text is meant for
presenting the soul, we say: The nature of the transmigrating
soul is not sought to be presented at the start in the sentence,
"that is identified with the intellect and is in the midst of the
organs".
What is meant then?
The intention is to show the identity of the transmigrating
soul with the supreme Self after a restatement of the former's
characteristics. For the succeeding text, viz "it meditates as it
were, it runs as it were" etc. (Br. IV. iii. 7), is seen to be devoted
to the elimination of the characteristics of the transmigrating
soul. Similarly at the end, as at the start, the conclusion runs
thus, "That Self which is identified with the intellect and is in
the midst of the organs is this great birthless Self" (Br. IV.
iv. 22). The idea conveyed is that the transmigrating soul, that
is perceived as identified with the intellect and in the midst of
the organs, is proved by us to be but this great birthless Self,
the supreme Lord. But one who would infer, from the presentation of the waking state etc., in the middle, that the nature of
the transmigrating soul is sought to be taught here, may as well
pop up in the western direction when sent towards the east,
for the presentation of the states of waking etc., is meant neither
to imply the possession of any state nor of transmigration.
What is meant then?
What is meant is freedom from the states and transmigration.
How is that known?
Because at every turn Janaka requests Yajiiavalkya: "Please
instruct me further about liberation" (Br. IV. iii. 14-16, 33),
and because the answer given at every step is: "He is untouched
16
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by whatever he sees in that state, for this infinite Being is
unattached" (Br. IV. iii. 15-16). Further, it is stated, "(This
aspect of his) is untouched by good work and untouched by
bad work, for he is then beyond all the woes of his heart (intellect)" (Br. IV. iii. 22). Accordingly, it is to be understood that
this text is meant for establishing the nature of the supermundane Self.
qt4lf~I~~: 1I){~ II
qfu-anR~:

From such words as ruler.

4J. This is confirmed by sucb 'Words as ruler.
Here is an additional reason why this text is to be understood
as establishing the nature of the supermundane Entity; for the
words ruler etc., occurring in this text, are calculated to establish the nature of the supermundane Entity and to rule out the
nature of the transmigrating soul. Of these two objectives, such
sentences as, "It is the controller of all, the lord of all, the
ruler of all" (Br. IV. iv. 22), are meant for establishing the
nature of the supermundane Entity; and such sentences as, "It
does not be'come better through good work, nor worse through
bad work" (ibid.), are meant for denying the nature of transmigration. Hence it is understood that the supreme Lord, who
is not subject to transmigration, is spoken of here.

SEcrION IV
TOPIC 1: THE INFERRED ENTITY

After broaching the subject of the deliberation on Brahman,
the definition of Brahman was given: "That is Brahman from
which the birth etc., of this are derived" (B. S. I. i. 2). Then the
doubt was raised that this definition applies equally to Pradhiina
(primordial Nature), and it was dismissed by saying, "Because
of the attribution of seeing, the one (viz Pradhana) which is
not taught in the Upani~ds is not the cause of the universe"
(I. i. 5), the reason being that it is not mentioned in the Upa~
ni~ds. It was also shown in the earlier portion of this book that
the sameness of the knowledge imparted by the U pani~ads is
in favour of the belief in Brahman as the cause (I. i. 10), but
not in favour of the theory that Pradhana is the cause. Now
are being raised some doubts not considered hitherto.
Opponem: The assertion made that Pradhana is not men~
tioned in the Upani~ads is groundless; for in some sections are
heard words calculated to suggest Pradhiina. So it comes to this
that when the great seers Kapil~ and others adopted the causality
of Pradhiina, they did so on the authority of th€6 Vedas themselves. Accordingly, as long as those words are not proved to
convey some other meaning, so long the theory that Brahman
is the cause will remain under doubt, even though it has been
proved earlier.
Vedamin: Hence the succeeding topic starts with a view to
showing that they mean something else:

an;pnfifili'l{ The inferred entity arfif even (is revealed) ~
to the followers of some recension ~ ~ jf this be the contention, (then) if not so ~~~~f~-'{~: since it is
cognized as occurring in a simile illustrating the body 'iii' and
~Rr (the Upani~d) shows (this).
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1. If it be said that even the inferred entity (Pradhamz) is
revealed to the followers of some recension, we say, not so, for
the word is cog;nized as occurring in a simile illustrating the
body. And the Upan#ad also shows this.
Opponent: Even the inferred entity, even Pradhana, arrived
at through inference, is met with by the followers of some
recensions, as having been mentioned by name. For the Katha
Upani~d has this reading: "The unmanifest (avyakta) is higher
than mahat, puruia is higher than avyakta" (I. iii. 11), where
mahat, avyakta, and purUia are found exactly under the same
epithets and in the same order as they are known from the
(SliIhkhya) Smrtis. Of these, by the word avyakta is meant
Pradhana, well known in the SiiIhkhya Smrti, for the word
avyakta is in common use in the SiiIhkhya Smrti, and being
devoid of sound etc. (Ka. I. iii. 15), it can be derived in the sense
of that which is not manifest (na vyakta). Having been mentioned thus in the Upani~d, it remains unproved that it is not
mentioned. Now that very Pradhana is the cause of the universe,
it being well known to be so from the Upani~ads, Smrtis, and
reason.
Vedantin: This is not so. This sentence of the Katha Upa~
ni~d is not meant for proving the existence of the avyakta and
mahat of the sarnkhyas. For we do not come here across the
very same Pradhana, as it is taught in the SiiIhkbya Smrtis as an
independent cause constituted by its three (component) attributes. The only identical thing we come across is the mere word
avY(lkta, which from its derivative sense of that which is not
manifest can be applied equally to any other subtle and inscrutable thing. And this word does not conventionally mean any
particular thing. As for such a conventional usage among the
followers of the theory of Pradhana, that is only a technical
term for them, and as such, it cannot be adduced as a reason for
ascertaining the meaning of a Vedic text. The identity of a
thing cannot be established merely from the similarity of the
order of treatment, unless the nature of the thing itself is recognized as identical; for unless one is a fool, one will not conclude
by seeing a cow in a stable that it must be a horse. From a
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consideration of the context also, the Pradhiina, fancied by
others, does not emerge as the meaning, "for the word is cognized as occurring in a simile illustrating the body". The body
in fact, occurring in the simile of the chariot, is understood here
by the word avyakta.
How?
On the strength of the context and the method of residue.
Thus the text, immediately preceding, shows how the Self,
body etc., are analogous to the master of the chariot, chariot,
etc. (respectively): "Know the Self as the master of the chariot,
and the body as the chariot. Know the intellect as the charioteer,
and the mind as verily the bridle. They call the senses the horses;
know the objects (of the senses) as the ways. The discriminating people call that Self, associated with the body, senses, and
mind, as the experiencer" (Ka. I. iii. 3-4). And then it is. shown
that one attains the worldly state through those organs etc.,
when they are not under control; but that when they are under
control, one "reaches the end of the road that is the highest
place of Vi~u" (Ka. I. iii. 7-9). When after this has been
shown, the desire arises to know what that highest place
of Vi~u is, the text shows that the supreme Self is transcendental to those very senses etc., that are under discussion,
and that It is at the end of the road and is the highest place of
Vi~Qu: "The sense-objects are higher than the senses, and the
mind is higher than the sense-objects; but the intellect
is higher than the mind and the great soul (mahiin iitma) is
higher than the intellect. Avyakta is higher than mahat, Puru$a
is higher than avyakta. There is nothing higher than Puru~.
He is the culmination, He is the highest goal" (Ka. I. iii. 10-11).
The very senses etc., that were spoken of as the horses etc., in
the imagery of the chariot are (to be understood as) spoken of
here in this text as well, so that the fault of giving up the
subject-matter under discussion and taking up something else,
not within purview, may not arise. Of these, the words senses,
mind, and intellect occur in common in the preceding and
present texts. The sense-objects, namely such things as' sound
and the rest, were mentioned as the road for the senses, conceived of as horses. They (the objects) are higher than the
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senses, in accordance with the fact well known in the Upani~d
(Br. III. ii. 1-6) that the senses are the grahas and the senseobjects are the ati-grahas. 1 The mind is superior to the senseobjects, for the interactions between the sense-organs and senseobjects are based on the mind. The intellect is superior to the
mind, for the objects of experience approach the experiencer
by riding on the intellect. That great soul (mahan aNna) that is
higher than the intellect (Ka. I. iii. 10) is presented in the words,
"Know the Self (iit11tii) as the master of the chariot" (Ka. I.
iii. 3).
How?
Because the word Self (atrna) is used, and because the
experiencer can reasonably be superior to the objects of
experience. Furth..:r Its greatness is justifiable because It is the
master. Or by the phrase mahan atmii (Ka. I. iii. 10) is meant
here the intellect of the first-born Hiral).yagarbha which is the
highest basis of the intellects of all beings in accordance with
the Smrti, "That which is read of by the learned people as
Inind (i.e. the power of thinking), pervasive, presentiment (i.e.
power of determining the future), soul, the refuge (of all
enjoyable things), intellect (power of determining the present),
(power of) fame, (power of) rulership, intuition (of things of
all times), (power of) expression, consciousness, memory (of
all the past)" (Mbh. XIII. x. 11), and in accordance with the
Upani~d, "He who created Hiral).yagarbha in the beginning and
transmitted the Vedas to Him" (Sv. VI. 18). That (cosmic
intellect) was mentioned there in the earlier verse by the simple
word intellect; and therefore to make the idea clearer, it is
mentioned here separately (in its cosmic aspect); for that intellect too is justly higher than ours. But on this interpretation,
according to which the word Puru~a in the latter text (Ka. I.
iii. 11) is accepted as implying the supreme Self, the individual
soul which is the master of the chariot becomes enumerated
ipso facto, for in reality there is no difference between the
supreme Self and the soul identified with the intellect. So the
~ Graba is that which perceives, hence an organ. At;graha is that which
is greater than a graba, hence sense-objects determining the nature of the
perceptiOD.
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body alone, among those (six) factors (Ka. I. iii. 3-4) is left
over. With a view to leading to the realization of the supreme
state, the Upani~ad (Ka. I. iii. 10-11) goes on enumerating
seriatim those other factors themselves that were being discussed
(in Ka. I. iii. 3-4). Whiie engaged thus, the Upani~d (after
pairing off the others), points out the remaining factor, viz
body occurring in the earlier passage (Ka. I. iii. 3), by the
remaining factor, viz avyakta in the present text (Ka. I. iii. 11).
This is how we understand it. For what is sought here to be
taught is the realization of the identity with Brahman, which is
the inmost Self, by the experiencer (i.e. the individual soul)
who is under ignorance and is associated with body, senses,
mind, intellect, and experiences of sense-objects. This is done
for him by chalking out the path of liberation from the worldly
state with the help of the comparison of the body and the rest
with a chariot etc. Thus it is that the place of Vi~i.tu is spoken of
as difficult of approach in the verse: "He is hidden in all beings;
and hence He does not appear as the Self of all. But by the
seers of subtle things, He is seen through a pointed and fine
intellect" (Ka. I. iii. 12). Then Yoga meant for its realization is
revealed in: "The discriminating man should merge that mind
into the cognizing self; he should merge the cognizing self into
the mahiin iitmii (great soul); he should merge the great soul
into the peaceful Self" (I. iii. 13). The idea implied is this: "He
should merge the organ of speech into the mind" means that he
should give up all the external activities of the organs of speech
etc., and continue to act only through the mind; and because
the mind also has a tendency to think of objects, he should
discover the defect inherent in thinking of pros and cons, and
then he should hold the mind confined steadfastly in the intellect that has the faculty of determination and is referred to by
the term "cognizing self". That intellect, again, he should withdraw into the great soul, the experiencer, or into the acute intellect, sharpened through meditation. The great soul is, however,
to be established by him in the peaceful Self, in the supreme
Pl1ru~a under consideration, that is to say, in the "highest goal"
(Ka. I. iii. 11). Thus when we run through the context, preced-
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ing and succeeding, there remains no scope for Pradhana pointed
out by others.

~ ~ d~~eqlq lI~iI

11 Rather

~1fIi the subtle ijt(~ for it deserves that.

2. RIlther the subtle (causal state) is meant (by avyakta),
it deserves that epithet.

fOT

It has been said that on the strength of the context and the
method of residue the word avyakta refers to the body and
not Pradbana. But the doubt arises now: How can the body be
called avyakta (unmanifest)? For from the fact of its grossness,
the body deserves the term manifest all the more, whereas the
term unmanifest (avyakta) is meant for something indistinct (or
undeveloped) .
Hence the ll1lS'WeT is being offered: But here the subtle onethe body in its causal state-is sought to be spoken of; for the
subtle (cause) deserves to be mentioned by the word unmanifest. Though this body is gross and cannot in itself be called
unmanifest, still the subtle elements from which it is produced
can be called unmanifest. And the word denoting the material
cause is seen to apply to its producr also as for instance in, "The
Soma juice is to be mixed with the cows (i.e. cow's milk)"
(~. V. IX. xlvi. 4). The Upani~dic text, "This universe was then
undifferentiated" (Ur. I. iv. 7) also shows that this very world,
diversified through names and forms, was in the beginning in
a state of latency, devoid of differentiation into names and forms,
and hence fit to be called undifferentiated.
d(Nhk:c:W~eiCfq II ~ II
ffi(-OIql"tcllq; Being dependent on that; 8P{.~ it serves some
purpose.
3. (Avyakta ;s not Pradhiina) bectrltse it ;s dependent on that
(God); (but this avyakta has to be admitted as) it serves some
purpose.
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The opponent argues here: If it be admitted that when in the
beginning the world was in its causal state, and remained undifferentiated through names and forms it was fit to be called
unmanifest, and if it be held that in a similar state the body
also could be called unmanifest, then that amounts to an admission of -the theory of Pradhana as the cause; for the primordial
(undifferentiated) state of this very universe is called Pradhina.
Vedantin: To this it is said: Should we admit some primal
state as an independent cause of the world, we shall be opening
the door for the theory of Pradhana as the cause. But this primal
state is held by us to be subject to the supreme Lord, but not
as an independent thing. That state has to be admitted, because
it serves a purpose. Without that latent state, the creatorship of
God cannot have any meaning, inasmuch as God cannot act
without His power (of Maya), and without that latent state,
the absence of birth for the freed souls cannot be explained.2
Why?
Because liberation comes when· the potential power (of
Maya) is burnt away by knowledge. That potential power,
constituted by nescience, is mentioned by the word unmanifest.
It rests on God, and is comparable to magic. It is a kind of deep
slumber in which the transmigrating souls sleep without any
consciousness of their real nature. This thing, that is avyakta,
is sometimes referred to by the word space, as stated in the text,
"By the Immutable, 0 Gargi, is (the unmanifest) space pervaded" (Br. III. viii. 11). Sometimes it is called the immutable as
in, "Higher than the higher immutable" (Mu. II. i. 2); sometimes
it is called Maya as in, "Know Maya to be Nature and the
master of Maya to be the great God" (Sv. IV. 10). That Maya
is surely unmanifest, for it can neither be ascertained as real
nor as unreal. This is why it has been stated that "Avyakta is
higher than mabat" (Ka. I. iii. 11); for if the cosmic intelligence
of Hirar;tyagarbha be meant by the word mabat, then avyaktfl. is
higher than mahat, for mahat springs from the former. If,
however, the individual being be the meaning of mahat (vide
• That power of Maya has to be admitted whose presence makes birth,
death etc., possible, and whose cessation brings about liberation.
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end of commentary on I. iv. 1), still the statement, "Avyakta
is higher than mahlIt", is admissible, since the state of becoming
an individual creature depends on the influence of avyakta
(Maya) acting as a limiting adjunct. For ignorance is avyakta;
and it is because of the possession of ignorance by the individual
soul that all kinds of empirical behaviour continue for ever.
This superiority to mahat, that avyakta has, is also fancied in the
case of its modification, the body itself, by thinking of them as
figuratively identical. Although the organs are as much the products' of avyakta as the body, still the identity is figuratively
fancied in the case of the body alone, whence it is spoken of as
avyakta, the organs having already been referred to by their
own names, and the body alone haying been left over (to be
paired off with avyakta).8
Pseudo- Vediintin: Others explain that the bodies are of two
kinds-gross and fine. The gross one is what is directly perceived, and the fine will be referred to later on in, "The soul
goes out of the body, enveloped with the subtle parts of the
elements, with a view to obtaining a fresh body; so it is known
from the question and answer in the scripture" (B. S. III. i. 1).
Both these bodies were equally described earlier as the chariot.
But the fine body is mentioned here by the word avyakta; for
the fine deserves that epithet. And since all behaviour, associated with bondage or freedom is "dependent on this" fine
body, it is higher than the individual being. This is just like
saying that the sense-objects are higher than the senses owing
to the dependence of the senses on their objects.
Vedantin: But they have to answer this question: Since in
the earlier text both the bodies were described in common as
the chariot, and since both are equally under discussion here in
the latter text, and both remain to be enumerated (i.e. paired
off), why should the fine body alone be mentioned here and
not the gross?
Pseudo- Vedantin: We can only interpret the meaning of
what is stated by the scripture, but cannot question it. And the
• The senses etc. are mentioned in Ka. I. iii. 3-4 and I. iii. 10, and the
gross body in Ka. I. iii. 3.
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word used by the scripture is avyakta, which can mean only
the fine and not the reverse, that being vyakta (manifest).
Vediintin: Not so, for the meaning has to be determined by
keeping the unity of purport in view. Not that these words,
mentioned earlier and later, can convey any sense without
getting connected through a common purport, for that will
lead to the fault of giving up something under discussion and
taking up something extraneous. And unity of purport cannot
exist unless the subsequent portion is connected with the earlier
by way of completing some idea. Now since the completion
of the idea requires the consideration of both the bodies equ::illy,
the unity of purport itself will be vitiated, unless the relationship between the two (earlier and later) parts be admitted in
accordance with this requirement. In that case how can the
meaning of any scriptural expression be understood? Besides, it
is not to be thought thus: "The fine body is mentioned here
because it is difficult to be purified;' but the gross one is so
palpably repugnant that it can be easily purified, and hence it
is not mentioned." For the purification of anything is not
intended to be spoken of here, inasmuch as no verb occurs here
to enjoin purification. But since "the highest place of Vi~u"
(Ka. I. iii. 9) was pointed out in the immediately preceding
verse, the question arises, "What is it?" Hence the intention
here (Ka. I. ii. 11) is to speak of that place. Accordingly, it is
pointed out in succession that a certain thing is higher than the
one preceding it; and then it is declared, "There is nothing
higher than Puru~" (ibid.). However we lose nothing by
accepting anyone of these two points of view, since both are
calculated to demolish the inferred entity, Pradhana. So it may
well be as you put it.

~ And ~"'~-arcrq'ifR{ owing to the non-mention of being
known.

4. And because (avyakta is) not mentioned as an entity to
be known.
• Ascertained that it is not the Self, that is to say eliminated.
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Pradhana is presented in the 5aIhkhya Smrti as a thing to be
known, since according to them, freedom (or the detachment of
the soul from Nature) ensues from knowing the difference
between the gtJ'T)as (that constitute Pradhana) and f1'UTUia (soul).
One cannot know the puTU~a to be different from the three
grn.zI1S, unless one has known the nature of the gtJ'T)as. And at
places they mention Pradhana as a thing to be known for the
sake of acquiring supernatural powers. But here in the Upani~d, this (niYllkta is not mentioned as a thing to be known, the
term avyakta being used as a mere epithet. There is no other
text to show that avyaktl1 is either to be known or adored.
Moreover, it cannot be upheld that the knowledge of the term
avyakta itself can lead to some fruitful human result even though
it be not enjoined as such in any scripture; (for that alone can
be understood as a thing to be known which has been enjoined
as such). From this point of view also, Pradhana is not referred
to by the word avyakta. Our standpoint, on the contrary is
beyond cavil, since according to us this word avyakta is used
with a view to revealing the state of Vi~u by a process of following the comparison of the body etc., with the chariot etc.

~Tfu ~

00 ft:

Sl6fl(OIlq: IIY.II

(The Upani~d) CRfu does speak ~ ~ if this be the contention ;:r not so; ~ because smr: the conscious Self (stands out)
Si..,(OIlt( from the context.

5. If it be argued that the Upani~ad does mention Pradhana
(by the 'Word avyakta), 'We say: No, for the conscious Self is
understood from the context.
Here the samkhya says: The aphorism, "And because lI:lJyakta
is not mentioned as an entity to be known", remains unproved.
How?
For later on we hear of Pradhana, mentioned by the word
avyakta, as a thing to be known, in the text, "One becomes
freed from the jaws of death by knowing that which is soundless, touchless, colourless, undiminishing, and also tasteless,
eternal, odourless, without beginning and without end, higher
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than mahat, and ever constant" (Ka. I. iii. 15). Pradhana, presented in this text for the sake of knowledge, confonns exactly
to the Pradhana mentioned in the Smrti as being devoid of sound
etc., and higher than mabat. Hence it is Pradhana that is declared
here, and that, again, is pointed out by the word lIVyakta.
Vedantin: To this we say: Pradhana is not presented here as
a thing to be known; on the contrary we understand that the
conscious Self, which is the supreme Self, is presented here for
realization.
How is it so?
From the context. It is the topic of the conscious Self that
spreads out elaborately; because it is declared, "There is nothing
higher than Puru~ He is the culmination, He is the highest
goal" (Ka. I. iii. 11), and so on; and because by mentioning the
inscrutability of the Self, the curiosity to know that very Self
is roused by the text, "He is hidden in all beings, and hence He
does not appear as the Self (of all)" (Ka. I. iii. 12); and because
the control of the organs of speech etc., is enjoined for the sake
of the knowledge of the Self alone in, "The discriminating man
should merge (the organ of) speech into the mind" (Ka. I. iii.
13); and because the result is the delivery from the mouth of
death (Ka. I. iii. 15). For it is not held by the SiJilkhyas that one
becomes freed by knowing Pradhiina alone, their theory being
that one becomes free by knowing the sentient soul. Besides, in
all the U pan~ds, such attributes as soundlessness etc., are
vouched for the conscious Self alone. Hence it is not Pradhana
that is the thing to be known here, nor is it meant by the word
IIVYllkta.

'I4IUil~CC .qCC4jQA:lle: ~~ 1I~1I
'" And ~ of the three ~ only
~ thus '" and sror: the question.

~U':

is the presentation

6. And thus there is the presentlltion of three things alone,
Il1ld the question also is concerned with them.
An additional reason why Pradhana is neither meant by avyakta,
nor is it a thing to be known is that three things alone-Fire,
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individual soul, and the supreme Self-are met with in this book,
the Katha U pani~d, as things presented for being spoken of in
conformity with the granting of the boons; and the question
also relates to them. No other thing is asked for, nor is it presented. Of these, the question about Fire is contained in, "0
Death, such as you are, you know that Fire which leads to
heaven. Of that you tell me who am full of faith" (Ka. I. i. 13).
The question about the individual soul occurs in, "This doubt
that arises consequent on the death of a man, some saying, 'It
exists', and others saying, 'It does not exist'-I would know
this under your instruction. Of all the boons this one is the
third boon" (Ka. I. i. 20). And the question about the supreme
Self is contained in, "Tell me of that thing which you see as
different from virtue, different from vice, different from these
cause and effect, and different from the past and future" (Ka.
I. Ii. 14). In the answer also, Fire is spoken of in, "Death told
him of the Fire that is the source of the world; the form and
number of bricks" (Ka. I. i. 15); the individual soul is spoken
of in the remote passage, "Well, a Gautama, I shall tell you of
this secret, eternal Brahman, and also how the soul fares after
death. Some souls enter the womb for acquiring bodies, and
others follow the motionless, in accordance with their works
and in conformity with their knowledge" (Ka. II. ii. 6-7); and
Brahman is spoken of elaborately in the text starting with, "The
intelligent Self is neither born nor does It die" (Ka. I. ii. 18).
But there is no such question about Pradhana; and since it has
not been asked for, it has no need to be presented.
To this the opponent says: Is the same Self that is inquired
about in the question, "The doubt that arises consequent on
the death of a man, some saying, 'It exists', others saying, 'It
does not exist'" (Ka. I. i. 20), again alluded to in, "Tell me
of that thing which you see as different from virtue, different
from vice" etc. (Ka. I. ii. 14), or is a fresh question raised here
that is different from the earlier one?
What are you driving at?
Should you say that the earlier question itself is alluded to,
then there will be only two questions relating to Fire and the
Self, the two questions about the Self having coalesced. Hence
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it cannot be said that only three questions have been put. If,
however, it is maintained that a fresh question has been raised
here, then just as there is no harm in fancying any question
outside the boons granted, so also there can be no harm in
thinking that Pradhana is presented irrespective of any relevant
question.
Vediintin: With regard to this it is said: We do not, in that
sense, imagine here (in Ka. I. ii. 14) any question outside the
boons offered, for we are backed by the way the topic is started.
It is noticeable that the course of the whole narration in the
form of a talk between Death and Naciketas, as presented by
the Katha Upani~d, has for its starting point the offer of the
booqs. Death granted three boons to Naciketas who had been
dismissed by his father. Naciketas on his part, asked for his
father's mental composure through the first boon. Through
the second boon he prayed for the knowledge of Fire. Through
the third, he asked for the knowledge of the Self thus: "The
doubt that arises consequent on the death of a man" etc. (Ka.
I. i. 20). That this is the thi~d boon is known from the indicative sign, "Of all the boons, this one is the third" (ibid.). Now
if a fresh question is raised in, " ... different from virtue" etc.
(Ka. I. ii. 14), then the unity of purport (or consistency of the
text) will be marred by the imagination of something outside
the boons offered.
Opponent:" Since the subject-matter of the question is different, the question itself must be new. The earlier question was
about the individual soul, for therein was mentioned a doubt
about existence and non-existence in the words, "The doubt that
arises consequent on the death of a man" etc. Besides, the individual soul is within the range of virtue etc., so that it cannot be
the subjeot of the question, " ... different from virtue" etc. But
the intelligent Self can be the subject-matter of the question,
" ... different from virtue" etc., that Self being beyond virtue
etc. The modes of the questions are also noticed to be dissimilar;
for the earlier question relates to existence and non-existence,
whereas the latter relates to something beyond virtue etc. Hence
from the absence of a recognition of identity, it follows that the
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questions are different, and that it is not a fact that the earlier
subject-matter is reverted to in the latter.
Vedantin: No, for it is admitted that the individual soul and
the intelligent Self are one. Had the individual soul been different from the intelligent Self, then the question could have
been different owing to a difference of subject-matter. But the
difference is non-existent according to other Upani~dic texts,
as for instance, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7). And here also
the answer to the question, " ... different from virtue" etc., is
"The intelligent Self is never born, nor does It die" (Ka. I. ii.
18), which, through a denial of birth and death, reveals the
identity of the embodied soul and the supreme Lord; and this is
the fact that is sought to be established. A denial is appropriate
when a certain possibility is under discussion. And that possibility is the birth and death that can occur to the embodied
soul owing to its association with the body, but not to the
supreme Lord. Similarly the text, "Having realized that great
and all-pervading Self, with the help of which a man perc~ives
the objects in both the sleeping and waking states, a wise man
does not grieve" (Ka. II. i. 4), shows that one becomes freed
from sorrow by contemplating on the greatness and pervaslven~ of. that very individual soul which witnesses the states of
sleep and wakefulness; and there it refuses to show that the
individual soul is different from the conscious Self. For it is the
conclusion of the Upani~ds that sorrow ends after the realization of the conscious Self. Similarly, a little later it is said,
"What indeed is here is there; what is there is here likewise. He
who sees as though there is difference here goes from death to
death" (Ka. II. i. 10), which repudiates the idea of difference
between the individual soul and the conscious Self. Similarly,
after the question regarding the existence or non-existence of
the individual soul, Death goes on tempting Naciketas by offering various desirable things, as stated in the verses commencing
with, "0 Naciketas, ask for some other boon" (Ka. I. i. 21). But
when Naciketas remains unmoved even under the temptation,
Death shows to him the division between worldly prosperity and
liberation as also the division between enlightenment and unenlightenment. After that he ·praises Naciketas by saying, "I
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consider Naciketas to be an aspirant for knowledge, since the
covetable things, multifarious though they are, did not tempt
you" (Ka. I. ii. 4). Then praising his question also, Death says,
"The intelligent man gives up happiness and sorrow by developing concentration of mind on the Self and thereby meditating
on the old Deity who is inscrutable, lodged inaccessibly, located
in the intellect, and seated in the midst of (the body and senses
which are a source of ) misery" (Ka. I. ii. 12). From this also
it becomes obvious that what is sought to be spoken of hereis the non-difference of the individual soul and the conscious
Self. If Naciketas had discarded the question for which he
earned the high encomium of Death, and raised another question just after that appreciation, then all that praise would
have been misplaced. Accordingly, " ... different from virtue"
etc. (Ka. I. ii. 14) only reiterates the question asked in,
"The doubt that arises consequent on the death of a man" (Ka.
I. i. 20). As for the assertion that the modes of the questions are
different, that creates no difficulty; for the details about the
earlier question are asked. The existence of the soul in dissociation from the body was inquired into earlier, and of that very
soul the state beyond birth and death is inquired into later on.
For as long as ignorance does not vanish, so long there can be
no going out of the range of virtue etc. and no cessation of the
individuality of the soul. When this ignorance is removed, the
individual soul is revealed to be nothing but the conscious Self
in the text, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7). The thing itself
is not affected in any way by the existence, continuance, or elimination of ignorance. For instance, somebody mistaking a piece of
rope lying in deep darkness to be a snake may run away from
it, shaking with fear, and some one else may tell him, "Do not
be afraid; this is not a snake, but simply a piece of rope." Then
on hearing this, the former gives up the fear of the snake as
well as his shaking and retreat. But neither during the continuance of the idea of the snake, nor when :it leaves, is the thing
itself affected in any way. So also are we to understand here.
From this it follows that the text, "The intelligent Self is neither
born, nor does It die" (Ka. I. ii. 18), and the succeeding texts
17
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stand as an answer to the question about the existence and nonexistence (of the soul). But the aphorism is to be construed
from the standpoint of a fancied difference between the individual soul and the intelligent Self; for though the question is
the same, still the earlier portion of the text can be imagined to
be concerned with the individual soul, because the question
about the Self during the state of departure from the body
involves a doubt regarding merely the existence of the soul
distinct from the body, and because its mundane aspect of being
the agent of activity etc. still persists (in the questioner's mind).
But the later portion of the text relates to the conscious Self,
since in it are described non-association with virtue etc. From
this it is quite justifiable to think of Fire, the individual soul,
and the supreme Self (as the subject-matters of the questions).
But on the supposition of Pradhana, we can find no offering of
boon, no question, and no answer. This is the difference.
~

1I1S11

7. And like mahat (avyakta does not signify any Samkhya
category).

The word mahat is used by the S3mkhyas to mean Pradhana's
first evolved effect (viz intellect), which is endowed with a
predominance of the quality of sattva (light, transparence, pure
intelligence, etc.). But that meaning is not in evidence in Vedic
uses, because the word atma (Self) is seen to be used (along
with it) in such texts as, "The mahan atma (great soul) is higher
than the intellect" (KiI.. I. iii. 10); and also because of such texts
as, "Having meditated on the atma as mahan (great) and pervasive, the wise man does not grieve" (Ka. I. ii. 22);5 "I know this
mahan (great) Purufol beyond darkness"6 (Sv. III.. 8). Just as
mahat does not signify the pure intellect of the samkhyas (in
Vedic literature), so also the word avyakta cannot mean Pradhana in Vedic uses. For this reason also the inferred Pradhana
has no Vedic authority.
• This freedom from grief does not fit in with thoughts on mahat.
o This transcendence of ignorance is not possible for mahat.
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2: THE BoWL

"'~ As in the case of the bowl ar~ special characteristics not having been stated.

8. (The 'Word ajii does not refer to Pradhana), because special
characteristics have not been stated as in the case of the bowl.
Opponent: The believer in Pradhana makes the rejoinder that
Pradhana is not un-Vedic.
Why?
Because of the mantra text: "One aja (lit. birthless entity)
while enjoying the ajii (feminine of aja), lies by the side of that
aja which has the variegated hues of red, white, and black, and
which gives birth to many creatures akin to itself. But another
aja discards her after enjoyment" (Sv. IV. 5). In this mantra the
qualities of rajas (activity), sattva (intelligence), and tamaJ
(inertia) are indicated by the words "red, white, and black".
The red is rajas, since it attracts; the white is sattva, since it is
of the nature of light; and the black is tamas, for it hides. The
state of their balance (i.e. Pradhana) is expressed through the
qualities of the constituents-red, white, and black. The word
ajii is derived in the sense of one that has no birth, for it is
declared, "Primordial Nature is changeless" (Sa. Ka. 3).
Objection: Does not the word ajii conventionally mean a
she-goat?
Opponent: True, but that conventional meaning cannot be
subscribed to here, since it is a context of philosophy. That
Nature does produce many creatures, endowed with the three
qualities of sattva, rajas, and tamas. "One aja", that is to say, a
puTU$a (conscious soul), while enjoying or while being delighted
by that Nature, "lies by her side", accepts that Nature as identical with itself through ignorance, and transmigrates by becoming deluded by ideas of "I am happy, 1 am unhappy, 1 am
unenlightened" etc., owing to its non-discrimination. "Another
aja", again, that is to say, another pUTU$a whose power of discrimination has been aroused, becomes detached, and he discards
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this Nature after having enjoyed her, gives her up when she has
accomplished her task of furnishing experience and liberation;
that is to say, he becomes free. Thus the postulation of Pradhana
etc. by the followers of Kapila has a Vedic basis to be sure.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: It is not possible
to find out a Vedic basis for the sarhkhya theory by a reliance
on this mantra; for this mantra, in its isolation from the context,
cannot lend support to any theory. Inasmuch as primordial
Nature (aja) etc. can be established anywhere through some
sort of manipulation, there is no special reason for emphasizing
the fact that the theory of the sarhkhyas alone is presented here.
This is just as in the case of the bowl. To explain: As in the
text, "There is a bowl that opens out at the bottom and bulges
at the top" (Br. II. ii. 3), the bowl cannot be independently and
definitely identified with any kind of bowl by name, for the
fancying of an opening below etc. can be somehow applied to
all kinds of things, similarly here also, this mantra, "one a.ja,
while enjoying" etc. mentions no specific characteristic. And so
it cannot be categorically asserted that Pradhana alone is meant
by the word aja in this m4ntra.
0ppo7Ient: But in that text (Br. II. ii. 3) a particular type
of bowl is understood from the complementary portion: "The
'bowl that opens out at the bottom and bulges at the top' is
this head of ours, for it is a bowl that has its opening below
and bulges at the top" (ibid.). But in what sense is this aia to
be understood here?
Vedantin: In answer to this we say:

<I Certainly \Rf~:-~ (the source consists of) those
counting from fire f~:f0r 61fT so ~ some aNPm read (of them).
9. The aja certainly consists of the eieme7lts counting from
fire, for some read of them as such.
By this aja is to be understood the material source of the four
classes of beings. 7 It sprang from the supreme Lord, and it
• Born of eggs, moisture, uterus, and eanh.
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consists of the elements counting from fire, viz fire, water, and
food (i.e. earth). The word tu (lit. but) is used to imply
emphasis, (the meaning being), this aja is to be understood as
consisting of the three elements, and not as constituted by the
three attributes (of satt'lJa, rajas, and tamas).
Why so?
For the followers of a certain Vedic recension read of the
origin of fire, water, and food from the supreme Lord and then
read of their colours as red etc.: "That red colour that the
(gross) fire has is the colour of the (unmixed element) light;
that which is the white colour (in the gross fire) is the colour
of (unmixed) water; that which is the black colour (in the
gross fire) is the colour of (unmixed) food" (Ch. VI. iv. 1).
Those very fire, water, and food are found identically here as
well, because of the common words "red" etc., and because the
words "red" etc. primarily imply particular types of colour, and
only figuratively imply the constituents of Pradhina. And they
consider that an ambiguous passage should be understood with
the help of something unambiguous. So also here (in the
~vetaSvatara Upani~d we read): "The teachers of Brahman
say, 'Is Brahman the cause (of the universe)?'" Making the
start with this, it is said, "They (the teachers of Brahman)
entered into Brahman through the Yoga of meditation, saw the
hidden power, existing identified with the Deity Himself and
'remaining hidden (i.e. superimposed on Brahman) together with
its (three) constituents" (I. 1-3). Thus it is the power of the
supreme Lord which creates this universe that we come across
here in the very beginning of the text. Towards the end of the
topic also that very power is met with in the text, "Know
Maya to be Nature (material cause), and the master of Maya
to be the great Lord" (Sv. IV. 10), and "He who, though one,
presides over every source 8 (i.e. the power of ignorance)" (Sv.
IV. 11). Hence it cannot be asserted that the mantra about the
aja presents any independent Nature (material cause), called
Pradhana. From the trend of the context it is held by us that
• Maya, though one, has parts, constituting the limiting adjuncts of
individuals. This Maya is not Pradhana, for Maya has only one ruler,
God; but the Samkhyas believe in many PUTUIaJ (souls).
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this very divine power in which names and forms remain undifferentiated and which is the latent form of names and forms,
is mentioned by this mantra (Sv. IV. 5) as well. But that power
is spoken of as having a triple form, just because its products
have a triple form.
Opponent: How again from the three characteristics of fire,
water, and food can we arrive at the aja (she-goat) which is
different in form? For the shape of the aja (she-goat) is not
present in fire, water, and food. Again, since the Upani~d
mentions the birth of fire, water, and food, the word aja (in
the sense of birth less ) cannot apply to them just because of
birthlessness.
Vedantin: Hence the answer is being given:

And Cfi~q-ifT-\3'q~mC! since that is an instruction in the form
of an imagery if"!-anf<{·qC{ as in the case of honey etc., arf.n:N:
there is no contradiction.
:q

10. And since this is an i11struction in tbe form of an imagery,
just as i12 the case of boney etc., therefore there is no incongruity.

The word ajii is not used from the point of view of the form
of a she-goat (ajii) , nor is it used in the derivative sense (of
that which is unborn).
How is it used then?
"This is an instruction in the form of an imagery"; the analogy to a she-goat is taught here about the (material) source of
all things-moving and immobile-that consists of fire, water,
and food. Thus even as in the world, there may perchance be a
she-goat (ajii), red, white, and black in colour, with kids, many
in number and of similar constitution with hers, and some hegoat (aja) may lie by her, while some other may discard her
after enjoyment, similarly this source of all elements (i.e. Maya),
consisting of fire, water, and food, and having three colours,
gives birth to many products that are similar to her. She is
enjoyed by the unenlightened knower of the body (i.e. the
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individual soul) and discarded by the enlightened one. But it is
not to be assumed that since one soul lies by her, while another
discards, therefore there emerges a real difference among the
souls as is upheld by the others (5arhkhyas). For this is not an
attempt at establishing any difference among the souls; rather
this is an :rttempt at explaining the mechanism of bondage and
freedom. This process of bondage and freedom is explained by
taking the help of the commonsense difference (among souls).
This difference, however, is a creation of limiting adjuncts; and
is conjured up by false ignorance. It is not real as is shown in
such Upani~adic texts as: "The one single Deity lies hidden in
all beings. He is all-pervasive and the inmost soul of all" (Sv.
VI. 11). This is analogous to honey etc. Just as the sun, which
is not honey, is thought of as honey (Ch. III. i); or as'the organ
of speech which is not a cow, is fancied to be a cow (Br. V.
viii); or as heaven and other things, which are not fire, are
imagined to be fire (Ch. V. iv-viii; Br. VI. ii. 9); so here also,
like these and other similar instances, something (viz Maya),
that is not a she-goat, is thought of to be a she-goat. This is
the idea. Therefore it is nothing incongruous to apply the word
she-goat to fire, water, and food (i.e. earth).
TOPIC

3:

STATEMENT OF NUMBER

if ~(>lI~q~i4A~)a:ftr <wrr+ilqla:rd«lif IiHiI
if Not arfq even ~lfT-~~ on the strength of the mention

of number, ilm-~ because the entities are disparate :q and

at fd«lC( there is an excess.
11. Not even on the strength of the mention of number can
Pradhiina have Vedic sanction, because the entities are disparate,
and they involve an excess.
Though the mantra, having a reference to the she-goat, has
thus been disposed of, still the Sbhkbya comes forward with
another mantra. In the mtmtra, "That in which the paflca pancajanal? (five of the quintuplet) and space are placed, that very Self
I regard as the immortal Brahman. Having known (Brahman),
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I am immortal" (Br. IV. iv. 17), we hear of paiicll paiicajanJ/J.
In this phrase one number five is heard of in connection with
another number five; for the word five is used twice. So these
quintuplets taken five times make up twenty-five. And the
number of things that can be enumerated as twenty-five corresponds exactly to the number of the categories mentioned by the
Samkhyas, as in, "Primordial Nature is the undifferentiated
(category); seven, counting from mahat, are both sources (of
others) and are (themselves) modifications (of Nature); and
sixteen are the evolved products. 9 But puru~a is neither a source
nor a modification of it" (SmhkhYIl-Karika, 3). Since the
number twenty-five, known from the Upani~d, stands for
the twenty-five categories, therefore Pradhana and the rest come
to have Vedic authority again.
Vediintin: Therefore we say: No hope of Vedic sanction of
Pradhana and the rest should be entertained "even from the
mention of number".
Why?
Because the entities are disparate. For these twenty-five
(Siritkhya) categories are diverse indeed; they do not have five
common qualities to form five groups, in which case alone one
could have split up the number twenty-five afresh into five
divisions of five each. For such numerals as two and the rest
are not applied to divergent things that do not display some
unifying common factor. If, however, it be maintained that
(there is no grouping in that sense), but the mere number
twenty-five is indicated here with the help of its component
numbers, as for instance a drought continuing for twelve years is
described thus: "Indra did not pour rain for five and seven years";
that too is unjustifiable. The weakness of such a view is that one
has to resort to an indirect indication. Moreover, the second word
pafica here combines with jana to form the compound word
paficajana/J, which is known to be a single word from its way
"Seven modifications-mahat (i.e. intellect), egoism, and five subtle
elements (space, air, fire, water, eanh) j they are both modifications and
sources. Mahat evolves from Pradhiina and evolves into egoism. The
subtle elements evolve from egoism and evolve into gross elements. The
sixteen evolved products are the five gross elements and the eleven organs.
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of pronunciation according to Bhiipka rules (about pronunciation) with (or without) accent on the last vowel alone.
Besides, from another use also, "0 oblation, I take you up jn
honour of the pancll. pancajanas (five deities), (so that this
body of mine which is like an instrument for the gods and
which is the basis of enjoyment here and hereafter may remain
unimpaired)" (Tai. Sa. I. vi. 1.2), we know it to be a single
word uttered in the same breath and having a single case-ending.
Besides, since one five forms a compound word (with jana),
there can be no such repetition of five (as "five fives").lo
Accordingly, we cannot have two fives (or ten). Nor can be
one number five be joined to another number five, for an
attributive word cannot take another adjective. l l
Opponent: May it not be that the word janJ/J (entities),
with the number five already construed with it, is qualified
again by the number five, so that jana/J can appear as twentyfive in number, just as it is in the case of panca pancapulya/J,
where twenty-five pieces of grass are understood. 12
Vedamin: We say, no. The term panca.pali, being an instance
of a compound term signifying a group (i.e. a bundle of five
pieces of grass), the curiosity arises about a qualifying numeral:
"How many bundles?" And hence we get a phrase, "five of the
bundles of five grass pieces (each)". But here, in the very use,
pancajana/J (five entities), (which is not a sll'1n.ibara-d'Vigu),t8
the qualifying numeral (five) being already present, no curiosity
10 the paiica of paiicajalliil) cannot be detached to be construed separately
with paiicil (five) to make twenty-five.
n Even if paiicajanab be not a compound word, so that its paiica can
be treated separately, still one paiica cannot qualify the other paiica,
since both are numerals qualifying janab. Even if the two fives are
construed with janab we get only ten jan.ib.
III Paiicajanal) is not a compound. But five is not connected with another
five directly, nor are both fives construed separately with jana,-,. One five
is first joined to janiil). and this phrase is then qualified by another five.
thus making 25 ianal).
,. In paiicapu/i we have the samabiira-dv;gu compound (with a numeral
in the first pan); and so ; is added at the end (Fa. Sii. II. i. 52, IV. i. 21).
But in paficajaniib there is no i at the end, which fact clearly shows that
it is not a dvigu compound.
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about any numerical determination arises; and hence parka
paficajana/J cannot be a numerical determination. If pafica be
9till a numeral adjective, (the first) five will qualify the second
five (and not ja11ii/J).14 The consequent defect (that one adjective cannot qualify another) has already been pointed out.
"And since they involve an excess", the twenty-five categories
are not meant; for the number twenty· five is exceeded by the
Self and space (which would make the number twenty-seven).
Of these two, the Self is here mentioned as the receptacle holding others; for the entity indicated by the locative case in yasmin
(in which) is referred back as the Self in, "that very Self I
regard"1:; (Br. IV. iv. 17). The Self is the conscious Puru~
(all-pervasive entity). Since that Puru~ is already included (by
the SiiIhkhyas) among the twenty-five (categories), that Puru~
cannot be both the container and thing contained. Again, if the
Self be taken in some other sense, the number of categories will
still be exceeded. This militates against the SiiIhkhya theory.
Similarly, it is not proper to enumerate space separately by saying, "and space is placed", it having been already included in
the twenty-five (categories). If some other meaning be given to
it, the accruing defect has been pointed out already. Why, again,
from hearing the mere number twenty-five should one jump to
the twenty-five categories that are not talked of? For the word
jana does not conventionally mean a (SiiIhkhya) category, and
the number can be justified in some other sense as well.
Opponent: How would you then explain, panca paiicajana/J?
The answer is: According to the special rule of grammar,
"Words denoting direction (or quarter) and number are combined with nouns to form terminologies"16 (Pa. Su. II. i. 50),
the word panca is combined with jana to give rise to a technical
term. So some beings, called pancajanii/J are meant in a conventional sense, and not the categories of the SiiIhkhyas. When the
"For as shown, ;anal? has its own numeral adjective.
IS "That in which the five of the quintuplet and space are placed, that
very Self I regard as the immortal Brahman."
,. ba/qhzag7li (lit. the south-fire, i.e. the fire having that name),
Saptarpt (i.e. a group of seven well-known sages, who are also conceived
of as the seven stars of the Great Bear).
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curiosity arises to know how many they are, the word five is
added again to it. There are some entities (conventionally)
called a quintuplet (pancajana/J), and they are five in number.
This is just as one might say, "The saptar#s17 (seven-nis) are
seven".
Who, again, constitute that quintuplet?
That is being answered:

srrvr-3IR~: The vital force and the rest crt~-~l!ffi{ from the
complementary passage.

12. The vital force and the rest (are the paficajana/J), (as is
known) from the complementary passage.

In the verse, following "That in which five of the quintuplet" etc. (Br. IV. iv. 17), the five entities-vital force and the
rest-are enumerated for the sake of ascertaining the nature of
Brahman: "Those who have known the Vital Force of the vital
force, the Eye of the eye, the Ear of the ear, the Food of food
and the Mind of the mind, (have realized the ancient, primordial
Brahman)" (Br. madhyandina recension IV. iv. 21). On account
of proximity, the ones enumerated in the complementary passage
are meant by the quintuplet.
Opponent: How, again, can the word jana (lit. person) be
used with regard to the vital force and the rest?
Vediintin: How can it either be used with regard to the
Samkhya categories? Since either of the two interpretations
involves a transgression of common usage, the vital force etc.
must be accepted on the strength of the complementary passage.
And the vital force etc. become fit to be referred to by the word
jana (person) by virtue of their association with a synonym of
jana (viz puT1/4a). Moreover, the word puntla, which is a
synonym of jana, is used to denote the vital force etc. in, "These
are in fact the five persons of Brahman (Brahrnapuntlal),' (Ch.
.. Which does not mean seven times seven, or forty-nine
simply seven rtis constituting the group called Saptarps.

rps, but
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III. xiii. 6). There is also the brah1nlztza text, "The vital force is
the father, the vital force is the mother" (Ch. VII. xv. 1).
Besides, on the strength of the formation of the compound, the
whole phrase can well be a conventional term without any
contradiction.
Oppone1lt: How can a conventional sense be accepted in the
absence of earlier usage?
Vedantin: The answer is: It can be so as in the case of the
words udbhid etc. When a word with an unfamiliar import is
used in the proximity of words of familiar meaning, its meaning
is determined by that association itself, as in, "One (desiring
animals~ should endeavour to acquire the desired result by
sacrificing 'through udbhid'18", "He splits the sacrificial stake lll ".
"He prepares an altar20". Similarly, this word paiicajan4/J, being
understood on the strength of the formation of the compound
to stand for the name of something, raises an inquiry about the
thing it names, and thereby it points to the vital force etc.
occurring in the complementary passage.
Some explain that the paiicajanas are the gods, manes, Gandharvas, devils, and demons, while others accept the four castes
with the Nifadas (i.e. BriihmaJ)a's sons by Siidra wives) as the
fifth. In some places, again, the word paiicajanJi) is found in
the sense of creatures, as in, "(It is but proper) that assuming
the form of a human being, born of the paiicajanli/J (i.e. creatures), He created calls for the invocation of Indra" (~. V.
VIII. Iiii. 7). No incongruity arises even if we accept any of
these senses. But when the teacher Vyasa says, liThe vital force
and the rest are the paiicajanJ/J as is known from the complementary passage", he wants to show that the twenty-five
categories are not to be understood here.
18 Though udbbid may mean other things in other contexts, the association, obvious in "by sacrificing", points out that it is the name of the
sacrifice itself.
'"From association with "splitting", the word "stake" here means some
timber fit to be shaped into a stake .
.. "Altar" here means not the finished altar, but some sacrificial place
yet to be sanctified, which meaning follows from its association with the
word "prepares".
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Opponent: The vital force and the rest can be the paiicajll1l4i)
for the followers of the Miidhyandina recension who read of
food along with the vital force etc. But how will the followers
of the Kiil)va recension get their paiicajanai), who do not read
of food in their enumeration of the vital force etc.?
Hence the ans,wer is being given (by the Vediintin):

\ilIl fu4461 lit ij("lt 0Jt nn II
(The number is filled up) ;j~ by light
sF\' ar~fu when food is not present.

~

for some

H. For the followers of some recension, the member five has
to be made up with light in the absence of food.
Although the followers of the Kiil)va recension miss food,
their quintuplet is made up of light (fire), for in the verse,
"Upon that immortal Light of all lights the gods meditate as
longevity" (Br. IV. iv. 16), which precedes the verse, "That in
which the five paiicaja1l4i)" etc., they read of light for the very
purpose of determining the nature of Brahman.
Opponent: How, again, can this light, read of equally in both
the recensions, be accepted for some but not for others as having
been referred to by the number five, occurring in the same
verse?
The answer (of the Ved4ntin) is being given by saying that
this is owing to a difference in necessity. In the case of the
Madhyandinas, the quintuplet consists of the vital force and the
rest. They being all present in the same verse, there is no need
to tum to light occurring in another verse. But since in the
case of the Kiil,lvas, these are not so present, the need arises for
taking the help of light. And although the mantra about the
light is the same, light is accepted or not according to the difference of need. This is just like the acceptance or non-accep·
tance of (the sacrificial vessel called) SoQasin, on the basis of a
difference of injunction, although the Atiratra sacrifice (in
which the vessel is used) is the same. Z1
11 The opponenc may say chac in Atiratra we are concerned with action,
where alternatives are admissible, but not so when the knowledge of
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Thus, in any case, there is no familiar mention (i.e. snnction)
of Pradhana in the Upani~ds. As for familiarity through Smrti
and reasoning, that will be repudiated in future.
TOPIC

4:

CAUSALITY

:;r And ~if as the cause atICflIQllf«'I in respect of space
and the rest, lPfT-Olfqf~-~': It having been spoken of in all the
U pani~ds as in anyone.

14. (Brahman is presented by all the Upan#ads); for as the
cause of space and the rest, Brahman is spoken of in all the
Upaniiads just as It is in anyone of them.
0p-pollent: The characteristics of Brahman have been shown
(B. S. I. i. 2); and the uniformity of knowledge of Brahman
in all the Upani~ads has also been proved (I. i. 10). Moreover,
it has been established that Pradhana is not mentioned hy the
Upan~ds (I. iv. 1). Now in that connection another objection
is being raised. It cannot be proved either that Brahman is the
cause of the universe or that the texts of the Upani$ads lead to
an identical knowledge of Brahman.
Why?
On account of the divergence that comes to view. The creation in every Upani~d seems to be divergent, owing to the
difference in the order etc. (of creation). For instance, at one
place creation is described as starting with space: "From the
Self emerged space" (Tai. II. i). At some place it starts with
light: "That Existence (Brahman) created light" (CIl. VI. ii. 3).
At another place, creation has the vital force at its head: "He
created the vital force; and from the vital force He created
faith" (Pr. VI. 4). At still another place the emergence of the
worlds is recounted irrespective of any order: "He created these
worlds-heaven, interspace, the earth, the nether world" (Ai. I.
things is concerned. The answer will be that here also we are concerned
with the act of meditation, in which Brahman becomes an object, thought
of as the abode of five things, viz Prii'!la etc. and either food or light.
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i. 2). Similarly at some places we read of creation starting from
non-existence. "In the beginning all this was but non-existence.
From that sprang existence" (Tai. II. vii), and "This was but nonexistence in the beginning. That became existence. That became
ready to be manifest"22 (Ch. III. xix. 1). At some places the
theory of creation from nothing is refuted, and creation from
existence is asserted. For instance, starting with, "With regard
to that some say that the universe was non-existence before
creation", it is stated, "'But how can this be so, 0 amiable one?'
he said, 'How can existence emerge out of non-existence? This
was but existence, to be sure, in the beginning'" (Ch. VI. ii.
1-2). The evolution of the universe is stated at some places to be
spontaneous: "In the beginning this was undifferentiated. That
became differentiated into name and form only" (Br. I. iv. 7).
Thus since there are many such opposing ideas, and since a
thing in itself is not paradoxical, it is not proper to hold that the
Upani~ds are concerned with any definite ascertainment of the
cause of the universe. But in consonance with the theory, well
recognized by the Smrtis and reasoning, it is proper to accept
some other thing as the cause.
Vediintin: Under such circumstances we say: Although the
Upani~ds are individually at variance in the matter of the order
of creation etc. of space and other things, they have no difference as regards the Creator.
How?
Because all the other Upani~ds declare just what anyone of
them does. In the very same way that the omniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent, the One without a second is declared in
anyone of the U pani~ads as the cause, so in that very way is
that One declared in the other Upani~ads. Take for instance the
text: "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinite" (Tai. II. i). By
"The Vedantic interpretation of these two texts are: (I) This universe
of name and form did not exist as such before its manifestation; it
remained in a causal state without the differentiation of name and form.
From that state emerged the gross universe as we see it. (2) The universe
remained identified with Brahman before creation. In that causal state
came a stir, as it were; and then from that emerged a sprout, as it were,
the very first subtle state of creation.
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the use of the term knowledge in this text and by speaking of
"wishing" by It in a subsequent passage (Tai. II. vi), Brahman
is ascertained as Consciousness; and God is spoken of as the
cause by virtue of ,not being dependent on others (ibid.). By
using the word Self with regard to Him subsequently, and by
placing (The Self) successively inner and inner in a series of
sheaths, counting from this body, He is shown to be the inmost
Self of all (Tai. II. ii-v). By teaching how the Self became
many, in the text, "He wished, let me be many, let me be
born" (Tai. II. vi), it is stated that the mutable, created things
are non-different from the Creator. Similarly by declaring the
creation of the entire universe in the text, "He created all this
that exists" (TaL II. vi), the Upani~d asserts that a single
Creator without a second existed before creation. The characteristics under which Brahman is known here as the cause, are
exactly the same as those under which It is known in other
Upani~ads as well: "In the beginning, 0 amiable one, all this
was but Existence (Brahman)-Qne without a second" (Ch. VI.
ii. 1); "He saw (or deliberated), 'I shall become many, I shall
be born'. He created light" (Ch. VI. ii. 3). Similarly, "In the
beginning, all this was but the Self-Qne without a second.
Nothing else winked. He saw (or deliberated), 'Let me create
the worlds'" (Ai. I. i. 1). In this way (there is no disagreement
about the creator) since the texts of this kind, which ascertain
the nature of the cause, are not at variance in anyone of the
Upani~ds. But difference is noticed in the case of the products
-for instance, sometimes creation starts with space, sometimes
with light, and so on. But just because there is a difference as
regards the products, it cannot be asserted that Brahman is not
the intended purport of all the Upani~ds even though It is
known as the cause from all of them without any doubt. For
such an assertion will lead to unwarranted conclusions.23 The
teacher (Vyasa) will reconcile the variations, so far as the products are concerned, under th.eaphorisms starting with, "Space is
not created, as it is not so stated in the Upan~ds" (II. iii. 1). Or
• The opponent argues: "The cause must be doubtful, since the effects
are so." The Vedamin can sa)..: "Dreams differ and they are false; should
then the dreamer also be different and false?"
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divergences may well be there in the case of the effects, for they
are not the things sought to be taught. Not that all these forms
of manifestation, that creation is, are sought to be propounded
(by the Upani~ds); for no human goal is seen or heard of in
the Upani~ads as remaining linked up with them: nor can this
be imagined to be so, for in those respective places, they are
seen to combine with the texts about Brahman to convey a
single unified idea. This is what the Upani~d also shows: "0
amiable one, with the help of this sprout that food is, search out
its root that is water. With the help of this sprout that water
is, 0 amiable one, search out the root that fire is. With the help
of ~his sprout that fire is, 0 amiable one, search out the root
that Existence is" (Ch. VI. viii. 4). Besides, we can understand
that when the U pani~d speaks of the forms of manifestation
etc. in extenso, the intention is to declare the non-difference of
the effects from the cause with the help of such illustrations as
clay (Ch. VI. i. 4-6). And this is what people versed in the
Vedantic tradition say: "The creation that is taught divergently
with the help of clay, iron, sparks, etc. is only a means for
inculcating the knowledge of Brahman; but there is no diversity
whatsoever" (MiL Ka. III. H). But the result associated with
the realization of Brahman is heard of in, "The knower of
Brahman attains the supreme (Brahman)" (Tai. II. i), "The
knower of the Self transcends sorrow" (Ch. VII. i. 3), and
"Knowing Him alone one goes beyond death" (Sv. III. 8). And
this result is a matter of direct experience, for the transmigratory selfhoodceases on the attainment of the transcendental
Selfhood as a result of the instruction, "That thou art"24 (Ch.
VI. viii. 7).
The divergence in the case of the cause that was pointed out
by quoting, "In the beginning all this was but non-existence"
(Tai. II. vii) etc., has to be reconciled. As to that it is said:

15. (Non-existence does not mean 'Void), because of its allusion (to Brahman) .
.. This must be a fact realizable by the enlightened ones, for this is
18
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In the text, "In the beginning all this was but non-existence",
non-existence, conceived of as vOId, is not presented as the cause;
for the theory of non-existence is repudiated in the verse: "If
anyone knows Brahman as non-existence, he himself becomes
non-existent. If anyone knows that Brahman does exist, then
they consider him as existing by virtue of that knowledge" (Tai.
II. vi. 1). And then this Brahman, which is Existence, is ascertained as the indwelling Self with the help of a succession of
sheaths counting from that made of food. Again, after referring
to that Brahman under. consideration in the text, "He wished"
(Tai. II. vi. 1), it is stated that creation in all its ramifications
stemmed out of Brahman, and the conclusion is made with,
"They call that Brahman Truth" (ibid.). Lastly, by saying,
"Penaining to this, there occurs this verse," (ibid.), the verse,
"In the beginning all this was but non-existence" etc. (Tai. II.
vii. 1), is quoted in connection with that very subject-matter
that is being discussed. If something, non-existent in the sense
of a void, be the purport of this (latter) verse, then the whole
text will become incoherent as involving the citation of something irrelevant to what is sought to be referred to. Therefore
it follows that because the word "existing" is used in common
parlance to imply things manifested through names and forms,
therefore Brahman which surely existed before creation is mentioned here as though non-existent before creation in a secondary sense owing to this absence of manifestation. This is how
the text, "In the beginning this was but non-existence" (Ch.
III. xix. 1) has also to be construed, for the $ame is alluded to
later on with the words, "That was Existence" (ibid.). Had
absolute void been asserted, what would have been referred to
later on by saying, "That was Existence"? And even in the
text, "With regard to that some say that this universe was
but non-existence before creation" (Ch. VI. ii. 1), the view of
"some" people is not presented as having the sanction of some
other Upani~d; for unlike action, an object is not paradoxical.
Accordingly, it is to be understood that the theory of nonsupported by the Upani~adic texts, and the result of this realization is
con finned by them.
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existence, fancied by the people of dull intellect, is raised and
repudiated with a view to strengthening the idea of Existence,
accepted by the U pani~ds. Even in the text, "This universe was
then undifferentiated (Br. I. iv. 7), the differentiation (or evolution) of the universe is not spoken of as proceeding without an
ordainer; for in the text, "He (the Self) has entered into these
bodies up to the tips of the nails" (ibid.), the ordainer is alluded
to as having entered into the differentiated products. If the
differentiation be understood as having taken place without an
ordainer, who would have been alluded to as having entered
into the products by the pronoun "He", occurring later on, which
can advert only to something already under consideration? And
this act of entry into the body is heard of (in the Upani~ad)
about the sentient Self; for in the text, " ... when It sees, It
is called the eye; when It hears, the ear; and when It thinks, the
mind" (ibid.), the Upa~ad speaks of the consciousness of the
entity that has entered. Besides, it can be understood that at the
time of the first creation, the universe required some ordainer
for its differentiation into names and forms, just as much as
even today it has somebody to guide it when differentiating into
names.and forms (as pot, cloth, etc.). For any fancy that does
not agree with observation is illogical. Moreover, another text,
"Let me manifest name and form by Myself entering this as
this individual soul" (Ch. VI. iii. 2), shows that the universe
differentiated under some guidance. And although God was
there as the creator, still the use of the object (universe) as the
subject of the (intransitive) verb "differentiated" (in "it
differentiated into name and form only "-Br. I. iv. 7), is to be
understood as pointing to the ease and facility in the act of
differentiation, even as one might say, "The field is harvesting
well", it being possible for the crop to be harvested well only
if there be some peasant to harvest. Or it is to be understood
that (it is a transitive) verb used in the passive voice with relation to some subject called up to mind by the trend of the
topic, as in "The village is being reached"
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BALAKI

If-q ,cU~

II ~ \ II

16. Because (the 'Word "'Work" is) indicative of the universe,
(He of whom this is the work must be Brahman).
Doubt: In the course of the conversation between Biiliiki and
Ajatasatru in the Kau~itakI Upani~d, it is heard, "He indeed is
to be known, 0 Balaki, who is in fact the creator (or master) of
these puru~as (beings), or rather of whom this is surely the work
(IV. 19). With regard to this, the doubt arises: Is it the individual soul that is taught to be known, or the chief vital force, or
the supreme Self? What should be the conclusion to be drawn?
Opponent: It must be the vital force.
Why?
Because the Upani~adic text is: "He of whom this is surely
the work". For work, consisting of movement, is dependent on
the vital force; the vital force is met with in the complementary
part of the topic: "Then it becomes unified in Pra~a itself"
(Kau. IV. 20); and the term Prii1Ja is familiarly used tor the chief
vital force. Moreover, the vital force is also the master of the
persons (purutas) referred to by Biiliiki in the earlier portion
of the sentences: "The being in the sun" (Kau. IV. 3), "The
being in the moon" (Kau. IV. 4), and so on. For the deities of
the sun etc. are merely different aspects of the vital force as is
well known from another U pani$3d, "'Which is the one god?'
'The vital force; the vital force is Brahman which is called
Tyat (That)," .(Br. III. ix. 9).
Or it may be the individual being that is taught here as the
entity to be known; for his activities, too, constituting virtue
and vice, are fit to be mentioned in such words as, "Of whom
this is the work" (Kau. IV. 19). He, too, as being the experiencer, can justifiably be the master of all these pUTU$aS who
serve as the things of his experience. And in the complementary
text also we come across a sign indicative of the individual being;
for it is because of this fact that, when Biiliiki approached
AjiitaSatru to know the creator of the puru~as (in the sun etc.)
who had been presented as the entity to be known, Ajiitasatru,
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being desirous of enlightening Balaki, called a sleeping man by
name;25 and then from the fact that the man did not heed the
call, Ajatasatru made Balaki understand that the vital force and
the rest are not the experiencer. Lastly, from the fact of waking
up as a result of being struck by a stick, he makes him under~
stand that the individual soul, which is different from the vital
force and the rest, is the experiencer. Similarly from the subse~
quent text also can be gathered a sign indicative of the individual soul: "To explain this point: As the head (of a guild)
lives on (what is brought by) his own people or retinue, or as
his own people or retinue live on him, so also this conscious
soul (i.e. the individual) lives on these souls (of the sun etc.),
and these souls live on this soul"26 (Kau. IV. 20). The individual
soul can well be called the vital force, for it sustains the vital
force. Hence either the individual soul or the vital force is to be
accepted here, but not the supreme Lord, for we do not perceive any sign to indicate Him.
VeMntin: Faced with this, we say: The creator of these
puru~as must be the supreme Lord Himself.
How?
On the strength of how the topic is started with. For Balaki
started to talk with AjataSatru here with the words: "I shall tell
you of Brahman" (Kau. IV. 1); but he became silent after
asserting that some persons (puru~as) residing in the sun etc.
are fit to be looked upon as Brahman in the primary sense.
Ajatasatru then told him, "Falsely indeed you promised me, 'I
shall tell you fully of Brahman' ", and thus he repudiated Balaki
for speaking of those that were Brahman only in a secondary
sense. Then the king presented another as the creator of them
all and as the entity to be known. Should Ajatasatru also be a
seer of the secondary Brahman, it will run counter to the com~
mencement of the text. Therefore this must be the supreme
Lord. And the creatorship of all these persons cannot be thought·
of as belonging exclusively and independently to anyone other
than the supreme Lord. The text, "He of whom this is surely
the work" (Kau. IV. 19), does not refer either to actions in the
.. i.e. the synonyms of the vital force-Brbat, pii'!ltjara'lliisa, suma, riijan .
.. The sun etc. give him light etc., and he offers them oblation etc.
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form of movements or those constituting virtue and vice; for
neither are they under discussion nor are they mentioned by
the Upani~d by name. Nor are the persons indicated thus (as
objects of the verb by the text, "this work"), they having been
already mentioned in, "the creator of these persons"27 (Kau. IV.
19). Besides, that would involve a contradiction in gender and
number.28 Nor is it indicative of some action (i.e. creative function) or of the result of such action pertaining to the persons
(undertaken by the creator); for these have already been referred to by the word "creator."29 As the last resort, the universe
that is perceived proximately (or directly) is referred to by
the word "this~' (occurring in "this work"); and that very
universe is referred to by the word "work" in the derivative
sense of "that which is accomplished" (i.e. product).
Opponent: Is it not a fact that even the universe is not under
discussion, nor is it mentioned by name?
V edantin: Quite so. Still from the fact that when there is no
specific mention, things in general that lie near at hand30 become
signified by a pronoun that stands for proximate things in
general; but it does riot mean anything specific, for nothing
specific is near at hand. Moreover, the persons (in the sun etc.),
forming a part of the universe, had been specifically mentioned
earlier, so that it can be understood that the unspecified universe is
taken up here. The idea expressed is this: "He who is the creator
of these puru~as, constituting a part of the universe, or rather,
leaving aside such a specification, He of whom this whole
universe, without any specification, is a work". The word
"rather" is meant for rejecting the creatorship of a limited portion. But the specific mention (of the puru~as-persons) is made
in order to show that the persons spoken of as Brahman by
Biiliiki are not Brahman. In this way, through general and specific
17 A second mention is redundant.
"'For in etat karma (this work), etat is neuter and singular, whereas
pUT1J,fiif;J (persons) is plural and masculine .
.. In the earlier half of the text, " .•. who is the creator of these
pUTU~as" (Kau. IV. 19), the activity of creation and the result of producing the persons are already mentioned. So "this work", occurring in
the second half cannot refer to these.
ao That occurs to the mind as the object of activity.
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statements, on the analogy of "the BrahmaQas and mendicants",81
the creator of the universe is taught as the entity to be known.
And the supreme Lord is affirmed as the creator of the whole
universe by all the U pani~ds.
\ijlqij{.OljS( lolf~mmcr

~

Ol( j{.0lj Id"{

\I ~\911

",')q~-mmq: Owing to the presence of the indicatory
marks of the individual soul, and the chief Prii1ja,... not so,
~fu ~~ if this be the objection, ffi( that OlfI~Zjld"l has been
already explained.

17. If it be contended that the supreme Self is not meant,
owing to the presence of the indicatory marks of the individual
soul' and the chief Prii~a, then that has already been explained.
Opponent: Now then, the argument was advanced that from
the indicatory marks of the individual soul and the chief Prib)a
(vital force) met with in the complementary portion of the
text, either of the two must be accepted, but not the supreme
Lord. That has to be answered.
Vedantin: With regard to this we say: This was repudiated
under the aphorism, "(If it be argued that Brahman is not
spoken of here, since there are the indications of the individual
soul and the chief vital force, then we say), that cannot be so,
since this will lead to a threefold meditation. Besides Prib)a is
admitted elsewhere as meao~ng Brahman (owing to the presence
of Brahman's characteristics) which are in evidence here" (I i.
31) . For on such an assumption, a threefold meditation will
crop up here-meditation on the individual soul, on the vital
force, and on Brahman. But this is not justifiable; for from a
consideration of how the passage starts and ends, it is seen to
refer to Brahman. Of these, it has already been shown how
Brahman is dealt with at the commencement. And from the
mention of the highest result (at the end), the concluding
III On the assumption that BrahmaQas alone
can become mendicants,
when some one says, "Feed the BrahmaQas and the mendicants", the
word BcihmaQas is to be understood as meaning all BrahmaQas who are
not mendicants. So also "work" here implies the creation of all except the
PurUi4S, they having been mentioned separately.
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portion also is seen to point to Brahman thus: "He who knows
thus, destroys all the sins and becomes the foremost (in attainment) among all, sovereign (over all), and independent (of all)"
(Kau. IV. 20).
Objection: On such a view, the ascertainment of the meaning
of this passage is anticipated by the text about the dialogue of
Pratardana (under B.S. I. i. 31).
Vedantin: Not so, for the sentence, "Or rather He of whom
this surely is the work", was not ascertained there as pertaining to Brahman. Accordingly, the doubt about the individual
soul and the chief vital force that arises here again is set aside
over again. Moreover, the word Pra'q.tl is seen to be used in the
sense of Brahman: "For, 0 amiable one, the mind (i.e. soul) is
tethered to Pra1)a (Brahman)" (Ch. VI. viii. 2). As for the
indicatory signs of the individual soul here, they are to be
interpreted as used from the standpoint of the identity (of the
soul with Brahman), for Brahman is known to be the subjectmatter of discussion from the consideration of the beginning
and the end.

~ ~ ~: *'1Ol1KOljI'1I~ ~ ,,~c;1I
~ But ;ij-firf;:r: Jaimini (holds): ar;q_~9 (the reference to be)
for a different purpose, Sf1fo'f-oql€«4I"I~I"l on the strength of the
question and the answer; arfq- ~ moreover, ~ some people ~
thus.
18. But Jaimini holds tbe reference (to the individual soul)
to be meant for a different purpose, as is known from the
question and the answer. MoreO'lJer, some mention this clearly.

Moreover, there need be no dispute here as to whether this
text has the individual soul primarily in view or Brahman; for
the teacher Jaimini is of opinion that the allusion to the individual soul in this text is meant for a different purpose. viz the
comprehension of Brahman.
How?
"On the strength of the question and the explanation." As
for the question, it is seen that when it has been demonstrated
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by waking a sleeping man that the individual soul is distinct
from the vital force etc., there occurs another question with
regard to something beyond the individual soul: "0 Biiliiki,
where did this person sleep? Or where did he stay thus, and
whence did he come thus?" (Kau. IV. 19). The answer also
is: ''When a sleeping man dreams no more, then he becomes
unified with Prii'(lQ Itself" etc., as also, "From this Self the organs
move towards their own seats; from the organs issue the presiding deities; from the deities issue the sense-objects" (ibid.).
Now it is a settled conclusion of the Upani~ds that the individual soul becomes unified with the supreme Self in sleep, and
that the universe, inclusive of the organs etc., issues from the
supreme Self. So it is to be understood that the entity in which
this individual being has an absence of particularized knowledge,
in which it has its deep sleep, consisting in the absence of the
defect of perturbation, in which it has its real nature of freedom from particularized knowledge caused by limiting adjuncts,
from which occurs its emergence, consisting in a break in that
state-that entity is the supreme Self, taught here as the thing to
be known. Besides, in this very context of the conversation
between Biiliiki and Ajiitasatru, the followers of a certain recension, viz the Vajasaneyins, mention clearly the individual soul by
the term "vijiliina111aya" (identified with the intellect), and then
read of the supreme Self, beyond it, in the question, "When
this being, identified with the intellect, was thus asleep, where
was it, and whence did it thus come?" (Br. II. i. 16). In the
answer also they recite: " ... and lies in the Space (supreme Self)
that is in the heart" (Br. II. i. 17). The word Space is used for
the supreme Self, as in "the small Space that is inside it" (Ch.
VIII. i. 1). It is to be understood here in the BrhadaralJ.yaka that
when they mention the emanation of the conditioned self from
some other entity in the text, "All these selfs emanate" (Br. II.
i. 20), they really point to the supreme Self as the source. And
the instruction about (the individual soul as) an entity other
than the vital force, that is imparted with the help of the act of
waking up a sleeping man, is an additional reason ruling out the
vital force.
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CORRELATION OF PASSAGES

19. (The Self to be realized, heard of, reflected on, and profoundly meditated upon is the supreme Self), because (this is
the meaning gathered) from the correlation of the passages.
Doubt: Staning with: "It is not for the sake of the husband,
my dear, that" he is loved," it is said, in the Maitreyi Brahmarza
of the BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani!?lld, "It is not for the sake of all,
my dear, that all is loved, hut for one's own sake that all is
loved. The Self, my dear MaitreYI, should be realized-should
be heard of, reflected on, and profoundly meditated upon. By
the realization of the Self, my dear, through hearing, reflection,
and profound meditation, all this is known" (II. iv. 5, IV. v. 6).
About this the doubt arises: Is it the individual soul, identified
with the intellect, that is taught to be realized, heard of, etc. or
is it the supreme Self?
Why, again, should there be this doubt?
Since the start is made with the enjoying soul, called up by
the suggestive word "10ved",32 it appears that the individual soul
identified with the intellect is meant. Again, from the instruction that all is known when the Self is known, it would seem
that the supreme Self is meant. What should be the conclusion
then?
Opponent: This is an instruction about the individual soul.
\-Vhy?
On the strength of the commencement. It is said at the start
that this whole universe of enjoyment, consisting of husband,
wife, son, and others, is loved for the sake of oneself. In this
passage the enjoying soul is presented through the suggestive
word love; and then when the seeing (i.e. realization) etc. are
taught of the Self, to what other Self (apart from the individual)
can this refer? In the middle also it is taught, " ... even so, my
dear, this great, endless, infinite Reality is but pure intelligence .
.. Such lovable objects suggest that they have some one, a soul, as their
enjoyer.
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(The Self) comes out (as a separate entity) from these elements, and (this separateness) is destroyed with them. After
attaining (this oneness) it has no more (particularized) consciousness" Ok II. iv. 12, IV. v. 13), where the "great Reality",
which has to be realized, is spoken of as "coming out from
the elements" in the form of an individual being identified with
the intellect; and thereby it is revealed that it is the individual
being (identified with the intellect) that has to be realized.
Similarly when the conclusion is made in the text thus:
"Through what, my dear, should one know the knower?" (Br.
II. iv. 14, IV. v. 15), with a word (viz knower) denoting an
agent of knowing, it is shown that the individual soul is taught
here. Accordingly, the statement about the knowledge of everything accruing from the knowledge of the Self must be taken
in a secondary sense to indicate all the enjoyable things meant
for the enjoying soul. 88
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: This is an instruction about the supreme Self Itself.
Why?
On the strength of the correlation of this with other passages.
When this passage is examined in its proper context, its parts
are seen to be linked up with the supreme Self.
How?
That is being shown. Hearing from Yajiiavalkya, "But there
is no hope of immortality through wealth" (Br. II. iv. 2, IV.
v. 3), Maitreyi expresses her desire for instruction about immortality in these words: "What shall I do with that which will
not make me immortal? Tell me, sir, of that alone which you
know (to be the only means of immortality)" (Br. II. iv. 3,
IV. v. 4). Then Yajiiavalkya imparts to her the knowledge of
the Self. And the texts of the Upani!jads and Smrtis declare that
there can be no immortality from anything other than the
knowledge of the Self. Similarly when it is stated that the
knowledge of everything results from the knowledge of the
Self, it cannot bear any literal import unless the knowledge of
sa Since the enjoyer is the master of the enjoyable things, it is said
figuratively that aU enjoyable things become known when the enjoying
soul is known.
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the supreme Cause be meant. And we cannot resort to any
secondary meaning here, since the assertion is first made that
everything is known by knowing the Self, and then it is
expounded by saying, "The Brahma1)a ousts one who knows
him as different from the Self" etc. (Br. II. iv. 6, IV. v. 7).
For a false perceiver, who perceives the universe, consisting of
Brahma1)as, K~triyas, and others, as having emerged into existence independently of the Self, is ousted by that very falsely
apprehended universe of Brahma1)as, K~triyas, and others. After
repudiating the dualistic vision thus, the Upani~ad broaches the
topic of the non-difference of all things from Brahman by
saying, " ... and this all are this Self" (Br. II. iv. 6, IV. v. 7).
Again, that . very non-difference is confirmed with the illustration of the drum etc. (Br. II. iv. 7-9, IV. v. 8-10). Besides, when
in the text, " ... the ~g- Veda, (etc.) are like the breath of this
infinite Reality" (Br. IV. v. 11), the Upani~ad states that the
Self under consideration is the source of this vast expanse of
name, form, and action, it only shows that this Self is nothing
but the supreme Self. Again, when with the help of the process
of merger in the same thing (Br. IV. v. 12), the Upanisad speaks
of the Self as the goal of the whole universe of sense-objects,
senses, and internal organs, and as without interior and exterior,
and wholly a mass of pure intelligence (Br. IV. v. 13), it only
shows that this Self is the supreme Self. Therefore it is understood that this instruction about realization etc. is concerned
with the supreme Self alone.
The further objection was raised that from the way the start
is made with the suggestive word love, the realization etc. that
are taught here are of the individual soul. Our reply is:

51 rd*llfu:ifi;r~~: n~o \I
srfum-f~': Of the fulfilment of the declaration

mlf1(

(this is)

an indication 8IIVt("'lI: (thinks) Asmarathya.

20. Afmarathya. thinks this (statement of non-difference
between the individual soul and supreme Self) to be a sign
indicative of the fulfilment of the declaration.
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A solemn declaration is made here (in the text under discussion) that all this becomes known when the Self is known (Br.
IV. v. 6), as also, " ... and all this are the Self" (Br. IV. v. 7).
The mention of the Self, called up by the suggestive word love,
as an entity to be realized and so on, is a sign indicating the
fulfilment of that declaration. Were the individual soul different
from the supreme Self, the individual soul would remain unknown even when the supreme Self became realized, so that
the promise made that everything becomes known by knowing
one would be falsified. Hence the teacher Asmarathya thinks
that it is with a view to fulfilling the declaration that the start
is made with the help of the non-different aspects of the
supreme Self and the individual Self.S4

tac-stifiOllSlfd t:(Cf~"lqlf«"4'~{i)lfiOl: 1I~~1l
1:tCf1{ 1J1CI'Rt since such becomes the state \if::,f'lQfd: of one
who is about to die ~ this is what ar1~)flr: AUQuiomi (says).

21. Aurju/omi says that (the statement about the identity of
the individual soul and the supreme Self occurs in the beginning)
since this state of identity comes to the soul when it departs
from the body.
The teacher Audulomi thinks that the start is made with the
individual soul in a way as though it is identified with the
supreme Self, because the individual soul, remaining tainted on
account of its association with the aggregate of body, senses,
mind, and intellect, becomes serene (and purified) through the
practice of knowledge, meditation, etc.; and as such, it can
justifiably be united with the supreme Self only after it departs
from this assemblage of body etc. In support of this, occurs the
Upani~dic text, "This serene one (i.e. the individual soul) rises
up from this body and realizing the supreme Light becomes
established in its true nature" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3). Besides, in some
.. Both panial difference and panial non-difference exist between the
two Selves. To fulfil the declaration, the individual is made the starting
point, keeping the eye only on those of its aspects that are non-different
from the supreme Self-this is how ASmarathya thinks.
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texts it is shown with the help of the simile of the river, that
name and form also rest on the individual soul: "As rivers,
flowing down, become indistinguishable on reaching the sea, by
giving up their names and forms, so also the illumined soul,
having become freed from name and form, reaches the selfeffulgent Puru~a that is higher than the higher (Maya)" (Mu.
III. ii 8). In keeping with the parallelism between the illustration
and the thing illustrated, the meaning of the verse is obviously
this: Just as in this world the rivers approach the sea by discarding the names and forms belonging to themselves, so also
the individual being approaches the higher Puru~a by discarding
the name and form belonging to itself.

3fCfff'-Rt: Owing to the existence (of the supreme Self as the
so says CflllllirCfl1: KaSakrtsna.
individual Self)

mr

22. KiisakrtS1la thinks (the statement about the identity in the
beginning of the text is in order) beco:use of the existence of
the supreme Self as the individual soul.

The teacher Kasakrtsna opines that inasmuch as this very
supreme Self exists as the individual soul, this commencement
with a statement of identity is quite in order. In conformity
with this occur such brabma'(14 texts as: "Let me manifest name
and form. by Myself entering in the form of this individual
being" (Ch. VI. iii. 2), and so on, which reveal the existence of
the supreme Self as the individual soul.· There are mantra texts
also such as: "(One becomes immortal by knowing) that omniscient Being, who after having created all the forms (i.e. products), and given .·names to them (has entered into them)
and exists there by performing the acts of talking ( etc.)"
(Tai. A. III. xii. 7). While speaking of the creation of light etc.
the Upani~d does not make any separate mention of the creation of the individual soul, in which case alone the soul could
have been different from the supreme Self, it being (in that
case) a product of the Self.
The view of the teacher Kasalq.tsna is that the supreme Lord
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Himself appears as the individual soul without undergoing any
change. As for ASmarathya, though the non-difference of the
individual soul from the supreme Self is admitted by him, still
from his conditional statement, "F or the fulfilment of the
declaration" etc., it becomes clear that his intention is to posit
some sort of relationship as found between a cause and its
effects. According to Au Qulomi, both difference and nondifference become clearly discernible as bound up with the
different states (of the soul under bondage and freedom). Of
these, the view of Kasalqtsna is understood to be in accord with
the Upani~ds, for it agrees with the instruction sought to be
imparted, as stated in such texts as, "That thou art" (Ch. VI.
viii. 7), and from this standpoint, (of non-difference), the
attainment of immortality as a result of the knowledge of the
Self is quite in order. But if the individual soul be a created
thing (as ASmarathya thinks), then since the modification of a
substance loses itself on merging into its ma~erial cause, the
assertion of the attainment of immortality through knowledge
does not become logical. 85 (Just because immortality can result
from knowledge only if the difference is imaginary), therefore
(contrary to what AUQuiomi thinks) name and form cannot be
the natural appendages of the individual soul. Hence also the
name and form belong to the limiting adjuncts; but they are
stated by way of concession (to common experience) as belonging to the soul. For this very reason, the origin of the individual
being, that is sometimes mentioned in the Upani~ds with the
help of the simile of sparks darting out from fire, should be
understood as spoken of from the standpoint of the limiting
adjuncts alone.
Furthermore, it was argued thus: When it is shown that the
"great Reality", that is to be realized and that is under discussion, "comes out from the elements in the form of the individual soul" (Br. II. iv. 12), what is really presented as the entity
to be realized is the individual soul. For the refutation of this
86 An imaginary difference can be removed by knowledge; but the
assertion of any real difference rules out that possibility. Besides, the
acceptance of origin and annihilation for the soul will militate against
the earlier assertion of birthlessness and immortality for it.
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argument as well, these three aphorisms are to be interpreted
thus: "Asmarathya thinks this reference to the realization etc.
of the Self to be a sign indicative of the fulfilment of the
declaration"-the declaration alluded to here being, "Everything becomes known when the Self is known" (Br. II. iv. 5),
and" ... all this are the Self" (Br. IV. v. 7). This stands proved
by reason of all the modes of manifestation of name and form
emerging from and merging into the same single entity, and by
reason of demonstrating the identity of the cause and effect
through the illustration of the drum etc. And the teacher
ASmarathya is of opinion that the statement made about the
"coming out of the great Reality from the great elements in the
form of the individual soul" is a sign indicative of the fulfilment
of the declaration; for the knowledge of one thing can lead to
the knowledge of all if there is identity among them. "AuQulomi says that since this state of identity comes to the soul
when it departs from the body"-the teacher AUQulomi thinks
that this statement about identity is made just because an identity
with the supreme Self is possible for the individual soul when,
after becoming purified through knowledge and meditation, it
departs from the body. "KiiSalq:tsna thinks (that this is so)
because of the existence of the supreme Self as the individual
soul"-the teacher KiiSakrtsna is of opinion that since it is the
very supreme Self that exists in the form of the individual soul,
this statement of non-difference is justifiable.
Opponent: The statement-"The Self comes out from these
elements and is destroyed with them. After this attainment there
is no more consciousness" (Br. II. iv. 12)-being a statement of
annihilation, how can this be a declaration of non-difference?·
Vetlantin: There is no such difficulty; for this statement
about destruction relates to the eradication of particularized
knowledge, but not to the annihilation of the soul. For after
reverting to the topic with, "Just here you have thrown me into
confusion sir," (Br. II. iv. 13), the Upani~d itself shows a
different meaning in: "Certainly I am not saying anything
confusing. This Self is indeed immutable and indestructible, my
dear. But there is a dissociation for it from the sense-objects"
(Br. IV. v. 14). The idea is this: The individual soul is verily
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unchanging, eternal, and a mass of homogdleous consciousness;
there can be no possibility of its annihilation. But as a result of
knowledge, there is a dissociation for it from the m4tTiis comprising the senses and the elements that originate from ignorance. And since from an absence of contact, particularized
knowledge arising from that contact cannot exist, it has been
said, "After this attainment there is no consciousness".
The further assertion was made that this realization is of the
individual Self itself, for in the concluding portion, "Through
what, my dear, should one know the knower?" (Br. II. iv. 14),
occurs a word (viz knower) suggestive of one who knows.
That also is to be refuted with the help of KaSakrtsna's view.
Moreover, in the text commencing with, "Because when there
is duality, as it were, then one sees something" (Br. IV. v. 15),
it is stated elaborately that for that selfsame soul there is
particularized knowledge when it is within the range of ignorance. And then in the text, starting with, "But when to the
knower of Brahman everything has become the Self, then what
should one see and through what?" (ibid.), it is shown that for
that very soul there is an absence of particularized knowledge
like seeing etc. when it is within the ambit of illumination. Then,
again, the apprehension is raised that even though there be no
other object of knowledge, still one may know the Self;· and in
answer to this it is said, "Through what, my dear, should one
know the knower?" (ibid.). Hence from the fact that the text
is devoted to the proving of the absence of particularized
knowledge, it can be understood that, though the Self is Consciousness Itself and remains for ever in Its absoluteness, still
by keeping in mind how It had appeared (in the state of ignorance), It is referred to by the word vijiiiitii (knower), formed
with the suffix trc and conveying the sense of an agent of the
act ( of knowing). It was shown earlier that the view of
Kasakrtsna accords with the Upani~ads. So the interpretation
that should be accepted by all those who follow the Upani~ds
is that the difference between the individual Self and the
supreme Self is a creation of conditioning factors like body
etc. constituted by name and form which are conjured up by
nescience; the difference is not real; for this view is supported
19
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by such Upani~adic texts as: "0 amiable one, in the beginning,
all this was but Existence, one without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1),
"All this is but the Self" (Ch. VII. xxv. 3), "All this is but
Brahman" (Mu. II. ii. 11), " ... and all this are the Self" (Br.
II. iv. 6), "There is no other witness but Him" (Br. III. vii. 23),
"There is no other witness but this" (Br. III. viiL). and so on;
as also by such Smrti texts as, " ... that all this is Vasudeva"
(Gita, VII. 9), "0 scion of the race of Bharata, know Me also
to be the individual witness in all the bodies" (ibid. XIII. 2),
" ... the Lord Supreme, existng equally in all beings" (ibid.
XIII. 27), and so on. Furthermore, the same conclusion follows
from the rejection of the dualistic outlook in, "While he who
worships another god, thinking, 'He is one and I am another',
does not know. He is like an animal to the gods" (Br. I. iv. 10).
"He goes from death to death who sees difference, as it were,
in It" (Br. IV. iv. 18), and similar other passages. Besides, all
changes are denied in the Self by the passage, "The great birthless Self is un decaying, immortal, undying, fearless, and Brahman
(infinite)" (Br. IV. iv. 25). For unless this be understood thus,
the aspirants for liberation will not have any illumination that
defies sublation; nor can any knowledge be gained by them
that carries with itself the fullest conviction. For the knowledge
about the Self that is sought here is that knowledge alone that
is beyond all refutation and sets at rest all questions, as
declared by the Upani~adic passage, "Those to whom the entity,
presented by the Vedic knowledge, has become fully ascertained" (Mu. III. ii. 6), as also, "What delusion and what sorrow
can persist there for one who has realized Unity?" (is. 7). This
follows also from the Smrti text, setting forth the characteristics
of the man of steady wisdom (Gita, II. 55-72). When the full
illumination about the oneness of the Supreme Self and the
Self witnessing the body becomes established, such terms as "the
witness of the body", "the supreme Self" betrays a mere difference in tenninology; and hence this insistence on the theory
that this "witness of the body" is different from the supreme
Self and the supreme Self is different from the "witness of the
body", that centres round the idea of difference of the two
Selves, is meaningless. For the Self is but one, though spoken of
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differently on the basis of difference in mere nomenclature. Not
that the text, "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinite. He who
knows that Brahman as existing in the cavity of the intellect"
(Tai. II. i), is spoken of in relation to any particular cavity; nor
does anything else but Brahman exist in the cavity (of the intellect), since we hear Df the entry of the Creator Himself in the
text, "Having created that, He entered into that" (Tai. II. vi).
Those who insist on difference, shut the door to the understanding of the purport of the Upani~ds and thereby shut out
full illumination itself that leads to liberation. Moreover, they
fancy that liberation is a product and impermanent, and they
do not conform to logic.
TOPIC

7:

BRAHMAN AS MATERIAL CAUSE

SfiifCflJif Slfd*,I¢e:I"(tI'lq(l~ II~~II
(Brahman is) "SI1ifu: the material cause .... as well srrm-'iISGRl"OT~~NR{ so as not to contradict the proposition and the illustration.

23. Bralmtan must be the material cause as well, so as not to
contradict the proposition and the illustra.tion.
Doubt: It has been said that just as virtue and vice are to be
deliberated on since this leads to secular well-being, so also
Brahman is to be deliberated on since this leads to liberation.
And Brahman was defined as "That from which the universe has
its birth etc." (I. i. 2). That definition is applicable either to
the material cause in the sense in which earth, gold, etc. are
the causes of pots, necklaces, etc., or to the efficient cause in
the sense in which a potter, a goldsmith, and others are the
causes. Therefore the doubt arises: In what, again, does
Brahman's causality consist?
Opponent: While under such a predicament, it would appear
that It can only be the efficient cause.
Why?
For creatorship, preceded by reflection is heard of. From such
Upani~adic texts as, "He deliberated" (Pr. VI. 3), "He created
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the vital force" (Pr. VI. 4), the causality of Brahman is understood to have been preceded by reflection. And creation after
reflection is noticed in the cases of efficient causes like the
potter and others. It is also seen in the world that success in a
work depends on many accessories. That logic should be extended to the first Creator as well. Besides, this follows from
the fact of His being well known as the Lord; for efficient
causality is alone noticed in the cases of lordly beings like kings,
Death, and others. In conformity with this it is but proper to
understand efficient causality alone even in the case of the
supreme Lord. Besides, this universe, which is a product, is
seen to be composite, insentient, and impure; so its material
cause, too, must be of the same nature, since the cause and
effect are seen to be similar. But Brahman is known to be devoid
of such a nature from such texts as, "Without parts, motionless,
unchanging, taintless, and free from tamas" (Sv. VI. 19). As a
last resort, some material cause, other than Brahman, that is well
recognized in the Smrris and is possessed of the characteristics of
impurity etc., has to be admitted; for the Upani~ds speaking
of Brahman as the origin, speak of nothing more than efficient
causality.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: Brahman has to
be admitted as the material cause as well as the efficient cause.
It is not merely the efficient cause.
Why?
"So that the proposition and the illustration may not be contradicted." Of these the proposition is: "Now then, did you ask
about that subject-matter of instruction by which the unheard
becomes heard, the unthought becomes thought, and the unknown becomes known?" (Ch. VI. i. 2), where it is obvious
that by knowing one thing all other things, even though unknown, become known. And that knowledge of all things can
be possible only from the knowledge of their material cause,
since the effect is non-different from its material, whereas
the effect is not non-different from its efficient cause, as is
evident from the difference noticed in the world between the
architect and his architecture. The illustration cited also relates
to the material cause, as in, "0 amiable one, as by knowing a
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lump of earth, all things made of earth become known, since
earth alone is true and all transformations exist only in name,
having speech as their origin (or support)" (Ch. VI. i. 4).
Similar also are the illustrations: "All modifications of gold
become known by knowing a piece of gold", "All things made
of iron become known when a nail-cutter is known" (Ch. VI.
i. 5-6). So also it is seen in the other Upani~ds that the proposition is stated thus: "0 adorable sir, (which is that thing) which
having been known, all this becomes known?" (Mu. I. i. 3),
and the illustration is: "As herbs grow on the earth" (Mu.
I. i. 7). Elsewhere, too, the proposition is: "All this, my dear,
becomes known when the Self is seen, heard of, reflected on,
and meditated upon" (Br. IV. v. 6), and the illustration is: "As
when a drum is beaten, one cannot distinguish its various particular notes, but they are included in the general note of the
drum or in the general sound produced by different kinds of
strokes" (Br. IV. v. 8). In this way, in each Upani~d, the
proposition and illustration are to be understood, so far as they
go, as pointing to the material cause. The phrase, "that from
which-yata(:!" occurring in, "That from which these beings
emerge" (Tai. III. i.), is to be understood as pointing to the
material constituting the basic substance, in accordance with
the special rule of grammar, "The basic substance of anything
that is being born is used in the ablative case (i.e. with the
pronoun, from)" (Pa. Sii. I. iv. 30). As for the efficient causality
of Brahman, it is to be understood from the absence of any
other ordainer. Unlike the basic substances like earth, gold, etc.,
acting under the control of their moulders-the potter, goldsmith, and others-Brahman, even though It is a basic substance,
does not depend on any other ordainer; for it is emphasized that
before creation, all this was but one without a second. And it
is to be understood that this absence of any other ordainer has
to be assumed so that no conflict between the proposition and
the illustration may arise. For if any ordainer be admitted apart
from the material, it will become impossible again to have a
knowledge of all from the knowledge of one, and so the proposition and the illustration will be at variance. Accordingly, the
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Self is the ordainer since there is no other designer, and It is
also the material cause since there is no other material.
What more reason is there to show that the Self is the agent
as well as the material?

'if And an~T-~ because of the teaching about the
'
will to create.

24. This is also understood from the teaching about the will
to create.
"The teaching about the will to create", also leads to the
understanding of the Self as the efficient and material cause:
"He wished, 'let me be many, let me be born'" (Tai. II. v. 2),
and "It deliberated, 'I shall become many, I shall be born'" (Ch.
VI. ii. 3). In those texts the Self is known to be the agent by
virtue of independent action proceeding from deliberation. And
it is understood that the Self is the material cause as well, since
the will to become many as expressed in, "I shall become many",
relates to Himself.

'if And ~~-&lI¥=i'1I'1Iq: both having been taught

mmcr:

directly.

25. And because both (origin and dissolution) are taught
directly (from Brahman).
This is again in continuation of the material causality.
Brahman is the material cause for this further reason that both
creation and dissolution are spoken of by accepting Brahman
directly as the cause in the text: "All these beings originate from
Space (Brahman) alone, and they merge by proceeding towards
Space" (Ch. I. ix. 1). It is recognized that anything from which
something originates and in which it merges, must be its material cause, as for instance, earth is of paddy, barley, etc. By the
word "directly" the aphorist implies that the text, "Originates
from Space alone", means that no other material was accepted.
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And a product is not seen to be absorbed into anything other
than its material cause.

amIT-¥: Because of action related to Itself q-fturrqrq: by
way of change of form.
26. (Brahman is the material cause) because of action related
to Itself by way of change of form.

Brahman is the material cause for the further reason that in
dealing with the topic of Brahman, it is shown in the text, "That
created Itself by Itself" (Tai. II. vii), that the Self is both the
object and the subject-"Itself" denoting the object, and
"created by Itself" presenting the subject.
Opponent: How, again, can a pre-existing entity, standing
there as the agent (of some action), be reduced to an object
that is being produced?
Veda12tin : We say that this can be so by way of change of
form, the idea being that the Self, pre-established though It is,
changed Itself into a special form as the Self of the .modifications; and particular changes into modified things are in evidence
in the cases of such material causes as earth etc. The use of the
qualifying phrase "by itself" indicates that there was no
dependence on any other cause. (Or the second word)
paritJiimiit may be an independent aphorism, the meaning being
this: Brahman is not the material cause for this further reason
that this modification of Brahman Itself into created things
is mentioned in the U pani~ad by using the same case-ending
after Brahman in, "It became the (elements )-gross (earth,
water, fire) and subtle (air, space)" etc. (Tai. II. iii).

:q

And

f~

because lfTfrr: as the source

~

is declared.

27. And because Brahman is declared to be the source (yoni).

Brahman is the material cause for this additional reason:
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Brahman is mentioned in the U pani~d as the source, as in,
" ... the creator, lord, indwelling soul, Brahman, the source"
(Mu. III. i. 3), and "the source of all beings which the wise
perceive" (Mu. I. i. 3). The word yoni is understood in the
world as signifying the material cause, as in, "The earth is the
yoni (source) of the herbs and trees". The female organ too
(called yoni) is a material cause of the foetus by virtue of its
constituent (materials). Sometimes the word yoni i:; used in the
sense of a place, as in "0 Indra, I have placed a yoni (seat)
for you" (~. V. I. civ. 1). But in the present texts (of the
Upani~ads), yoni is used in the sense of the material cause,
which fact becomes clear from such complementary portions
as, "As a spider projects and withdraws" (Mu. I. i. 7), and so
on. Thus it is a well-known fact that Brahman is the material
cause. As for the argument that creation after deliberation is
seen in the world only in the cases of such efficient causes as
the potter and others, but not in the case of materials, that is
being answered. Any argument from common sense is not applicable here; for this is not a truth to be arrived at through inference. Rather, it being known from the Vedas (alone), its
meaning should conform to Vedic statements. And we said that
the Vedas affirm that the deliberating God is the material cause
as well. We shall expound this point again more elaborately.
TOPIC

8:

ExPLANATION OF EVERYTHING

~ Hereby ~cr all (theories) oql~qldl: are explained oql~ldl:
explained.

28. Hereby aJI (other them'ies of the cause of the universe)
are explained. They are explained.
Starting with, "Because of the attribution of seeing, the one
(i. e. Pradhana of the S3rhkhyas) which has not been taught by
the Upani~ds is not the cause of the universe" (B. S. I. i. 5),
the theory of Pradhana as the cause was raised and refuted again
and again by the aphorisms themselves. This was so, because
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Upani~ds are found some semblances of indicative signs,
which appear in the eyes of the people of dull intellect as
reinforcing that theory. Inasmuch as that theory admits the
non-difference of the cause and the effect, it approaches very
near to the Vedantic theory, and it has been drawn upon in
their own texts by some writers like Devala, who composed
aphorisms on injunctions and prohibitions (religious duties etc.).
For this reason, a great effort was made for repudiating it, and
not so for the repudiation of the theories of the atom etc. as
the cause. But they too have to be disproved, since they are
opposed to the theory of Brahman as the cause. Some Vedic
indications may appear in the eyes of the people of poor intellect as seemingly confirming those views. Hence the same arguments are being extended to them on the analogy of defeating
the chief wrestler. "Hereby", by the arguments refuting the
theory of Pradhana as the cause, "all other theories" about the
atom etc. as the causes, are also to be understood as "explained",
proved to be fit for rejection; for they too are not mentioned in the Vedas, and they too are opposed to the Vedas.
The repetition of "explained" is by way of showing the end
of this Part.

in the

CHAPTER II
AVIRODHA-NON-CONTRADICTION
SECTION
TOPIC

1:

I

CONFLICT WITH SMRTI

In the course of showing how all the Upani~adic texts are in
agreement in presenting Brahman (as the cause of the universe),
it was proved in the First Chapter that the omniscient Lord of
all is the source of the origin of the universe, just as clay, gold,
etc. are of pots, necklaces, etc.; that by virtue of His being the
ordainer of the created universe, like the magician of his magic,
He is the cause of the continuance of the universe; that He is
the cause of the withdrawal of thc manifested universe into
Himself, like the earth withdrawing the four kinds of creatures;
and that He is the Self of us all. Moreover, the theories that
Pradhana and other things are the causes were demolished on
the ground of being un-Vedic. Now the Second Chapter is begun
for showing that the Smrtis and logic are not antagonistic
to our own point of view; that the theories of Pradhana and the
rest as the causes are based only on a semblance of logic;
and that the processes of creation etc. are not at variance in the
different Upani~ads. Of these the contradiction with the
Smrtis is presented and refuted first.

~'l,4'1qrfll~lill\jSl~1i' ~ ~~lrijffl,lj'1qCfiI~lc(I~S1~1i'Ic:t II ~ll
~fu-wrcf'fiT~-~Ttf-~: There arises the defect of the
(Sarhkhya) Smrtis being left without any scope ~:;f~ if
such be the objection, 'f not so, arHf4m-3f"fCI'<tiT~-~)q-~
for ( otherwise) arises the defect of other Smrtis being left
without any scope.

1. If it be argued (that from the acceptance of Brahman as
the cause of the universe) arises the defect of the (Smitkhya)
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S111rtis being left withollt any scope, then not so, for otherwise
will m"ise the defect of other Smrtis losing their scope.
0ppo1lent: The assertion made that the omniscient Brahman
is the cause of the universe is untenable.
Why?
Because that is tantamount to leaving no scope for the Smrtis.
The Smrtis are the scriptural text called Tantra, written by the
great seer (Kapila) and accepted by the good people, and also
the other Smrtis that are in accord with them. These will lose
their scope on the acceptance of this view. For in them the
insentient Pradhana is upheld as an independent cause. As for the
Smrtis of Manu and others, they retain their scope in so far as they
present the accessories postulated by religious rites and ceremonies
like the Agnihotra sacrifice etc., comprised within the domain of
injunctions and prohibitions, as for instance, such and such a
caste should have the ceremony of investiture with the sacred
thread at such a time, in such a manner, and such should be the
mode of conduct, such the study of the Vedas, such the returning from the teacher's house after the completion of the study,
and such the marriage with a woman who will perform the
religious rites conjointly. So also they enjoin many kinds of
human objectives and rites and duties of the four castes and
four stages of life. But the Smrtis of Kapila and others have no
such preoccupation with things to be performed; for they are
composed from the standpoint of the fullest insight leading to
liberation. If they are left without scope even there, they will
surely become useless. Accordingly, the Upani~ds have to be
explained without contradicting them.
Objection: As it has already been established on the strength
of such reasons as "seeing (or reflecting)" that the purport of
the Upani~ds is that the omniscient Brahman is the cause of
the universe, why is it again called into question under the
apprehension of the defect of the Smrtis being left without any
scope?
An ExplaJlatioll: This kind of acceptance of Vedanta without
any question may be quite possible for people of independent
intellect; but people generally depend for their enlightenment
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on the scriptures written by others. Being unable to comprehend
the meaning of the Upani~ds independently, they will turn to
the Smrtis that have well-known authors, and they will comprehend the meaning of the Upani~ds with their help; but they
will not rely on our explanation, since the authors of the Smrtis
command great respect. Besides, the Smrtis mention that Kapila
and others had the (unobstructed prophetic) vision of seers.
And there is the Upani~dic text, "(One should realize that God)
who saw the seer Kapila emerging out in the beginning of
creation and filled him with knowledge after his birth" (Sv.
V. 2). Therefore it is not possible to make their view appear
false. Moreover, they establish their interpretation with the
help of logic. Hence from this point of view also, the Upani~ds
have to be explained with the help of the Smrtis. Hence this
objection is raised again.
Vediintin: The solution of that difficulty is this: "No, because
that will leave other Smrtis without scope." If by arguing under
the fear of some Smrtis being left without scope, the theory of
God as the cause be set at naught, then other Smrtis speaking
of God as the cause will be left without any scope. We shall
quote them: After commencing about the supreme Brahman
with the words, "That which is that subtle, inscrutable entity",
and stating, "for He is called the indwelling Self of all beings,
and the witness of the bodies", it is declared, "from that arose,
o best among the Brahmal)as, the Unmanifested, possessed of
the three glt1)os". Similarly, it is said elsewhere, "0 Brahmal)a,
the Unmanifested gets merged in the attributeless Puru~", and
"Therefore hear this again in brief: The eternal Narayal)a is
all this. At the time of creation, He projects everything, and
eats it up again at the time of dissolution." These are statements
in the Puriil)as. In the Gitli also occurs this: "I am the origin
and dissolution of the whole universe" (VII. 6). And Apastamba has this with regard to the supreme Self: "All things, counting from space, originate from Him; He is changeless and He is
eternal" (Dhavmosittra. I. viii. 23.2). Thus in the Smrtis also,
God is revealed in quite a number of places as both the material
and efficient cause. The reason for presenting the defect of
other Smrtis being left without scope is this: "With the help of
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the Smrtis, we shall meet the arguments of those who take their
stand on the Smrtis." It was shown earlier that the Upani~ads have
for their purport God as the cause. In a case of conflict among
the Smrtis themselves, when it become incumbent to accept
some and reject others, the Smrtis agreeing with the Upani~ads
are to be accepted as valid, while the others are not to be relied
on. Thus it has been said in the course of determining the
validity of the means of knowledge: "When a Smrti contradicts
a Vedic text, it is not to he relied on (and ought to be rejected);
for a Vedic text can be inferred to exist as the basis of a Smrti
passage only when there is no such contradiction" (Jai. Sii. I.
iii. 3). And one cannot surmise the possibility of perceiving
supersensuous things without the help of· the Vedas, for there
is no ground for this.
Opponent: It is possible for Kapila and others who have
attained perfection in their practices; for their knowledge is
unobstructed.
Vediintin: No, for even perfection is dependent on other
things, it being contingent on the practice of virtue etc. And
virtue (and vice) are indicated by injunction (and prohibition).
Hence the meaning of an injunction, existing even earlier (than
anybody's perfection), cannot be overridden on the authority
of somebody's words who attains perfection subsequently.
Besides, even if it be fancied that we have to rely on the adepts,
still in the face of the fact that perfected beings are many, in a
case of conflict among their Smrris, there is no other means of
ascertaining their meanings unless it be by an appeal to the
Vedas. And even for people whose intellects are dominated by
the scriptures of others, it is not proper to entertain a bias for
any particular Smrti without question. For if anybody has any
bias for any point of view, then since the power of understanding differs from man to man, there will be no definiteness
in the matter of the ascertainment of Reality. Accordingly,
even the intellect of such a man has to be won back to the
proper course through a presentation of the conflict among the
Smrtis and a consideration of their agreement or disagreement
with the Vedas. As for the allusion to the Upani~adic text showing the excellence of the wisdom of Kapila, one cannot on that
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score put faith on any view of Kapila even when it contradicts
the Vedas, because that conclusion has for its basis only a
similarity of the name Kapila, and because another Kapila,
called Vasudeva, is mentioned in the Smrti, who burnt away
the sons of Sagara. Moreover, a passage meant for imparting
knowledge of one thing cannot prove the existence of
something else (mentioned casually), unless the latter has some
independent basis. 1 Besides, there is a Vedic text declaring the
greatness of Manu: "Whatever has been spoken by Manu is a
curative medicine" (Tai. Sa. II. ii. 10.2). And Manu says, "That
sacrificer to the Self, who sees his own Self equally in all beings,
and all beings in his own Self, attains independent sovereignty"
(XII. 91), where we understand that he eulogizes the vision of
everything as the Self and thereby condemns the (dualistic)
view of Kapila. For Kapila does not approve the realization of
everything as the Self, since he admits a multiplicity of souls.
The passage, "0 BrahmaQ.a, are the souls many or one?" in the
Mahabharata, raises a discussion, the opponent's point of view
being stated in "0 king, the souls are many according to those
who base their discussion on SaIhkhya and Yoga". Then by
way of demolishing that theory, the start is made with the
passage, "Just as the same earth is spoken of as the source of
many human forms, so also I shall tell you of that cosmic Person
endowed with transcendental qualities". And lastly omnipresence
itself is established in the passage: "He is my indwelling Self as
well as yours; He is the witness of all others who are spoken of
as associated with bodies; but He is not perceived by anybody
anywhere. All heads are His, all hands are His; all legs, all eyes,
all noses are His. He is one, but moves through all beings at
His will. He is blissful and free from sorrow". There are also
Vedic passages about the Self of all, as for instance, "When (at
the time of realization), all beings become the Self of the
1 The text, "(One should realize that God)
who saw the seer Kapila
emerging Out" etc. (Sv. V. 2), enjoins the realization of the supreme Self,
so that the mention of the perception of the omniscience of Kapila is
only by way of restating a fact known otherwise. Now, if that fact
cannot be proved on some independent ground, the present text, which
is a mere reiteration (Anuvlida), cannot prove it either.
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enlightened man, then (during that state) what sorrow can
there be and what delusion to that seer of non-duality?" (is. 7).
Hence both to the Vedas and the teachings of Manu which fol~
low the Vedas, the scripture of Kapila is antagonistic not only
so far as it assumes an independent Prakrti (primordial Nature),
but also because of its assumption of a multiplicity of souls. For
the Vedas have an independent authority with regard to what
they reveal (within their own province), just as much as the
sun has with regard to its colour, whereas the authority of any
human being is remote, since it depends on some other source
of knowledge and since the memory of the speaker intervenes.
Hence it is nothing damaging if the Smrtis are left without any
application in matters contradictory to the Vedas.
Why, again, it constitutes no defect to leave the Smrtis without any scope?

.... And
perception.

~

of the others

ar~:

there being no

2. And (Pradhltna is not the cmse) since the others are not
met with (in the Vedas and common experience).

Categories, other than Pradhana, such as mabat and the rest,
which are assumed in the Smrtis as the derivatives of Pradhana,
are not met with either in the Vedas or in common experience.
Of these the elements and the senses can have a place in the
Smrtis, since they are well known in the world and the Vedas.
But since 11Ulhat and the rest are unfamiliar, like the- objects of
a sixth sense, both in the world and the Vedas, they are not fit
to be mentioned in the Smrtis. Even though words appearing
to suggest them may occur occasionally in the Vedas, they do
not really bear those meanings, as it was explained under the
aphorism, "If it be said that even the inferred entity is revealed
to the followers of some recension" (I. iv. I). The idea implied
is that, since the reference to the derivatives (mahat and the
rest) is invalid, the Smrti referring to the source (Pradhana)
must be equally so. From this point of view also there can be
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no fault ansmg from leaving the (SiiIhkhya) Smrtis without
scope. As for the logical validity of the saIhkhya view, it will
be demolished under the aphorisms commencing with, "Brahman
is not the cause of the universe, since the world is of a different
nature" (II. i. 4).
TOPIC

2:

REFUTATION OF YOGA

~~: ~:II~II
~

Hereby

liFT:

Yoga ~: is refuted.

3. Hereby is refuted Yoga.
The arguments under the last topic are being extended here
to another topic by saying that "hereby", by the repudiation of
the 5azhkhya Smrti, it is to be understood that the Yoga Smrti
is also repudiated. For there also, in contradiction to the Vedas,
occurs the assumption of Pradhana as an independent cause, as
also of its derivatives, mabat and the rest, though these have no
place in common experience or the Vedas.
Opponent: If that be so, all this is already implied in the
earlier aphorism. So why is this fresh extension?
Vediintin: Because an additional doubt does crop up, Yoga
having been.enjoined in the Vedas as a means to the realization
of full illumination, as in, "The Self is to be realized-to be
heard of, reflected on, and profoundly meditated upon" (Br.
II. iv. 5). Moreover in the SvetaSvatara Upani~d we come
across an elaborate injunction about Yoga, comprising the
arrangement of seat and the rest, which commences with the
verse, "Holding the body in balance, with the three limbs
(chest, neck, and head) erect" (II. 8). And thousands of Vedic
signs indicative of Yoga are met with, as in, "The holding of
the senses and organs unperturbed and under control is called
Yoga by the adepts" (Ka. II. iii. 11), "Getting fully this
knowledge (of Brahman) and the process of Yoga" (Ka. II. iii.
18), and so on. In the philosophy of Yoga also, it is said, "Now
then, starts Yoga which is a means to the realization of Reality",
where it is admitted as a means to complete illumination. So a
20
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portion of the Yoga Smrti being acceptable to either side, it
cannot be discarded just as much as the Smrti about the
Aftakii ceremony cannot be. 2 This additional doubt is also
disposed of by extending the application of the previous aphorism. Though there is an agreement in respect of a portion of
the subject-matter, still since disagreement is in evidence in
respect of others, as shown above, an effort is being made
against the Siimkhya and Yoga Smrtis alone, though many
Smrtis dealing with spiritual matters are extant. For the Siimkhya
and Yoga are well recognized in the world as means for the
achievement of the highest human goal (liberation), and they
are accepted by the good people and are supported by Vedic
indicatory marks, as in, "One becomes freed from all the
bond ages after realizing the Deity that is the source of these
desires and is attained through S3rilkhya and Yoga". Their refutation centres round only this false claim that liberation can be
attained through Siirilkhya knowledge or the path of Yoga
independently of the Vedas. For the Upani~ds reject the claim
that there can be anything apart from the Vedic knowledge of
the unity of the Self that can bring about liberation, as is denied
in, "By knowing Him alone, one goes beyond death. There is
no other path to proceed by" (Sv. III. 8). But the followers of
samkhya and Yoga are dualists, and they do not perceive the
unity of the Self.
As for the reference to realization in the quotation, "One
becomes freed after realizing the Deity that is the source of all
desires and is attained through samkhya and Yoga" (Sv. VI. 13),
the Vedic knowledge and meditation are there referred to by
the words Siirhkhya and Yoga 3 , for these latter have an affinity
of meaning to the former. This is how it is to be understood.
But it is admitted that 5amkhya and Yoga have their applica• Aitakii, a kind of obsequial ceremony, is neither mentioned in the
Vedas nor prohibited there. So it is inferred that since the Smj:'tis are
meant for the followers of the Vedas, the Sffij:'ti enjoining the ceremony
had its source in some lost Vedic text. Hence it is undertaken accordingly.
• Derivatively Sarilkhya means full knowledge, and Yoga means constant
meditation of "I am Brahman", and not mere "Stoppage of mental trans.
formations", as Patafijali says.
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tion so far as those features are concerned which are not antagonistic to the Vedas; for instance, the absolute (qualityless)
Puru~ (infinite conscious Entity) that is well known in such
Upani~adic texts as, "For this infinite Being is unattached"
(Br. IV. iii. 15), is accepted by the 5amkhyas when they affirm
that their puru~a (individual soul) is without any quality.
Similarly the followers of Yoga, when instructing about the
qualifications of monks etc., subscribe to the path of detachment as it is well known from the U pani~adic text, "Then there
is the monk with his discoloured (ochre) cloth, shaven head,
and non-acceptance of all gift~" (Jabala, 5).
Thus also are to be refuted all the Smrtis of the NyayaV aise~ka schools.
Opponent: Through inference and supporting reason, they
too are conducive to the knowledge of Reality.
Vedantin: Let them be so conducive. But the knowledge of
Reality springs from the Upani~dic texts alone, as is stated in
such passages as, "One who is not versed in the Vedas cannot
reflect on the great Entity" (Tai. Br. III. xii. 9.7). "I ask you
of that infinite Being known only from the Upani~ds" (Br.
III. ix. 26).
TOPIC

3:

DIFFERENCE IN NATURE

(Brahman is) Of not (the cause), flf~ owing to the
dissimilarity in nature ~ of this (universe); 'if and ~~
the fact of being so ~ follows from the Vedas.

4. Brahman is not the cause of the universe owing to the
dissimilarity in the nature of this universe; and the fact of being
so is known from the Vedas.
The objection to the view that Brahman is the material as
well as efficient cause of the universe, that was raised from the
standpoint of the Smrtis, has been disposed of. Now is being
met the objection raised from the standpoint of logic .
. Objection: When this meaning of the Vedas has once been
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ascertained, how can there be any scope for doubt from the
standpoint of logic? Are not the Vedas as much an independent
authority about Brahman as they are about virtue and vice?
Opponent: Such an objection could have been raised, if like
religious rites etc., that have to be accomplished, the subjectmatter here had to be known from the Vedas alone, and not
from any other source of knowledge. But Brahman is recognized
as an entity already existing (and not a thing to be accomplished). With regard to an existing reality, other means of
knowledge have also an applicability, as for instance in the case
of the earth etc. And just as in a case of conflict among Vedie
texts, all the rest are made to conform to one, so also when the
Vedic texts contradict other means to knowledge, they should
be made to conform to others. Besides, inference is nearer to
perception inasmuch as it presents an unknown thing in conformity with the characteristics of the known, whereas the
Vedic passages are remote from perception inasmuch as they
present their subject-matters on the basis of (dogmatic) tradition. It is held that the knowledge of Brahman, culminating in
personal realization, has a perceived (or tangible) result in
the form of removing ignorance and leading to liberation. The
Upani~adic text, "The Self is to be heard of, reflected on" (Br.
II. iv. 5), which enjoins reflection over and above hearing,
shows that reasoning is also to be given due consideration.
Hence the doubt is again preferred from the standpoint of logic,
by saying, "Brahman is not the cause of the universe owing to
the dissimilarity in nature". The assertion made that conscious
Brahman is the material cause of the universe has no legs to
stand on.
Why?
Because this product is dissimilar to the material cause. For
this universe, that is believed to be a product of Brahman, is
seen to be different in nature from Brahman, it being insentient
and impure, whereas Brahman is declared in the Upani~ds to
be dissimilar in nature from the universe, It being conscious
and holy. It is not a matter of experience that things differing
in nature can be related as the material cause and its effect. For
products like gold necklace etc. cannot have clay etc. as their
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material cause, nor can earthen plates etc. have gold as their
material. As a matter of fact, clay things are made from clay,
and gold things from gold. Similarly this universe-insentient,
full of happiness, misery, and delusion as it is-must be the
product of something which is insentient and abounds in happiness, misery, and delusion. But it cannot be the product of
Brahman which is dissimilar. That the universe is dissimilar to
Brahman is to be understood from noticing the former's insentience and impurity. This universe is impure because it abounds
with happiness, sorrow, and dejection, and as a result leads to
enjoyment, grief, and delusion etc., and it remains diversified
into such high and low states as heaven, hell, etc. And the
universe is insentient, since it is admitted to be serviceable to
the sentient (souls) by becoming transformed into bodies and
senses. There can be no action and reaction in the form of
mutual benefit when two things are absolutely equal, for two
lamps do not help each other.
Objection: Though the body and organs be sentient, they
can still be beneficial to the experiencing soul on the analogy
of the master and the servant.
Opponent: Not so, for even in the case of the master and
the servant, it is the insentient part alone that is beneficial to the
sentient (master). Those things which constitute the insentient
appendages of the one sentient being, viz the intellect and the
rest, are alone serviceable to the other sentient being. But one
conscious entity does not by itself either help or harm another
conscious entity. For the Sarilkhyas are of opinion that the
conscious souls are devoid of degrees of perfection and imperfection, and hence they are not the agents of action. Therefore
the bodies and organs are insentient. Not that there is any
proof of consciousness residing in wood or lumps of earth. This
distinction between the sentient and the insentient is quite
familiar in the world. Accordingly, this universe cannot have
Brahman as its material cause, for it is different from Brahman in
nature.
Objection: Somebody might make such an assertion: Hearing
from the Vedas that" creation has Consciousness as its material
cause, we can understand on the strength of this, that the whole
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universe is conscious, for the characteristics of the material are
seen to inhere in the product. The non-perception of consciousness is caused by some peculiarity of the transfonnation. Just
as the sentience of the souls, which is a patent fact, is not felt
in states of sleep, unconsciousness, etc., similarly the sentience in
wood, lumps of earth, etc. can remain unmanifest. And on
account of this very peculiarity brought about by manifestation or non-manifestation of Consciousness, and on account of
the presence or absence of fonns etc., it involves no contradiction to have a relationship of superiority and inferiority between
the soul and the assemblage of body and senses, although as
Consciousness they are the same. And just as meat, soup, and
rice, which are equally the products of earth, become helpful
to one another (as courses of food) by virtue of their individual peculiarity, similarly it can be here as well. For that very
reason (of distinction created by expression and non-expression),
the well-known division between the sentient and the insentient
is also not contradicted.
Opponent: In this way also the well-known division between
sentience and insentience can at the most be somehow circumvented; but even so the distinction between the holy and the
unholy cannot be explained away. Nor can the other dissimilarity (shown below) be really reconciled. This is stated in, "And
that fact of being thus different is known from the Vedas." If
sentience for everything, even though this fact is surely unknown in this world, be assumed on the strength of the Vedic
declaration that Consciousness is the material cause and in
accordance with people's reliance on the Vedas, then that
assumption is opposed by the Vedas themselves, since "the fact
of being so (different) is known from the Vedas" as well. "The
fact of being so" means, "the fact of being different from the
material cause". In the passage, "It became the sentient and the
insentient" (Tai. II. vi.), the Vedas themselves apprise us of the
insentience of some portion and thereby let us know that the
insentient creation is different from Brahman.
Objection: Is not sentience also asserted sometimes by the
Upani~ads for the elements and organs which are considered to
be insentient? For instance, in "Earth said", "Water said" (S.
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B. VI. i. 3. 2-4), "That Fire deliberated", "That Water deliberated" (Ch. VI. ii. 3-4), etc., we come across Vedic texts
about the sentience of the elements. There are also texts about
the organs; "Those organs, disputing over their respective greatness, went to Brahman" (Br. VI. i. 7), "They said to the organ
of speech, 'Chant the UdgItha for us'" (Br. I. iii. 2), and so on.
Opponent: Hence comes the answer:

am.i1 1f000lNa~l~

fq~t:t 1'J:lfa~ IIXII

~

But arf~~: the reference is to the presiding deities
mention of distinction and
inherence.

m-~~ Owing to the

5. But this is only a reference to the presiding deities, because
of the mention of distinction (between the sentient deities and
the insentient organs and elements) and the inherence (of these
deities in tbem).

The word "but" discards the objection. It is not to be assumed
from such Vedic passages as "Earth said", that the elements and
organs have sentience, since this is only a reference to the
presiding deities-the sentient deities identifying themselves
with earth etc. and the organs of speech etc. being referred to
as engaged in activities befitting conscious beings, such as
talking and disputing (or quarrelling). But the mere organs and
elements are not so referred to.
How can this be?
"Because of the mention of distinction and inherence." For
the distinction, expressing itself as a division, of the experiencing
souls and the elements and organs, into the sentient and the
insentient, was mentioned earlier. And this becomes illogical if
everything is conscious. Moreover, with a view to obviating any
assumption regarding the mere organs and for accepting the
presiding deities, the followers of the Kau~Itaki recension
qualify them by the word deity in the course of the anecdote
of Prii1:za thus: "In days of yore, these deities, while disputing
about their respective supremacy" (Kau. II. 14), and "All these
deities, coming to know that their supremacy was in the keep-
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ing of (i.e. derived from) Prii1}a" (Kau. II. 14). Besides, from
mantras, corroborative statements, anecdotes, mythologies, etc.
it is known that the sentient presiding deities inhere everywhere
(in the elements and organs). Such texts as, "Fire entered into
the mouth by becoming the organ of speech" (Ai. I. ii. 4),
reveal the benevolent presiding deities inhering in the organs.
In the subsequent portion of the text also, dealing with the
anecdote of Prii1}a, occurs the passage, "Those organs approached their father Prajapati and said" (Ch. V. i. 7), where we meet
with such behaviour as going to Prajapati in order to ascertain their supremacy, the understanding of the supremacy
of Prii'(la by following a process of agreement and difference,
according to Prajapati's advice, by the leaving of the body successively and the carrying of presents to Pr;nta (Br. VI. i.
13). These and other forms of behaviour of this kind, which
are seen to be quite like ours, confirm the view that the
reference is to the presiding deities. It is to be understood that
in the text, "That Fire deliberated" also, the deliberation
referred to belongs to the supreme, presiding Deity (Brahman)
who inheres in all His modifications (viz the inferior deities).
Hence this creation is certainly different from Brahman, and
being different, it does not have Brahman as the material
cause.
Vedantin: Such being the objection raised, the aphorist
refutes it:

6. But it is seen.
The word "but" rules out the opponent's view. The assertion
that this universe does not have Brahman as its material cause,
since its characteristics are different, is not wholly true. For it
is a matter of common experience that from a man, well-known
as a conscious being, originate hair, nail, etc. that are different
in nature (being insentient), and scorpion etc. grow in cowdung etc. known to be insentient.
Opponent: Is it not a fact that the insentient bodies etc. of
men and others are the sources of the insentient hair, nails, etc.,
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and the insentient bodies of scorpions etc. are produced from
the insentient cow-dung etc.?
The answer (of the Vedantin) is: Even so, there is this
difference that some insentient things constitute the basis for
some sentient beings, while others do not. Besides, the departure
from their own source (by hair, nails, etc.) through transformation is very great indeed, since human bodies and hair,
nails, etc. differ in appearance, (size), etc. Similar is the difference between a scorpion etc. and cow-dung. Had they been
quite similar, the very conception of cause and effect would
have vanished. If, however, it is argued that some characteristics,
inherited by man from his earthly origin, persist in the hair
and nails etc., and so also those of cow-dung etc. persist in
the scorpion etc., then in that case the characteristic of existence, belonging to Brahman, is seen to persist in space etc. And
when somebody objects to the theory of Brahman's being the
material cause of the universe by relying on the act of dissimilarity, he has to explain whether the dissimilarity is caused
by the non-persistence of all the characteristics, or of some
one of them, or of Consciousness. From the first standpoint the
whole theory of the material cause becoming transformed into
the effect will fall through, for in the absence of some distinctive
feature (in the effect) there can be no such thing as the modification of a material cause. From the second standpoint, the
objection has no basis, since it has been pointed out that the
characteristic of existence, belonging to Brahman, is seen to
inhere in all things counting from space. From the third standpoint, there is an absence of confirmatory illustration, for what
can possibly be cited against the believers in Brahman by saying,
"Whatever is not endowed with Consciousness is seen to be
produced from something other than Brahman"? For all things
are held by us to have Brahman as their material cause. And the
contradiction with the scriptures is quite obvious, for it has
been established that the purport of the scriptures is that
Brahman is the material as well as efficient cause of the universe.
As for the argument that Brahman being an existing thing,
other means of knowledge should apply to It, that too is a mere
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figment of the brain. For this Entity is not an object of perception, It being devoid of form etc. And It is. not subject to
inference, being devoid of all grounds of inference etc.
But like the religious acts (producing virtue), this entity is
known from the scriptures alone. In support of this occurs
the U pani~adic text, "This idea about Brahman is not to
be induced by (independent) logic. 0 dearest one, when
imparted by some (knower of Brahman) who is other than the
logician, this idea becomes conducive to realization" (Ka. I. ii.
9), and the Vedic text, "Who ever knew here that thing directly
from which this diverse creation originated, and who ever spoke
of this in this world? The gods were later than this creation. So
how can anyone know that from which creation originated?"
(~.V. I. xxx. 6). These two verses show that the origin of the
universe is inscrutable even to the perfected lordly ( divine)
beings. There is also the Smrti text: "Entities that are beyond
thought are not to be approached through logic. The definition
of the unthinkable is that which is beyond nature"; as also "The
Self is said to be unmanifested, unthinkable, and unchangeable"
(Giti, II. 25), "Neither the hosts of gods, nor the great nis
(seers) know My origin, for in every way I am the source of
all the gods and the great r#s" (GIta, X. 2), and similar other
passages.
It was also argued that by enjoining "reflection" over and
above "hearing", the (BrhadaraQ.yaka) Upani$lld shows that logic
also is to be honoured. But through such a subterfuge, empty
logic cannot find any scope here; for logic, conforming to the
Upani$llds, is alone resorted to here as a subsidiary means helping realization. And this is of this kind: Since the states of sleep
and wakefulness contradict each other, the Self is not identified
with anyone of them; since the individual soul dissociates itself
from the world in the state of deep sleep to become one with
the Self which is Existence, it must be the same as the transcendental Self; since creation has originated from Brahman, and
since the law is that the cause and effect are non-different,
creation must be non-different from Brahman; and so on. The
aphorism, "Because reasoning has no conclusiveness, (it cannot
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upset the conclusions of Vedanta)" (II. i. 11) will show that
independent reasoning is misleading.
And it was pointed out that in accordance with the Vedic
declaration that the material cause of the universe is conscious,
the pseudo-Vedantist concludes that the whole of creation is
conscious. Still we say that even from his standpoint, the text,
"It became the sentient and insentient" (Tai. II. vi.), which
speaks of the division between the conscious and the unconscious, can surely be reconciled on the basis of the manifestation
or non-manifestation of Consciousness. It is rather from the
standpoint of the other party (i.e. the samkhyas) alone, that
even this Vedic mention of division becomes irreconcilable.
How?
Because here the Upani~d reveals the presence of the supreme
Cause in the whole of creation by saying, "It became the sentient and the insentient". On the basis of this text, just as it can
be argued on the one hand that it is impossible for the sentient
to become insentient owing to dissimilarity, so also it can be
argued on the other, that the insentient (Pradhana) cannot
become the sentient creatures. As, however, the dissimilarity
(between Brahman and creation) has already been explained
away (with the help of such illustrations as cow-dung and
scorpion), therefore a conscious cause is to be accepted just as
it is mentioned in the Upani~ds.

Ojijfc;fd iifir SlFd~'Cjq l'Ieq 1«""11
(The effect is) arne( non-existent ~:;l~ if this be the
contention, if not so: sr~"'-+tl~eql~ it being a mere negation.
7. If it he said that the effect (in that case) is non-existent
(before creation), then not so; for it is merely a negation
(without any object to deny).
Opponent: If Brahman, that is conscious, pure, and free from
sound etc., be accepted as the cause of the effect that is opposed
to It, being unconscious, impure, and possessed of sound etc.,
then it comes to this that the effect was non-existent before
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creation. And that conclusion is undesirable for you (Vedantins)
who believe in the pre-existence of the effect (in the cause).
Vedamin: That creates no difficulty, for yours is a denial
without any object to deny. This denial cannot amount to a
rejection of the existence of the effect before creation.
How?
Because it can be understood that even as today, the effect
(universe) has existence only in identity with its material cause
(Existence-Brahman), so it had its existence in that very way
even before creation. For even now, this creation does not exist
independently of the Self that is its material source, as is shown
in the Upani~dic text, "All ousts one who knows it as different
from the Self' etc. (Br. II. iv. 6). But the existence of the
product as the cause before creation is in an indistinguishable
form.
Opponent: Is not Brahman, the (alleged) source of the world,
devoid of sound etc.?
Vediintin: True; but the effect, possessed of sound etc., dOe!>
not certainly exist separately from its Self, the material cause,
either before creation or now. Thus it cannot be said that the
effect is non-existent before its creation. We shall speak about
this elaborately when dealing with the non-difference of the
cause and effect (B.S. II. i. 14).

atlIRi\'

dildlijifl(tij'llij'{ 1Ic;1I

arqnrr

In dissolution ffi{~-~ owing to the predicament
of becoming just like that am'1'53161{ it becomes incongruous.

8. Since in dissolution there is the predict:tment of the ctlUse
becoming just like that effect, therefore this (theory that
Bra/mum is the material cause) becomes incongruous.
To this the opponent makes this rejoinder. If it be admitted
that this creation, possessed of grossness, parts, insentience, limitation, impurity, etc., has Brahman as Its material cause, then
during merger, i.e. dissolution, when the course of creation is
reversed and the effect becomes indistinguishable from the
cause, it will taint the cause with its own attributes. Thus since
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in this way arises the possibility of Brahman's becoming tainted
during dissolution by the impurities etc. of creation, the Upani~dic view that the omniscient Brahman is the material cause
of the universe is incongruous. There is also another absurdity.
When all differences become obliterated, there will be no
possibility of a re-emergence with a division between the experi.
encers and the objects of experience, since there can be no
fixity of rules to guide the new creation. Besides, there will be
this impropriety: If it be admitted that the experiencing souls
can be reborn after they have become unified with supreme
Brahman during dissolution when even the results of their past
actions become obliterated, then there will arise the possibility
of even the free souls being reborn. If on the contrary it be
held that even in dissolution this world maintains its distinction
from the supreme Brahman, then there will be no possibility
of dissolution; and yet there can be no effect that is nondifferent from the cause. In this way this is all inconsistent to
be sure.

~ Bur or not so
supporting illustration.

~Rf-~

owing to the existence of

9. But that cannot be so on account of the existence of supporting illustration.
Vediintin: The answer here is: There is certainly nothing
incongruous in our point of view. As for the argument that
when the effect merges in the cause, it will tarnish the cause
with its own drawbacks, that is unacceptable.
Why?
For there are illustrations to substantiate this; there are
illustrations to show that even though the effects merge in their
causes, they do not pollute the latter with their own peculiarities.
For instance, such products as plates etc., fashioned out of the
material earth, have the peculiarities of being high, medium, and
flat during their separate existence; but when they become
re-absorbed into their original substance, they do not transfer
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their individual features to it. Nor do such products as necklaces
etc., fashioned out of gold, transfer their individual peculiarities
to gold during their merger into it. The host of living creatures
of four classes, emerging from earth, do not transmit their individual characteristics to the earth during their absorption into
it. But there is no such illustration in support of your point of
view. Resorption itself will be an impossibility if the effect
should persist in the cause together with its peculiarities. And
though cause and effect are non-different, the effect has the
nature of that cause and not vice versa, which fact we shall
state under the aphorism, "The non-difference of the effect
from the cause is known from words like 'origin'" (II. i. 14).
And your argument that the effect will pollute the cause during
resorption does not go very far; for the position is the same
even during the state of continuance (of creation), since the
cause and effect are admitted to be non-different. The effect is
recognized to be equally non-different from the cause during
all the three periods of time according to the Upani~adic texts
like the following: " ... and this all are the Self" (Br. II. iv. 6),
"All this is but the Self" (Ch. VII. xxv. 2), "All this that is in
front is hut Brahman, the immortal" (Mu. II. ii. 11), "All this
is certainly Brahman" (Ch. III. xiv. 1). The way that the objection has to be met there (during continuance) by holding that
the cause is not affected by the product and its characteristics,
these being superimposed on the cause by nescience, is equally
to be followed in the case of dissolution as well. Moreover, there
are parallel instances. As a magician himself is not affected at
any time-past, present, or future-by the magic conjured up
by himself, it being unreal, so also the supreme Self is not
affected by this world which is a delusion. As a dreamer,
remaining the same under all conditions, is not affected by the
delusion of dreaming, just because that delusion does not persist
in him during the states of wakefulness and sleep, so also the
witness of the three states, who ever remains the same, is not
touched by the three variable states. This appearance of the
supreme Self in identity with the three states is a mere superimposition, as in the case of the rope appearing as a snake etc.
With regard to this it is said by the teacher GauQapiida, versed
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in the traditional views of Vedanta, "When the individual sleeping under the influence of beginningless Maya is awakened,
then he realizes the birthless, sleepless, dreamless, non-dual
(tuTiya)" (Ma. Ka. I. 16). Thus the objection that was raised
that in resorption, the cause, like the effect will be open to the
defects of grossness etc., has no validity.
And it was pointed out that if all distinctions are obliterated
during resorption there will be no reasonable ground regulating
the re-emergence of creation with the usual differences. That
too is untenable for the very reason that there is a supporting
illustration. As in natural slumber and sll1'1Lidhi (absorption in
divine consciousness), though there is a natural eradication of
differences, still owing to the persistence of the unreal nescience,
differences occur over again when one wakes up, similarly it
can also happen here. Bearing on this is the Upani~adic text, "All
these beings, when they become one with Existence (during
sleep), do not know, 'We have become one with Existence'.
Whatever they might have been here-tiger, lion, wolf, pig,
worm, butterfly, gnat, or mosquito-they become so over again
(after returning)" (Ch. VI. ix. 3). As during the state of the
continuance of the world, it is seen that like dream, there are
empirical differentiations under the influence of unreal ignorance, despite the existence of the supreme Self as an undifferentiated entity, so also we can infer that even in dissolution, a
power of diversification, possessed by unreal nescience, persists.
Hereby is answered the objection that free souls may become
subjected to rebirth. For (in their cases) unreal nescience stands
eradicated by full illumination. And the other objection that
was implied at the end that even in dissolution the universe will
continue in the supreme Brahman with all its diversification, that
too is dismissed by the non-admission of such a position. Hence
this view of the Upani~ds is quite logical.

~q&fci1I11Ii1 II ~ 0 \I
~ And t<f-q~-~Ttmt owing to (your) own point of Vlew
being open to defects.

10. And because the defects cling to your
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point of view.
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Besides, these defects will crop up equally from the standpoint of our opponent.
How?
The answer is: The objection advanced that this universe
cannot have Brahman as its material cause on account of its
dissimilarity is applicable equally against the theory of Pradhana
as the material cause; for it is admitted (by the Sarhkhyas) that
the universe of sound etc. springs out of Pradhana which is
devoid of sound etc. So from the admission of the origin of a
dissimilar effect, the defect of the product having no previous
existence persists equally. Similarly from the admission (by
the Siirhkhyas) of the non-difference of the effect from the
cause during dissolution, the defect arising from such a position
is equally applicable. Again, when during dissolution the effects
are divested of all their peculiarities and they become nondifferentiated, then the differences that could have been distinguished individually before dissolution, by saying that such and
such a material created such and such a person, and such and
such a material created that other, cannot be so determined at
the time of a new creation; for there is no such regulating basis
for this. And even if in the absence of any basis, a regularity in
the recurrence (of difference) be maintained, then the absence
of a basis being the same, such a theory may lead to the rebirth
of a free soul as well. If, again, it be argued that some distinctive
features become effaced during resorption while others are not,
then those that do not part with their peculiarities will not be
the products of Pradhana. These defects being thus equally
shared, they are not to be hurled at either point of view. Thus
this merely strengthens the faultlessness of the Vedantic standpoint, which has to be accepted in any case.

.l{

~C\'3''1I~'4i''4\!f(s'l~ljfqfu ~~:ct+i'4~: IiHIl
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Owing to the inconclusiveness of reasoning
in a different way
it has to be reasoned
~ij":;fq if it be argued thus, ~ anq even so, dlFCI¥1ltH-smw:
there will be no getting away (from the defect).

aWr also
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11. If it be argued that although reasoning is inconclusive,
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still it has to be done in a different way, (so as to avoid this
defect), then even so there will be no getting away from the
defect.
For this further reason, one should not on the strength of
mere logic challenge something that has to be known from the
Vedas. For reasoning, that has no Vedic foundation and springs
from the mere imagination of persons, lacks conclusiveness. For
man's conjecture has no limits. Thus it is seen that an argument
discovered by adepts with great effort is falsified by other
adepts; and an argument hit upon by the latter is proved to be
hollow by still others. So nobody can rely on any argument as
conclusive, for human intellect differs. If, however, the reasoning of somebody having wide fame, say for instance, Kapila or
someone else, be relied on under the belief that this must be
conclusive, even so it surely remains inconclusive, inasmuch as
people, whose greatness is well recognized and who are the
initiators of scriptures (or schools of thought)-for instance,
Kapila, Kal)2da, and others-are seen to hold divergent views.
If, again, it be said (by the opponent) : "We shall infer in
some other way, so that no defect of inconclusiveness can arise.
It cannot certainly be asserted that there can be no conclusive
argument whatsoever; for even this inconclusiveness of reasoning is established by reasoning itself. For by noticing that some
reasonings are inconclusive, it is concluded that others of the
same class must be so. Moreover, on the assumption that all
reasonings are inconclusive, all human dealings will be upset.
It is noticed that people wishing to get happiness or avoid misery
pursue future courses on the analogy of the past and present
courses. And when there is any divergence as regards interpretation of Vedic passages, it is through reasoning, meant for the
determination of the meaning of sentences, that false interpretations are discarded and the proper import is determined. Manu
is also of the same opinion when he says, 'One who would
extricate virtue from vice, should fully master three thingsdirect perception, inference, and scriptures that have come
down through different traditions' (XII. 105), and 'He, and
nobody else, knows virtue and vice who seeks to understand
21
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the teachings about virtue and vice, imparted by the sages,
with the help of reasoning that does not run counter to Vedic
literature' (XII. 106). This in fact constitutes a recommendation for reasoning that it is thought to be inconclusive (i.e. not
dogmatic), for it is thus that one has to discard faulty reasoning
and resort to the faultless one. There is no sense in being a fool
just because one's forefathers were so. Hence the assertion that
reasoning has no finality creates no real difficulty."
To this (we Vediintins say): "Even so there is no getting away
from the defect." Although reasoning may be noticed to have
finality in some contexts, still in the present context it cannot
possibly get any immunity from the charge of being inconclusive; for this extremely sublime subject-matter, concerned
with the reality of the cause of the Universe and leading to
the goal of liberation, cannot even be guessed without the help
of the Vedas. And we said that It cannot be known either
through perception, being devoid of form etc., or through
inference etc., being devoid of the grounds of inference etc.
Besides, (taking avimok$a to mean "absence of liberation"),
it is the accepted view of all who stand by I1beration that freedom from bondage comes from true illumination. And that true
enlightenment has no diversity, since its content is the thingin-itself. That content of knowledge is said to be the most
real since it ever remains the same; and in the world, the
knowledge of that kind is said to be right knowledge, as for
instance, the knowledge about fire that it is hot. This being the
case, people should have no divergence when they have true
knowledge, whereas the difference among people whose knowledge is based on reasoning is well known from their mutual
opposition. For it is a patent fact of experience, that when a
logician asserts, "This indeed is the true knowledge", it is
upset by somebody else. And what is established by the latter
is disproved by still another. How can any knowledge, arising
from reasoning, be correct, when its content has no fixity of
form? Again, the follower of the theory of Pradhana is not
accepted by all logicians as the best among adepts in re::!soning,
in which opposite case alone could his knowledge be accepted by
us as right knowledge. It is not also possible to assemble all the
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logicians of past, present, and future at the same place and time,
whereby to arrive at a single idea, having the same form and
content, so as to be the right knowledge. But since the Vedas
are eternal and a source of knowledge, they can reasonably
reveal as their subject-matter something which is (well established and) unchanging; and the knowledge arising from them
can be true, so that no logician, past, present, or future can
deny it. Hence it is proved that the knowledge arising from
the Upani~ds is alone the true knowledge. And since there
can be no other source of true knowledge, (avimok~apTasangt1i)
"there will arise the possibility of liberation being ruled out". So
the conclusion stands firm that in accordance with the Vedas
and reasoning conforming to the Vedas, conscious Brahman is
the material and efficient cause of the universe.
TOPIC

4:

NON-ACCEPTANCE BY THE WISE

~ ~1,"lqr«l&1
~

wise

anq

0lI1(,0lI161: "r~"

Hereby f~-aN~: the views not accepted by the
also ~iJT: are explained.

m

12. Hereby are explained all the (other)
are not accepted by the wise.

theories that

As the theory of Pradhana as the material cause of the
universe approximates to the Vedantic philosophy; as it is supported by plausible reasons; and as it is accepted by some good
followers of the Vedas, therefore the objection has been
demolished that could be raised against the Upani~adic passages
on the strength of the logit based on that theory. Now, some
people of dull intellect raise certain objections against the
Upani~adic passages on the strength of logic based on the views
that the atoms etc. are the material causes. Hence the arguments
advanced earlier are being extended here on the analogy of
defeating the chief wrestler.
Those views that are accepted are parigrahai); those that
are not accepted are aparigrahiilJ. Those unacceptable to the
wise are si#a-aparigrahai). "Hereby", by the reasons advanced
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or refuting the theory of Pradhana as the cause; it is to be
understood that the theories of atoms etc. as the causes, which
are not accepted even partially by wise people like Manu,
Vyasa, and others, "are also explained" as not to be accepted;
they are to be understood as having been repudiated. The
reasons for the refutation being the same, there can be no
room for anything else that can be doubted. The reasons in
support of the refutation-viz that the supreme cause of the
universe is beyond the ken of logic, that reasoning is inconclusive, that even if inference be applied otherwise, it cannot
get out of the difficulty, that there is contradiction with the
Vedas, and so on-are equally applicable here.
TOPIC

5:

BRAHMAN BECOMING AN ExPERIENCER

i'I"ffi,.jq=a<fq~~ W(wlCfi'iHt IInll
~~-~: From the fact of (objects) becoming the experiencing soul 0\ '¥fTtl: distinctions will cease ~q if such be the

r",

contention ~ it can well exist ~~ as seen in corrunon
experience.

13. If it be argued thllt the distinction between the experiencer
(of happiness Il'Tld sorrow) Il'Tld the things experienced will cease
when the (experienced) objects turn into the experiencer, then
we say that such a distinction can well exist as observed in
common experience.
Opponent: The view that Brahman is the cause is being
controverted again with the help of reasoning from another
point of view. Although the Vedas are a valid means of
knowledge within their own domain, still when they contradict some fact known through other means, they must be
interpreted otherwise (in a secondary sense), as for instance, in
the case of the mtmtras and corroborative statements. Even
reasoning will be fallacious when it oversteps into fields that
are not its own, such as the fields of virtue and vice.
What follows if it he so?
From this it follows that it is illogical that the Vedas should
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overrule something well ascertained through some other means
of knowledge.
How again do the Vedas deny what is well established by
other means of proof?
Apropos of this it is said that the division between the experiencer and the things experienced is quite familiar in this world
-the experiencer (bbokta) being the conscious embodied soul,
and sound etc. being the objects experienced (bbogya). For
instance, Devadatta is the experienct!r (enjoyer) and food is
the thing experienced (enjoyed). That division will be nullified
if the experiencer should become the things experienced and vice
versa. Yet this interchange of position between them will result
from the assumption of their non-difference from Brahman, the
supreme cause. But this well-known division should not be
effaced. On the contrary, on the analogy of the division
between the experiencer and things experienced, as it exists now,
the inference should be that the same was and will be the case in
the past and the future. Accordingly, the assertion of Brahman
as the material cause is improper, for it leads to a denial of the
well-known division between the experiencer and the thing
experienced.
Veditntin: Should anyone raise such an objection, the answer
to him will be: Such a distinction may well exist just as it is in
common experience. This division can be upheld froin our point
of view as well; for so it is seen in the world. Thus though
foam, ripple, wave, bubble, etc. which are different modifica
tions of the sea, consisting of water, are non-different from the
sea, still amongst themselves are perceived actions and reactions
in the form of separating or coalescing. And yet the foam,
wave, etc., do not lose their individuality in relation to one
another, even though they are modifications of the sea and
non-different from it, which is but water. Again, even though
they do not lose their individuality in one another, they are
never different from the point of view of their being the sea.
Similar is the case here. The experiencer and the things experienced never get identified with each other, nor do they differ
from the supreme Brahman. Although the experiencer is not a
transformation of Brahman, for in the Upani~dic text, "Having
M
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created that, He entered into that" (Tai. II. vi), it has been
stated that the Creator Himself, without undergoing any
change, has become the experiencer by entering into His product (the body), still some difference accrues to one who has
entered into the product, owing to the presence of the product which serves as. the limiting adjunct, just as much as space
becomes divided, owing to the presence of conditioning factors
like pot etc. Thus it is said that though all things are nondifferent from the supreme cause, Brahman, still there can be
such a distinction as the experiencer and the things experienced
on the analogy of the sea and its waves etc.
TOPIC

~C!-3j""4Cq~

effect)
etc.

6:

ORIGIN

There is non-difference of those (cause and
on account of the texts about origin

arru+ruT-~-3Trf<n-<r:

14. There is non-difference of those cause and effect on
account of the texts about origin etc.
Assuming, for the sake of argument, an empirical difference
between the experiencer and the things experienced, the refutation (under the previous aphorism) was advanced by holding
that "the distinction can well exist as observed in common
experience". But in reality, this difference does not exist, since
a non-difference between those cause and effect is recognized.
The effect is the universe, diversified as space etc. and the cause
is the supreme Brahman. In reality it is known that the effect has
non-difference from, i.e. non-existence in isolation from, that
cause.
How so?
"On account of the texts about origin etc." (in the Upani~d).
As for the word "origin", it occurs by way of citing an
illustration, called for by the assertion that the knowledge
of all follows from the knowledge of one: "As, 0 amiable
one, all things made of clay are known when a lump of
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clay is known, since a modification has speech as its origin
and exists only in name; as clay alone it is true" (Ch.
VI. i. 4). The idea implied is this: When a lump of clay
is known as nothing but clay in reality, all things made of
clay, for instance pot, plate, jar, etc., become known, since they
are non-different as clay, because of which fact it is said, "A
modification has speech as its origin and exists only in name".
A modification, e.g. a pot, plate, or jar, etc. originates from
speech alone that makes it current by announcing, "It exists".
But speaking from the standpoint of the basic substance, no
modification exists as such (apart from the clay). It has existence
only in name and it is unreal. As clay alone it is real. This is
an illustration about Brahman cited in the Upani~ad. From the
use of the phrase, "speech as its origin", in connection with
the illustration, it can be understood that even from the standpoint of the thing illustrated (viz Brahman), no modification
has any existence separately from Brahman. Again, after stating
that fire, water, and food (earth) are the effects of Brahman,
the Upani~ad says that the products of fire, water, and food have
no existence in isolation from fire, water, and food themselves:
"The firehood of the (gross) fire is gone, since a modification has
speech as its origin and exists only in name. The three colours
are alone true"4 (Ch. VI. iv. 1). Because of the use of the word
"etc." in "on account of texts about origin etc.", are to be
cited the many texts establishing the oneness of the Self, such
as, "All this has That as its essence; That is the Reality; That
is the Self; That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7), " ... and this
all are the Self" (Br. II. iv. 6), "All this is but Brahman" (Mu.
II. ii. 11), "All this is but the Self" (Ch. VII. xxv. 2), "There
is no difference whatever in !t"·(Br. IV. iv. 19), etc. Moreover,
the knowledge of all cannot be brought about by the knowledge
of one in any other way. As the spaces within pots or jars are
non-different from the cosmic space or as water in a mirage
'The gross fire is a mixture of the subtle elements-fire, water, and
eanh, which are red, white, and black in colour respectively. The gross
fire gets all these colours from its constituents, and when analysed back,
it is seen as nothing but those subtle elements with their own characteristics. 'Food' here means eanh.
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Vediintin: As to this, the reply is: That is no defect; for
earlier than the realization of the identity of the Self with
Brahman, all activities can justly be true like the activities in
dream before waking up. So long as the oneness of the true
Self is not realized, nobody entertains the idea of unreality when
dealing with the means of knowledge, objects of knowledge,
and the results; rather, as a matter of fact, all creatures discard
their natural oneness with Brahman to accept through ignorance
the modifications themselves as "I and mine"-that is to say, as
one's Self or as belonging to oneself. Hence all common human
dealings or Vedic observances are logical (and valid) prior to
the realization of the identity of the Self and Brahman, just as
much as knowledge with the stamp of conviction, 'supposed
to be attained through direct perception, does occur, before
waking up, to an ordinary man when he is asleep and dreams
of things high and low. The idea that these are semblances of
perceived things does not occur to him during that dream.
Opponent: But how can the true knowledge of the identity
of the Self with Brahman arise from the unreal U pani:;;adic texts?
For a man does not die when bitten by a snake superimposed
(by him) on a rope, nor are such needs as drinking and bathing
fulfilled by the water in a mirage.
Vediintin: That creates no difficulty, for death etc. are seen
to result from the suspicion of poison etc., and in the case of a
man in a state of dream even such acts as being bitten by a
snake and bathing in water do happen. Should one argue that
such an act too is false, we would say that though the snakebite and bathing in water in the case of a dreamer be false, still
the knowledge resulting from those acts is true, since that
knowledge is not subIa ted even when he wakes up. For even
when a man knows after waking that the acts of snake-bite and
bathing in water etc., experienced by him in dream, were false,
he does not surely consider the knowledge of those acts to be
false as well. By this--this non-sublation of the knowledge
acquired by a dreamer-it is to be understood that the doctrine
of the identity of the Self with the mere body is also discarded. o
• After seeing oneself in a dream as possessed of a grotesque body, one
wakes up to see oneself in another body, but even then one remembers,
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In support of this (true result arising from an unreal basis) is
the Vedic text: "If in the course of performing some rite with
a view to obtaining results, one sees a woman in a dream, one
should conclude from that dream that the rite will be successful"
(Ch. V. ii. 8), which shows the true fulfilment of a desire from
the seeing of a false dream. So also, after declaring that when
some evil omens come within the range of one's direct perception, one should conclude, "Methinks I shall not live long", it
is said, "Then again, a black man with black teeth, if seen in a
dream, causes the death of the dreamer", which text shows
that true death is indicated by that false dream itself. Moreover,
it is a well-known fact in this world, that to people, well versed
in the method of inferring from agreement and difference, a
dream of a particular type prognosticates something, while a
dream of another type foreshadows something else. Similarly
from the false perception of the presence of letters in some
lines (drawn on paper) the true letters like a etc. are grasped. 6
Furthermore, the Upani~ds are the ultimate (conclusive) means
of valid knowledge, establishing the truth of the oneness of the
Self, 7 after which nothing else remains to be sought after for
knowledge. Unlike the curiosity arising in common life to know
"what, with what, and how" on hearing the injunction "one
should sacrifice", there remains nothing more to be sought for
after one is taught, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7). or "I am
Brahman" (Br. IV. iv. 5), for that knowledge has for its content
the Self which is all. A curiosity can arise only when something
is left over, but nothing remains there beyond the oneness of
the Self about which one may become curious. Besides, it cannot
be said that such a knowledge does not arise, since there are the
"I dreamt thus". This recognition of oneself in different bodies would
not have been possible if the cognizing Self did not exist as the changeless
witness in all the states, and different from the bodies.
• The letters of the alphabet are known from the spoken languages,
though they are represented by symbolical lines on paper. These scribblings are not the real letters.
1 So unity and
diversity cannot coexist. The Upani~ads are an independent means of a unique knowledge of non-duality, which cannot be
sublated by other means of knowledge, whereas this ultimate knowledge
eradicates all ideas of duality.
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Upani~dic texts like, "That reality of the Self he knew from
him" (Ch. VI. xvi. 3). And this conclusion also follows from
the enjoining of hearing etc., and study etc. of the Vedas as
(direct and indirect) means to realization. It cannot be said that
this realization is useless or erroneous, since it is seen to lead to
the eradication of ignorance, and since there is no other knowledge to override it. We said earlier that before the realization
of the oneness of the Self, all ideas of true and false involved in
human and Vedic dealings remain intact. Hence when all the
old ideas of multiplicity become uprooted after the establishment of the oneness of the Self by the ultimate means of valid
knowledge, there can be no fancying of Brahman as a composite
thing.
Opponent: From the citation of the analogy of clay etc., does
it not follow that, according to the scriptures. Brahman is
capable of transformation? For things like clay etc. are known
in the world to be changeful.
Vedantin : We say, no, since Brahman is known to be changeless from the U pani$adic texts denying all kinds of change,
such as, "That great birth less Self is un decaying, immortal,
undying, fearless, and Brahman" (Br. IV. iv. 25), "This Self is
that which has been descrihed as 'Not this, not this'" (Br. IV. iv.
22), "Neither gross nor minute" (Br. III. viii. 8) etc. For one
cannot comprehend that the same Brahman can be possessed of
the attributes of change and changelessness.
Opponent: It can be like motion and motionlessness.
Ved4ntin: No, for Brahman has been qualified as changeless;
for the changeless Brahman cannot be possessed of diverse attributes like motion and motionlessness. And we said earlier that
Brahman is changeless and eternal, it having been denied that
Brahman can undergo any modification whatsoever. It cannot
be argued that just as the knowledge of Brahman as the one
(non-dual) Self brings about liberation, so also Its knowledge as
an entity transforming Itself into the world is intended to lead
to some independent result; for there is no evidence in support.
The scripture reveals only the result arising from the realization
of the unchanging Brahman as the Self; for instance, the commencement is made with, "This Self is that which has been
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described as 'Not this, not this'" (Br. IV. ii. 4), and then it is
said, "You have attained that which is free from fear" (ibid.);
there are also other texts of this kind. That being so, the conclusion to be drawn is this: Since in a context speaking of
Brahman, it stands proved that the result (i.e. liberation) accrues
only from the realization of Brahman, devoid of all distinctions
created by attributes, therefore when in that context some other
fact is heard of that has no result, as for instance, the modification of Brahman into the world, that fact has to be interpreted
as a means leading to that realization. And this has to be done on
the strength of the adage, "Any act enjoined without mentioning a result, closely on the heels of some other act having a
result, has to be accepted as forming a part of the latter"; but
it is not imagined to bear a separate result. It is not reasonable
to say that from a knowledge of Brahman as capable of transformation, one will get that capacity of transforming one's own
Self;8 for liberation is changelessly eternal.
Opponent: Since the believers in a changeless Brahman have
a predilection for absolute unity, there will be no ruler and the
ruled, so that the assertion that God is the cause (of the
universe) will be contradicted.
Vedantin: No, since that omniscience (of God) is contingent
on the manifestation of name and form which are creations of
ignorance and which constitute the seeds of the world. In
accordance with the texts like, "From that Self which is such,
originated space" (Tai. II. i. 2), it was asserted under the aphorism, "That from which this world has its birth etc." (B. S. I. i. 2),
that the origin, continuance, and dissolution of the world result
not from the insentient Pradhana or anything else, but from God
who is by nature eternal, pure, intelligent, and free, as also
omniscient and omnipotent. That assertion remains intact.
Nothing contradictory to that is stated here again.
Opponent: How is it not stated by one who speaks of the
absolute oneness and non-duality of the Self?
Vediintin: Listen, how it is not stated. Name and form which
• According to the declaration that one becomes just what one meditates

Brahman to be.
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constitute the seeds of the entire expanse of phenomenal existence, and which are conjured up by nescience, are, as it were,
non-different from the omniscient God, and they are nondeterminable either as real or unreal, and are mentioned in the
Vedas and the Smrtis as the power, called Maya, of omniscient
God, or as prakrti (primordial Nature). But omniscient God is
different from them, as is known from the Upani~adic text,
"That which is Space (Brahman) is the accomplisher of name
and form. That in which they subsist is Brahman" (Ch. VIII.
xiv. 1). And there are also in evidence texts like, "Let me
manifest name and form" (Ch. VI. iii. 2), "The omniscient
Being who creates all forms, gives them names, (and entering
into them) goes on uttering these" etc. (TaL A. III. xii. 7), "He
who diversifies the single seed" (Sv. VI. 12). Thus like space
conforming to the conditioning factors like pot, jar, etc., God
conforms to the limiting adjuncts-name and form--created by
nescience. And within the domain of empirical existence, He
rules it over the selves which identify themselves with the (individual) intellects and are called creatures, and which though
identical with Himself, conform, like the spaces in pots etc., to
the assemblages of bodies and senses created by name and form
that are called up by nescience. Thus God's rulers hip, omniscience, and omnipotence are contingent on the limiting adjuncts
conjured up by nescience; but not so in reality can such terms
as "the ruler", "the ruled", "omniscience", etc., be used with
regard to the Self shining in Its own nature after the removal
of all limiting adjuncts through illumination. Hence it has been
said, "That is infinity where one does not see anything else,
does not hear anything else, does not know anything else" (Ch.
VII. xxiv. 1), as also, "But when to the knower of Brahman
everything has become the Self, then what should one see and
through what?" (Br. II. iv. 14, IV. v. 15), and so on. Thus all
the Upani~ds speak of the cessation of all empirical dealings in
the state of the Highest Reality. So also in the Song Divine:
"Neither agency, nor actions does the Lord create for the world,
nor (does He bring about the union with the fruit of action.
It is universal ignorance that does it all). The Omnipresent takes
note of the merit and demerit of none. Knowledge is enveloped
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in ignorance, hence do beings get deluded" (Gita, V. 14-15). In
this text it is shown that in the state of the highest Reality, all
transactions as between an ordainer and things ordained cease
to exist. But within the state of phenomenal existence, even
the U pani~ads mention such behaviour as divine rulership, as
in the text, "He is the Lord of all. He is the ruler of all beings,
He is the protector of all beings. He is the embankment serving
as the boundary to keep the different worlds apart" (Br. IV.
iv. 22). So also in the Song Divine: "The Lord, 0 Arjuna,
dwells in the hearts of all beings, causing all beings by His
Maya, to revolve (as if) mounted on a machine" (Gita, XVIII.
61). The aphorist (Vyasa) also has the supreme Reality in mind
when he writes the aphorism, "It has non-difference from That
(Brahman)" etc. (II. i. 14); but when he has the empirical
standpoint in view, he says, "Such distinction can exist as
observed in common experience" (II. i. 13), where he speaks of
Brahman as comparable to a vast ocean. Again, without denying
the vast phenomenal creation, he resorts to the process of transformation, in so far as this can be made use of in the worship
of the qualified Brahman.

~~ ""'qW$~: II tv."
"f And ~; because (the effect is) perceived ~ when
(the cause is) present.

15. (Cause and effect are non-different) since the effect is
perceived when the cause is there.
The effect is non-different from the cause for this further
reason, that the effect is perceived when the cause is there, but
not otherwise. 9 For instance, the pot is perceived when the clay
is there, and the cloth is perceived when the yarns are there.
But it is not an (usual) invariable fact that something is seen
when something other than it is present, for it is not the case
that a cow, which is different from a horse, is seen only where
• Not only is the existence of the effect dependent on the existence of
(material) cause, but its perception also is dependent on the perception of the material.
th~
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a horse is present. Nor is it a fact that a pot is perceived only
when the potter is there, even though there is the relation of
agentship and effect; for they are different.
Opponent: Even the presence of something is invariably
perceived when something other than itself is present, as for
instance smoke can exist only if fire is present.
The answer (of the Vediintin) is, no; for even when the fire
is extinguished, smoke, as held up in a cowherd's pot etc., is
seen to persist. Should you, however, qualify the smoke as
subject to certain conditions (e.g. a smoke that rises up from a
place in a continuous stream), and say that a smoke of that
kind cannot exist unless there be fire, still it will not vitiate our
proposition; for we say that the reason for holding that the
(material) cause and effect are non-different is that (not only can
the effect exist only when the cause exists, but also that) the idea
of the effect can exist only when the idea having the impress of
the cause persists. And this coexistence we do not get in the
case of fire and smoke (see f.n. 9).
Or the aphorism is: ~)q~i'ii: 1\
The meaning is this: Not only is the non-difference of the
cause and effect to be accepted on the authority of scriptures,
their non-difference is "also to be accepted on the strength of
the existence of such a perception"; for direct perception does
occur about the non-difference of the cause and effect. It is
thus: In a cloth constituted by an arrangement of yams, one
does not perceive the cloth apart from the yams; but the yams
themselves, arranged as warps and woofs, are perceived independently. Similarly with regard to the fibres forming the
yarn, and the constitutents of the fibre in relation to the fibre
itself. By this direct perception are known the three coloursred, white, and black (of fire, water, and earth-Ch. VI. iv)
-( as constituting the minute parts of the fibre etc.). From
these are to be inferred 10 (the imperceptible) subtle air and
subtle space. Beyond that is the supreme Brahman-one without
10 Where we lack perception, the cause has to be inferred thus from the
effect: "The thing under consideration must be non-different from its
material cause, for it is a product, just as much as a cloth."
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a second. And we said that in It culminate all means of
knowledge.
~t'4I'i1lq «(lj
~

And

~

1\ t \"

owing to the existence

~

of the posterior

one.
16. And (c/lUse ami effect ll'Te non-different) becttUSe the
posterior one has (etrrlier) existence (in the ctrUse).

From this additional reason the effect is non-different from
the cause: The subsequently originating effect is heard of (in
the Upani~d) as existing in the cause in identity with it before
its own origin; for in the texts, "0 amiable one, this world was
but Existence Itself before creation" (Ch. VI. ii. 1), and "In
the beginning this was but the absolute Self alone" (Ai. I. i. 1),
the effect, referred to by the word "this", occurs in apposition
(having the same case...,ending) with the cause (showing that they
are identical). And a thing which does not exist in and in
identity with something does not originate from that, as for
instance oil from sand. Hence from the fact of non-difference
before origin, it is understood that the effect must be nondifferent from the cause even after its birth. Just as Brahman,
the cause is never without existence in all the three periods of
time, so also the universe, which is the effect, never parts with
Existence in all the three periods. But Existence is only one.
And this is a further ground for the non-difference of the effect
from the cause.

'RHI-Oqq~llq: Owing to the declaration of non-existence "'
(the effect did) not (exist) (before creation) mr;fq: if such
....
he the objection, "' (it is) not so, crAlf-~1ffi{ since from the
cOlllplementary portion (it is known that the word is used)
'I'Il-~ from the standpoint of a difference of characteristics.
J7. If it be trrgued that the effect did not exist before creation,
22
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since it is decltrred (in the Upll1l#ad) liS "non-existent", then we
SIlY, no, beclrUSe fTum the complementary portion it is 1m0'UJ1l
thllt the word is used fTom the standpoint of II difference of
chllTllcteristics.
Opponent: Is not the non-existence of the effect also declared
by the U pani~ds now and then, as in, "This was indeed non
existent in the beginning" (Ch. III. xix. 1), "This was nonexistent in the beginning to be sure" (Tai. II. vii. 1). Therefore
from the declaration of this non-existence, the effect did not
exist before creation."
Vediintin: We say, no, for this declaration of the non-existence of the effect before creation is not meant to imply absolute
non-existence.
What is the implication then?
The condition in which name and form become evolved is
different from the condition in which name and form are nor
so evolved. Hence although the effect exists as non-different
from the cause before creation, still from the standpoint of this
difference in conditions the effect is declared to be non-existent
before creation.
How is this known?
From the complementary portion of the passage. A passage
whose meaning is doubtful in the beginning is ascertained from
its complementary portion. Here, for instance, (in the Chandogya passage quoted above), what is referred to in the beginning by the word "non-existence" in the sentence, "This was
indeed non-existent in the beginning", is again alluded to by
the word "that" and specified as "Existence" in, "That was
Existence" (Ch. III. xix. 1). Moreover, since non-existence has
no relation with any sequence of time, preceding or succeeding,
the word "was" becomes illogical. In the sentence, "This was
non-existent in the beginning to be sure" (Tai. II. i. 1) also,
absolute non-existence is not meant, since in the complementary
portion occurs the qualifying sentence, "That created Itself by
Itself'll (ibid.). Therefore this declaration of non-existence of
the effect before creation is made from the standpoint of a
J

U

Non-existence cannot be the subject or object of any action.
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difference of conditions. Since in the world a thing is said to
exist when it manifests itself through name and form, therefore,
as a concession to common sense, the universe is said to be nonexistent before being evolved through name and form.

~: ~1G>~I~<I'it I\~t;"
~i; From reasoning ~i~~ from another passage ,... as
well.
18. (The pre-existence and non-difference of the effect ttre
established) from reasoning and another Upan#adic text.

From reasoning also, as well as another U pani~dic text, it is
known that the effect exists before its creation and that it is
non-different from the cause. Of these, the reasoning is being
adduced first. In the world it is seen that people wanting curds,
pots, necklaces, etc. take up their well-established respective
(material) causes-milk, clay, gold, etc. Not that a man wanting
curds takes up earth, or a man wanting a pot takes up milk.
This fact does not fit in with the theory of the non-existence
of the effect before origination. If everything be equally nonexistent everywhere before creation, why should curds be produced from milk alone and not from clay; and why should a
pot come out of clay and not out of milk? It may be said that
although non-existence before creation is indistinguishable, still
curds have some special property (of being latent) in milk
alone, but not in clay, and the pot has some special property (of being latent) in clay alone, but not in milk. (Or"Milk, but not clay, has some special potency for curds,
and clay, but not milk, has some special potency for a
pot"). But then as a result of this possession of potency
by the state preceding origination, the theory of the nonexistence of the effect before creation will fall through,12
and the theory of the pre-existence of the effect will
stand confirmed. Again, when some potency is assumed in the
1.0 Is the special quality (latency or potency) an attribute of the effect
or cause? In the fonner case, the effect, as possessed of an attribute even
before creation. cannot be pronounced non-existent.
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cause, to determine the effect, that potency cannot influence
the effect by being different (from the cause and effect) or
non-existent (like the effect), since (on either supposition) nonexistence and difference will pertain to that potency as much
as to the effect. l3 Therefore the potency must be the very
essence of the cause, and the effect must be involved in the
very core of the potency. Besides, we do not have any such
idea of difference between cause and effect, substance and
qualities, and such other pairs as between a horse and a buffalo;
and hence their non-difference has to be admitted. Even if a
relationship of inherence be postulated,14 it will lead to an
infinite regress, since if the inherence has to be related to a
thing in which it is to inhere by the assumption of another
relation (between the inherence and the thing), one will be
forced to fancy another relation to connect this one with
inherence, etc., and still another relation to connect the new
relation, and so on. Or if this new relation be not admitted,
the things will remain disconnected. If it be said that inherence
being itself a relation, it becomes connected with entities by
itself without the help of any intermediate relation, then the
relationship of conjunction also, being a relation, should become
so connected (with entities) without the help of inherence. 15
Moreover, since identity between substance and qualities etc. is
actually apprehended, it is vain to assume a relationship of
inherence. And while subsisting in the cause (i.e. the component parts), in what way will the product, constituted by
parts, subsist in its cause, viz the component parts? Will it
U If the potentiality be different from both cause and effect or if it be
non-existent, it may produce anything rather than the effect, for its
features of being different and non-existent are equally present in relation to other things.
"To the objection that if cause and effect be (substantially) different,
they shGuld be perceived as such, the opponent may reply that the
difference is not perceived owing to the relation of inherence (invariable
concomitance) between them.
'" According to Nyaya philosophy, the relation between substance and
quality, genus and individuals, etc. is inherence. But two things become
joined through conjunction, which becomes connected with each through
inherence. Conjunction is an attribute and not a relation.
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inhere in the parts as a whole or correlatively in them part by
part? If it exists on the parts as a whole, then there will be no
perception of the product, since it is impossible to have a
(simultaneous) sense-perception of all the parts; for the whole,
existing in all its bases taken togetqer, is not apprehended by
perceiving its bases separately. If, however, the effect subsists in
all the (constituent) parts correlatively (part by part), still
we have to postulate some (fresh) parts for that product other
than those constituent parts themselves, by virtue of which the
product may reside correlatively in the parts producing it; for
a sword nIls up a scabbard through such of its component parts
as are different from the components of the scabbard. And this
will lead to an infinite regress, for we shall have to imagine at
every step some new components to be inserted into the earlier
ones. Again, if it subsists (successively) in aU the parts taken
separately, then when action takes place in one part, there will
be no action in others; for when Devadatta is present at Srughna,
he is not present on that very day at Piitaliputra. If presence in
various parts at the same time be meant, that will presuppose a
multiplicity of (causal) entities, as in the case of Devadatta and
Yajfiadatta residing in Srughna and Piitaliputra (respectively).
Opponent: There is no fault since the inherence can be like
the (single) genus "cowhood" inhering in its entirety in aU the
cows individually.
V ediintin: No, since it is not perceived thus. If the whole
(composite product) resided in its entirety in all the components
individually like cowhood etc., then just as cow hood is directly
perceived in each of the individual cows, so also the whole
should have been perceived wholly in all the separate parts.
But this does not occur invariably. Moreover, if the whole
(composite product) abides in its totality in each part, then
since the whole has competence to perform all its own functions,
and since it is the same (even when existing separately on all
the parts) it should perform the duties of the teats even through
the horn (of the animal), and the duties of the back through
the chest. But this is not our experience.
Furthermore, if the effect does not exist before origination, the
creative action will be without any agent and without any
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reality. But creation is an act, which, like motion etc., must have
an agent. it is a contradiction in terms that there can be an act
but no agent. 16 When, therefore, somebody would speak of the
origin of a pot (as "The pot originates"), the act of origin
would not have the pot itself as the subject.
What will be the subject then?
It has to be imagined that the origin has something else as
the subject (of the verb). Similarly, when the origin of the
(two) parts of a pot is spoken of, it will have to be imagined
that the origin has some other thing (and not the two halves)
as the subject. And if that be so, then when it is asserted that
a (non-existing) pot is originating, it will mean that the agents
like the potter etc. are originating. But it is not a fact of com~
mon experience that when the origin of a pot is spoken of, the
emergence of the potter etc. is perceived. Rather, what is
perceived is that the potter etc. have already originated.
If it be argued again that the origin of a thing means but the
relation in inherence that the product has with its own cause
or with existence (satta), and that is also what constitutes its
emergence into being, then one should explain how a thing can
have any relationship with others before it has any being. For
a relationship can subsist between two existing things, but
neither between the existing and non-existing, nor between two
non-existing things. Besides, non-existence has no name and
form (i.e. it is unreal), and hence it is illogical to indicate any
limit for it by saying, "non-existence before its creation". For
in the world we see boundaries set to fields and houses, that is
to things that exist, and not to non-existing ones. About the
unreal son of a barren woman it is not asserted, "The son of a
barren woman became a king hefore the enthronement of
PiirQavarman", whereby he can be allotted to a certain period
of time in the sense that he became,. is becoming, or will become
'"When one says, "The pot moves". the pot is the agent in the sense
of providing the basis for the act of moving. So when one says, "The
pot originates, the pot must precede the act so that it can be the agent
providing the basis for the act of origination. So also the creative action
has to take place on some material. Without the material, action can have
no meaning.
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a king. Were it possible for the son of a barren woman to
emerge into being after the accessories of production (causal
agents) were activated, then could it be equally asserted that
the effect, non-existing (before origin), would originate after
the activity of the causal agents. But as a matter of fact what
we find is that since the son of a barren woman and the nonexistence of an effect (before origin) are equally non-existent,
the non-existent effect cannot spring into being even after the
causal agents become activated, just as much as the barren
woman's son does not after the operation of the causal agents.
Opponent: In that case the activity of the causal agent will
become useless. Just as nobody tries to bring into existence or
cause what already exists, so also nobody will make any effort
to bring about an effect which already exists (in the cause)
and is non-different from it. But people do engage. Accordingly,
in order to make the activity of the causal agent purposeful, we
think that the effect does not exist before its production.
Vedantin: That is not damaging since the activity of the
causal agent gains a meaning by transforming the cause into
the shape of the effect. For we have said already that the aspect
that the effect assumes is also non-different from the cause, and
that anything not existing already in the cause cannot be
produced. A thing does not become different just because of
the appearance of some peculiarity; for Devadatta, even though
noticed in different attitudes when he has his hands and feet
contracted or extended, does not differ in his personality,
since the recognition of identity persists as, "It is he himself".
Similarly though the positions, in which father and other
relatives are placed every day, do not remain the same all along,
still the father and others do not become some other persons,
they being recognized as, "My father", "My brother", "My
son", and so on.
Opponent: Since birth and death do not intervene, that kind
of recognition is possible in those cases only, but not elsewhere.
V ediintin: No, since even milk etc. are recognized as having
assumed the form of curds etc. When (tiny) invisible things
like the seeds of a banyan tree grow in size through the accre~
tion of additional cells of the same class and become visible as
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sprouts etc., it is called their birth; and when they become
invisible again through a decay of those very cells, it is called
their death. Now then, if from the intervention of such birth
and death, the non-existent should be considered to come into
existence and the existent should be considered to become nonexistent,17 then there arises this predicament that the child
lying in its mother's womb and lying on its back after birth
must be different. Similarly the contingency arises that a person
will become different in boyhood, youth, and old age, and all
such conventional relationships as father etc. will cease to exist.
For the same reason the (Buddhist) theory of the momentariness
of everything is to be understood as repudiated. Again, in the
case of one who believes that the effect does not exist before
origin, the activity of a causal agent will have no purpose in
view, since non-existence cannot stand for the object of any
effort, and it will be tantamount to wielding various weapons
with the purpose of killing space.
Opponent: The activity of the causal agent will have for its
object the (material) causes that produce the effect (through
inherence) .
Vedantin: No, since it will overshoot the mark if it is argued
that the causal agent, concerned with one thing (viz the material) will produce something else (which is not the material).
Opponent: The effect is nothing but some sort of a peculiar
disposition of the inherent cause.
Vediintin: Then that will lead to the theory of the pre-existence of the effect (in the cause). Thus since things like milk
etc., are themselves called products when they exist in the forms
of curds etc., therefore nobody can establish even in a hundred
years that the effect differs from its cause. Similarly it is the
primary cause (Brahman) Itself that like an actor evolves into
the respective products up to the last one, and thus becomes the
object of all empirical dealings. From such reasoning it is known
17 Neither the parts nor the whole has any birth or death as such; bur
that kind of tenninology is used on account of the addition or diminution
of parts. H the opponent still argues that even if this be the meaning of
birth and death, still the things experiencing them are substantially different and have no identity, then this is wrong.
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that the effect exists before its origin and that it is non-different
from the cause.
This is also known from "another Upani~dic text". Since
texts denoting non-existence were referred to under the previous aphorism, "another" here means a passage which is
different from those and which refers to existence, for instance,
"0 amiable one, in the beginning all this was but Existence, one
without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1). Again, the theory of nonexistence is first alluded to in the words, "with regard to this
some say, 'All this was but non-existence in the beginning'."
Then this is challenged by saying, "How can existence come
out of non-existence?" And lastly it is asserted, "0 amiable one,
in the beginning all this was Existence to be sure" (Ch. VI. ii.
1-2). In that passage we find that the word "this", meaning the
product (i.e. creation), is placed in apposition with Existence,
from which fact the product is established to be both existing
(in) and non-different (from the cause). If the effect were nonexisting before its origin, and inhered in the cause after the
origin, then it would be different. from the cause, and in that
case the declaration, "That· by (knowing) which the unheard
becomes heard" (Ch. VI. i. 3), would be set at naught. But it
can be upheld only by understanding that the effect exists before
its birth and it is non-different from the cause.

~

On the analogy of cloth 'if as well.

19. And tbe effect is non-different from the cause on the
analogy of a piece of cloth.

A piece of rolled up cloth is not recognized as to whether it
is cloth or something else; but when it is spread out, its real
nature becomes revealed through that spreading and it is'recognized thus: "The thing that remained rolled up is a piece of
cloth to be sure". Or even though it is cognized as cloth when
remaining rolled up, its length and breadth are not definitely
known; but when it is spread out, it is known as possessed of a
definite length and hreadth. And yet it is never known to be
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something other than the rolled up piece of cloth. Similarly
such products as the cloth etc. are unmanifest so long as they
remain latent in their causes, viz yarns etc.; but they are known
distinctly when they become manifest as a result of the activity
of such causal agents as the shuttle, loom, weaver, etc. So on
the analogy of the cloth rolled up and spread out, the effect is
non-different from the cause. This is the meaning.

lftIT As "f also srrQf-3TTf~ (are) the outgoing breath etc.

20. And this is so just as in the case of the outgoing breath etc.
In the world it is seen that when through prii~zayiima (control
of breath) the different forms of the vital force-outgoing and
incoming breath etc.-are stopped, when these remain only in
their causal form, the mere act of living is continued, but not
so the other acts of expansion, contraction, etc. Again, when
those very forms of the vital force become active, then expansion, contraction, etc. are performed in addition to mere sustaining of life. But the various forms of the vital force, though
distinct from one another, are not different from the vital force
itself, since they equally partake of the nature of air (energy).
Similarly the cause is non-different from the effect. Accordingly,
since the whole world is a creation from and non-different
from Brahman, the Upani~adic assertion, "That by knowing
which the unheard becomes heard, the unthought becomes
thought, and the unknown becomes known" (Ch. VI. i. 1)
stands vindicated.
TOPIC

7:

NON-PERFORMANCE OF GooD

~-C1fq~~ On account of the mention of the other ~
~-3l"I'R-~lq--~«ftt;: faults like not doing what is good and so

on will arise.

21. Since the other (individual soul) is mentioned (as identi-
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cal with Brahman), faults like not doing what is beneficial and
so on will arise.
Opponent: Consciousness as the cause is being challenged
again in another way. By depending on a conscious entity as the
originator of the process of creation, the door will be left open
for such defects as non-performance of good.
Why?
"On account of the mention of the other"-for the Upani~ad
mentions the identity of the other, viz the embodied being,
with Brahman, for the state of enlightenment is declared thus:
"That is the Self; That thou art, 0 Svetaketu" (Ch. VI. viii.
7). Or the meaning may be this: The Upani~ad mentions
the identity of the other, viz Brahman, with the embodied being
in the text, "Having created that, He entered into that" (Tai. II.
vi), where it is said that Brahman, the creator, entered into the
body without undergoing any modification, thereby showing
that Brahman became one with the embodied being. And in the
text, "Let me manifest name and form by Myself entering as
the individual soul" (Ch. VI. iii. 2), the supreme Deity alludes
to the individual being as His Self, thereby showing that the
embodied being is not different from Brahman. Therefore the
creators hip that is declared about Brahman belongs really to the
embodied being. Accordingly, being an independent agent, the
soul should create such beneficial things as it likes, and not
bring about death, old age, disease, ~nd such other hosts of evil
states which are harmful. For nobody creates a prison house for
himself and enters into it unless it be under duress. No one
who is absolutely holy would accept this extremely unholy
body as himself. And even if he had done something causing
pain, he would voluntarily eschew it and accept what is pleasant. Besides, he would have remembered thus: "This wonderful
sphere, that the universe is, has been created by me." For all
people clearly remember after accomplishing a notable act,
"This has been done by me". As a juggler withdraws at will
and without effort the magic spread out by himself, so the
embodied being also would be able to withdraw this creation
at will. But as a matter of fact, the embodied being cannot
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easily do away even with his own body. Thus from the fact
of non-perception of the performance of beneficial works and
so on, it follows that the theory of tracing the world process to
some conscious entity is unjustifiable. This is how the opponent
thinks.

~ But ~ greater ~-foR~ on account of the declaration of difference.
22. But (Brahman is) gre«er (than the embodied being) on
account of the declaration of the difference (between the two).
V edantin: The word "but" rules out the opposite point of
view. We speak of that entity as the creator of the universe
which is by nature eternal, pure, intelligent, and which is something greater than, that is to say, different from the embodied
being. With regard to that Brahman, the faults of not doing
what is beneficial and the like cannot arise, for there is nothing
beneficial to be achieved or harmful to be eschewed by that
Brahman which is by nature eternally free. Nor is there anything
to debar Its knowledge or power, since It is omniscient and
omnipotent. But the embodied being is not of that kind. With
regard to him can arise the fault of not doing what is beneficial
and the like. But we do not call him the creator of the world.
How can it be so?
"On account of the declaration of difference" in, "The Self,
my dear, is to be realized-to be heard of, reflected on, and
profoundly meditated upon" (Br. II. iv. 5), "He is to be
searched for, He is to be inquired into" (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), "0
amiable one, he then becomes unified with Existence" (Ch. VI.
viii. 1), "the Self that is in the body, being presided over by
the Supreme Self" (Br. IV. iii. 35). Such statements; mentioning
the differences of the agent, object, etc., show that Brahman is
greater than the individual soul.
Opponent: Has not the declaration of non-difference also
been cited as in, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7) and similar
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texts? How can both difference and non-difference be possible,
they being contradictory?
Vediintin: That is no defect; for we have established the
possibility of this in the relevant places on the analogy of the
cosmic space and the little bits of space in pots etc. Moreover,
when the idea of non-difference is generated by such declaration
of identity as "That thou art", then the transmigratoriness of
the individual is removed as also the creatorship of Brahman;
for all dualistic dealings, brought about by unreal ignorance, get
sublated by right knowledge. Then in that state where can
creation come from, and from where the defects like nonaccomplishment of beneficial results? We have stated more than
once that the mundane existence, characterized by the nonaccomplishment of beneficial results etc., is an error arising
from the non-recognition of the difference (from the soul) of
the limiting adjunct constituted by the assemblage of body and
senses which are a creation of name and form called up by
ignorance. It does not exist in reality. This (false notion) is of a
piece with the notions that one has birth, death, injury, wound,
etc. But so long as the dualistic dealings persist, the superiority
of Brahman (to the individual) known from texts like, "He is to
be sought for, He is to be inquired into" (Ch. VIII. vii. 1) rules
out the presumption of such faults attaching to Brahman as the
non-accomplishment of beneficial results etc.

at~+t1r~Cj'il difo1Qqftt: II~~II
~-anft-~ On the analogy of stone etc. ~ as also (for
other reasons), ffit-arrtlffir. that is untenable.

21. On the tmIllogy of stone etc. as also for other reasons, that
( opponent's view) is untenable.

Moreover, as it is found in the world that, though stones
possess the common attributes of having been formed from
earth, there is a great diversity among them-some are precious
jewels like diamond, lapis lazuli (vai4firya) , etc., others are of
medium value like crystal etc., while still others are worthless
pieces of stOl.e to be used for pelting at dogs, crows, etc. for
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driving them away; or as it is seen that though all the seeds
grow on the same soil, there is a great variety in their leaves,
flowers, fruits, odour, taste, etc., as is noticed in sandalwood, the
kimpaka, etc.; or as from the same chyle originate different
products like blood etc., hair and down etc.; so it is justifiable
even for the non-dual Brahman to have such distinctions as
becoming the embodied soul and God, and the different products (like earth etc.). Therefore "that is untenable", that is to
say, the defects fancied by the opponent cannot be sustained.
Moreover, this is untenable since the Upani~ads are authoritative,
since "the modifications have speech alone as their origin" (Ch.
VI. i. 4), and since this is possible on the analogy of the variety
of things seen in a dream (though the dreamer remains the
same). This is the idea implied by "as also".
TOPIC

8:

CREATION WITHOUT MATERIALS

~~I«~i'1l~rCl' ~ ~ \I~){II
~~-~ Owing to the observation of the collection of
materials (in common life) if (Brahman is) not (the cause)
~fu ~q if this be the objection, if not so, % because (it is
possible) lH~q: like milk.
24. If it be said that (Brahman) cannot be the cause, since one
is noticed to procure materials (for the production of an object),
then we say, no, for it is possible on the analogy of milk.
Opponent: The assertion made that conscious Brahman alone,
without a second, is the cause of the universe cannot stand
scrutiny.
Why?
"Since one is noticed to collect materials." In common
experience it is seen that potters and others who make pots,
cloth, etc. engage themselves in those works after they have
provided themselves with the requisite causal means by collecting such materials as clay, rod, wheel, string, and so on. And
you maintain that Brahman is without any help. But how can
there be any creatorship for Brahman unless It has procured
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an assemblage of other accessories? Therefore Brahman is not
the cause of the universe.
Vedantin: That fault does not arise, since on the analogy of
milk it can be reasonably maintained that this can happen on
account of the peculiar nature of the thing itself. As in the
world, milk or water gets transformed into curds or ice by
itself without depending on any extraneous accessory, so it can
be here as well.
Opponent: Even when milk etc. turn into curds etc. they
have to depend on external factors like heat etc. So how can it
be said, "For it is possible on the analogy of milk"?
Vedantin: That creates no difficulty, for whichever may be
the transformation and whatever its extent, it is milk itself that
undergoes that modification, while heat etc. merely accelerate
the process. If it had not any intrinsic capacity to turn into curds.
then it could not have been forcibly transformed into curds even
by heat etc.; for neither air nor space can be forced by heat etc.
to become curds. An accession of paraphernalia only perfects
the capacity of milk. Brahman, however, is possessed of the
fullest power, and It has not to depend on anything else for
imparting an excellence (to that power). In support of this is the
Upani~adic text: "He has no work and no instrument; none is
seen either as equal or superior to Him. His supreme power is
heard of as of various kinds. And His knowledge, power, and
action are natural" (Sv. VI. 8). Hence even though Brahman
is one, it is possible for It, by virtue of the possession of diverse
powers, to be transformed variously on the analogy of milk etc.

~-;rr~-qq: As in the case of gods and others
w~ in this world.

arfq

as well

25. Also (Brahman can create without extra.neous help) like
gods and otbers (as is seen) in tbis world.
Opponent: It may be granted that insentient things like milk
etc. turn into curds etc. without the help of external means, it
being a matter of experience; but conscious beings like potters
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and others are seen to depend on the requisite means while
engaging in their respective works. So how can Brahman, conscious as It is, act without help?
Vedii'ntin: We say, it can be so "as in the case of gods and
others" . For on the authority of the mtmtras and ( other)
corroborative statements (in scriptures), anecdotes, and mythologies, it is a known fact "in this world" that the gods, manes,
71is, and others, very powerful and sentient as they are, create
by themselves through mere will and without any external help,
many such things as bodies, palaces, chariots, etc., of various
shapes, because they are possessed of special powers. The spider
also creates its threads by itself; the crane conceives without
mating by hearing merely the roar of clouds; and the lotus
stalk moves from one lake to another without waiting for any
vehicle. Similarly, Brahman, conscious though It is, may well
create the universe by Itself without looking for external means.
If the oppo-nent argues thus: When you take up your gods
and others as illustrations for Brahman, they do not bear any
similarity to Brahman which is sought to be illustrated. For the
insentient bodies themselves of the gods, and not their conscious
souls, furnish the material for the manifestation of their divine
powers in the shape of other bodies etc. In the case of the
spider, it is the saliva that becomes solidified as a result of
eating smaller insects and thus turns into thread. The crane
conceives by hearing the roar of clouds. And the lotus stalk
moves, under the impulsion of its consciousness, from lake to
lake with the help of its body like a creeper climbing up a
tree; not that the insentient lotus starts moving by itself to
another lake. Hence these analogies do not apply in the case
of Brahman.
Vedantin: To him one can say: That is no defect. For the
point emphasized is the mere difference from the illustrations
of the potters and others. Though the potters and the gods and
others are equally sentient beings, the potters depend on external
accessories for undertaking their work, whereas the gods and
others do not. Similarly, Brahman, though conscious, will not
depend 011 external means. It is merely this much that we imply
by citing the cases of the gods and others. Therefore what is
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implied (by the aphorist) is that there cannot be any such
invariable rule that the power of everybody must conform to
that of somebody we are familiar with.
TOPIC

9:

WHOLESALE TRANSFORMATION

It is established that Brahman-conscious, one, and without a
second-becomes the cause of the universe through a transformation that needs no extraneous help as in the case of milk
etc., or of gods and others, without any external help. But an
objection is being raised again with a view to placing the purport of the scriptures beyond cavil:

~ijftf)f.1(ql\C\c=q~I$<:tCfllq') C\1 II':(~II
~if-~f~: There will be the contingency of wholesale transformation CJT or f"l <Cj4CjCCl-~-Cfi)q-: the violation of Upani~adic
texts about partlessness.

26. (If Brah1l1an changes into the world, then) there will arise
the contingency of either wholesale transformation or the violation of tbe texts abollt partlessness.
Opponent: There arises the contingency of the whole of
Brahman becoming transformed into creation, since It has no
parts. Had Brahman been composite like the earth etc., one of
Its parts could change while the other would remain intact.
But Brahman is partless as -is known from such Upani~adic texts
as, "Partless, actionless, peaceful, faultless, taintless" (Sv. VI. 19),
"Puru~a is transcendental; He is coextensive with all that is
external and internal and He is birthless" (Mu. II. i. 2), "This
great, endless, infinite Reality is but pure Intelligence" (Br. II.
IV. 12), "This is that Self that is known as 'Not this, not this'"
(Br. III. ix. 26), "Not gross, not minute" (Br. III. viii. 8), and
others which deny all distinctions. Accordingly, it being impossible to change partially, there arises the question of changing
wholly, in which case you cut at the very root. And the instruction about seeing (i.e. the realization) of Brahman becomes
useless since the created things can be seen without any special
effort, and there remains no other Bmhman outside these products. Besides, the texts about the birthlessncss of Brahman will
23
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be violated. If, however, Brahman be accepted to be composite
just for the sake of avoiding this difficulty, then this will militate
against the texts cited above about the partlessness of Brahman.
Furthermore, Brahman will become non-eternal if It has parts.
Thus this theory cannot be substantiated from any point of
view. This is the objection.

~ ~1~1(l?C'c:mt 11';(\91\
~ But ~: on the Upani~adic authority ~-~~ (Brahman) being known from Upani~ds alone.

27. But (this has to be accepted) on the authority of the
Upan#ads, for Brahman is known from the Upan#ads alone.
Vedantin: By the word "but" the objection is ruled out. No
defect certainly attaches to our point of view. For instance,
there is no possibility of change (of Brahman) as a whole.
Whence is it so?
"On the authority of Upani~dic texts." The Upani~ads speak
as much about transcendence of all modifications by Brahman,
as they do about the creation of the universe from It; for the
material cause and its product are mentioned separately in such
texts as, "That Deity that was such, deliberated, 'Let this be
so, that I manifest name and form after Myself entering into
these three gods as the individual soul''' (Ch. VI. iii. 2), "That
much is His glory. But Puru~a is higher than that. All beings are
but one foot of His, But His three immortal feet exist in heaven"
(Ch. III. xii. 6). This also follows from the declaration of the
heart as His seat, and absorption in Existence (in sleep). Had
Brahman wholly evolved as this creation, it would have been
unreasonable to speak of any speciality in the state of deep
sleep, as is done in,"O amiable one, he then becomes absorbed
in Existence" (Gh. VI. viii. I), for in that case an individual
would have been ever in union with the transmuted Brahman,
so that there would have been no unchanged Brahman left over
(into whioh to merge). This follows also from the denial of
Brahman as an object of the senses, whereas all transformations
are objects of perception. Hence Brahman does exist as an
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unchanged Entity. There is no violation of the texts about
partlessness, since partlessness is accepted on account of its very
"mention in the Upani~ads", and the Upani~ds are the only
authority about It, but not so are the senses etc. Hence It has
to be accepted just as It is presented by the Upani~ads. The
U pani~ds prove both the facts for Brahman-the non-transformation of Brahman as a whole and partlessness. Even the
things of this world like gems, incantations, herbs, and so on,
are seen to possess many powers capable of producing incompatible effects under the influence of a variety of space (environment), time, and cause. And even these powers can be known
not from mere reasoning but from such instruction as, "Such a
thing has such kinds of potency with the aid of such things, on
such things, and for such purposes". So what need has one to
argue that the nature of Brahman, whose power is beyond all
thought, cannot be ascertained unless it be through the Vedas?
So also it has been said by an author of a Puraoa, "Do not
bring those things within the range of argumentation which are
beyond thought. The nature of a thing beyond thought consists
in its being other than the things within Nature." Hence a
supersensuous thing is truly known from the Vedic source
alone.
Opponent: Even the Vedas cannot make us understand a
self-contradictory thing, when they say for instance, that the
partless Brahman changes (into the world), but not wholly. If
Brahman be partless, then either It will not change at all, or
else It will change wholly. If, however, it be said that Brahman
changes in some aspects, but remains intact in others, then from
this imagination of aspects, Brahman will surely become
heterogeneous. It is only when a contradiction appears in the
context of some action, as for instance with regard to the two
injunctions "One should take up the (vessel called) Soc;lasin
during the Atiratra sacrifice", "One should not take up the
Soc;lasin during the Atiratra sacrifice", that one has to resort to
an optional course for resolving the contradiction; for the performance of an act is dependent on the· person concerned. But
the contradiction cannot be resolved here even by taking shelter
under option, since a thing, as such, is not dependent on
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any person. Hence this (contradiction) is difficult to reconcile.
Vedantin: That is nothing damaging, since it is admitted
that this difference of aspects is created by ignorance. For a
thing does not become multiformed just because aspects are
imagined on it through ignorance. Not that the moon, perceived
to be many by a man with blurred vision (timira-diplopia) ,
becomes really so. Brahman becomes subject to all kinds of
(phenomenal) actions like transformation, on account of the
differences of aspects, constituted by name and form, which
remain either differentiated or non-differentiated, which cannot
be determined either as real or unreal, and which are imagined
through ignorance. In Its real aspect Brahman remains unchanged and beyond all phenomenal actions. And since the differences
of name and form, brought about by ignorance, are ushered
into being through mere speech, the partlessness of Brahman is
not violated. Besides, this text about transformation is not meant
to establish transformation as a fact, for no fruit is seen to result
from such a knowledge. But this is meant to establish the fact
that all this is in essence one with Brahman that is beyond all
phenomenal processes; for some fruit is seen to result from
such a realization. Thus after starting with, "That which is the
Self is known as 'Not this, not this''', it is said, "0 Janaka,
you have certainly attained that which is beyond fear" (Br. IV.
ii. 4). Hence there is no possibility of any defect arising from
our point of view.

~fir ~ ~~ ~

IIxCO l1

fir Because (it occurs) ~~ thus amJJf.r in the soul '" as
well; '" and (creations) f.IT~: of diverse kinds (occur in the
cases of gods and others).
28. Because it occurs thtts in the case of the individual soul
as well, and creations of diverse kinds occur in the cases of
gods and others.
Moreover, there is no occasion for dispute here as to how
there can be creation of various kinds in the same Brahman
without changing Its nature; for we read in the Upanisad that a
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diverse creation occurs in the same soul in dream without any
change of nature: "There are no chariots, nor aqimals to be
yoked to them, nor roads there, but he creates ~he chariots,
animals, and roads" (Br. IV. iii. 10). In the world also it is
seen in the case of gods, as also jugglers and others that various
kinds of creation of elephants and so on take place without
any destruction of their nature. Similarly even in the same
Brahman there can be a diverse creation without any destruction of Its nature.

fqq~~lq Iii II,~II
29. And because the opponent's own point of view is equally
vitiated.
The others also have the same defect attaching to their own
point of view. For the view of the believers in Pradhana is also
the same, viz ~hat Pradhiina which is partless, limitless, attributeless (devoid of sound), and so on, becomes the cause of a
product that is composite, limited, and possessed of sound etc.
In that case also arises the possibility of Pradhana changing as a
whole, since Pra«;lhana is partless; else there arises the possibility
of the theory of partlessness being contradicted.
Opponent: But they do not certainly believe in a partless
Pradhana. For there are its three constituents-sattva, rajas, and
tamas (representing intelligence, activity, and inertia); Pradhana
is the state of their balance. Pradhiina has parts on account of
these constituents.
Vediintin: The defect under consideration cannot be avoided
by (accepting) this kind of heterogeneity, for each one of
these sattva, rajas, and trrmas is equally partless; and each one
of these individually, in co-operation with the other two,
becomes the material cause of a creation (which must be)
homogeneous with itself. In this way arises the predicament of
their own view being equally open to these charges. Is
lB The
three qualities acting as a whole cannot produce a heterogeneous world, so that each must have some free hand in creation. Now
does each change wholly or partially? Either point of view is open to
the above objection.
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Opponent: In keeping with the maxim that reasoning has
no conclusiveness, Pradhiina has to be accepted as heterogeneous
(by discarding the inconclusive arguments about Pradhiina's
partlessness) .
Vediintin: Even so there arises the contingency of such
defects as impermanence etc.
Again, if it be your contention that the various powers of
Pradhiina, inferable from the diversity seen in its products, are
its constituents, then such powers can be equally upheld by
the believers in Brahman.
Similarly also in the case of the believers in atoms, when one
atom unites with another, then since an atom has no parts, it
must unite as a whole, so that no magnitude will arise from
that combination;19 and hence this will end in an atom only.
Or if it should unite in one part, then the theory that the atom
has no part will fall through. So the fault vitiates equally their
own point of view as well. And since the defect is shared
equally, it should not be directed against one of the disputants
(viz the Vedantin) only. But as a matter of fact, the believer in
Brahman has freed his own point of view from this defect.
TOPIC

10:

POSSESSION OF ALL POWERS

~ :q d~i'1lq: lI~oll

ri-m

;r And
possessed of all (powers) crq-~ it having
been thus revealed.

30. Moreover (the Deity is) possessed of ail (powers), it
having been revealed thus (in the Upan#ads).
It has been said earlier that a kaleidoscopic phenomenal creation can very well stem out from the same Brahman on account
of Its being endowed with multifarious powers.
Opponent: How, again, is it known that the supreme Brahman
is endowed with diverse powers?
Vediintin: That is being answered: "The supreme Deity is
I I The combination of the second with the first leaves the first alone;
which has no dimension.
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possessed of all powers, it having been revealed thus." It has
to be accepted that the supreme Deity is endowed with all
powers.
How does this follow?
Because so it is revealed. Thus the U pani~ds show that the
supreme Deity is possessed of all the powers in such passages
as, "He is the doer of all (good) actions; He is possessed of all
(good) desires, all (good) smells, all (good) tastes, and He
pervades all this. He is without the organ of speech, and has
no hankering" (Ch. III. xiv. 4), "His desires are true, and His
will is inviolable" (Ch. VIII. vii. 1). "He who is all-knowing
in general and particular" (Mu. I. i. 9), "Under the mighty rule
of this Immutable, 0 Gargi", the sun and the moon are held in
their positions" (Br. III. viii. 9).

rq"'<Uleql~rd ~'d$'6)I{ lI~tll
fcr'li~c<ITI{ Owing to the non-possession of organs Of (Brahman
is) not (the agent) ~ ~~ if such be the objection, ffi( that
(objection) ~ was answered.

31. If it be argued that (Brahman cannot act) on account of
absence of organs, that was answered earlier.
Opponent: It may be so. But the scripture teaches that the
supreme Deity is without organs, as in such texts, "without
eyes or ears, without the vocal organ or mind" (Br. III. viii. 8).
How can He be able to perform action even though omnipotent? For it is known that even though the gods are sentient
and equipped with all kinds of power, still they can accomplish their respective duties only when they are in possession of
bodies and organs in a physical context. Now how can the
Deity from whom all distinction is ruled out by saying, "Not
this, not this" (Br. IV. v. 15), become associated with all kinds
of powers?
Vedantin: Whatever can be stated in this matter has already
been stated earlier (B. S. II. i. 27). This supreme and sublime
Brahman is to be known from the Vedas alone, but not from
reasoning. Moreover, there cannot be any such rule that since
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somebody is seen to have some power in some way, another
should also have it in the same way. Moreov.er, this also has
already been stated that even though all distinctions are denied
in Brahman, still It can have an accession of all powers owing
to the presence of a variety of aspects conjured up by ignorance.
In support of this is the scripture, "He moves and grasps even
though He is without feet and hands, He sees without eyes,
and hears without ears" (Sv. III. 19), which shows the possession of all kinds of power by Brahman, even though It is devoid
of organs.
TOPIC

11 : NEED OF MOTIVE

That a conscious entity can be the creator of the universe is
being challenged again in another way (by the opponent):
Of Slq)\ij'1Qtc4lq "~~,,
if Not (the cause) W:ftijfOf-Cffiffi{ owing to the need of motive.

32. (Brabmtm is) not the cause, owing to the med of some
motive (for creation).
The conscious supreme Self can never create this sphere of
the universe.
Why?
"Owing to the need of motive" for action. It is a matter of
common experience that an intelligent man whose engagement
in work is preceded by forethought, does not start any activity,
easy of performance though it be, unl,ess it is conducive to his
purpose. What to speak of an undertaking requiring stupendous
effort? And there is an Upani~dic text confirming this wellknown human fact: "It is not for the sake of all, my dear, that
all is loved, but for one's own sake that all is loved" (Br. II.
iv. 5). The creation of this spherical universe, consisting of a
multiple conglomeration of high and low things is a huge task.
Even if this effort be imagined to be conducive to some purpose of the conscious supreme Self, then the mention in the
Vedas of Its contentment will be contradicted. Alternatively if
there be no purpose, then there will be no activity. It may,
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however, be argued that it is a matter of experience that a mad
man, sentient though he is, acts on account of the derangement
of his brain, even where he has nothing to gain; and on this
analogy the supreme Self too can have action. But on that
assumption the mention of His omniscience in the Vedas will
be contradicted. Hence it is incongruous to hold that creation
stems out from an intelligent being.

cl')Ciflq~ w18Ictlq ....lI"l 1\ ~~II

~ But w)op-qq: like what is seen in the world w1m-i<i{~'{
(creation is) a mere pastime.
33. But (creation for Brahman is) a mere pastime like what is
seen in the world.
Vediinti1Z: The objection is rebutted by the word "but". As
in the world it is seen that though a king or some councillor of
the king who has got all his desires fulfilled, may still, without
any aim in view, indulge in activities in the forms of sports and
pastimes, as a sort of div~rsion, or as inhalation, exhalation, etc.
proceed spontaneously without depending on any external
motive, so also God can have activities of the nature of mere
pastime out of His spontaneity without any extraneous motive.
For any motive imputed to God can have neither the support
of reason nor of the Vedas. Nor can one's nature be called into
question. Although the creation of this sphere of the universe
appears to us to be a stupendous task, yet to God it is a mere
pastime, because His power is infinite. Even though people
may fancy that sport also has some subtle motive behind it,
still no motive can be thought of here, since the Vedas declare
that He has all desires fulfilled. Again, there can be neither
inactivity, nor any mad activity, since there are the Vedic texts
about creation and omniscience. And yet the Vedic statement
of creation does not relate to any reality, for it must not be
forgotten that such a text is valid within the range of activities
concerned with name and form called up by ignorance, and it
is meant for propounding the fact that everything has Brahman
as its Self.
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TOPIC

12:

[II. i. 34

PARTIALITY AND CRUELTY

On the maxim of driving a pole deeper20, the view that God
is the cause of the origin etc. of the universe is being challenged
again, in order to make the proposition all the more well
established .

.-

.-~

i{1!fRf-Of"1"<4

Partiality and cruelty Of (do)

not

(occur)

~H{ owing to consideration of other factors ~ for ~'fT so
~~cr (the Vedas) show.

34. No partiality and cruelty (can be charged against God)
because of (His) taking other factors into consideration. For
so the Vedas shO'W.
Opponent: God cannot reasonably be the cause of the world.
Why?
For that would lead to the possibility of partiality and cruelty.
For it can be reasonably concluded that God has passion and
hatred like some ignoble persons, for He creates an unjust world
by making some, e.g. gods and others, experience happiness,
some, e.g. animals etc., experience extreme misery and some,
e.g. human beings, experience moderate happiness and sorrow.
Hence there will be a nullification of God's nature of
extreme purity, (unchangeability), etc., that are declared in
the Vedas and Smrtis. And owing to infliction of misery and
destruction on all creatures, God will be open to the charge of
pitilessness and extreme cruelty, abhorred even by a villain.
Thus on account of the possibility of partiality and cruelty, God
is not an agent.
Vedantin: To this we say, "No partiality or cruelty can be
charged against God."
How can this be so?
"Because of His taking other factors into consideration." Had
.. In soft earth a pole is first forced in and then pulled out to force it
down still deeper. This process is repeated many times till the pole reaches
firm ground and is held fast in position.
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God created this erratic world by Himself, irrespective of
other factors, He would be open to these charges of partiality
and cruelty. But in His isolation (from these) He has no creatorship, for God makes this unequal creation by taking the help
of other factors.
What factors does He take into consideration?
\Ve say that these are merit and demerit. No fault attaches to
God, since this unequal creation is brought about in conformity
with the virtues and vices of the creatures that are about to be
born. Rather, God is to be compared to rain. Just as rainfall is
a common cause for the growth of paddy, barley, etc., the
special reasons for the differences of paddy, barley, etc., being
the indiwdual potentiality of the respective seeds, similarly God
is the common cause for the birth of gods, men, and others,
while the individual fruits of works associated with the individual creatures are the uncommon causes for the creation of the
differences among the gods, men, and others. Thus God is not
open to the defects of partiality and cruelty, since He takes
other factors into consideration.
How, again, is it known that God creates this world of high,
low, and medium conditions in accordance with other factors?
"For so the Vedas show" in, "It is He indeed who makes
him perform virtuous deeds whom He would raise high above
these worlds; and it is He indeed who makes him perform
vicious deeds whom He would cast below these worlds" (Kau.
III. 8), "It becomes virtuous through good acts, and vicious
through evil acts" (Br. III. ii. 13, IV. iv. 5). The Smrti also
shows that God's dispensation of favour and disfavour is contingent on the specific merit of the work done by each creature,
e.g. "In whatever way men worship Me, in the same way do I
fulfil their desires" (Gita, IV. 11), and other texts of a similar
import.
if ~ i\~liflfcte=q Iq: 1l~~11

Not (so) ri-atfcfSti<Iiq: on account of kanna remaining
undifferentiated ~Rr:.fc:'!: if this be the objection, if not so,
ar.nR~<ITq: because of the beginninglessness ( of the transmigratory state).
if
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35. If it be argued that it is not possible (to take Karmamerit and deme1'it-into consideration in the beginning), since
the fruits of work re111ain still undifferentiated, then we say, no,
since the transmigratory state has no beginning.
Opponent: There could have been no karma (result of work)
before creation, in accordance with which a diverse universe
could have emerged; for non differentiation is emphasized in the
text, "0 amiable one, in the beginning all this was but Existence,
one without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1). It is only after creation
that results of work, depending on the diversification into
bodies etc., could be possible, and'the diversification into bodies
could be possible by depending on the results of work. This
would lead to the fallacy of mutual dependence (logical seesaw).
Thus, well may God become active by depending on the fruits
of work after the creation of multiplicity. But before this
emergence of diversity it would come to this that the first
creation would perforce be without any variety, since the fruits
of work hringing about differentiation would be absent.
Vediintin: That is no defect, since the transmigratory state has
no beginning. This defect would have arisen if transmigration had a beginning. But if that state has no beginning, there
is nothing contradictory for the fruits of work and the variety
in creation to act as cause and effect of each other on the
analogy of the seed and the sprout.
How, again, is it known that this transmigratory state has no
beginning?
To this the answer is:

~

arftr Moreover

\Nt~ this is logical 'if and

:aQ{05l4d is met

with.

36. Moreover, this is logical, and (so) it is met with (in the
scriptures) .
And it is logical for the transmigratory existence to have no
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beginning; for had it emerged capriciously all of a sudden, then
there would have been the predicament of freed souls also being
reborn here, as also the contingency of results accruing from
non-existing causes, for the differences in happiness and misery
would have no logical explanation. It has been pointed out
already that God is not the cause of inequality, nor is ignorance
by itself a source of this, it being homogeneous. Ignorance can
at best become the creator of inequality in consequence of the
fruits of work, which are acquired as a result of the influence
of past impressions of the three infatuations-love, hatred,
and delusion. The fallacy of mutual dependence does not arise
from the impossibility of bodies being created without karma
and karma being performed without bodies; for if creation is
beginningless, all this becomes reasonable on the analogy of the
seed and the sprout, and hence there will be no defect.
And we realize the beginninglessness of creation from the
Vedas and the Smrtis. In the Vedas, for instance, occurs the
text, "Myself entering into this as the embodied soul (Jiva-atma
-living being)" (eh. VI. iii. 2). Referring to the beginning of
creation, this text speaks of the embodied soul as the "living
being" on account of its sustaining life, and thereby it shows
that creation had no beginning; for if creation had a beginning
then, since the soul had no life to sustain (at that time), why
should the "living being" have been referred to in that text
through the word jiva (living one) which comes into use from
the fact of supporting the life process (jiVa1la)? It cannot
be that the term jiva is used in anticipation that it will
support life in future; for an existing relationship is stronger
than a future one, inasmuch as the former is an accomplished
fact. And the mantra text, "The Ordainer created the sun and
moon like those of the previous cycles" (B,.. V. X. cxc. 3) shows
the existence of earlier cycles of creation. In the Smrti also
the transmigratory state is noticed to be without beginning, as
in, "Its form is not here perceived as such, neither its end, nor
its origin, nor its continuance" (Glta XV. 3). The conclusion
made in the PuraQas also is that the past and future cycles of
creation are numberless.
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[II. i. 37

PROPRIETY OF ALL THE CHARACTERISTICS

37. And Brah'f1Uln is the cause on account of the propriety of
all the characteristics (of a cause in It).

After it has been ascertained that the Vedas have for their
purport the conscious Brahman as the efficient and material
cause of the universe, the teacher (Vyasa) refuted the objections raised by others on such grounds as the difference between
Brahman and the world. Now he concludes the subject mainly
concerned with the establishment of his own point of view,
before he commences the subject mainly concerned with
demolishing the opposing points of view (B. S. II. ii). This
philosophy based on the Upani~ads is not to be cavilled at; for
when this Brahman is accepted as the cause, all the characteristics of a cause, namely that Brahman is omniscient, omnipotent,
and a great conjurer, fit in with It in the way already indicated.

SECfION
TOPIC

1:

II

SAMKHYA VIEW REFUTED (IMPOSSIBILITY OF DESIGN)

,

~~$if

iil1,'U;1'{

1l~1I

"{'iffll-~: Owing to the inexplicability of design 'if and
(other reasons) ~'f~ the inferred one if' is not.
1. The inferred one (Pradhana) is not (the cause) owing to
the impossibility of explaining the design, as also for other
reasons.

Although this scripture is begun with the purpose of establishing the fact that the texts of the Upani~ads have such a thing
(viz Brahman) alone in view, but it is not begun for proving
or disproving any conclusion with the help of mere reasoning,
as is done in the books of logic, still for anyone explaining the
texts of the Upani~ads, it becomes incumbent to repudiate the
philosophies of the 5arhkhyas and others which run counter to
the right knowledge. This is why the succeeding (i.e. the
present) section begins. And because the determination of the
correct meaning of the Upani~ds is meant for right knowledge,
his own point of view has been first established (by Vyasa) in
the course of determining that meaning; for that is preferable
to the rejection of opposite views.
Opponent: It is proper to establish one's own point of
view for the sake of determining what the right knowledge is,
it being a means for the attainment of liberation by people
aspiriilg for release; what need is there of demolishing others'
points of view, which amounts to being inimical to others?
Vedantin : Well, it is just as you say. But there are some
people of dull intellect who on noticing that the great scriptures
of the Samkhyas and others are accepted by the honoured ones
and that they proceed under the plea of bestowing the right
knowledge, may conclude that these too are to be accepted as
a means to right knowledge. Besides, they may have faith in
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these, since there is a possibility of weight of reasoning and
since they are spoken by omniscient people. Hence this effort
is being made to expose their hollowness.
Opponent: Have not the views of the Sarhkhyas and others
been thrown overboard even earlier with the help of the
aphorisms: "Because of the attribution of seeing, the one not
taught in the Upani~ds is not the cause" (I. i. 5), "There can
be no reliance on inference owing to the mention of desire"
(I. i. IS), "Hereby are explained all other theories" (I. iv.
2S)? What need is there of doing it all over again?
That is being answered (by the Vedantin). Even the
5arhkhyas and others cite the Upani~adic texts for reinforcing
their own points of view, and they explain these in conformity
with their own theories. What was done before was just to
prove that their interpretations are mere fallacies and not the
correct explanations. But here follows a refutation of their
reasonings independently of the texts. This is the difference.
\Vith regard to this the Sii1izkhyas argue thus: As it is seen
in this world that the modifications like pots, plates, etc. which
remain transfused with earth as their common substance, originate from the material cause earth, so all the different products,
external or corporeal, which remain transfused with happiness,
misery, and delusion, must spring from a material cause constituted by happiness, misery, and delusion. Now the material
cause constituted by happiness, sorrow, and delusion is the same
as Pradhiina, which is constituted by the three gtl~JaS (sattva,
1'OjOS, and tamas-intelligence, activity, and inertia), which is
insentient like earth, and which engages in activity by undergoing diverse transformation under a natural impulsion for
serving a sentient soul (by providing experience or liberation).
So also they arrive at that very Pradhiina on such grounds of
inference as limitation, (origination from the potency of the
cause, evolution from cause, merger into cause, unity as source
of diversity).!
Vedalltill: With regard to this we say that if this has to be
1 The inferences take such forms:
"Diverse things like earth has an
un manifested cause, they bring limited like a pot." "Mahat and others
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decided on the strength of analogy alone, then it is not seen in
this world that any independent insentient thing that is not
guided by some sentient being can produce modifications to
serve some special purpose of a man; for what is noticed in the
world is that houses, palaces, beds, seats, recreation grounds, etc.,
are made by the intelligent engineers and others at the proper
time and in a way suitable for ensuring or avoiding comfort or
discomfort. So how can the insentient Pradhana create this
universe, which cannot even be mentally conceived of by the
intelligent (i.e. skilful) and most far-famed architects, which
is seen in the external context to consist of the earth etc. that
are fit places for experiencing the results of various works, and
in the context of the individual person, of the body and other
things having different castes etc., in which the limbs are
arranged according to a regular design, and which are seen as
the seats for experiencing various fruits of actions? For this is
not noticed in the case of a lump of earth or stone. Even in the
cases of earth etc. it is noticed that special creations take place
under the control of potters and others. On that analogy, the
possibility arises of Pradhana also being under the control of
some conscious entity. There can be no hard and fast rule that
the primal cause is to be traced through the attribute (of
insentiency) that inheres in the very nature of the material
causes like earth, but that it is not to be traced through the
qualities inherent in the external factors like the potter. And
from this latter point of view nothing is contradicted, rather
the Vedas stand vindicated, since the Vedas present a conscious
entity as the cause. Accordingly, by reason of the impossibility
of design as well, the insentient Pradhana should not be inferred
to be the cause of the universe. By the word "and" (in the
aphorism) is adduced the additional argument that the ground
of inference (i.e. the middle term) is absent from the major
must have emerged from the potency in their cause like pot etc., from
the potency of their material." "The effect is seen to evolve frum a
cause, as a pot from clay." "All things 1Ilerge successively into finer and
finer material sources." "All variety must have some unity as jts source
on account of causal relation and the principle of merger of the effect
into the material cause."
24
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term (universe) on account of the hollowness of the argument
ahout the inherence of the qualities of happiness etc. in the
universe (that was advanced by the Siililkhyas). For the external
and corporeal modifications cannot logically remain transfused
with happiness, misery, and delusion as their very substance,
for happiness etc. are perceived to be internal (i.e. mental),
whereas sound etc. are not perceived to be of that kind (they
being external), and the latter are perceived as the cause of the
former. Moreover, even when the sound etc. continue to be the
same, happiness etc. (connected with them) are felt to be
different in accordance with the mental attitudes towards them.
Similarly if somebody infers that "since limited products like
roots, sprouts, etc. are born out of a combination of many
materials, therefore all external and corporeal modifications too
must have been similarly formed out of the combination of
many materials; for they too are limited", then one will be
faced with the predicament of sattva, rajas, and tamas also
springing out of a combination of many materials, they too
being equally limited. On the contrary, as a causal relation is
in evidence even in the case of beds, seats, etc., that are (seen
to be) manufactured (by sentient beings) after deliberation,
therefore after noticing a causal relationship in the cases of
external things and personal modifications one cannot jump to
the conclusion that these must also have been created by some
insentient entity.2

" And
to act.

....

~:

owing to (the

imposs~bility)

of the tendency

2. And the inferred (Pradhiina) cannot be the cause, since the
tendency to create (cannot logically arise in' it).
Leave alone this design. It is not possible for the insentient
• The Sarhkhya's argument was that Pradhana is that principle where
the series of division between the cause and effect terminates. But the
Vedannn holds that the series can as well end in either Brahman or
Maya. The series does not end in an insentient principle that has no
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Pradhana in its isolation, even to have the tendency-the departure from the state of balance, consisting in attainment of a
condition of relative superiority and inferiority by sattva, rajas,
and tamas, the state of imminence for the creation of some
distinct product-(that is necessary for that design); for such
(independent action) is not seen in the case of earth etc. or
chariot etc. For neither earth etc. nor chariot etc., which are
themselves insentient, are seen to have any tendency to behave
in a particular way unless they are under the guidance of
potters and others or horses and the like. The unseen has to be
inferred from the seen. So on account of the absence of any
logical ground for acquiring the tendency to act, the insentient
(Pradhana) is not to be inferred to be the cause of the universe.
Sii1hkhya: Well, even in the case of a mere sentient entity
(in its isolation), no such tendency to act is in evidence.
Vedantin: This is true. Still insentient things like chariot etc.
are seen to have a tendency to act only when in association wit'h
a sentient being.
Sitlhkhya: But a sentient being is not seen to develop a tendency to act even when in contact with insentient things. 3
A third ptrrty: So what should be the reasonable position
here? Should the tendency belong to that (insentient thing) in
which it is noticed or to him in association with whom it is
seen to develop?
Sii'lhkhya: Well, the reasonable position is that it should
belong to that in which it is actually noticed, for here both (the
tendency to act and the bases on which it rests) are perceived
together as such, whereas a sentient being by itself is not perceived like the chariot etc. to be the seat of the tendency to
act. It is only by noticing the difference of a living body from
a mere insentient chariot etc. that a sentient being can be
inferred to exist in association with the body etc., which serve
as the seat of the tendency to act. And it is from this very fact
intelligence to guide it, for what is noticeable is that all articles are
produced by intelligence.
3 For instance, a sleeping man does not look up and begin to run just
because a piece of cloth is thrown on his body. So all tendency to act is
based on the insentient.
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of sentience and activity being perceptible when a body exists
but being imperceptible when the body does not exist, that
the materialists infer that even sentience belongs to the body
itself. Therefore the tendency to act belongs to the insentient
alone.
Vedantin: That is being answered: We do not say that the
tendency does not belong to the insentient entity in which it is
noticed. Well may it belong to it. But we say that this tendency
is derived from the sentient, since it exists or does not exist in
accordance as the sentient entity exists or does not exist. For
instance, even though such transfonnations as burning and
emitting light subsist in fuel etc. and though they are not in
evidence in fire in its isolation (from fuel), still they originate
from fire itself, for they occur as a result of contact (of fuel)
with fire and do not occur when that contact is absent. The
case is the same here. Even according to the materialists a
sentient body is seen to be the impeller of the insentient chariots, etc., and hence the view that the sentient is the impeller of
action stands undisputed.
Opponent: But from your point of view, the Self, even when
in association with the body etc., cannot reasonably have any
tendency to act over and above having Its intrinsic nature of
pure consciousness, and hence it cannot be upheld that it can
impart any tendency (to others).
Vediintin: No, for on the analogy of the magnet and colour
etc. something bereft of any tendency to act can still impart
this to others. For instance, a magnet, though possessing no
tendency to act by itself, still induces that tendency in iron; or
objects of perception like colour etc., which by themselves have
no tendency to act, still impart this to the eye etc. Similarly it
is but logical that God who is all-pervasive, the Self of all,
omniscient, and omnipotent, should be the impeller of all even
though He is Himself free from any tendency to act.
Objection: Since God is one (without a second), and there
is nothing else to be impelled, the impellership itself is a fiction.
Vediintin: No, for it has been said again and again that God
can be the impeller because of an illusory association with name
and form conjured up by ignorance. Hence the existence of
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such tendency becomes a possibility only if omniscient God be
accepted as the cause (of creation), but not so on the assumption of something insentient as the cause.

qlI':-~-CR{

arN even

ij"Jf

Like milk and water
there.

....

:q~

if this be the claim, then

3. If it be claimed (that Pradhana acts spontaneously) like
milk and water, then even there (intelligence is the guide).
Opponent: It may be like this. As insentient milk has a natural
tendency to act for the nourishment of calves, or as insentient
water flows spontaneously for the good of people, similarly
insentient Pradhana will also naturally act for fulfilling human
needs.
Vediintin: This is not a correct statement, since we infer that
even in those cases, the milk and water develop a tendency to
act when they are under the guidance of some sentient beings;
for the chariot etc. which are admitted by both of us to be
insentient, are not seen to have any action by themselves: The
scripture also shows that all motion in this world has God as
its source as in, "He who inhabits water but is within it (whom
water does not know), ... and who controls water from within
(is the Internal Ruler)" (Dr. III. vii. 4), "Under the mighty rule
of this Immutable, 0 Gargi, some rivers flow eastward" (Br.
III. viii. 9), and such other texts. Accordingly, the illustrations
of milk and water should not be cited in opposition, since they
too are very much of a piece with your point of view that is
being disputed (viz that insentient Pradhana can have any
independent tendency). Besides, it is logical to hold that milk is
induced to flow under the affectionate desire of the cow; and
it is drawn out by the sucking of the calf. Water too is not
quite independent since its flow is dependent on the slope of
the ground etc. And it was shown earlier that in all cases there
is a dependence on sentience. But under the aphorism, "If it
be said that Brahman cannot be the cause, since one is noticed
to collect materials for the performance of an act, then we say
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no, for it is possible on the analogy of milk" (B. S. II. i. 24),
the illustration was cited from the common-sense point of view
to show that action can take place in a thing itself without the
aid of any external means. But from the scriptural point of view
it is known that all acts take place under God's bidding. Hence
this does not contradict the earlier one.

And ~-arif~: owing to the absence of anything
extraneous ar.r~R{ since (Pradhana can have) nothing to
rely on.
'if

4. And (Pradhiina is not the cause) since (nothing extraneous
to it exists, so that) it has notbing to rely on (for impulsion to
or stoppage from a.ction).
Pradhiina according to the Sarhkhyas, consists of the three
in a state of balance. Apart from these, nothing else exists
externally to Pradhana, on which it can depend for either impelling or stopping it. As for the (external) soul (puru~a), it is a
passive (witness), neither impelling nor stopping. Hence
Pradhana is without any other help, and being without help, it
is wrong to maintain that it gets sometimes transformed into
mahat etc., while at other times it does not. 4 But since God
has omniscience, omnipotence, and the great power of Maya,
His engagement in or disengagement from activity presents no
contradiction.
gll~UlS

~ if €2ollf~qcr 1l~1l
'if And a:rmcrrq: owing to non-occurrence ar;lJ,- elsewhere if
it cannot be ~-3ffR-Cfq like grass etc.
5. And Pradhiina cannot change (automatically) like grass etc.
(into milk in a co·w) for such a change does not occur elsewhere (e.g. in a lmll).
'For there is no adventitious ground for these changes of mood, merit
and demerit also being a part and parcel of Pradhana, and not an
extraneOl1S compelling force.
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Opponent: It may happen thus: As grass, leaves, water, etc.
change naturally into milk without the help of any other factor;
even so Pradhana can change itself into mal'Jl1t and the rest.
How is it known that grass etc. are not helped by other
factors?
Because no other factor is observed. If we could discover
some causes, then we could have taken up grass etc. along with
those causes at will and would have manufactured milk; but we
cannot do so. Therefore the change in the grass etc. is spontaneous. So also it can be the case with Pradhiina.
Vedamill: With regard to this we say: Pradhana can change
naturally like grass etc. if the change in the grass etc. be
accepted as automatic. But this is not admitted, since other
causes are perceived.
How is it known that there are other causes?
From the non-occurrence (of such a thing) elsewhere. For
grass etc. eaten by a cow alone changes into milk; but not so
when rejected or eaten by a bull etc. If this could happen without any cause, then grass etc. would have become milk even
without entering into a cow's body. A thing does not become
causeless just because men cannot manufacture it at will. For
some effects can be produced by men, while others happen
under divine dispensation. Besides, men also can produce (more)
milk by adopting the requisite methods, as for instance, procuring grass etc. For people wanting plenty of milk feed the cows
with plenty of grass, and thereby they procure milk abundantly.
Hence the changes in Pradhiina cannot occur naturally on the
analogy of grass etc.

~~II\II

arftr Even ~i!lt when admitted ar'#.f~ -~'Rt on account
of the absence of purpose.
6. Even if (spontaneous modification of Pradhiina be)
accepted, still (Prtldhana 'Will not be the cause) because of the
absence of any purpose.

It has been established that Pradhana has no natural tendency
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to act. If now as a concession to your belief we admit that
Pradhana has a spontaneous impulsion to act, still defects will
persist.
Why?
Because of the absence of any purpose. If it be said that
Pradhana has a spontaneous tendency to act and that there is
no need of any other auxiliary in this matter, then from this it
will follow that just as Pradhana does not require any help for
its activity, so also it will not stand in need of any purpose as
well; and thereby the proposition that Pradhana acts for
accomplishing the purposes of the soul will be set at naught.
If, however, the opponent says that the need of any auxiliary
alone is discarded, but not so any purpose, still we have to
search for the purpose leading to Pradhana's actions. This
purpose may be experience (of joy and sorrow) or liberation,
or both. If experience of pleasure and pain be the motive. then
what kind of experience can be provided (by Pradhana) for a
soul which has no scope for its own perfection or imperfection
(which such an experience can bring about)? Besides, liberation
will become an impossibility.a If liberation be the purpose, then
liberation being an accomplished fact 6 even before Pradhana acts,
its engagement in activity will be useless. Moreover, there will
be the contingency of an absence of the experience of sound
etc. 7 If both the purposes (experience and liberation) be admitted, still since the products of Pradhana, which are to be
experienced. are infinite, there will arise the predicament of nonrelease (from them, since the experience will be limitless). And
the impulse to act cannot be for the sake of satisfying some desire
(or curiosity), since neither the insentient Pradhana can have
any curiosity, nor can the partless and pure soul have it. If out of
a fear that the powers of knowing and creating (that are present
in the soul and Pradhana respectively) will become infructuous
(in the absence of objects and creation), Pradhiina be supposed to
act, then just as the soul's power to know can never be eradicated, so also Pradhana's power to create will continue inter• For Pradhana will not be worl<ing for it.
o The soul being naturally free.
7 For Pradhana. when acting for liberatiun, has no such purpose in view.
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minably, so that the predicament of liberation becoming impossible will be just the same. Hence it is wrong to say that Pradhana acts for the sake of the soul.

'l~t4I::tqqr.;:rd ~sfq 11\911

~-amr-iiR{ On the analogy of a man and a loadstone
if such be the contention ~ arltr even so.

Ua ~~

7. If it be argued that like a (lame) man (riding on a blind
man) or a loadstone (moving iron), (tbe soul can stirmdute
Pradhiilla), C'L'en then (the defect will persist).
Sii1hkbya: It may be like this: As a man having the power
of sight but not that of movement, he being lame, acts by
riding on the shoulders of somebody else who has the power
of action but not the power of vision, or as a loadstone, does
not move by itself and yet makes a piece of iron move, similarly
the soul can impel Pradhiina.
Opposition thus raises its head by relying on analogy.
Vedifnti1l: To this we reply that "even so", there is no e5caping the defect. For instance, the defect of discarding your
proposition crops up inasmuch as your hypothesis is that Pradhana has an independent tendency to act and the soul is not
an impeller. Moreover, how can the passive soul impel Pradhiina?
Even a lame man guides a blind man by his speech, but the
soul has no such causal function to induce action in Pradhana,
since it is actionless and attributeless. And it cannot stimulate
movement like a loadstone by mere proximity, for proximity
(between soul and Pradhiina) being eternal, the possibility will
arise of such movement also becoming endless. In the case of a
load,tone, (the proximity being inconstant), there can be such
an activity as the attraction (of the iron to itself), for the
proximity is inconstant. Besides, the loadstone depends on
cleaning etc. for its action. Hence the illustrations of the man
and the loadstone are inapt. Again, there can be no rclation
between the soul and Pradhiina, since Pradhiina is insentient, the
soul is indifferent, and there is no third factor to hring them
into relation. If, however, the relation follows from their
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intrinsic fitness to be related (with each other) 8, there will
arise the predicament of liberation becoming non-achievable,
since that fitness cannot be uprooted. As in the previous aphorism,
so here also the absence of purpose has to be taken into consideration from different points of view.!) But in the case of the
supreme Self there is the greater advantage that It has inactivity
from Its own point of view, but a driving urge (for creation)
from the standpoint of Maya.

arfitC'411qqJ~ 1IC:1l
ar~-~qtffi: On account of the impossibility of the relation
of the Principal (and the subordinate) '<f as well.
8. Besides, Pradhiina cannot act on account of the impossibility
of (the existence of) any relationship of the principal and its
subordinates (among tbe gu1JOS constituting Pradhiina).

For this additional reason no activity for Pradhana is possible.
The state of Pradhana is a condition of balance of the three
constituents (sattroa, rajas, and tamas) continuing in their absolute intrinsic nature after giving up the reciprocal relation of
predominance over or subordination to one another. There
cannot be any relation of predominance or subordination among
them in that state of their existence in their pristine nature
which is independent of their reciprocal relation; for a contrary supposition will lead to a negation of their individual
nature. And since there is no external factor to excite them,
there can be no origin of mabat and the rest that results from
the disturbance of the balance of the three constituents.

'<f. And

Ofilftfr-ar'!fJfffi even if the inference be pursued in

another way, (still the defect will persist) ~-~-f.rt"mTC[ on
account of the absence of the power of intelligence.
• The soul bein!! a knower, and Pradhana the object of knowledge.
The one 'presupposes the other.
• Whether the purpose be experience, or liberation, or both?
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9. And even if the inft!lenCe be pursued otherwise (still the
defect will perJiJt) owing to the absence of the power of imelligence (in Pradhiina).
Siilhkbj'tl: Even then, we shall draw the inference in a
different way, so that this last defect may not crop up. For we
do not admit that the gu~laS are by nature mutually independent
or that they arc changeless; for such a hypothesis lacks proof.
But their nature is postulated in accordance with the modifications springing from them. Their nature must be postulated to
be such as may logically lead to the production of the effects.
And the accepted view is that the gu1JQS are naturally unsteady.
From this it follows that even during equilibrium the gll~JaS exist
in a state of potential divergence.
Vediintin: Even so, the faults like the impossibility of sustaining design etc. rationally, as mentioned earlier, persist just as
before, since Pradhiina is bereft of the power of intelligence.
Should the opponent infer this power of intelligence as weII (for
Pradhiina), he wiII cease to be an opponent; for that wiII open
the door to the belief in the theory of Brahm:1l1, that a single
sentient entity is the material cause of the universe of varied
appe:uances. Again, even if the gU1Jas possess a potentiality for
imhalance,to still once they are in a state of equilihrium, they
cannot undergo loss of halance in the ahsence of some cause
for this; or should they hecome disturbed without a cause, it
wiII lead to the predicament of their remaining in a state of
disturbed equilibrium through eternity, for the absence of a
cause is equal in either state. In this way the defect (of the
non-emergence of the derivatives like 111a/Jat) stated last, will
certainly crop up.

fcmf~ Iif Rl'i ~ij'{ \I ~ 0 II

:or And f;rsrfuitlffC{

owing

to

contradictions

aJ~s;;mi[

incoherent.
/0. And (the Sli1nkhya doctrine is) incoher&:1!t because of tbe
contradictiolls involved.
,. Consisting in reciprocal domination and subordioation.
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And this thesis of the Siirhkhyas is self-contradictory. For
sometimes they enumerate seven organs and sometimes eleven;
similarly sometimes they teach about the origin of the subtle
elements from mahat, and sometimes from the ego; so also
sometimes they mention three internal organs, and sometimes
one. And their opposition to the U pani~ads, speaking of God as
the cause, as also to the Smrtis which follow the Upani~ads, is a
patent fact. For these reasons also the philosophy of the
Siirhkhyas is incoherent.
To this the Sii1hkhya says: Is not the philosophy of the followers of the Upani~ads equally incoherent, since in this it is
denied that the tormented (individual being) and the tormentor
(world) belong to distinct categories? For when they postulate
that the one Brahman, which is the Self of all, is the cause of
the entire world-appearance, they have necessarily to admit that
the afHicted and the afHicter are but two aspects of one and
the same Self, and that they do not belong to different categories. If these two, the tormentor and the tormented, be but
two aspects of the same Self, then that Self will never get freed
from those two, so that the scripture teaching about right
knowledge for the sake of getting rid of afHiction will become
useless. For a lamp possessed of the properties of heat and light
cannot reasonably get freed from heat and light so long as it
continues to be a lamp. As for the illustration of water, ripple,
wave, foam, etc., even there, the same single water has the
appearances of ripple etc. which merge and emerge for ever, so
that in the case of the water as well, there can be no getting rid
of these ripple etc. Moreover the tormentor and the tormented
arc well known in this world to belong to distinct categories.
Thus it is that the seeker (who is afflicted by the desire) and
the thing sought (which afflicts), are seen to be entirely different. If the thing sought did not differ in suhstance from the
seeker, then the thing sought by an~' seeker being ever an
accomplished fact for that seeker, he should have no desire for
that thing, just as a lamp, that is nothing but light, has got its
light ever present in itself so that it has no desire (i.e. need) for
it; for a seeker desires something that is still unattaincd. And so
also an object (of desire) will cease to be an object (unless there
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be a difference between the man and his object). And should it
be ever coveted, the desire will be only about itself. But this
does not accord with facts; for the terms seeker and the sought
are relative expressions, they being mutually determined. A
relation can subsist between two (mutually) related things, but
not in a thing standing singly. Hence these seeker and the thing
sought must be different and so also must be the detester and
the thing detested. That which is favourable to the seeker is the
desirable thing and that which is unfavourable is the undesirable
thing. And a person becomes related to the desirable and the
undesirable by turns. Since the desirable things are few, while
the undesirable things are many, both the desirable and the
undesirable are in effect a source of evil, and are hence called a
source of torment. The tormented is the person who, though one,
gets connected with each of these two by turns. If these affiicter
and afflicted be identical, no liberation will be possible. But if
they belong to different categories, then liberation may perchance be possible at times as a result of the removal of the
cause l l of their coming into contact.
Veda1ltin: With regard to this the answer is: There is no
defect, since the relation of the tormentor and tormented cannot
exist in the face of this ~ery fact of unity (of the Self). This
defect would have existed if even within the unity of the Self,
the tormentor and the tormented could be related by way of
being the subject and the- object of each other. But this cannot
be so precisely because of this unity. For fire does not either
burn or illuminate itself precisely because it is one even though
possessed of the different attributes of heat and light and subject
to transformation. Need it be said that the relation of the
tormentor and the tormented cannot be possible in the changeless Brahman which is one?
Where will then this relation of the tormentor and the tormented exist?
11 Non-discrimination between the soul and the intellect. Bondage arises
from this error of identity, and liberation from a knowledge of their
difference. Bondage and liberation really belong to the intellect; but just
like the figurative ascription of victory and defeat of the army to the
king, bondage and liberation are asserted about the soul.
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The answer is: Do you not see that the living body which
st:mds as the object (of the act of scorching) is .the tormented
and the sun is the tormentor?
Opponent: Torment means pain and that can affect a sentient
heing, but not the insentient body. Should affliction belong to
the body, it will cease with the death of the hody, so that no
spiritual practice need be found out for the removal of that
affliction.
Vedantin : The answer is: A sentient being, when unassociated
with a body, is not seen to suffer. Even you do not uphold the
view that a change, called affliction, comes over the sentient
being in its isolation; and the body and the sentient (soul)
cannot get mixed up, since that would give rise to impurity
etc. (in the soul). Nor do you admit that torment can torment
itself. So even from your point of view how can there be a
state where one becomes the tormentor and the other the
tormented?
Opponent: The attribute sattva is the tormented and the
attribute ra.jas is the tormentor.
Vedii1ltin: No, since the sentient (soul) cannot enter into any
combination with these two. 12
Opponent: Since sentience conforms to (i.e. becomes reflected
on) sottvo, it seems to be afflicted.
Vedantin: Then it comes to this that in reality it (i.e. the
soul) is not afflicted at all, for you use the word "seems". And if
it is not afflicted, then the word "seems" is not misplaced. For
if somebody says, "A (non-poisonous) dundubha (snake) is like
a (poisonous) snake", the dundubha does not thereby become
poisonous; or if one says "A snake is like a dundubba," the snake
does not thereby become non-poisonous. So it has to be understood that this state of one being the afflicted and the other the
afflicter is a creation of ignorance; it does not exist in the truest
sense. If such be your position, I too lose nothing. On the
contrary if you understand that the sentient soul is afflicted in
12 If sattva and rajas be the afflicted and the afRicter, the soul need not
striYe for liberation. And this affliction cannot pass on to the soul by
reason of its non-discrimination from the afflicted sattva, for the soul
being unattached, cannot get attached to satt'IJa etc. at all.
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a real sense, then since you uphold that the tormentor (rajas) is
eternal, there will be all the less possibility of liberation from
your side.
Opponent: Although the power to afflict and the capacity of
being afflicted be everlasting, still affliction being dependent on
the contact coexisting with the cause,13 an absolute cessation of
contact follows from the cessation of non-perception (tal1t.1S)
which is the cause of the contact. Absolute liberation becomes
a logical outcome of this.
Vediintin: It cannot be so, since you hold that t0111l1S, which
is of the nature of non-perception, is eternal. And since there
is no fixed rule about the appearance or disappearance of the
gU:l:zaS, the cessation of the cause (i.e. non-perception) of the
contact (between Nature and soul) is not subject to any fixed
law. Thus the separation between the two (soul and Nature)
being also unpredictable the absence of liberation follows as an
inevitable result of the 5amkhya view itself. But from the Up ani~dic point of view, one cannot doubt even in dream of there
being no liberation, because here it is admitted that the Self is
one, that the one cannot be both the subject and object, and that
all the different modifications are mentioned in the U pani~ad to
he based on mere speech. Yet within the range of empirical
experiences, the state of one being the tormentor and another
the tormented is to be accepted for the time being just for what
it is worth. And (since its eradication follows as a matter of
course from right knowledge) it is not either an object to be
questioned about or avoided (in the state of knowledge).
TOPIC

2:

VAISESlKA OBJECfION REFUTED

The theory of Pradhiina as the cause of the universe has been
demolished. Now it is the turn of the theory that the atoms are
the cause. While on this task, we first meet the objection that
can be fancied against the helievers in Brahman by the believers
1lI The
"cause" is ignorance consisting in the non-perception of the
distinction between Nature and soul; it is tamas. The "contact"-i.e. the
union between Nature and soul, which means "the idea that the soul
has the attributes of sattya, rajas, ta11IQs"-coexists with that "non-perception" or ttl11las.
'
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in the atoms as the cause. In this matter the postulate of the
VaiSe~ika (atomist) is that the qualities inhering in the causal
substance reproduce in the substance, constituting the product,
(a set of) new qualities of the same class; for a white cloth is
seen to be born out of the white yarns, but the contrary is not in
evidence. Hence if intelligent Brahman· be posited as the
(material) cause of the universe, intelligence will inhere in it.
But since this is not noticeable, intelligent Brahman cannot be
the (material) cause of the universe. By following this line of
argument of the atomists themselves, the aphorist shows that
such a postulate is not invariably true:

~cm ~tf4qr<¥1U~R"I~ "HII
CIT Rather lI~-~-<f({ like the great and long (arising)
qf~~ from the short and inextensive.

p-

11. Rttther (the universe may originate from Bra/mum) eVe1J
as the great and long (triads etc.) originate from the short
(dya.d) or the in extensive (atom).
This is their (i.e. Vaise~ikas') process of creation. (During
dissolution) the (ultimate) atoms continue for some time in their
rudimentary state without producing any effect, but suitably
possessed of the respective qualities of colour etc. Then under
the influence of the merits and demerits (adrna-unseen potential results of works) etc. of creatures aided by the conjunction
(with one another) they begin creating all things starting from
dyads; and the qualities of the causes produce new qualities in
the effect. When two (ultimate) atoms create a dyad, the
colours, viz white etc., inhering in the atoms, produce a new
whiteness etc. in the dyad. But the special characteristic of the
atoms, viz their inextension (i.e. atomicity) does not produce a
new inextension; for it is postulated that a dyad comes to possess
a new magnitude; for according to them a dyad is microscopic
in size and has no length. When again two dyads produce a
tetrad (combination of four atoms) the whiteness etc., inhering
in the dyad, produce other whiteness etc. in a similar way. But
the dyad-ness (i.e. microscopic size) and the lack of length,
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though inhering in the dyads, do not produce their counterparts; for their tenet is that a tetrad has an accretion of magnitude (or greatness) and length. The same line of argument is
to be followed even if many atoms, or many dyads, or the atoms
in combination with the dyads, produce an effect. Thus even
as from the (ultimate) atoms, which are inextensive, arise dyads
which are microscopic in size but have no length, and the triads
which have both magnitude and length, or as from the microscopic and non-linear dyads are formed the triads having volume
and length, but neither atomicity nor absence of length is
reproduced, so 11150 if the insentient universe emerges out of
intelligent Brahman, what do you lose?
You (the atomist) may, however, think thus: The resulting
substance, a dyad for instance, is beset by an opposing magnitude;
hence we do not admit that the atomicity etc. inherent in the
cause (atom) produce any effect (in the dyad). But the universe
is not beset by any other attribute, called insentience opposed to
consciousness, owing to which the consciousness present in the
cause (Brahman) could not produce another consciousness in
the effect (universe). For there is no such (positive) attribute
called unconsciousness (residing in the world) which is opposed
ro consciousness, unconsciousness being only a negation of
consciousness. Hence consciousness being dissimilar to atomicity
etc., it (consciousness) should perforce reproduce another
consciousness (in the universe).
Vedantin: You should not think like that; for even as the
atomicity etc., though present in the cause (atom), do not
become the producers of atomicity etc., so also it can be in the
case of consciousness. To this extent, both are on the same
footing here.
And it cannot be the case that atomicity etc. do not reproduce
themselves because they are opposed by adverse magnitude; for
the atomicity etc. can very well reproduce themselves before
being opposed by any adverse magnitude (which has still to
emerge), your view being that even when a thing is being produced it remains momentarily without any quantity, before the
qualities actually come into being. It cannot be said that atomicity etc. become so very preoccupied with the production of
25
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other dimensions, that they do not reproduce the dimensions of
their own class, it being understood by you that some things
(e.g. duality) which are entirely different from these (atomicity
etc.) produce the other dimensions. For the aphorisms of the
Vai~ikas run as follows: "Magnitude is produced from the
multiplicity of the causes, the magnitude of the cause, and the
abundance (i.e. a particular combination) of the cause"H (Vai.
Su. VII. i. 9); "But the atom is opposed to this"15 (Vai. S11
VII. i. 10); "Hereby are explained length and shortness" (Vai.
Su. VII. i. 17). It cannot be argued that owing to some peculiar
disposition, multiplicity etc. alone of the causes are reproduced,
but not so its atomicity etc., for when some other thing or
quality is being produced, all the qualities of the cause are
equally present (in the cause) through inherence. So it comes
to this that just as atomicity does not reproduce itself in the
effect, owing to its peculiar nature, so also can be the case with
consciousness as well. This is how it is to be understood. And
since it is noticed that entirely dissimilar things (and attributes)
are produced from the combination of different things etc.,
there is no invariable rule that things (and attributes) of the same
class alone are produced.
VIlise$ika: When a substance is under discussion, it is improper to cite the illustration ofa quality.
Vedantin: Not so, because the point sought to be emphasized
by the illustration is merely the production of dissimilars. And
there is no reason behind a rule that a substance must be illustrated by a substance alone or a quality by a quality. For even
your aphorist cited a quality for illustrating a substance in the
aphorism: "Since a conjunction between the perceptible ·and
the imperceptible is imperceptible, nothing can exist that is a
"The magnitude of the triad follows from the multiplicity of the dyads;
the magnitude of the pot follows from the magnitude of eanh; and the
volume of a large heap of cotton follows from the volume in the smaller
heaps making it up.
15 The imperceptible atom is opposed to magnitude which is perceptible;
multiplicity and volume are also absent from the dyad. The idea of
duality, present in God's mind resulting in relational judgment, is the
cause of the duality in the dyad.
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combination of the five elements" (VaL Sii. IV. n. 2). What is
implied by the aphorist is this: Just as the quality, called conjunction, existing through the relation of inherence in the
perceptible earth and the imperceptible space (when they
combine), is not perceptible, similarly if the body inheres in
(i.e. be a combination of) the perceptible and imperceptible
five elements (as its material causes), it should not be perceived.
But as a matter of fact the body is directly perceived. Hence
it is not formed by the five elements. Here (in this illustration)
conjunction is a qU:1lity and the body is a thing.
Furthermore, it was elaborated under the aphorism, "But it is
seen" (B. S. II. i. 6) that the effect can be dissimilar (to the
cause).
Opponent: If that be so, the present topic was anticipated
there itself.
Vedli1ltin : We say no, for that was an argument against the
Sarhkhyas, whereas this is against the Vaise~ika:s.
Opponent : Was not an extension of those arguments made
to other systems as well under the aphorism, "Hereby are
explained all the theories that are not accepted by the
wise" (II. i. 12), the reasons being the same in both the cases?
VedImtin: That is true. Still at the commencement of the
scrutiny of the Vaise~ika system, those very reasons are elaborated here with the help of illustrations accepted by themselves.
TOPIC

3: ATOMS NOT THE CAUSE OF UNIVERSE

arfq- ~~ Even from either point of view ;::r ifilf no action
(is possible) am-: hence ffit-ar~Pf; (there is) absence of that.
12. (Whether adr!ta leads the atoms or conjunction helps
them), in either case no action is possible, and hence there can
be no creation or dissolution.
Now the doctrine that the ultimate atoms are the causes of
the universe is being demolished. That doctrine originates thus:
Tn common experience it is seen that such things as cloth etc.,
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which are possessed of parts, are produced from such things as
yarns etc. in which they inhere and which are helped by the
quality of conjunction. On the analogy of this, it is known that
all things that are composed of parts are produced from those
respective things in which they inhere and which are helped by
the quality of conjunction. The (ultimate) atom is the culmination of minuteness where this division between the whole and
its parts ceases. Again, this whole universe consisting of hills,
seas, etc., is a composite thing, and being composite, it has a
beginning and an end. An effect is not produced without a
cause. So the ultimate atoms are the cause of the universe. This
is what KalJ.ada (father of the Vaise~ika theory) implies. Now
from noticing these four elements-earth, water, fire, and airto have parts, the ultimate atoms are imagined to be of four
kinds. Since the ultimate atoms stand at the furthest limit of
minuteness, so that there can be no division beyond them, therefore earth etc. in the course of destruction reach the ultimate
atoms as the culmination of their disintegration. That is the time
of dissolution. After that at the time of creation, some action
starts in the ultimate atoms of air under the influence of aduta
(unseen potential fruits of works of creatures). That action unites
the atom, on which it occurs, with another atom. From that combination originates air through a gradual process starting with (the
production of) dyads. Thus also originate fire, water, and earth,
and thus the body together with the sense-organs. In this way,
this whole universe originates from the atoms. And from the
(qualities of) colour etc. inherent in the atoms, the colour etc.
of the dyads etc. are produced just as it occurs in the case of
the yarns and cloth. This is how the V aise~ikas think.
With regard to this we say: It has to be admitted that the
combination of the atoms, existing in their isolation is contingent on action, since the yarns are seen to combine when they
are being acted upon (by others). And since action is an effect,
some cause for it has to be assumed. If such a cause be not
admitted, then in the absence of any cause, no initial action will
be possible in the atoms. And even if a cause be admitted, it
must be accepted in conformity with common experience to be
something like effort, impact, etc. But since these are impossible
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(during the state of dissolution), no initial action will take place
in the atoms. For in that state, no effort, which (according to
the atomist) is a quality of the soul, can be possible in the
absence of a body; for effort springs up as a' quality of the soul
when a contact between the mind and the soul takes place in
the mind having the body as its seat. By the same reason, all
ordinarily cognized causes like impact etc. 16 are to be rejected;
for all these come after creation, and hence cannot be the causes
of the initial action (in atoms).
Again, if it be maintained that aduta is the cause of the initial
movement, then in what does it inhere-in the soul or the
atoms? In either case the first movement in the atom cannot
possibly result from adr~ta, since adnta is insentient. For in the
course of examining the Sarilkhya point of view it was said that
an insentient thing by itself neither acts nor makes nnything else
act unless it is presided over by some sentient being. As for the
soul, its (quality of) consciousness does not emerge in that
l>1:atc (according to the Vai~e~ka), so that it is insentient; hence
even if IIdr#1I be admitted to inhere in the soul, it cannot be
the cause of action in the atom, for adr#a has no connection
with the atom.
Opponent: The soul possessing the adma is in conjunction
with the atoms.
Vedantin: Then from a constancy of that conjunction, the
predicament will arise of action becoming constant; for nothing
clseexists to put a check. Thus from the absence of any welldetermined cause of action, the initial action cannot occur in
the atoms. And because of the absence of any action, any conjunction that depends on such an action will be impossible. In
the absence of conjunction, dyads and other products coming
out of conjunction will have no existence.
Again, when an atom comes into conjunction with another,
does it do so wholly or in some part? If the conjunction occurs
wholly, then there will be no increase in magnitude,17 so that
the result will be a mere atom. Besides, this leads to contra dic,. Impulsion, weight, acceleration, elasticity, etc.
11 The incoming atom will be wholly absorbed in the one in situ, so
that no additional space will be covered by the rwo.
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tion of common experience, for a thing having dimensions is seen
to combine with another having them. Should (on the other
hand) the ultimate atom combine through some art, it will
result in making the atom a composite thing (thus demolishing
the atomists' theory).
Opponent: The ultimate atoms may have imaginary pans.
Vediintin: Since imaginary things are unreal, the conjunction
will surely be unreal, and hence it will not become the noninherent (asa.11lavayin) cause of the thing produced. In the
absence of the non-inherent CRuse (viz conjunction), such
products as the dyads etc. will not come into being. As in the
first creation the atoms cannot possess any action for producing
conjunction; there being no cause for that action, similarly on .
the eve of:· the cosmic dissolution the atoms will have no action
for causing t!ieir separation; for even then, no well-determined
cause can be noticed to make them act. As for adnta, it is meant
for producing experience (of happiness and sorrow) and not
dissolution. Hence in the absence of any cause, the atoms can
have action neither for bringing about their conjunction nor
disjunction. This absence of conjunction and disjunction will
lead to an absence of creation and dissolution. Therefore this
theory of the atoms as the cause stands discredited.

'<f And ~-ar~'I'tI<!. on account of assuming inherence
(creation and dissolution become impossible), ar.rcrW:r~: because
of infinite regress ~ arising from a parity of reasoning.

H. And (there can be no creation or dissolution) by reason
of osSU11ling inherence, for this leads to an infinite regress 012 it
ptrrity of reasoning.
The portion "And by reason of assuming inherence" is to be
connected with "there can be no creation or dissolution" (in the
previous aphorism) which was meant for refuting the theory of
the atoms as the cause of the universe, which is the topic under
discussion. Your (Vaise~ika's) theory is that the dyad, originating from two atoms, becomes entirely dissimilar to these two,
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and it inheres in both of them. But one accepting such a view
cannot substantiate the theory of the atoms as the cause.
Why?
Because "this leads to an infinite regress on a parity of reasoning". Just as the dyad, though absolutely dissimilar to the two
atom'), becomes connected with them through the relationship
of inherence, so also inherence itself, which is absolutely
different from the inhering things, should be connected with
the inhering things through a separate relationship of the nature
of inherence, since the fact of similarity of absolute difference
exists here as well. And from this it follows that for those
successive relationships, other relationships of inherence have to
be imagined. In this way the door is laid open for an infinite
regress.
Opponent: Inherence is an everlasting relationship that is
actually grasped through the idea of "here" along with the
things inhering. It is not perceived in its isolation (apart from
the related objects) or through some other relationship, hence
no other relation need be sought for it; so there can be no
possibility of infinite regress.
Vediintin: The answer is, no; for in that case conjunction
also can be an everlasting relationship between the things conjoined, so that no other relationship like inherence need be
sought for it. If now it be said that conjunction is different
(from the things conjoined), so that it has to be related through
another relationship, then inherence also must need some other
relationship, since it too is different (from the things inhering).
And it is not reasonable to assert that conjunction has need of
some other relationship, it being a quality, whereas inherence
has no such need, since it is not a quality; for in either case the
need determining such a relationship is the same. The technical
terminology (of the Vaise~ikas) dubbing conjunction as a
quality (and inherence as a relationship) has no bearing in the
matter of determining this need. Is So far as those who consider
inherence as :l separate category are concerned, an infinite
18 Conjunction is as much dissimilar to the things conjoined as inherence
is to thc things inhering, hence both must be classed together.
There can be no such rule that whatever subsists on a substance
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regress is inevitable. And when this infinite regress becomes a
possibility, and when the whole series of successive relationship
of inherence fails on the failure of anyone relationship in that
series being proved to be ultimate, a dyad cannot arise out of
two atoms. For this reason also the theory of the atoms as the
cause is untenable.

r"'e4~q :q
:q

mcrnt 1\ ~'I(II

Furthermore, ~ owing to persistence ~!fl{ ~ eter-

nally.

14. (The atomic theory is inadmissible) for the further reason
of (activity etc.) persisting eternally.
Again, the atoms have to be accepted as naturally active,
inactive, both active and inactive, or neither active nor inactive;
for no other alternative is possible. But all the four alternatives
are inadmissible. If the atoms be naturally active, it will lead to
the possibility of ruling out dissolution altogether, for activity
will persist eternally. If the atoms be naturally inactive, it will
lead to the possibility of ruling out creation altogether, for
inactivity will persist eternally. And they cannot naturally have
both activity and inactivity, for that is irreconcilable owing to
contradiction. If they have neither activity nor inactivity, by
nature, then one will have to admit that these two originlte
from some cause; but then if such causes as adr~ta be ever at
hand, it will lead to constant activity; and if they are not under
the guidance of adnta etc., it will lead to constant inactivity.
For this reason also the theory that the atoms are the cause is
un justifiable.

~qlr~q'CCIlii ~ ~ 1I~y"1I
And ~-snft-lJ~ owing to possession of colour etc.
~~: a reversal will occur ~ for this accords with experience.
:q

must be a quality like colour etc., for action etc. also exist on substances.
And if, owing to the denial of inherence in the case of conjunction,
the latter ceases to be a quality, the Vedintin loses nothing thereby.
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15. And on account of the possession of colour etc. there
'Will be a reversal (of the nature of the atoms), for this accords
'With experience.
The Vai~e~ika asserts that the ultimate atoms stand at the last
limit of a process of breaking up of composite things till there
can be no further division, that these atoms are of four kinds,
possessed of colour etc., that they are the constituents of the
four elements and the modifications of the elements endowed
with the qualities of colour etc., and that they are eternal. That
tenet of theirs is baseless. For by virtue of possessing colour etc.
the atomicity and everlastingness of the atoms stand contradicted; that is to say, the atoms become grosser and less eternal
than (what) the ultimate cause (should be), a position that is
the opposite of what the atomists intend.
Why so?
For thus it is seen in the world. Anything that is possessed
of colour etc. in this world is seen to be grosser and less permanent than its cause; for instance a cloth is grosser and less permanent than its yams; and the yarns are grosser and less
permanent than the fibres. Similarly, as these ultimate atoms ;Ire
admitted by them to have colour etc., they too have some cause
in comparison with which they will be grosser and less pennanent. If this be the case, the grounds of eternality shown by
them in (the aphorism), "Anything that has existence and is
unproduced is eternal" (Vai. Sii. IV. i. I) would not apply to
the ultimate atoms, for on account of the reason shown above
the atoms also should have some cause. As for the second ground
of eternality stated by them in, "And (atoms are eternal, for
on that assumption alone) there can be a specific denial about
an effect by saying, 'It is impermanent' "10 (Vai. Sii. IV. i. 4),
that also does not prove the permanence of the atoms as a
matter of necessity. For while it is true that unless there is something eternal, the negative (na) cannot form a compound term
11 The denial of pennanence in the product by saying, "This product
is impennanent", would not be possible if the causes, the ultimate atoms,
were also impennanent; for existence and non-existence are correlative

tenns.
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with eternality (to mean non-eternality), yet on such a ground
it cannot be asserted that the compound tenn (anitya-noneternal) has to depend (for its meaning) on the etemality of
the ultimate atoms alone; for as a matter of fact, the eternal
Brahman is already available as the supreme cause. Moreover,
it is not a fact that the existence of anything becomes estahlished
merely because a certain word signifying a certain thing is in
common use. 20 Rather it is only when words and ideas become
established to be true with the help of other valid means of
proof (viz perception, inference, etc.) that they find vogue in
common usage. The third ground of eternality is stated in, "And
want of knowledge" (Vai. Su. IV. i. 5). Now if this aphorism
be explained to mean, "Eternality is also deducible from 'Want
of knowledge' consisting in not knowing through direct perception any cause of those existing causes whose effects are fully
in view", then the dyad also will become eternaI.21
Now if the qualifying teml "not having any substance as the
cause" be added after "cause" (in the previous explanation),22
still eternality will be detennined by the absence of a cause;
but then that was stated earlier (VaL Su. IV. i. 1) and it will
involve a repetition to restate it in the aphorism, "And want of
knowledge". Again, if the explanation he this, "The eternality of
the cause is determined by the 'Want of knowledge', consisting
in the impossibility of there being any other third cause of
destruction, apart from the destruction of the non-inherent
cause and the destruction of the inherent causes",23 then we
""For otherwise a ghost spoken of as residing in a tree would become
true.
21 For the causes of the dyad, viz two ultimate atoms, also are imperceptible; and impcrceptibility of the cause is adduced by you as a ground
for the eternality of the elfect.
o:! The explanation now will be, "Want of knowledge, consisting in not
knowing any substance as the cause of those causes whose effects" etc.
The atoms being known as the causes of the dyads, the dyads will not
become eternal.
., A cloth is destroyed by the destruction of its non-inherent cause,
viz conjunction among yarns, or by the destruction of its inherent cause,
viz the yarns. Both these causes are impossible for an ultimate atom which
has no parts. Hence it is eternal.
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say that there is no such rule (as propounded by you) that a
thing undergoing destruction must be destroyed in either of
the two ways only. This could be so only on the supposition
that whenever a new thing is produced, it is produced by many
things helped by their conjunction. When, however, it is admitted that a common cause (e.g. earth, gold, etc.), considered in
itself as devoid of the peculiarities (present in the products),
becomes the originator of some~hing else by getting transformed
into another distinct state, then the destruction may follow from
the cessation of the particular state as in the case of the melting
away of the solidified clarified butter. Hence on account of
the possession of colour etc. the ultimate atoms will stand
opposed to what they are postulated to be. From this point of
view also the atomic theory is inadmissible.

'if And ~MR{ on account of defect! ~ from either point
of view.

16. And (the atomic theory is untenable) because it is
defecti'l.'e from either point of view.
Earth is gross and is possessed of the qualities of smell, taste,
colour, and touch; water is fine and possessed of the qualities
of colour, taste, and touch; fire is finer and is possessed of
colour and touch; and the finest is air possessed of touch. Thus
it is seen in this world that these four elements have (an increasingly) greater or lesser number of the qualities and are comparatively gross, fine, finer, and finest. Should the ultimate
atoms also he considered likewise to be possessed of qualities in
a comparatively greater or less degree, or should they not? In
either case they will inevitably be open to defects. For instance,
if it he thought that they have an abundance or paucity of
qualities, those atoms that have an abundance will have an
augmentation of grossness, so that they will cease to be the
ultimate atoms. And it cannot be said that qualities can increase
even without having an augmentation of grossness, for in the
gross products of the elements it is seen that an accretion of
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attributes is followed by an increase in grossness. If, however,
no comparative abundance or paucity of qualities be thought
of and for establishing a parity among the atoms it is considered
that each of the atoms possesses a single quality, then there will
be no perception of touch in fire, no colour and touch in water,
and no taste, colour, and touch in earth, for the qualities in
the products orignate from the qualities of the causes. Again,
if all the ultimate atoms be assumed to be possessed of four
qualities, then smell should be perceived even in water, smell
and taste in fire, and smell, colour, and taste in air. But this does
not conform to experience. For this reason also the atomic
theory is illogical.

dlqF<{I~OI~ On account of non-acceptance .... as well ~

absolute

dlifm non-reliance.

17. This (theory of atom as the cause) is to be entirely
ignored, since it is not accepted (by the w01"tby).
The theory of Pradhana as the cause is partially incorporated
in their writings even by some Vedic scholars like Manu on
the ground of its being helpful in establishing such views as the
pre-existence of the effect in the cause, (the non-attachment of
the soul, its sentience), etc. But this atomic theory is not adopted even in the least by any worthy person. Hence it is to be
wholly discarded by the followers of the Vedas. Moreover, the
Vaise~ikas admit, as the subject-matter of their scriptures, six
categories, viz substance, quality, action, class, distinction, and
inherence which differ entirely from one another and which
are possessed of dissimilar charllcteristics, like man, horse, and
hare. Having defined them to be so, they admit contrary to
their own theory, that the other categories are dependent on
substance. But that is untenable.
How?
Just as it is seen in the world that among a hare, Kusa grass,
and a PalaSa tree, which live by maintaining their absolute distinctness, there can be no subjection of the rest to anyone of
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them, similarly qualities and the rest, should not be dependent
on substance, since substance and the rest are entirely different.
Again if quality and the rest be dependent on substance, then
since they exist when a substance is there, and cease to exist
when the substance is not, it would amount to this that the
substance alone becomes the content of various words and ideas
in accordance with differences in its own forms, conditions, etc.,
even as the same Devadatta comes to be known through many
words and ideas (like father, brother, son, kind, learned, etc.)
owing to the differences in his states and circumstances. But in
that case there will be the possibility of the Samkhya theory
cropping up and your own theory being stultified.
Atomist: Is it not a fact that smoke, though different from
fire, is seen to depend on fire?
Vedantin: True, it is seen. But precisely because a difference
between them is perceived, it is concluded that smoke and fire
are different. But in the case under discussion, the substance
itself being known as possessed of the respective attributes in
such perceptions as, "a white blanket", "a red cow", "a blue
lotus", and so on, there can be no such perception of difference
between a substance and a quality as between fire and smoke.
Hence the quality is one with the substance. Hereby is explained
how action, class, distinction, and inherence are also one with
the substance.
If it be argued that the dependence of a quality on its substance follows from the fact of their inseparability, then does
that inseparableness consist in not having different loci, or
different times, or incompatible nature? But none of these
alternatives can be justified. If their inseparableness consists in
not being present in different places, then your own position
will be reversed.
How?
For according to you, a piece of cloth produced from yarns
exists in the yarns and not in a distinct place of its own; but
the quality of the cloth, viz whiteness etc., are admitted to exist
in the place occupied by the cloth and not in that occupied by
the yarns. For this is what the atomists assert: "Substances
produce other substances, and qualities other qualities" (Vai.
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Su. I. i. 10). The yarns which are the material substance, give
birth to the cloth as their product; and the qualities of whiteness
and the rest, existing in the yarns, generate similar other qualities
-whiteness and the rest in the product, the cloth. This is what
they postulate. That postulate will be contradicted if suhstance
and quality have to rem:lin in the same locus. If inseparability be
held to be non-existence in different times, then insepara hleness
will belong even to the right and left horns of a COW.24 Similarly if inseparableness means want of incompatihility of natures,
then substance and quality can have no difference in essence;
for a quality is apprehended in identity with the substance. And
their theory that the relation between two things artificially
combined is conjunction, but the relation between two naturally
inseparable categories is inherence is false; for the cause existing
even before the effect cannot logically have any inseparability
from the effect. It may, however, be maintained that this proposition means that one of the two factors involved in inseparableness, V!Z the effect which is inseparable from the cause,
becomes related to the cause through inherence. Even so, the
effect which has no pre-existence and has not emerged into
being, can have no relation with the cause, since a relationship
is dependent on two factors.
Atomist: The effect becomes related after emerging into
being.
Vediintin: In that case, if the effect be admitted to have any
existence before being related with the cause, then the statement,
"The cause and effect can have neither conjunction nor disjunction, for that would lead to an absence of inseparable connection" (Vai. Su. VIII. ii. 13), will be difficult to maintain.
Moreover, just as it is held by you that a product, at the first
moment of its emergence, has no action and it remains related
to other all-pervasive substances like space through the relationship of conjunction, but not inherence, so also the relationship
between that entity and its material cause would be conjunction itself and not inherence. Besides, there is no proof that the
relationship of either conjunction or inherence has any existence
apart from the related factors .
.. They are related through inherence having been born simultaneously.
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Atomist: Conjunction and inherence must have separate
existence since words and ideas expressive of the relationships
of conjunction and inherence exist apart from the words and
ideas expressing the things so related.
Vedamin: This cannot be so, since even when there is but
a single entity, it may give rise to many words and ideas from
the individual and relative points of view. As for instance,
Devadatta is one; but in the world he may be the object of
many words and ideas, such as a man, a Brahmao.a, well versed
in the Vedas, generous, boyish, youthful, old, a father, a son, a
grandson, a brother, a son-in-law, and so on, from his personal
and relative points of view; or as a digit (or line) though one,
may have different words and values to express it, such as one,
ten, hundred, thousand, and so on in accordance with the position to which it is shifted. Similarly the related things themselves
come to be associated with such words and ideas as conjunction
and inherence, rather than with the words and ideas denoting
the two related things themselves; but this does not occur
because of the existence of some distinct categories (like the
relationships of conjunction and inherence). Accordingly, from
the fact of the non-perception of some other categories (viz
such relationships as conjunction and inherence), which are
inferred to exist (from a supposition of their perception apart
from the related things), it follows that those other things (viz
relationships) do not exist (independently).
Atomist: If words and ideas standing for relationships denote
merely the things related, then those words and ideas standing
for relationships will persist for ever (that is to say, words and
ideas expressing relationships will be present whenever the things
related exist).
Vedantin: This objection cannot be raised, for it was explained
earlier that words and ideas are used from the individual and
relative points of view.
Moreover, atoms, souls, and minds cannot have any conjunction, since they are without parts; for it is seen that substances
having parts come in contact with other substances having parts.
Atomist: The atoms, souls, and minds can have imaginary
parts.
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Vediintin: No, for if one can resort to imagining the existence
of things that do not exist, then anything can be proved to
exist; and there is no restriction to the effect that such and such.
non-existing things alone, and nothing else, are to be imagined
to exist irrespective of whether they be contradictory or not.
Besides, imagination is its own master and it can well be prolific.
Moreover, there is no such overriding reason that apart from
the six categories imagined by the Vaisesikas, other categories,
greater in number-say a hundred or a thousand-are not to be
imagined. Accordingly, anything that anyone likes will stand
established. Some kind-hearted man may wish that creatures
may never have this round of birth and death, full of misery
as it is; while some hedonist may imagine that the liberated
souls should be born again. Who can debar either of them?
Moreover, a dyad, which has parts, cannot come into intimate
contact (or cohesion) with two partless ultimate atoms, just as
much as it can have no intimate contact with space. For earth
etc. and space do not come into intimate contact like wood
and lac.
Atomist: Since the relationship of the container and the thing
contained, subsisting between the two substances, viz the effect
and the cause, cannot be justified in any other way, inherence
has to be posited as a matter of course.
Vediintin: No, for that leads to the fallacy of mutual inter·
dependence (logical seesaw), inasmuch as the relationship of
the container and the thing contained (or abode and the abider
subsisting between the cause and the effect as propounded by
you) can be established only after the cause and effect are
proved to be different, and their difference can be established
on the establishment of their relationship of being the container
and the thing cont-ained, just as in the case of a basin and the
jujube25 in it (which mutually distinguish each other). Thus
ensues the fallacy of mutual interdependence (involving an
argument in a circle). Not that any difference or any relationship of the container and the thing contained is admitted
·Or "The bowl and the berry tree (near it)" where the two things
detennine each other's position.
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between the cause and the effect by the followers of Vedanta,
for their position is that the effect is a peculiar condition of
the cause itself.
There is this additional argument. As the ultimate atoms are
limited in size, they must have as many surfaces (or parts) as
there are directions-be they six, eight, or ten; and having parts,
they will be impermanent. Thus the view that they are permanent and partless will be nullified.
Atomist: The very parts, that you assume to be defined by
the different directions, are exactly the so many atoms admitted
by me.
Vedmztin: Not so, for all things are subject to destruction
through a process of change from the gross to the fine, till they
reach the ultimate cause (which must be Brahman). For instance,
earth, which, though a substance, gets destroyed, it being the
grossest in comparison with the dyads etc.; then the subde
substances that belong to the same class as earth, but are subtler
than earth, get destroyed; then the dyad disintegrates; so also
the ultimate atoms too will disintegrate, since they belong to
the same class as earth.
Atomist: Even while getting destroyed, they disintegrate
merely through a process of being divided into their parts; (but
ultimate atoms do not disintegrate, since they are partless).
Vedantin: That creates no difficulty, for we said that destruction may take the form of the cessation of solidity, as in the
case of a lump of clarified butter (ghee). Just as in the cases of
ghee or gold, .though there is no destruction of their parts, still
a destruction of their solidity may take place on becoming
liquefied by coming in contact with fire, even so in the case
of the ultimate atoms there may be a destruotion of grossness
etc. by their reversion to the ultimate cause. Similarly an effect
is not. produced merely by a conjunction of parts; for milk,
water, etc. are seen to tum into curd, ice, etc. even without
the addition of parts. Thus since this doctrine of the atoms as
the cause is based on such comparatively hollow grounds, since
it runs counter to the Vedic texts holding forth God as the
cause, and since it is not accepted by such worthy persons as
Manu and others who abide by the Vedas, therefore it is to be
26
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entirely ignored. "Ignored by all respectable persons aspmng
for the highest good"-this much has to be supplied at the
end (of the aphorism).
TOPIC

4:

REFUTATION OF BUDDHIST REALISTS

It has been said that the doctrine of the V ai~ika is not to
be relied on since it is bolstered up by bad logic, it goes against
the Vedas, and it is not accepted by the worthy people. This is
semi-nihilistic having an affinity with nihilism; and hence we
now proceed to show that the conclusions of the full nihilist
are to be ignored all the more. 26 That nihilism, again, takes
various forms in accordance with the doctrinal difference (in
the presentation by one who explains) or the mental calibre of
those who are taught. Among them there are three schools:
some are Sarvastitvavadins (divided into the Sautrantikas and
Vaibhasikas, believing respectively in the inferential and perceptual existence of all things); some are Vijiianavadins (or
Yogacaras, believing in the existence of consciousness or ideas
alone); while others are Sarvasunyavadins (or Madhyamikas,
denying the existence of everything), (i.e. they are realists,
idealists, and nihilists respectively). Now we first refute those
Sarvastitvavadins who admit both external things, viz the elements and elementals, and the internal things, viz the citta and
caittas. Of these the elements are earth and other materials.
The elementals are colour etc. and organs of sight etc. The
four kinds of atoms of earth etc. which have the characteristics
of solidity, fluidity, heat, and motion, get massed together in
the form of (gross) earth etc. This is how they think. So also
there are the five skandhas, (groups), viz the group of colour
(consisting of the sense-organs and their objects), the group of
egoism (iilaya-'lJijfiiina-rousing constantly the idea of "I"); the
group of feelings (of happiness etc.), the group of conceptual
knowledge (such as "this is a cow" and so on), and the group
IS The VaiSe~ika thinks some things are permanent while others get
,destroyed and vanish into nothing. This partial nihilism being unacceptable, full nihilism is unacceptable all the more.
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of attitudes (of liking, disliking, delusion, merit, demerit). 27
These also combine to form the basis of all internal dealings.
This is how they think.
With regard to this, we say:

~ ~~sfq

cronfu:

1I~c;\I

01flr Even ~ in (the supposed) combination ~-~it;
arising from either of the causes ffi{-armftI: that (combination)
will not be achieved.
18. Even if the integration be supposed to anse from either
of the causes, that will not be achieved.
From either point of view "that will not be achieved", there

will not emerge any combination (or integration) that is supposed by others to have these two kinds of causes and to be of
those two kinds. Even if the combination be supposed to arise
from either of the two sets of causes, that will not materialize,
that is to say, no combination will result-be it either a combination of the elements and the elementals arising from the atoms,
or a combin.ation of the five groups of things arising from those
groups.
Why?
Because the components of such a combination are insentient
and because consciousness can flash (from a contact between
sense-organs and objects) only if a combination of things
(forming the body etc.) is already there, and because no other
steady and independent entity is admitted which is sentient, an
experiencer, and a ruler, and which can bring about the combination. If impulsion to activity be postulated for them independently of any agent, then there will be the possibility of such
impulsion continuing interminably.28 Again, since currents (of
ego-consciousness) cannot be determined to be either different
or non-different (from the individual forms of consciousness
constituting the current), and since eve!ything (including the
210f these, egoism is called citta, and the other four groups go by the
n:tme of caittas.
28 So there will be no liberation.
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current) is supposed to be momentary, there can be no activity
(in this momentary current), and hence no impulsion (apart
from its own birth). Therefore a combination cannot emerge,
and in the ahsence of combination, all mundane existence
dependent on it will be nullified.

m-~-*44cqlq: On account of being the cause of one
another, (a combination will be possible) ~:;f~ if this be the
position, if it cannot be ~-1fT~-fifflffi~rq for (each is
merely the cause of the origin (of another just succeeding).

19. If it be Ifrp;ued that II combination becomes possible since
(nescience and the rest) can be the causes of one another (in a
successive series), then we say, no, {for nescience etc.} can
each merely be the C(Ulse of origin of another just succeeding.
Buddhist: Even if no sentient and steady experiencer or ruler
be admitted as the agent bringing about the combination, still
the transmigratory existence will be possible, since nescience
and the rest are the causes of one another; and if the transmigratory existence becomes a possibility, there remains no need
for depending on anything else. Those nescience etc. are:
nescience (the idea of permanence with regard to things momentary), attitudes (attachment, detachment, and ~elusion arising
from that false knowledge), ego-consciousness, name (i.e. the
four elements depending on names), form (or colour), the six
sense-organs (having egoism, four elements, and form as their
habitations), touch (contact among name, form, and senses),
sensation, thirst (for objects), impulsion (caused by that thirst),
merit etc. (which are the sources of birth), birth (of the body),
maturity (of the groups coming in.to being), death, sorrow,
wailing, pain, misery, etc. (i.e. evils like honour, dishonour, etc.)
~these and others of the same class which are sometimes indicated briefly or sometimes stated elaborately in the books of
the Buddhists. These categories cannot be denied by other
schools as well. So may it not be that when these nescience and
the rest go on revolving for ever like (the cups in) a Persian
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wheel, as the cause and effect of one another, a combination of
things, emerging out of the force of circumstances, becomes a
possibility?
Vediintill: That cannot be so.
Why?
Because they are merely the causes of the orIgmation (of
one another). A combination may be possible if any cause for
the combination can be ascertained; but as a fact, it cannot be
ascertained. For although nescience etc. be the causes of one
another, the earlier ones will merely give rise to the later ones.
That may well be so; but nothing can possibly become the
source of a combination.
Buddhist: Did we not mention earlier that nescience and the
rest (revolving in order) lead to the assumption of the existence
of a combination by implication?
Vediilltill: To this we say: If your idea is that since nescience
etc. cannot emerge unless there is a combination (in the form of
a body), therefore they, as a matter of course, imply its existence, then you have still to tell me the cause of that combination. But in the course of examining the V aise~ika theory we
said that this is not possible even on the assumption of permanent atoms and experiencing souls which can sustain the
acquired merits; and can this be possible here, my dear friend,
simply by assuming momentary atoms which have no experiencers and which are not related with everything by way of
being the abider and the abode (or the benefited and the benefactor)?20 On the other hand, if this be your idea that nescience
and the rest themselves ·constitute the source of combination,
then how can they be the source of that combination when
they themselves have to emerge into being by depending on
that combination? Or if you think that the combinations themselves recur constantly like a current in this beginningless
world, and nescience etc. are sustained by them, even then,
when one combination emerges out of another, it will be either
regularly similar or irregularly similar or dissimilar. If regularity
.. Or according to a different reading, "experiencer and accomplisher of
combination" •
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be admitted, then a human body can have no possibility of
being transfonned into divine, animal, or hellish bodies. And if
irregularity be admitted, then a human body may at times turn
momentarily into an elephant, and then be transfonned again
into a godly or human form. But either point of view goes
against your own position. Moreover, your theory is that there
is no pennanent experiencer for whose experience the combination (i.e. body) should come into being. That means that an
experience occurs merely for the sake of experience, and there
need be none else to desire it. Similarly liberation will occur for
its own sake, and so there need be none else to want liberation.
Were there somebody else who could desire these, then he
would be present both during the times of experience and
liberation. And if he does so, the doctrine of momentariness will
be negated. So even if nescience etc. be the sources of the
emergence of one another, let them be so; still no integration
(into a body) will be achieved thereby, for there is none to
experience. This is the idea.

i3:('Rlt(H~ 'if
:q And
~-«qT~

Ti"f.:R:remr lI~oll

Ti'-fi'fl:Mcr because the earlier one gets obliterated
when the succeeding one originates.

20. And because the earlier is negated when the later emerges,
(therefore nescie71ce and the rest cannot eilCh be the cause of
the next in the series).
It has been stated that since nescience etc. are merely the
causes for the origin of one another (successively), the formation of an aggregation cannot be achieved. But now it is being
shown that even this assumption of being the cause of origin
is not tenable. The postulate of those who swear by momentariness is that with the emergence of the entity of the succeeding
moment, the entity of the earlier moment is obliterated. But one
who postulates like this cannot establish any relationship of
cause and effect between the two entities of preceding and
succeeding moments. For the entity of the preceding moment
that is getting obliterated or is already obliterated is involved in
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non-existence, and as such it cannot reasonably be the cause of
the entity' of the next moment. If, however, the idea be that
the entity of the earlier moment becomes the cause of the next
when the former has actually emerged into being and is in a
state of positive existence, still it cannot become the cause of
the entity of the next moment; for if any operative activity be
assumed for a thing that has come into e~istence at an earlier
moment, then the contingency will arise of its becoming associated with a subsequent moment (when the activity occurs).
Again, if it be held that its operative activity (i.e. causality)
consists in its mere presence, still this is unjustifiable; for no
effect can emerge that is not transfused with the essence of the
material cau~e. If, however, it be assumed that the essence of
the cause persists in the effect, then you will be forced to give
lip the theory of momentariness owing to the presence of the
essence of the material calise during the (succeeding) time that
the effect lasts. If causality he admitted even without any transfusion of the effect hy the essence of the cause, then it can be
had anywhere; and so this will lead to the predicament of an
unwarrantedly wide application (i.e. this causality of anythi·ng
may he assumed anywhere).
Moreover, origination and annihilation must be the very
nature of things, or some states of them, or some new things.
None of these alternatives can he reasonably upheld. If origination and annihilation he the same as the very nature of a thing,
then the word "thing" and the terms "origination and annihilation" will become synonymous. If, however, you think that
there is some distinction and that by the terms origination and
annihilation are meant the first and last states of a thing which is
itself in a ~tate intermediate between the two, even then the
theory of momentariness will be destroyed, since the thing will
get related to three moments-the first, the intermediate, and
the last. Again, if origination and annihilation be absolutely
disconnected with the thing like a horse and a buffalo, then the
thing will become permanent, since it will not have any connection with either origination or annihilation. Even if the origination and annihilation consist in the perception and non-perception of the thing, still these (perception and non-perception)
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will be merely the qualities of the perceiver and not of the
thing; and so the predicament of the thing becoming permanent
will be just the same. From this viewpoint also, the Buddhist
doctrine is illogical.

arnfu

Slfdirq(l'iil It'~lq~qrll''ll II, til

amfu In the absence (of cause) srfffirr-~N: the proposition
will fall through aJi'lJ1!fT else lIT~ simultaneity (will take
place).
21. (If it be contended that the effect arises) even when there
is no cause, then your assertion (of causation) will be stultified;
else (if you contend that the entity of the earlier moment
continues till the entity of the later moment emerges), the
cause and effect will erist simultaneously.
It has been said that since, according to the theory of
momentariness, the entity of the earlier moment is swallowed up
into annihilation, it cannot be the cause of the entity of the
later moment. Should the Buddhists now assert that the effect
arises even in the absence of the cause, their own assertion will
be nullified, that is to say, their proposition that the perception
of colour etc. and happiness etc. (citta and caittn) arises as a
result of acquiring the four kinds of causes 30 (objects, senses,
accessories, and past tendency), will be negated. And if origination be without any cause, then anything may originate anywhere, for there is nothing to hinder this. Should they, however,
assert that the entity of the earlier moment continues till the
origination of the entity of the later moment, then the cause
and effect will become simultaneous. Even so, their assertion
will be contradicted just the same; their declaration that all
entities are momentary will stand discredited .

.. In the case of a perception of blueness, blue is the iila71lballa-pratyaya,
eye is the adbipati-pratycrya, light is the sal,akiiri-prlltyaya, and the impression of a similar earlier perception is the sa71liintarapurva-pratyaya.
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a.rtificial annihilation and natural annihilation arf~~ on account of non-tennination.
22. Neither pratisamkhya-nirodha (artificial annihilation) 'lWr
an apratisamkhya-nirodha (natural annihilation) is possible, for
there can be no cessation (either of tbe current or of the individuals forming the current).

Moreover, the nihilists (i.e. Buddhists) fancy that whatever
becomes an object of knowledge and is different from the three
categories, has n'1 origination and is momentary. As for the three,
they say, they are these--1Jratisamkhyii-nirodha (anificial annihilation), apratisl11'i1khyii-nirodba (natural annihilation), and
iikiisa. They think that all these three are non-substantial, nonexistent, and illusory. The annihilation of a thing brought about
deliberately is technically called pratisamkhyii-nirodha; the opposite of that is apratisamkhyii-nirodha (natural annihilation);
and iikiisa is the mere absence of any obstruction (or screening).
The aphorist will refute .their iikiisa later on. The two kinds of
annihilation are now being refuted. "There can be no arrival a.t",
that is to say, there can be no possibility of the two kinds of
annihilation, artificial and natural.
Why?
"Because there can be no cessation." These two kinds of
annihilation-artificial and natural-will he perceivable in relation to either the chain of causality or the individuals (forming
the chain). But they cannot relate to the chain. Since in all the
chains, the individuals forming the chain continue uninterruptedly as a succession of causes and effects, therefore the
chains cannot cease. They cannot relate to the individuals,
because the individuals can have no such destruction as to leave
no trace of recognition or to become non-existent, for under
all circumstances, the common (material) substratum is seen
through a process of recognition to persist uninterruptedly.31
Where such recognitions are not obvious, the persistence of the
common substratum can be inferred from the fact of its percep11 In a pot, potsherd, and dust, the same earth is recognized as the
common material.
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tion elsewhere.82 Hence annihilation of either kind, fancied by
others, is untenable.

'if And ~'ttmr. owing to defect ~ from either point of

VIew.

21. And (the Buddhist view is untenable) owing to defect
arising from either point of view.
The annihilation of nescience and the rest, that is assumed by
the others and is classified under the heads of artificial and
natural annihilations, must be achieved either as a result of
complete knowledge associated with its accessories (of selfcontrol etc.) or (spontaneously) by itself. On the first assumption will arise the predicament of discarding the theory of
destruction being an uncaused event. On the second assumption
will arise the predicament of instruction about the spiritual
path (as taught by Buddha) becoming useless. Thus, being
subject to defects from either point of view, this philosophy is
incoherent.

~ ".lfq:ijt4IQ: II~"II
'if And arfcriTl'ffi( on account of absence of 4issimilarity
in the case of space.

24. And (non-existence cannot be asserted) in the case of
iikasa on account of the absence of (its) dissimilarity (witb
destruction) .
As for their view that the two kinds of destruction and
iikasa have no reality, we have already refuted the assertion that
the two kinds of destruotion are nonent)ities. Now it is being
refuted that iikiisa is a nonentity. It is unreasonable to assert
with regard to akiisa that it is a nonentity, for even in its case
.. Doubt may arise, for instance, in the case of the seed becoming the
sprout, but the process of inference with regard to persistence of earth,
can be extended to this case as well.
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nothing stands in the way of knowing it as an entity equally
like the artificial and natural destructions. As for Vedic proof,
it is established from such Vedic texts as, 'Akiisa originated from
the Self' (Tai. II. i. 2), that akasa is a substance. But for those
who are not convinced by Vedic texts, it can be inferred
through its quality of sound, for qualities such as smell and the
rest are seen to abide in substances like earth and the rest. Moreover, according to you, akasa is merely an absence of obstruction (or covering). So when anyone bird flies in space, there
is the presence of obstruction (and so absence of space); hence
another bird that may try to fly will find no scope for doing so.
Opponent: It will fly where there is no obstruction.
Vedantin: In that case, that very dung with the help of
which "the absence of obstruction" is specified, will itself be
the positive entity akasa,33 and it will not be a mere absence of
obstruction. Moreover, when the Buddhist asserts that akasa
consists in a mere absence of obstruction, he lands himself into
a self-contradiction. For according to the Buddhist view, in the
chain of questions starting with, "Sir, on what does earth rest?"
occurs this question after earth etc., "On what does air rest?"
And the answer to that question is, "Air rests on likasa", That
becomes logically consistent if liklisa is a substance. For this
reason also it is illogical to say likasa is a nonentity. Besides,
it is contradictory to say that the two kinds of annihilation and
akasQ;-these three are nonentities and yet they are eternal; for
that which is non-existent can neither be eternal nor non-eternal,
for all judgements about relationship, as between a quality and
the thing possessing it, are based on the existence of something.
And if such a relationship, as between a quality and the thing
qualified, does exist, then this will inevitably mean that the thing
itself is as much real as a pot, for instance, and it cannot be a
nonentity.

'if And ~~: on account of remembrance .

.. For, a negation presupposes the existence of its counterpart.
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2). And (a perm(lnent soul has to be admitted) because of the
f(lct of remembrance (i.e. memory).

Moreover, when the nihilist asserts all things to be momentary,
he will have to assert the perceiver also to be momentary. But
that is an absurdity because of the fact of remembrance.
Remembrance means recalling to mind something after its perception, and that can happen only when the agent of perception
and memory is the same; for one person is not seen to remember
something perceived by another. How can there be an awareness of the form, "I who saw earlier see now", arise unless the
earlier and later perceiver be the same? Moreover, it is well
known to all that direct experience in the form of recognition,
such as "I· who saw that, see this now", occurs only when the
agent of seeing and remembering is the same. Should their agents
he diff..:rent, then the awareness will take such a form, "I remember, but somebody else saw"; but nobody in fact experiences in
this way. Where cognition takes such a form, all understand the
agents of seeing and remembering to be different, as for instance
in, "I remember that he saw this then". But in the pre'sent case
where occurs the remembrance of the form, "I saw this then",
even the nihilist understands the agent of seeing and remembering to be but he himself, and he does not deny his own past vision
by saying, "I did not see that", just as much as he would not
deny that fire is hot or that it emits light. That being the case,
the nihilist cannot avoid a rebuttal of his theory of momentariness in the face of a single agent becoming connected with the
two moments of perception and remembrance. And why should
not the nihilist be ashamed of himself when he holds on to the
theory of momentariness at the same time that he recognizes
all his perceptions from now on to the last breath and the past
ones from his very birth till now as having happened to his own
very same self?
If .he should maintain that this can come about through similarity, then he should be answered thus: Since similarity, which
is apparent in such :1 judgement as "This is similar to that", is
dependent on two factors, and since from the point of view of
the believer in momentariness, there is no single perceiver of
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two similar things, it amounts to a false incoherent jargon on
his part to assert that recognition results from similarity. This
can only be possible if the perceiver of the similarity of the
entities of the preceding and succeeding moments be the same.
But then the theory of momentariness will be adversely affected
on account of the presence of the same person during two
moments.
Buddhist: The cognition, "This is like that", is an entirely
new cognition which is not dependent on the perception of the
things of the earlier and succeeding moments.
Vediintin: No, since in the awareness, "This is like that", are
involved (three) distinct factors. 34 If this experience of similarity
be an independent experience (not related to the two similar
factors), then the expression, "This is like that", would be
meaningless, and the expression would simply be "similarity".35
If people engaged in judging something do not take into account
the facts that are universally accepted, then even after the statement of the validity of one's own point of view and the invalidity of one's opponent's view it will not appear to be convincing
to the intellect of either the judges or oneself. That alone
should be spoken of which has been ascertained as, "This thing
is certainly so". Were one to speak of something other than
this, one would simply expose one's garrulousness. Moreover,
human dealings cannot be said to be dependent on meri; similarity, for the experience is of the existence of the entity itself
(expressing itself as, "I am that very person") and not of mere
similarity with that (as would be expressed in, "I am like that
person"). It may be conceded, however, that in the case of an
external thing there may be the possibility of doubt of the
form, "It may be either that very thing or similar to that", for
in the case of an external thing there is scope for delusion. But
in the case of the cognizer himself there can never be such a
doubt as, "I may be either that very person or similar to him" .
.. This, that, and the similarity.
• True judgement requires a consideration of boch points of view, and
that cuts at the root of the theory of momentariness, since such a
consideration spreads over several moments.
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For there occurs a definite recognition of identity, as in, "I who
saw yesterday, am remembering today". For this reason also,
the nihilist theory cannot be reasonably sustained.
The nihilist theory is untenable for this additional reason that
the nihilists do not admit any lasting and persisting cause (inhering in the effect), so that their view amounts to saying that
something comes out of nothing. And they show that existence
comes out of non-existence when they assert, "The effect cannot
arise without destroying the cause; for the sprout comes out of
a seed when the latter is destroyed and a pot out of a lump of
clay when the latter is desl1royed. Were a product to come out
of an unchanging cause, anything could come out of anything
and anywhere; for the cause is common to all". Thus since
(according to them) the sprout and the rest emerge from the
seed and the rest when these latter get swallowed up in nonexistence, they conclude that existence comes out of non-existence. With regard to this we say:

Of Not ami;!": from non-existence,
seen (thus).

at1~

because this is not

26. Something does not come out of nothing, for this does
not accord with experience.
Existence does not come out of non-existence. If something
can come out of nothing, then it becomes useless to refer to
special kinds of causes, since non-existence as such is indistinguishable everywhere. There is no distinction, as regards the
nature of non-existence, between the non-existence arising from
the destruction of the seed and the rest and the horn of a hare,
both being equally unsubstantial (false). Had there been any
distinction, then only would the assertion of such separate
causality be meaningful as, "The sprout comes out of the seed
alone, and the curd out of the milk alone". But when an indistinguishable non-existence is posited as the cause, the sprout
and the rest may as well spring out of a hare's hom and the
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like. This is, however, contradicted by experience. If, again,
distinctive attributes be ascribed to non:.existence on the analogy
of the lotus etc. having blueness etc., then on that very analogy
of the lotus etc., non-existence will turn into existence by the
very fact of possessing distinctive qualities. Moreover, nonexistence can never be the source of anything, precisely because
it is non-existent like the hare's horn etc. Were existence to
arise out of non-existence, all the effects would be imbued with
non-existence. But that goes against experience, for all things
are perceived to exist as positive entities with their respective
distinguishing features. Not that anybody will admit that such
real objects as earthen plates etc., in which earth inheres, are the
transformations of threads for instance. As a matter of fact,
people perceive all real earthen things as the transformations of
earth itself.
As for the assertion that something can come out of nothing
since no immutable thing can become a cause unless it be by
destroying its real nature, that is a wrong assertion; for gold
and the rest that are recognized as remaining unchanged assume
the roles of such cause and effect in the cases of products like
a gold necklace and so on. Even in the cases of the seed and
the rest where there is an appearance of destruction of substance,
it is not the earlier state, undergoing destruction, that is understood to be the cause of the subsequent state; for what is admitted is that those parts (or cells) of the seed and the rest which
remain undestroyed and which persist (in the sprouts and the
rest) become the material causes of the sprout and the rest.
Accordingly since nothing that actually exists is seen to result
from nonentities like the horn of a hare etc., and since it is seen
that from existing things like gold etc. originate existing things
(like necklace etc.), the assertion of something coming out of
nothing cannot be substantiated. Moreover, all people get
deluded by the nihilists (i.e. Buddhists) who first assert that the
ego-consciousness and the mental moods arise from the four
causes and that the aggregates of elements and eIementals arise
from the atoms (see p. 405), and then again assume that something comes out of nothing and thus negate their own assertions.
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even

27. And (if sometbing can come out of notbing, tben) on
tbe same ground, success sbould come even to tbe indifferent
people.
Moreover, if it be admitted that something can come out of
nothing, then on the same ground even the indifferent people
who are inactive should attain their desired results, for nonexistence is clearly evident even there; and so a husbandman
who does not engage in cultivation should get his crop, a potter
who makes no effort for preparing the clay should get his
vessels ready, and a weaver who does not make any effort for
weaving the yarn should get a cloth just as much as one that
weaves. And nobody need in any way strive for heaven or
libera.tion. But such a position is neither reasonable nor is it
accepted by anybody. Therefore this assertion of something
coming out of nothing is unjustifiable.
TOPIC

5:

BUDDHIST IDEALISM REFUTED

Vijnanwiida: The defects, such as the impossibility of formation of aggregates that arise against the views of those Buddhists
who believe in external things, having been pointed out, the
Vijfiiinavadin (Buddhist Idealist believing in momentary consciousness) now stands up in opposition. (He asserts): This
(earlier) viewpoint, based on the belief that external things
exist, was taught (by Buddha) as a concession to som!! of those
followers who were noticed to have a predilection for external
things. But that was not the view of Buddha himself, whose !feal
sanction was for the doctrine of the group constituted by consciousness (subjective cognition) alone. According to this
Vijfiiinaviida, all dealings concerned with means of knowledge,
objects of knowledge, and ends of knowledge become possible
as subjective occurrences superimposed on consciousness;36 for
.. Consciousness itself appearing as the imaginary blue colour becomes
the perceived object; as awareness it becomes knowledge; as the power
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even though an external object may exist, there can be no
activity of the means of knowledge etc., unless it be through a
superimposition of that object on consciousness (i.e. unless the
mind or intellect is aware of it). If it be asked, "How, again,
can it be known that all these processes are subjective, and that
nothing but subjective cognition exists"?-the answer he (the
Buddhist) gives is that, this is so because no external thing can
possibly exist. When external objects are assumed, they must
either be the individual atoms or an aggregate of them-a pillar
for instance. Of these the knowledge of the atoms cannot be
acquired through a perception of the pillar etc., for the atoms
are not objects of perception. 36 • And a pillar etc. cannot be a
conglomeration of atoms, since the (aggregates like) pillar etc.
cannot be ascertained to be either different from or identical
with the atoms. Thus also are to be rejected genus, (quality,
action), etc. Moreover, knowledge, as it arises, has the common feature of being a mere awareness; but it displays a selective
bias for individual forms, such as the knowledge of a pillar, the
knowledge of a wall, the knowledge of a pot, the knowledge of
a doth, and so on. This particularizacion cannot be possible
unless there be some peculiarity in each individual cognition
itself. And so in this way it has to be admitted that knowledge
has a tendency to have the same form as its content. And once
this is admitted, the objective appearances become explicable
from rhe standpoint of consciousness alone (they being included
within the knowledge itself), and it becomes useless to assume
external objects. Moreover, from the fact of the simultaneous
awareness of the knowledge and its object, it follows that the
object and its knowledge are identical. For neither of them can
be known w.ithout the other. This simultaneity would not have
been possible if knowledge and its object were naturally
different;37 for there would be nothing to cause a hindrance
of that revelation it becomes the means of knowledge; and as the
repository of that knowledge it becomes the knower.
ala Are not perceived as possessed of the qualities of a pillar, e.g. unity,
solidity, etc.
n For momentary consciousness would not then be reasonably associated
with an object that is different from it.
27
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(to the cognition of one even when the other is not cognized).
For this reason also there is no external object.
This is to be understood as analogous to dream etc. Even as
the cognitions in a dream, a magic, water in a mirage, a phantom
city in the sky, etc. have stamped on them the perceptions of
the knowledge and the known, though there are no objects,
so also it is to be understood that the perceptions of a pillar
etc. in the waking state are of a similar nature, for a:> perceptions they do not differ. If it be asked, "Were there no external
objects how could there be a diversity in knowledge?" then the
Vijiianavadin says that this is possible owing to a diversity of
mental impressions.3s For it is nothing contradictory in this
beginningless state of transmigration that cognitions and mental
impressions should have a variety, acting as they do alternately
as the causes and effects of one another like the seed and the
sprout. Moreover, it is known through a process of agreement
and difference (i.e. from positive and negative instances) that
variety in knowledge occurs from past impressions; for by both
of us it is admitted that even in the absence of objects, a variety
in cognition, caused by past impressions, takes place in dream
etc. But it is not admitted by me that even without such mental
impression, knowledge can have a variety in conformity with
external objects. Hence also external objects do not exist.
Vedantin: This being the position we say:

if

Not ar<lT<r: non-existent ~: because of perception.

28. (External objects are) not non-existent, for they are
perceived.
It cannot be asserted that external things do not exist.
Why?
"Because they are perceived." As a matter of fact such things
• The previous knowledge occurring in a beginningless chain creates
the impression (or tendency). Through its force, a variety of cognitions,
in the fonn of blueness etc., can occur even after the interval of several
moments.
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as a pillar, a wall, a pot, a cloth, are perceived along with each
act of cognition. And it cannot be that the very thing perceived
is non-existent. How can a man's words be acceptable who
while himself perceiving an external object through sensecontacts still says, "I do not perceive, and that object does not
exist", just as much as a man while eating and himself experiencing the satisfaction arising from that act might say, "Neither do
I eat, nor do I get any satisfaction"?
Vijiiantr"adin: Well, I do not say that I do not perceive any
object, but all that I hold is that I do not perceive anything.
apart from the perception.
V edamin: Yes, you do speak like that, since you have no
curb to your mouth; but you do not speak logically, for something other than the perception has to be admitted perforce, just
because it is perceived. Not that anybody cognizes a perception
to be a pillar, a wall, etc., rather all people cognize a pillar, a
wall, etc. as objects of perception. And it is for this reason that
all people understand those others (viz the Buddhists) as really
assuming the existence of an external thing even while they
deny it by saying, "That which is the content of an internal
awareness appears as though external". For they use the phrase
"as though" in the clause "as though external" just because they
too become aware of a cognition appearing externally in the
same way as is well known to all people, and yet they want to
deny any external object. 3D Else why should they say, "as though
external"? For nobody speaks thus: "Vi~umitra appears like
the son of a barren woman". Accordingly, those who accept
truth to be just what it is actually perceived to be, should
accept a thing as it actually reveals itself externally, and not
"as though appearing outside".
Buddhist: Since no object can possibly exist eJGternally, I
corne to the conclusion that it appears as though it is outside.
Vedantin: This conclusion is not honest, since the possibility
or impossibility of the existence of a thing is determined in
accordance with the applicability or non-applicability of the
.. What people understand from the Buddhist teaching is that to the
Buddhist the internal awareness of an object appears as occurring outside
That understanding itself is a proof of their Jwarcness of externality.
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means of knowledge to it, but the applicability or non-applicability of the means of knowledge is not ascertained in accordance with the possibility or impossibility (of the thing). What
is known through anyone of the means of knowledge, such as
direct perception etc., is possible, and what cannot be known
through anyone of these means of knowledge is impossible. In
the case under discussion, the external things are known individually by the respective means of knowledge; so how can
they be declared to be impossible by raising such alternatives
as different, non-different, etc.?40 For external things are perceived as a matter of fact. It is wrong to say that external things
do not exist merely on the ground that cognition is seen to have
the likeness of an object, because the very likeness of an object
is not possible unless the object itself be there, and also because
the object is cognized outside. So also it has to be admitted that
the regularity in the simultaneous appearance of the cognition
and its object is owing to the relation of causality between them
and not owing to their identity. Again, in (such forms of awareness as) "knowledge of a pot", "knowledge of a cloth", the
difference is seen in the two qualifying parts, pot and cloth, but
not in the substantive part knowledge, even as in the cases of
"a white cow" and "a black cow" we find that whiteness and
blackness alone differ, but not so the cowhood. And the difference of the one (viz cowhood) from the two (whiteness, blackness) stands out cleaoriy, as also the difference of the two from
the one. Therefore an object and its knowledge differ. Similar
should be our comprehension in the cases of the seeing of a pot
and the remembrance of a pot. Here also the substantives, viz
seeing and remembering differ, but not so the adjectival portion,
viz pot; this is just as in the cases of the cognitions, "the smell
of milk", and "the taste of milk", where the substantives smell
and taste alone differ, but not so the adjectival part milk.
.0 The Buddhists argue that external objects cannot logically exist because
a pillar, for instance, cannot be proved to be either different or nondifferent from the atoms constituting it. But the Buddhist view is illogical;
for according to them, consciousness alone exists, and it is not gross. So
it cannot have for its content things that are many and gross; hence there
can be no idea of external things according to their theory.
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Moreover, as regards two cognitions occurring successively,
which vanish after self-revelation, there can be no logical apprehension of the one by the other. And in that case will be nullified all the assertions made in the Buddhist scriptures themselves about the difference among cognitions, momentariness and
other attributes, individual characteristics, common characteristics, bequeathing of tendency by one cognition to the other,
true, false, or mixed attributes arising from contact with
nescience, as also about bond.age, liberation, and so on.
Again, if one admits a distinction between knowledge and
knowledge, why should not one admit external objects such as
a pillar, a wall, and so on?
Buddhist: A cognition is actually perceived.
Vedantin: External things too are perceived, and so they too
should be admitted.
Buddhist: Since cognition is a luminous thing it stands selfrevealed like a lamp, but an external object is not like that.
Vedantin: Then like assuming that fire burns itself, you
assume that something can act on itself by itself, which is
absolutely opposed to reason; yet you do not admit the wellknown fact, bearing no contradiction, that an external object is
known through a cognition which is different from the object.
What a great display of erudition you make! It cannot be
asserted that consciousness is known to itself as something apart
from objects for the simple reason that there can be no action
on oneself.
Buddhist: If a cognition has to be known by some entity
other than itself, that second one will have to be known by
another, and that one again by another. This will lead to an
infinite regress. Moreover, since cognition is an illuminator like
a lamp, if you should imagine a second cognition (to know it),
then since both the cognitions are similar there will be no revelation of the one by the other, so that this whole assumption will
fall to the ground.
Vediintin: Both these Mguments are wrong, for once an
awareness of the cognition occurs, no further desire to apprehend the wimess of the cognition can arise; and so there is no
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possibility of infinite regress. 41 And since the witness and the
cogrutlOn are different by nature, there can be a relationship
of the perceiver and the perceived among them. Besides, the
self-evident witness cannot be denied. 42 There is another consideration. When you assert that cognition shines by itself like
a lamp without requiring some other cognition, you virtually
say that a cognition is not apprehended by any other means of
knowledge or by anything else, which would be like saying that
a thousand lamps shine (unknown) within a massive boulder.
Buddhist: Exactly SO; for cognition being of the nature of an
awareness (suggested by you), you have only approved the
view that we hold.
Vediintin: No, for it is seen that some other perceiver having
the eye etc. as his instrument, perceives a lamp etc. So it is
understood that since cognition has equally to be revealed by
some one else, it can be perceived like a lamp only when a
distinct perceiver is present.
Buddhist: By upholding the theory that the perceiving witness is self-effulgent, you only accept under a different garb of
words my own view that cognition shines by itself.
Vediintin: Not so, for you admit many such distinctions for
cognition as origin, destruction, multiplicity, and so on. And
hence it is that we establish the apprehension of that cognition
by some entity outside it, as in the case of a lamp.

And ~~ on account of difference of nature or not
~-3nft-CR{ like dream etc.
'if

41 As soon as a mode ( vrtti) occurs in the mind as a result of contact
between the senses and objects, the object and this mental cognition
(vrtti-jiiiina) become revealed by the witnessing Self. An object cannot
reveal itself, it being inert; the mental apprehension also cannot reveal
itself, being equally inert. But when the existence of the witness gets
revealed on that mental apprehension, there can be no further question of
revealing the witness. This witness is different from the mental cognition.
Thus there is no infinite regress .
•• To substantiate the difference among your momentary cognitions
you have to admit the witness which stands aloof to see this difference.
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29. And because of the difference of nature (the waking state
is) not (false) like dream etc.

It has been said by those who deny the existence of external
things that perceptions of things like a pillar etc. in the waking
state occur even in the absence of external things, just as they
do in a dream; for as perceptions, they are similar. That has to
be refuted. With regard to this we say, the perceptions of the
waking state cannot be classed with those in a dream.
Why?
Because of difference of characteristics; for waking and dream
states are really different in nature.
In what does that difference consist?
We say that it consists in being subject to sublation or not.
To a man, arisen from sleep, the object perceived in a dream
becomes sublated, for he says, "Falsely did I imagine myself in
contact with great men. In fact I never came in contact with
great men; only my mind became overpowered by sleep; and
thus this delusion arose." So also in the case of magic etc., ade·
quate sublation takes place. But a thing seen in the waking state,
a pillar for instance, is not thus subia ted under any condition.
Moreover, dream vision is a kind of memory, whereas the visions
of the waking state are forms of perceptions (through valid
means of knowledge). And the difference between perception
and memory, consisting in the presence and absence of objects,
can be understood by oneself, as for instance when one says, "1
remember my beloved son, but I do not see him, though 1 want
to see". That being so, it cannot be asserted by a man, who
feels the difference of the two, that the perception of the waking
state is false, merely on the ground that it is a perception like
the perception in a dream. And it is not logical for those who
consider themselves intelligent to deny their own experience.
Moreover, one who cannot speak of the waking experiences as
naturally baseless, just because this would contradict experience,
wants to speak of them as such on the strength of their similarity
with dream experiences. Bu.t anything that cannot be the
characteristic of something in its own right, cannot certainly
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be so because of a similarity with another. For fire which is felt
to be warm does not become cold because of some similarity43
with water. As for the difference between dream and the waking
states, this has already been shown.

if

Not mel: existence

dliq...., ..Ei: because of non-perception.

30. (Tendencies) can have no existence since (according to
you) exter1l1l1 things are not perceived.

And the assertion has to be refuted that even in the absence
of objects, the diversity of experience can be explained on the
strength of the variety of tendencies (or impressions). To this
we say: The tendencies cannot logically exist; for according to
you, objects are not perceived externally. It is precisely owing
to the perception of objects that a variety of (mental) tendencies corresponding to the diverse objects can arise. But how can
a variety of tendencies arise when no object is perceived? Even
if these tendencies have no beginning (on the analogy of the
seed and the sprout), this infinite regress will amount to a
baseless assumption leading us nowhere like the blind leading
the blind,44 and it will thus cut at the root of all human dealings,
so that your aim will remain unfulfilled. And it is to be noted
that the positive and negative instances that were adduced by
those who would deny the existence of external objects by
saying, "All these experiences are caused by tendencies and not
by objects"-those instances also stand refuted from this standpoint; for no tendency can arise unless there be a perception
of some object. Moreover, from the admission that apprehension of objects is possible even in the absence of past tendencies,
.. For instance, both being "substances" .
.. The whole chain of one tendency creating another will stan with
the initial defect of the first tendency being created without an external
object. Thus, being basically illogical, it cannot help you out of the rut.
The analogy of the seed-and-sprout is illogical; for both seed and sprout
are perceived as causing each other interminably, both backward and
forward; but you do not admit that an object produces a perception.
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and from the non-admission that tendencies are possible in the
absence of perception of object, it follows that such positive
and negative instances tadduced by you) also prove the existence of objects. Besides, what you call a tendency is a kind of
impression (or predisposition); and from common experience
it is known that a disposition cannot be imagined to exist unless
it has some basis to stand on, whereas you have nothing to
supply this need; for nothing can be found (by following your
view) to stand as an abode for dispositions.

~fUl<fIe=q Iii iI~ til
;;r And

~f\llifieqlq:

on account of momentariness.

31. And (the ego-consciousness camzot be the abode),

for it

is momenttITy.
As for the ego-consciousness that is assumed to be the abode
of disposition (or tendency), that too has no stable form, since
you postulate its momentariness like sense-perception. Hence it
cannot be the abode of tendencies. For unless there be some
principle running through everything and abiding through all
the three periods of time or some unchanging witness of all,
there can be no human dealing involving remembrance, recognition, etc. which are contingent on past impressions that are
stored up in conformity with environment, time, and causation.
If the ego-consciousness be (assumed to be) unchanging by
nature, your doctrine (of momentariness) will be set at naught.
Moreover, since the theory of momentariness is upheld equally
in Vijii.anavada, all the defects arising from momentariness that
were levelled (by us) against the theory of those (Buddhists)
who believe in the existence of (momentary) external things,
viz those shown under the aphorisms starting from, "And
because the earlier is negated when the later emerges" (II. ii.
20), are to be remembered in this context as well. Thus are
refuted both these Buddhist points of view-of both those who
believe in the external things and those who believe in (subjective) consciousness. As for the view of the absolute nihilist, no
attempt is made for its refutation since it is opposed to all means
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of valid knowledge. For human behaviour, conforming as it
does to all right means of valid knowledge, cannot be denied so
long as a different order of reality is not realized; for unless
there be an exception, the general rule prevails.

'if Besides, ~'tT from every point of VIew ~m: being
untenable.

32. Besides (this view stands condemned), it being untenable
from every point of view.
To be brief, from every point of view that this Buddhist
doctrine may be examined for finding out some justification, it
breaks down like a well sunk in sand; and we do not find any
the least logic here. Hence also all behaviour based on the
Buddhist scripture is unjustifiable. Moreover, Buddha exposed
his own incoherence in talk when he instructed the three
mutually contradictory theories of the existence of external
objects, existence of consciousness, and absolute nihilism; or he
showed his malevolence towards all creatures, acting under the
delusion that these creatures would get confused by imbibing
contradictory views. The idea is that the Buddhist view should
be abjured in every way by all who desire the highest good.
TOPIC

6:

JAINA VIEW REFUTED

Of Not ~~ in the same thing ~~ owing to impossibility.

33. (The Jaina 'zliew is) not right since the presence (at
contradictory attributes) in one and the strme thing is impossible.
The view of Buddha has been disproved. Now is being
invalidated the view of the naked ones (Jainas). The categories
approved by them are seven-called (1) the soul (experiencer),
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(2) non-soul (the experienced objects), (3) impulsion (of
sense-organs towards objects), (4) control (of senses and
organs), (5) austerities (which completely demolish merit and
demerit through experience of happiness and sorrow), (6)
bondage (action), (7) liberation (a continuous upward movement). In brief, there are only two categories-soul and nonsoul, for the others get included, as best they can, in these two
only. This is how they think. They speak of these two in another
way thus: There are five categories called asti-kayas-the
category of soul, the category of body (combination of atoms),
the category of merit, the category of demerit, and the category
of space (want of hindrance). They describe many subsidiary
divisions of each one of these according to the assumptions of
their own doctrine. And in all cases they apply this logic of
what they call the logic with seven facets: (1) somehow (may
be it) exists, (2) somehow (may be it) does not exist, (3) somehow exists and does not exist, (4) somehow indescribable, (5)
somehow exists and is indescribable, (6) somehow does not exist
and is indescribable, (7) somehow exists, does not exist, and is
indescribable. Thus they apply this logic with seven facets
(sapta-bhangi-naya) to unity and permanence as well. 45
·With regard to this we say: This assumption is not justifiable.
Why?
"Owing to the impossibility of presence in one and the same
thing"; for it is not possible for such contradictory characteristics as existence, non-existence, and so on to be associated
simultaneously with the same thing; just as much as cold and
heat cannot be. These seven categories that are definitely ascertained to be so many in number and such in character, must
either be just as they are described or they must not; for else
the resulting knowledge of such an indefinite nature, which may

•• Unity and permanence somehow may exist, may not exist, may both
exist and not exist, and so on. When the intention is to speak of a thing
as successively existing and non-existing, they use the third mood. But
when the intention is to speak of existence and non-existence simultaneously, the two states being inexpressible at the same time, they call it
indescribable.
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either be as it is described or may not be so, will certainly be
unauthoritative like doubts. 46
/aina: When knowledge of a definite nature, viz that a thing
has different facets, does arise, it cannot be invalid like doubts.
Vediintin: We say, no; for one who would unrestrictedly
affirm ~ndefiniteness for every object without exception, the
definiteness of his knowledge itself being equally an object of
knowledge, would come under the application of such alternatives as, "somehow it may exist, somehow it may not exist", and
so on; and hence this knowledge would have an indefinite nature
all the same. Similarly, the ascertainer, as also the knowledge
that results from the ascertainment, would be somehow partially
existent and somehow partially non-existent. This being so, how
can a teacher of the Jaina school, (who has to be assumed to
be) an authority, impart instruction when the means of knowledge, objects of knowledge, the knower, and knowledge remain
indefinite in nature?
Also how can those who rely on his views act upon his instruction about things which remain indefinite in their nature?
For all people engage without hesitation in the requisite practices
for acquidng some result when that has been ascertained to be
inevitable, but not otherwise. For this reason also, if anyone
should write a scripture of such indefinite significance, his words
will be unacceptable like those of the mad or intoxicated. So also
when the doubt arises as to whether the categories mentioned as
five in number (viz soul, non-soul, etc.), have really that number
or not, the conclusion from one point of view will be that the
number is five, and from another point of view that it is not so;
and hence those things can be greater or less in number. Besides,
these categories cannot be indescribable (that is to say, existing
and non-existing at the same time); for if they be indescribable,
they cannot be expressed in words. It involves a contra dic.. For the soul etc. are averred these seven alternative moods as also
their own characteristics of being the soul etc. Now, are these "existence"
and "non-existence" constant or are they spasmodic? In the first case,
the position is untenable, since it contradicts such perceptions as, "This
pot does exist". In the second case, there can be no definite knowledge of
anything.
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tion to utter them in words and yet to hold that they are
indescribable. Again, even when they are expressed in words,
they may either be understood as such or may not be understood. Similarly the perfect knowledge, arising from the comprehension of all this, may exist or may not; so also its
opposite, false knowledge, mayor may not exist. Anyone
who would speak in that way, would be classed with the
intoxicated and the mad, but not with people whose words
can be trusted. Moreover, no reasonable inspiration for action
to achieve liberation or heaven will follow from an indefinite
knowledge that heaven and liberation exist on the one hand
and do not exist on the other; or similarly that they are eternal
from one point of view and impermanent from another. And the
eternally free souls (Arhats) and the rest (who either become free
through spiritual practices or continue in bondage), whose
natures have been determined to be so in their own (Jaina)
books, will tend to have an indefinite nature. Thus since it is
not possible for any of the categories, counting from the souls,
to have such contradictory attributes as existence and nonexistence, and since in the presence of the attribute of existence
there can be no possibility of the presence of the other attribute
of non-existence, just as much as existence is not possible in the
presence of non-existence, therefore this Jaina doctrine is illogical. Hereby it is to be understood that all such tenets of indeterminateness, to the effect that the very same thing is one and
many, permanent and impermanent, different and non-different
at the same time, that are assumed by them, are demolished as
well. As for their imagination that the aggregation, called
pudgala (body) can result from the combination of atoms, that
stands discredited as a result of the earlier refuta,tion of the
Vaise~ika theory of atoms. Hence no separate attempt is made
for overthrowing it.

~

soul.

Similarly 'if also amq'-atCflI('f~41{ non-pervasiveness of the
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34. Similarly also (arises the defect of) the soul htWing no
all-pervasiveness (or having only a medium dimension}.47

Just as the defect consisting in the impossibility of the pres~
ence of contradictory attributes in the same substratum arises
in the Jaina view, so also arises the other defect of the embodied
soul becoming limited (or of a medium dimension).
How?
The Jainas think that the embodied soul has the dimension of
the body. Now if it conforms to the size of the body, then the
soul will be of a medium dimension-non-omnipotent and
limited; and so like the pot etc. the soul will be subject to
impermanence. Again, because the bodies have no fixed dimen~
sions, the soul born as a man will assume the size of a human
body. Then when as the result of the fruition of some past
action it is born as an elephant, it will not pervade the whole of
the elephant body, and when it is born as an ant, it will not be
wholly contained in the body of the ant. This defect applies
equally to the different stages of boyhood, youth, and old age
during the same life.
It may be held that the soul has infinite parts; these parts get
condensed in a small body and expanded in a large one. But then
it has to be stated as to whether there is any obstruction to the
different parts of the soul becoming concentrated at the same
place or not. Should there be any impediment, the infinite parts
will not be contained in the same limited space; and even if
there be no impediment, then all the parts can very well be
accommodated in the place occupied by a single part, so that
there will be no possibility of increase in magnitude. As a result,
the predicament will arise of the embodied soul becoming atomic
in dimension. Besides, it cannot even be imagined that the soul
that is limited by the size of the body should have infinite parts.
Again, if it be argued that whenever in due sequence the soul
gets a large body, it has an accretion of some parts, and when.. Ratnapr.1bhli has "Aklirtmyam-Madhyama-parimli~atvam"; Bhlimati has,
"Akrtmatvl111z-pariccbinnatvam". Madbyama-parimil~ is a dimension
changing according to the body; and pariccbinna means limited.
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ever it gets a small body it has a reduction of some parts, then
the answer is:

:q And if not

arfi:f even

~ffi'

from (assumption of) sequence
arm)",,: contradiction can be av'oided, fcr'llr~-3I'TR~: in the face
of mutability etc.

35. And the contradiction cannot be avoided even by an
assumption of sequence (in the increase and decrease of parts),
for still there 'Will be the defects of mutability etc.
Even by assuming the increase and decrease of parts in succession it is not possible to establish beyond any contradiction
the fact that the soul confonns to the size of the body.
Why?
For this will lead to the defects of changefulness etc. for the
soul. In the first instance, mutability becomes unavoidable for
the soul that increases and decreases for ever through the accession and depletion of parts. And if it be mutable like a piece of
leather, it will be subject to impermanence. In that case will be
falsified the assumptions about bondage and liberation, which
facts are expressed by saying that the soul, surrounded by eight
kinds of karma,48 remains sunk in the sea of this world like a
bottle gourd, and it floats upward when that bond is snapped.
Moreover, the parts that come and go will be other than the
soul precisely because they are adventitious like the bodies etc.
In that case some part that is everlasting will be the soul. But
.. Covering knowledge, covering vision, deluding, and screening-which
four are called ghati-karma. These are explained thus: (1) belief that
liberation does not follow from knowledge of reality, (2) belief that
liberation does not follow from the hearing of the Jaina tenets (3) not
finding any speciality about the path shown by the Jaina teachers, (4)
hindering the progress in the path of liberation. Agbclli-karmas are: (I)
vedaniyam-belief that I have to know the reality, (2) namikll1n-belief
that I have such a name, (3) gotrikll1n-the idea that I have entered into
the rank of your disciples, (4) aYUfkcrm-work done for the maintenance
of the body, or it means the body made of blood and semen. Gotrika may
a) so mean-making this body fit for the realization of truth.
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that cannot be pin-pointed to be so and so. Again, it has to be
stated from where these incoming parts emerge and where the
outgoing ones submerge. It cannot be that they come out of
the elements and merge into the elements; for the soul (of
which they are the parts) is not material. And nothing else
can be ascertained as either the common or uncommon source
of (anyone or all) the parts of the (individual) soul; for that
lacks evidence. Furthermore, in such a case, the nature of the
soul will remain indeterminate; for the incoming and outgoing
parts will have no definite measurement. Thus owing to the
predicament of such defects, it is not possible to take shelter
under a successive increase or decrease in the parts of the soul.
Or the explanation will be this: Under the previous aphorism
the doubt raised was that, if the soul be of the size of the body,
the soul will be subj ect to limitation (or incompleteness) owing
to its assumption of other enlarged or attenuated bodies, and
thus it will not be eternal. In reply to that doubt it may be
held (by the Jainas) that though the size of the soul has no
fixity, owing to successive changes, still the soul can have
pennanence on the analogy of a current of a river. Just as the
russet-robed (Buddhists) hold that though cognitions have no
pennanence, yet a current of these cognitions can well be
permanent, similar may be the position of the naked ones
(Jainas) as well. This was the opposite point of view presented
under the earlier aphorism. The Q7lSWeT (of the Vetiantin) to
that is being given under the present one: As to that, if the
current be false, you will land into a theory of the non-existence
of the soul. Or if it be true, the soul will be subject to such
defects as mutability. Hence this view is unjustifiable.

Of'"tlllq~~'!tiht~f"1t4c=q IctrCj~tt: II~\II
'tf And ~-~: on account of the pennanence of the
ultimate size, ~-f"'Clh:'@ since both the (other) sizes become
permanent arfcli,,: distinotion ceases to exist.

36. The ultimate size attainable (by the soul) being permanent, the other two sizes also must be so; and hence there will
be no distinction (among the sizes).
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Besides, the Jainas hold that the ultimate size attained by a
soul on the eve of liberation. becomes permanent. Just like that,
the earlier initial size and the intervening size of the soul can
also be permanent, and hence there will be similarity (among
the magnitudes). Thus the soul will have the size of one single
body only and it will not acquire any other inflated or deflated
body.49
Or the explanation is this: Since the ultimate size of the soul
is permanent, its sizes in the two earlier stages also must be the
same. In that case the soul has to be admitted to be atomic or
non-atomic at all times equally. Thus the Jaina view is as illogical as the Buddhist view; and hence it is to be ignored.
TOPIC

7: GoD

IS NOT A MERE SUPERINTENDENT

Now is being refuted the theory that God is a mere superintending cause (and not a material cause as well).
How can this be understood?
Because by the teacher (Vyasa) himself God has been established as both the material and efficient causes in the aphorism,
"And Brahman must be the material as well, so as not to
contradict the declaration and the illustration" (I. iv. 23), as
also in, "This is also understood from the teaching about the
will to create" (I. iv. 24). If it be maintained now that God's
causality in general is being refuted here, then from a contradiction between the earlier and later portions, the objection
would be raised that the aphorist stultifies himself. Therefore.,
what is peing diligently rebutted here is the view that "God is
not the material cause, but is simply the efficient cause," because
it runs counter to the Vedantic conclusion that Brahman is one
without a second. This un-Vedic conception takes various forms.
Some, following the Siirhkhya and Yoga tenets, conclude that
God, who is the ruler of Prakrti and pur-u,;a (Nature and soul),
is merely an efficient cause, and that God, Nature, and soul are
.. In order that there may be no incompatibility among the three sizes,
the earlier bodies must have the same size as the ultimate one, for if the
bodies differ in size, the soul's conformity to them will be impossible, as
already shown.
28
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totally different from one another. The MaheSvaras (Saivas and
others), however, think that the five categories-effect (i.e.
mamu, ahttrhkiira, etc.), cause (i.e. Nature and God), union
(samidhi) , observances (e.g. bathing three times a day etc.),
and the end of sorrow (liberation)-have been taught by the
Lord Siva for the removal of bondage (piiSa) of the creatures
(pams). PaSupati (Lord of the creatures) is God, and He is the
efficient cause. This is how they propound it. Similarly there are
some V aise~kas and others who speak of God as the efficient
cause by somehow keeping within their own sphere of thought.
Hence the answer is being given in the aphorism:

~: For the Lord (there can be no creatorshlp) 8jijl+i551fl1R{
on account of incongruity.

37. For the Lord there can be no creatorship, for that leads to
incongruity.
"For the Lord", that is to say, for God, there can be no
causality towards the universe by becoming (a mere) superintendent over Nature and souls.
Why?
"On account of incongruity."
What is that incongruity?
For a Lord who creates the various creatures by dividing
them into grades of inferiority, mediocrity, and superiority will
he open like ourselves to the charges of likes, dislikes, etc., so
th3Jt He will cease to be God.
Opponent: That defect will not arise, for He acts in accordance with the past ~ctions of the creatures.
Vediintin: Not so, for if such God and actions be mutually
the impeller and the impelled, it will lead to a logical seesaw
(or argument in a circle, each being prompted by the other).
Opponent: This fault will not arise, since creation is without
beginning.
Vedlintin : No, just as at present, so also in the past that defect
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of arguing in a circle is equally present;50 so that we are faced
with the logic of the blind leading the blind (for both action
and God are impelled, there being no impeller). Moreover, it is
the accepted view of the ·logicians that by noticing an impulsion
to work it can be inferred that there are such defects (i.e.
likes, dislikes, delusion, etc.)-(Nyiiya-sutra, I. i. 18). For
nobody is seen to engage in any work for one's own or for
somebody else's sake unless one is impelled by these defects. As
a rule, all people serve other people's purposes only when they
are impelled by their own interest. In this way also this is
incongruous; for God will cease to be God by being selfish. The
incongruity arises even from the admission that God is a special
type of PUruiQ (soul), for that puruia is admitted to be indifferent to everything.

...

ttkj r 'e4I1,Qq'dlJrl
:q

1I~c;\1

And ~~~: owing to impossibility of relationship.

38. And (the incongruity arises) because of the impossibility
of a relationship.
There is still another incongruity. God who is different from
Nature and soul cannot rule them unless it be through some
relationship. But the relationship of conjunction is not possible,
since God, Nature, and souls are all omnipresent and partless.
Nor can it be the relationship of inherence, because of the
impossibility of determining which is the container and which
the thing contained. Nor can any other relationship be inferred
from the presence of the effect, since that very causal relationship has yet to be established. 51
.. The Vedantins also adopt this logic of the beginninglessness of the
world for escaping out of the defect of a logical seesaw (B. S. II. i. 34).
But to them the world is unreal, and their argument amounts to showing
that everything is indescribable. Everything is within Maya-God, creation, creamres, and all. Others say, they are true (See p. 436 top) •
• 1 It has not been proved so far that the universe is a creation of Prakrti
(Nature) under the promptings of God. So the relationship of God with
Nature cannot be proved from the existence of creation.
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0pp011ent: How does the believer in Brahman solve this
problem?1l2
Vedantin: He has no difficulty; for in his case an indescribable relationship of identity (between God and Maya) is
reasonably sustainable (sv. I. 3). Moreover, a believer in
Brahman ascertains the cause etc. in accordance with the Vedas,
and so for him there is no such need that he must accept all
things just as they are perceived. But the opponent, who determines the nature of the cause etc. on the strength of illustrations, has to accept things just as they are perceived. Here lies
the excellence.
Objection: Your opponent too can have the scriptures composed by omniscient teachers; as such both· of you are equally
backed by scriptural authority.
Vedantin: No, for that will lead to arguing in a circle, omniscience being proved from the knowledge of the authority of
the scriptures and the (authority of the) scriptures being proved
from the knowledge of the omniscience of the author. Therefore the ideas about God held by the samkhyas and Yogins are
illogical. This charge of incongruity can be equally levelled in a
suitable manner against all other theories that are outside the
Vedic pale.

arN'3I'1I'lqqti~ lI~tll
l;f And arf1:m;:r~\l: because of the impossibility of being
directed.

39. And (the position is untenable) becl/Use of the impossibility of (NtltUTe) coming under (His) direction.
For this additional reason the God imagined by the sophists
has no justi1ication. Were God just what He is imagined to be,
He could impel Nature (Pradhana) etc. by becoming their
director (i.e. moulder) in the same way as a potter is in the case
of clay etc. But this cannot be proved; for Nature, which is
.. Your Maya and Brahman also are both pervasive and parrless, and
you do not admit inherence as a relationship.
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beyond the range of perception etc. and is devoid of fonn etc.,
cannot come under God's direction (i.e. moulding), it being
different from clay etc.

Cfl(oIc(~W ~: Il'to II
~~ Like (presiding over) the organs ~~ if this be the
contention, if not so ~-~: on account of (resulting)
experiences etc.

40. Should it be argued that God will direct Nature like (a
directing) the organs, then it ctmnot be so, for that will
result in God's having experiences (of happiness, sorrow etc.).
mtm

Opponent: It may be thus. Just as the individual soul directs
the senses, counting from the eye, which cannot be perceived
and which are without fonns etc., so also God can direct
Nature.
Vedantin: Even thus it is not possible to maintain this. It is
by noticing such facts as the experiencing (of happiness and
sorrow) that one is led to infer that the set of sense-organs has a
director. But in this case, such experience etc. (accruing to
God from Nature) are not in evidence. And if Nature etc. be
equated with the set of sense-organs, then God will have the
same kind of experiences as the transmigrating souls.
Or the two aphorisms can be explained in another way:

atN61'1I'lqqti~ 1I~~1I
39. And (God cannot be proved), since no physical support
(adbi#hiina.) is possible for Him.
For this further reason, God as He is conceived by the
sophists has no logical justification. In this world, a king, having
the support of a body, is seen to rule over a kingdom, but not
so without a physical support. Therefore, if anyone wants to
fancy an unseen God by drawing upon that analogy, one will
have to imagine some body as the seat of the sense-organs of
God. But such a conception is impossible, since a body comes
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into being after creation starts; it is not possible before creation.
And if God has no physical support, He cannot be a director.
F or this is what accords with experience.

40. If a body, equipped with sense-orgtms, be assumed for
God, (we say that) this is not possible; because of (consequent) experiences etc.

Again, if in accordance with common experience, it be
fancied that God can have a body to hold His organs, even then
His ordainership will not be logically sustainable; for if God has
a body, He will have to undergo experiences like any transmigrating soul, so that we shall be faced with the predicament
of God Himself being deprived of His Godhead.
3fRt ch'ql'Hlci ~
~'R1{

Finitude err or

err Il¥ ~ II
arri;mrr absence

of omniscience.

41. God will be subject to finitude or loss of 01111liscience.

For this additional reason, the God, as conceived by the
logicians, is an impossibility. For by them He is declared to be
omniscient as well as infinite. So also are admitted by them an
infinite Nature and infinite souls which are different from one
another. Now, that being the case, the question is: Can the limits
(in number and extension) of Nature, souls, and Himself be
determined by God or not? Either standpoint is open to defect.
How?
According to the first view, Nature, souls, and God will
inevitably come to an end, since their limits in number or extension are grasped by God. For this accords with human experience, according to which whatever in this world has any limitation in number or dimension has an end, for instance a pot.
Similarly, Nature, souls, and God, all three being circumscribed
in number or dimension, must have an end. As for a limitation
in number, that arises from the enumeration of Nature, souls,
and God as three entities. And their characteristic of dimensions,
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as also the vast number associated with the souls, may well be
detennined by God. From this the conclusion arises that the
world as well as the state of transmigration will have an end
for those transmigrating souls which become freed from this
world from among these numerically and physically limited
souls. Thus also when other souls become free in succession,
the transmigratory existence itself, as also those who are in that
state of existence, will come to an end. According to them, it
is Nature together with her derivatives, acting under the direction of God, that constitutes the state of transmigration for
providing experiences to the souls. Now in the absence of that
as well, over what will God assume His directorship, and Divine
power? If Nature, soul and God have an end in this way, they
w:ill have a beginning as well. When they have both beginning
and end, we shall be landed into nihilism. Again, if for avoiding
this defect, they stick to the other alternative that the number
and extension of Nature, souls, and God are not determinable
by God, then this will lead to the other defect that God will
lose His omniscience. For this reason also the theory of the
causality of God, as it is advocated by the sophists, as illogical.
TOPIC

~-~~

8:

BHAGAVATA VIEW REFUTED

Owing to the impossibility of origin.

42. (The Bhiiga'1.!ata view that Smhkttritl1J.a and others origi11ltte
successively fronz Vasudeva a.nd others is wrong), since any
ori,'!;ill (for the soul) is impossible.
\V c have refuted the view of those who hold that God is
simply a directing, efficient cause without being the material
cause as well. Now is being discarded the view of those who
hold that God is both the material and efficient causes.
0pp0l1e1lt: Was not Brahman ascertained to be both the
material and efficient causes exactly like this with the help of
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Vedic texts (B. S. I. iv. 23)? And it is the accepted principle
that a Smrti is authoritative when it follows the Vedic texts. So
,,:hat is the reason for this attempt at disproving this (Bhagavata)
view?
Vedmztin: To this we say: Although a portion of this kind is
common to both of us and should not be a matter of dispute,
there is another portion which leads to disagreement. Hence
this endeavour at rebutting it.
With regard to ?Us the Bbagavatas think: God as Vasudeva,
who is pure consciousness by nature, is the supreme reality. He
has divided Himself and set Himself up as a fourfold figure-in
the form of Vasudeva, in the form of Sarhka~ in the form
of Pradyumna, and in the form of Aniruddha. The supreme Self
is referred to by the name Vasudeva, the embodied soul is
pointed out by the term Sarh~Q.a, mind has the epithet of
Pradyumna, and egoism is called Aniruddha. Of them Vasudeva
is the highest material cause, while Sarhkar~lJ.a and others are
His products. By adoring Him for a hundred years through such
a process as visiting Him in His temples (in a proper state of
body, mind, and speech), acquiring the requisites for worship,
worship, tapa (constant recital) of His mantra, and meditation,
one becomes freed from such drawbacks (as likes and dislikes),
and then one attains the Lord Himself.
Vedantin: Now, we do not refute the view stated therein
that NiiriiyalJ.a, who is superior to Nature and is well known to
be the supreme Self and the Self of all, has divided Himself by
Himself into many forms; for from such Vedic texts as, "He
assumes one form, He assumes three forms" (Ch. VII. xxvi. 2)
etc., it is known that the supreme Self does become multifarious.
As for the predilection for His propitiation,' consisting in visit~
ing His temple etc. and so on, with exclusive devotion and for
long, that also is not denied. For the contemplation of God is
well in evidence in the Vedas and Smrtis. But with regard to
the view that Sarhkar~lJ.a originates from Vasudeva, Pradyumna
from Sarhka1l3lJ.a, and Aniruddha from Pradyumna, we say that
it is not possible for an individual soul, called Sarhka~alJ.a, to be
created from the supreme Self, called Vasudeva; fO'l' such a view
will lead to such defects as impermanence. If the individual soul
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has any origin, it will be subject to such defects as being impermanent and so on. Owing to this drawback, liberation, consisting in attaining God, will not be possible for the soul, for an
effect gets completely destroyed on reaching back to its source.
The teacher (Vyasa) will deny any origin for the individual
soul in the aphorism, "The individual soul has no origin, because
the Vedic texts do not mention this and because the soul is
known from them to be eternal" (II. iii. 17). Accordingly this
assumption is unjustifiable.
if '" ~.. : ~ 1I't~1I
:q And ... not~:
implement.

from an agent (originates) ~vr~ an

43. And (this view is wrong because) an implement cannot
originate from its agent (who wields it).
That (Bhagavata) assumption is wrong for this additional
reason that in the world it is never seen that such implements
as an axe etc. originate from the agent of the action (of cutting
etc.), say for instance Devadatta. But the Bhagavatas describe
this thus: From the individual soul, called SaIh~Qa, who is
the agent, originates the instrument mind, called Pradyumna;
and from the mind, originating from the agent, emerges egoism,
called Aniruddha. We cannot, however, comprehend this in the
absence of any confirming parallel illustration, nor do we come
across any such Vedic text.

CIT Alternatively fcnrr...-arr~-~ (even) on the (assumption
of the) possession of knowledge etc. ffi! -~~: there is no
remedy of that defect.

44. Alternatively even if (it be assumed that Vasudeva and
others are) possessed of knowledge, (majesty, etc.), still the
defect cannot be remedied.
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Opponent: It may rather be the case that these Sam~I)a
and others are not considered to be the individual souls and so
on.
In what way are they conceived then?
They are all believed in as Gods, being endowed with alJ
such divine attributes as the mental power of knowledge and
divinity, physical strength, heroism, and boldness; they are all
Vasudevas to be sure, free from the defects (of likes, dislikes,
etc.), not born of Nature, and free from destruction etc. Hence
the defect alluded to, of origin being impossible, does not arise.
Vedantin : To this our reply is that even so that defect is not
remedied; the impossibility of origin persists all the same. The
idea is that the defect of the impossibility of origin does crop
up from another side.
How?
If the idea be this that these four Gods, counting from
Vasudeva, are entirely different from one another and are yet
possessed of equal attributes, and that they do not constitute a
single Self, thcn it is useless to imgine many Gods, since the
divine functions can be accomplished by a single one. Besides,
this goes against their own conclusion, inasmuch as it is admitted
that God as Vasudcva alone is the supreme Reality.
Again, if the position he this that these four forms belong to
a single God, though they have equal attributes, still the impossibility of origin remains where it was. For in the absence of
any distinguishing quality, Sari1ka~aQa cannot spring from
Vasudeva, nor can Pradyumn:l from Sari1kar~Qa, or Aniruddha
from Pradyumna. As between the cause and effect, some distinction has got to be admitted as existing, as in the case of clay
and a pot, for unless some peculiarity exists, it is not possible to
distinguish them as cause and effec.t. But in anyone or all of
them, counting from Vasudeva, the followers of the Paficaratra
school do not admit any distinction created by degrees of
knowledge, majesty, etc.; for they believe that all the forms are
hut Vasudeva without any distinction. Besides, these forme; of
God cannot remain confined within the number four, since
they believe that the whole universe, starting from Bmhma and
ending with a clump of grass, is hut a form of God.
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owing to contradiction.

45. Besides, (in this scripture) mony contradictions are met
with and it runs counter to the Vedas.
And in the scripture of the Bhagavatas many kinds of contradiction are in evidence, concerning, for instance, qualities and
the things qualified. Thus one comes across beliefs like this. The
qualities, viz the power of knowledge and divinity, physical
strength, heroism, and boldness, are nothing but so many selves
and they are the same as Vasudeva, the Lord. Moreover, this
scripture contradicts the Vedas, since it is seen to cast a slur
on the Vedas by declaring, "Not finding the highest good in
the four Vedas, Sao<;iilya studied this scripture". Therefore it is
concluded that this assumption is illogical.

SECfION

TOPIC

1:

III

ORIGIN OF SPACE

Introduction: In various places in the U pani~ds we come
across texts dealing with creation etc. which seem to represent
different schools of thought. Some mention the origin of space,
while others do not; siInilarly some mention the origin of air,
while some do not; so also with regard to the individual sou]
and the organs and senses. In the same way, contradiction is
met with in the different Upan~ds in the matter of the order
of creation etc. The ground for ignoring the opponents' points
of view was shown to be their self-contradiction. So our own
point of view may run the risk of being ignored on that very
ground of self-contradiction. Hence begins the succeeding
amplification (in two sections) for clarifying the purport of
all the Upani~dic texts about creation. And when that purport
is clarified, the result achieved will of course be the removal
of the doubt already mentioned. So to begin with, it is being
considered about space as to whether it has any origin or not.
Pseudo-Vedmtin: As to that, it is being propounded:

;:r ~: II~II
if

Not ~ space ~: because not heard of.

1. Space is not (a created thing), rince this is not helrTd of in
(some of) the Upa1l#ads.
Space does not certainly originate.
Why?
"Since this is not heard of." There is no mention of it in the
context dealing with creation. For in the Chandogya Upani~d
occurs the text, "0 amiable one, all this was but Existence in
the beginning-one without a second" (VI. ii. I), where
Brahman, called Existence, is presented as the topic, and then
with regard to this Brahman, it is said, "That deliberated" and
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"That created fire" (VI. ii. 3), where fire, (usually) occupying
the middle place among the five great elements, is placed first
and mention is made of the creation of (only) the three elements
fire, water, and food (earth). Vedic texts are the valid means
to us in the matter of generating knowledge about the supersensuous things. And no text is in evidence here proving the
origin of space. Hence space has no birth.

~ But

arffir

there is.

2. But there is (a mention of the origin of space).
Opponent: The word "but" is used to indicate the preference
for another point of view. Space might not have been mentioned
as having any origin in the Chandogya Upani~d, but it is (so
mentioned) in another Upani~d. After starting with, "Truth,
Knowledge, Infinity is Brahman" (Tai. II. i. 1), the followers of
the Taittirlya recension recite thus, "From that Self, that is
such, originated space" (II. i. 1). Thereby the two Upani~ds
corne into conflict, inasmuch as creation starts in one with fire,
and in another with space.
Vedantin: Is it not proper that these two Upani~dic passages
should be reconciled?
Opponent: They should truly be reconciled; but it is not
known how to do so.
Why?
For the creator who is mentioned only once in, "That created
fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3), cannot reasonably be brought (simultaneously) into association with two created things (fire and
space) by asserting; "That created fi're, That created-space".
V ediintin: Is not an agent, mentioned but once, seen to have
(successive) connection with two different acts, as in the statement, "He cooks rice after cooking a curry"? Similarly we can
connect the creator with the two created things by saying,
"That created fire after creating space."
Opponent: That is not logical. For in the Chandogya, fire is
understood as the first creation, whereas in the Taittirlya space
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comes first. And both cannot be the first creation. Hereby is
aJso exposed the contradiction involved in other Vedic texts.
Thus in the text, "From that Self, which is such, originated
space" (Tai. II. i. 1), the ablative case (in iitl1UrJUllp-from the
Self) and origination are mentioned but once; now to connect
these two (ablative case and origination) with both space and
fire at the same time to imply, "From that originated space, from
that originated fire", will not be logical. Besides, a different process is mentioned in the text, "From air came fire" (Tai. II. i)1.
Faced with this contradition, somebody else says:

O(~ 1I~1l

mvrr Secondary ~~ because of impossibility.
3. (The Upaniiadic passage about creation of space has) a
secondary sense, for real cretl;tion is impossible.
Pseudo- Vedantin: Space has no origin, just because there is
no Vedic mention. As for the other text quoted as speaking of
the origin of space, that must have "a secondary sense".
Why?
"Because of impossibility", for it is not possible to establish
the origin of space so long as the followers of the views of the
venerable KaQabhuk (i.e. Vaise~ikas) live. For they set aside the
theory of the origin of space just because of the absence of the
requisite causes. All that is seen to origina.te, does so from the
inherent (material), non-inherent (concomitant), and efficient
causes. And an inherent cause of an object is constituted by an
abundance of substance of the same class. But for space there
can be no such abundance of any substance of the same class,
which can constitute its inherent cause; nor is there any conjunction of such substances which can be accepted as the noninherent cause from which space can emerge. And since these
two causes are absent, any efficient cause for space, which func1 Just as the Chandogya contradicts Taittiriya, so also the latter contradicts the former. First, the precedence of fire in Chiindogya is irreconcilable. Secondly, in Taittiriya, air is the source of fire; in Chandogya,
the Self is the source.
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tions when these are favourable, becomes a far cry. In the case
of fire, etc., however, which have origin, it is possible for them
to have some peculiarity before and after creation; for instance,
such phenomena (or effect) as illumination do not exist before
their creation, but they come to exist after creation. But for
space, no such peculiarity can be conceived of either before or
after creation. For before the creation of space, what indeed
can be conceived of as existing without space, interstices, or
cavities? Moreover, space is proved to be without any origin on
account of its being different in nature from earth etc. and
owing to its characteristics of all-pervasiveness etc. Hence, just
as we meet with such expressions in common usage as, "Make
space (i.e. room)", "Space (room) is provided", and so on, in
which the word space is used in a secondary sense (to mean
room); or just as there are references to the differences in the
same space in a secondary sense in such expressions as, "the
space in a pot", "the space in a jar", "the space in a house"; or
just as there are such expressions even in the Vedas as, "They
sacrifice the forest-animals in the spaces"; similarly the Vedic
texts about creation are to be understood in a secondary (or
figurative) sense.

filiGlvq 11'1(11
'if

And

~iUC{

from Vedic texts.

4. And (this is borne out) by Vedic texts.
Pseudo- Vediintin: The Vedas as a matter of fact, declare the
birthlessness of space, sjnce it is stated, "Now the subtle-it is
air and space. It is immortal" (Br. II. iii. 3); for that which is
immortal cannot have an origin. And the text "It is all-pervasive
and eternal like space", while comparing Brahman with space in
respect of the attributes of omnipresence and eternality, also
indicates that space has those two characteristics. As such, space
cannot reasonably be maintained to have an origin. There is
also the statement, "This Self is to be known to be as infinite
as this space", as also the texts, "Brahman has space as Its body"
(Tai. I. vi. 2), "Space is the Self" (Tai. I. vii. 1). If space had
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an origin, it could not have been used as an attribute of Brahman,
like blueness in the case of a lotus. So it is understood that
Brahman is ever on a par with space .

...

fltl-v"'lCflflt

9ttP~l~qd", II~II

"if And ~ it is possible ~~ for the same (word)
lUiG:-liR{ like the word Brahman.

~_

5. And it is possible for the same word ("originated") to have
(primary and secondary senses) like the 'Word Brahman.
This aphorism follows in succession the series of objections
raised about the word "originated".
It may be objected thus: How can the single word "originated" occurring in the context, "From that Self, which is such,
originated space" (Tai. II. i. 1), have the primary sense when
used at a later stage in connection with the words fire and the
rest which come subsequently, whereas it has a secondary sense
when used (earlier) in connection with space?
Pseudo- Vediintin: Therefore the reply is being given. Just
as the word Brahman can have primary and seconda:ry senses
with reference to different objects, so also the same word "originated" can have primary and secondary meanings with reference
to different objects. As for instance, the same word Brahman
has a secondary sense with reference to food etc. (in the expressions "Food is Brahman" etc.), occurring in the context, "Try to
know Brahman through concentration of mind; concentration
is Brahman" (Tai. III. 2); but it has a prima'ry sense with regard
to Bliss (in "He knew Bliss to be Brahman"-Tai III. vi.) in
the same context; or as the word Brahman is used by way of
courtesy with regard to concentration which is a means to the
knowledge of Brahman, but directly (in the primary sense) in
connection with the Brahman to be known; similar is the case
here.
Objection: If, again, space has no origin, how can the declaration, "(Brahman is) one only without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1),
be supported? For does not Brahman come to have a second to
Itself by the presence of space? How then can it be true that
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all becomes known when Brahman is known (for the unproduced space remains still unknown)?
Pseudo-Veditntin: That is being answered. The text, "One
only" can be justified when considered with reference to (the
absence of) Its own effects (before creation). Somebody, for
instance, who had seen clay, turning rod, and potter's wheel at
the potter's house on the previous day and then notices next day
different kinds of vessels spread about, might say, "It was all
but clay alone the other day". What he would imply by that
declaration would be that the products of clay alone did not
exist on the previous day, but not that the rod etc. also were
not there. Similarly the text ("without a second") speaking about
(the) non-existence of a second rules out any other ordainer:
unlike the potter who is observed to be an ordainer apart from
the clay which is the material cause of the earthen vessels, there
is no other ordainer for the universe apart from Brahman which
is its material cause. And it cannot be that Brahman becomes
associated with a second entity owing merely to the presence of
space. Multiplicity is created by differences in the characteristics
(of entities). But it is not a fact that before creation Brahman
and space have different characteristics; because like milk and
water in a mixture, they both (then) possess the common
properties of pervasiveness, want of features, (partlessness,
formlessness), etc. At the time of creation, however, Brahman
becomes active for producing the universe, while the other (viz
space) remains motionless; and hence it is thought that they are
different. In this way also the identity of Brahman and space
in a secondary sense stands proved according to such Vedic
texts as, "Brahman has space as Its body" (Tai. I. vi. 2). And
thus also is proved the attainment of omniscience through the
knowledge of Brahman. Moreover, whatever has origin, originates in some space and time that are non-separate from the
space and time of space itself, which again is non-separate from
Brahman. So when Brahman and Its effects are known, space
also becomes known ipso facto. Just as the few drops of water
thrown into a potful of milk become taken up when the milk
itself is taken, for when the milk is taken up, the drops of
water do not stand apart to be taken up separately, so also when
29
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Bralunan is known, space becomes known as a matter of course,
for space does not stand apart from Brahman and Its effects
either in space or time. Hence the Vedic text about the origin
of space has a figurative sense.
VedO:ntin: Such being the position, the aphorist says:

srfcmT~Olff~{Cfil~GI~~: 1\~\1

srftmr-arf{rf.r: The declaration stands unaffected ~'tiTq
from the non-difference (of effects); ~"~<r: (confirmed) from
Vedic texts.
6. The (Vedic) assertion (thllt "all things become known

when the one is /mown") can remain unaffected only if all the
effects are non-different from Brahman; and this is confirmed by
Vedic texts.
In all the Upani~ds, individually, we come across a declaration on the following line, "That by knowing which all that is
not heard becomes heard, all that is not thought becomes
thought, all that is not known becomes known" (Ch. VI. i. 3),
"All this becomes known, my dear, when the Self is seen
through hearing, thinking, and meditation" (Br. IV. v. 6),
"What is that, sir, by knowing which all this becomes known?"
(Mu. I. i. 3), "There is no knowledge of all outside Myself".
"That declaration can remain unaffected", unhampered, "only
if all things (without exception) are non-different from the
Bralunan" that is to be known. For if anything be different from
Brahman, the declaration that "all becomes known when one is
known" will be stultified. And that non-difference can be upheld justifiably only if all things without exception originate
from Brahman alone. And it is in accordance with the logic of
the identity of the material cause and its effects, that the justifiability of the declaration is revealed in the Vedic texts themselves. It is precisely for this reason that the declaration is first
made in, "That by which the things unheard become heard",
and then this declaration is confirmed with the illustrations of
clay etc. which are calculated to establish the non-difference of
cause and effect. It is in affinnation of this very fact that the
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subsequent texts, "0 amiable one, all this was Existence alone
in the beginning, one without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 2), "It saw
(or thought), It created fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3) show that
the effects arise from Brahman; and then non-difference is
shown in the texts starting with, "All this has that alone
as its Self" (Ch. VI. viii. 7), till the end of the sixth
Prapiithaka. Now if space be not a product of Brahman, it
will remain unknown even when Brahman is known. But
that will undo the declaration. It is not proper, however,
to invalidate the Vedas by hurting this declaration. So also
in every Upani~d, the appropriate texts establish that very
declaration with the help of suitable illustrations, for instance,
" ... and this all are the Self" (Br. II. iv. 6), "All that is in front
is but the immortal Brahman" (Mu. II. ii. 11), and so on.
Accordingly, space also originates just like fire and the rest. The
assertion is unjustifiable that space has no origin because of the
absence of any such Vedic statement; for another Vedic text,
speaking of the origin of space, was quoted earlier, viz "From
this Self that is such, originated space" (Tai II. i. 2).
Opponent: True it was quoted, but this conflicts with this
other text, "That created fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3).
Vediintin: No, for all the Vedic texts have a unity of purport,
(that is to say, they can be reconciled).
Opponent: Let the non-contradictory texts have a unity of
purport (and be reconcilable). But contradictions have been
pointed out here to the effect that the creator who is heard of
only once cannot be connected with two things to be created,
that the two things cannot both be born first, and that there can
be no possibility of alternativeness (in either of the two being
the first).
Vediintin: That is no defect, for the creation of fire is heard
of third in the Taittiriya Upani~d in, "From that Self which is
such, was born space, from space air, and from air fire" (II. i. 2).
And this text cannot be construed in any other way, whereas
the Chiindogya text can be interpreted thus, "Having created
space and air, That (Brahman) created fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3). This
(latter) text, which has for its main purport the presentation of
the birth of fire, cannot rule out the birth of space well known
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in other Upani~ds, for the same single sentence cannot operate
in two ways.2 The creator, though one, can create many products in succession. And since there is a possibility of maintaining a unity of purport (among the texts by reconciling them), a
Vedic text should not be abandoned by imagining some contradictory meaning. Again, it is not a fact that we want to
connect the same creator, heard of only once, with the two
things (space and fire) that are to be created; rather a second
thing to be created is drawn upon on the authority of another
(i.e. Taittiriya) Upani~d.3 Besides, just as the direct mention
of the creation of everything from Brahman in the text, "All
this is certainly Brahman, for everything is born from, rests in,
and merges in Brahman" (Ch. III. xiv. 1), does not overrule
the order of creation stated elsewhere with fire as the first (Ch.
VI. ii. 3), similarly the Vedic mention of creation of fire from
Brahman cannot rule out the order of creation with space in
the forefront as mentioned in another (i.e. Taittiriya) Upani~d.
Opponent: Is not the sentence, "Everything is born from,
rests in, and merges in Brahman; worship with calmness" (Ch.
III. xiv. 1), meant for enjoining (meditation with) tranquillity?
This is not a passage about creation, so that it cannot overrule
the order of creation established elsewhere (in the Chandogya
Upani~d). The text, "That created fire", however, speaks of
creation itself, so that the order as stated there in the (Chandogya Upani~d, VI. ii. 3) has to be accepted.
Vediintin: To this the answer is, no; for the entity space, as
established in another Upani~d, cannot be rejected just because
fire has got the first place (somewhere); for an order follows
the nature of things. Moreover, in the text, "That created fire",
no ( explicit) word indicating order is in evidence, the order
being posited (merely) from the implication of the sentence.
That, however, is ruled out by the order known from another
Upani~d, viz "from air comes fire" (Tai. II. 1). As for assigning the first place to space and fire, either alternatively or
"lfit means the creation of fire, it cannot also mean the non-creation of
space.
S We are not open to the charge of making one sentence of Chandogya
serve two purposes; we rather rely on two sentences.
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jointly, that is ruled out because of impossibility and non-acceptance (by the U pani~ds). Hence there is no contradiction
between the two texts. Moreover, the assertion, "That by
knowing which things unheard become heard", is found at the
commencement. For confirming this statement, one has to
include space among the things created, though it is not mentioned (there in the Chandogya). That being so, it is all the
more unreasonable not to take space into account, though it is
mentioned in the Taittiriya Upani~d:
And the statement was made that space being non-different
from everything so far as the time-space relation is concerned,
it becomes known, as a matte,r of course, along with Brahman
and Its products, and that hence the declaration ("everything
becomes known when one is known") is not compromised, nor
is the Vedic text "one without a second" contradicted, for like
milk and water (mixed together), Brahman and space can
reasonably be non-different. As to this, our answer is that this
fact of everything becoming known through the knowledge of
one is not to be understood on the analogy of milk and water.
From the presentation of the illustrations of clay etc. (in the
Upani~ad) it is to be understood that this all-knowingness is to
be explained rather in conformity with the logic of the (nondifference of the) material and its products. If omniscience is
understood in conformity with the illustration of milk and
water, it will not be perfect knowledge, for the knowledge of
water acquired through the knowledge of milk is not a complete knowledge at all. And it cannot be argued that like men,
the Vedas also ascertain a thing through delusive, equivoca~ or
deceptive statements etc. Moreover, if the emphatic statement,
"One without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 2), be interpreted on the
analogy of milk and water, it will be adversely affected. It is
not also proper to assert that this aII-knowingness (i.e. the
knowledge of everything arising from the knowledge of one),
as also the state of being one without a second, relates only to
one particular feature of a substance, viz the modifications of
itself; for in that case these statements will be equally valid even
in the cases of clay etc.,4 so that they have no need to be
'All modifications of clay are known by knowing clay. So this should
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presented (in the Upani~d) as unique truths (not known except
through the Upani~ds), as it is actually done in the text, "0
Svetaketu, now that you appear to be so conceited, proud of
your knowledge, and irreverent, did you inquire about that
subject of instruction after knowing which all that is unheard
becomes heard?" etc. (Ch. VI. i. 2-3). Hence it is to be understood that the all-knowingness is concerned with the knowledge
of everything without exception, and that this statement is made
from the point of view that everything is an effect of Brahman.
As for the statement that the Vedic text about the origin of
space is to be taken in a secondary sense, since the creation of
space in the primary sense is impossible, our reply is this:

II But~: separateness (is present) ~.fq~ wherever
there is a modification (i.e. effect), ~~ as it is noticeable
in the world.
7. But (space is a product); for separateness persist'S wherever
there is an effect, as it is seen in the world.
The word "but" is used for barring out any apprehension
of impossibility. In the matter of the possibility of the creation
of space, no doubt should be entertained. Whatever is known
as a product in this world-be it a pot, a pitcher, or a jar; a
bracelet, an armlet, or an ear-drop, a needle, an arrow, or a
sword-everything is seen to be a separate entity; but nothing
that is not a product is seen to be separate (as for instance the
Self). And space is known to be separate from earth etc., hence
space also must be a product. Hereby it is also explained how
directions, time, mind, and atoms are also products.
Opponent: Is not the Self also separate from space etc, and
so does It not also become a product like a pot etc.?
Vediintin: No, for there is the Vedic text, "From the Self
constitute all-knowingness. And vessels being non-different from clay,
clay should be "without a second". But this is absurd, because the Vedas
are not meant for such commonplace infonnation.
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arose space" (Tai. II. i. 3). Now, if even the Self be a product,
then since nothing higher than the Self is heard of (as the cause),
all the products counting from space will be without a Self (i.e.
ultimate substance), just because the Self is itself a product.
And this will give rise to nihilism. Any idea of the possibility
of denying the existence of the Self is illogical, just because it
is the Self.5 The Self is not an adventitious effect of any cause,
it being self-established. 6 For the Self of anyone does nor
require to be revealed to anyone with the help of any other
means. 7 For such means of knowledge as perception etc., that
are taken up for proving the existence of other things that
remain unknown, belong to this very Self. B Not that space and
other things are understood by anyone to be self-established,
independently of other means of knowledge. But the Self being
the basis of all such empirical dealings as the use of the means
of knowledge, stands there as a postulate even prior to the use
of those means. And it is not possible to deny such a Self; for
it is an adventitious thing alone that can be repudiated, but not
so one's own nature. The Self constitutes the very nature of the
man who would deny it. The heat of fire cannot be denied by
the fire itself. Thus it is that when a man says, "It is I myself
who know the present object now, it is I who know the past
and the remote past, and it is I who -shall know the future and
the remote future", it is seen that though the object to be
known has different modes varying with the past, present, and
future, the knower remains unchanged; for he has the nature of
being ever present. Similarly even when the body is reduced to
ashes, the Self is not reduced to nothing, Its nature being such
• Docs the one who would deny the Self exist or not? If he exists, he
is himself the Self; if he does not exist then the denial is not possible.
o Its existence and revelation are not dependent on any other cause. It
could be denied if it were a dependent effect.
7 "The all-pervading Self is self-effulgent" (Hr. IV. iii. 9), "By his light
all this is lighted variously" (Ka. II. ii. 15).
• On what nced one depend for proving the existcnce of that Self,
through whose grace all such things as the knower, means of knowledge,
object of knowledge, and cognition derive their suhst:mce?"____.'iuresvaracarya. So the Self precedes all these means of knowledge, and they are
valid by depending on It.
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that It is ever present; and precisely because of this it is not
possible to conceive of any change in Its nature. Thus owing to
this very fact of its nature of being undeniable, the Self is not a
product, whereas space etc. are products.
As for the argument that (for its own production) space has
not got an abundance of material substance of the same class
(which can produce it), that is being refuted. For one thing,
there is no such rule that things of the same class, and not of
different classes, produce an effect. For the yarns and their
conjunction (constituting the inherent and non-inherent causes
of the cloth) do not belong to the same class; since they are
classified as substance and quality. Nor do the instrumental
causes, e.g. the shuttle, the loom, etc., belong invariably to the
same class. It may be argued that this rule about belonging to
the same class, is upheld in the case of the inherent causes only,
but not in the case of other (non-inherent and instrumental)
causes. But that too is not universally true. For it is seen that a
single rope is made of cotton yarn and cow's hair belonging
to different classes; so also they weave chequered blankets with
cotton yarn and wool etc. If, however, this rule be upheld by
relying on the common properties of having existence, substance,
etc., then the rule itself becomes useless, for in that case anything can belong to the same class as any other. Again, there is
no such rule that an effect is produced by a multiplicity of
things, but not by one, single cause; for in the cases of an atom
and the mind, an initial activity has to be admitted, it being
upheld (by you) that an atom or a mind starts its own initial
activity by itself, and not in conjunction with any other
thing. 9
Opponent: The rule about a multiplicity (of materials) producing an effect relates to the production of things (and not
production as such).
Vediintin: Not so, for what is admitted (by you) is transformation (as against emergence out of nothing, advocated by
• Conjunction is the non-inherent cause of a dyad (produced through
the conjunction of two atoms); and it is also the cause of cognition
(produced by the conjunction of mind and soul). For these conjunctions,
an initial activity is admitted in the atom and the mind respectively.
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the V aise~ikas). The above rule can be true if it be a fact that
a material cause, in association with conjunction, produces an
entirely new thing; but as a matter of fact, the position upheld
is that the very same material comes to be called an effect when
it attains a different state with certain peculiarities. And there,
again, sometimes many things get transformed into a single
effect, as for instance, earth, seed, etc. into a sprout and sometimes a single thing gets transformed, as milk into curd etc.
There is no divine ukase that only a multiplicity of (material)
causes must produce an effect. Hence on the authority of the
Vedic texts it is firmly ascertained that the universe sprang from
the one Brahman alone in a regular order beginning with the
origin of the great elements, space and the rest. And thus it has
been stated, "If it be said that Brahman cannot be the cause,
since one is seen to collect materials (for the performance of
an act) then we say, no; for it is possible on the analogy of milk
(turning into curd)" (B. S. II. i. 24).
And the assertion is false that no such distinction between the
conditions of space before and after its creation can be conceived of as can m~ke the creation of space a possibility. For it
can be understood that the very distinctive attribute (of sound)
by virtue of which space becomes distinguished from earth etc.
at present and is comprehended as having an individual nature
of its own, (that very distinctive attribute) did not exist before
creation. And from the Vedic texts, "Brahman is without space",
it can be understood that Brahman is free from the characteristics of space, just as much as it is known from such Vedic
passages as, "not gross, not fine" (Br. III. viii. 8), that Brahman
is not possessed of such attributes as grossness etc. that belong
to (Its products) earth etc. Thus it is proved that before creation Brahman was without space.
The assertion is wrong that space is birthless owing to its
being dissimilar in character to earth and the rest. For the logical
position is that when an inference about the impossibility of
origin contradicts a Vedic text, it stands condemned as fallacious.
And we showed the inference about the creation (of space).
Such syllogisms also can be used as: Space is impermanent like
a pot, since it is the substratum of impermanent attributes.
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Opponent: This inference does not hold good in the case of
the Self.lo
Vediimill: Not so, for the possession of any impermanent
attrihute is impossible for the Self according to one who holds
on to the U pani~ds. And the possession of all-pervasiveness etc.
by space is impossible according to one who believes in the
origin of space.
As for the assertions that space is eternal on the authority of
the Vedas (B. S. II. iii. 4), we say that the Vedic mention of
immortality of space in that text (Br. II. iii. 3) is to be understood in the same sense as the statement, "The heavenly beings
arc immortal"; for origin and dissolution of space have been
expounded e:ll'lier. Even when it is said, "(The Self is) alIpervasive and eternal like space", the comparison is made with
the weB-known vastness of space, so as to reveal the Self's
unsurpassable vastness, but not to equate the Self with space.
This is like the declaration, "The sun runs like an arrow",
",here the point of comparison is the quickness of motion, but
not any equality of speed with the arrow. Hereby is explained
the Vedic text expounding infinitude through illustration,u
Besides, from such texts as, "Greater than space", space
i., proved. to have lesser dimensions than Brahman. And the
text, "There is nothing to compare with Him" (Sv. IV. 19),
shows that Brahman is incomparable. The text, "Everything else
but this is perishable" (Br. III. iv. 2), shows that all thingsspace and the rest-other than Brahman are perishable. And the
argumcnt that the birth of space is mentioned in the Ved:}s in a
secO!llbry sense, like the term Brahman used in a secondary
sense to mean tapas (concentration), has been refuted with the
help of Vedic texts and inference proving the origin of space.
Hence it is established that space is a product of Brahman.

10 The Self
possesses such impermanent qualities as will, intelligence,
endeavour; and yet your Vedantins call the Self eternal.
11 The reference is to such Upani~adic passages as, "The illustration is:
just as space is infinite so also is the Self infinite", where tht: Self being
a greater entity cannot be equated with a lesser entity like space, possessed
of origin and destruction as it is.
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TOPIC 2: ORIGIN OF AIR

~

By this

~w:rr

air oq I€l@: stands explained.

8. Hereby is explained air.
This aphorism extends (to air) the conclusion (about origin)
already stated. "Hereby", by this explanation of space, matarisvan, "air", supported by space, also stands explained." In its
case also (as in that of space), the opposing viewpoints are to
be suitably formulated (and answered) thus: One viewpoint is
that air has no origin, since this is not stated in the context
dealing with creation in the Chandogya U pani~ad. The other
view is that this is mentioned in the context of creation in the
Taittiriya Upani~d: "Air came out from space" (II. 1). From
this it follows according to another view that since the Upani~ads
are at variance, the text about the origin of air must bear a
secondary sense; for air can have no origin, since that is impossible. And the impossibility is shown with the support of the
text, "This then is the deity, called air, that never sets" (i.e.
ceases from action) (Br. 1. v. 22), where setting down is denied,
and also in accordance with the Vedic statement of its immortality etc. The (V edantin's) conclusion is that air must have
an origin, because it is thus that the declaration ("everything
becomes known when one is known") is not set at naught, and
because it is admitted that separateness persists wherever there
is a product (B. S. II. iii. 6-7). The denial about air ever going
to rest is made within the range of inferior knowledge (of
HiraQ.yagarbha); it is a relative one in the sense that air is not
seen to go to rest like fire and the rest. And the Vedic mention
of inunortality etc. as in, "Air and inter-space-these are
immortal" has already been explained (as relative).
Opponent: Since in the contexts of creation, the origin or
non-origin of air and space is mentioned or not mentioned
equally by the Vedas, let there be a single topic (adhikara'!la in
the V ediinta-siUras) comprising both. So why should you resort
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to a process of extension of application when no special point
is at issue?
The (V edantin' s) answer is: This is quite so. Still this extension of application is resorted to for removing the doubt from
those people of poor intellect who base their misconceptions
merely on words. For after hearing of the gloriousness of air as
a thing to be meditated on, as stated in connection with the
contemplation on merger (samvarga-'Uidyii-Ch. IV. iii. 1-4)
etc., and from such facts as the denial of its setting down, some
one might be led to believe that air is eternal.
TOPIC

3: ORIGIN OF BRAHMAN DENIED

~m~:lItlt

iii But amnrcr: impossible

~:

for Existence (Brahman)

~... : owing to illogicality.

9. But (origin) for Existence (Brahman) is impossible on
account of illogicality.

Hearing that even space and air, whose birth seems to be
impossible, have still an origin, somebody might be led to think
that Brahman too must have some source of origin. Again,
hearing that all subsequent products come out of space etc.,
which are themselves products, somebody might think that
space also, in its turn, sprang from Brahman which is Itself a
product. This aphorism, "But origin is impo"ible", stands for
removing that misconception. It should never be conceived that
Brahman which is Existence by nature can come out of, i.e.
originate from, anything else.
Why?
"On account of illogicality". Brahman, being mere Existence,
cannot certainly originate from that pure Existence Itself. For in
the absence of some distinguishing feature a causal relationship
cannot be reasonably maintained. Nor can Brahman be derived
from a particular form of Existence, as that goes against
common experience; for particulan. are seen to emerge from the
general, as pot etc. from clay, but not the general from the
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particulars. Nor can Brahman come out of non-existence, for
non-existence is without any substance. Besides, an objection (to
this) is contained in the text, "How can existence come out of
non-existence?" (Ch. VI. ii. 2). And a creator of Brahman is
denied in the text, "He is the cause, the ordainer of those who
stand as causes,12 He has no begetter, nor any ordainer" (Sv.
VI. 9). Again, we pointed to (texts telling of) the origin of space
and air; but Brahman has no (such text about Its) origin. This
is the difference.
Opponent: Since it is seen that products come out from other
things that are themselves products, Brahman also should be a
product.
Vedantin: No, for unless a primary material cause is admitted,
it will all end in an infinite regress. And whatever is understood
to be the primary cause will itself be our Brahman. Hence there
is no possibility of conflict. 18
TOPIC

4: ORIGIN OF FIRE

~~ ~ lItoll
~: Fire

ara:

from this one, ~ because ~ (it) says

(NT

so.

ZO. Fire originates from this one (i.e. air); for the Upani$ad
says so.
Opponent: In the Chiindogya U pani~ad, fire is spoken of as
originating from Existence (VI. ii. 3), whereas in the Taittiriya
Upani~d it is spoken of as originating from air (II..i. 2). Now
then, since there is a conflict in the U pani~ads about the source
of fire, the conclusion drawn is that fire has Brahman as its
source.
Why?
11 Or "the ordainer of the ordainers of the sense-organs" according to a
different reading.
.. Unless some cause is admitted, chance will have full sway. Unless a
beginningless cause is accepted the door will be opened for infinite
regress. To accept a cause without a beginning will lead to our belief in
Brahman. for all such causes as primordial Nature were negated earlier.
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Because the introduction is made with, "In the beginning it
was Existence alone" (Ch. VI. ii. 3), and then it is said, "That
created fire" (ibid.); because the declaration about "everything
becoming known through the knowledge of one" becomes possible if everything originates from Brahman; also because there
is the general text, "Everything originates from That, rests in
That, and merges in That" (Ch. III. xiv); and lastly because in
another Upani~ad the introduction is made with, "From this
arises vital force" (Mu. II. i. 3), and then it is shown that everything without exception is born of Brahman. 14 In the Taittirlya
(Upani~d) also we come across the text, "Having practised
tapas (concentrated deliberation), He created all that there is"
(III. vi. I), where an all-comprehensive statement is made.
Accordingly, the stat;ement, "From air came fire" (Tai. II. i. 2),
is made frolTI the standpoint of subsequent occurrence, meaning
thereby that fire originated (from Brahman) after air.
Vediintin: This being the position, the answer is offered that
fire comes out from this air.
How can this be so?
For that is how the Upani~ad says, "From air came fire". If
fire had directly originated from Brahman without any intermediary, and if it had not come out of air, the text, "From air
came fire", would he falsified.
Opponent: Did we not say that this text would mean a subsequent occurrence?
Vediintin: We say, not so. For in the earlier text, "From that
Self, that is such, was born space" (Tai. II. i. 1), the word
(iit11UlI1a~,-from the) Self, occurring as the ablative (i.e. source)
of the verb "to be born" has the fifth case-ending ("from"). In
the text under discussion as well that topic of "being born"
holds the field. Again, in the subsequent text, "From earth were
born herbs" (Tai. II. i. 3), where also origination holds sway, we
come across the fifth case-ending in the ablative sense. Hence it
is understood that in the text, "From air came fire", the fifth
case-ending that occurs (after air, "from air") is used in the
U "From this is born vital force, mind, and all the senses, and space, air,
fire, water, and the earth that supports all."
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ablative sense (meaning "fire was born from air"). Moreover, to
arrive at the meaning, "After air was born fire", you have to
fancy the association (of the verb) with some word (e.g.
"urdhvam-after"') as prefixed to it; whereas the sense (of
"origination from") conveyed by the (fifth) case-ending in,
"Fire was born from air", is already a patent fact. (And a
patent fact is more powerful than what can be inferentially read
into a passage). Hence this text conveys the idea of the origination of fire from air.
Opponent: Does not the other text, "That created fire" (Ch.
VI. ii. 3), also convey the idea of the origin of fire from
Brahman?
Vedantin: No, for it does not involve any contradiction even
if that text should imply the birth (ultimately from Brahman)
in an order of succession. If it is conceived that after creating
space and air (successively), Brahman, who had assumed the
form of air, (next) produced fire, even then it will involve no
contradiction to have Brahman as its (ultimate) origin. This is
just like saying, "Her (i.e. cow's) hot milk, her curd, her cheese"
etc. And in the text, "He fonned Himself into the world by
Himself" (Tai. II. vii. 1), the Upani$3d shows how Bralunan
exists in Its own modifications as their Self. Moreover, we come
across this Smrti text from the Lord (SrI Kr~l)a), starting with,
"Intelligence, knowledge, non-delusion" (Gita, X. 4), and ending
with, "The diverse characteristics of the creatures originate from
l\'le alone" (Gita, X. 5). For although it is known that intelligence etc. are born directly from their respective causes, still all
these multitude of entities are derived either directly or indirectly
(immediately or mediately) from God. Thus are also explained
the Vedic texts that do not mention any order of creation, for
they can be interpreted logically as speaking of the origin from
Brahman alone in every way (be it mediately or immediately);
but the texts mentioning .~n order cannot be interpreted in any
other way (without the help of an order of creation). The
declaration (of all things being known from the knowledge of
one) also has reference only to the derivation of all from
Existence, and not to any direct origination. Thus, there is no
contradiction.
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ORIGIN OF WATER

anq: IIHIt
11. Water (was born from this fire).
Water "was born from this fire, for the Upani~ad says so"this much has to be supplied at the end of "Water is born from
this fire."
How is this known?
For so says the Upani~d, "That (Existence Bralunan) created
water" (Ch. VI. ii. 3). And in the face of the text, "from fire
came water" (Tai. II. i. 2), there is no place for doubt. Having
explained the origin of fire and being about to explain that of
earth, the aphorist thinks, "I shall insert water in between the
two, so that it may not be left out"; hence he frames the
aphorism "water".
TOPIC

6:

ORIGIN OF EARTH

'IN04NCflI<€,q~Ii({I"'d{+q: II t~1I

(Anna-food means) ,{N") earth arf~-~-~-ar~: on
the strength of the subject-matter, colour, and other Vedic
texts.
12. (The word "food" means) earth on the strength of the
topic, colour, and other Vedic texts.
Doubt: We come across the text, "That water deliberated,
'Let me be many, let me be born'. That water created food"
(Ch. VI. ii. 4). With regard to this the doubt arises: "Are
paddy, barley, etc. (i.e. corn) meant here by the word food,
or is it some eatable (cooked) food like rice (i.e. articles of
food), or is it earth?"
Opponent: Among these, the conclusion to he drawn is that
the term food means either paddy, barley, etc. or cooked rice
etc., for the word food is commonly used in these senses. Besides,
this complementary portion of the U pani~adic passage confirms
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this view: "Therefore food grows plentifully whenever there is
rainfall" (Ch. VI. ii. 4). For only paddy, barley, etc., and not
earth, grow abundantly when there is a rainfall.
Vedantin: This being the position, we reply: It is earth itself
that is intended to be conveyed by the word food mentioned as
growing out of water.
On what grounds?
"On the strength of the topic, the colour, and other Vedic
texts." As for the topic, it is seen that the text, "That created
fire, That created water" (Ch. VI. ii. 3), relates to the great
elements. That being the case, it is not proper to skip over the
creation of earth that follows in order, and jump suddenly to
paddy, barley, etc. Similarly the colour mentioned in the complementary portion of the text also conforms to that of earth:
"That which is the dark (or gray) colour, belongs to food"
(Ch. VI. iv. 1-4). For articles of food like rice etc. do not
invariably have the dark colour, nor do paddy etc. have it.
Opponent: Not even earth is invariably dark in colour. For
fields are seen to be whitish like milk and reddish like burning
charcoal.
Vedantin: That is no defect. The colour is mentioned from
the point of view of frequency (preponderance). Earth is most
generally dark (grey) in colour, but not either white or red.
The writers of PuraQa (PauraQikas) also speak of night as the
shadow of the earth. And night is darkish; therefore it is
appropriately understood that the earth's colour is dark. Moreover, another Vedic text, dealing with the same topic, says,
"Earth came from water" (Tai. II. i. 2). There is also the text,
"What was there like scum on the water was solidified and
became this earth" (Br. I. ii. 2). But paddy etc. are shown as
growing out of earth, as in, "From the earth grow the herbs,
and from the herbs food" (Tai. II. i. 2). Thus in the face of
the topic etc. which set forth earth, how can paddy etc. be
understood (from anna-food)? Even the fact of that being the
usual meaning (of the word anna) is ruled out by the topic etc.
And it is to be understood that when the complementary portion of the passage mentions that food is produced from earth,
it merely indicates thereby that it is earth that grew out of
30
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water. Accordingly, it is earth that is expressed here by the
word "food".
TOPIC

7:

CREATION FROM

~1'lIaq

<l

Goo's

DELIBERATION

Clf~d·lk:ij: II~~II

'!I But ffi{-arf~"lfT'iffi{ from profound meditation on that ~:
He ttcr only (created) ffi{-fw1rR( (as is known) from His
indicatory marks.
H. It is He only, 'Who through profound meditation on each
thing (created it), as is 1m0'Um from His indicatory marks.
Doubt: Do these elements, space and the rest, create their
own products by themselves or is it God, existing as the Self
of these elements, who produces the effects through His profound meditation?
Opponent: Faced with this doubt, the conclusion to be arrived
at is that the elements themselves create.
Why?
For in such texts as "From space came air, from air nre"
(Tai. II. i. 1) we hear of their independence.
Objection: Is not independent action denied in the case of
the insentient things?
Opponent: That is nothing damaging. For we hear of the
sentience of the elements as well, in such texts as, "That fire
deliberated, that water deliberated" (Ch. VI. ii. 4).
Vedantin: As against such a position, it is said: It is God
Himself, abiding in these elements as their Self, that creates
every effect through profound meditation.
How can this be so?
Because of His indicatory marks. For example, the scriptural
statement, "He who inhabits the earth but is within it, whom
the earth does not know, whose body is the earth, and who
controls the earth from within (is the Internal Ruler, your own
immortal Self)" (Br. III. vii. 3), and other texts of the same class
show that the elements have activity only when they are presided over by someone else. So also, starting with, "He decided,
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let me become many, let me be born" (T ai. II. vi. 1), it is stated
in, "He became the gross and the fine. He created Himself by
Himself" (ibid.), that He Himself is the Self of all. As for the
mention of seeing (i.e. deliberation) by water and fire, that is
to be understood as owing only to the controlling presence of
God; for the text, "There is no other witness but Him" (Br.
III. vii. 23) denies the existence of any other seer. Moreover, in
the text, "He deliberated, let me be many, let me be born"
(Ch. VI. ii. 3), it is the witnessing Existence (Brahman) that
forms the topic.
TOPIC

8:

REVERSE OiwER OF DISSOLUTION

~itvr c:I ~sa "qqGd =iI II t'tll

iI But arn': as compared with this (order of creation) ~:
the order (of dissolution) ~~GJ' proceeds in the reverse way,
'if and ~ (this) is logical.
14. But as compttred with this order of creation, the order of
dissolution proceeds in a reverse way. This is logical too.
Doubt: The order of creation of the elements has been
considered. After that the order of dissolution is being consid~
ered now, as to whether the dissolution comes about without
any order, or it follows the order of creation, or it occurs in
the reverse way. In the Upani~ds we hear of all the three-the
creation, continuance, and dissolution of the elements-as
dependent on Brahman, as in, "That from which these elements
emerge, that by which they are sustained after being born, and
that towards which they proceed and into which they merge"
(Tai. III. i. 1).
Oppontmt: Now then, with regard to this, the conclusion
is that there is no set order, as no specification is made; or if
anyone should search for an order after hearing of a sequence
stated in the Upani~ds with regard to creation, then dissolution
too may have the same sequence. This is what it comes to.
Vedamin: Hence we say: As compared with this order of
creation, dissolution ought to have a reverse order. For the
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common experience js that the order in which a man ascends a
5tairease, is reversed when he comes down. Besides, it is seen
that pots, plates, etc., which originate from earth, are reduced
to earth again when they disintegrate; and ice, hail, etc. formed
from water return to water. Hence also this is logical that earth
which originates from water, should at the end of its period of
continuance as earth, return to water; and water which is born
out of fire, should merge in fire. It is also to be understood that
the whole creation enters thus in this order successively into the
finer and finer causes, and ultimately merges into Brahman
which is the supreme cause and the acme of fineness. For it is
not proper that a product should merge into the cause of its
cause by skipping over its own cause. In the various places in
the Smrti also, dissolution is shown as occurring in the order
opposite to that in which creation occurs, as for instance in
such texts as, ''The end of the world comes about thus, 0 divine
saint: Earth, the basis of this world, is dissolved in water; water
dissolves in fire; fire gets absorbed in air; (air dissolves in space,
and space in the Unmanifested)"{ Mbh. XII. 339. 29). The order of
creation is mentioned in connection with dissolution. Moreover,
that order is not expected in the case of dissolution, it being
irrelevant there; because so long as the effect persists, the cause
cannot logically dissolve, for when the cause gets dissolved, the
effect cannot continue; but it is quite logical that the cause can
persist even after the dissolution of the effect; for this is what is
observed in the case of clay etc.
TOPIC

fcrm;r~

9:

THE ORIGIN OF MIND AND INTELLEGr

Intellect and mind (must find a place somewhere)

8RfU in between ~ in sequence ffi{-~ owing to indi-

catory marks of their existence ~fu ~ if such be the view,
arfcriltrn( for that creates no difference.

if not so

lJ. If it be contended that the intellect and mind mllst find
accomr~odation

in sume order in sume intermediate stage,
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becllUSe indicatory marks of their existence lITe in evidence, then
not so, because their presence creates no difference (i.e. does
not disturb the order of creation or dissolution).
Opponent: It has been stated that the creation and dissolution
occur in the direct and reverse orders respectively. It has· also
been stated that creation starts from the Self and dissolution
ends in the Self. Now in the Smrtis and Vedas the existence of
mind together with the senses, as also of the intellect, is a wellknown fact, as is evident from such indicatory marks in the
texts as, "Know the intellect to be the charioteer, and the mind
to be the rein. They say that the senses are the horses" (Ka.
I. iii. 3). Their creation and dissolution in an orderly way must
also be placed within some intermediate stage, for all things are
claimed to have originated from Brahman. Moreover, in the
Upani~ad of the Atharva Veda, under the topic dealing with
creation, the senses are enumerated in between the Self and the
elements in, "From this (Self) are born the vital force, mind,
all the senses, space, air, fire, and the earth that supports all"
(Mu. II. i. 3). As a result, the order of creation and dissolution
of the elements, stated earlier, will be disturbed.
Vediintin: No, for no difference or disturbance is involved,
because if the senses have come out of the elements, then their
creation and dissolution follow as a matter of course from the
creation and dissolution of the elements, and so no other order
need be searched for these. And signs are in evidence to show
that the senses are formed of the elements, as for instance in, "0
amiable one, the mind is formed of food, the vital force is
formed of water, and speech is formed of fire" (Ch. VI. v. 4),
and so on. The separate mention of the elements and senses at
some places is to be construed according to the maxim of the
BrahmaQa and mendicant. 15 Again, even if the senses are not
the products of the elements, still the order of creation of the
elements is not disturbed by the senses, for the position then
can he either that the senses originate first and the elemcnt~
,. Brlihmaryas alone can be mendicants. So when somebody says
"Bdhmaryas and mendicants", he means by the word BrahmaQa those that
are not mendicants. So "elements" are those that have not become "senses".
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later, or that the elements come out first and the senses later.
What is done in the Upani~d of the Atharva Veda is a mere
enumeration of the senses and elements one by one, but no order
of creation is mentioned.16 Similarly at another place the order
of the origin of the senses is mentioned separately from (i.e.
independently of) that of the elements: "In the beginning, all
this (universe) was but Prajapati (HiraQyagarbha). He meditated on Himself. He created the mind. Then the mind alone
existed (and not all this). He thought of Himself. He created
the organ of speech."17 Hence the order of the creation of
elements is not disturbed thereby.
TOPIC

10:

BmTH AND DEATH

:q(I:q(04ql~ ~'ct~Ol4q~~n lI1'tfRa4'lc..n~c=crn1: IIt\1I
~
~

But ffi{-o~: the mention of these (birth and death)
must be ~-~-~: in relation to the moving and
the motionless; (with regard to the soul it is) ~: used in a
secondary sense, ffi{-mcr-~~ being applicable when that
(body) exists.

16. The mention of birth and death 11ntst be in the primary
sense in relation to the moving tmd the motionless; in relation
to the soul it 11ntst be in a seconda:ry sense, the application (of
such words) being possible when a body is present.
Somebody may have the misconception that even the individual soul has origination and dissolution, since there are such
references in the human world as, "Devadatta is born, Devadatta is dead", and because purificatory rites like those following on birth are enjoined.
Vedantin : We remove that misconception. In order that the
scriptural mention of the association of the individual person
with the results of his work may stand justified, the individual
10 In enumeration, things have to be told off one after the other. That
sequence does not represent any definite order.
11 The five fine elements constitute the body of HiraQ.yagarbha. So they
exist earlier; the senses come later from Hiral).yagarbha.
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soul can have no origin or dissolution. Were the individual sou)
destroyed along with the body, the injunctions and prohibitions,
meant for the acquisition of desirable results and avoidance of
undesirable results in an~ther body, would become useless. The
Upani~d also declares, "It is this body that dies when it is left
by the soul, but the soul does not die" (Ch. VI. xi. 3).
Opponent: Did we not point out that the terms birth and
death are used about the soul in common talk?
Vediintin: True it was pointed out, but this reference to the
birth and death of the soul is only in a secondary sense.
Opponent: In relation to what, again, are the terms birth and
death used in the primary sense, in contrast with which this
can be secondary?
Vediintin: The reply is that "the primary use of the two
words is concerned with both the moving and the stationary"the words birth and death have reference to the bodies of the
moving and motionless entities. The entities-both moving and
non-moving are born and they die. So while the words birth
and death have those in view in the primary senses, they are
used figuratively with regard to the individual souls inhabiting
them, for "the application of the terms birth and death is
contingent on the presence of the bodies" (which are the limiting adjuncts of the souls). The words birth and death are used
when there are manifestation and disappearance of the body,
but not otherwise. For no one notices the soul to he born or
to be dead unless it be in association with the body. The text,
"That man (individual soul), when he is born or attains a body,
is connected with evils (i.e. the hody and organs); and when
he dies or leaves the body, (he discards these evils)" (Br. IV.
iii. 8), shows that the words birth .and death are used from the
point of view of the association with or dissociation from the
body. And the rule pertaining to the performance of rites connected with birth etc. is also to be understood a5 related to the
emergence of the body, for there can be no emergence of the
soul. In the next aphorism will be discussed whether or not the
soul originates like space etc. from the supreme Self. But in the
present aphorism it is explained that the terms origin and dissolu-
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tion (birth and death) in the (popular) gross sense apply to the
body, but they do not apply to the individual soul.
TOPIC

11: ORIGIN

OF THE SoUL

'l1RrS~HC'lI,CIl'iil ~q: II ~1311

armrr The soul or is not (born) ap.;ri!t: because this is not
heard of (in the Upani~ds); fwl!;,qcClld'" because of eternality
~: as known from them; 'i!f and.
'
17. The individual soul has no origin; because the Upaniiads
do not mention this, because its eternality is k1UJ'UJ1l from thenz,
and (because of other reasons).
Doubt: That the soul, called jiva (living one), presiding over
this cage of the body and senses, and becoming associated with
the fruits of work, does exist is without doubt. But a doubt
arises, from the conflict among the Vedic texts, as to whether
the soul originates from Brahman like space and the rest, or it
do~s not originate like Brahman Itself. For in some texts the
origin of the living beings from the supreme Brahman is spoken
of with the help of the illustrations like sparks (flying from
fire), whereas in some texts it is declared that without undergoing any modification Brahman enters the body to assume the
state of a living being; but no origination is affirmed.
Opponent: As to that, the conclusion arrived at is that the
soul does originate.
Why so?
So as not to override the (scriptural) declaration. The assertion that "everything hecomes known when one is known" will
remain unaffected if all things (including the soul) originate
from Brahman, whereas this assertion will be adversely affected
if the individual soul be an independent entity. And it cannot
be understood that the unmodified supreme Self Itself is the
individual soul, for their characteristics differ. The supreme Self
has such attributes as being free from sin etc., whereas the individual soul is the opposite of that. And that the latter is an
effect (of Brahman) becomes established from the fact of its
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delimitation. All that is delimited, counting from space downward, is a product. Be~ides, the origination of everything counting from space is already known. Since the individual soul
undertal<es pious and impious works, since it is subject to
happiness and sorrow, and since it is separate in each body,
therefore it too must have originated in the course of the
emergence of this entire creation. Moreover, in the passage, "As
from a fire tiny sparks fiy in all directions, so from this Self
emanate all organs" (Br. II. i. 20), the scripture first gives
instruction about the creation of the organs etc., constituting
the set of objects to be experienced, and then imparts instruction
about the separate creation of the experiencing souls in the
passage, "all these souls emanate"18 (Br. II. i. 20). The origin
and dissolution of the individual souls are also spoken of in,
"As from a blazing fire emanate a thousand sparks of the same
nature as fire, similarly from the Immutable, 0 amiable one, arc
born different classes of creatures, and they merge there itself"
(Mu. II. i. 1). From the phrase "of the same nature" it follows
that the individual souls are similar to the supreme Self,
for they have the gift of consciousness. An omission in mentioning (something) somewhere cannot override the mention
(of it) elsewhere. For everything mentioned (afresh) in other
texts has to be taken as implied everywhere if it is not contradictory and if it supplies an additional idea. Under the circumstances, the texts about the entry (of God into the bodies and
creation) are also to he explained as meaning such entry by
assuming a modified state, as it is done in the case of the text,
"He made Himself by Himself" (Tai. II. vii. 1). Therefore the
individual soul has an origin.
Vediintin: To this we say, the soul, that is to say, "an individual lidng being", "has no origin".
'Vhy?
"Because the Upani~ads do not mention this". In most of the
places dealing with creation, the individual soul is not mentioned.
,. This is the l\1adhyandina reading. The
and all beings emanate".

Ka~va

reading is, "all gods
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Opponent: Did we not say that an absence of mention somewhere cannot overrule the mention made elsewhere?
Ved4ntin: True, you said so. But we say that the very origin
is impossible for it.
Why?
"Because its eternality is known from them (i.e. the texts),
and (because of other reasons)". By the word "and" is to be
understood., "and because its birthlessness etc. (follow from
those texts)". For its etemality is understood from the Vedic
texts, and so also it is understood that it is birthless and changeless, that it is the unchanging Brahman Itself existing as the Self
of the individual living being, and that the soul is one with
Brahman. Any origination for a soul of this kind can never be
logically possible.
Opponent: Which are those Vedic texts?
Vediinti1l: "The individual being does not die" (Ch. VI. xi.
3), "That birthless Self is undecaying, immortal, undying, fearless, and Brahman (infinite)" (Br. IV. iv. 25), "The Intelligent
one is not born and does not die. This ancient one is birthless,
eternal, unchanging" (Ka. I. ii. 18), "Having created that, He
entered into that" (Tai. II. vi. 1) , "Let me manifest name and
form by Myself entering as the individual soul" (Ch. VI. iii. 2),
"This Self has entered into (i.e. penneates) those bodies up to
the tips of the nails" (Bf. I. iv. 7), "Thou art That" (Ch. VI.
v·iii. 7), "I am Brahman" (Br. I. iv. 10), "This Self, the perceiver
of everything, is Brahman" (Br. II. v. 19). These and such other
texts which stand there to declare eternality etc. override the
possibility of the origin of the individual soul.
Opponent: Was it not said that anything that is delimited is
subject to change, and anything having change has origination?
Vedantin: As to that, this is the answer: The delimitation
does not belong to it naturally, for the Vedic text says, "The
one deity remains hidden in all creatures; He is all-pervasive and
the inmost Self of all creatures" (Sv. VI. 11). Just as space seems
to be divided owing to the presence of pots etc., so also the
appearance of division occurs in Brahman owing to the presence
of limiting adjuncts like the intellect etc. To this effect are the
texts: "The Self is indeed Brahman, as well as identified with the
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intellect, the mtmaS (mind), and the vital force, with the eyes
and ears" (Br. IV. iv. 5), etc., which show that the individual
soul, though always the same and one with Brahman Itself that
has no change and is one without a second, still appears to be
identified with diverse things like the intellect etc. The identity
with the intellect etc. is to be understood to consist in appearing
as though coloured by these adjuncts owing to a non-manifestation of the pure nature of the Self, as it occurs for instance in
such cases as, "That voluptuous rogue is all sex".19 As for the
Vedic mention of the birth of the individual soul at some rare
places, that too is to be interpreted, for this very reason, as
caused by its contact with the limiting adjuncts. It originates
with the origin of the limiting adjuncts and dies with their
death. This is shown in, "The Self is pure intelligence alone; it
comes out (as a separate entity) from these elements (forming
the body) and is destroyed with them. Mter this death, it has
no more (particular) consciousness" (Br. IV. v. 13). Similarly
this very fact, viz the destruction of the limiting adjunct alone
and not of the Self, is proved in this very context by raising the
question, "Just here you have led me into the midst of a confusion, sir; I do not at all comprehend this" (that after death
the soul has no consciousness), and then offering the answer to
this thus, "Certainly I am not saying anything confusing, my
dear. This Self is indeed immutable and indestructible. But it
becomes dissociated from objects" (Br. IV. v. 14). And thus
there is no overriding of the declaration, inasmuch as it is admitted that the changeless Brahman Itself appears as the individual
soul. The difference in the characteristics of the two is also
created by the presence of limiting adjuncts, for in the passage,
"Please instruct me further about liberation" etc. (Br. IV. iii.
14-16, 33), where the very soul, which remains identified with
the intellect and forms the topic of the discussion, is shown
to be one with the supreme Self through a process of denial
of all worldly attributes. Accordingly, the soul never has any
origin or dissolution.
.. The Sanskrit word is strimaya, where the suffix maya! is used in the
sense of abundance, the man being almost full of, i.e. identified with
women (sex). Similarly are to be understood vijfiiinamaya etc.
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~: (The soul
reason.

IS

12:

ETERNALLY CoNSCIOUS SoUL

an eternal) cognizer

Q: ~

for this very

18. The soul is eternally a cognizer for tbis very reason (of
being free from origin and dissolution).
Doubt: Schools of thought are not agreed as to whether the
soul is naturally insentient but becomes endowed with an adventitious sentience as is believed by the followers of KaQada, or
it is eternally conscious by nature as the Samkhyas believe;
therefore a doubt arises. What is the conclusion to be arrived
at then?
Oppo71em: The conclusion is that the consciousness of the
soul is adventitious, arising from the conjunction of the soul
and the mind, like redness etc. resulting from the contact of fire
and a pot etc. For if the consciousness be eternal, it should be in
evidence even in the cases of those who are asleep, have fainted,
or are possessed by supernatural beings. But when questioned
(afterwards), they say, "We were not conscious of anything";
and they are seen to have consciousness when brought back to
normalcy. Thus since the soul is possessed of impermanent
(intermittent) conscioumess, its consciousness is adventitious.
Vediintin: This being the position, it is being refuted: "This
soul is a cognizer", it is endowed with eternal consciousness,
exactly for the reason already adduced, viz that it has no origin,
but that it is only the supreme Brahman Itself, which while
remaining immutable, appears to exist as an individual soul
owing to association with limiting adjuncts. That the supreme
Brahman is eternal consciousness by Its very nature is mentioned
in such Vedic texts as, "Knowledge, Bliss, Brahman" (Br. III.
ix. 28.7), "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinite" (Tai. II. i. 1),
"Without interior or exterior, entire, and pure Intelligence
alone" (Br. IV. v. 13), etc. Now if the individual soul is but
the supreme Brahman Itself, then it can be understood that like
fire possessing heat and light, the soul is also possessed of eternal
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consciousness by its very nature. Besides, in the course of the
topic dealing with the soul identified with the intellect occur
such texts as the following: "Himself awake, watches those
(organs of speech etc.) that are asleep" (Br. IV. iii. 11), "In
this (dream) state, the man himself becomes his own light (i.e.
self-effulgent)" (Br. IV. iii. 9, 14), "for the knower's function
of knowing can never be lost" (Br. IV. iii. 30), and so on.
And from the fact that there is a continuity of knowledge through the medium of all the sense-organs, such as,
"I know this, I know this", it can be concluded on the authority
of the text, "And he who knows, 'I smell this', is the Self" (Ch.
VIII. xii. 4), that the individual soul has that nature (of eternal
consciousness).20
Opponent: If the soul be eternal consciousness by its very
nature, then the senses of smell etc. become superfluous.
Vedamin: No, for the senses are meant for perceiving the
particular objects of smell etc. And this is shown by saying,
"The sense of smell is meant for perceiving smell" (Ch. VIII.
xii. 4) etc. As for the objection that the people in sleep etc. have
no awareness, that is answered by the Upani~d itself when it
says with regard to the sleeping man, "That (the soul) does not
see in that state is because, although seeing then, it docs not see;
for the vision of the witness can never be lost, because it is
immortal. But (then) no second thing exists there separate from
it which it can see" (Br. IV. iii. 23), etc. This is what is meant:
This appearance of absence of awareness is owing to the absence
of objects of knowledge, but not owing to the absence
of consciousness. It is like the non-manifestation of light, spread
over space, owing to the ahsence of things on which it can be
reflected, but not owing to its own absence. And the arguments
of the Vaise~ikas and others are falsified hecause of their opposition to Vedic texts. Hence we confirm that the soul is eternal
consciousness by its very nature .

.. The sense-organs change, but consciousness continues invariably. This
cannot be so unless there is a soul which is eternally conscious.
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13: SoUL'S DIMENSIONS

~$fjlf""~ICilI~ldl'1lf{ II ~~JI
(There is mention) :aq:lirRr-qfu-31l'1KiTi'fT1{ of departure (from)
(or leaving the body), going, returning.

19. (The individual soul 11fUst be atomic in dimension owing
to the mention in the Vedas) of its departure from the body~
going (to the next 'World by following a cO'ltrse), and coming
back (from there).
Doubt: Now is being considered the dimensions of the individual soul-whether it is atomic, or of an intermediate size, or
vast (infinite).
Objection: Has it not been said that the soul has no origin
and that it is eternal consciousness? From this it follows that
the individual soul is none other than the supreme Self; and it is
stated in the scripture that the supreme Self is infinite. So how
can any question be broached about the dimensions of the soul?
Doubt: This is truly so. But the Vedic texts about the soul's
leaving (the body), its movement to the other world, and return
to this world lead to a limitation in dimensions. Again, the Vedic
texts sometimes speak of its atomic size in clear words. So this
discussion has to be started for resolving these conflicts.
Opponent: That being the position, the conclusion to be
derived from the Vedic texts about leaving the body, going to,
and coming from the other world is that the individual soul is
limited and atomic in size. Of these the text about departure is:
"When he departs from this body, he departs together with all
these" (senses etc.) (Kau. III. 3); about going elsewhere: "Those
people whoever depart from this world, go to the moon
indeed" (Kau. I. 2); and about coming: "From that world they
return to this world for (fresh) work" (Br. IV. iv. 6). From the
Vedic mention of their death, going (i.e. following a course),
and returning, it is understood that the individual soul is limited;
for no movement can be imagined for one that is infinite. And
limitation being accepted, the soul must be atomic, for its
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correspondence to the size of the body (i.e. medium size) was
discarded in the course of examining the Jaina view.

~1,+t"11 :;:(l'('1<41: I\~oll
'if And ~-atWfifr (the relation) with one's own soul ~):

of the latter two.

20. (The soul's Iltomicity sttmds confirmed) owing to the
relation of one's own soul with the latter two facts (viz.
following of a course tmd coming back).
As for leaving (or giving up), it may sometimes be imagined
as occurring to the unmoving soul through a cessation of its
mastery over the body owing to exhaustion of results of work,
just like the cessation of one's ownership over a village. But the
latter two-viz going elsewhere and coming back-cannot
happen to a soul that does not move; and yet their relation is
with the soul itself; for the root "gam (to go)" indicates an
action inhering in the agent. Now, since the soul is not (admitted to be) of medium dimension, its going (by following a
course), and coming can be possible only if it be atomic in size.
And going and coming being granted, it becomes obvious that
(leaving the body or) death also is a moving away from the
body, because going and coming are not possible for a soul that
has not moved out of the body. Again, this is so, because particular parts of the body are mentioned as the places of departure,
as in, "The soul departs through the eye, or from the head or
from other parts of the body" (Br. IV. iv. 2). There are also
movements of the soul even inside the body, as stated in,
"completely withdrawing these particles of light, he comes to
the heart" (Br. IV. iv. 1), "And taking the shining organs with
him, he comes again to the waking state" (Br. IV. iii. 11).
Hence also is proved its atomicity.

"11'1<d~",aftfu .q.;jet<If\ilCfll<lq II~ ~ II
if Not 0J1lT: atomic arcR{-P.ffl: since its size is heard of as
not being so"
~ if thi~ be the objection, if not so,
~-arf~ since the context relates to the other.

mr
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21. If it be objected that the soul is not atomic because its
size is heard of as not being so, we reply, no, since that context
relates to tbe other (i.e. the supreme Self).
Objection: Somebody may, however, object that the soul is
not atomic.
\Vhy?
Because it is heard of in the Vedas as not being so, that is to
say, because its size is heard of to be the opposite of that of the
atom. For the texts like the following will be contradicted if
the soul be atomic: "That Self is verily great and birthless that
remains identified with the intellect and in the midst of the
organs" (Br. IV. iv. 22), "And it is all-pervasive like space and
eternal", "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinite" (Tai. II. i. 1).
Opponent: That creates no difficulty.
How?
Because that topic is about the other (supreme Self). For this
other kind of dimt:nsion is mentioned only in a context dealing
with the supreme Self, inasmuch as it is the supreme Self that is
(most often) presented in the Upani~ds as the chief reality to
be known. And from such texts as, "The Self is spotless, beyond
space" (Br. IV. iv. 20). it is known that the supreme Self is the
special subject-matter of those texts.
Objection: In the passage, "The Self that remains identified
with the intellect and in the midst of the organs" (Br. IV. iv.
22) etc., it is the embodied soul itself that is indicated as possessed of vast dimension (in the sentence, "That Self is great and
birthlcss" (Hr. IV. iv. 22).
Opp011C11t: But this mention is to be understood as made from
the scriptural point of view as in the case Vamadeva (B. S.
I. i. 30). Accordingly, the atomic size of the soul is not contradicted, since the mention of other dimension in the Vedas
relates to the conscious (supreme) Self.

~-~-~AT~
owing to direct (Upani~adic use of the)
word and (mention of) infinitesimality 'if as well.
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22. And the individual soul is atomic because of the direct
Upan#adic use of the word lIS well as mention of infonitesimality.
The soul is atomic for this further reason that the Upani~d
directly uses a word implying atomicity: "The atomic Self into
which the vital force has entered in five ways has to be comprehended through the intellect"21 (Mu. III. i. 9). From the
association with the vital force it is understood that it is the
individual soul that is here referred to as atomic. Similarly the
infinitesimally small dimension of the individual soul mentioned
in, "That soul is to be known as a hundredth part of the hundredth part of the tip of a hair" (Sv. V. 9), makes us understand
that it is atomic in nature. And there is another illustration of
infinitesimaliiy in, "That inferior (individual) soul is seen to be
finer than the tip of the iron piece at the head of a goading
stick" (Sv. V. 8).
Objection: If the soul be atomic (and consequently located
in one place), will this not involve a contradiction for it to have
perceptions all over the body while remaining at one place? It
is a matter of common experience that people remaining
immersed in the Ganga or some lake feel a coolness in every
part of the body, while in summer they feel a heat all over the
body.
Hence the answer is given (by the opponent):

ar~: There is no contradiction "'~~ as in the case of
sandalwood paste.

23. (The sours atomicity and its feeling over the whole body
involve) no contradiction, just as in the case (of a drop) of
sandal paste.
Just as a drop of yellow sandal paste, coming in contact with
a particular part of the body, produces a delightful sensation all
over the body, similarly the soul, though located at one part
of the body, will have perception all over the body. And a
11

For Sankara's interpretation, see his commentary on the Upani~ad.
31
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perception (or feeling) all over the body is not opposed to the
soul's nature, since it is in contact with the organ of touch for
the contact of the soul with the organ of touch exists all over
the skin, and the skin spreads over the whole body.

arqf~fd~:UQj Ir~fo ~l({ ~ II~¥II
arqf~-~ilSlffi( Owing to peculiarity of position (of sandal
paste) ~fcr ~ if such be the objection, then if not so, ~rq
for (peculiar position is) admitted (for soul also) ~ because
(f~ (it is) in the heart.

24. If it be objected that (the rrrgzcment holds good in the
case of stmdal paste) owing to its peculilrrity of position, (but
that is not evident in the case of the soul), then 'We say, no, (a
peculiar location) for the soul is admitted in the Upaniiads, for
it exists in the heart.
Objection: Someone may make the rejoinder that the statement, "No contradiction is involved as in the case of sandal
paste", is illogical, for the illustration and the thing illustrated
are not similar. The illustration of the sandal paste will apply
only if it can be proved that the soul exists merely in a part of
the body; but the peculiarity of the location, viz existence in
one part of the body, in the case of the sandal paste, as well as
its imparting delight to the whole body, is a matter of direct
perception; while in the case of the soul what is perceived is
only its awareness over the whole body, but not its particular
location. If it be said (by the opponent) that this is inferable,
then (we say that) an inference is inadmissible here, for the
following doubts cannot be removed (even by such an inference): Does the awareness pertaining to the whole body arise
because the soul spreads over the whole body like the sense of
touch, or because it is all-pervasive like space, or because it is
atomic in size and exists at one place only?
Opponent: To this we say, this creates no difficulty.
Why?
Because that is the admitted fact; for it is admitted even in
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the case of the soul that, like a drop of sandal paste, it exists at
a particular part of the body; it has a peculiarity of location.
How?
The answer is: Because this soul is mentioned in the Upani~ads as existing in the heart, as is evident from such instructions as, "For this Self is (i.e. resides) in the heart" (Pr. III. 6),
"That Self, that is such, is in the heart" (Ch. VIII. iii. 3),
"Which is the Self? This infinite entity (Puru~) that remains
identified with the intellect and is in the midst of the organs,
the (self-effulgent) light within the heart" (Br. IV. iii. 7) ..
Hence from the absence of any disparity between the illustration and the thing illustrated it is but logical to conclude that
no contradiction is involved, as in the case of a drop of sandal
paste.

~ ~~ II~~II
err Or ~ through the quality (of sentience)
seen in the world.

w)~

as

IS

25. Or on the analogy of what is seen in the 'World, (the soul
may pervade the whole body) through its attribute (of sentience).
Or because the quality of sentience (or intelligence) of the
soul is pervasive, therefore, though the soul is atomic, still there
is no incongruity if its action (of perception) spreads over the
whole body. This is just like what is observed in common life;
for instance the light of a gem or a lamp, occupying only a
corner of an inner apartment, spreads over the whole apartment
and does its work everywhere in the apartment.
It might be objected that since the sandal paste consists of
parts, it can produce delight in the whole body by scattering
its minute particles; but the atomic soul has no particles through
which it can spread over the entire body. Having this misconception in view, the aphorism says, "through the quality of
sentience" .
Objection: How again can an attribute exist elsewhere than
in the substance (in which it inheres), for the whiteness of a
cloth is not seen to .exist somewhere other than the cloth?
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Opponent: It can be possible like the light of a lamp.
Objection: No, for that too is considered to be a substance,
for a luminous substance in a state of compactness (of its particles) is the lamp, and that very luminous substance in a state
of diffusion is light.
Opponent: Hence the reply is being given:

~~~II~\II
~:

Separate existence

~

like smell.

26. (The quality of sentience can have) septtrate existence like
smell.

As smell, for instance, which is a quality, can have existence
separately from the odorous substance, since the smell is
perceived even when the odorous things like flower etc. are
nowhere in view, similarly though the soul is atomic, its quality
of sentience can remain detached from it. Hence this ground
for inference that a quality cannot be detached from its substance, it being a quality like colour (or form) etc., has no
invariable application, since smell, which is a quality, is seen to
exist in isolation from its substance.
Objection: Even in the case of smell, the fact is that it gets
detached from its substance together with a part of it (viz
particles of matter).
Opponent: No, for the main source from which this detachment will occur would in that case become attenuated; but it is
seen to continue undiminished from its previous state; for else
it would become diminished in weight (mass) etc. as compared
with its earlier state.
Objection: It may be that the detached particles on which
smell rests are so few in number (and minute in size) that their
detachment goes undetected. The minute atoms of smell spread
all around and give rise to the perception of smell by entering
into the nostrils.
Opponent: No, for the atoms are supersensuous (and so the
nose cannot perceive the atoms of smell), at the same time that
a distinct strong fragrance is felt in the case of such flowers as
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NagakeSara. The experience in common life is not of the fonD,
"A substance with aroma has been smelt",. but the common
people experience thus: "It is the aroma itself that has been
smelt".
Objection: Since it is not a matter of experience that form
(or colour) etc. can exist apart from their substances, it is also
improper to think that smell can exist separately from its
substance.
Opponent: No, for this being a matter of experience, inference can have no scope here. Accordingly, things are to be
accepted by the seekers of truth, just as they are actually
perceived, for no such rule can be (inferentially) arrived at,
that because the quality of taste is felt by the tongue, therefore
all the qualities starting from colour should be perceived by the
tongue itself.

a'fI :q ~ "~\91l
=;J

And (the Upani~ad) ~ shows 6"fT this.

27. And the Upani!ad also shows this.
After stating that the soul resides in the heart and that it has
the size of an atom the U pani~d shows in the text, "up to the
tip of the hair, up to the tip of the nail" (Ch. VIII. viii. 1, BT.
I. iv. 7, Kau. IV. 20), that through the quality of sentience, that
very soul pervades the whole body.

\3qhllq: Because taught ~ separately.

28. (The soul and its intelligence are separate), since they are
taught separately (in the Upani!ads).
From the text, "presiding over the body with the help of
intelligence" (Kau. III. 6), where the soul and intelligence are
spoken of separately as having the relationship of the agent and
the instrument (respectively), it is understood that the sou]
pervades the body through its quality of intelligence. And in
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the text, "it absorbs at the time (of sleep) the power of perception of the organs through its own consGiousness" (Br. II. i.
17), there occurs an instruction about consciousness existing
separately from the agent, the embodied soul; and this instruction only confirms this very idea. Hence the soul is atomic.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say:
ij~l"lijl(,clltj ij~oqq~~I: srmqClII~tl'
~ But ~H{~: such appellation (occurs) ffi{~-al@tlq:
owing to the dominance of the modes of that (intellect), ~
as in the case of the supreme Self.

29. But the soul comes to htl'Ve such appellations because of
the dominrmce of the modes of thtrt intellect; this is just as in
the case of the supreme Self.

The word "but" overrules the opposing point of view. It is
not a fact that the soul is atomic. It has been said that the soul
is none other than the supreme Brahman, for there is no mention of its origin in the Vedas, while the entry of the supreme
Brahman is mentioned there and the identity of the two is
taught. Now if the individual soul be none other than the
supreme Brahman, then the soul should have the same magnitude
as the supreme Brahman; and as it is mentioned in the scripture
that the supreme Brahman is omnipresent, so the soul also must
be omnipresent. Thus only will those statements stand vindicated
that are made in such texts of the Vedas and Smrtis ahout the
omnipresence of the soul as: "That Self is great and birthless
which remains identified with the intellect and in the midst of
the organs" (Br. IV. iv. 22). Moreover, it does not stand to
reason that an atomic soul should have a. feeling of pain all over
the body.
Opponent: This can be so owing to its contact with the organ
of touch.
Vedantin: No, for in that case, even when a thorn pricks the
skin, one should feel the pain all over the body, since the contact
between the thorn and the skin is a contact with the skin as a
whole, which spreads over the whole body. But as a matter of
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fact, a man pricked by a thorn under the foot feels the pain in
the sole of the foot only. It is not also possible for any quality
of the atom to spread out: (beyond the substratum), since the
quality exists where its substance is. Unless the quality subsists
in its own substance, it: wi1l cease to be a quality at all. And it
was explained how the light of a lamp is but a separated substance (and not a mere quality). Smell also, which is understood
to be a quality, can move out only when carried on its substance
(particles), for else it may as well cease to be a quality. Thus it
has been said by the adored Dvaipayana, "Mter perceiving
smell in water, should some inexperienced people say that it
belongs to water, still one should know that smell belongs to
earth, though it floats on water and air". If the intelligence of
the soul spreads over the entire body, then the soul cannot be
atomic; (for) intelligence must be the soul's very nature like heat
and light of fire. No such distinction as between a quality and
its substance can exist here. And the view was refuted that the
soul is of the size of the body. As a last resort, the soul is omnipresent. To explain how in that case there can be any mention
of atomicity etc., the aphorism says, "But the soul comes to
have such appellations because 'of the dominance of the modes
of that intellect". Desire, dislike, happiness, sorrow, etc. are the
modes of that intellect. These modes constitute the essence or
chief factors in the attainment of the state of transmigratorir~
by the soul. For unless it be through the modes of the intellect
there can be no transmigratory state for the absolute Self.
Though the Self is not an agent and experiencer, and though It
has no transmigratoriness and is ever free, still It comes to have
the states of being an agent and an experiencer, this being
caused by the superimposition of the modes of the intellect
acting as a limiting adjunct. Hence owing to the predominance
of the modes of that intellect, the soul is said to have a dimension corresponding to that of the intellect. And it is said that it
departs from the body and so on, in accordance as the intellect
does so; but the soul does not do so naturally. Thus it is that
after speaking of the atomicity of the soul, the Upani~d speaks
of infinitude about that very soul in, "The soul is to be known
as a hundredth part of a hundredth part of a hair's end, into
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which it can be fancied to be divided. And that soul again is
infinite" (Sv. V. 9). This can be reasonably reconciled only if
the atomic size of the individual soul be owing to limiting
adjuncts, but infinitude be its innate nature; for both these
cannot be thought of to be true in the primary sense. Nor can
it be understood that is has infinitude in a figurative sense, since
it is the identity of the individual soul with Brahman that is
sought to be taught in all the U pani~ds. So also in another
declaration of infinitesimality, "The soul appears to be inferior
and of the size of the tip of a goading stick, owing to the
appearance of the modes of the intellect as its own attributes"
(Sv. V. 8), the soul is declared to have the dimension of the tip
of a goading stick owing to its contact with the attributes of the
intellect, but not naturally in itself. Even in the text, "This
atomic (subtle) Self is to be realized through the intellect" (Mu.
III. i. 9), it is not taught that the individual soul is atomic in
dimension, for it is the supreme Self that has been introduced
in that context as something to he known through the favourableness (i.e. purity) of the intellect, It being beyond the grasp
of the eye etc.!l2 Moreover, atomicity in the literal sense is
inadmissible even for the individual soul. Hence it is to be
understood that the mention of atomicity is intended to convey
the idea that the Self is inscrutable or that this is done from the
point of view of the limiting adjunct. Similarly in such texts as,
"Presiding over the body through intelligence" (Kau. III. 6),
where a separation (between soul and intellect) is spoken of,
the sentence is to be construed to mean that the soul presides
over the body through the intellect alone which is its limiting
adjunct. The mere statement (of difference) here is like talking
of the body of a stone pestle (where the "body" and the "stone"
are non-different); for it has been already stated that there is
no such division here as between quality and substance. As for
the statement that the heart is the residence of the soul, that too
is made from the standpoint of the intellect, for the intellect
• The previous verse being, "It is not comprehended through the eye,
nor through speech, nor through the other senses. ... Since one becomes
purified in mind through the favourableness of the intellect, therefore can
one see that indivisible Self through meditation" (Mu. III. i. 8).
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resides in the heart. So also in the following texts it is shown
that such actions as departure from the body are dependent
upon limiting adjuncts: "He deliberated, 'As a result of whose
departure shall I rise up (from the body)? And as a result of
whose continuance shall I remain established?' He created
Prii'(la" (i.e. energy that is non-different from intelligence) (Pr.
VI. 3-4). And from the absence of its death, it is gathered that
the going to and coming back from the other world are also
(intrinsically) absent in the soul. For unless one has got detached
from the body, there can be no following a course or returning. Thus since in the case of the individual soul, there is a
predominance of the attributes of its adjuncts, it has the appellations of atomicity etc., "as in the case of Priijiia (the supreme
Self)". Even as in the case of Prajiia, who is the supreme Self,
there is a mention of atomicity etc. in connection with Its
meditation as a qualified entity, where the attributes of the
limiting adjuncts dominate, as for instance in, "Minuter than a
grain of paddy or barley" (Ch. III. xiv. 3), "He is identified
with the mind and has the vital force as His body, all (good)
smells are His, all (good) tastes are His, all (good) desires are
His. His resolves are true" (Ch. III. xiv. 2), and so on, so also is
the case with the individual.
Opponent: It may be objected thus: If the soul be thought of
as attaining the worldly state (of transmigration) under the
dominance of the modes of the intellect, then a cessation of the
conjunction between the soul and the intellect, which are
divergent, must be inevitable. Thus when the intellect gets
detached, the soul will become undiscernible, and hence there
will arise the predicament of its becoming non-existent or ceasing to be a transmigratory soul.
Vediintin: So the reply is being given:

41C141C'fllIIFClfC4I'iRt Of 4)tU6(iii..,l€( ,,~oll
"if And ~~-lIlrqtqlq since (this association of soul and
intellect) persists as long as the soul continues to be a transmigratory entity Of
no defect arises, ffi{.~ for so it is seen
(in the scriptures).

m:
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30. And because the contact between the soul Il1ld the intellect
persists so long as the worldly stttte of tbe soul continues, tbere
Clm be no defect, for this is what is 'f1'let witb in the scriptures.

There should be no such defect as mentioned just now.
Why?
Because the contact with the intellect endures all through the
state of the soul's transmigratory existence. The contact of the
soul with the intellect does not cease so long as the soul continues in its transmigratory state, so long as its condition of
trnnsmigratoriness is not sublated through complete realization.
And this individuality and the worldly state of the soul last
only as long as there is this connection with the intellect serving
as a limiting adjunct. In reality there is no such thing as an
individual soul apart from what it appears under the influence
of the intellect acting as a conditioning factor. For when
engaged in ascertaining the purport of the U pani~ds, we do
not come across any other (second) conscious entity besides
God who is by nature ever free, about which fact these texts
stand as evidence: "There is no other witness but Him, no other
hearer but Him, no other thinker but Him, no other mower
but Him" (Br. III. vii. 23), "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii-xvi),
"I am Brahman" (Br. I. iv. 7), and a hundred others of this
kind.
Opponent: How again is it gathered that the contact with
the intellect lasts as long as the state of transrnigratormess of the
soul persists?
The (Vedantin's) answer is given in, "For this is what is met
with (in the scriptures)". Thus the scripture reveals: "This
infinite entity (punt~a) that remains identified with cognition
('lJijiiana) in the midst of the organs, the (self-effulgent) light
within the heart. Assuming the likeness (of the intellect), it
moves between the two worlds; it thinks as it were, and shakes
as it were" (Rr. IV. iii. 7) etc. The term "identified with cognition", occurring there, means "identified with the intellect"; for
elsewhere occurs the text, "identified with cognition (i.e. the
intellect), identified with the mind, identified with the vital
force, identified with the eye, identified with the ear" (Rr. IV.
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iv. 5), where the one "identified with cognition" is mentioned
along with the one identified with the mind etc., and the identity
with the intellect is meant to imply a dominance of the modes
of the intellect. It is like saying, "Devadatta is all sex" where
the idea sought to be implied is that he is dominated by a passion for women. And the text, "Assuming the likeness (of the
intellect), it moves between the two worlds (this and the next)"
(Br. IV. iii. 7), shows that even while going to another world,
there is no dissociation from the intellect. Likeness of what?
It can be understood that the likeness is with the intellect itself,
for that is near at hand. And that very fact is pointed out in,
"It thinks as it were, and shakes as it were" (ibid.), where the
idea implied is this: "This one does not think by itself, nor
does it move; but when the intellect thinks, it seems to think,
and when the intellect moves, it seems to move." Moreover, this
'connection of the soul with the intellect has but false ignorance
at its root, and this false ignorance cannot be removed by anything other than complete knowledge (of Brahman). Hence
this connection with such limiting adjuncts as the intellect does
not cease so long as the identity of the Self with Brahman is not
realized. And this is shown in, "I have known this great Puru~;a
(infinite entity) who shines like the sun (i.e. self-effulgent), and
is beyond darkness (i.e. untouched by ignorance). Knowing
Him alone one goes beyond death. There is no other path to
proceed along" (Sv. III. 8).
Opponent : You cannot certainly admit any connection of
the soul with the intellect during sleep and dissolution, for the
Upani~ad says, "0 amiable one, he then becomes identified with
Existence (Brahman), he becomes absorbed in his own Self'
(Ch. VI. viii. 1). This also follows from the admission of the
(final) dissolution of the entire creation. So how can there be
the persistence of the contact with the intellect as long as the
transmigratory state of the soul endures?
Vediintin: The answer is thus:

il But

~fu;~"Ttm{

because of becoming manifest

ar~~:
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in the case of this which already exists
hood etc.

''l.@I'-~..qq:

like "man-

31. Rather bectrUse that contact (with the intellect etc.) which
remains latent (in sleep and dissolution) ClUJ become manifest
(during waking and creation) like manhood etc. (from boyhood
etc.).
We see in the world that manhood etc. though existing all
the time in a latent state, are not perceived during boyhood etc.
and are thus treated as though non-existent, but they become
manifest in youth etc.; and it is not a fact that they evolve out
of nothing, for in that case even a eunuch should grow those
(moustaches etc.). Similarly, too, the contact with the intellect
etc. remains in a state of latency during sleep and dissolution
and emerges again during waking and creation. For thus alone
it becomes logical. Nothing can possibly be born capriciously,
for that would lead to unwarranted possibilities (of effects
being produced without causes). The U pani~ad also shows that
this waking from sleep is possible because of the existence of
ignorance in a seed form (remaining dormant in sleep):
"Though unified with Existence (Brahman) in sleep, they do
not understand, 'We have merged in Existence.' They return
here as a tiger or a lion" (just as they had been here before)
(Ch. VI. ix. 3) etc. Hence it is proved that the contact with
the intellect etc. persists as long as the individuality of the soul
lasts.

f~C'lilq{'5Gi41~)S;qC1(f"1Q4il qr~ II~~II
~ Else fiWf-\3q{i5r..oq-~wfioq-~: will arise the possibility
of constant perception or non-perception <rT or ar~~:
either of the two (powers) becoming debarred (or delimited).

32. Else (if the existence of the internal organ be not admitted)
there will be tbe possibility of either constant perception or nonperception or it will have to be admitted tbat either of the powers
(of the soul or of the organs) becomes (suddenly) debarred (or
delimited or lost).
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This internal organ, constituting a conditioning factor for the
Self is variously spoken of in different places as the ma'llllS
(faculty of thinking-Br. 1. v. 3), buddhi (faculty of knowingKa. II. iii. 10), vijiiiina (cognition or egoism-T ai. II. v. 1), citta
(feeling or memory-Mu. III. i. 9, Pro IV. 8). Occasionally it is
called variously in accordance with its moods-it being called
the mind when it functions as the doubter, (thinker), etc., the
intellect when it makes specific ascertainment, and so on. And it
must of necessity be admitted that an internal organ of this kind
does exist, for unless that organ is admitted, there will be the
contingency of either constant perception or non-perception. For
when the accessories of perception, viz the soul, organs, and
objects of perception, are in contiguity, perception should occur
always. Or even if in the presence together of all the factors of
perception no result is produced, then there will be the possibility
of constant non-perception. But this does not tally with experience. Or else it will have to be admitted that the power of either
of the factors (involved in perception)-viz the soul or the senseorgan-stands debarred from itself. But it is not possible for the
power of the soul to be debarred from the soul, since the soul is
changeless. Nor can the power of any sense-organ be debarred
from the organ, for an organ that has its power intact in the
earlier and succeeding moments, cannot have it denied suddenly
(in the middle). Accordingly the mind must be the entity,
through the alertness of which perception occurs, and through
the want of alertness of which it does not occur. In support of
this is the Vedic text, "I was absent-minded, I did not see it; I
was absent-minded, I did not hear it" (Br. I. V. 3), and "It is
through the mind that one sees and hears" (ibid.). The Upani~dic
text also shows that desire etc. are its modes, "Desire, resolve,
doubt, faith, want of faith, steadiness, unsteadiness, shame, intelligence, and fear-all these are but the mind" (ibid.). Hence the
aphorism stands justified that "The soul comes to have such
appellations because of the dominance of the attributes of that
intellect" (II. iii. 29).
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TOPIC

[ll. iii. 33

14: SoUL AS AGENT

m ~1I(4ll!jqtcHt\ II~~II
'Ilai (The soul must be) an agent m~-Oj.qq~qlQ\ so that the
scriptures may have a purpose.
33. The individual soul must be
scriptures become purposeful.

1m

agent, for thus alone the

In continuation of the topic dealing with the qualities of the
intellect as mainly influencing the soul, another attribute of the
soul is being elaborated: "This individual soul must also be an
agent."
Why?
"For thus only the scriptures become purposeful." In this way
only, such texts about injunction as, "One should perform a
sacrifice", "One should pour an oblation", "One should make
gifts", etc. become purposeful. Otherwise they become meaningless. For they enjoin particular duties for an agent whose presence
is a reality; and that kind of injunction can have no sense if there
be no (soul with) agentship. Similarly, it is only thus that this
text becomes meaningful: "And this one is the seer, feeler, hearer,
thinker, ascertainer, doer-the Puru~ that is a knower by nature"
(Pr. IV. 9).

f~Rlq~~lId", II~){II
~-~mq:

Because of the teaching about roaming.

34. (The soul is 1m agent) because there trre teachings about its
Tomning.
The individual soul is an agent for this further reason that in a
context dealing with the soul, the Upan~d speaks of the soul's
roaming about in the intermediate state (of dream): "(Himself
immortal), he goes wherever he likes" (Br. IV. iii. 12), and "It
moves about, as it pleases, in its own body" (Br. II. i. 18).
:aql~Ii1R'l"~Y..11

35. (The soul is an agent) because of its taking up (the organs).
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The soul has agentship for the further reason that under the
topic of the soul the Upani~d speaks of the taking up (or using)
of the organs by the soul: "(When this being, full of consciousness, is thus asleep), it absorbs at the time the power of perception of the organs through its own intelligence" (Br. II. i. 17),
and also, "taking up the organs" (Br. II. i. 18).

OlN<~I('fH4 ~ if ~~iFqq411: 1l~,11
'if And ~~ because of mention (as an agent) ~.
in respect of work Of ~ were it not so, ~-~lI': there

would have been a contrary indication.
36. And the soul is an agent becrruse of the mention (1lS such)
in respect of action; 'Were it not so, there 'Would blWe been a
contrary indication.
That the individual soul has agency follows from this additional consideration that the scripture designates it as being the
agent in respect of Vedic and ordinary duties, "VijiLma (or
Intelligence, i.e. the individual soul having it) spreads (i.e. perfonns) the sacrifices as well as works" (Tai. II. v. 1).
Opponent: Is not the word vijiiana known as a synonym for
the intellect? So how can it indicate the agency of the soul?
Vedantin: Not so, for this is in fact a designation of the soul
and not of the intellect. Had it not been used for the soul, there
would have been a reversal of the designation-the indication
would have been made by saying "through the intellect" (by
using vijiiana in the instrumental case, and not in the nominative
case) . Thus it is that at another place, where the intellect is
meant, the word vijfi4na is seen to be used with the instrumental
case-ending: "It absorbs at the time the power of perception of
the organs vijflanena-through its own intelligence" (Br. II. i.
17). But here in "Vijiiana spreads the sacrifice", the use is with
the nominative case-ending, whereby the soul, different from the
intellect, is indicated. Hence it is nothing wrong.
Here somebody (an opponent) says: If the soul, which is quite
different from the intellect, be the doer, then, being independent,
it would do things that are delightful and beneficial to itself, and
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not act contrariwise. But as a matter of fact, it is noticed to do
the opposite as well. Such irregular activity cannot be possible
for the independent so~l.
Vedantin: Hence the answer is being given:

:aq+'Sfi.f4qq: As in the case of perception

arf~:

there is no

uniformity.
37. As in the case of perception (tbere is no uniformity), so
also there is no uniformity (in the case of action).
Just as this soul, independent though it is as regards its own
perception, yet perceives both good and bad without any invari~
able rule, so also it can accomplish both good and bad without
any uniform rule.
Opponent: It is not independent even as regards perceptio.n,
for it is dependent on the acceptance of the means of perception.
Ved4ntin: No, for the means of Rerception serve only the
purpose of presenting the objects; but in the actual perception
the soul is independent, since it is endowed with consciousness.
Moreover, the soul is not wholly independent in the matter of
activities yielding results, for it has to depend on particular space,
time, and cause. An agent does not cease to have its agentship
just because it has to depend on accessories; for a cook can very
well be a cook even though he has to depend on fuel, water, etc.
And because of a diversity of the accessories, it is nothing contra~
dictory for the soul to engage in an irregular way in activities
yielding good, bad, and indifferent results.

tur-a;rqqqluq: Because of a reversal of power.
38. (The soul must be the agent), for (if the intellect be so),
it 'U;';11 lead to a reversal of power.
For this reason also the soul, that is different from the intellect,
should be the agent. On the contrary, if the intellect, understood
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by the word vijii4ntl, be the agent, then. there will be a reversal
of power-the instrumental power of the intellect will be negated
and the power of the agent will accrue. Again, on the assumption that the power of the agent belongs to the intellect, it will
have to be admitted that the intellect itself constitutes the subject
of egoity; for all tendency to activity is seen to be preceded by
the ego-consciousness, as in "I go", "I come", "I eat", "1 drink",
and so on. Again, for that intellect that is equipped with the
power of the agent and possessed of the ability of doing everything, we have to fancy some other instrument that can be used
for accomplishing everything. For despite the ability possessed
by an agent, he is seen to engage in works with the help of some
instruments. In that case, the fight (between us) will centre
round a term, but there will be no difference as regards the
thing itself, since (in either case) agentship is conceded for one
who is different from the instrument.
~1I~t"
~

And
tation.

~qrf,,~

because of the negation of deep medi-

39. And (the soul must be an agent) because (a contrary supposition will) lead to a negation of deep meditation (on God).
Samddhi (deep meditation), taught in the Upani~ds as a means
for the realization of that Self that is known from the Upani~ds
alone, is spoken of in such texts as, "The Self, my dear, should
be realized-should be heard of, reflected on, and profoundly
meditated upon" (Br. II. iv. 5), "That is to be searched for, that
is to be realized" (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), "Meditate on the Self thus
with the help of Om" (Mu. II. ii. 6), and so on. This meditation,
too, cannot be reasonably sustained if the soul be not the agent
(of meditation). From this fact also the agentship of the soul is
proved.
TOPIC

15:

THE SoUL UNDER TWO CoNDmONS

lfm ~ ~ 11)(011
~ And (rather) ~ as am a carpenter~ (exists) under
both conditions.
32
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40. And (rather) this is like the carpenter existing under both
conditions.
Thus the agentship of the embodied soul has been shown with
the help of such reasons as the purposefulness of the scriptures.
Now it is being considered whether this is natural or a result of
conditioning factors. When in such a doubt, the conclusion
arrived at (by the opponent) may be that it follows from these
very reasons of the purposefulness of the scriptures and so on
that the agentship is natural, for no reason is in evidence for
modifying this conclusion.
Vediintin : This being the position, we say that it is not possible
for the soul to have natural agentship, for that would lead to a
negation of liberation. If agentship be the very nature of the Self,
there can be no freedom from it, as fire can have no freedom
from heat. Moreover, for one who has not got rid of agentship,
there can be no achievement of the highest human goal (liberation), for agentship is a sort of misery.
Opponent: Even while the power of agentship continues, the
highest human goal can be achieved through the giving up of
activities consequent on that. And that avoidance of activity
follows frorp the avoidance of its causes (viz merit, demerit, etc.).
This is just like the absence of the act of burning by fire when
the fuel is removed, even though the fire has still the power to
bum.
Vedantin: No, since the causes (of activity, viz merit, demerit,
etc.) become connected with (the agent through) the activities
that his power necessarily evokes, (for power without the corresponding act is inconceivable). And when they become connected
in this way, it is impossible to get rid of them whollY-.
Opponent: Liberation will be achieved on the strength of the
Vedic injunction itself. 23
Veda:min': No, since anything that can be acquired through
practice is impermanent. Moreover, it has been stated that liberation stands established from the fact that the soul has been
expounded (in the Upani~ads) to be eternally pure, enlightened,
.. As the Vedic injunction (about sacrifices etc.) can change a human
being into god, so it can change an agent into non-agent.
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and free. But the presentation of such a soul cannot be logically
justified if agentship be natural. Hence the agentship of the soul
arises from the superimposition of the attributes of the limiting
adjuncts; it is not innate. In support of this is the Vedic text,
"It thinks as it were, and shakes as it were" (Br. IV. iii. 7). The
text, "The intelligent people call the soul which is associated with
body, organs, and mind, as the enjoyer" (Ka. I. iii. 4), shows that
the soul when in association with the limiting adjuncts, gets the
special characteristic of being an enjoyer. To the discriminating
people there can be no individual soul, distinct from the supreme
Self, which can be the agent or experiencer, for the Upani~d
declares, "There is no other witness but Him" (Br. III. vii. 23),
etc.
Opponent: If apart from the supreme Self, there be no intelligent soul which is an agent and distinct from the assemblage of
body and organs, then it would come to this that the supreme
Self Itself would be the entity undergoing transmigration anti
becoming the agent and the experiencer.
Ved4ntin: No, since the states of being an agent and an
experiencer are conjured up by ignorance. Thus the scripture
also shows that the individual soul is an agent and an experiencer
when in a state of ignorance: "Because when there is duality,
as it were, ... then one sees another" (Br. II. iv. 14); and then
the scripture denies those very agentship and experiencership in
the state of enlightenment: "But when to the knower of
Brahman everything has become the Self, then what should one
see and through what?" (ibid.). Similarly, the Upani~d shows
how like a falcon flying in the sky, the soul becomes tired in
the waking and dream states owing to its association with limiting
adjuncts; and then the Upani~ad shows the absence of that fatigue
in the sleep state where the soul is embraced by the intelligent
(supreme) Self; for the commencement is made with, "That is
his real form, in which all objects of desire have been attained
and are but the Self, and which is free from desires and devoid
of grief" (Br. IV. iii. 21); and the conclusion is made with, "This
is its supreme attainment, this is its supreme glory, this is its
highest world, this is its supreme bliss" (Br. IV. iii. 32). This
fact is stated by the teacher (Vyasa) in, "And (rather) this is
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like the carpenter existing under both conditions". The word "ea
(and)" is used in the sense of "but" (rather). It is not to be
thought thus that the agentship is natural to the soul just as heat
is to fire. On the contrary, as it is seen in the world that a
carpenter feels unhappy when working as an agent with instruments like an adze, and that this very man becomes happy when
he reaches his own horne leaving behind the instruments like the
adze; then he is at nobody's beck and call, he is free from
worries, and free from all activity; similarly the soul in association with the duality, brought about by nescience, becomes an
agent and is unhappy in the dream and wakeful states; but when
for becoming free from that fatigue, that very soul enters into
its own Self, the supreme Brahman, in the state of deep sleep, and
becomes free from the assemblage of body and organs, it is no
more an agent, and it becomes happy. So also in the state of
liberation it has the darkness of ignorance dispelled with the lamp
of knowledge, and becoming the absolute Self, it attains happiness. The point in the illustration of the car.penter is to be understood as applying merely thus far that the carpenter becomes an
agent only when he is in need of the pre-requisites like the adze
etc. for the set works of planing etc. but he is a non-agent in
his mere physical presence. So also the soul becomes an agent
only when it requires the instruments like the mind etc. for all
kinds of work; but considered in itself, it is surely not an agent.
The soul has, however, no limb (like the hand) with which to
pick up or put aside the organs (i.e. instruments of work) like
the mind etc., just as the carp::nter picks up or puts away the
adze etc. with his hands etc.
As for the assertion that the soul must have agentship for such
reasons as the need of imparting purposefulness to the scripture,
that is wrong. When the scripture imparts injunction, it takes for
granted the conventional agentship and then teaches about particular forms of duty; but it does not itself prove the agentship of
the soul. Moreover, we stated earlier that the soul has no agentship intrinsically, for there is instruction about the identity of
the individual Self and Brahman. This is our standpoint. Hence
any injunctive text will find enough scope by accepting the conventional agentship created by nescience. Besides, since the texts,
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such as this, "The Puru~, a knower by nature, is a doer" (Pr.
IV. 9), which are mere recapitulations of facts already known
otherwise, may well be valid as merely referring to the empirical
agentship as it is created by ignorance. Hereby are refuted the
arguments about roaming (II. iii. 34), and taking up the organs
(II. iii. 35), for they too are mere reiterations (of conventionally
accepted facts).
Opponent: Since the fact of roaming about by the soul is dealt
with by saying that in the dream state, when all the organs have
gone asleep, the soul moves about in its own body at will (Br.
II. i. 18), it amounts to asserting that the absolute Self has agentship. So also in the matter of taking up the organs. Since the text,
"it absorbs at the time the power of perception of the organs
(vijiMnQ111) through the intellect (vijfiiine11a)" (Br. II. i. 17), the
objective and instrumental case-endings are used after the organs
(in vijfiiillam and vijiillnena), therefore we are led to the conclusion that the absolute Self has agentship.
Vediintin: In answer it is said: As for the dream state, there is
no absolute stoppage of the use of the organs by the soul; for in
the text, "Entering the dream state in association with the intellect, he (the 'Self) goes beyond this world" (Br. IV. iii. 7Miidhyandina), we hear of the association with the intellect
even in that state. So also in the Smrti: "Know that to be
the state of dream experience, where after the stoppage of
the organs, the mind remains active and experiences the
objects". Besides, the Upani~d declares that desire etc. are
the modes of the mind (Br. I. v. 3); and they are witnessed in dream. Therefore the soul moves about in dream in
association with the mind. The roaming there also is not
a reality but only a product of past impressions. Thus it is
that the Upani~ad describes the dream activities by qualifying
them with the phrase "as if": "He seems as if enjoying himself
in the company of women, as if laughing or even seeing frightful
things" (Br. IV. iii. 13). Ordinary people also describe the dream
experiences in a similar way: "As if I were ascending a mountain
peak", "As if I saw a forest". Similarly even with regard to the
"taking up of the organs", although the objective and instrumental case-endings are used after the organs (vijfiiinQ), still the
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soul's agentship is to be understood as occurring as a result of
conjunction with them, for we showed earlier that there can be
no agentship in the absolute Self. In the common world also, the
speaker's modes of expression can be very various, as for instance,
"The warriors are fighting", or "the king is fighting through the
warriors". Moreover, in this case of "taking up" what is intended
to be spoken of is the stoppage of the activity of the organs, and
not the independent agentship of anyone (i.e. of the soul), for
even when somebody goes to sleep without any conscious effort,
the organs are seen to stop from activity.24.
As for the allusion to the statement, "V ijiiana spreads the sacrifice" (Tai. II. v. 1), that only makes us understand the agentship
of the intellect, since the word vijiiiina is very often used in that
sense, since it is mentioned immediately after the mind, and since
in the text "faith is -indeed his head" (TaL II. iv), such limbs as
faith etc. are declared for the Self identified with the intellect,
and faith etc. are well known to be the modes of the intellect.
Moreover, in the complementary passage occurs the sentence,
"All the gods worship vijiiana (intellect), the eldest, as Brahman"
(Tai. II. v. 1); and it is a well-known fact that the intellect
(identified with HiraQ.yagarbha) is the eldest or the first born
(Br. V. iv. 1). Besides, this is confirmed by the assertion in
another Vedic text that a sacrifice is performed by the organ of
speech and the intellect: "That which is a sacrifice consists in a
succession of speech and the intellect one after the other."211
And it cannot be argued that if the organs (including the
intellect) are assumed to be the agents, then there will be a
reversal of the power of the intellect (from instrumentality to
agentship-B. S. II. iii. 38), for all the things (even though)
appearing with different case-endings must have agentship in
their own respective spheres (of actions). 26 The organs become
.. In the earlier argument it was conceded for argument's sake that the
soul takes up the organs when entering sleep. That activity too is denied
here .
.. The sacrifice emerges from mental thought followed by the utterance
of mamras through speech. Here also the agent of the sacrifice is the
intellect.
.. We say, "Rice is cooking", "fuel is burning", "the vessel contains"
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instruments when considered from the standpoint of the act of
perception; but the perception itself is by the soul. Here, again,
the soul has no agency, for it is eternal consciousness by its very
nature. The witnessing soul cannot have any agentship even
through the ego-consciousness, for egoity itself is an object of
perception to the soul. Again, if this position is accepted, there
will be no need for fancying some other organ; for the intellect
is admitted as the instrument.
The objection that sll1110dbi (profound meditation) would not
be possible (B. S. II. iii. 39), stands refuted through the refutation
of the assertion that the soul must be an agent so as to impart
purposefulness to the scripture (B. S. II. iii. 33), for sll1110dhi is
enjoined by accepting the conventional agentship. Therefore the
conclusion stands firm that the agentship of the soul is a creation
of the limiting adjuncts.
TOPIC

16:

SoUL'S AGENTSHIP DERIVED FROM GOD

~ ~}r: 1I~~11
~ But !fm{ (derived from) the Highest, ffi{~: for that is
declared by Vedic texts.

41. But the agentship (of the individual soul) is derived from
God, for that is what is stated in the Vedic texts.
Doubt: It has been said that the agentship of the individual
soul occurs owing to the limiting adjuncts during the state of
ignorance. Now it has to be considered whether that agentship
occurs with or without any dependence on God.
Opponent: Under the circumstances, the conclusion arrived
at is that the soul does not depend on God for its agentship.
Why?
Because there is no need to depend. For this soul, impelled by
likes, dislikes, etc. and endowed with all the other paraphernalia
of action, can by itself have experiences of agentship. What has
God to do for it? And it is not a recognized fact in the world
and so on. The fuel is an agent so far as its own action is concerned,
but as regards cooking, it is an instrument.
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that in such works as agriculture one has need of God, in the
sense that one has of bullocks etc. Besides, a God, who creates
creatures and endows them with an agentship that is essentially
painful, will be open to the charge of cruelty as well as partiality
owing to ordaining an agentship that leads to unequal results.
Objection: Was it not said that "No partiality and cruelty (can
be charged against God) because of His taking other factors into
consideration" (B. S. II. i. 34)?
Opponent: What was said would have been true if God could
possibly depend on other things; and that dependence would be
possible for God if the creatures could possess merit and demerit.
These again would have been possible if the individual souls had
agentship. Now, if that agentship be dependent on God, then on
what will God have His dependence? (If again God ordains
without dependence on results of action), then on that supposition the individual will get unmerited fruits. Hence the individual
has his agentship independently and naturally.
Vedamin: This contingency is ruled out by the aphorist by
the word "but", and his own position is stated in "the agentship
(etc.)". During the state of ignorance, when the individual soul
is blinded by the darkness of ignorance and cannot understand
itself to be different from the assemblage of body and organs,
it derives its transmigratory state, consisting in its becoming an
agent and experiencer, from the behest of the supreme Self who
presides over all activities and resides in all beings, and who is
the witness (of all), imparts intelligence (to all), and is the
supreme Lord. Liberation, too, results from realization that is
vouchsafed by Him out of His grace.
Why?
That is what is stated in the Vedic texts. Although the individual being is impelled by such defects as attachment and is
endowed with the accessories of activity, and although in
ordinary experience, such activities as agriculture are not recognized as caused by God, .still it is ascertained from the Vedic
texts that God is the directing (i.e. ultimate efficient) cause
behind all activities. To this effect occurs the text: "It is He
who makes him do good works whom He would raise above
these worlds, and it is He who makes them do evil works whom
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He would drag down" (Kau. III. 8), as also "He who dwells in
the sound and controls the soul from within" (S. B. XIV. vi. 7.30,
Br. III. vii. 3-23), and other texts of this kind.
Opponent: If God has the (ultimate) power of directing in
this way, He will have partiality and cruelty and the individual
beings will reap unmerited results.
The (V edantin's) answer is given in the negative:

~~ f~~ijftij41~4w;;qir«;lf: 1I~1I

iI However

fff-wwr-~:

dependent on the efforts made,
on grounds of the enjoined and
prohibited duties not becoming meaningless and so on.

Rfird"-srfcrfl«r-3Jcf~-anf~:

42. (God is), however, dependent on the efforts made, so
that injunctions and prohibitions may not become mea:ninglesj
and other defects may not arise.
The word "however" is used for refuting the objections
raised. In causing the individual to act, God takes into account
the efforts-characterized either as virtuous or vicious-which
the individual makes. Hence the defects, pointed out, do not
arise. God acts merely as a general instrumental cause, dividing
the resulting fruits of works unequally in accordance with the
inequality of merit and demerit acquired by the individual
beings, even as rain does. It is seen in the world that rain
becomes the common instrumental cause of long and short
creepers etc. or of rice and barley etc. which grow in accordance with their own seeds, and yet unless there be rainfall, they
can have no differences in sap, flower, fruit, leaves, etc., nor can
they have these in the absence of their own seeds; so also it
stands to reason that God ordains good and bad for the individual beings in accordance with the efforts made by the beings
themselves.
Opponent: If the agentship itself of the individual be dependent on God, then God can have no dependence on the effort
made by the individual.
Vediintin: That creates no difficulty. Although the individual's agents hip is dependent on God, still it is the individual
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who really acts. God directs him just as he himself would pro~
ceed with his work. Moreover, God directs him now in accordance with what he did previously, and He directed him earlier in
accordance with what he had done still earlier. Thus since the
state of transmigratory existence is without beginning, all this
is above cavil.
Opponent: How again is it known that God depends on the
efforts made?
The (Vedantin's) answer is contained in, "so that the injunctions and prohibitions may not become meaningless and other
defects may not arise". For thus alone such injunctions and
prohibitions as, "One desirous of heaven shall perform a sacri·
fice", "A BrahmaQa is not to be killed", will not be stultified;
else (if God does not depend on the acts done, then) these will
become meaningless, and God Himself will be installed (as an
absolute dictator) in the place of injunction and prohibition,
since the individual will be absolutely under God (and not
under the scriptures). Similarly (God being without any
standard), He will strike with evil one who acts according to
scripture, and bestow gifts on one who acts against it. In that
case the authority of the Vedas will be set aside. Moreover, if
God be absolutely autocratic, even ordinary personal efforts
will become useless, and so also space, time, and causation will
be meaningless. Furthermore, there will be the defect stated
earlier ( of getting unmerited results, etc). These and such
other drawbacks are indicated by the term "other defects".
TOPIC

17:

RELATION OF SoUL AND GOD

a"'~:

A part ~~ because mentioned ifJilT as different,
.:q arttr as also ~ otherwise ~ some arq read of ~
fitRfq-arr~ identity with Dasas (fishermen and slaves), KitavaJ
(gamblers), and others.
43. (The individual souls are) parts of God because of 'the
mention that they are different, also because some read otber-
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'Wise of (Brahman's) identity with fishermen, slaves, gamblers,
and others.
Doubt: It was stated earlier that as between the individual
soul and God, there exists (a relationship based on) a feeling of
one being the favoured and the other the favourer. And such a
relationship is seen to subsist in the world between two mutually
related entities, as for instance a servant and his master, or a
fire and its sparks. Thus when it is admitted that the individual
and God are mutually the beneficiary and the benefactor, the
question arises, whether their relationship is like that between
the master and the servant, or like that between fire and its
sparks.
Opponent: When this doubt arises, the conclusion may be
either that the relationship is irregular, or since the feeling as
between the ruler and the ruled is well known to be of the
pattern subsisting between the master and the servant, it must
be similar to that here as well.
Vedantin: Hence the aphorist says, "A part" etc. The individual should be a part of God even as a spark is of fire. The
individual is a part only apparently, for the partless Brahman
can have no part in the literal sense.
Opponent: Why should not the individual be God Himself
on this very ground of partlessness (of God)?
Vediintin: (No), "because of the mention that they are
different". Unless there is some dissimilarity, the statement of
difference, as contained in, "He is to be searched for, He is to
be sought to be known" (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), "Knowing It alone
one becomes a sage" (Br. IV. iv. 22), "He who dwells in the
soul and controls the soul from within" (S. B. XIV. vi. 7). and
similar texts, cannot be justified.
Opponent: This reference to difference fits in more aptly
if it be understood to be like that between a master and his
servant.
Vediintin: Hence the aphorist says: "it is mentioned otherwise also" etc. Not that the individual is known merely to be. a
part from the mention of difference. What else then? The
mention is made in other ways also to establish non-difference.
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Thus the followers of a certain section of the Atharva Veda
read in their hymn to Brahman of the identity of Brahman with
the Dasas, Kitavas, and others in, "The Dasas are Brahman; the
Diisas are Brahman; even these gamblers are but Brahman" etc.
The DiiSas are the people known as Kaivartas (fishermen); the
Diisas are those others (i.e. slaves) who surrender their bodies
to a master; and (kitavas are) those others who are the gamblers
engaged in playing dice; they are all nothing but Brahman.
With the help of these illustrations of inferior beings the text
shows that all individual souls are Brahman, who have entered
into the aggregates of body and organs created by name and
form. Similarly elsewhere also, when dealing with Brahman
Itself, this very idea is elaborated: "You are woman, you are
man, you are a young man or even a maid; you are old tottering about with the help of a stick; having taken birth, you have
your face everywhere" (Sv. IV. 3), and "One becomes immortal by knowing that intelligent One who, after having created
all the forms and names, (and after having entered there) goes
on uttering (i.e. making use of) them" (Tai. A. III. xii. 16).
This idea finds confirmation from such Vedic texts as, "There
is no other witness but Him" (Br. III. vii. 23). And consciousness is common to both God and the individual beings even as
heat is to fire and a spark. Thus since both difference and nondifference are known (from texts), it is gathered that the individual is a part.
Why, again, should it be known to be a part?
q?ijqUlf... IIWII

.... And
111antras.

~~

on the authority of the words of the

44. This follows fr0111 the wor.ds of the 111Ilntras also.
The 111Il11tra text also reveals this fact: "Thus far (i.e. the
whole creation) constitutes His glory; Puru~ (i.e. the infinite
Being) is greater even than that (creation). All bbatas (beings)
are merely a foot (part) of His; His other three immortal feet
are in heaven" (i.e. transcendental) (Ch. III. xii. 6). By bbUtas
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(beings) is (suggestively) indicated here everything that moves
or does not move, the living creatures being the most prominent
among them; for we come across such a use, "(One attains the
world of Brahman) by practising non-injury to all the bhUw
on all occasions apart from where the scriptures sanction it"
(Ch. VIII. xv. 1). The words aritsa (part), pada (foot or
quarter) are synonymous with bhaga (a portion). From this
also the individual is known to be a part.
\Vhat more is the reason for knowing it to be a part?

arfir 'if Moreover

~€t

mention is made in the Smrti.

45. And this is also stated in the Smrti (Gita)..

In the Bhagavad-Gita also (which is a Smrti) it is stated that
the individual is a part of God: "An eternal portion of myself
having become an individual soul in the world of the creatures"
(XV. 7). From this also it is known that it is a part. As for
the argument that in common experience it is well recognized
that the relation of the ruler and the ruled obtains only among
such persons as the master and the servant, although that is the
well-known fact in the world, still it is ascertained from the
scriptures that the relationship here is like that between a part
and a whole as also like that between the ruled and the ruler.
And it involves no contradiction to hold that God, having His
unsurpassable limiting adjunct, rules over the individual souls
having their inferior limiting adjuncts.
Here the (opponent) says: If the individual be admitted to
be a part of God who is the whole, then God will have to
experience the pain of the transmigratory existence suffered by
(all) the individuals, even as in the ordinary world, Devadatta,
possessed of his own hands, feet, etc. suffers pain when it occurs
to anyone of the limbs. From this it will follow that those
who reach Godhood will suffer greater pain j and as compared
with this liberation, the earlier state of worldly existence will
be preferable, so that the predicament will arise of full enlightenment becoming useless.
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Vedantin: To this comes the reply:
Fc

".

st'tiI~ljc~q~q ~: II¥~II

IR: The supreme Self if ~ does not (suffer) thus SAiro-~
crt{ like light etc.

46. The Supreme Self is not so (touched by the suffering of
the individual soul), even as light etc. are not (affected by the
things that condition them).
We solemnly declare that God does not suffer the woes of
the world like an individual being. The individual soul, under
the influence of ignorance, seems to become identified with the
body etc., and it suffers the sorrows occurring to the body,
owing to its belief that the sufferings created by ignorance are
its own. But God has no such identity with the body etc. nor
any conception of suffering in Himself. In the case of the
individual soul as well, the feeling of suffering that it has, arises
from an error consisting in not realizing its difference from the
limiting adjunct constituted by the body, organs, etc. which
are created by name and form that are the products of ignorance; but in reality it has no suffering. Just as a man, owing to
his erroneous identity with the body, feels the pain caused to
his body by a burn, a bruise, etc., so also he feels the pain caused
to his son, friend, and others, owing to an erroneous identity
with them under the idea, "I am the same as my son", "I am the
same as my friend", arising from strong attachment to the son,
friend, etc. caused by his love for them. From this it becomes
known as a certainty that the feeling of sorrow is caused by an
error of false identity. And this is understood from an observation of the opposite instances. Thus it is that when many sit
together-both those who have sons, friends, etc. and have a
feeling of relationship with them, and those that have no such
conception-and such pieces of news are broken that a son is
dead, a friend is dead, and so on, then from that news, sorrow
comes only to those who have the belief of having friends and
sons, but not to those, e.g. monks and others who have no
such belief. Thus since complete (i.e. discriminating) knowledge
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is seen to serve some purpose even for a man under ordinary
circumstances, what more need we speak of its purposefulness
in the case of one who does not see anything apart from the
Self which is never an object, and who has become one with
what is by nature eternal consciousness? Hence there can be
no question of complete enlightenment being useless. "As light
etc." is said by way of an illustration. As the light of the sun
or moon spreads over the whole sky, and yet when it comes
in contact with a conditioning factor like a finger etc., it seems
to become straight or bent like them as these things become so,
but not so in reality; or as space seems to move when pots etc.
change places, but not so in reality; or as the reflection of the
sun in a plate of water etc. seems to shake with the shaking of
those things, but not so the sun that is the prototype; similarly
even though a part of God, which is conjured up by nescience,
conditioned by the intellect etc., and called an individual soul,
suffers pain, still God, the possessor of that part, has no suffering. And we said that even the suffering of the individual being
is brought about by ignorance. Hence it is that the Upani~dic
texts, as for instance, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7), establish the soul's identity with Brahman Itself through a negation
of the state of individuality caused by ignorance. Hence there
can be no question of God becoming affiicted with pain owing
to the indiyidual's suffering.

~ They say in the Smrtis '" and.

47. They say so in the S111(tis, and (the Upanqads decltzre
thus).
Moreover, Vyiisa and others recollect (i.e. mention) (in their
Smrtis) , how the supreme Self is not affiicted by the suffering
of the individual being: "Among these two, that which is the
supreme Self is stated to be eternal and without attributes; and
like the lotus leaf unaffected by water, It remains untouched
even by the results of work. The other one that is the basis of
all works, is subject to bondage and liberation, and it is he that
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becomes again associated with the (subtle body constituted by)
the seventeen factors."27 By the word "and" (in the aphorism)
it is to be understood that "the Upani~ds also state this", for
instance, "Of these two, the one eats the fruit of divergent taste,
and the other looks on without eating" (Mu. III. i. 1, Sv. iv. 6),
and "Similarly the Self, that is but one in all beings, is not
tainted by the sorrows of the world, It being transcendental"
(Ka. II. ii. 11).
Somebody (an opponent) says here: If then the innermost
Self of all beings be the same, then how will acquiescence and
inhibition (i.e. injunction and prohibition)-both scriptural and
human-fit in?
Objection: Has it not been said that the individual soul is a
part of God? And because of this difference among them (i.e.
God and His various parts), injunction and prohibition, which
centre round this difference, can well maintain their distinction.
So what is the point in your question here?
The answer (of the Opponent) is this: This cannot be so, for
the Vedic texts, speaking of non-difference, establish the other
fact also that the individual is not a part, as in, "Mter creating
it, He entered into it" (Tai. II. vi. 1), "There is no other witness
but Him" (Br. III. vii. 23), "He goes from death to death, who
sees difference as it were, in It" (Br. IV. iv. 19), "That thou
art" (eh. VI. viii-xvi), "I am Brahman" (Br. I. iv. 10), and
other passages of the same class.
Vedantin: Was it not said that from coming across both
difference and non-difference (in the texts), the conclusion to
be arrived at is that the individual is a part?
Opponent: This could be so if both difference and non-:
difference were intended as facts to be established; but it is
non-difference alone that is sought to be taught here, for the
highest human goal is achieved through the realization of the
identity of the individual soul with Brahman. The difference,
comprehended empirically, is referred to only by way of a
restatement of a known fact. And it was said that the individual
cannot be a part of Brahman in the literal sense, for Brahman
11 Ten organs of perception and action, five vital forces, mind, and
intellect.
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is partless. Hence it is the same supreme Self, which is the innermost Self of all beings, that assumes the state of the individual
souls. This being the position, the logicality of injunction and
prohibition has to be explained.
Vedantin: That is being explained by us:

otli1Nf<t{R1 ~t{ijkl ..1i4liNl1lr6(1f~ II~II
ar;prr~ (scriptural) acquiescence and inhibition (are
feasible) ~iI-ij+iP'm( owing to association with the body mta:arrft-qq as in the case of light etc.

48. Injunction and prohibition become effective owing to
pbysical association, just as it is in the case of light etc.
"One shall approach one's wife at the proper time" is an
injunction; "One shall not approach one's teacher's wife" is a
prohibition. Similarly, "One shall sacrifice an animal to Agni
and Soma" is an injunction; "One shall not injure any being"
is a prohibition. So also in common life, "One shall entertain
one's friend" is an injunction; "One shall avoid one's enemy"
is a prohibition. Even though the Self is one, this kind of injunction and prohibition are possible owing to "physical associa~
tion". "Physical association" means the contact with different
bodies.
What is this bodily contact?
It consists in a rise of a perverse idea to the effect, "This
aggregate of body etc. is but myself". This is seen to. exist in
all creatures and to -take such forms as: "I go", "I come", "I am
blind", "I am not blind", "I am dull", "I am not dull", and so
on. There is nothing else apart from full enlightenment that
can eradicate this. Before the dawn of that enlightenment, this
error permeates all creatures. In this way, even though the Self
is admitted to be one, still injunction and prohibition can find
scope owing to the distinctions created through the association
with the limiting adjuncts like the body etc., conjured up by
ignorance.
Opponent: In that case, injunction and prohibition are meaningless for one who is fully enlightened.
33
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Vedantin: No, for he is beyond the range of scriptural
direction, as he has already got all that can be achieved. One
who has to be directed will be directed with regard to something to be avoided or something to be accepted. But how can
one be directed who does not see anything other than the Self?
Not that the Self can be asked to be engaged in action on
Itself.
Opponent: It is precisely one who knows that the Self is
different from the body that can be directed (by the scriptures).
Vedantin: No, for (such fitness for injunction follows when)
one has still a notion that one is the aggregate of body etc. 28
Though it is true that one is directed (by the scriptures) only
when one knows (intellectually) the Self to be different from
the body, still only that person alone can have the idea that he
is being directed (by the scriptures) who does not realize the
Self to be (actually) dissociated from body etc. even as space
etc. (are from jar etc.). For nobody who understands the Self
to be dissociated from the body etc. is ever seen to come under
the range of direction, what to speak of one who realizes the
unity of the Self? And it cannot be said that if the man of
enlightenment is beyond all (scriptural) obligation, he may as
well behave capriciously; for it is self-identity (with body etc.)
that is seen to promote action everywhere, but in the case of
the enlightened one there is no such self-identity. Therefore
injunction and prohibition become possible only as a result of
association with the body, "as it is in the case of light". As fire
from the cremation ground is avoided, but not the others,
though as fire they are all the same; as sunlight falling on an
unholy . place is avoided, but not so the sunlight on holy
ground, though as suniight it is all the same; as diamonds, beryls,
etc., which are particles of earthly matter, are accepted, but
not so human corpses etc., though they are equally earthly
things; as also the urine and dung of a cow are accepted, (the
III An intellectual conception of the difference between the body and
soul cannot remove the notion of the identity with the body that one
actually has. Till that notion is removed by direct, actual realization, one
is well within scriptural domination.
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cow being holy), but not so the excreta of other species; so
also is the case here.

~~I~rdifl(: II){~II
'if And am~: on account of want of connection ~lfi1::
there is no intermixture.

49. And there is no intermixture (of actions and results),
since the soul has no connection with all (the bodies).
Opponent: Conceded that injunction and prohibition will be
possible owing to the association with particular bodies even
though the Self be the same. But as regards the association with
the results of work, it will all become a jumble on the assumption of a single Self, for the possessor (of experiences) will be
but one.
Vedantin: This will not be so, because the connection is not
universal. The soul, either as an agent or as an experiencer, has
no connection with all the bodies. For it has been stated that
the individual soul is dependent on its limiting adjunct. As this
limiting adjunct does not spread everywhere, so also the soul
has no universal connection. Thus there can be no intermixture
of either works or their results.

ammr
'1f And
tainly.

ammr:

~

:q

lI~oll

a false appearance (i.e. reflection) ~ cer-

50. And" (the individual soul) is only a reflection (of the
supreme Self) to be sure.
And it is to be understood that this individual soul is a reflection of the supreme Selflike the semblance of the sun in water.
Not that the soul is the Self Itself, nor is it something elsf;.
From this also it follows that just as when anyone of the
reflections of the sun moves, the others do not, similarly when
anyone individual soul becomes associated with the result of
its work, no other soul is associated with it. Thus the works
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and the results of works do not certainly get intermixed. And
since a false appearance is a creation of ignorance, it is but
logical that the transmigratory state centring round that appearance must also be a creation of ignorance; and hence the instruction is logically proper that the identity of the soul with
Brahman, which is the supreme reality, is attained by eradicating
that appearance. On the contrary, this intermixture (of works
and results) arises in the case of those only who believe in
many souls, each one of which is omnipresent.
How?
"The souls are many and omnipresent, and by nature they
are consciousness, devoid of qualities, and unexcelled. For
serving their purposes they have in common one primordial
Nature (Pradhana). And the experiences (of happiness and
sorrow) as well as liberation accrue to these souls from that
Nature"-This is what the Siirhkhyas say.
(The VaiSe$ikas maintain that) although the souls are many
and omnipresent, still they are intrinsically unconscious, and
are mere substances like pots, walls, etc. The minds which serve
them are atomic and unconscious. That being so, from a contact
of the substance called soul and the substance called mind,
emerge nine distinct qualities of the soul, viz desire and the rest,29
and they inhere individually in the soul without getting inter~
mixed. This is the transmigratory state. The absolute .cessation
of the emergence of those nine qualities of the soul is liberation.
This is the view of the followers of Kal)ada (i.e. Vaise~kas).
Of these two views, as regards that of the 5arhkhyas, since
all the souls are consciousness by nature and the proximity of
Pradhana is common to them all, when anyone of them becomes
associated with happiness or sorrow, all the others become
equally so.
Siirhkhya: It may be like this: Since Nature acts for the
liberation of the souls, some individual differentiation (or
adjustment) will be made (by her), for else the activity of
Nature will amount merely to a display of her own glory, and
in that case there will be no liberation .
.. Intelligence, happiness, sorrow, desire, dislike, effort, merit, demerit,
and impression.
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Vediintin: This is vain talk, for it is not possible to understand any such individual adjustment required (on utilitarian
grounds) for the fulfilment of (individual) desired ends. The
adjustment has, therefore, to be explained on the basis of some
valid reason. 30 In the absence of any reason, however, the
desired liberation of the soul may very well remain unaccomplished, while the intermixture becomes inevitable owing to
the absence of any valid ground for individual adjustment.
Even from the point of view of the followers of KaQida,
whenever the· mind becomes connected with anyone of the
souls, it will have connection with the other souls also without
obstacle, for (the causes for that connection, viz) proximity,
etc. are equally in evidence, (the souls being omnipresent).
From this indistinguishability of cause, the result also will be
indistinguishable, and so from the contact of one soul with
happiness and sorrow all the other souls will be open to these.
The opponents may argue that the individual adjustment will
follow from the unseen potential results of work. But the
aphorist says, no--

ah:e:If'1ljQ Ie:{ IIY. t II
~-arf~ Since the unseen potential results of works
cannot be allocated individually.

51. (Even the unseen potential results of 'Works cannot regu.
late individual allocation), since tbe unseen potential 1'esults
(themselves) cannot be allocated thus.
The unseen potential results of works, consisting in merit and
demerit, are earned (individually) through mind, speech, and
body, even though the souls continue to be many, all-pervasive
like space, and equally contiguous to every body, in and out.
Now then, from the samkhya standpoint, there is nothing to
80 Inert Nature cannot study the desires of the souls; and the liberation
that is still in the womb of futurity and is itself inert cannot give rise
to any individual adjustment. Hence this adjustment is accepted by you
not from the point of view of any valid reason, but from that of utility
for serving an unproved hypothesis.
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regulate the experiencing of happiness and sorrow by each soul
individually, since the unseen potential results do not inhere in
the soul (the soul being attributeless), but they abide in
Nature, which again is conunon to all. The same fault arises in
the case of the followers of KaOiida as well, since the unseen
potential results are brought about by contacts between the
souls and mind which (contacts) are common to all, just as
much as in the earlier case, so that there is no reason to maintain any such rule that a particular result will belong to a
particular soul.
The (Vaise~ka) opponent may argue thus: Such resolves etc.
as, "I shall get this result", "I shall avoid this", "I shall make
such effort", "I shall act thus", and so on, which spring in each
soul individually will regulate the mastery of the souls over
their (respective) unseen results.
But the aphorist says, no--

am- Even
~

~-~

in the case of resolution etc. 'if also

it is the same.

52. And the same (defect springs up) even in the case of
resolves etc.

Since resolves etc. arc also made in the proximity of all the
(omnipresent) souls through a contact between a soul and the
mind (which contact becomes) common to all, therefore these
resolves etc. cannot be logically accepted as regulating the
allocation (of pleasure and pain). And hence the defect pointed
out will certainly arise.

SI~~tlr~rd ~ IIV.~"
~~

position,
(in all).

On the basis of different parts {fa- ~ if this be the
if not so, ar;:a-:-mcrR{ because of getting included

53. If it be said that this (individual allocation of pleasure a1ld
pain) can be possible in accordance with the separate part (of
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each soul in each body), then it cannot be so, because of all
(the omnipresent souls) getting included in all (the bodies).
Opponent: It may now be argued that though the individual
soul is omnipresent, still its contact with the mind, residing in
the body, will happen in a particular part of that soul that is
circumscribed by that body, and thus the allocation of resolves
etc., unseen potential results of works, and happiness and sorrow
will be encompassed in relation to that part.
Vedantin: Even that is not valid.
Why?
"Because of getting included (everywhere)". Since all the
individual souls are equally omnipresent, they become included
in all the bodies. That being the case, it is impossible for the
V aiSe~kas to imagine any part of a soul that becomes separated
by a body. And even if this be imagined, that part of the partless soul will not be able to regulate (the allocation of) actual
effects, this separation having existence merely in imagination.
And the body, coming into being as it does in the vicinity of
all the souls, cannot be assigned to any particular soul rather
than to all the others. Even if a difference of pans (in
souls) be accepted, still (such parts cannot determine the
allocation of experience; for) two souls, having in store for
them the same happiness and sorrow may at times have those
experiences through a single body, since it is possible for the
two souls to have an unseen (potential) result bound up with
the same locality. Thus when Devadatta's body moves away
from a locality where Devadatta had experienced happiness and
sorrow, and then Yajfiadatta's body moves into the same place,
he is seen to have the same kind of happiness and sorrow as the
former; that would not be the case unless Devadatta and
Yajfiadatta had an unseen potential result (in store for them)
bound up with the same locality. And the possibility of not
enjoying heaven etc. also arises from the standpoint of one who
talks of parts in the soul; for (there must be a unity of the
agent and enjoyer; but according to your theory) the unseen
potential results of works may be earned in the BrahmaQa bodies
etc., whereas the heavenly enjoyment etc. have to occur in a
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different locality.81 Moreover if the souls be many, they cannot
be all-pervasive, since there is no such illustration to prove this.
ate for me then those (illustrative) things that are many at the
same time that they occupy the same place.
Opponent: Take for instance colour, (taste,. smell), etc.
(existing in the same Bower).
Vedbltin: No, for they too are non-different so far as they
are identical with the substance to which they belong; and in
themselves they have distinct characteristics. But the many
souls have no distinctive characteristics.82
Opponent: The difference is possible owing to the presence
of an ultimate 'Uilelll (inherent differentia) in the souls.
Vedlntin: No, since the supposition of difference in the souls
(resulting from the inherent differentia) and the inference of
such differentia (on the 5uength of the differences among the
souls) would lead to a logical seesaw. Moreover, even the
omnipresence of space etc. is unacceptable to the believers in
Brahman, since these are understood by them to be products.
Hence the conclusion is that all defects can be obviated only by
those who believe in the unity of the Self.

It Any pan of the soul, determined by the body, as also the contact
between mind and soul, is common to all soWs, they being omnipresent.
So any particular body can detennine the partS for all the souls, and
any mind can be in contact with all the souls. Thus experiences canuoc:
be kept distinct. Even an unseen potential result does not mend matters,
for the part of the soul where this result arises does not move about;
and if this fixity be conceded, then it has to be admitted that other souls
can have the same experiences at that very locality, for that is wllat we
see in ordinary life. Moreover, that particular part being motionless, the
result acquired in a Brihmar,a body cannot move to heaven for fruition.
• Colour is norhing but its own material, viz the element "light"; smeU
is nothing bur "earth", taste is nothing but "water"; and so on. Apart
from these substances, there is no such thing as a flower. Besides, colour,
taste, etc. differ among themselves, but not so the souls, which have the
same characteristics. Thus the illustration falls through.

SECTION

TOPIC

1:

IV

ORIGIN OF THE

PRANAS

Introduction: In the third section was resolved the conflict
among the Vedic texts about (the creation of) space, etc. In the
fourth section is now being resolved the conflict about prib,zas
(organs).1 Now then, in such contexts dealing with creation as,
"That created fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3), "From that Self that is such
emerged space" (Tai. II. i. 1), and others, the origin of the
prii~as (organs) is not mentioned. Again in some contexts, their
origin itself is denied, as in, "This was but non-existence in the
beginning" (Tai. II. vii). (This is not nihilism;) for in, "With
regard to that they asked, 'What is it that was non-existent?'
The r#s themselves were non-existent in the beginning. With
regard to that they asked, 'Who were the r#s?' The prii~1IS
were the r#s" (S. B. VI. i. 1.1), we hear of the existence of the
prib,zas even before creation started. In pther places, however,
the origin of the organs as well is stated, as in, "As from a
blazing fire tiny sparks fly in all directions, so from this Self
emanate all the prib,zas (organs)" (Br. II. i. 20). "From Him
originates Prii1Ja (vital force) as well as the mind, all the senses,
(space, air, fire, water, and earth that supports everything)"
(Mu. II. i. 3), "From Him emerge the seven prib,zas. (senseorgans)" (Mu. II. i. 8), "He created Prib,za, from Prib,za He
created faith, space, air, fire, water, earth, organs, mind, food"
(Pr. VI. 4), and other places. Since a textual conflict is obvious
in those places, and since it is not possible to discover any reason
for adopting either of the two alternatives, the result is bound
to be a non-comprehension of the meaning; or since the existence of the organs before creation is mentioned by the texts,
the conclusion may be that the texts speaking of the origin of
1 The
creation, nature, and number of prii'!las will be decided. The
word prii'!la has several meanings, of which three will be considered in
this section-organs, vital force in each individual, and Prii'!la in its cosmic
aspect.
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the organs are to be taken in a secondary sense. Hence the answer
is given in the aphorism:

01fT
~

Similarly srJ1IJT: the

snvrr:

pr~s

II til

(organs).

1. Similarly the orgll1ls (are produced from the supreme Self).
Opponent: How again does the word "similarly" fit in here,
since nothing is presented by way of an illustration, (this being
only the beginning of a section)? The topic dealt with at the
end of the section just preceding was the refutation of the
theory that the souls are all-pervasive and many. That, however,
cannot serve the purpose of an illustration, since there is no
similarity. Something can serve as an illustration when it has
similarity, as for instance, "Balavarman is like a lion". It may
be argued (by some one) thus: "The word 'similarly' is meant
for showing the similarity with unseen potential results (occurring at the end of the last section); the meaning being that the
organs originating in the vicinity of all the all-pervasive souls
cannot be allocated to any particular soul, just as much as the
unseen potential results originating in the vicinity of all the
all-pervasive souls cannot be assigned to anyone of them". But
since that position has been already dealt with by saying that
the bodies cannot be assigned to the souls individually, (the
souls being all omnipresent), a fresh consideration will mean
a mere repetition. Moreover, the organs cannot be compared
with the souls, for that would be going against the accepted
point of view, inasmuch as it was stated that the souls are not
produced, whereas the intention here is to speak of the creation
of the organs. Hence the word 'similarly' seems to be inappropriate.
Vediintin: No, for a relation (of 'similarity') can he established even with the illustration presented in the illustrative
(scriptural) sentences themselves. The illustration in the present
case is contained in the texts speaking of the origin of the
organs, as for instance, "From this Self emanate all the organs,
a)l_ -NUi"lds, all gods, and all beings" (Br. II. i. 20), and similar
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others. The meaning in those texts is that the organs originate
from the supreme Brahman just like the worlds etc. So also in
the text, "From Him originates Prii'(Ul, as well as the mind, all
the organs, space, air, fire, water, and the earth that supports
everything" (Mu. II. i. 3), as also in similar others, it is to be
understood that the organs originate like space etc. Or ~t may
be like this. Just as Jaimini relies on a connection with a
remote example in such places as in the aphorism, "When one
vomits after drinking in the course of a Vedic sacrifice, the
remedy is to be undertaken in the same way as when a fault
arises from giving away a defective horse in a sacrifice" (Jai.
III. iv. 32), (so also Vyiisa can do likewise). Just as it is understood that space etc., spoken of in the previous and other
sections are the products of Brahman, so also the organs are
the products of the supreme Brahman. This is how it is to be
construed.
Opponent: What again is the reason for accepting the organs
as products?
Vedantin: The very fact that the Upani~ds mention this.
Opponent: Was it not pointed out that in some places the
origin of the organs is not spoken of?
Vediintin: That conclusion is wrong, since origin is spoken
of in other places; for any omission in mentioning something
somewhere cannot rule out the mention made elsewhere. Hence
it is well affirmed that since there are Vedic mentions of origin,
the organs originate even as space etc. do.
lt was argued that since the texts mention the existence of
the prii'(lQs (organs) before creation, therefore, any text that
speaks of the origin of the organs, must be taken in a secondary
sense. That position is refuted in:

~"~II
'Ilvft-3j~"ft"lq:

Because of the impossibility (of the text about
origin) in the metaphorical sense.
2. (Origin of the organs bas to be accepted) becltUse of the
impoJSibility of (tbe text about origin baving) tbe secondtrry

sense.
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The compound in gtrll:T.lyasambhaviit is formed by dropping
the sixth case-ending after gam)i (meaning thereby: "Because of
the impossibility of the secondary use"). The text speaking of
the origin of the organs cannot have a secondary sense, for that
would lead to an abandonment of the general assertion. The
assertion of the knowledge of all through a knowledge of one is
contained in, "0 adorable sir, (which is that thing) which
having been known all this becomes known?" (Mu. I. i. 3); and
for propounding that assertion it is stated: "From Him originates
Priirla etc." (Mu. II. i. 3). If the whole of this creation starting
from Prii1Ja be a product of Brahman, then only can that assertion become justified in accordance with the reasoning that a
product cannot exist apart from its material cause. But if the
creation of all this, starting from Priirla, be only in a secondary
sense, then the assertion will be falsified. 2 And it is in keeping
with this, that the assertion made (earlier) is concluded thus:
"Puru~a alone is all this-( comprising) the karma and knowledge. He who knows this supremely immortal Brahman, (as
existing in the heart, destroys here the knot of ignorance)"
(Mu. II. i. IO), and "This world is nothing but Brahman, the
highest" (Mu. II. ii. 11). So also such U pani~adic texts as, "By
the realization of the Self, my dear, through hearing, reflection,
and meditation, all this is known" (Br. II. iv. 5), are to be
understood as making the same declaration.
Opponent: Why then does a Vedic text speak of the existence of the prtl1Jas (organs) before creation?
Vediintin: That sentence does not speak of the ultimate
material cause (Brahman as existing in association with Pra1Ja),
for in the text "He is without Prit(la, and without mind; He is
pure and superior to the (other) superior immutable (i.e.
Maya)" (Mu. II. i. 2), it is asserted that the ultimate material
cause is free from all such distinctive features as Prii1;Ul etc. But
it is to be understood that the assertion about the existence of
the prii1Jas (organs) before creation is made from the standpoint
of the (organs of the) subsequent material cause (HiralJyagarbha
• If Brahman be the material cause in a figurative sense, all things will
not be known even when Brahman is known.
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derived from Brahman) which is again a cause of its own
derivatives. For it is well established on the strength of the
Vedas and Smrtis that the things that have become manifested
(through names and forms) in several stages are themselves
related by way of being the material causes and products (in a
successive order). As the aphorism "gautlyasambbavat" (II. iii.
3) appearing under the topic of space stated the position of
the opponent, it was explained to mean: "Any Vedic text about
origin is secondary, for a primary sense is impossible". And the,
answer was given there by saying that such an interpretation
would lead to an abandonment of the "general assertion" (or
original declaration). But since the present aphorism states the
conclusion of the V edantin, the explanation is made by saying,
"Because of the impossibility of (the text about origin having)
the secondary sense". Those, however, who in conformity with
that earlier aphorism, would interpret this one also to mean,
"Any Vedic text speaking of origin is used metaphorically, for
a primary sense is inadmissible", would ignore (the consequent
difficulty, viz) the abandonment of the original declaration (of
all being known from one).

:q Also ffil-srr"!.-~: because that term, (jayate, "is born"),
is used earlier in the U pani~d.

3. Also because that term, ("is born"), is used earlier (in the
primary sense) in the Uptm#ad (in connection 'With Prijtza.J.8
F or this further reason the Vedic text about the origin of the

pra1J'ls is to be taken in its primary sense just as in the case of
space etc., for the very same term fayme, signifying origin,
that is heard of earlier in connection with the pr~as (organs)
is applied later to space etc. as well. It was proved that
the origin of space etc. is spoken of in the primary sense
• "From Him originate (jiiyate) Prii'{la as well as the mind, all the senses,
space, air, fire, water, and earth that supports everything" (Mu. II. i. 3),
where the origin of Prii?la is spoken of in the primary sense earlier than
the origin of space etc. in the primary sense.
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in the text, "From Him originates Prii1j.a" etc. (Mu. II. i. 3).
Because of the use of the same word "origin" (in connection
with space, etc.) the origin spoken of in the case of the 1"ii1}.tls
also should be understood in the primary sense. For a single
term, used only once in the same context in the same sentence
and connected with many things, cannot be understood to have
a primary sense in some places and a secondary sense at others;
for that would involve a distortion. So also in the text, "He
created Prii1}.a, and faith from Prarza" (Pr. VI. 4), the term
"creation" heard of in connection with pri1}a, becomes connected with faith and the rest that too have origin. This logic
applies equally at places where a term denoting origin is met
with in the latter parts of a sentence, but has to be connected
with earlier words, as for instance, the term "emanate (vyuccarami)" used at the end of the passage, "all the beings
emanate"4 (Br. II. i. 20) is connected with the prii1}.as and the
rest occurring in the earlier part of the sentence.

dq'lq4iectlal... ; 1I't1l

mt-t"4iecclq: On

account of their precedence ;n;r: over speech

(etc.).

4. (Prarzas must have originated from Brabmm) since speech
is preceded by them.
Although the origin of the prarzas is not mentioned in the
context, "That created fire" etc. (Ch. VI. ii. 3), the origin of
the three elements-fire, water, and earth--alone being heard
of, still from the mention of the fact that (the organ of) speech,
the vital force (Prarza), and the mind emanate from fire, water,
and earth (respectively), which have Brahman as their material
cause, it follows that all the organs must have originated from
Brahman, for the latter too are on a par with the former, (all
being equally prarzas-organs). To explain this: In this very context (of the Chiindogya), speech, the vital force, and the mind
'''All the organs, all worlds, all gods, and all beings emanate from this
self."
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are mentioned as proceeding (respectively) out of fire, water,
and earth in the text, "For the mind is formed out of food
(earth), 0 amia.ble one, the vital force is formed out of water,
and speech is formed out of fire" (eh. VI. v. 4). Now if their
birth from earth etc. be spoken of in the primary sense in that
text, it goes without saying that they must have originated from
Brahman. Even though a secondary sense be assumed, still from
the fact that their origin is mentioned in the course of (describing) the process of the manifestation of names and forms by
Brahman, and from the fact that the stan is made with the text,
"That by knowing which the unheard becomes heard" (eh. VI.
i. 3) and the conclusion is made with the text, "All this has that
(Brahman) as its self" (eh. VI. viii. 7), and from the fact that
this is a well-known fact in the other Upani~ds, it becomes
evident that when the mind etc. are spoken of as having originated from food etc., the motive is to elaborate the fact that
they are produced from Brahman Itself. From this also it
follows that the prit1)as originated from Brahman.
2: NUMBER OF PRANAS
The Vedic textual conflict about the origin of the prii'{las has
been resolved. Now is being resolved the conflict about number.
While on this topic of pra'{lIlS, the (chief) Prm,zll (vital force)
will be dealt with (by the aphorist) later; now is being determined the number of the other prQ1;ZIlS (organs).
The doubt (about the number) arises here owing to a conflict
among the Vedic texts. At one place the priituls are declared to
be seven, as in, "From Him emerge the seven prQ1;ZIlS" (Mu. II.
i. 8). At another place again eight prQ1;Zas characterized as
grllhas (Le. perceivers or sense-organs), are declared, as in,
"There are eight g;rllhas and eight Iltig;rabas (i.e. super-grahas,
i.e. sense-objects determining the nature of the perceptions)"(Br. III. ii. 1). At some place the number is nine: "The pra'{lils in
the head are seven indeed, and two are below" (Tai. S. V. i.
7.1). In some place the number is ten: "Nine indeed are the
organs in a man, and the tenth is the navel" (TaL S. V. iii. 2.3).
In another place it is eleven: "The ten organs in the human body
with the mind as the eleventh" (Br. III. ix. 4). In some place it
TOPIC
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is twelve, for instance in the text (beginning with): "As the
skin is the one goal of all kinds of touch" etc. (Br. II. iv. 11);
somewhere it is thirteen, as in the text (beginning with): "The
organ of sight and the object of vision" etc. (Pr. IV. 8). Thus
are the Vedic texts at variance as reg:1rds the number of the
pr41)as. What then is the conclusion to be arrived at?

~

seven (in number)

lfct: because of being so understood

'if and ~~ because of being specified.

5. The prii~las are seven in number because of being so known
and because of such a specificati.on.
Op-ponent: The prii1Jlls are surely seven in number.
Why?
"Because of being so known", because the organs are known
to be so many from such Vedic texts as, "From Him emerge
the seven prii1;las" (Mu. II. i. 8). Moreover, they are specified as
such in, "The priJ1Jas in the head are seven indeed" (Tai. S. V. i.
7.1).
Objection: We come across a repetition of the word "seven"
in the text: "The prib;zas have been deposited (in the cavity of
the heart) by seven and seven" (Mu. II. i. 8). And that repetition leads us to understand that the prii1Jas are more than seven.
Opponent: That is no defect; for the repetition is made from
the point of view of the different persons, meaning thereby that
the prii1;las are seven in each person, but not that each group
of seven p!iitlas differs from other groups of seven prii1JIlJ
intrinsically.
Objection: Have not the numbers eight, etc. also been cited
in regard tQ the prii~uls? So how can they be seven only?
Opponent: True, they have been cited; but since there is
a conflict, only one of the numbers has to be accepted. But as
it is reasonable to assume the smallest number, (according to the
law of parsimony), we stick to the number seven. The other
figures that are met with in the texts, are used from the point of
view of the difference of functions.
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Vediintin: To this the reply is being given:

~I€(lj~ ~~) ~ 11,11
c:l But ,~~-arr~: hands etc. (are there);
lished (thus) 8Rf: therefore if ~~ not so.

~

it being estab-

6. But the hands etc. are there; since (an excess is) established

thus, therefore it is not so.
But hands and other prii'IJas are mentioned in the Upani~ads in
addition to the seven p"ln.las in such texts as, "The hands indeed
are the grahas; they are controlled by the atigraha, work, for
one does work with the hands" (Br. III. ii. 8). "It being established" that there is an excess over seven, it is even possible to
justify the number seven by considering it to be included in
the greater number. When there is a dispute about a smaller and
a greater number, the greater number should be accepted,
for the smaller one can be accommodated within the greater;
but not so can the greater be accommodated within the smaller.
Hence it is not to be thought that the priinas must be seven in
number in keeping with the logic of preferring the less (in
conformity with the law of parsimony). Rather those prii1J.as
should be eleven only, in accordance with the (greater) number
occurring later. In support of this, the text was quoted: "The
ten organs in the human body with the iitmii, as the eleventh"
(Br. III. ix. 4). By the word iitma, we are to understand the
internal organ (mind), for the context is of the organs (and
not of the Self which is the usual meaning of iitmJ).
Opponent: Were not numbers greater than eleven, viz twelve
and thirteen cited by us?
Vediimin: Truly they were cited; but there are no such
objects (or functions) over and above eleven, for the sake of
which one would have to posit more organs. The five senseobjects are sound, touch, colour, taste, and smell; and there
are five sense-organs (ear, skin, eye, tongue, and nose) for their
perception. The five activities are speaking, grasping, walking,
ejecting, and enjoying, for which are the five motor-organs.
And the mind which has to deal with all the objects and which
34
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operates over all the three periods of time is but one having
various functions. According to the difference of these functions, that same internal organ is sometimes referred to by
various names, viz mind, intellect, miad-stuff (memory), and
egoism, as though these are quite different. Thus it is that after
enumerating the different functions starting with desire, the
Upani~d says: "(Desire, resolve, doubt, faith, want of faith,
steadiness, unsteadiness, shame, intelligence, and fear )-a11 these
are but the mind" (Br. I. v. 3). Moreover, one who would
consider the seven organs (two eyes, two ears, two nostrils,
and tongue) in the head to be the only organs, would really
accept four organs (of seeing, hearing, smelling, and talking);
for though they are really four, they become manifested in
different places and are then counted as seven, viz two ears,
two eyes, two nostrils, and one tongue. It cannot be asserted
that the other organs are but the different functions of these
four, for the functions of the (motor-organs like) hands etc.
belong altogether to a different class. Similarly in the text,
"Nine indeed are the prinlas in a man, the tenth is the navel"
(Tai. S. VII. v. 1.2), the prii1)as are numbered as ten from the
point of view of the orifices in the body, but not from the
point of view of the difference in the nature of the organs,
which fact becomes clear from the statement, "The navel is
the tenth." For no such organ as the navel is recognized anywhere. But for the chief vital force, the navel, too, is a special
place of residence, and hence it is said that the navel is the
tenth. Some organs are counted somewhere for the sake of
meditation (Tai. S. V. i. 7.1), whereas elsewhere they are
counted by way of illustrating (some point in view) (as in
Br. III. ii. I). Thus since the counting of the organs follows
diverse patterns, one has to consider what point of view is
involved in a particular statement. The final conclusion that
stands established, however, is that the mention of the pra1)aj
as eleven is authoritative, since that conforms to the objects (or
functions) of the organs.
Here is an alternative way of explaining .the two aphorisms:
Opponent: The prii1)QS (organs) must be seven in number,
since theUpani~d mentions the departure of seven only (at the
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time of death) in the text, "When it (the soul) departs, the
vital force follows; when the vital fon;c departs all the (sense-)
organs follow" (Br. IV. iv. 2).
Objection: Is not the word "all" also mentioned there? Why
is it asserted that the seven organs alone depart?
Opponent: The answer is given jn, "because there is such
a specification". The relevant seven organs alone, counting from
the eyes to the skin, are "specified", that is to say, dealt with
here one by one by making the start with, "[When this (soul)
becomes weak and senseless, as it were, the organs corne to it]
... When the presiding deity of the eye turns back from all
sides, the man fails to notice colour. The eye becomes united
(with the subtle body); then people say, 'He does not see'"
(Br. IV. iv. 1-2). Besides, the word "all" refers to all that is
relevant (to the context). Thus when it is srud, "All the
BrahmaQas have to be fed", the invited BrahrnaQas, who form
the subject of the speech, are alone meant by the word "all" and
not the others (who are uninvited). Similarly in the present
context, the seven pra'{Uls which are under discussion (viz the
organs of vision, smell, speech, enjoyment, hearing, thinking,
touch) are referred to by the word "all", but not the others.
Objection: Is not the intellect also counted (in Br. IV. iv. 2)
as the eighth? So how can it be said that the seven alone are
enumerated?
Opponent: That is no defect; for although the mind and the
intellect differ in their functions (of thinking and knowing),
they have no substantial difference; and hence the number seven
is justifiable. Therefore the prib,las are seven only.
VetLintin: This being the position, we say: "But there are
in evidence other organs like the hands etc. over and above the
seven", as mentioned in such texts as, "The two hands are the
graha" etc. (Br. III. ii. 8). This state of being a graha conveys
the sense of bondage, implying that the embodied soul becomes
bound down by this bondage called the graha (lit. one that
grasps). That embodied soul is not bound down to a single
body, for bondage exists equally in other bodies as well. So by
implication this comes to mean that this bondage, called graha,
moves over to other bodies as well. And in support of this is
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the SIIlfti text: "He (the soul) becomes associated with the
assemblage of eight, G counting from Prm,za, which (eight)
become its indicatory marks. One becomes bound when one is
under their bondage, and free when liberated from them." This
text shows that till liberation, the soul does not become dissociated from this bondage, called graha. And in the Prasna
Upani~d of the Atharva Veda, where the organs and their
objects are enumerated in the passage opening with, "the organ
of sight, and the object of vision" (IV. 8), the organs (of
action) like hands etc. are also enumerated along with their
objects in a similar way in, "the hands and the objects grasped,
sex and enjoyment, the organ of excretion and the excreta, the
feet and the space trodden" (ibid.). Similarly, the text, "These
are the ten organs in the human body, with the mind as the
. eleventh. When they depart from this mortal body, they make
(one's relations) weep" (Br. III. ix. 4), shows that the eleven
organs leave the body (after death). And the word "all",
being connected with the word pra'IJas, indicates all the
prl1)as, and hence it cannot be confined to the seven alone
on the strength of the immediate topic; for a direct Vedic
text is of higher authority than a topic. Even in the example, "All the Brahmal)as are to be fed", we should logically
understand all the Brahmal)as on the earth, for that is the
meaning of the word "all". But since the feeding of all is not
possible, we understand by a figure of speech that the "all"
implies all the invited Brahmal)as. But in the case under discussion there is no valid ground for restricting the meaning of
"all". Therefore all the prm,zas are to be understood here by
the word "all", though the seven are presented by way of illustration. Thus this is beyond criticism. Hence, the conclusion
arrived at is that the pri'/Jas are eleven in number as gathered
from the Vedic texts and in accordance with their function.

• (i) The five vital forces, (ii) the five subtle elements, (iii) the five
organs of actions, (iv) the five organs of perception. (v) the mind in its
four aspectS, (vi) ignorance, (vii) desire, and (viii) action.
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aprrqlJtl II" \I

7. And the organs are atomic (i.e. subtle tmd limited in size).
Now is being added another characteristic of the organs themselves. These organs, that are being considered, are also to be
known as atomic. The atomicity of the organs consists in their
heing fine (beyond sight and touch) and limited (of a medium
size); but they are not like the ultimate atoms, for that would
make their activities over the entire body impossible. These
organs are subtle; for if they were gross, they would have been
perceived by people near a dying man, when they come out of
the body like a snake out of its hole. And these organs are
limited in size; for if they be all-pervasive, it will set at naught
the Vedic texts speaking of their departure from and coming
back (to the body); and in that case, it will not be established
that "the soul comes to have such appellations because of the
dominance of the modes of the intellect"6 (B. S. II. iii. 29).
Opponent: Even though the organs be all-pervasive, they can
function only in the body.
Vediintin: Not so, for it is reasonable to hold that every
function is a kartl1)a (i.e. an organ for the soul); for according
to us, whatever (in the body) performs a function is itself a
kara'tla, call it a function or something else (a function or a
functionary).7 That being the case, the contention would centre
round a mere term. Hence it would be useless to fancy that
the organs are all-pervasive. Thus we assert that these organs
are subtle and limited in size.
TOPIC

4:

CHIEF FRANA:

ITs

CREATION

...

~lJtl I\~II

8. So also the foremost (Prii'tla is a product of Brahman).
• If the organs be all-pervasive, then it cannot be proved that the soul
comes to be considered as atomic owing to its association with the organs.
• The organs are the kaTa'(Ias. which tenn is defined as a cause serving
best to produce the effect. For instance the eye is a kara'(la of vision,
and hands of grasping.
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The conclusion (that the other pr~as are the products of
Brahman) is being extended to the chief Pra'(lll to imply that
it too is a product of Brahman like the other pra1.las. And this
is thus: It has been said in a general way that all the prii1.las are
the products of Brahman, for in the Upani~dic text, "From
Him originates the vital force (Prii'(lll) as well as the mind and
all the senses" (Mu. II. i. 3), we hear of the origin of Pr~a
separately from the origin of the mind associated with the
organs; and we also have this from such texts as, "He created
Prii1)a" (Pr. VI. 4).
Opponent: What again is the need for this extended application?
Vediintin: It is meant for removing another doubt. For in
the Nasadiya Sukta (hymn starting with "nasad listt") which
has Brahman as its subject-matter, there is a descriptive verse
(of dissolution) : "Then there was neither death, nor even
nectar; there was neither (moon) the symbol of night, nor
(sun) the symbol of day. Only the one Brahman breathed (or
vibrated, i.e. existed) together with the Maya held in Itself,
but without any air. Apart from it, nothing existed either as
different or higher". (I.t V. VIII. vii. 17). Since in the word
"iinit (lit. vibrated or breathed)", the activity of prii1.la is mentioned, (it may be argued that) the text indicates as though
Prii1.l1l existed before creation. From this somebody may arrive
at the conclusion that Prii~ul is birthless. That misconception is
being removed with the help of the extended application (of the
previous conclusion). Even the word iinit does not indicate the
existence of Pr~ before creation, for it is modified by the
word aviitam (without air). Moreover, in the text, "He is
without Pr~1l and without mind; He is pure" (Mu. II. i. 2), it
is shown that the ultimate material cause is free from all such
attributes as the Prii'(lll. Accordingly, the word al1tt (in the sense
of iislt) is here used only to show the existence of the cause
(Brahman). 8
The word frertba (foremost) denotes the chief vital force,
• According to the opponent, mit means "breathed or vibrated"; but
the Vedantin interprets it as "arit--existed".
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for this is pointed out by the Upanisadic text, "Prit(la is indeed
the first born and the foremost" (Ch. V. i. 1). Pra~a is the
eldest because it starts functioning from the very act of depositing the seed (in the womb). Were Pra~a inactive at the time,
the seed deposited in the uterus would either suppurate or fail
to lead to conception. But none of the other organ~ar and
the rest-is the eldest; since it can function only after its aperture, such as the ear-hole, is developed. And Pra~a is the foremost, because of its superior qualities; for the Upanisad declares:
"We cannot live without you" (said the other organs), (Hr.
VI. i. 13).
TOPIC

5:

NATURE OF FRANA

if cnW~ 'l~t;[qa~IIQO IItll
Of Not «mJ-f~ air and function ~~~~ on account of
being taught separately.

9. Pra~a is neither air nor a function, because it is taught
separately.
Now is being considered the nature of this chief Prii~a.
When on this subject, the apparent view is that pra?za is air
according to the Upani~ad: "That which is Pra?za is air, and that
air is of five kinds: outgoing breath, incoming breath, that
which is spread over the whole body, that which moves upward,
and that which digests." Or the conclusion may be that Pra1.l4
is the combined activity of all the organs, as it is believed by
another school of thought (Sirhkhyas). For the followers of
that school speak thus: "The five kinds of vayu (air), counting
from Pra~a, are merely the combined activities of the organs."
Vediimin: With regard to this the answer is: "Pra?za is neither air nor any function (of the organs)."
Why?
"Because it is taught separately." For example, Pra~a is spoken
of separately from air in, "Pra~a indeed is a quadrant of Brahman; it shines and scatters heat 9 with air as its light" (Ch. III.
• Becomes manifest and active in its own sphere.
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4). Had Pra1)a been the same as air, it would not have
been mentioned separately from air. Similarly Prarza is spoken of
separately from the activities of the organs, for after enumerating the organs of speech and the rest one by one, instruction is
given about Prii~za separately at various places. Since one who
functions and the function itself are non-different, therefore
Prm;za would not have been spoken of separately if it were a
mere function of the organs. Besides, we should take into consideration the instructions about Priirza separately from air and
the functions as contained in such texts as: "From Him originates Prii'Q4 as well as the mind and all the organs, space, and
air" (Mu. II. i. 3). Moreover, it is not a possibility that all the
organs should have a single combined function, for each one
has its individual function, and a collection of things cannot
have any such independent activity.
Opponent: This can be possible on the analogy of moving a
cage. Just as eleven birds living in the same cage can have their
well-determined individual activities, and yet in their combination may shake the cage, similarly, though the eleven organs
contained in the same body have their well-defined individual
functions, yet in their combination they perform a function
which is called Pr41)4.
Vedant;n: The answer is, no. In the illustration, it is quite
possible for the birds to shake the cage in their combination,
endowed as they are with some individual subsidiary activities
conducive to the shaking of the cage; for this is a matter of
experience. But in the case under discussion, it is not reasonable
to hold that the organs, possessed of the subsidiary (individual)
functions of hearing etc., should perform in their combination
the function of Prii1.Za (viz living), because there is no proof in
support of this, and because the function of living is quite
different in nature from those of hearing etc. tO Moreover, the
declaration of the superiority etc. of Pra~za, and the taking up of
positions subordinate to it by speech etc., do not fit in with a
Priirza conceived of as a mere function of the organs. Therefore
XV111.

,. There is nothing to prove that the ears etc. act in a way to produce
life. Also there is no proof that all of them act simultaneously.
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(the chief) Pratza is different both from air and the functions
(of the organs).
Opponent: How then can there be such a text as: "That
which is Pri1,za is air" (Br. III. i. 5)?
Vedantin: The answer is: It is the selfsame air itself that, after
entering the body and assuming five aspects, and existing there
with some specialized features (not present in common air), is
called by the word Pra'(Ztt; but it is neither a different principle
nor is it mere air. Hence there is no conflict between the texts
showing identity and difference.
Opponent: It may well be then that just like the soul, (the
chief) PrQ'(Ztt also becomes independent in this body by virtue
of its own predominance and the acceptance of secondary positions by the organs of speech and the rest. It is in accordance
with this that many kinds of glory of Pra'(Za are mentioned by
the Vedic texts, such for instance as: "When the organs go to
sleep, Pr~ alone keeps awake"; "Pratza alone is not overpowered
by death" (Br. I. v. 21); "PrQ'(Za is the place of merger" (eh. IV.
iii. 3), for it withdraws into itself the organs of speech etc.;
"PrQ'(Ztt protects the other organs like a mother her sons" (Pr.
II. 13). Hence there arises the possibility of Pra'(Za too having
independence like the soul.
Vedantin: That position is being refuted.

~(tr~~ ~f.UtN if<tAf: II to II
c:t But (not independent) ...~:.anf{.'f(( -just like the organs of
vision etc. ~-~-f~-~: on account of having been taught
along with them and other reasons.

10. But Pratza is not independent just like the organs of vision
etc., because instruction is imparted along with them and because
of other reasons.
The word "but" rules out the view that (the chief) PrQ'(Za is
independent like the soul. As the eye etc. are not independent,
but are subservient to the soul for making possible its agentship
and experience, even as the king's subjects are to the king, so
also the chief Pr~a is subservient to the soul, managing every-
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thing for it like the minister of a king; but it is not independent.
Opponent: Why?
Vedantin: "Because instruction is imparted (in the scriptures) along with them, and because of other reasons." For in
such places as the story of Pra'(la, it is spoken of along with
them, i.e. the organs of vision etc. And it is reasonable to instruct about things of the same nature together, as in the case
of the hymns Brbat, Ratbantara, etc. (which are sung together
in a sacrifice). By the term "other reasons" are shown such
additional grounds for eliminating Priil;uts independence, as its
being a composite thing, unconscious, and so on.
Opponent: It may be said that if Pra'(la be assumed to be an
organ of the soul just like the organs of vision etc., then it
should have its own distinct object like (the eye etc. having)
colour etc. For the eye etc. become the organs of the soul,
owing to such individual functions as the cognition of colour
and so on. Moreover, the functions are counted to be eleven
only, viz perception of colour and so on, in conformity with
which the organs are also enumerated as eleven; but no such
twelfth group of functions is met with for accommodating
which this twelfth organ has to be assumed.
Vedantin: Hence comes the answer:

m

And atifi(UI(Cllqo since It IS not a sense-organ, Of
fault (arises); ~ for ~ so ~ (the Upani~d) shows.
"f

no

11. No fault accrues, because Prlt(la is not a seme-organ. For
thus it is shO'Wfl in the Upan#ads.
The defect of a fresh object being needed does not arise, for
Pra'(la is not an organ, inasmuch as Prlt(la, unlike the eye etc.,
is not recognized to be a sense-organ from the point of view of
its determining (through cognition) some object of perception.
But this is not, however, tantamount to its having no function.
How?
For the (Chindogya) Upani~d shows in such contexts as the
story of Prii'Q.ll etc. that the (chief) Prarza has a distinct function,
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which is not possible for the other prii1Jas (organs). The start
is made with, '''Once upon a time the organs (of perception and
action) began to dispute about their individual supremacy"; then
the statement (of Prajapati) is made, "That one among you is
the greatest, on whose departure, the body seems to become the
most impure" (eh. V. i. 6-7), and then it is shown that after
the departure of the organ of speech etc. individually, life continues as before, though without the function of the particular
organ. Then the Upani~ad shows that when the (chief) Prii1;la
attempts to depart, the organs, of speech etc. become weakened,
and there arises the possibility of the death of the body. While
showing all this, the Upani~ad demonstrates that the continuance
of the body and organs is dependent on Prii1Jtl. This same fact
is stated in tlie Upani~adic text, "To them the (chief) Prii1;la said,
'Do not be deluded; it is I who hold this body together by
dividing myself in five ways and providing support for it.'''
(ibid.). And in the text, "(The radiant infinite being) ... preserves this unclean nest (of a body) with the help of Prii~la
(vital force), (and roams out of the nest)", the BrhadaraQ,yaka
Upani~ad (IV. iii. 12) shows that when the organs sleep, the
preservation of the body is effected by Prii~za. It also shows that
the nourishment of the body and organs is accomplished through
Prii1;ltl, in such texts as, "From whatever member the vital force
departs, right there it withers" (Br. I. iii. 19), "Whatever the
individual eats or drinks through Prii1Jll, thereby he nourishes
the other organs" (echo of Br. I. iii. ]8). The departure of the
soul from the body and its continuance there are shown to be
owing to Prii1Jtl in the texts, "(He deliberated), 'As a result
of whose departure shall I rise up? And as a result of whose
continuance shall I remain established?' He created Prii?la" (Pr.
VI. 3-4).

q?J,ftt4.{1C4¥l1qfw:td
Olf~

five modes

It is taught (that Prii1;ltl is)
like the mind.

II r~ I'
~;fu:

possessed of

ffo'I'~

12. It is taught that Prii1Ja has five states like the mind.
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Pra~a has its own distinct functions for this further reason
that Prm,la is spoken of in the Upani~ad,s as possessed of five
modes (or states of existence): "Pra~a, apana, vy iina , udiina,
and sl1'111ina" (Br. I. v. 3). And this distinction of states is
derived from the different kinds of activity. Pra~la is that which
moves forward and performs the function of exhaling etc.
Apana is that which goes backward and performs the function
.of inhaling etc. Vyana exists in between these two and performs
works requiring strength. Udana moves upward and is the cause
of such acts as departure from the body. Su:miina is that which
carries. the essence of food equally (samana) to all the limbs.
Thus "Pra1}a has five states (modes) like the mind". Just as
the mind has five modes, so has Pra'(la. The five modes of the
mind that are caused by the (five) organs, ear etc., in relation
to the (five) objects, sound etc., are well known. But desire,
resolve, etc., enumerated in the Upani~ad (Br. I. v. 3), are not
to be accepted (here), for they exceed the number five.
Opponent: Even from this viewpoint there are other mental
states comprehending the past, future, etc., which are independent of the ear etc., and so here is an excess over the number
five just the same.
Vediintin: In that case, in accordance with the dictum,
"Unless an opponent's view is forbidden, it can be accepted as
one's own", the five mental states well-known in the books on
Yoga, can be accepted, which are, "Right knowledge, error,
false knowledge, sleep, memory" (Patafijali, I. i. 6). Or it may
be understood in this way, that, Pra1}a is compared with the
mind in point of the plurality of the states only (but not their
number). And the aphorism is to be construed to mean that
since Prii~la has five states, it is also an instrument of the soul
just like the mind.
TOPIC

6:

PRANA IS ATOMIC

13. And the chief Prii1}a is atomic (i.e. subtle and limited in
size).
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And like the other pratuls (organs) the chief Prava is also
subtle (invisible) and limited in size. The atomicity is to be
understood, in this connection as well, to mean subtleness and
limitation in size and not any similarity to the ultimate atoms,
for through its five states it pervades the whole body. Pri1,za is
subtle since people near by do not see it at the time of its leaving
the body; and it is limited in size in accordance with the Upani~adic texts speaking of its departure from and coming back
to the body.
Opponent: Is not the all-pervasiveness also of Prli'(la mentioned by the scriptures in such texts as the following: "It is
equal to a white ant, equal to a mosquito, equal to an elephant,
equal to these three worlds, equal to this universe" (Br. I. iii.
22)?

Vedantin: The reply to this is: This all-pervasiveness is
declared not from the point of view of any individual body,
but from that of the universal and individual aspects of the same
divine Pra'(la residing in HiraQ.yagarbha. Moreover, the statement, "equal to the white ant" etc., which speaks of equality
(with different creatures), only points out the fact that Pr~a,
as it exists in such individual creatures, is limited in dimension.
Hence there is no defect.
TOPIC

7:

PREsIDING DEITIES

IRIl fd (IGN! t5lo1

~ d'tIQ.,., 1<3: II ttll

~ But ;nr)fu:-m-arfQA1{ there is (the fact of) presiding
over by Fire and others, aq-3ITq;r;ffi( for so it is taught in the
scriptures.

14. But there is the (fact of) presiding over by (the deities)
Fire and others, for so it is taught in the scriptures.
Now it is being considered whether the prb,zas under discussion are capable of engaging in their respective works by virtue
of their own powers, or they do so under the guidance of
deities.
Opponent: As to that, the conclusion drawn is that the
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of co-ordinated recognition etc. 11 it is realized that the embodied
soul which experiences in this body is but one.

CRlI =q PtMt:C'.4 1& II t\1l
on account of the constancy

" And f"~~lq
~ of that one
(i.e. the soul).
16. And on account of that sours constant relation (with the
body).
And the embodied soul, as the experiencer,12 has a constant
relation with the body; for it has the possibility of being affected
by virtue and vice and the experiences of happiness and sorrow,
but not so the deities. For they are seated in their exalted divine
spheres, and cannot therefore reasonably become the experiencers in this ignoble body. To this effect occurs the text,
"(Howsoever these beings may grieve, that grief of theirs remains
connected with them). But only merit goes to Him (HiralJyagarbha). No demerit ever goes to the gods" (Br. I. v. 20).
Besides, the connection of the organs is ever with the embodied
soul, for they are seen to accompany it at the times of death
etc., as is stated in such Vedic texts: "When it (the soul) departs,
the (chief) Pratza (vital force) follows; when the vital force
departs, all the Prb,Zas (organs) follow" (Br. IV. iv. 2). Hence
although the deities are there, presiding over the organs, yet
the embodied soul does not cease to be the experiencer; for the
deities are to be classed with the organs and not with the
experiencing souls. 18
TOPIC

ij

8: PaANA AND PRANAS

(f..=4IfOl d~04qa~IIi(0!4~ ~ Ilt"l1

iIIilf"I" Apart JJ.{~ from the chief (Prlt(za), ~ they (the other
tyrlt(zas) are ~fUr organs ffi(-oqqaiimt on account of being
designated thus.
11. Unless the soul be one, there can be no such recognition of identity
as, "I who saw the colour hear the music."
11 In the body earned by the soul by its past actions.
18 Just as a lamp helps the eye, so also Fire helps the organ of vision.
Similarly in other cases. The lamp has no experience, neither has Fire,
the deity of the eye.
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17. As distinguished from the chief Prii1)a, the other p1'ii1)IIS
(eleven in number) are the organs, for they are so designated.
Doubt: The chief Priil,la which is one and the other eleven
prii1,las have been presented in order. Here, now, crops up
another doubt whether the other prii1,las are only the various
modes of the chief Prii1,la or they are independent realities. What
is the conclusion to be arrived at then?
Opponent: The others are mere modes of the chief Priil,la
itself.
How is this known?
From the Vedic texts. Thus it is that by presenting the chief
Prii1,la and the other priil,las in close proximity, the Upani~d
declares that the others are identical with the chief Prii1,la: "Well,
let us all be of its form, saying this they all (the organs) assumed
its form" (Br. I. v. 21). Moreover, the word prii1,la is common;
and hence the objects denoted by it are ascertained to be the
same; for otherwise the word prii1,la will come to have various
meanings; or else it will have the primary meaning at one place
and a figurative meaning at another, all which is improper.
Hence the eleven organs of speech etc. are as much the modes
of the same Prii1,l4 as the five modes, prii'tUl, apiina, etc. are.
Vediintin: To this we say that speech etc. are really independent entities, different from prii1,la.
Why?
"Because they are designated separately."
In what does this difference of designation consist?
These organs (priil,lllS) under discussion, which remain after
leaving aside the (chief) Priil,la, are called the eleven organs, for
such a presentation is met with in the Vedic texts. In such texts
as, "From Him originates Prii1,la, as well as the mind and all the
organs" (Mu. II. i. 3), Prii1,la is mentioned separately, and
separately are mentioned the organs.
Opponent: If such be the line of argument, then the mind
like (the chief) Prii~2Q should be taken out of the organs, for it is
noticed to be separately mentioned in "the mind and all the
organs" (ibid).
Vediintin: Quite so; but in the Smrti the organs are counted
35
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as eleven, and hence the mind also is accepted to be an organ
like those of hearing etc. But Prii'tla is not recognized as an
organ either in the Upani~ds or the Snmis. And this difference
in designation becomes logical if there is a substantial distinction. But, if they are the same in substance, then it amounts to a
contradiction to hold that the very same Prii'tla sometimes gets
the appellation of an organ and sometimes not. Accordingly, the
other organs differ in substance from the chief Prii1.lJl.
Why, again, do they belong to a different category?

~~ 1I~c;1I
18. Because of the (mention of) difference in the Upan#ads.
For everywhere in the Upani~ds (the chief) PriirZa is mentioned separately from the organs of speech etc. (In the Brhadaral}.yaka Upani~ad) the commencement is made thus: "They
(the organs) said to the organ of speech" (Br. I. iii. 2); then
the organs of speech etc. are presented as being struck with the
evil of the Asuras (demons), and the topic of the organs of
speech etc. is concluded; after that the chief Prarza, the shatterer
of the Asuras, is presented separately in, "Then they said to this
chief vital force" (Br. I. iii. 7). So also are to be cited the other
texts about difference, such as, "('Three He designed for
Himself' means:) The mind, the organ of speech, and PriirZa
(vital force). These He designed for Himself" (Dr. I. v. 3).
From this also it follows that the other prarzas (organs) form a
category different from the chief Prli1.lJl.
What further reason is there for their being different 10
category?
...
~ II~tll

19. And (the organs are different from PriirZa) because of the
dissimHarity in characteristics.
Moreover, there is a dissimilarity in characteristics between
the chief Prarza and the others. When the organs of speech etc.
go to sleep, the chief PriirZa alone keeps awake; and it alone
is beyond the grasp of Death (i.e. the evil of attachment),
whereas the others are within Death's reach. The continuance
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or death of the body is dependent on the continuance or departure of the vital force and not of the other organs. The organs
are the causes for the perception of their objects, but not so
is Pr~. There are many other differences of characteristics of
this kind between (the chief) Prii(la and the organs. From this
also it is proved that they belong to different categories.
The opinion was advanced that the vital force itself has
become the organs according to the text, "They all assumed its
form" (Br. I. v. 21); that is illogical, for difference becomes
obvious even there when the sequence of thought in the topic
as a whole is taken into consideration. Thus the start is made
with the organs of speech etc. in the text, "The organ of
speech took a vow, 'I will go on speaking'" (ibid.); and then
it is stated that the organs of speech etc. were captured by
Death in the form of fatigue in the text, "Death captured them
in the form of fatigue. Therefore the organ of speech invariably
gets tired" (ibid.). Last of all is mentioned the vital force
separately as not overwhelmed by Death in the text, "But
Death did not overtake this vital force in the body" (ibid.). Its
superiority is affirmed in, "This one is the greatest among us"
(ibid.). So in conformity with all this, it is to be understood
that the assumption of the form of the vital force by the organs
of speech etc. means that the acquisition of their power of
activity is dependent on Prii'Qa, but it does not mean an identity
with it. From this fact also, it becomes established that the word
Prii~a is applied to the organs by a figure of speech. And just
in line with this is the text, "They all assumed its form. Therefore they are called by this name of Prii1)ll" (ibid.), which shows
that the word PTiitZa, denoting the chief PriitZa, is applied to the
organs by a figure of speech. Therefore the organs belong to
a category different from PriitJa.
TOPIC

9:

CREATION OF GROSS OBJECTS

ijll'lThCff2fi1~ f~i~d :aqa~lIc:t lI~o \I

. .:

m-~
The arrangement of designation and shape ~
however (is) f.imr-~(f: by Him who made the elements
tripartite ~({ ror (so) it is taught.
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20. The arrtmgement of designation and shape, however, is
by Him who made the elements tripartite, for it is tmght (in
the Uptmisads).
Doubt: In the course of speaking about Existence-Brahman,
the creation of fire, water, and food (earth) is spoken of, and
then it is taught, "That Deity, that is such, deliberated, 'Well,
let me manifest names and forms by Myself entering into these
three gods as their individual souls. Let Me make each of them
tripartite'" (a mixture of the three) (Ch. VI. iii. 2). Here the
doubt arises: Is this manifestation of names and forms an act
of the individual soul or of God?
Opponent: While in this predicament, the conclusion to be
arrived at is that this evolving of names and forms is an act of
the individual soul.
Why?
Because of the qualifying phrase, "as the individual soul".
Just as in common experience it is seen that a king ascribes to
himself the act of estimating the enemy's strength hy saying,
"Let me enter into the enemy's ranks through scouts and estimate their strength", where he uses the first person in, "Let me
estimate", because he is the directing agent of the act of counting by the scouts, even so the Deity attributes to Himself the
act of evolving names and forms by saying in the first person,
"Let Me manifest", because He is the directing agent of the
(actual) act of manifestation by the individual soul. Moreover, it is seen that the individual soul is the agent in such
manifestations as the coining of names like t;littha (a wooden
elephant), t;lllVittha (a wooden deer) and so on, as also the
shaping of articles like a pot or a plate. Therefore this manifestation is an act of the individual soul.
Vedantin: This being the position, the aphorist says, "The
arrangement of designation and shape, however" etc. By the
word "however" is refuted the opponent's point of view.
"The arrangement of designation and shape" means the manifestation of names and forms. And God is referred to in "by
Him who made the elements tripartite";14 for in the matter of
LlTw~thirds

of each of the three subtle elements-fire, water, and
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creating the tripartites His agency is stated to be indubitable.
This creation of names and this creation of forms such as fire,
sun, moon, lightning, etc. (in the divine context), as also the
creation of names and forms for every individual and every
species like KuSa grass, KiiSa grass, Palasa tree etc. (in the
material context), and animals, deer, men, and others (in the
corporeal context), must be an act of God who created fire,
water, and earth.
Why?
"For so it is taught." Thus by opening with the sentence,
"That Deity, that was such, deliberated", and then using the
first person in the statement, "Let Me manifest names and
forms," it is the creatorship of the supreme Brahman Itself that
is taught here.
Opponent: On the strength of the use of the qualifying
phrase, "as this individual soul", it has been ascertained that the
manifestation is an act of the individual soul.
Vedlintin: This is not so. The phrase "as this individual soul"
is to be construed with "by Myself entering into" and not with
"Let Me manifest", for the former is in inunediate proximity.
Should the construction be with the latter, the use of the first
person, as referring to the Deity, in "Let Me manifest", will
have to be imagined to be figurative. Moreover, an individual
soul, bereft of divinity as it is, has no power of creatorship
with regard to such diverse kinds of names and forms as
mountains, rivers, seas, etc. Even in the case of those things,
with regard to which the soul has any power, it is only under
God's dispensation that it has this. And there is no such thing
as an individual soul absolutely different from God, like a
scout from the king, for the individual is described as "Myself",
the state of individuality being contingent on the conditioning
factors alone. From this it follows that even if this revelation of
names and forms be an act of the individual, it is really an act
of God. Moreover, the conclusion arrived at in all the Upani~ds
is that God alone is the revealer of names and forms, as is evident
earth-are mixed with one-sixth of each of the Other two to form the
three gross elements perceived by us. This process is technically called
tr;vrtkartf!Ul.
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from such texts as, "That which is called Space (Brahman) is
surely the accomplisher of name and form" (Ch. VIII. xiv. 1).
Therefore, the manifestation of names and fonns is surely an
act of God who brought about the intermixture of the three
elements. And it is the intention here to declare that the revelation of names and forms was preceded by the making of each
element tripartite, for in the very statement of the origin of
fire, water, and earth is implied the manifestation of the name
and fonn of each one of them. That fact of making tripartite
is shown by the U pani~d in the case of fire, sun, moon, lightning, etc. in "That which is the red glow of (gross) fire is the
colour of (the subtle element) fire; that which is the white
glow of (gross) fire, is the colour of (the subtle element) water;
that which is the dark (i.e. gray) glow of (gross) fire, is the
colour of (the subtle element) earth" etc. (Ch. VI. iv. 1). In
the case of fire, the fonn fire is first revealed. And when the
fonn is manifested, an object comes to exist, and then the name
fire is revealed for it. This is how it is to be understood in the
cases of the sun, moon, lightning, etc. And through this illustration of fire is shown the process of making tripartite all the
three kinds of products, earth, water, and fire; for the commencement and conclusion of the topic are common to all the
three. To elaborate this: The opening is made from a common
standpoint in the passage, "Each of these three deities becomes
tripartite" (Ch. VI. iii. 4), and the conclusion is also made from
a common standpoint in the passage commencing with. "That
which appeared (in the gross product) as though red was the
colour of (subtle) fire", and ending with, "And that which
appeared as though non-descript was the combination of those
alone" (Ch. VI. iv. 6-7).
Taking for granted that these three deities have their external
state of tripartite existence, another state of tripartite existence
for them in the bodily context was stated in, "These three deities
undergo a triple conglomeration when they reach the state of
men" (Ch. VI. iv. 7). This very fact is now being shown by
the teacher (Vyasa), in accordance with the Upani~d itself,
with a view to removing some defect that may be suspected
here:
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~ ~ ljtjl~li(dltd<ltl'1tl lI~tll
~-arft Flesh etc. (are) ~Ji produced from earth ~-~
as shown in the Upani~ds; ~: from the other two .... as well.

21. Flesh etc. are produced from earth as it is shown in the
Upm#ads. From the other two tiS well (evolve other things).
According to the process shown in the scriptures, such products as flesh are generated from earth after it has become tripartite and is eaten by men. Thus there is the U pani~dic text,
"Food when eaten becomes divided into three parts. That which
is the grossest constituent of it becomes excreta; that which is
the medium, becomes flesh; and that which is the subtlest
becomes the mind" (Ch. VI. v. 1). The idea is that it is but
the grl)ss earth (made tripartite) that is eaten in the form of
rice, barley, etc. Of that earth the grossest part goes out in the
form of excreta. The medium portion builds up the 'flesh in
the body; and the subtlest portion develops the mind. It is to be
understood in accordance with the scriptures that the products
of water and fire also develop similarly. Thus urine, blood, and
pr~tI evolve out of water, while bone, marrow, and the organ
of speech are the products of fire.
Here the opponent says that if in accordance with the text,
"He made each of them tripartite" (Ch. VI. iii. 4), which speaks
equally for all, it be the case that the elements and elementals are
all tripartite, then from what do such special designations follow
as "This is fire", "This is water", "This is earth", as dso such
references in the bodily context as "These flesh etc. are the
products of the food (earth) eaten", "The blood etc. are the
products of the water drunk", and "The bone etc. are the products of the fire (i.e. butter etc.) eaten?"
V edantin : With regard to this it is said,

c1~ d&I~(d&I~: II~~II
~ But ~~qy~ owing to preponderance (occurs) ~~: the
(corresponding) designation of that, ij({-m: (occurs) that corresponding designation.
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22. But owing to the preponderance (Of anyone) occurs the
corresponding designation, occurs the corresponding designati07l.
By the word "but" is refuted the objection raised. The
abstract noun from viseia is vaiseiya, which means preponderance.
Although the process of making everything tripartite has taken
place, still some elemental substance is found to preponderate
in something, as for instance, in fire there is a preponderance of
fire, in water there is a preponderance of water, and in earth
there is a preponderance of earth. This process of triple combination is undertaken for the sake of making possible human
dealings (i.e. phenomenal existence). Had the three elements
formed into a single whole like the three strands of a rope
twisted into one, no distinctive result could have been derived
by human beings from the three elements separately. Hence
though there is this triple intermixture, these particular designations of fire, water, and earth in the cases of both the elements
and the elementals, follow from the preponderance of each.
The repetition of the phrase "corresponding designation" indicates that the present Chapter is ended.

CHAPTER III
SADHANA-SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
SECflON

I

Introduction: In the Second Chapter have been answered the
objections that can be raised from the standpoints of the Smrtis
and logic against the realization of Brahman as propounded in
the Upani~ds. It has been explained why the views of others
should be ignored. The conflict of U pani~adic passages has also
been removed. It has further been stated therein that all entities,
except the individual souls, which are the means for the souls'
experiences, emanate from Brahman. Now in this Third Chapter
will be considered these subjects. The mode of transmigration
of the individual sou], conditioned as it is by these paraphernalia;
its other states; the nature of Brahman; the difference or nondifference of meditations; the assemblage or non-assemblage of
the attributes; the attainment of the highest human goal through
complete knowledge; the difference among the injunctions for
the methods of complete knowledge; and absence of any gradation in the state of liberation (attained during the birth in which
the means of knowledge are adopted). Besides, some other topics
will be discussed that crop up in connection with these. Of
these subjects, the different courses of transmigration are shown
in the first section by confining the attention to the meditation
on the five fires; and this is done for generating dispassion,l for
the Upani~d says at the end, "Therefore one should hate this"2
IThe first section will deal with dispassion. Through a consideration
of the states of dream etc. the second section will ascertain the nature
of the individual and Brahman. The third will determine the meaning
of the mahiiviikyas and discuss the different kinds of meditation. And
the fourth will discuss liberation.
• Since transmigration, following as a result of work, is an evil, the
enlightened man should have a repulsion for the results of works. This is
said at the end of the meditation on the five fires.
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(Ch. V. x. 8). It has already been known that when the individual soul leaves the previous body and attains another, it is
helped by the chief Prb,la, it is accompanied by the senses and
the mind, and it has ignorance, results of past actions, and the
tendencies- acquired in the previous birth as its main prop. This
conclusion is arrived at from the passage starting with, "When
the soul becomes weak and senseless, as it were, the organs
come to it" (Br. IV. iv. 1), and ending with, "So does the soul
throw this body away, or make it senseless, and creates another,
a newer and better, form (i.e. body)" (Br. IV. iv. 4), which
deals with the subject of transmigration. And this is true, because
it becomes possible thus to experience the results of virtue and
vice.

TOPIC

1:

DEPAR11JRE FROM THE BODY

Doubt: Now it has to be considered whether the transmigrating soul moves out from this body without being surrounded
by the (mixed) subtle elements which are the seed of the next
body, or it goes surrounded by them. What should be the conclusion to be arrived at?
Opponent: It goes without being surrounded.
How is this known?
For unlike the soul's taking up the particles of light (i.e.
organs), it is not mentioned in the Upani~ads that the elements
are also taken up (at the time of departure). In the text, "completely withdrawing these particles of light it comes to the
heart" (Br. IV. iv. 1), the taking up of the organs is- mentioned
by the term "particles of light"; for in the complementary text
are mentioned the sense-organs like that of vision (ibid.); but
there is no such mention of the taking up of the particles of
elements. Moreover, the particles of elements are easy to get,
they being present wherever the new body is to be formed.
And hence it is unnecessary to carry them over. Therefore the
soul goes without being surrounded by them.
Vedantin: This being the position, the teacher (Vyasa)
advances the aphorism:
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C1~(SIraqt1' ~~ ij'"4f(tq'tTS: 5l~ II~II
ffi[-~-~ In the matter of obtaining the next one, (the
soul) "t~ moves out ~qf~: enveloped (by subtle elements), (as is known) srw-~~ll, from the question and
its solution.

1. In the matter of obtaining the next one (i.e. body), the
individual soul moves out enveloped (by the subtle elements)
for so it is known from the question and its solution.
It is to be understood that "in the matter of obtaining the
next one, the individual soul moves out", that is to say, when
acquiring a fresh body after leaving the present one, it sallies
forth enveloped by the subtle parts of the mixed elements, which
are the seed of the next body.
How is this known?
"From the question and its solution". Thus there occurs the
question, "Do you know (0 Svetaketu), how the water (i.e.
the liquid that is poured as oblation in the five fires), comes
to be called man after the fifth oblation is poured?" (Ch. V.
iii. 3). The solution of the question is in its answer (by
Pravaha~a Jaivali). The five oblations, viz faith, moon, rain,
food, and semen, are shown as poured into the five fires, viz
heaven, rain-god, earth, man, and woman; and then the question is answered by saying, "Thus indeed the water comes to
be called a man in the fifth oblation" (Ch. V. ix. 1). Therefore
it is understood that the soul goes out enveloped by water.
Opponent: But another Upani~dic text shows that the soul
does not leave the earlier body so long as it does not get hold
of another like a leech: "Just as a leech supported on a straw
goes to the end of it, takes hold of another support, and contracts itself, so does the soul throw this body aside, take hold
of another support and contract itself" (Br. IV. iv. 3).
Vedantin: There is no contradiction even here; for the point
brought out through the analogy of the leech is that to the
soul, remaining still surrounded by the' subtle elements, occur
such thoughts about the future body as are called up by the
accumulated results of past actions; and this expectancy becomes
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lengthened out to the next body like a leech. 3 This being the
manner of acquiring a fresh body, as shown by the Upani~ds,
all other theories arising from the human intellect, such for
instance as, (the Siirhkhya theory) that when the all-pervasive
senses and soul acquire a new body as a result of past actions,
ther start functioning there itself; or (the Buddhist theory)
that the soul alone, by itself, acquires its function there, while
the senses, just as much as the body, are born afresh in those
different spheres of experience; or (the Vaisesika view) that
the mind alone proceeds to the new place of experience; or
(the Jaina view) that the soul alone jumps from one body to
another like a parrot from one tree to another-all these are
to be ignored as running counter to the Vedic view.
Opponent: From the question and answer cited above, we
gather that the soul goes out accompanied by water alone; for
this conclusion is borne upon us by the Vedic mention of the
word water. So how is it asserted in a general way that it goes
out along with the mbtle parts of all the (mixed) elements?
Vediintin: Hence comes the reply:
'>lj Ic.q;'ltcll~

\lIte'q Ie:(

II~ II

~ But (the soul is not enveloped by water alone) f,Jr-am:¥I"'~Cjlet
it having three components; (water is mentioned), ~lI~Cjrq:
owing to preponderance.

2. But the soul is not enveloped by water alone, since water
has three components; water is mentioned because of its preponderance.
By the word "but" is demolished the objection raised. Water
consists of three components, according to the U pani~adic text
about the elements becoming tripartite (Ch. VI. iii). So when
water it admitted as the constituent (of the body), the other
two elements must be admitted pari passu. Moreover, the body
is a product of the three elements, since all the three, viz fire,
• Death pangs make one forget the present body etc. Past actions then
create in the soul a dream-like expectancy of the future body-or a
body made of thought. The soul mentally attaches itself to that body.
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water, and earth, are seen to be involved in its making. In
another way also it is constituted by three things; for it is
constituted by the three humours, viz bile, phlegm, and wind.
Such a body cannot be constituted by water alone by rejecting
the other elements. Hence the word "water" found in the
question and answer in, "water comes to be called man" (Ch.
V. iii. 3, V. ix. 1), is used because of its predominance, and
not to imply water alone; for in all the bodies, liquids such as
secretions, blood, etc. abide in abundance.
Opponent: The earthly (solid) substance is seen to predominate in the bodies.
Vediintin: That is no defect; for water is found to be in
greater proportion than the rest of the elements (other than
earth); moreover, in blood (Le. ovum) and semen, forming the
seed of the body, the liquid portion is seen to predominate.
Again, past actions are the efficient cause for the production of
the next body; and these activities in the form of such sacrifices
as Agnihotra, depend on such liquid substances as Soma, clarified
butter, milk, etc. Besides, it will be stated in a later text that
this water (i.e. liquid), referred to by the word "faith", and
invariably associated with rites, is poured as oblation in the
(first) fire that is heaven. 4 For this reason also water is known
to be preponderant. And because of this preponderance, all the
subtle parts of the mixed elements, constituting the seed of the
body, are referred to by the word water. Thus there is no
defect.

~ftl II~II
3. And f1'om the going out of the organs (it folluws that the
elements also move out).
And the

Upani~ads

speak of the departure of the organs at

• Water (i.e. liquids) is a means for the performance of the rites, and
is thus associated with them. After being poured as oblation, it assumes
a subtle (potential) form, moves about by virtue of its subsistence in
the soul, and is called "faith" (potential result of rites). That faith, along
with the impressions of past rites, first fire, is poured as oblation in the
heaven, and thus it produces a lunar body.
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the time of reincarnation, in such texts as, "When it (the soul)
departs, the vital force follows, when the vital force departs, all
the organs follow" (Br. IV. iv. 2). But since the moving out of
the organs is not possible unless they have something as their
support, it becomes evident that to make the motion of the
organs possible, water too, which is their material basis, moves
out with them in association with the other elements. For the
organs cannot either go or stay anywhere unless they have a
material support, since this is not noticed in any living creature.

Oja"lllf«alf~ ~ +l1'dk'Ctlq 11"11
artr.=r-anf~-ttfu-~: On account of the Upani~dic statement
~ if this be the
about repairing to Fire and others,
objection, if not so, ~ (that statement). being metaphorical.

tim

4. If it be objected (that the organs do not accompany the
soul at the time of death) since the Upanj~adic texts mention
their entry into (the deities) Fire and others, then we say, not
so, for that is said in a secondary sense.
Opponent: It may well be that the organs do not go with
the soul at the time of reincarnation, for they are shown in the
Upani~ads as going to Fire and others. Thus the text beginning
with, "When the vocal organ of a man who dies is merged in
Fire, the nose (i.e. sense of smell) in Air" (Br. III. ii. 13), shows
that the organs of speech etc. merge in such deities as Fire.
Vedantin: Not so, for that occurs in a secondary sense. The
Upani~dic mention of the merger of speech etc. in Fire etc.
is figurative, for this is not seen in the case of the hair of the
body and head, though the relevant text there is, "the hair of
the body (merges) in the herbs, that of the head in the trees"
(ibid.). For it is not possible for the hair of the body and head
to flyaway from the body and reach the herbs and trees.
Besides, it is not possible to conceive of any going for the soul
if it be denied that the organs follow it as its conditioning
factors; nor can the soul have any experience in the next body
in the absence of the organs. Moreover, in other texts it is
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clearly stated that the soul goes elsewhere along with the organs
(Br. IV. iv. 2). Accordingly, having the fact in view that Fire
and other deities, presiding over speech and the rest and helping
them in their activities, cease to favour them thus at the time
of death, it is said in a figurative way that speech etc. enter into
Fire etc.

m

In the first instance

~

not having been heard
n~t so, ~T: ~ that (water)
itself (is meant) ~ because ~~: of reasonableness.

1fu ~ if this be the objection,

if

5. If it be objected (tbat water does not come to be known
as man), since it is not beard of in tbe first instance, tbLn not
so, for on logical grounds, water itself is meant.
Opponent: Granted even that this is so, how can it be ascertained that "water comes to be known as man in the fifth
oblation" (Ch. V. ix. .1), for water is not heard of in connection
with the first fire (heaven)? In this context the five fires, heaven
and the rest, are mentioned as the receivers of the five oblations.
In the course of enumerating them, the introduction is made
with, "0 Gautama, the other world (heaven) is indeed a fire"
(Ch. V. iv. 1), and then it is said, "In this fire thl'!: is such, the
gods pour faith as an oblation" (Ch. V. iv. 2), where faith is
presented as the thing to be offered, but water is mentioned
there as an offering. If you want to imagine that water is the
oblation offered in the four succeeding fires starting with the
Rain-god, you may very well do so, for Soma and the other
things adopted for being offered in those fires have a preponderance of water. But it is an unwarranted boldness to reject faith
which is mentioned in the Upani~ad and imagine water instead
which is not mentioned as an offering in the case of the first
fire. And faith means a kind of disposition (or attitude), for
that is its usual purport. Hence it is unreasonable to say that
water gets the name of man in the fifth oblation.
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Vedantin: This is nothing damaging, since that very "water
is mentioned by the word faith" in connection with the first
fire.
How so?
"On logical grounds". Because on such an interpretation
alone, this whole topic reduces itself to an unequivocal single
idea running consistently through the beginning, middle, and
end of the topic. On a contrary supposition, again, this unity
of idea (i.e. syntactical harmony) will be set at naught, since
the question will relate to one thing and the answer to another,
inasmuch as the question relates to how water becomes known
as man in the fifth oblation, whereas during the course of the
reply a thing called faith which is other than water is introduced
as the offering in the first oblation. And the conclusion made
with the words, "In this way indeed water comes to be known
as man" (Ch. V. ix. 1), confirms this conclusion. Besides, the
products of faith, viz Soma, rain, etc., are noticed, as they
become gross, to have a preponderance of liquidity; that too is a
pointer to faith itself being a liquid, for the effect conforms to
the cause. Moreover, the attitude called faith, whether it be an
attribute of the soul or the mind, cannot be separated from
the possessor of the attribute like the hearts etc. from the animals
to be offered as oblation; and thus water alone should be the
meaning of faith (here). Moreover, the word faith becomes
appropriate with regard to water, for such a Vedic use is met
with in, "Faith indeed is water" (Tai. S. I. vi. 8-9). Besides,
water becomes the seed of a fresh body by attaining a subtleness
like that of faith; hence also it can be called faith, even as a
man having the prowess of a lion is called leonine. Again, since
water is associated with the rites performed with faith, it is but
appropriate that the word faith should be applied to water on
the analogy of a man shouting out from a platform being referred to by saying, "The platform is shouting". Furthermore,
water can be called faith, since it is the cause of faith, as is
evident from the Vedic text, "It is (holy) water that (by its
very sight) generates faith in him for the performance of
virtuous deeds (like bathing)."
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8(''-t~R{

On account of not being mentioned in the Upani~ds
if it be said so, (then) or not so, q
since it is
perceiv~d (to be so) ~-arrR-"'1 f(oll+( in the case of the performers of sacrifices etc.
~ff ~ff

6. If it be argued (that the soul does not depttrt enveloped by
water) since it is not mentioned thus in the Upan#ads, then not
so, for it is perceived to be so in the case of those who perform
sacrifices etc. (i.e. it can be verified by what happens to t.he
sacrific ers).
Opponent: .Even if it be conceded from a consideration of
the question and answer that water itself, being offered as faith
etc. in succession, assumes a human form during the fifth oblation, still it is not ascertained that the individual souls go out
enveloped by water, for this is not heard of in the Vedic texts.
We do not find any word in this context to denote the souls,
like the word used to denote water. Hence your statement that
the "soul departs from the body, enveloped by the subtle parts
of the mixed elements" (B. S. III. i. 1) is illogical.
Vedantin: This is nothing damaging.
How?
"Because it is perceived to be so in the case of those who
perform sacrifices etc." For starting with the text, "Again, those
who living in villages perform sacrifices, humanitarian works
and charity, etc. (and meditate on the five fires) proceed along
the path of smoke" (Ch. V. x. 3), it is shown that the performers
of sacrifices etc. reach the moon by proceeding along smoke
etc. constituting the path of the manes: "From space they reach
the moon, which is king (or the shining) Soma" (Ch. V. x. 4).
Those very individuals are in evidence here as well (in the
context under discussion); for there is a similarity with the
text, "In this fire, that is such, the gods pour faith as an oblation.
From that oblation arises king (or the shining) Soma" (Ch. V.
iv. 2). And those (performers of sacrifices) are seen directly to
possess water in the form of curd, milk, etc., which are the
means for the accomplishment of such rites as Agnihotra, DarSa36
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piiroamasa, etc., for curd etc. are mainly liquid. When these
are offered in the Ahavaniya fire, they assume the form of the
subtle unseen results of rites, and come to rest on those performers of the sacrifices etc. Their (dead) bodies are offered
by the priests to the last fire (for cremation) in accordance
with the rules of last rites while reciting the mantra, "Let suchand-such a performer of rites proceed to heaven. Sviibii!" Then
those waters, or the liquid oblations associated with the rites
performed with faith, become the unseen potency of the rites
performed, and envelop the beings who had performed those
sacrifices etc., and carry them to the other world for the fruition of their acts. This fact is mentioned here (Ch. V. iv. 2)
by the term "pours as oblation" in the text, "He pours faith as
an oblation" (Ch. V. iv. 2, Br. VI. ii. 9). So also by the sentences
starting with, "These oblations, when they are poured, rise up"
(S. B. VI. ii. 6), that occur at the end of the topic of Agnihotra
by way of summing up the six questions and answers (with
regard to Agnihotra), it is shown that the two oblations poured
in the Agnihotra sacrifice (in the morning and evening) proceed to the other world for their fruition. 5 Therefore, the
individual souls depart from the body enveloped by the water
that is nothing but the oblations.
Opponent: How again can this be asserted that the performers of sacrifices etc. move out for experiencing the results
of their own work, since it is shown in the text that after
reaching the moon through the path symbolized by smoke, they
turn into food: "This is the moon, the king (or the shining one),
which is the food of the gods. The gods eat it" (Ch. V. x. 4).
There is also another text of the same purport: "Reaching the
moon, they become food. There the gods enjoy them like the
• Janaka asks Yajiiavalkya six questions about the Agnihotra: "Do you
know how the two oblations in the morning and evening-(l) rise UP.
(2) move, (3) bring about establishment, and (4) satisfaction, and (5)
return, and how (6) the body takes form? Yajiiavalkya replies. "(1)
These two oblations rise up after being offered, (2) then they go to
heaven through the sky, (3) they establish the Ahavaniya as heaven, (4)
they satisfy heaven, (5) then they return from there and are poured in
the bodies of man and woman; and then (6) they assume human form."
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priests drinking the shining Soma juice (repeatedly saying as it
were), 'Be filled up, be emptied"'6 (Br. VI. ii. 16). And it is
not possible for those to have any enjoyment who are being
eaten up by the gods as though by tigers.
Vedamin: Hence the answer is:

m

iff Or rather
it is figurative ari'fT~-Rffi(( on account
of non-realization of the Self; f~ because ~1fT thus ~~ftr the
U pani~d shows.

7. Or rlltber the statement (thllt the souls become the food of
gods) is made in a metaphorical seme on account of their 11011realization of the Self. For the Upan#ad shows the same.
The phrase "or rather" is used for obviating the defect shown.
That they become food is only in a metaphorical and not primary sense. For if the literal sense be implied, then such texts as,
"One desiring heaven should perform a sacrifice" which enunciate the competence for the performer, will become nullified.
For if the performers of sacrifices etc. do not get any enjoyment in the lunar world, why should those who are qualified
for them, undertake the rites involving great effort? Moreover,
the word food is seen to be used figuratively with regard to
things that are not food, simply because of the similarity of
producing enjoyment, as for instance in, "The subjects are the
food for kings, and the cattle are the food for the subjects". So
what is meant by "the eating by the gods" is the enjoyment
of the happy companionship of those who have performed
sacrifices etc. and are now under their subjugation, like the people
in this earth enjoying the companionship of beloved wives, sons,
friends, and others who hold subordinate positions. But no such
thing as munching or swallowing of sweets is meant. For mastication etc. are denied in the case of the gods in the text, "The
gods do not certainly eat or drink, but they become satisfied
simply by witnessing this nectar" (Ch. III. vi-x). And even as
• They drink cup after cup of Soma, filling it and emptying it. .
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the followers of a king, depending on him for their subsistence,
can still have individual enjoyment, so also those performers of
sacrifices etc. who become subservient to the gods, can still have
their individual enjoyment. Moreover, it is reasonable that the
performers of sacrifices etc. should become objects of enjoyment to the gods since they are unenlightened. Thus it is that
the Upani~d speaks of the unenlightened men becoming objects
of enjoyment to the gods: "While he who worships another
god thinking, 'He is one and I am another,' does not know.
He is like an animal to the gods" (Br. I. iv. 10). Like animals
such a man serves the gods even in this world by pleasing them
with sacrifices etc.; and in the other world also he serves the
gods like animals by depending on them for livelihood and
enjoying the fruits of work as directed by them. This is what
we understand.
The other explanation of the second portion-"on account of
their non-realization of the Self, for the Upani~ad shows the
same"-( of the aphorism) is this: People "not having realized
the Self" are those who are engaged in ritualistic works alone,
that is to say, those who do not undertake rites and meditation
as a combined process. The phrase "realization of the Self" in
the aphorism is used metaphorically to mean "the meditation on
the five fires". This is what is gathered from the force of the
context. Because of the fact that they are devoid of the meditation on the five fires, the performers of (mere) sacrifices are
here presented as the food of the gods in a secondary sense, so
as to eulogize the meditation on the five fires. For what is sought
to be enjoined here is the meditation on the five fires, as can
be gathered from a consideration of the purport of the text.
And in line with this, another text shows the existence of
enjoyment in the lunar world: "Having experienced his greatness in the -lunar world he turns round again" (Pr. V. 4). Similarly there is another text, "When the joy of those manes who
have won that world (of the manes) is multiplied a hundred
times it makes one unit of joy in the world of the celestial
minstrels (Gandbarvas). This joy in the world of the celestial
minstrels multiplied a hundred times makes one unit of joy for
the gods by action, i.e. those who attain their godhood by their
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actions," (Br. IV. iii. 33), which shows that the performers of
sacrifices etc. get enjoyment while staying with the gods. Thus
since the sentence about becoming food has a secondary meaning, it becomes comprehensible that the individuals performing
sacrifices etc. do go out from the hody. Hence it has been said
quite appropriately that "the individual soul moves out enveloped (by the subtle clements)" (B. S. III. i. 1).
TOPIC

2:

RETURN OF THE SOULS

'lIdle4QStj,:tlllQI,,( (~fttRrt lIttd'ti\Q9A 1It;1I
FI'-~ After the actions (i.e. earned merits) are exhausted,
(the soul returns) ~C!T'I in association with (the residual)
karma (results of action). ~-~~ as is known from the
Upani~ds and Smrtis, ll1fT-~~ along the path followed while
going ;j as also ~ differently.

8. After the actions are exhausted, the soul returns together
with (the residual) karma, as is known from the Upani$ads and
Smrtis, along the path followed (by it) while going as also
differently.
The descent of those performers of sacrifices etc. who proceed along the "path of smoke" etc. to reach the lunar world
and complete the enjoyment of the fruits of their work, is
stated in the text, starting with, "Having resided there (yavatsampiitam) till the limit of karma is reached, they return by
the very route by which they had gone" (eh. V. x. 5), and
ending with, "The men of virtuous deeds are born among the
Brahmaoas and others, while those of vicious deeds are born
among the dogs, etc." (ibid.).
Doubt: Here the thing to be considered is this: Do they
return after enjoying all the results of action without any
(residbal) karma, or do they come with (residual) karma? What
is the conclusion to be arrived at then?
Opponent: They return without (residual) karma.·
Why?
Since the qualifying phrase there is "yiivat-smnpiitam-up to
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the limit of the totality of their actions". By the word sampata
is meant here the total result of actions, being derived in the
sense of that by which one ascends from this world to the other
for the sake of experiencing the result. And by the text, "having
resided up to the limit of the totality of their actions", it is
shown that the total result of one's ktrrmll is experienced there.
By another Upani~dic text, "And when their past work is
exhausted, (they reach this space, from space air, from air rain,
and from rain the earth)" (Br. VI. ii. 16), this very fact is
revealed.
Objection: It may be like this: We shall imagine that a man
enjoys in that world only that much of the result of his actions
as is to be enjoyed there.
Opponent : You cannot imagine that way; for elsewhere the
mention is made of "whatever work" in "Exhausting the results
of whatever work he did in this life, he returns from that world
to this for (fresh) work" (Br. IV. iv. 6). Thus this other text
shows by referring to "whatever work", without any reservation, that all the works done iu this world get exhausted in the
other world. Moreover, death is the manifester of all works
that had not yielded their results, (that is to say, it makes them
ready to do so); for before death such works cannot yield their
results, they being obstructed by those other works which had
started their results in the present body. And (since there is
nothing to curb the power of death) it makes all the works
that had not been fruitful (in this life) ready, without exception, to yield their results (in the next life). For when a cause
is common to all, it is not logical that the results should be
different. It is not proper that when the proximity of a light is
the same, a vessel will be illumined but not so a cloth. Therefore the souls descend without any residual karma.
Vedamin: This being the position, we say, that "After the
exhaustion of (good) work a soul returns along with (the
residual) karma". When the results of those works, for enjoying which the soul had ascended to the lunar world, get
exhausted through enjoyment, then the watery body that had
been produced for that soul for enjoyment in the lunar world
gets evaporated by the touch of the fire of sorrow enkindled at
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the sight of the exhaustion of enjoyment, like snow and hail
melting at the touch of the sun's rays or the solidity of clarified
butter being removed by the touch of the flames of (sacrificial)
fire. Hence the soul returns with (the residual) karma itself
"after its karma is exhausted", that is to say, when such works
as sacrifices etc. get exhausted through the enjoyment of their
results.
Opponent: What is the reason for that?
Vedanti11: The aphorist says, "as is known from the Upani$llds and the Smrtis". Thus there is a direct Vedic text revealing the descent of souls along with their (residual) karma:
"Among them those whose conduct has been good (rtrma1Jiyacar(7)iib) will quickly attain some good birth, be it among the
BrahmaQas or among the K~atriyas or among the VaiSyas. Again
those whose conduct has been bad (kapuya-cara7)d1)) will
quickly attain bad birth, be it among dogs or among swine
or among Chanc;lalas" (Ch. V. x. 7). The aphorist will state
later that (residual) karma is indicated here by the word CaTfl7)Il
(lit. conduct). And it is a matter of experience that enjoyments
are graded as higher and lower for each creature from the very
birth; now since a theory of chance is inadmissible here, this
division indicates the existence of (residual) karma; for the
scriptures tell it in a general way that virtue and vice are the
causes of happiness and sorrow. Smrti also shows that the souls
descend with (residual) karma: "People belonging to the different castes and stages of life, who sincerely perform their
duties, experience the fruits of their works after death, and then
through the residual karma get births amidst special environment and have special caste, family, outstanding beauty, long
life, knowledge, good conduct, wealth, happiness, and intelligence."
Opponent: What is this residual karma?
Some (pseudo- Vedantin) says that the residual karma is that
portion of the results of work, conducive to heavenly life,
which is left over after enjoying heaven, like water sticking
to an emptied vessel. Just as an oil-pot does not become wholly
empty even when the oil is poured out, since some oil still sticks
to it, similar is the case with residual karma.
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Opponent: It is improper to say that the result of any work
persists even after its enjoyment, inasmuch as the unseen potency
of work cannot co-exist with its product (viz happiness and
sorrow, by producing which it gets destroyed).
Pseudo- Vediintin: This is no defect, for we do not assert
that the results of work are wholly enjoyed there (in the lunar
world).
Opponent: Is it not a fact that one ascends the lunar world
for the full enjoyment of one's acquired merit?
Pseudo- Vediintin: True, and yet one cannot continue there
when only a little bit of one's merit remains. Just as somebody
wanting to serve a king may reside in his court with all the
articles necessary .for the king's pleasure; but owing to his long
sojourn there, he may run through most of his possessions, being
ultimately left with only his umbrella, sandals, etc., and then he
cannot live in the king's court any longer; similarly a soul that
is left with its residual kanl1il alone cannot continue in the lunar
world.
Vediintin: This view does not appear to be correct; for it i!;,
illogical to say that any portion of the result of work conducive
to heaven should persist after enjoyment. It has been pointed out
that the unseen potency of work cannot outlive its result.
Pseudo- Vediintin: Did we not also say that the results of
work conducive to heaven are not wholly enjoyed there?
Vediintin: This is unsound; for people who follow the authority of the Vedas cannot lend any credence to such a fancy
that the merit leading a man to heaven does not bestow on him
all the acquired heavenly results even after he has reached
heaven, but that a modicum of those results fructify for him
even after his fall from heaven. As for the residual oil sticking
to an oil-pot, that is quite logical, since it is a matter of experience. Similarly too the king's councillor is seen to be left with
only a few materials. But in the case under discussion we can
neither find any remnant of the merit that had been conducive
to heaven, nor conceive such a thing, for that would contradict
the scriptures declaring that such a merit is conducive to heaven.
And this is to be known as a certainty that unlike oil sticking
to a vessel, residual klmna does not mean the survival of some
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remnant of the heavenly result acquired from such acts as
sacrifice etc. If, however, residual karma means a part of that
very result of the meritorious works like sacrifice etc., owing
to which the souls have already enjoyed heaven, then a residue
of a good type alone must be the residual ktrrma, and not its
opposite; but in that case the U pani~dic text making the division
(of residual karma) by saying, "Among them those whose
conduct here is good", "and then those whose conduct here is
bad" (Ch. V. x. 7), will be contradicted. Therefore by residual
karmas are meant those other results of actions which are calculated to produce effects in this world and which still stand
over after experiencing the results that were to fructify there
(in heaven); with these former the souls descend.
As for the argument that from the mention of "whatever
work" etc. (Br. IV. iv. 6), without any qualification, it follows
that, through the enjoyment of the results, the souls in heaven
exhaust all the (results of) works done on this earth, and then
descend without any residual karma, our reply is that it is not
so; for it has been established (by us) that residual karma
persists. It is understood that they return here after exhausting
through experience "whatever work" they had done here with
a view to getting the results in heaven, and after those works
had fructified there. The other argument was that death induces
all works without exception, that had not fructified here, to
become ready for yielding results, and that it is not possible to
make any such division among those works as to show that
some of them produce results in heaven whereas others do so
on this earth. This point of view is refuted by us by the very
fact of proving the existence of residual karma. Moreover, the
reason for asserting that death induces all unfulfilled results of
works to become ready to yield fruits has to be clarified (by
the opponent). Should it be argued that the unfulfilled results
of works remain without any function, they being Hindered by
the results of works that have become effective in this life, so
that at the time of death, when the active results of this life
cease, the dormant ones start functioning, then we reply thus:
In that case the reasonable position is that if the dormant karma
cannot function before death, it being obstructed by the active
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karma, then since on the same ground the conflicting results of
diverse works cannot fructify simultaneously at the time of
death, the weaker karma cannot reasonably become active then,
it being obstructed by the stronger one. It cannot be said that
though the results of actions be many and have to be enjoyed
in different births, still, owing to the fact that they constitute a
single class from the comprehensive view that all of them are
dormant, they become simultaneously ready for producing
results on the eve of a single death, and thus they bring about a
single birth. For such an assertion goes against the ordination of
particular results for particular works. It cannot also be argued
that some one (strong) karma becomes activated at the time of
death, while some other (weaker one) is annihilated; for that
contradicts the view that causes must have their results inevitably.
It is not possible for any kmma to be eradicated except through
such causes as expiation etc. Smrti also shows that a ktrrmll can
remain dormant for a long time when it is obstructed by some
other karma having a contrary result; for instance there are
texts of the following class: "Sometimes it so happens that for
a man sunk in this world, a virtuous work remains dormant here
till he becomes free from sorrow (through suffering)." If, again,
all the latent ktrrmllS become activated at a single death and thus
lead to a single birth, then since the scriptures do not proclaim
any competence for acquiring fresh karma in heaven or hell or
among lower creatures, therefore there will be no emergence of
fresh merit and demerit. Hence in the absence of any cause, no
other birth after that can be possible, so that the declaration in
the Smrti that each of the sins like the killing of a Brahmal).a
causes many births, will be set at naught. And no source other
than the scriptures can be fancied to impart knowledge about
the nature, result, cause, etc. of merit and demerit. Moreover,
death cannot possibly induce such rites as Kiiriri (meant for
rainfall) to yield their own results which are directly perceptible
here (and are not to be achieved elsewhere through the medium
of unseen potency). Thus this imagination about death activizing
all karmas is out of place in those cases. The illustration of the
lamp also stands nullified by the very fact that the results of
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actions have been shown to be either strong or wcak. 7 Moreover,
(even if death be a revealer), the analogy of the lamp is to be
understood from the point of view of its revelation or nonrevelation of gross and subtle things. Just as a lamp reveals a
gross thing but not a subtle one, though they be equally at
hand, similarly death induces the functioning of the stronger
kllT711ll alone but not of the weaker, though all the dormant
works get an equal opportunity then for their expression. Therefore this theory about the inducement of all ktrrmas to activity
by death is improper, since it offends against the Vedas, Smrris,
and logic. And the flurry about liberation becoming impossible
if residual ktrrmtl lasts is groundless, since the Upani~ds mention
that all results of actions are eradicated on the dawn of enlightenment. Hence the conclusion remains intact that the souls
descend with their residual ktlrmtls. And when they come down,
they do so along the path followed (by them) while going up,
as also differently. Ytlthetam (lit. as it had been reached)
means--"just as they had gone"; and anevam means "in the
opposite manner". Because smoke and space, included in the
path of the manes, are mentioned at the time of descent, and
because the phrase "as it had been reached" is used, it follows
that yatbetam means "as they had gone up by". Again, from
the omission of night etc. and the addition of cloud etc. it
follows that the course (of return) may be different as well.

~ Owing to the use of the word "conduct" ~fu ~({ if

it be objected thus, ... not so ~M (the passage is) used
this is (how) ~"If.:r: Kar~ajini (thinks).
suggestively

m:r

9. If it be comended that (the soul gets its rebirth) owing to
conduct (and not residual karma), then according to Kiiri1,l4jini,
it is not so, that (Upani~adic passage) being used suggestively
(for residual karma).
• Unlike a lamp revealing colour, death reveals nothing; but in the
absence of a stronger result, a weaker result becomes predominant at the
time of death.
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Opponent: Now, again, we see that the Upani~dic text
quoted by you for proving the existence of residual karma, viz
"Among them those who have good conduct (ramar.ziya-cartDJ4/J)
here" (Ch. V. x. 7), only shows that rebinh occurs on account
of carar.za (conduct), but it does not show it as occurring on
account of residual karma. Conduct is a different thing, and
different also is residual karmll. Conduct (clNar.za) , character
(caritra) , good behaviour (iiciira). good form (Sila)-are all
synonymous terms, whereas by residual karma is meant that
karma which survives those others whose fruits have been
experienced. And the Upani~ads also show how action and
conduct differ, as in, "As he acts and as he behaves, so he
becomes" (Br. IV. iv. 5), as also, "The works that are not
blameworthy are to be resorted to, but not the others. Those
behaviours of ours which are commendable are to be followed by you, but not the others" (Tai. I. xi. 2). Therefore
it follows that since rebirth is mentioned in the Upani~d as
occurring from conduct, the theory, of residual karma is not
proved.
KiirP.Ziijini: This is no defect, since the teacher Kar~jini
thinks that this U pani~dic passage about conduct is used suggestively for residual ka·rma.

atl'1¥ttfllftlf6 ~ d~l9€"C4tq IIt o ll

Cll'J'i'Ptifllll (Conduct) will cease to have any usefulness lfa- ~
if it be objected thus, if not so, ffi(-ar~ because action
(karma) is dependent on that conduct.
10. If it be objected that (in that case) conduct 'Will cease to
have any usefulnes.~, then it is not so, because karma is dependent
on that conduct.
Opponent: It may be so. But why again should Vedic conduct be rejected as the meaning of the word carar.za (conduct),
and it should be made to convey the figurative meaning of
residual work? The Vedic conduct itself, resulting from both
injunction and prohibition, and expressing itself as virtue and
vice, can have, as its effect, birth among good and bad crea-
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tures. Moreover, one has perforce to admit some result for
conduct, for else conduct will become useless.
Karnzajini: That is no defect.
Why?
"Because action is dependent on conduct"; for rites such as
sacrifices are dependent on good conduct, since one devoid of
good conduct cannot have the requisite qualification for them,
as is said in Smrti texts like, "The Vedas do not purify one who
is devoid of good conduct". And even if conduct be meant for
personal purification, still it is not useless. For when rites like
sacrifices start yielding their results, right conduct, though
centring round a person, may still produce some excellence in
the results of those very rites. The well-recognized fact in the
Vedas and Smrtis is that it is action that !>roduces everything.
Hence it is the view of Kar~ajini that actions themselves that
are implied indirectly by the word conduct, and are reduced to
residual karma, become the cause of rebirth. For when rebirth
can be deduced from actions, it is illogical to father it on conduct. When one can save oneself by running on foot, one
should not move on one's knees.

~ But ~-~ good and evil works ttCf certainly
is how ~: Badari (thinks).

Uo

this

11. But (the teacher) Badari thinks that good and bad 'Works
themselves are meant (by the 'Word carlrQa).
Vedantin: The teacher Badari opines that actions, good and
evil, are themselves meant (directly and not figuratively) by
the word cara~. Car~, performance, action-these are synonymous words. It is seen thus that the root car (to act) is used
with regard to all actions in general. For when a man performs
a virtuous deed like sacrifice etc., ordinary people say, "This
great-souled man is acting (carati) religiously". Conduct (acara)
too is a form of religious action (or observance). As for the
reference to the difference between virtuous acts and (good)
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conduct, it can be reconciled on the analogy of the Brahmaoa
and the mendicant (i.e. a Brahmaoa who has chosen the monastic
life). Hence the conclusion is that r~;ya-carll'(14h (men of
good conduct) are those who perform the laudable acts, and
kapuya-carll'(14l} (men of bad conduct) are those who perform
the condemned acts.
TOPIC

arN '"
evil etc.

3:

FATE OF EVIL-DOERS

Even also 3I'f.r!-~-<tilr(UIi'l for the performers of
it is heard of.

~

12. It is /mown from the Vedic texts that (the moon is the
goal) even for the performers of unholy acts etc. as 'Well.
Doubt: It has been said that the performers of holy works
(like sacrifices) etc. go to the lunar world. But now it is being
considered whether those who perform unholy works etc. also
go there or not.
With regard to this the opponent says that it is not a fact
that the performers of holy acts etc. alone go to the lunar
world.
Whence is it so?
Opponent: Since the lunar world is mentioned in the Upani~ads as a goal for the performers of unholy acts as well. Thus
the followers of the Kau~itaki recension read: "All those who
depart from this world, reach the moon to be sure" (Kau. I. 2).
And the acquisition of a fresh body, by those who are reborn,
cannot be conceived of without their having reached the moon;
for the number of oblations is fixed in the statement, "In the
fifth oblation" etc. (Ch. V. ix. 1). Therefore all will reach the
moon.
Objection: It is not proper that the path for both the doers
of holy and unholy acts etc. should be the same.
Opponent: Not so, for the others (of unholy acts, go there
but) have no experience.
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~ ~d'(qlql(l~OIcRl~ ~rd~~j;lIq II nil
!\[ But ~ in the case of others (descent occurs) ar-rllf
after having suffered ~~ in the abode of Death. (Thus occur
their) ~-3ICt1:~' ascent and descent; ffi{-~~~ for their
course is met with in the Upani~ds.
13. (Vedantin): But as for others (they have their descent)
after suffering in the abode of Death; (thus occur their) ascent
and descent, for their course is met with in the Upan#ads.

The word "but" refutes the other point of view, by implying
that it is not a fact that all go to the moon.
How is this known?
The ascent to the moon is meant for experiences and not for
nothing; nor is it meant for the sake of mere descent. For
instance, a man verily climbs a tree for gathering flowers and
fruits, but neither purposelessly nor for merely dropping down
from it. And it has been stated earlier that those who do not
perform holy acts etc. have no experiences in the moon. Hence
only the performers of holy acts ascend to the moon, not the
others. As for the others, they enter into the place of Death
(i.e. hell) and suffer the torments of hell in accordance with
their own misdeeds, and then ascend to this world. Thus occur
their ascent and descent.
How is this known?
Because "Their course is met with in the Upani~ds". Thus
a U pani~dic passage, under the garb of a speech of Death
concerning the departed evil-doers, shows how they come
under the sway of Death: "The means of the attainment of the
other world does not become revealed to the non-discriminating
man who blunders, being befooled by the lure of wealth. One
that constantly thinks thus, 'There is only this world, and none
hereafter', comes under my (Death's) sway again and again"
(Ka. I. ii. 6). There are other suggestive sentences indicating
that people come under the sway of Death: "Let Death, to
whom men have to go, be propitiated with oblations" (~. v.
X. xiv. 1).
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~ 'tf 1I~¥11
14. And they mention this in the Smrtis.
Moreover, such respected teachers as Manu, Vyasa, and
others mention in the Smrtis, in connection with such stories
as that of Naciketas, that the results of evil deeds is suffered in
the abode of Death under Death's command.

15. And (they are mentioned as) seven (hells in the Purd1,zas).
Moreover, seven hells, counting from Raurava are described
by the followers of the PuraQ.as, as the fields for reaping the
results of bad deeds. There the doers of unholy acts etc. are
cast. How can they then reach the moon? This is the idea.
Opponent: Is it not a contradiction to assert that the sinners
suffer the pains inflicted by Death, since the Smrtis mention
many others like Citragupta, who preside over those Raurava
and other hells?
Vediintin: The answer is being given in the negative:

arftr Even ~ there :q also ffif-otffqrmf on account of his
(Death's) control ~; there is~ no cont'radiction.
16. Since Death's control extends even there, no contradiction
can arise.
No contradiction is involved since it is admitted that even
in those seven hells, Death exercises control as the chief dignitary; for the Smrtis mention that Citragupta and others are
officers appointed by Death.

fCl';lICf14 unftfu' ~ SI'lIdt<4 I~ II ~\911
~ But fcroT·m): of knowledge (meditation) and action U;:r
this is (what is meant by the expression "of these two paths")
Sl'Tffi<nq that being the topic under discussion.
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17. But (by the expression "of these two paths" ) what is
meant is "of knowledge (i.e. meditation) and action", for that
is the topic under discussion.

Under the topic of the meditation on the five fires, in the
course of the answer to the question, "Do you know how the
other world does not get filled up?" it is stated in the Upani~ad,
"Then there are those who go by neither of these two paths (of
the gods and the manes) and who become those tiny, continually transmigrating creatures under the divine command, 'Be
born and die'. This is the third state. That is why that other
world (heaven) does not get filled up" (Ch. V. x. 8). In this
text, the expression "these two paths" stands for "the paths of
knowledge (i.e. meditation) and work".
Why so?
For that is the topic under discussion. For knowledge and
action are discussed here as the means for the attainment of the
paths of the gods and the manes. Knowledge is mentioned in
"Among these, those who know (meditate) thus" (Ch. V. x. 1),
and it is declared that through that meditation is attained the
path of the gods. Work is mentioned in, "sacrifices, philanthropic works, charity (dak$i~)" (Ch. V. x. 3), and it is declared
that through that is attained the path of the manes. It is in connection with these that the Upani~d says, "Then there are those
who go by neither of these two paths." The idea conveyed is
this: For those is meant this ever rotating third path consisting
in becoming tiny creatures, who are neither qualified for the
path of the gods through the practice of meditation nor for the
path of the manes through the performance of rites etc. From
this also follows that those who do not perform holy deeds etc.
do not reach the moon.
Opponent: It may be that they too ascend to the moon and
then descend from there to become the tiny creatures.
Vedii11till: That also is not possible, since the ascent itself is
useless. Moreover, if all who depart, reach the moon, the other
world would get filled up by the departing creatures; and
hence the answer would run counter to the question (viz "Why
does not the other world get filled up?"). The answer is to be
37
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given in a way that can show how the other world does not get
filled up.
Opponent: From the admission of descent it becomes possible
for the other world not to become filled up.
Vedantin: No, since such a thing is not mentioned by the
Upani~d. It is true that the world may not get filled up because
of the fact of descent as well; but the Upani~d explains the
fact of not being filled up by describing the third state thus:
"This is the third state. That is why the other world does not
get filled up" (Ch. V. x. 8). From that it follows that the nontilling is caused by the absence of ascent in their case. For otherwise the descent being the common lot of the performers of
holy deeds etc. as well, the mention of the third state would be
useless. The word "but" is used for uprooting the misconception
generated by the text of another branch that all the souls go to
the moon. This being the case, it is to be understood that the
word "all" used (in "all who depart") in the other branch (Le.
Kau~itaki, I. 2), is meant to imply "all who have the qualification (to ascend)"; the idea being that all those who depart from
this world with the requisite qualification certainly reach the
moon.
And the objection was raised that all should go to the moon,
so that their acquisition of fresh bodies may be possible in
accordance with the number of oblations fixed in the statement,
"in the fifth oblation" (Ch. V. ix. 1); that is being answered:
if ~cnq dttlQwGE4! Iltt;1I
if Not (applicable) ~ in the case of the third state;
(this) being noticeable ~ thus.

~:

18. (The specification about the number of oblations) is not
applicable in the case of the third state, this being noticeable (in
the Upani~ad).
Not much importance is to be attached to the fixity of the
number of the oblations as five, so far as the acquisition of a
body in the third state is concerned.
Why?
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"This being (the position) noticeable (in the Upani~d)".
For it is found in the Upani~ad that the third course is attained
in accordance with the process stated and irrespective of the
specification about the number of oblations: "under the divine
command, 'Be born and die'. This is the third state" (Ch. V. x. 8).
Besides, in the text, "The water comes to be known as man in
the fifth oblation" (Ch. V. ix. I), the number of oblations is
declared as a cause for the acquisition of a human body, but
not as the cause for the bodies of insects, moth, etc., for the
word man (puruJa) stands for humanity as a class. Moreover,
the instruction is about water becoming known as man in the
fifth oblation; but it is not meant to overrule its becoming so in
any oblation other than the fifth; for that would lead to a
duality of meaning (equivocation) for the same sentence. That
being the position, those who have the possibility of ascent and
descent alone will get their bodies during the fifth oblation; for
others, their bodies will be created by water, in association with
the other elements, irrespective of the number of oblations.

~sfq 'if ~ IIttll

arR Moreover, m€t the Smrtis record, w)lf in the Mahabharata etc. if well; (and there is popular belief).
19. MoreO'lJer, there are records in the Smrtis (of birth
without parentage) as also in the Mahiibhiirata etc.; and there is
popular belief as well.

Moreover, the Smrtis record how in this world Drol}.a,
Dhtltadyumna, and others, and Sita, Draupadi, and others
were born without parentage. Of them Drol}.a and others lacked
the oblation in the mother's womb, while Dhr~adyumna and
others lacked the oblations in both man and woman. Just as in
those cases the number of oblations is ignored, so also it can be
in other cases. And it is a popular belief that female cranes
conceive without contact with the males.

•

~ lI~oll

20. Moreover, it is seen (that creatures are born without the
five oblations).
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Moreover, it being noticed that among the four kinds of lifeviviparous, oviparous, life springing from moisture, and plant life
-the latter two classes are born without any mating. And hence
the number of oblations is overlooked. This can be the case for
others as well.
Opponent: Those creatures have only three sources of life;
for in the passage, "oviparous, viviparous, and plant life" (Ch. VI.
iii. 1), only three classes of creatures are shown. So how is it
asserted that the creatures are grouped into four classes?
Vedamin: In answer it is said:

~Jhl~I~ICj'(.ltf: «~nCfi'il~ "~tll
~-~-arcn:N: The third term is inclusive ~f.t;-~ of the
one born from moisture.

21. Life springing from moisture is included in the third term
(plant life).
It is to be understood that in the text "oviparous, viviparous,
and plant life", life springing from moisture is included in the
third term plant life, for both plant life, and life springing from
moisture have the common feature of coming out by pushing
their way through earth or liquids. But since germination from
motionless life is distinct from germination from motile life, a
difference is drawn elsewhere between the plants and creatures
born out of moisture. Hence there is no contradiction.
TOPIC

4:

SIMILARITY WITH SPACE ETC. DURING DESCENT

~loqjqf'd(i\Nd: II~~II
mmoq'-arrqfu-: Attainment of similarity ~: that being reason-

able.

22. (The descending soul) attains simiItrrity (with space, air,
etc.); for that is reasonable.
It has been said that the performers of holy works etc., reach
the moon and stay there till the residual karma is reached; then
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they descend with their residual karma (III. i. 8). Now is being
examined the process of descent. As to that, here is an Upa~
ni~dic text speaking of the descent: "Then they resort to this
very path again, just as they had come. They reach space, from
space air; having become air, the sacrificer becomes smoke;
having become smoke, he becomes vapour; having become
vapour, he becomes cloud; having become cloud, he pours down
(as rain)" (Ch. V. x. 5).
Doubt: Here the doubt arises as to whether the descending
souls become identified in nature with space etc., or they
become similar to them.
Opponent: The conclusion that can be arrived at here is that
they become identified with space etc.
How can this be so?
Opponent: For such is the Upani~adic text; for else we shall
have to interpret the text figuratively. When a doubt arises
about the literal and figurative senses, the literal one is to be
accepted, and not the figurative. That being so, the texts
"becoming air, he becomes vapour" etc. are to be taken in the
sense of attaining identity with those things. Hence the con~
clusion is that the soul becomes transformed into space etc. in
the literal sense.
Vediintin: This being the position, we say that they attain
a state of similarity with space etc. As the liquid body, formed
in the lunar world for the sake of enjoyment, starts to melt
away after the exhaustion of enjoyment, it becomes fine
(and light) like space. Then it comes under the influence of
air. Then it comes in contact with smoke etc. This fact is
stated in, "Just as he had come. He reaches space, from space
air" (Ch. V. x. 5) etc.
How do you know this?
"Because that is reasonable." For it is not logical that something should be transformed into something else in the primary
sense. If it were to become space itself, its descent through air
etc. in succession would not be actualized. Moreover, the soul
as well as space being omnipresent, it has a constant relationship
with space; and hence there can be no other relationship (e.g.
conjunction) of the soul with space than the assumption of a
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form similar to it. 8 And when the literal sense of a text is
inadmissible, it is but logical to resort to a figurative sense. Hence
in this context the attainment of a state of similarity with space
etc. is meant figuratively here by "becoming space" etc.
TOPIC

5:

INTERVENING PERIOD OF DESCENT

iitfdf-iif"(ol fcc~q l(f 1I~~ \I
(The descent takes place) or not arftr-f~ after a long time
on the authority of a special statement.

fclilffi{

23. (The descent Of the soul from one state to another takel
place) not after long intervals, (as is knO'Wn) on the authority
of a specific statement (in the Upan#ad).
Doubt: While on this topic, a doubt arises with regard to
the soul's becoming space etc. before becoming paddy etc., as
to whether it continues in its similarity with the earlier stages
for long intervals before it attains similarity with the succeeding
stages, or it continues so during small intervals.
Opponent: As to that, there is no rule, since no categorical
scripture is in evidence.
Vedantin: This being the position, the aphorist says, "not
after long intervals"; the souls descend to this earth with the
showers of rain after staying in the states of space etc. for short
intervals.
How is this known?
"On the authority of a specific statement". Thus it is that after
the attainment of similarity with paddy etc., the Upani~d says,
"It is indeed more difficult to come out of this state" (Ch. V. x.
6). In the word durni~prapatartrm, one ta is to be understood
• No other relationship but that of similarity is possible between two
all-pervasive things-space and soul. Hence the Upani~ad speaks of two
entities-soul and space. The soul cannot be both soul and space at the
same time, as milk converted into curd cannot be both milk and curd
at the same time. And unless the soul and space remain distinct, the soul
cannot re-emerge from space as the soul to follow its further course.
The same relationship of similarity holds good in the case of air etc.
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as dropped as a Vedic licence (the word being actually durniiprapatataram). The meaning is that it becomes more difficult to
get out of this state of similarity with paddy etc. Thus the
coming out (nijprapatana) being shown to be difficult in this
case, the idea implied is that the coming out is easier in the
earlier stages. And this difference of happiness and sorrow a~
shown during the coming out has reference to the shortness or
length of the interval of coming out; for the body is not formed
during that interval, and so no experience is possible. Hence the
soul's descent up till the moment of becoming similar to paddy
etc. occurs in a short time indeed.
TOPIC

6:

THE SoULS IN PLANTS AND THEREAFTER

ar,,"nfc4fisa, ~
Tf~~ As
8I'"r-arf~,

1l~'t\1

in earlier stages (the soul stays in paddy etc.)
inhabited by other souls; ~Hr for so it is

declared.
24. As in the earlier stages, so also (in the later stages) the soul
merely resides in paddy etc. that are already inhabited by other
souls, for so it is declared.
Doubt: While dealing with that very course of descent, the
text mentions after the fall in the form of a shower, "Those
descending souls are born here (on the earth) as paddy. barley,
shrubs, trees, sesamum, pulses, etc." (Ch. V. x. 6). With regard
to this the doubt arises, whether the souls when descending
with their residual karmas, enjoy and suffer the happiness and
sorrow natural to the plants etc., after reaching this stage and
becoming themselves motionless plants etc., or they merely come
into contact with plant bodies which are possessed by other
souls? What is the conclusion to' be drawn then?
Opponent: The descending souls, possessed of residual karmas
are born as plants etc.; and thus they have experience of happiness and sorrow belonging to these species.
How do you know this?
Since the verb "to be born" should be accepted in the literal
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sense. Besides, life as plants is well recognized in the Vedas and
Smrtis as a state for the souls' experiences. Moreover, it is
reasonable that acts like sacrifices etc. should have evil results,
since they are connected with animal sacrifice etc. Hence like
birth as dogs etc., the descending souls having residual kaTmil,
are born as paddy etc. in the primary sense. lust as the descending souls have "births among dogs, swine, or CaQ.Qiilas" (Ch. V.
x. 7) in the primary sense, and in those births they have the
experiences of the respective happiness and sorrow, so also have
they births as paddy etc.
Vedantin: To this, our reply is that, as in the previous stages,
similarly here also, the souls, having residual karma, merely come
into contact with paddy etc. which are already inhabited by
other souls, but they do not share in their happiness and sorrow.
As the attainment of the states of air, smoke, etc. by the descending souls consists in their mere contact with these, so also the
attainment of the states of paddy etc., consists merely in a contact
with those that are plants etc. from birth.
How is this known?
Because the Upani~dic declaration here is similar to the
earlier.
Opponent: What is meant by the Upani~adic declaration
being similar to the earlier?
Vedantin: Their similarity consists in the declaration being
made without any reference to (this state being attained
through) a fruition of karma. As in the stages starting with space
and ending with rainfall, no mention of fruition of karma is
made, so also is it with regard to the births among paddy, barley,
etc. Hence the descending souls have no experience here of happiness and sorrow. But where the intention is to speak of the
experience of such happiness and sorrow, the fruition of karma
also is mentioned by such statements as, "the people of good
conduct, the people of bad conduct etc." (Ch. V. x. 7). Moreover, if the birth of the souls, having residual ka'Y1Tlil, among
paddy, barley etc. be taken in the literal sense, then when the
paddy etc. are harvested, fried, cooked, or eaten, the souls
identifying themselves with these will be thereby ejected from
them. For it is a well-known fact that a soul that inhabits any
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body leaves that body when it is subjected to great torment. In
that case the Upani~d would not have mentioned that from the
state of similarity with paddy etc. the descending souls attain
similarity with male creatures possessed of progenitive power.
Hence the souls that have residual karma merely come into
contact with paddy etc. that are already inhabited by other
souls. As a result of this, one has to reject the primary meaning
of the verb "to be born", as also the state of plant life as a place
for experiencing happiness and sorrow (by those souls). At the
same time we do not deny that the plant life is a state for experiencing the fruits of work. Let this be a state of experience for
those souls which, owing to their lack of merit, have attained
the state of plant life. But the souls descending from the moon
with their residual karmas do not have any experience in identification with plant life. This is our standpoint.

~"f~ ~ ~ II~~II
(Sacrifices etc. are) ~ unholy ~ ~ if such be the
objection, "f not so~ ~ owing to the sanction of scriptures.
2$. If it be argued that rites (involving killing of animals) trre
unboly, we say, no, since tbey are sanctioned by scriptures.
Opponent: It was argued that sacrificial actions are impure
inasmuch as they are connected with animal-killing etc. and
therefore their results can be inferred to be evil, so that the birth
of the souls, having residual karma, as paddy, barley, etc., can
well be in the literal sense, and it is useless to imagine a figurative
meaning there.
Vedantin: That argument is being refuted. That is not so, for
knowledge of virtue and vice is derived from the scriptures. The
scriptures alone are the source for knowing that such an act is
virtuous, and such another is not virtuous; for merit and demerit
are supersensuous realities and they are not invariable for all
space, time, and environment. Any deed that is performed as
virtuous in relation to certain place, time, and circumstances,
becomes non-virtuous in relation to other places, times, and circumstances, so that nobody can have any knowledge abollt
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virtue and vice, unless it be from the scriptures. And from the
scriptures it is ascertained that the Jyoti~oma sacrifice, involving
injury, favour, etc., is virtuous. So how can that be declared to
be impure?
Opponent: By saying, "One should not injure any of the
creatures", the scripture itself shows that injury done to any
creature is unholy.
Vedantin: True; but that is only a general rule; and here is
the exception, "One should immolate an animal for Agni and
Soma". Both the general rule and the exception have their welldefined scopes. Hence Vedic rites are quite pure, since they are
practised by the good people and are not condemned by them.
Hence birth as plants cannot be their corresponding result. Nor
can birth as paddy etc. be on an equal footing with birth as
dogs etc., for the latter is spoken of in connection with the
doers of evil; but no specific liability (to be born as such) if>
met with here (as regards plant life). Hence the mere association
with paddy etc. of the souls descending from the moon with
their residual karmas is indirectly spoken of as becoming those
plants.

arvr Then
nator.

~:-mifi~:
,

(occurs) connection with an insemi-

26. Then (the soul) gets connected with an illsemi1Uttor.
This is a further reason why what is meant by becoming
paddy etc. is only association with them. Mter the statement
about becoming paddy etc., the scripture states that the descending soul becomes a progenitor, as in, "For the soul becomes one
with whomsoever eats food and performs the act of generation"
(Ch. V. x. 6). But identity with the progenitor is not possible
here in the literal sense,. for one becomes a progenitor long after
birth when one attains adolescence. So how can the descending
soul that remains associated with the food that is eaten become
identified with the progenitor unless it be in a secondary sense?
In that text then it has perforce to he admitted that the mere
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connection with the progenitor is spoken of as becoming himself.
Therefore what is meant by becoming paddy etc. is also nothing
but being connected with them. Thus there is no contradiction.

~ ~ II~""
~)i\':

From the womb

~~

(comes) a body.

27. From the womb (comes) a new body (for the descending
soul).
Then after being connected with a progenitor the soul with
its residual karma enters a womb and gets a body fitted for the
experience of its (residual) karma. This is what is said in the
scripture in, "Among them, those who have good conduct on
this earth" (Ch. V. x. 7). etc. From this too it is known that
when during the course of a soul's descent, an occasion arises
for connection with paddy etc., those very bodies do not become
a source of happiness and sorrow. Hence it is concluded that
the mere contact with paddy etc. is spoken of as the birth of
the souls descending with their residual karmas.

SECfION

II

In the previous section, the topic of the meditation on the five
fires was raised and the different courses of transmigration of
the individual souls were discussed. Now is being elaborated the
different states of those very souls.
TOPIC

~

(the

1:

DREAM STATE

In the intermediate stage

Upani~ad) ~

~:

(occurs) creation,

~

since

says (so).

1. In the intermediate stage (of dream) occurs (real) creation;
the Upanilad says so.

for

Opening with the passage, "When he dreams" (Br. IV. iii. 9)
the scripture states, "There are no chariots, nor animals to be
yoked to them, nor roads there, but he creates the chariots,
animals, and roads" etc. (Br. IV. iii. 10).
Doubt: The doubt arises with regard to this, whether the
creation in dream is as real as in the waking state, or it is only
illusory.
Opponent: While on this topic, it is gathered that the creation in the intermediate stage (lit. occurring at the junction) is
real. By the term "Intermediate stage" is meant dream, for such
a use is met with in the Vedas, as in, "The dream state which is
the third is at the junction of the two (waking and deep sleep)"
(Br. IV. iii. 9). It occurs at the juncture of the two worlds(the other and this) 1, or between the two states of waking and
deep sleep; therefore it is called the sandhya (intervening stage).
1 When the senses are witbdrawn at the time of death, the dying man
has no sense-perception; yet at that time he remembers this world as a
SOrt of mental impression, and in that mind flashes a picture of the next
world which is expected as a result of his actions. This is the juncture.
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The creation that occurs in that intervening period must necessarily be real.
Why?
Since the Upani~d, which is authoritative, says thus: "but he
creates the chariots, animals, and roads" (Br. IV. iii. 10). etc.
And from the conclusion, "For he is the agent" (Br. IV. iii. 10),
this becomes confirmed.

'if

'if And ~ some (consider the soul) PtilVaW{ as the creator;
and T'Rlf: sons and others (are the objects desired).

2. And some (following a particular branch) consider the Self
to be a creator (of things desired); and sons and others (are the
objects desired).

Moreover, the followers of one branch of the Vedas mention
the Self as the creator of desires (i.e. desirable things) in this
very intervening stage: "Puru~ (the all-pervading conscious
entity), who keeps awake and goes on creating desires even when
the senses fall asleep, is pure" (Ka. II. ii. 8). And sons etc. are
the "desires" mentioned in the text, the word being derived in
the sense of "things wished for or desired".
Objection: By the word kiima should be denoted different
kinds of desire.
Opponent: No, for the subject is broached thus: "Ask for
sons and grandsons who will be centenarians" (Ka. I. i. 23), and
the conclusion is made with, "I make you fit for the enjoyment
of all kamas (delectable things)" (ibid. 24), where the word
kama is used in the relevant places for sons etc. who are under
consideration. From the subject.;.matter of the chapter and the
complementary portion also we understand that the supreme
conscious Self is the creator. For the subject-matter of the topic
is the supreme Self, as stated in the beginning, "Tell me of that
thing which you see as different from virtue, different from
vice" (Ka. I. ii. 14); and the complementary passage also relates
to It, "He is pure, He is Brahman, and He is called the immortal.
All the worlds are fixed on Him; none can transcend Him" (Ka.
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II. ii. 8). It is also known that the creation by the supreme Self
within the range of wakefulness is real; so equally real must be the
creation in the domain of dream. In support of this occurs the
Upani~adic text, "Others, however, say that the dream 9tate of
a man is nothing but the waking state, because he sees in dreams
only those things that he sees in the waking state" (Br. IV. iii.
14), which shows the applicability of the same logic to the
dream and waking states. Hence the creation in the intervening
state must be real indeed.
Vedantin: To this the aphorist makes the rejoinder:

¥t141¥t1,j ~ ~tcc~qe'Cllq "~,,
~

But (the dream creation is) ~-~ mere Maya, ~
because of its nature of not being a complete
manifestation. (A different reading-"~;r fully").

¢~

3. But the dream creation is II mere Mlyl, becllUSe of its rutture
of not being II complete manifestlltion of the totillity of attributes
(found in the 'Wilkeful state).

The word "but" refutes the opposite view. It is not as you
asserted, that the creation in the intervening state is real, for
the creation in the intervening state is a mere product of Maya,
there being not the slightest touch of reality in it.
Why?
"Because of its nature of not being a complete manifestation
of the totality of attributes (found in the wakeful state)". For
a dream is not such by nature as to be manifest with the totality
of the attributes of a real thing.
Opponent: What, again, is meant here by totality?
Vedantill: It means the state of being endowed with the
adequate space, time, and circumstances, as well as its not being
subIa ted. For the space, time, and causality adequate for a real
thing, as well as the absence of sublation, can never be possible
in the case of a dream. For instance, the space needed for a
chariot etc. is not possible in dream; for within the narrow limits
of the body, the chariot etc. cannot get sufficient room.
Opponent: It may well be that a dreamer dreams outside the
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body, since he perceives things that are far removed. Moreover,
the U pani~d also shows that dream occurs outside the body:
"The radiant infinite being who is immortal and moves alone
preserves the unclean nest (of a body) with the help of the
vital force, and roams out of the body. Himself immortal, he
goes wherever he likes" (Br. IV. iii. 12). And the difference in
the ideas (or perceptions) of staying in and moving out (occurring in dream) cannot be reconciled unless the soul goes out.
Vedantin: We say, no; for it is not possible to conceive it
for a sleeping man that in a moment he can reach a place
hundreds of miles away and return from there. And sometimes
a man relates a dream in which there was no return, as in the
statement: "Then having laid down in the country of the Kurus
and fallen asleep, I went in dream to the country of the
Paficalas, and woke up there." Had he gone out of the body,
he would have awakened in the country of the Pllficalas
itself, as he is supposed to have reached there; but as a matter
of fact he wakes up in the Kuru country. And the body, with
which the dreamer dreams that he goes to another country, is
seen by people nearby to be lying just where it was. Besides
the places, as the dreamer sees them in dream, do not correspond
with actuality. Were he to speed away to those places to see
them, he would perceive them just as he does in the waking state.
Moreover, the Upani~ad shows that dream occurs within the body.
Opening with, "When it (the soul) remains in the dream state"
(Br. II. i. 18), the Upani~ad says, "it moves about, as it pleases,
in its own body" (ibid.). For this reason also, that the Upani~d
and logic become contradicted, the text about "roaming out of
the nest (i.e. body)" (Br. IV. iii. 12) is to be explained figuratively to mean that the immortal soul seems to go out of the
body. For a soul, that derives no benefit from the body even
while inhabiting it, is as good as outside it. This being so, the
different ideas (or perceptions) like staying in, moving out,
etc. are to be admitted to be illusory. Moreover, incongruity of
time is also apparent in a dream. A man asleep at night thinks
that it is daylight in India. Similarly in a dream lasting for a
moment, he sometimes passes through a number of years. Again,
the materials necessary for the consequent perceptions or actions
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are not adequately present. For instance, he has no eye etc. for
the perception of chariot etc., his senses having been withdrawn
(in sleep). And from where does come his power to make a
chariot in a moment, and from where the timber? Besides, these
chariot etc. seen in a dream are sublated in the waking state. Not
only this, they are easily sublated in the dream itself, since there
is contradiction between their beginning and end inasmuch as
something ascertained in dream to be a chariot turns into a man
the next moment, or someone ascertained to be a man changes
suddenly into a tree. The scripture also tells us clearly that
chariot etc. do not exist in dream: "There are no chariots, no
animals to be yoked to them, nor roads there" (Br. IV. iii. 10).
Hence things seen in a dream are mere Maya.

~~

%~ 'iii m: 1I't1l

,a-

(Dream is) ~ also ~: an omen; fl for (this is known)
from the U pani~ds,.... and ffil-m: experts in dream-reading
~ say (so).

4. A dream is also an omen, for so it is known from the Upan#ads, and experts say so.
Opponent: In that case, since it is all mere Maya, there is no
touch of reality in dream.
Vediintin: We say, no; for dream becomes the indicator also
of good and evil in future. Thus it is mentioned in the Upani~d:
"If one should see a woman in dreams while engaged in performing some rites with a view to getting results, then one
should know from the occurrence of the dreams that those
rites will be fruitful" (Ch. V. ii. 8). Similarly the scriptures
declare that the text, "Should a man dream of a black person
with black teeth, that person will cause his death" and such
other texts indicate imminent death. Moreover, people conversant with the science of dream, say, "Dreams of mounting
on elephants etc. are auspicious, whereas those of mounting on
ass etc. are bad omens". They think that some dreams caused
by mantras, gods, and special substances have a touch of reality
in them. But even in these cases, though it may be granted that
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the things prognosticated are true, the indicative omens like the
seeing of a woman are certainly unreal, for these get sublated.
This is the idea. Hence it is proved that a dream is merely
illusory.
As for the reference to the Upani~dic text in the aphorism,
"because the Upani~ad says so" (III. ii. 1), that should be
explained in a figurative sense in the light of the conclusion arrived at thus. This is like the statement, "The plough
sustains the bullocks", where the plough is said to be the cause
of sustenance because it is metaphorically so. Not that the
plough really sustains the bullocks etc. So also from the mere
fact that a sleeping man becomes an accidental cause for creation, it is said that he creates the chariots etc. and that "he is
the agent" (Br. IV. iii. 9-10). And it is to be explained that the
soul becomes an accidental cause for the creation of chariot etc.
in the sense that happiness and fear are seen to arise from the
sight of chariot etc., of which merit and demerit are the causes,
and the soul is the efficient cause of those merit and demerit.
Moreover, the topic of dream is introduced for revealing the
self-effulgence of the witnessing Self as a distinct fact. This is
done because in the waking state we have the existence of the
contact between the objects and senses and an admixture of the
light of the sun etc., so that the self-effulgence of the Self cannot
be distinguished from them. That being the case, if the text
about creation of chariot etc. be taken in the literal sense, then
the self-effulgence of the Self will remain undetermined. Hence
in the light of the mention of the unreality of chariot etc., it is
to be explained that the text about the creation of these is
figurative. Hereby is explained the text about creatorship (B. S.
III. ii. 2, Ka. II. ii. 8).
And the assertion was made that the followers of a particular
branch of the Vedas consider this creator to be the supreme
conscious Self; that too is improper; for in another Upani~d
this is shown to be the activity of the individual soul in the
text, "Himself puts the body aside and himself creates (a dream
body in its place), revealing his own lustre by his own lightand he dreams" (Br. IV. iii. 9). In the text under discussion also,
it is shown by a restatement of a known fact in, "He who keeps
J8
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awake even when the senses fall asleep" (Ka. II. ii. 8), that this
creator of desirable things is none other than the individual soul.
In the complementary portion of the passage, however, the
individuality of that soul is removed and it is shown to be none
other than Brahman in the text, "He is pure and He is Brahman"
(Ka. ll. ii. 8), even as it is done in such texts as, "That thou art"
(Ch. VI. viii-xvi). Thus it does not go against the topic of
Brahman with which the context deals. Nor do we deny the
activity of the supreme Self even during dream, for that
supreme Self is the Lord of all; and as such it is He who can
be reasonably upheld to be the ordainer under all circumstances.
But what we want to show is only this much that in truth, this
creation in dream is not of the same order of reality as the
creation of space etc. And yet the creation of space etc. also
has no absolute reality; for under the aphorism, "The effect is
non-different from the cause since terms like 'origin' etc. are
met with" (II. i. 14), we showed that the whole creation is
but Maya. But before the realization of the identity of the Self
with Brahman, creation counting from space etc., continues just
as it is, whereas the creation within dream is abrogated every
day. Hence the statement that dream is merely Maya has a
special significance.
q(lfilbllliil1 rd()r~ei

CR1l

~ i(rll1fqq411l "~,,

~--atfslb4I'1I~ By meditation on the supreme Lord, r~(lf~d'l
that which is obscured (becomes manifest); ~ for ffiJ: from
Him (are derived) ~ its "(the soul's) ~-~1Il bondage and
its opposite.

5. From the meditation on the supreme Lord, however,
becomes manifest that 'Which remains obscured; bectlUSe the
soul's bondage and freedom trre derived from Him.
Opponent: Even so, it may be that the individual soul is a
part of the supreme Self just as a spark is of a fire. That being
so, just as the fire and the spark have the same power of combustion and light, so also the soul and God have the same power
of knowledge, divinity, (true resolve, etc). And from this it
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follows that the soul can through its divinity (Le. true resolve),
create such things in dream as a chariot as an act of its will.
Vedantin: To this it is said: Though the soul and God may
be related as the part and the whole, still the soul is directly seen
to be possessed of attribute!> opposed to those of God.
Opponent: Do you mean that the soul has no attribute similar
to God's?
Vedantin: Not that it has not; but though present, this
similarity remains hidden, since it is screened off by ignorance.
That similarity, remaining hidden, becomes manifest in the case
of some rare person who meditates on God with diligence, for
whom the darkness of ignorance gets removed, and who becomes
endowed with mystic powers through the grace of God, like
the regaining of the power of sight through the potency of
medicine by a man who had lost it through the disease called
timirll. But it does not come naturally to all and sundry.
Why?
Vedmtin: Because "from him", i.e. owing to God, are "his",
of this creature, "bondage and freedom", bondage that comes
from the ignOl:ance about the nature of God and freedom that
comes from the knowledge of His reality. To this effect occurs
the Upa~dic text, "On the realization of the Deity (i.e.
Brahman with attributes), all the bondages (i.e. such evils as
ignorance, desire, etc.) fall off; and on the eradication of these
evils, there is complete cessation of birth and death. But (as
compared with bondage and freedom) the third thing (viz
mystic powers) occurs as a result of meditation on Him (with
attributes), and after the death of the body comes unsurpassable
divinity, and after that one becomes the Absolute with all the
desires fulfilled" (Sv. I. 11). There are also other texts of this
kind.

crT Or rather q-~ owing to connection with the body
( occurs) ~ that (covering) arfir also.

6. Or rather that CO'lJering occurs IIlso
tion with the body.

011

accoum of connec-
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Opponent: If the soul be .a part of God, why should it have
its knowledge and divinity (Lordship) under cover, the reasonable position being that knowledge and divinity should remain
uncovered for a soul as much as combustion and illumination
remain so for a spark?
Vedantin: The answer is being given: What you say is truly
so. But "that too", that covering up also, of knowledge and
divinity, in the case of the individual soul, "occurs from the
connection with the body", from the association with body,
senses, mind, intelligence, perception of objects, etc., And we
have an analogy on this point: As the power of combustion and
illumination, though inherent in fire, remains hidden for it when
it is (latent) inside the fuel, or as it remains hidden when the fire
is covered with ashes, similarly there occurs a covering up of
the knowledge and Lordship of the soul owing to an error of
non-distinction of the soul from the body etc., arising from its
association with the limiting adjunct comprising the body etc.,
and created by name and form, which are conjured up by
nescience. The words "or rather" (in the aphorism) are meant
for obviating the misconception about the difference between
the soul and God.
Opponent: Why should not the soul be accepted as different
from God, since its knowledge and Lordship are covered up?
What is the need of fancying this as arising from association
with the body?
Vedantin: The answer is in the negative; for it does not stand
to reason that the soul can be different from God. For starting
with the text, "That Deity, that was such, deliberated" (Ch. VI.
iii. 2), the individual soul is referred to by the word Self in the
text, "I Myself having entered into it as this individual soul"
(ibid.). And in the text, "That is Truth; That is the Self, That
thou art, 0 Svetaketu" (Ch. VI. viii-xv), the individual is taught
as being identical with God. Hence the conclusion is that though
the individual soul is non-different from God, its knowledge and
Lordship become covered up owing to association with the
body. From this also it follows that the creation of chariot etc.
in dream is not an achievement of the individual soul by its will.
If, on the contrary, dream creation were an act of will, one
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would not have an evil dream, for one does not will evil for
oneself. As for the statement that the Upani~dic text equating
dream with waking (viz Br. IV. iii. 14--"others, however, say
that the dream state of a man is nothing but the waking state"
etc. ), declares the reality of dream, that declaration of similarity
does not signify' reality, for that would run counter to the
self-effulgence of the Self. Moreover, the Upani~d itself shows
the absence of chariot etc. in dream. The idea implied there is
that dream being a product of .the impressions acquired during
wakefulness, it has the verisimilitude of wakefulness. Hence it is
reasonable to say that dream is mere Maya.
TOPIC

2:

THE SoUL IN DEEP SLEEP

dct~ IcO ~ d'V!jd (1t"¥tf"1 =of n\9\1

mt..anrR: The absence of that (dream), (that is to say, deep
sleep) , (takes place)
in the nerves 'if and armrf.r in the
Self, mt-~: that being known from the Upani~ads.

orm,

7. The absence of that dretrm (i.e. dreamless sleep) takes place
in the 1leT'IJes and the Self, as it is knOWTl to be so from the
U ptI'1l#ads.
The dream state has been considered: now is being considered
the state of sleep. Here are some Upani~dic passages about
sleep: "Now then, (among these states), when one sleeps in
such a way, that all his organs are withdrawn and he becomes
completely serene (in mind) and does not dream, then the
soul remain:; spread over these nerves" (Ch. VIII. vi. 3). In
another place, however, in connection with these very nerves
it is heard, "it comes back along the seventy-two thousand
nerves called hit4, which extend from the heart to the pericardium, and sleeps in the puritat" (i.e. the heart) (Rr. II. i. 19).
Elsewhere also, while dealing with the nerves themselves, it is
said, "When the sleeping individual sees no dream, he happens
to be in those nerves; then he becomes united in this Pra1,Ul"
(Kau. IV. 19). Similarly in another place: "And (he) lies in
the Akasa (supreme Self) that is in the heart" (Br. II. i. 17).
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So also elsewhere: "0 amiable one, then he becomes unified
with Existence, he attains his own Self" (Ch. VI. viii. 1), as
also, "So this infinite Being (Self), fully embraced by the
Conscious Self (supreme Self), does not know anything at all,
either external or internal" (Br. IV. iii. 21).
Doubt: While on this subject, the doubt arises: Are these
nerves and other places of sleep different from one another, or
are they mutually interdependent and constitute a single place
of sleep? What should be the conclusion here?
Opponent: They are different places.
Why?
Since they are meant to serve the same purpose. Things that
are meant to serve the same purpose are not seen to depend on
one another, as in the case of paddy, barley, etc. (optionally
used for sacrificial cakes). And the nerves etc. are seen to serve
the same purpose during sleep; for in "remains spread over these
nerves" (Ch. VIII. vi. 3), "sleeps in the puritat" (Br. II. ii. 19),
the seventh (locative) case-ending ("in") is seen to be equally
10 use.
Objection: But in the case of Existence (Sat) the seventh
case-ending is not used thus in, "0 amiable one, he then becomes
unified with Existence" (eh. VI. viii. 1) (where the instrumental case is used).
Opponent: This is no defect; for there too the sense of the
seventh case can be understood; for in the complementary
passage it is stated that the individual soul, in search of an abode
repairs to E."<istence: "Not getting an abode anywhere else, he
resorts to Prm.za Itself" (Ch. VI. viii. 2), where the Existence
under discussion is referred to by the word Prii'(UI'O And the
sense of the seventh case is implied in the word ayatana (abode).
Moreover the use of the seventh case is clearly in evidence in
the complementary text: "Having become merged in Existence,
they do not know, We have become merged in Existence'"
(Ch. VI. ix. 2). In all these cases, the nature of deep sleep,
consisting in the cessation of particularized knowledge, does
hot differ. Therefore, it follows that since the nerves etc. serve
the same purpose, the soul resorts optionally to some one of
them some time for its sleep.
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Vediintin: This being the position, it is being explained: "The
absence of that takes place in the nerves and the Self". "The
absence of that" means the absence of the relevant dreaming,
that is to say deep sleep. That occurs in the nerves and the Self.
By the use of "and" in the sense of combination, the idea
conveyed is that the soul resorts to these nerves etc. collectively
for sleep and not alternatively.
Whence is it so?
Since it is seen to be so from the Upani$llds. To explain: All
these nerves and other things are mentioned in the respective
contexts (in the Upani$llds) as the places of sleep; and all these
become reconciled if they are accepted collectively, whereas if
they are accepted alternatively then the others become ruled
out.
Opponent: Was it not pointed out that, serving as they do
the same purpose like paddy, barley etc., the nerves, (puTitat,
and Self), can be accepted alternatively?
Vedant;n: The answer is, no. From the mere fact that the
same case-ending is used it does not follow that they serve the
same purpose or that they can be taken alternatively. For even
in the case of things having divergent purposes as well as some
collective purpose, the same case-ending is found to be used, as
in, "He sleeps in a palace, he sleeps in a couch"2, and such other
instances. Similarly it is but reasonable here that a combination
is to be accepted in the sense that he sleeps in the nerves, PUTitat,
and Brahman. In support of this is the Upani$lldic text, "When
the individual soul sees no dream, he happens to be in those
nerves; then he becomes united in the PT~a" (Kau. IV. 19),
where the text speaks collectively of the nerves and Prl1)ll in
deep sleep; for both are presented in the very same sentence.
And it has been ascertained that PTii'(la is Brahman in the
aphorism, "Pr~ is Brahman, because it can be harmonized thus"
(B. S. I. i. 28). Where the Upani~ad speaks of the nerves as
though they are independent places of sleep as in, "Then he
remains asleep in these nerves" (Ch. VIII. vi. 3), there also
• The palace contains the couch which helps sleep. Their purposes are
and yet both help sleep indirectly and directly and thus become
associated.
diffe~entj
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Brahman, well known (to be the place of sleep) from other
texts is not ruled out, and hence the idea derived is that the soul
rests in Brahman by proceeding along the nerves. Even from
such a viewpoint the use of the locative case after the nerves
is not contradicted; for though the soul approaches Brahman
through the nerves, it happens to be in the nerves, just as a man
proceeding to the sea along the river Ganga, remains as a
matter of fact in the Ganga. Moreover, the thing sought to be
taught in this text (Ch. VIII. vi) is the path constituted by the
nerves and the rays and leading to the world of Brahman. The
declaration about the soul's remaining spread over the nerves is
meant for eulogizing the nerves; for first it is said, "He remains
spread over the nerves", and then it is added, "no sin touches
him" (Ch. VIII. vi. 3), in which latter sentence the nerves are
praised. The reason for being free from the touch of sin is also
stated in, "For he then becomes enveloped by tejas (light)"
(ibid.), which means that the organs of the soul then become
enveloped by the light (of the sun in the nerves) called bile,
and so it cannot perceive external things. Or by the term "by
light", Brahman Itself is referred to, for in another Upani~d,
the word tejas (light) is used for Brahman in the text, "Brahman,
Itself, the Light" (Br. IV. iv. 7). The idea implied is that since
the soul then becomes unified with Brahman by proceeding
along the nerves, therefore no sin can touch it; for from such
Upani~dic text as, "All sins turn back from here, for this is the
world of Brahman that is unafflicted by sin" (Ch. VIII. iv. 1),
it is known that merger in Brahman is the cause for remaining
untouched by sin. This being so, the conclusion arrived at is
that the nerves, dependent on Brahman as they are, have to be
construed as the place of sleep collectively with Brahman which
is well known to be the place of sleep from other U panisadic
texts. So also the puritat, having been mentioned in connection
with Brahman, is understood to become a place of sleep in
subordination to Brahman, which fact is known thus: The
Akasa (Brahman) in the heart, which is the place of sleep, is
iptroduced in, "And lies in the AkaSa that is in the heart" (Br.
II. i. 17); and in that context it is said, "sleeps in the puritat".
(Br. II. i. 19). By the word pztritat is meant a covering of the
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heart. One sleeping in the Aka1a within the heart, enveloped
by the pztritat, may as well be said to be sleeping in the pztritat;
for somebody living within a city surrounded by a rampart is
said to be living in the rampan. Now, under the aphorism, "The
small Akasa (i.e. space in the heart) is Brahman, because of the
subsequent reasons" (I. iii. 14), it was ascenained earlier that
the Akasa in the hean is Brahman. And from the reference to
the nerves and purltat in the same sentence, "It comes back
through the nerves called mta and sleeps in the puritat" (Br. II.
i. 19), it is known that the nerves and pu,ritat are to be construed
collectively. Besides "Existence" (Ch. VI. viii. 1) and "Conscious Self" (Br. IV. iii. 19) are well known to be terms denoting
Brahman. In these Upani~dic texts three places only are mentioned as the places of sleep-the nerves, the puritat, and
Brahman. Among these the nerves, as also the puritat, are mere
entrances, Brahman alone, without a second, being the unchanging place of sleep. Moreover, the nerves as well as the puritat
become merely the encasements for the individual soul by virtue
of being its limiting adjuncts, for in them exist its organs.
Without the association with 'the limiting adjuncts, the soul
cannot have any natural' encasement, since it is ever established
in its own glory owing to its identity with Brahman. As for its
having Brahman as its locus (or abode) during sleep, that too
is not stated by way of making a distinction as between a
container and the thing contained.
In what way then?
By way of showing their identity, since it is said, "0 amiable
one, he then becomes unified with Existence, he attains his own
Self' (Ch. VI. viii. 1), where the supreme Self is referred to by
the phrase "own Self (S'tla)", the idea implied being that a man
while asleep remains established in his true nature. Moreover
there is no time when the soul is not in union with Brahman,
since one's own nature is unchangeable. But the statement, "He
attains his own Self' is made, because in dream and wakefulness
the soul seems to assume another's garb under the influence of
the limiting adjuncts with which it remains associated, whereas
in sleep that garb falls off, so that in comparison with the earlier
stages, sleep is sought to be spoken of as the state of assumption
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of the real nature. From this it is clear that it is improper to say
that in sleep the soul sometimes becomes unified with Existence
and sometimes not. Besides, even if it be understood that sleep
can have different alternative loci, still deep sleep, as consisting
in the cessation of particularized perception, is always the same.
And under such circumstances, it is but logical that a soul,
merged in Existence, should not know anything just because of
its non-duality, as is shown in the text, "then what should one
know and through what?" (Br. II. iv. 14). But should the soul
sleep in the nerves or the puritat, no reason for its non-recognition of objects can be ascertained, since (particularized) cognition is concerned with duality (and duality is present there), as
is shown in the text, "When there is something else, as it were,
then one can see something". (Br. IV. iii. 31).
Opponent: Even things within duality may remain unknown
owing to great distance etc.
Vedantin: This can be truly so, if the individual soul is
supposed to be naturally limited, even as Vi~umitra (who is
different from his house) does not see his own house when on
a sojourn. But the soul has no limitation apart from that caused
by conditioning factors. Even if you say that in the case of the
soul also, non-cognition is caused by the great distance etc.
inherent in the limiting adjuncts, still the reasonable position is
that when the adjuncts cease in sleep, the soul does not know
because of its merger in Existence Itself. But when talking of a
collection of factors (in sleep), we do not suggest here that the
nerves etc. combine in equal partnership (with Brahman); for
nothing is gained from the knowledge that the nerves, as also
the puritttt, are the locus of sleep, since neither any result is
mentioned in the U pa~ads as attached to such a knowledge
itself, nor is it construed that such a knowledge forms part of
something else that has its own result. We are out to prove that
Brahman is the invariable locus of sleep. Such a knowledge
serves a purpose, namely that the soul is ascertained to be
identical with Brahman, and it is realized to be free from the
dealings consequent on the dream and wakeful states. Hence the
Self is the locus of sleep.
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810: ~~ 1Ic;1I
8Rr: Hence

8. For the
supreme Self.

sNN:

awakening (is)

Slime

reason, the souPs 'Waking up is from this

~

from this.

Since the Self Itself is the locus of sleep, therefore, for that
very reason, it is taught in the context of sleep that wakefulness
occurs invariably from this Self; by the texts, "As from a fire
tiny sparks fly in all directions, so from the Self emanate all
organs" (Br. II. i. 20), etc., said in the course of the answer to
the question, "Whence did it come?" (Br. II. i. 16). This is done
also by the text, "Having emerged from Existence, they do not
know, 'We have come from Existence'" (Ch. IV. x. 2). Had
the loci of sleep been but optional, the Upani~d would have
instructed that the soul wakes up sometimes from the nerves,
sometimes from the puritat, and sometimes from the Self. From
this also follows that the Self is the locus of sleep.
TOPIC

3:

THE SAME SoUL RETURNS FROM SLEEP

« ~ ~ Cfifli'lfIJfd~l~rctf~~ At:

IItll

~ But ~: ~ that (soul) itself (returns) "*-8f1It1rd~i4-M'Rf:
bec~use of the reasons of action, remembrance, scriptural
authority, and injunction.

9. But the very same soul returns from sleep becllUSe of thereasons of action, remembrance, scriptural authority, and injunction.

Doubt: It is being considered whether the one who awakes
from that merger in Existence is the same at the time of awakening as one was at the time of merger, or whether it may either
be the same entity or some one else.
Opponent: When under this doubt, the conclusion arrived at
is that there is no hard and fast rule.
Why?
When a drop of water is thrown into a mass of water, it
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becomes one with that mass. And when an attempt is made to
take it up again from there, it is impossible to have that very
same drop. Similarly when the sleeping soul has become one
with the supreme Self and has attained quiescence (i.e. freedom
from everything), that very soul cannot wake up again. Hence
the conclusion is that the waking being may be either the original
soul, or he may be God, or some other individual soul.
Vedantin: To this the aphorist says, "But (it is) the very
same soul", which had gone to sleep and attained its own Self,
that rises up again; and it is none else.
What are the reasons for that?
"Because of the reasons of action, remembrance, scriptural
authority, and injunction." We shall elaborate the reasons
separately. To begin, the selfsame soul alone can awake, and
none else, because an unfinished action is seen to be resumed.
Thus one is seen to take up and finish a piece of work left
incomplete on the previous day. One cannot reasonably engage
oneself in some work left incomplete by another, since a contrary view will lead to unwarranted conclusions. Hence it is
understood that the same person is the doer of the same work
on the previous and next days. For this further reason also the
selfsame person wakes up: If the person waking up be different,
then there should be no memory of what was perceived earlier,
which proposition is contrary to what is evident in the recollection, "I saw this on the previous day". For something seen
by one cannot be remembered by another. And a recognition
like, "I am that very person", in which o~e's own identity is
recognized cannot be imagined to occur if some other soul
should wake up. Again, from scriptural texts it is known that
the selfsame person wakes up, as for instance, "He comes back
again in the inverse order to his former condition, the waking
state" (Br. IV. iii. 16), "All these creatures who repair to this
world of Brahman every day, do.not know It" (Ch. VIII. iii. 2),
and "Whatever they might have been here (in the previous
waking state)-be it a tiger, a lior:, a wolf, a boar, a worm, an
insect, a gnat, or a mosquito, they become those very creatures
then (after waking from sleep) " (Ch. VI. ix. 3). These and
other texts occurring in the context of sleep and waking up
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cannot be reconciled if the waking soul be different. This also
is the conclusion that follows from the injunctions about rites
and meditations; for else the injunctions about rites and meditations become useless, since on the supposition of some other
soul waking up, the conclusion will be that anyone becomes
free as soon as one goes to sleep. And if this be the case, then
would you tell me what is the need of undertaking a rite or a
meditation that will yield its fruit in future? Again, on the
hypothesis that some other (bound) soul wakes up, it will
either mean that some soul that had been working through a
second body wakes up (in the sleeping body under consideration), in which case there will be the predicament of that
(active) soul's activity ceasing in that second body. Or if it be
held that the soul sleeping in the second body wakes up in the
first, then that supposition is useless; for when one sleeping in
any body can wake up in that very body, what do you gain
by supposing that some one sleeping in one body wakes up in
another? Again, if it be held that a free soul wakes up in the
body (in which another had slept), then liberation will become
terminable. Moreover, it is illogical that one for whom ignorance
has ceased should become embodied again. Hereby is also
refuted the view that God wakes up in the body, since in Him
ignorance is eternally absent. Besides, the defects of deriving
some unearned result and losing something earned will be inevitable on the supposition that some other soul wakes up in the
body after sleep. Hence that very (sleeping) soul wakes up and
none else.
And it was argued that just as a drop of water thrown into a
mass of water cannot be singled out, so also a soul merging in
Existence cannot spring up again. That is being refuted. In the
analogy it is quite in order to say that the (selfsame) drC'p of
water cannot be singled out, since there is nothing to mark out
its individuality. But here we have karma and ignorance as the
factors making the (individual) distinction. The two cases are
thus different. Moreover, it is a matter of exper.ience that though
milk and water, when mixed together, 'cannot be separated by
anyone of the human race, still they can be separated by ducks.
Besides, there is no such entity, different from the supreme
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Self, which has to be distinguished from Existence like a drop
of water from a mass of water. It has been shown more than
once that Existence Itself comes to be called indirectly a soul,
because of the intervention of limiting adjuncts. This being the
case, as long as a soul continues to be bound up with a particular
set of adjuncts, so long do we deal with it as the very same one;
and when it comes to be bound up with another set of adjuncts,
we deal with it as though it is different. That very same set of
adjuncts persists in sleep and wakefulness on the maxim of the
seed and seedling, so that the reasonable position is that the
selfsame soul wakes up from sleep.
TOPIC

4:

SoUL IN SWOON

~ In the case of a person in swoon ri~: occurs only
partial attainment (of the state of sleep), q f<~" 1(( that being the
last alternative.

10. In the case of one in swoon, there is only fHITtialllttlJjn.
ment (of the state of sleep), that being the last alternative.
Opponent: There is such a phenomenon as a man in a swoon
whom people call unconscious. When the condition of such a
man is under scrutiny, it is said: The soul inhabiting a body is
known to have three states--wakefulness, dream, and sleep. The
fourth is the depanure from the body. But no fifth state is
known to exist for the soul either in the Vedas or the Srnrtis.
Therefore unconsciousness must be classed under one of the four
conditions.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: Of these states, a
man in a swoon cannot be in the waking state; for he does not
perceive objects through his senses.
Opponent: Well, this can be so on the analogy of an arrowmaker. As an arrow-maker, being occupied with the arrow,
does not perceive anything but the arrow, though he is wide
awake, similarly a man in a swoon, though still awake, does not
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perceive anything else because his mind is fully overwhelmed by
the pain arising from a blow dealt with a club etc.
Vedantin: No, since he behaves as one having no consciousness (at the time). For the arrow-maker, whose attention had
been fully engaged, says afterwards, "I was perceiving simply
the arrow so long". But the unconscious man says on regaining
his consciousness, "For so long I was immersed in blinding
darkness, and nothing was perceived by me." Besides, a waking
man, who has his mind concentrated on one object, holds his
body erect, whereas the body of an unconscious man drops
down to the ground. Therefore neither does he keep awake nor
does he see dreams, for he has no consciousness (i.e. capacity of
perception). Nor is he dead, for he has life and warmth. For
when a man faints, people having doubts as to whether he is
dead or alive feel his heart to ascertain if he has warmth; and to
ascertain if he breathes, they examine his nostrils. Should they
fail to perceive the existence of both breath and warmth, they
conclude that the man is dead and so carry him to the forest
for cremation. On the contrary if they feel the existence of
either breath or warmth, they conclude that the man is not
dead, and so they resort to treatment for bringing back his
consciousness. Also from the fact that the unconscious man rises
up again, it follows that he was not dead; for one who goes to
the king of death, never comes back from that domain.
Opponent: Let it be then that he is in deep sleep, since he
has no consciousness at the same time that he is not dead.
Vedantin: Not so, for there is a difference. A man in a swoon
may not breathe for a long time, but his body may be in
tremors and his face may be distorted (with a look of terror),
and the eyes may remain wide open. But a man in deep sleep
has a calm face, he breathes rhythmically again and again, his
eyes remain closed, and his body has no contortion. A sleeping
man is awakened simply by pushing him with the hand, whereas
an unconscious man cannot be brought back to consciousness
even by beating with a club. Furthermore, the causes of swoon
and sleep differ, for fainting results from blows from a club etc.,
while sleep comes as a result of fatigue. And people never
acknowledge that a man under a swoon sleeps. By a process of
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elimination we realize that swooning away is a state of half
sleep; for he is partially asleep owing to absence of consciousness,
and still he is not fully asleep as his state is different from sleep.
Opponent: How again can a swoon be described as a partial
sleep, since with regard to the sleeping man the Upani~ds say,
"0 amiable one, he then becomes unified with Existence" (Ch.
VI. viii. 1), "In this state a thief is no thief" (Br. IV. iii. 22),
"Night and day do not overflow this embankment (i.e.
Brahman), nor old age, nor death, nor sorrow, nor merit, nor
demerit" (Ch. VIII. iv. I)? For an individual being gets the
results of merit and demerit through the generation of the ideas
of his being happy or sorry; but neither the idea of happiness
nor of misery exists in sleep; so also they are absent in a swoon.
Hence it follows that in a swoon, as in sleep, there is a complete
merger in Existence owing to the cessation of the limiting
adjuncts; but it is not partial merger.
Vedantin: With regard to this the answer is, that it is not our
view that in a swoon a man becomes half merged in Brahman.
What do you say then?
A swoon is partially a form of sleep, and partially of some
other state. We have already shown its similarity and dissimilarity with sleep. And it is a door to death. So long as the individual's karma lasts, his speech and mind return from a swoon; but
when the ktrrmll has no residue, his breathing and warmth
depart. Hence the knowers of Brahman call swoon a partial
sleep. As for the objection raised that no fifth state is known to
exist, that is nothing damaging. On account of being a casual
state, it is not so widely noted; and yet it is well recognized in
this world and in the books of medicine. By admitting it to be a
partial sleep, we do not reckon it to be a fifth state. In this way
it is all beyond criticism.
TOPIC

5:

if ~sfq

THE NATURE OF BRAHMAN

4(oo"4fw'fi:

ri~ ~

IIttll

if Not~: according to (difference of) place (i.e. limiting
adjunct) arN even (can there be) ~-~I{ a twofold
characteristic ~ of the supreme Brahman %for ~'I" everywhere (It is taught otherwise).
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11. Not even according to place can Brahman have a twofold
characteristic, for everywhere (It is taught to be without
attributes) .
With the help of U pani~dic texts, the nature of that Brahman
is now being ascertained with which the individual soul becomes
unified in sleep when its limiting adjuncts become quiescent.
Vedic texts about Brahman are met with which are indicative
of Brahman both with qualification and without qualification.
Such texts as, "He is the doer of all (gQod) acts, possessed of
all (good) desires, all (good) smell, all (good) tastes" (Ch. III.
xiv. 2), indicate that Brahman has attributes. And the texts,
"It is neither gross, nor minute, neither short nor long" (Br.
III. viii. 8) and others, indicate that It is devoid of attributes.
Doubt: Now should it be understood that in these texts
Brahman is spoken of as possessed of a twofold characteristic,
or that It is spoken of as PQssessed of either of the two
characteristics? Again, even if one of these characteristics be
true, it has to be ascertained whether the aspect with attributes
is to be accepted or the aspect without attributes.
Opponent: As to that, on the authority of the texts presenting
a dual aspect, Brahman must have both the aspects.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: As to that, the
supreme Brahman, considered in Itself, cannot logically have
both the characteristics; for it cannot be admitted that the very
same thing is naturally possessed of attributes like form etc., and
that it is also without these; for that is self-contradictory.
Opponent: Then let this be so owing to position, that is to
say, on account of association with such limiting adjuncts as
earth.
Vedantin: That too is not logical. For even by association
with the limiting adjuncts a substance that is different in kind
cannot change its nature into another; for a transparent crystal
cannot become opaque even when in contact with limiting
adjuncts like red lac, the idea of opaqueness being a mere error.
Moreover, adjuncts are conjured up by ignorance. Hence, even
if we have to take up either of the two characteristics, it is the
Brahman that is absolutely attributeless and unchangeable that
39
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has to be accepted and not the opposite. For in all texts which
aim at presenting the real nature of Brahman, as for instance in,
"soundless, touchless, colourless, undiminishing" (Ka. I. iii. 15),
etc., Brahman is presented as devoid of all distinguishing
attributes.

"if Not so ~mt owing to differences" ~ ~ if it be argued
thus, (then) if not so, ar~-iR''ffi{ because of the negation of
such differences ~ individually:

12. If it be argued that (Brahman cannot have only one
characteristic), on account of differences (met 'With in the scriptures), (we say that) it is not so, because the scriptures negate
each of these differences individually.
Opponent: It may still be argued thus: It does not stand to
reason to assert, as it has been done, that Brahman is beyond all
distinctions and has but one characteristic, and that It cannot
have a double characteristic either naturally or owing to the
influence of position.
Why?
"On account of differences". For the aspects of Brahman are
taught differently in connection with the individual meditations,
as for instance, "Brahman has four feet (or quarters)" (Ch. III.
xviii. 2), "Brahman has sixteen digits (parts)" (Pr. VI. 1),
"Brahman is the bestower of the results of actions on those
persons" (Ch. IV. xv. 3), "Brahman has the three worlds as Its
body" (Br. I. iii. 22), and It is called "Vai~viinara' (Ch. V.
xii-xviii), and so on. Hence Brahman has to be admitted as
possessed of attributes as well.
Vedantin: Did we not say that it is not possible for Brahman
to have a dual characteristic?
Opponent: That too creates no difficulty, because a difference
in aspects is created by limiting adjuncts; for otherwise the texts
talking of difference will be left without any scope.
Vedantin: We say, this is not so.
Why?
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"Because the scriptures negate each of these differences
individually. "For along with (the mention of) each difference
created by a limiting adjunct, the scriptures affirm the nondifference alone of Brahman, as in, "The same with the shining
immortal being who is in this earth, and the shining immortal
corporeal being in the body. (These four) are but this Self"
etc. (Br. II. v. 1). Hence the difference having been spoken of
for the sake of meditation, and non-difference being the real
purport of the scriptures, it cannot be held that the scriptures
support the view that Brahman is possessed of diverse aspects.

1I'fq- .... Moreover,
thus (declare).

~

some (followers of some branches)

~

H. Moreover, the followers of certain branches declare thus.
Moreover, the followers of certain sections declare in favour
of the realization of non-duality after condemning the dualistic
outlook, as in, "This is to be attained through the mind. There
is no diversity whatsoever. He who sees as though there is
difference, goes from death to death" (Ka. II. i. 11). Similarly
others have: "After deliberating on the experiencer, the things
experienced, and the ordainer, one should know all these three
to be but the Brahman I speak of' (Sv. I. 12), where the entire
variety of phenomenal manifestation, consisting of the objects
of experience, the experiencing souls, and (God) the ordainer,
is declared by the Upan~d to be none other than Brahman in
essence.
Opponent: Since two classes of Upani~dic texts, speaking of
Brahman as with form and also as without form, are in existence,
how can it be asserted that Brahman is formless alone?
Vedantin: Hence comes the answer:
Oj~qq_q
~Formless ~

the dominant note.

%~Q\stEjI'1,qlQ\

,~'t"

only f{ to be sure, mt-SI1{1''Rm( that being
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14. Brahm4n is only formless to be sure, fO'T that is the
domimmt note (of the Upani$adic teaching).

Brahman is surely to be known as having no form constituted
by colour etc., and not as having it.
Why?
"For that is the. dominant teaching", inasmuch as it has been
established under the aphorism, "But that Brahman is known
from the Upani~ds, because of their being connected with
Brahman as their main import" (I. i. 4), that the texts like the
following have for their main purport the transcendental
Brahman which is the Self, and not any other subject-matter:
"It is neither gross, nor minute, neither short nor long" (Br.
III. viii. 8), "Soundless, touchless, colourless, undiminishing"
(Ka. I. iii. 15), "That which is known as Space is the accomplisher of name and form; That in whi~h they are included is
Brahman" (Ch. VIII. xiv. 1), "Puru~ is transcendental, since He
is formless; and He is coextensive with all that is external and
internal, sin.ce He is birthless" (Mu. II. i. 2), "That Brahman
is without prior or posterior, without interior and exterior. The
Self, the perceiver of everything, is Brahman" (Br. II. v. 19),
and so on. Hence in sentences of this kind, the formless Brahman
alone, just as It is spoken of by the texts themselves, has to be
accepted. But the other texts, speaking of Brahman with form,
have the injunctions about meditations as their main objectives.
So long as they do not lead to some contradiction, their apparent
meanings should be accepted. But when they involve a contradiction, the principle to be followed for deciding one or the
other is that, those that have the formless Brahman as their main
purport are more authoritative than the others which have not
that as their main purport. It is according to this that one is
driven to the conclusion that Brahman is formless and not its
opposite, though texts having both the purports are in evidence.
Opponent: What would then be the fate of the texts speaking
of forms?
Vediintill: Hence comes the reply:
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.... And (Brahman can have appearances)

SJiti'm~

like light

ar~ so that scriptures may not be rendered purpordess.

15. And like light, Brahman can (be assumed to) have different
ttppearances, so that the scriptures may not become purportless.

Though the light of the sun or moon spreads over the whole
space, still when it comes in contact with adjuncts like fingers
etc., it seems to assume the fonns, straight or bent, as those
adjuncts may have; similarly Brahman, too, seems to have the
forms of earth etc., when in contact with those things. And it
is nothing contradictory to enjoin meditations on Brahman
based on those fonns. Thus the sentences presenting Brahman
as having forms do not become meaningless, for it is not proper
to interpret some Vedic sentences as having meaning and the
others as meaningless, since they are all valid.
Opponent: Even so, does not the assertion made earlier that
Brahman cannot have a dual characteristic even in association
with limiting adjuncts, stand contradicted?
Ved4ntin: We say, no, since whatsoever is brought about by
an adjunct is not the essential characteristic of a thing, since the
adjuncts themselves are conjured up by ignorance. And we said
in the respective contexts that all social and Vedic behaviours
crop up only when the beginningless nescience is taken for
granted.
~

:q 6r+i1!(i{ II t\1I

.... And (scripture) iII'll declares (Brahman to be)
that much (i.e. consciousness) only.

ffi(~f'ltl{

16. ThefUpanifad also declares Brahman to be Consciousness
alone.

The U pan.i$ad also says that Brahman is pure consciousness,
devoid of other aspects contrary to this, and without any distinguishing feature, as in, "As a lump of salt is without interior or
exterior, entire, and purely saline in taste, even so is the Self
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without interior or exterior, entire, and pure Intelligence alone"
(Br. IV. v. 13), which means that the Self has no internal or
external aspect apart from pure consciousness, Its nature being
mere impartite consciousness without any interstices. Just as a
lump of salt has the saline taste alone both inside and outside,
and no other taste, so also is this Self•

... Moreover .~ (Vedic text) reveals
it is mentioned in the Smrti lifer as well.

111ft

likewise m~

17. Moreover, the Vedas reveal this; likewise this is mentioned
in the Smrtis also.
Moreover, the Vedas reveal through a negation of other
aspects that Brahman has no distinguishing feature, as for
instance in, "Now therefore the description (of Brahman): 'Not
this, not this'" (Br. II. iii. 6), "That (Brahman) is surely
different from the known; and, again, It is above the unknown"
(Ke. I. 4), "That Bliss of Brahman, failing ~o reach which, words
turn back along with the mind" (Tai. II. ix. 1), and so on. And
it is also known from the Vedic texts that Badhva being asked
by Ba~ali, replied merely by not uttering a word, as stated
in, "He (Ba~kali) said, 'Teach me Brahman, sir.' He (Badhva)
became silent. When the question was repeated a second and a
third time he said, 'I have already spoken, but you cannot
comprehend. That Self is Quiescence'''. Similarly in die Smrtis,
the instruction is given through a negation of other things, as
in, "I shall tell you of that which is to be known and by knowing which one attains immortality. The supreme Brahman is
without any beginning. It can neither be called gross (visible)
nor fine (invisible)" (Gita, XIII. 12), and so on. Similarly the
Smrti mentions how NarayaQa in His cosmic form said to
Niirada, "0 Narada, that you see me as possessed of all the (five
divine) qualities of all elements, is only because of My Maya,
called up by Myself. For else you should not understand Me
thus."
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~ ~~ IItc;\I

am: ~ Hence '" also ~ the illustration ~1Ii...arft~ like
the reflection of the sun etc.
18. Hence also are the illustrations

of

the sun's reflection etc.

Since this Self is by nature Consciousness Itself, distinctionless,
beyond speech and mind, and can be taught by way of negating
other things, hence in the scriptures dealing with liberation an
illustration is cited by saying that it is "like the sun reflected
in water". Here the aspect kept in view is the one with attributes, which is not real and which is created by limiting adjuncts,
as it is done in such texts, "As this luminous sun, though one in
itself, becomes multifarious owing to its entry into water divided
by different pots, similarly this Deity, the birthless self-effulgent
Self, though one, seems to be diversified owing to Its entry into
the different bodies, constituting Its limiting adjuncts." Similarly,
"Being but one, the Universal Soul is present in all beings.
Though one, It is seen as many, like the moon in water"
(Amrtabindu, 12) and other texts.
Here the opponent raises his head:

dI,¥«iI&OIl1 ;:r 6'41t'f41{ 1\ ttll
~ But ~-~-at\l~uIl1 as nothing is perceIved to be similar
to water ~ that kind of parallelism If (does) not (apply).

19. But that kind of parallelism is inapplicable as nothing is
perceived to be similar to water.
The comparison with the reflection of the sun in water cannot
be reasonably upheld here (in the case of the Self), since nothing
like that is perceived (here). A material thing, such as water,
is seen to be clearly separate from and remotely placed from
the snn etc. which are themselves material entities (with forms).
There it is proper that an image of the sun should be formed.
But the Self is not such a material entity (having form); and
since It is all-pervasive and non-different from all, It can have
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no limiting adjuncts either separate or remote from It. Hence
this illustration is inapt.
Vedantin: The objection is being remedied:

,F4-~-~ There is a participation in
iIRf:-~ on account of the entry

increase and
(immanence):
ia'1I1f-«11f~ on account of the propriety of both (the
illustration and the thing illustrated) ~ in this way, (there
can be no contradiction).
decrease

20. Since Bra1mzan has entered into the limiting adjuncts, It
seems to participate in their increase and decrease. The illustration is apt since the illustration and thing illustrated have
propriety from this point of view.
On the contrary, this illustratk is quite apt, inasmuch as the
point sought to be illustrated is pertinent. For as between the
illustration and the thing illustrated, nobJdy can show equality
in every respect over and above some point of similarity in some
way, which is sought to be presented. For if such an all-round
similarity exists, the very relation between the illustration and
the thing illustrated will fall through. Moreover, this illustration of the reflection of the sun in water is not cooked up by
anybody's imagination. But this illustration having been already
cited in the scripture, its applicability alone is being pointed out
here.
Where, again, is the intended point of sinlilarity?
The reply is this: "A participation in increase and decrease",
inasmuch as the reflection of the sun in water increases with the
increase of water, and decreases with its reduction, it moves
when the water moves, and it differs as the water differs. Thus
the sun conforms to the characteristics of the water; but in
reality the sun never has these. Thus also from the highest point
of view, Brahman, while remaining unchanged and retaining Its
sameness, seems to conform to such characteristics as increase
and decrease of the limiting adjunct (body), owing to Its entry
into such an adjunct as the body. Thus since the illustration and
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the thing illustrated are both compatible, there is no contradiction.

21. And (this is also) in accordance with (the Vedic) revelation.
The Upani~ds also show that the supreme Brahman Itself has
entered into the limiting adjuncts, such as the bodies and the
rest, as in, "He made bodies with two feet and bodies with four
feet. That supreme Being first entered the bodies as a bird (i.e.
the subtle body)" (Br. II. v. 18), as also, "Myself entering as
this individual Self" (Ch. VI. iii. 2). Therefore it has been aptly
said, "Hence also are the illustrations like the sun's reflections
etc." (III. ii. 18). Accordingly, the conclusion is that Brahman
is without any distinguishing feature, and has but one aspect,
and not two or an opposite one.
Some people (i.e. pseudo-Vedantins) fancy here two topics.
The first topic is concerned with whether Brahman has hut one
characteristic, devoid of all the variety of phenomenal manifestations, or It has many features just like the universe. It being
established that Brahman is devoid of the variety of manifestations (B. S. III. ii. 11-14), the second topic (B. S. III. ii. 15-21)
considers whether Brahman has the characteristic of existence
or consciousness or both.
Vedantin: With regard to this we say: Considered from every
point of view, it is useless to start a fresh topic. If the effort
made here is meant merely for refuting a multiplicity in the
characteristics of Brahman, that has already been done under
the topic starting with, "Not even according to place can
Brahman have a twofold characteristic" (III. ii. 11), so that the
succeeding topic, starting with, "And possessed of consciousness" etc. (III. ii. 15) will be uncalled for. Furthermore, it
cannot be held that Brahman has merely the characteristic of
existence and not consciousness; for that would set at naught
such texts as "impartite Consciousness to be sure" (Br. IV. v.
13). And how can a Brahman bereft of consciousness be taught
(by the scripture) as the Self of a sentient individual being? It
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cannot also be said that Brahman is characterized by consciousness only, but not by existence; for that would nullify the
Upani~dic texts like, "The Self is to be realized as existing"
(Ka. II. iii. 13). How, again, can a consciousness that has no
existence be conceived of? It cannot also be argued that the
second topic proves that Brahman has a dual characteristic, since
that would contradict what was accepted (by you) earlier. And
if Brahman be asserted either to be characterized by consciousness devoid of existence or by existence devoid of consciousness,
it will lead to Brahman's becoming dowered with a variety of
manifestations, a po~ition already refuted under the previous
topic.
Opponent: .That is nothing harmful inasmuch as the Vedic
texts declare this.
Vediintin: No, since the same entity cannot have many
natures.
Again, even if it be contended that existence itself is the same
as consciousness, as also that consciousness itself is existence, so
that the one does not rule out the other, still the alternative
positions taken up, viz whether Brahman is characterized by
existence, or by consciousness, or by both, have no ground to
stand on.
As for ourselves we have grouped the aphorisms under the
very same topic.
Moreover, it was seen that if on finding that the Vedic texts,
while speaking of Brahman, present It as both with and without
form, and thus land themselves into self-contradiction, one
understands them as revealing only the formless Brahman, then
one has to provide perforce a scope for the rest of the texts.
The aphorisms starting with, "And like light taking the forms
of objects" (III. ii. 15), become more purposeful as finding out
that scope.
As for the view that even the Vedic texts speaking of
Brahman's forms are meant merely for leading to the formless
Brahman through a sublation of the manifested universe, but
that they have no independent purpose, it may be said that that.
too, does not appear to be proper.
Why?
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Some of the manifestations that are spoken of in a context of
the supreme knowledge, as in, "For to Him are yoked ten
organs, nay hundreds of them. He is the organs; He is ten, and
thousands-many, and infinite" (Br. II. v. 19), etc. may' be
admitted to be meant for sublation, since the conclusion is made
with, "That Brahman is without prior or posterior, without
interior or exterior" (ibid.). But the manifestations revealed in
a context of meditation, as in "Identified with the mind, having
PrlltZa as his body, and effulgence itself by natqre" (Ch. III. xiv.
2), and so on, cannot reasonably be held to be meant for sublation; for they are connected with some injunction for meditation
forming the subject-matter of the context, as for instance, "He
should make a resolve" (ibid.). And when the text itself presents
these attributes as meant for meditation, it is not proper to
interpret them figuratively as meant for sublation. Furthermore,.
if all manifestations are equally meant for sublation, the statement (in the aphorism), "Brahman is only formless to be sure,
because that is the dominant note of the Upani$l1ds" (III. ii. 14),
where the reason for accepting one of the alternatives is
presented, will have no ground for its presentation. Besides, the
results of these meditations are surely known from the instructions as being sometimes attenuation of sins, sometimes getting
divine powers, and sometimes emancipation by stages. Hence it
is proper that the texts about meditations and about Brahman
sho.uld have different purposes in view, and it is not proper to
reduce them to the very same idea. Moreover, (if they convey
a single idea) it has to be shown how that sameness of. idea can
be arrived at.
Opponent: Since they appear to be connected with a single
injunction,8 they have to be combined like the injunctions about
the (main) Dada-purQamiisa and (subsidiary) Prayaja sacrifices.
Ved4ntin: No, for there is no injunction in texts about
Brahman. It was elaborately proved under the aphorism, "But
that Brahman is known from the Upani$l1ds, because of their
becoming connected with That as their main import" (I. i. 4),
how the texts about Brahman have only the knowledge of the
• About the sublation of the universe by one who wants illumination.
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(pre-existing) thing itself as their purport, but they are not
meant for enjoining any action. Again, it has to be shown what
(kind of activity) the injunction here should be concerned
with; for a man, when he is being employed in some duty, is
directed with the order, "Do", with regard to the duty he has
to perform.
Opponent: The sublation of all the variety of manifestations
within duality will be the object of the injunction. Since the
realization of the reality that is Brahman is not achieved so long
as the dual world of manifestations is not subia ted, therefore,
the world of manifestations, that is opposed to the realization of
the reality that Brahman is, stands there as a thing to be sublated.
As a sacrifice is enjoined as a duty for one who hankers after
heaven, so the sublation of the world of manifestations is
enjoined for one who wants liberation. And as darkness, standing as an obstruction to the perception of a vessel etc. covered
with darkness, is removed by one who wants to know the vessel
etc., so the world of manifestations standing opposed to the
realization of Brahman has to be sublated by one who wants to
realize Brahman; for this phenomenal universe of manifestations
has Brahman as its essence and not that Brahman has the phenom~
enal manifestations as Its essence. Hence the reality that
Brahman is has to be realized through a sublation of name and
form.
Veda'l'ltin: Here our question is: What is meant by this subla~
tion of the universe of manifestations? Is the world to be
annihilated like the destruction of the solidity of gbee by contact
with fire; or is it that the world of name and form, created in
Brahman by nescience like many moons created in the moon by
the eye-disease called timira, has to be destroyed through
knowledge? Now if it be said that this existing universe of
manifestations, consisting of the body etc. on the corporeal
plane and externally of the earth etc., is to be annihilated, that
is a task impossible for any man, and hence the instruction about
its extirpation is meaningless. Moreover, (even supposing that
such a thing is possible, then) the universe, including the earth
etc., having been annihilated by the first man who got liberation,
the present universe should have been devoid of the earth etc.
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Again, if it be said that this universe of manifestations superimposed on the one Brahman alone through ignorance has to
be sublated by enlightenment, then it is Brahman Itself that" has
to be presented through a denial of the manifestation superimposed by ignorance by saying, "Brahman is one without a
second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1), "That is Truth, That is the Self, That
thou art (0 svetaketu)" (Ch. VI. viii. 7-16). When Brahman is
taught thus, knowledge dawns automatically, and by that
knowledge ignorance is removed. As a result of that, this whole
manifestation of name and form, superimposed by ignorance,
vanishes away like things seen in a dream. But unless Brahman
is (first) taught (by scripture etc.), neither does the knowledge
of Brahman dawn nor is the universe sublated even though the
instruction, "Know Brahman, sublate the world", be imparted
a hundred times.
Opponent: After Brahman has been taught, the injunction
may relate either to the act of knowing Brahman or to the act
of sublating the universe.
Vediintin: No, since both these objects will be fulfilled from
the very instruction that Brahman that is free from the universe
of manifestations is one's Self. For from the very revelation of
the nature of the rope, mistaken as a snake, follows the knowledge of its real nature, as also the removal of the manifestation
of snake etc. on it brought about by superimposition through
ignorance. It cannot be that a thing already achieved has to be
done over again. Moreover, the individual being, that is known
during the state of phenomenal manifestation as the person
to be directed by the scriptures, must either belong to the
world of manifestations or to Brahman. On the first supposition, when Brahman is taught as devoid of phenomenal manifestations, the individual also becomes negated along with the earth
etc.; and so with regard to whom would you talk of an injunction for the sublation of the universe; and of whom would you
assert that he is to achieve liberation following the injunction?
On the second supposition, when Brahman is taught by saying
that the real nature of the individual being is Brahman Itself
which is by nature beyond all injunctions and that (the soul's)
individuality is a creation of ignorance, then from that will
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follow a cessation of all injunctions, since there will be none
towards whom injunction can be directed. As for expressions
like "(The Self) is to be seen" (Br. II. iv. 5), which are met
with in the context of the supreme knowledge, they are meant
mainly for attracting one's mind towards Reality, but do not
aim mainly at enjoining any injunction about the knowledge of
Reality. In ordinary parlance also, when such directive sentences
as, "Look at this", "Lend ear to that", etc. are uttered, all that is
meant is, "Be attentive to these", but not, "Acquire this knowledge directly". And a man, who is in the presence of an object
to be known, may sometimes know it, and sometimes not. Hence
a man who wants to impart the knowledge of the thing has to
draw his attention to the object of knowledge itself. When that
is done, the knowledge arises naturally in conformity with the
object and the means of knowledge. It is not a fact that any
knowledge (of a given thing), contrary to what is well known
through other means of valid knowledge, can arise in a man
even when acting under some direction. And should the man,
under the belief, "1 am directed to know this in such away",
know it otherwise, this cannot be true knowledge.
What is it then?
It is a mental act (i.e. deliberate fancy). But (apart from
injunction), if it should arise otherwise by itself, it will merely
be an error. Knowledge arises, however, from its valid means
(like perception etc.), and it conforms to its object, just as it
is. It can neither be produced by a hundred injunctions, nor
debarred by a hundred prohibitions. For it is not a matter of
personal option, it being dependent on the object itself. For
this reason also there is no scope for injunction (about
Brahman). Moreover, if it be asserted that the whole scope of
the scripture consists in nothing more than its adherence to
injunction alone, then the position taken up earlier that the
individual soul is one with Brahman which is beyond all
injunction, becomes invalidated. Again, if it be held that the
scripture itself speaks of the soul's unity with the Brahman that
is beyond injunction, and it also enjoins a man to know that
unity, then the very same scripture about Brahman will be open
to the charge of duplicity or self-contradiction. Again, on the
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assumption that the scriptures are concerned with injunction
alone, no one can avoid such defects as the rejection of what is
heard in the scriptures and imagination of what is not heard,
and the defect of liberation becoming a result of the unseen
potency of work and hence impermanent like the results of
rites and sacrifices. Hence the texts about Brahman have enlightenment alone as their goal, and they are not concerned with
injunction. Accordingly, it is wrong to argue that they impart a
single idea (about Brahman), since they come within the scope
of a single injunction. Even if the existence of injunction be
presumed in the case of the texts speaking of Brahman, still it
remains unproved that the very same injunction is present in the
instructions about the conditioned Brahman and unconditioned
Brahman. For when through such proofs as the use of different
words, a difference of injunctions becomes palpable, it is not
possible to resort to the plea that the same injunction exists
everywhere. As for the texts about the Prayaja and Dar§apfirQamasa, it is proper to accept their unity, since the portion
dealing with the competence (of their performer) is the same.
But here as regards the injunctions about the qualified and
unqualified Bral:unan, no such section of the text is available
that declares the sameness of the qualification of the man seeking
for them. For such attributes as "effulgence itself by nature"
are not conducive to the sublation of the universe of manifestation, nor is the sublation of the universe helpful to such qualities
as "effulgence itself by nature",; for they are mutually contradictory. It is not logical to accommodate in one and the 'same
substratum such attributes as the sublation of all, and the
persistence of a part of the phenomenal manifestations. Therefore the division made by us of the (separate) instructions about
Brahman with form and without form is more reasonable.
TOPIC

6:

~~

UNOONDITIONED BRAHMAN AND SoUL

%Slrd~"fd

~ p'lfu

lI!f

~: 1I~~"

The Upani~d Slr(l~iijF(I denies SIfff-~
that is under discussion ft certainly; .... and
something more ffir: after that (negation).

the limitation
speaks 1J.1f:

Arm
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22. The Upamfad certainly denies the limitation thllt is being
dealt 'With and then speaks of something more.
The U pani~d starts with the text, "Brahman has but two
forms-gross and subtle, mortal and immortal, limited and
unlimited, and defined and undefined" (Br. II. iii. 1). Then
having divided the five great (subtle) elements under two
heads, 4 and having revealed such aspects as the possession of the
colour of the turmeric by that essence of the subtle form, called
the infinite Being (PurU~),1i the text again goes on, "Now
therefore the description (of Brahman): Not so, not so.
Because there is no other and more appropriate description than
this 'Not so'" (Br. II. iii. 6). Now we ask, against what is this
negation directed? For nothing is perceived here as having been
pointed out by saying, "This is that", which can constitute the
object of negation. But the use of the word "so" seems to
indicate that something has been presented here as the object of
negation.. For in the text, "Not so, not so", the word "so" is
used after the word "not"; and "so", '!sually used in connection
with something proximate, is seen to be applied in the same
way as "this", as for instance in such expressions as, "So has
the teacher said". And the things we get near at hand here
from the force of the context are the two forms of Brahman
together with their ramifications. And Brahman is that which
has the two forms.
Doubt: That being the position, the doubt arises in us: Does
this negation deny the forms as well as the possessor of forms,
or only one of them? Again, if either of the .two is denied, then
whether Brahman is denied keeping intact the forms, or are the
forms denied, retaining Brahman?
Opponent: That being so, and both being the subject-matters
under discussion, we apprehend that both are negated. Besides,
we have here two negations, the phrase "not so" being used
twice, from which fact the idea arises that by one of them the
form of Brahman consisting of the phenomenal manifestations
• (1) Gross---earth, water, fire; (2) fine-air, space.
• Hiralwagarbha, the Being in the sun and the right eye, and identifying
Himself with the organs, i.e. the subtle body, known otherwise as Pr~a.
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is denied, and by the other is denied Brahman, the possessor of
the form. Or it may be that Brahman Itself, of which the two
forms are the two aspects, is denied; for being beyond speech
and mind, the existence of that Brahman cannot be conceived
of, and hence It is a fit object of denial; but the phenomenal
expressions are not fit to be denied as they come within the range
of perception etc. The repetition (of "not so") is meant to show
earnestness (or generation of conviction).
Vediintin: In reply to this we say that so far as these alternatives go, the denial of both cannot be reasonable, for that would
lead to nihilism. Something unreal is denied on the basis of
something real, as for instance a snake etc. on a rope etc. And
that is possible only if some positive entity is left over (after
the denial). For should everything be denied, what other
positive substratum will be left over? And unless something else
outlives the denial, the thing sought to be denied, cannot be
negated; and hence the latter thus becomes a reality, so that
the contempiated denial itself becomes impossible. Besides, the
denial of Brahman is not reasonable, for that would contradict
the introduction made with, "I will tell you of Brahman" (Br.
III. i. 1), as also the condemnation contained in such texts as, "If
anyone knows Brahman as non-existent, he himself becomes
non-existent" (Tai. II. vi. 1), and the affirmation made in, "The
Self is to be realized as existing" (Ka. II. iii. 13). That would
also lead to overriding all the U pani~ds. As for the statement
that Brahman is beyond speech and mind, that is not meant to
imply that Brahman is non-existent. For it is not logical to deny
that very Brahman after establishing It with a great show of
girding up one's loins, in such sentences of the Upani$3ds as,
"The knower of Brahman attains the highest", "Brahman is
Truth, Knowledge, Infinity" (Tai. II. i. 1); for as the popular
saying has it, "Rather than wash away the mud, it is much
better to avoid its touch from a distance". As a matter of fact,
the text "Failing to reach which, words turn back with the
mind" (Tai. II. ix. 1), presents only a process of propounding
Brahman. The idea expressed is this: Brahman is beyond speech
and mind; It cannot be classed with objects of knowledge; It is
one's inmost Self; and It is by nature eternal, pure, intelligent.
40
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and free. Hence it is to be understood that the phenomenal
expression alone of Brahman is denied, and Brahman Itself is left
over. That very fact is stated in the aphorism, "The Upani~d
certainly denies the limitation that is being dealt with" etc.
The word "so" (iti) denies only that which is the topic under
consideration, viz the forms of Brahman characterized as gross
and subtle, which are definable as "this much", that is to say,
which are limited. For these are the things under discussion and
have been elaborated in the earlier texts under the headings
divine and corporeal. And there is the other form growing out
of this one. It consists of desires; it is constituted by the essence
of the subtle aspect; it is referred to by the word Puru~; it
subsists in the form of the subtle body; and it is shown with
the help of the illustration of turmeric etc. For the subtle body,
formed of the quintessence of the fine elements, cannot have a
visible form. Thus it is understood that by the word "so" (iti),
indicative of something near at hand, these very aspects of
Brahman, consisting of phenomenal expression, are placed in
apposition with "not", the word of denial. As for "Brahman",
It is presented in the earlier text, with the sixth (genitive) caseending, as a word qualifying "form" (in Brahmat1a(3 ritpamBrahman's form), but It: is not presented in Its own right (as
the subject of the sentence). And when after the two forms of
Brahman have been elaborated, the curiosity arises to know the
nature of the possessor of the forms, then commences the text
with "Not so, not so" (Br. II. iii. 6). From this it is ascertained
that the underlying assumption in this text is that the denial of
the forms is tantamount to a presentation of the true nature of
Brahman; for all creation, based on that Brahman, is denied to
be true by saying "Not so, not so". And it is but proper that
all creation should be denied by saying "Not so, not so", since
from such Upani~adic phrases as "originating only in name"
(eh. VI. i. 4) creation is known to be unreal; but not so can
Brahman be denied, since It is the basis of all phenomena. And
the misconception has no scope here as to why the scripture
itself should first show the two aspects of Brahman, only to
deny them the next moment contrary to the popular adage,
4'Rather than wash away the mud, it is much better to avoid its
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very contact from a distance". For this scripture does not
present the two aspects of Brahman as subjects fit for being
expounded, but it simply refers to these aspects that are superimposed on Brahman and are popularly well recognized; and
this is done for the sake of denying them and establishing the
real, pure nature of Brahman. Thus it is all beyond cavil. These
two negatives deny respectively the two aspects, gross and
subtle, according to their numeral order. Or it may be that the
first negative denies the totality of elements, and the second
negative, the totality of impressions. Or the "Not so, not so"
is used in a repetitive sense, implying thereby that whatever is
guessed on Brahman as "this much" has no reality. For should
the negation apply only to the limited things already enumerated,
the question may arise, "If this is not Brahman, what else is?"
But when the "repetition" is used, all objects of knowledge
become denied, and it follows that one's inmost Self, that is not
an object of knowledge, is Brahman; thus the curiosity to know
further ceases. Hence the conclusion is that the phenomenal
expressions, imagined on Brahman, are denied, and Brahman
stands out as outside the negation.
This conclusion is arrived at from the further consideration
that after that denial it is stated again, "There is something other
than this which is beyond" (Br. II. iii. 6). Were the negation
to end in mere non-existence, what else could have been referred
to by the text as being different and beyond? On this interpretation, the words (of the aphorism) are to be construed thus:
"Having taught Brahman with the words 'Not so, not so' (ibid.),
the Upani~ad explains that instruction over again."
What is the meaning of "Not so, not so"?
The meaning is this: Since there is surely nothing besides this
Brahman, therefore Brahman is called "Not so, not so". It does
not mean that Brahman Itself does not exist. And that very fact
is shown by asserting that a Brahman does exist which is beyond
all else and which is not denied.
The words of the Upani~d may, however, be construed thus:
"Because there is no other (and more appropriate) description
than this, therefore it is called 'Not so, not so'" (ibid.), the
meaning being, "Because apart from teaching by way of negating
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the phenomenal world of manifestations, there is no better description of Brahman". Then in that case the words of the
aphorism, "(The text) speaks of something more than that"
should be taken to mean "Its name"; for the text speaks about
the name thus, "Now is Its name, 'The Truth of truth'. The
vital force is truth, and It is the Truth of that" (ibid.). That
becomes proper if the negation leads to (i.e. stops short of)
Brahman. For if the negation culminates in non-existence, what
could have been mentioned as the "Truth of truth"? Hence
our definite conclusion is that this denial leads to Brahman and
does not end in non-existence.

~~ ~1l~~11
a~

That (Brahman) is
says (so).

~

unmanifest,

It

for

an~

(the

Upani~ad)

23. That Brahman is unmanifest, for the Upanisad says so.
Opponent: If Brahman, different from and superior to the
manifold world of manifestation that has been denied, does
exist, why is It not perceived?
Vediintin: The answer is: Because It is not manifest, because
It is supersensuous, It being the witness of all. For the Upani~ds
declare It thus in the texts: "It is not comprehended through the
eye, nor througl;l speech, nor through the other senses; nor is
It attained through austerity or karma" (Mu. III. i. 3); "This
Self is that which has been described as 'Not so, not so'. It is
imperceptible, for It is never perceived" (Br. III. ix. 26); "That
which cannot be perceived and grasped" (Mu. I. i. 6); "Whenever an aspirant gets fearlessly established in this changeless,
bodiless, inexpressible, and supportless Brahman" (Tai. II. vii. 1),
and so on. The Smrti also says, "He is said to be undetermined,
unthinkable, immutable" (Gita, II. 25), and so on.

arfq ~OO ~ ll~){ll

m Moreover, (Brahman is realized) ~~ in samJdhi
(perfect meditation or absorption) smm-ar.xllRT~ as is
known from direct revelation and inference.
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24. Moreover, Brahman is realized in samadhi, as is known
from direct revelation and inference.

Moreover, the Yogins realize, during sll1hradhana, this Self
(i.e. Brahman) which is free from the entire universe of phenomenal manifestation and is supersensuous. Sa1hradbtma means the
act of devotion, contemplation, deep meditation, and such other
practices (e.g. japa etc.).
Opponent: How, again, is it known that they experience this
during such adoration?
Vediintin: "From direct revelation and inference", that is to
say, from Vedic texts and Smrtis. To quote from the Vedic
texts: "The self-existent Lord destroyed (i.e. incapacitated) the
outgoing senses. Therefore one sees the outer things and not the
inner Self. A rare discriminating man, desiring for immortality,
turns his eyes away and then sees the indwelling Self" (Ka. II.
i. 1), "Since one becomes purified in mind through the favour~
ableness of the intellect, therefore can one see that indivisible
Self through meditation" (Mu. III. i. 8), and so on. There are
also Smrti texts, "Salutation to that Effulgence, the Self, that is
realizable through Yoga, and is seen by those who practise
meditation, who are free from sleep (lethargy), who have
controlled their senses. The Yogins realize that Lord who is
eternal", and similar texts.
Opponent: On the assumption of a relationship between the
entity meditated on and the meditator, the supreme Self and
the individual Self become separated.
Vediintin: The reply is, No.

S1Cf1t~1 tf«qiillcililai SJmlJtl Cfl4uqA4I~Uq II~Y.II
.... And 5Aim: the effulgent One (i.e. Self) (appears to be
different) rifVr during activity (like meditation) SI"!Ii'ro-at"1ft-~
as is the case with light etc.; 'Of yet (naturally there is) ar~~
non-difference; ~mRt as is evident from repetition.
25. And tbe effulgent Self appears to be different during
activity, as is the case 'With light etc.; yet (intrinsically) there
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is non-difference as is evident from repetition (of "That thou
art" ).

As light, space, the sun, etc. appear to be diversified in relation
to the activity taking place in such limiting adjuncts as a finger,
a pail, water, etc., and yet they do not give up their natural
unity, so also this difference in the Self is a creation of limiting
adjuncts; but in Its own essence It is the one Self alone. And
thus it is that the non-difference of the individual soul and the
supreme Self is established repeatedly (in such texts as "That
thou art"-Ch. VI. viii-xvi).

am: Hence
(is)

~

(unity) ~ with Infinity;
the indicatory mark.

~

because

6"IT

such

26. Hence (the individual gets) unity with the Infinite; fOT
such is tbe indicatory mark (in the Upan#ad).
"Hence", too, for this further reason that non-difference is
natural whereas difference is a creation of ignorance, the indi~
vidual destroys ignorance through knowledge and attains unity
with the supreme, eternal, conscious Self. "For such is the
indicatory mark"---contained in such texts as, "Anyone who
knows that supreme Brahman becomes Brahman indeed" (Mu.
III. ii. 9), "Being but Brahman, he is absorbed in Brahman" (Br.
IV. iv. 6), and so on.

i\I But \11W-0l44t:!llq since both (difference and non-difference)
are mentioned, (the relationship is) ar~-~..qq as between a
snake and its coil.
27. But since both difference and non-difference are men~
tioned, the relationship (between the supreme Self and the
individual is) as tbat between the snake and its coil.
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\Vith regard to that very relationship between the entity
meditated on and the meditator, another view is adduced with
the idea of clearing our own. In some places ~ difference
between the individual soul and the supreme Self is mentioned,
as in, "Therefore can one see that indivisible Self through meditation" (Mu. III. i. 8), where the difference exists like that
between the subject and object of meditation or between the
seer and the seen; in "reaches the self-effulgent Puru~a that is
higher than the higher Maya" (Mu. III. ii. 8), where the difference is as between the attainer and the goal to be attained; in
"who controls all beings from within" (Br. III. vii. 15), where
exists the difference as between the ruler and the ruled.
Elsewhere, again, the non-difference of those very ones is mentioned, as in, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii-xvi), "I am Brahman"
(Br. I. iv. 10), "This is your Self that is within all" (Br. III.
iv. 1), "This is the Internal Ruler, your own immortal Self"
(Br. III. vii. 3-22). Now in the face of this dual mention, if
non-difference alone be accepted to the exclusion of difference,
the mention of difference will be left without any substance. So
from the mention of both difference and non-difference, the
reality here must be like the snake and its coil. As in the illustration, the snake in itself is non-different, but it differs in its
having a coil, or a hood, or an extended posture; so also is
the case here (with Brahman).

~ dlSltecUq 11':(1:011

err Or ~<mr-arr"lll'-~ like light and its source ~I({ (both)
being effulgence.
28. Or they are like light and its source, both being but
effulgence.
Or this is to be understood on the analogy of light and its
substratum. Just as the sunlight and its substratum, the sun, are
luminous, and not entirely different, both being equally effulgent, and yet they are thought of as different, similar is the case
here.
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~ lI~lll
29. Or (the relationship between the individual and the
supreme Self is) as already shovm.
Or it may be just as it was presented earlier by saying, "And
the effulgent Self appears to be different during activity, as is
the case with light etc." (III. ii. 25); for on that view alone
bondage is a creation of ignorance, so that the achievement of
liberation through knowledge becomes justifiable. If on the
other hand, it is understood that the individual soul is under
bondage in a real sense, and that it is a certain state of the
supreme Self on the analogy of the snake and its coil, or a part
of that Self on the analogy of the light and its source, then
since a bondage that is real cannot be removed, the scripture
speaking of liberation will become useless. And it is not a fact
that the Upani~ds declare both difference and non-difference as
equally valid in the present case; on the contrary the Upani~ads
declare non-difference alone as the view to be established, while
with the idea of speaking of something else (i.e. non-difference),
they merely refer to difference as a thing already conventionally
recognized. Hence the real conclusion is this: There is no
difference "as is the case with light etc."

~~ lI~oll
30. And on account of the denial.
And this conclusion is confirmed by the fact that the scripture denies the existence of any other conscious entity apart
from the supreme Self, in texts like, "There is no other witness
but Him" (Br. III. vii. 23), and so on, as also in, "Now therefore the description of Brahman, 'Not so, not so'," (Br. II. iii.
6), "That Brahman is without prior or posterior, without interior
or exterior" (Br. II. v. 19). Since this variety of phenomenal
manifestation is denied to exist separately from Brahman, and
since Brahman alone is left over as the only ultimate reality,
therefore we understand that this alone is the established
conclusion.
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BRAHMAN ONE WITHOUT A SECOND

From the fact that the Upani~ds are at variance a doubt
arises as to whether any reality exists or does not exist which
is higher than this Brahman that is ascertained to be devoid
of the entire variety of phenomenal manifestations. Certain
sentences, when taken in an apparent sense, seem to prove some
other entity higher even than Brahman. This is an attempt at
refuting those texts.
q-{lffi:

.

~« JiI'1ijAlr~~~"1f: IIHII

am: to this (Brahman) ~CJ:-~if-~~~~-~
because of the mention of embankment, measure (i.e.
limitation), connection, and difference.
'R'{ Superior

Ol{~:

11. There is some entity superior to this Brahma1l, because
of the mention of embankment, measure, connection, and
difference.
Opponent: There should be an entity higher than this
Brahman.
Why?
Because of the reference (in the Upani~ad) to embankment,
magnitude, connection, and difference. Of these the mention of
the term embankment occurs in, "Now then, that which is
the Self is an embankment, a sustainer (or impounder)" (Ch.
VIII. iv. 1), where Brahman, referred to by the word Self,
is declared to be an embankment. And the word embankment is
in vogue in the world in the sense of a barrage of earth and timber to check the flow of a current of water. Here also the word
embankment, having been used for the Self, leads us to understand that, as in the case of the ordinary embankment, something
other than it exists, so also something other than the Self, called
the embankment, does exist. This is confirmed by the use of
the term "crossing over" in, "having crossed over the embankment" (Ch. VIII. iv. 2), from which it is gathered that just as
in life somebody crosses (a stream) over the embankment to
reach solid ground, which is other than the embankment, so
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also one crosses over this embankment, that is the Self, to reach
something that is not the embankment of the Self.
There occurs also the mention of measurement (i.e. limited
size) as in, "This Brahman, that is such, has four feet" (Ch.
III. xviii. 2), "Brahman has eight hoofs, sixteen parts"6 (Ch. IV.
v). It is also seen in common life that whatever can be
measured (or counted) to be so much, as' for instance (the
coins called) klir$lipa~las, presupposes the existence of something
other than itself; so also as Brahman has been measured, there
must be something other than Itself.
Thus also there is the mention of connection: "0 amiable
one, the individual soul then becomes unified with Existence"
(Ch. VI. viii. 1), "the embodied soul" (Tai. II. iii. 1), "fully
embraced by the supreme Self" (Br. IV. iii. 21). And limited
things are seen to come into contact with a limited thing, as for
il15tance human beings with a city. The Upani~ad mentions the
connection of the individuals with Brahman in sleep. Therefore
it is understood that there is something unlimited which is
superior to Brahman.
The mention of difference also leads to the same idea. Thus
in the text, "Now then the golden (effulgent) infinite Being
that is seen in the sun" (Ch. I. vi. 6), the Lord residing in the
sun is mentioned; and then the Lord residing in the eye is
mentioned separately in, "And the infinite Being that is seen in
the eye" (Ch. I. vii. 5). Then the forms etc. of the Being in
the sun are ascribed to the Being in the eye as well: "Of this
latter one the form is the same as of the former; He has the
same knuckles as the former, and the same name as His'" (ihid.).
The text also refers to the limited Godhood of both of them:
of the former it is spoken in, "And He rules over the worlds
that are above the sun, and the things dear to the gods" (Ch. I.
vi. 8); of the latter it is shown in, "And He rules over the
worlds that are below (the earth) and the things dear to men"
o The first part consists of the four directions; the second of earth, sky,
heaven, and sea; the third of fire, sun, moon, and lightning; the fourth
of eye, ear, speech, and mind. Each foot has two hoofs; thus there are
eight hoofs, and each foot has four parts, thus making up sixteen parts.
The feet are called bright, unlimited, luminous, and spacious respectively.
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(Ch. I. vii. 6). This is like saying, "This is the domain of the
king of Magadha, and this of the king of Videha".
V edantin: The conclusion having been drawn from these
references to embankment etc. that there is some entity superior
to Brahman, it is being explained.
ijl+t Irli I~ 1I~~11
32. But (the Self is referred to as an embankment) on account
of similarity.

The use of the word "but" rules out the conclusion shown.
Nothing whatsoever can exist separately from Brahman, for
that lacks proof. As a matter of fact, we do not find any proof
of the existence of anything else. For it has been ascertained
that anything that has an origin derives its birth etc. from
Brahman. An effect is non-different from a cause; and nothing
apart from Brahman can exist that is birthless, because it is
definitely stated thus: "0 amiable one, before creation all this
was but Brahman, one without a second" (eh. VI. ii. 1). And
because the assertion is made by the U pani~ds that all can be
known when the One is known, nothing can be conceived of
as existing apart from Brahman.
Opponent: Was it not pointed out by us that the references
to embankment etc. indicate the existence of some entity
different from Brahman?
Vediintill: In answer it is said, no. As for the reference to
the embankment, it cannot prove the existence of anything
outside Brahman; for the text simply says that the Self is an
embankment, but it does not also aver that there is something
beyond It. Now the ground for your assumption of something
superior is that the idea of embankment cannot arise unless
there is something different from it. But this is not logical.
This queer assumption of something unknown is sheer dogmatism. 1\[oreovcr, if on finding the Self being referred to as an
embankment, one can assume ~omething outside this embankment on the analogy of the commonly known embankment,
then one may as well assume earth and timber as the constituents
of this embankment (which is the Self). But this is not proper,
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since that would contradict the texts about birthlessness etc.
So the proper position that emerges is that the word embank.
ment is used with regard to the Self on account of Its similarity
with the embankment, the point of similarity of the Self with
the embankment being that the Self holds together the world
(as its Inner Ruler) and maintains its boundaries (of norms,
duties, etc.). In this way the Self under discussion is praised
by saying that it is like an embankment. As for the expression,
"having crossed over the embankment" (Ch. VIII. iv. 2), the
literal sense of going beyond being impossible here, the meaning that stands out is that of "attaining", as for instance the
expression, "He has crossed over grammar" means "He has
mastered it", but not gone beyond.

..

~: ~l\l~1I

!f4:-ri: For the sake of intellectual grasp m'Cfq like the
feet.

33. For the sake of intellectual grasp (Brabman's magnitude
is spoken of) just like the feet (of the mind or of space), (or
the qwrrters of the kiiTJiipl11Jtl).
As for the argument that something superior exists on account
of the mention of magnitude, our answer is this: Even the
reference to measure is not meant for conveying the idea of
some entity other than Brahman.
What is it meant for then?
It is meant for intellectual grasp, that is to say, for the sake
of meditation. How can a man ever have any steady idea that
Brahman is possessed of four feet, eight hoofs, and sixteen parts?
Hence it is (for the sake of meditation) that some magnitudes
are merely fancied about Brahman with the help of changeful
things. Not that all men can fix their minds steadily on Brahman,
changeless and infinite as It is, for men's intellects may be sharp,
mediocre, or dull. It is like the imagination of the four feet, as
it is in the case of mind and space, which are mentioned as the
two symbols of Brahman on the corporeal and divine planes. As
speech (nose, eye, ear), etc. are fancied as the four feet in the
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case of mind, and fire, (air, sun, and direction), etc. as the
four feet in the case of space, so also is the case here. Or
piidavat means like quarters. As in the case of (the coin called)
kiiriiip(l'(la, it is fancied to be divided into four quarters in order
to facilitate transaction through it, inasmuch as all cannot use a
whole kiiriap(l'(la in all kinds of dealing everywhere, the volumes
of sale and purchase being variable, similarly in the infinite
Brahman (magnitude is imagined for the sake of meditation).
~tqI01rc(:UI!4I~SlCfl~cr II~~ II
~-~

"

On account of particular environments (Le.
limiting adjuncts) sr'Iim-3flR-CR{ as in the case of light etc.
34. (Connection and difference are mentioned about Brahman)
from the point of view of limiting adjuncts, as in the case of
light etc.
The two objections about the mention of connection and
difference are met in this aphorism. The statement, too, that
was made that from the references to connection and difference
it follows that something superior to Brahman exists, is wrong,
for these references can be possible for the very same thing
from the points of view of particular situations. As for the text
referring to connection, it means this: Particularized knowledge
arises from the contact of the Self with particular environments
consisting of such limiting adjuncts as the intellect. When that
particularized knowledge ceases on the cessation of the limiting
adjuncts, that cessation is metaphorically spoken of as the (individual soul's) contact with the Self; this is spoken from the point
of view of the limiting adjunct, but not from any idea of limitation. So also the reference to difference is made from the point
of view of the diversity of the limiting adjuncts of Brahman.
but not from Its own point of view. "As in the case of light
etc." is said by way of furnishing an illustration. Just as a single
light, be it of the sun or the moon, undergoes diversity owing
to contact with conditioning factors, but it is said to become
united with its source when the conditidning factors are
removed, and the same light is said to be different owing to the
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difference in the conditioning factors, so also is the case here.
Or it is like the mention of connection and difference from the
point of view of mere limiting adjuncts in such cases as the
spaces within the eye of a needle, a loop etc.

"
~8tlIl~~11
35. And because (such a position alone is) logically justifiable.

And this kind of connection alone, and not of any other kind,
is logically sustainable; for it is self-identity that is spoken of as
this relation in, "He attains his own Self' (Ch. VI. viii. 1). And
this is so, since one's own nature is inalienable. The relation here
cannot be like that between a man and a town. But precisely
because the true nature has a covering of limiting adjuncts, the
text, "He attains his own Self", can be logically sustained. So
also the difference cannot be of any other kind, for that would
contradict the oneness of God well recognized in numerous
Upani~dic passages. It is thus also that the Upani~ad explains
how there can be a mention of difference in the case of the
very same space owing to differences of environment, in such
texts as, "The space that is outside a man" (Ch. III. xii. 7), "The
space that is within a man" (Ch. III. xii. 8), and "The space
that is within the heart" (Ch. III. xii. 9).

6'41ri4S1rd~'C(Ii!( II~'II

am

Similarly

~-S1ra~~

from the denial of all else.

36. Similarly from the denial of everything else (it follows
that there is nothing but Brahman).

Having thus set at naught all the reasons, like the use of terms
like embankment, that were advanced by the opponent, the
aphorist now concludes by supporting his own position by
another reason: "Similarly from the denial of everything else",
too, it is understood that there is nothing else superior to
Brahman. Thus there are the texts, "It is He who exists below,
it is I who exist below" (Ch. VII. xxv. 1), "It is the Self that is
below" (Ch. VII. xxv. 2), "All oust one who knows it as
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different from the Self" (Br. II. iv. 6), "All this is but Brahman"
(Mu. II. ii. 11), "All this is but the Self" (Ch. VII. xxv. 2),
"There is no diversity whatever in It" (Br. IV. iv. 19), "That
beyond which there is nothing either superior or inferior (prior
or posterior)" (Sv. III. 9), "That Brahman is without prior or
posterior, without interior or exterior" (Br. II. v. 19). These
and such other texts, which occur in the contexts dealing with
Brahman Itself and cannot be interpreted otherwise, rule out
any thing other than Brahman. And from the text that Brahman
is in all creatures (Ka. II. ii. 9-11, Br. II. v. 19) it is understood
that there is no other Self within the supreme Self.

ari\';:r Hereby ri~ omnipresence 8I'JlITlI'-~-~: on
the strength of words like extension etc.
37. Hereby (is established) the omnipresence (of the Self),
(as is known) on the strength of (Upani$adic) words like exten·
sion and other sources (i.e. Srnrti and logic).
"Hereby", that is to say, from the refutation of (the arguments based on) the mention of terms like embankment etc.,
and with the help of the negation of all other things, "is also
established the omnipresence of the Self". For it cannot be
proved otherwise, since on the assumption that the tenns like
embankment etc. are mentioned in a literal sense, the Self will
become a limited entity, inasmuch as the embankments etc. are
themselves limited in that sense. Similarly, if the d~nial of all
other things (by the scriptures) be not a fact, the Self will
become a limited entity, since one thing becomes delimited by
another. And the omnipresence of the Self is known from such
terms as extensiveness, the word extension being used in the
sense of pervasiveness. Texts like the following, "The Space
(Brahman) within the heart is as extensive as the Space outside"
(Ch. VIII. i. 3), "He is omnipresent like space and eternal",
"He is greater than heaven" (Ch. III. xiv. 3), "greater than
space" (S. B. X. vi. 3.2.), "This one is eternal, omnipresent,
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steady, unchanging" (Gita, II. 24), and similar Upani~dic and
Smrti texts, as well as logic, teach the omnipresence of the Self.
TOPIC

8:

FRUITS OF ACTION

Of that Brahman Itself another characteristic is being described that is in evidence during phenomenal existence in which
occurs a division between the ordainer and the ordained.

~~: 1I~c;1I
~ Fruit (of action)

arn-: (comes)

from this one, ~q-ff: on

grounds of logic.
38. The fruit of action is from Him, this being the logical
position.
Doubt: With regard to the well-known results of actions of
creatures which fall under three classes-the desirable, the
undesirable, and the mixed-and belong to the state of transmigration, the thought arises as to whether they spring from
the karmas (rites etc.) or from God.
Vedantin: While in this predicament, the reasonable position
is that "the fruit (of action)" should be "from this one", from
God.
Why?
"This being the logical position." Since He presides over
everything, and since He is fully aware of the specific environment and time conducive to the different kinds of creation, preservation, and dissolution, it is but logical that He should ordain
the fruits of works for the people according to their merit.
But it does not stand to reason that fruits can come at some
future time from actions which get destroyed the next moment;
because something cannot come out of nothing.
Opponent: It may well be .that an action, even while it is
being destroyed produces a result proper to itself, during the
time that it lasts, and then only it is destroyed; and that result
is attained by the agent of the act at some distant time.
Vedantin: That too does not remove the difficulty; for there
can be no such thing as a result till the agent of the act comes
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to possess it, inasmuch as any happiness or sorrow experienced
by any soul at any time is recognized in the world to be such a
result relatively to that very time. And common people do not
recognize any happiness or sorrow unrelated to a soul to be a
result. Again, if it be maintained that though the result may
not issue just after the action, it can issue (in the future) out of
the unseen potency emerging out of the act, that too is unjustifiable, for potency, which is inert like stocks and stones, cannot
act unless stimulated by some conscious agent. Besides, such an
unseen potency lacks any valid proof.
Opponent: Presumption from the seen result (lITthiiplltti) is a
proof in its support.
Vediintin: No; for God having been proved to be the
ordainer of results, any presumption is ruled out of court.

,aeq Iii

Il~tll

39. (God is the ordainer of results) for the further reason that
the Upan#ads say so.
lt is not merely on grounds of reason that we think of God
as the ordainer of results.
On what more grounds then?
We think of God as the ordainer of results, because that is
how the Upani~ds speak. For instance, there is the text, "That
great birthless Self is the bestower of food all round and the
giver of wealth," (Br. IV. iv. 24), as also other texts of this
class.

~ ~r+tro:t(ij Q;Cf \1)(011
ar~: ~ For these very reasons ~flrf.r: Jaimini (thinks)
virtue (i.e. scriptural conduct), (to be the cause).

"Ili

40. For these very reasons Jtlimini considers virtuous deeds to
be the yielder of results.
Mimamsaka: "The teacher Jaimini, however, considers
virtuous deeds to be the yielder of results", "for these very
reasons", on the authority of the Vedas and reason. This fact is
41
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mentioned in the Vedas in "One wishing for heaven shall perform a sacrifice" (TiiI)Qya), and similar texts. That text contains
an injunction, and since an injunction is understood to have an
object in view, the sacrifice becomes the object. From this it
becomes obvious that the sacrifice is the producer of heaven; for
else this sacrifice would find no performer, so that the instruction about it would become meaningless.
Objection: Has not this viewpoint been refuted by saying
that ktrrma that has but a momentary existence cannot produce
such a result?
Mrmmnsaka: That is no defect, since there is the Vedic
authority. If the Vedic authority is accepted, one has to think
in the way that would justify the kind of relation between
action and the result of action that is mentioned in the Vedas.
Unless the action, while undergoing destruction, produces some
unseen potency, it cannot produce its result after an interval.
Hence the inference to be drawn is that there is such a thing
called unseen potency which may be either some subtle state of
the action itself or some previous (seed) state of the result. In
this way the position stated earlier becomes logical. But the
theory that God ordains the results is illogical. For one uniform
cause cannot produce variegated results; that will lead to partiality and cruelty on God's part and the performance of action
will be useless. Hence the conclusion is that results are produced
by virtuous deeds alone.

~ q GII~<Il'lofl ~qq~~lIq lI¥tll
~ But Gflii<lljlJj: BiidariiyaQ.a (considers) 'I~~
~-O"ljq(l!llq:

the earlier One
owing to (His) mention as the cause (even of

action).

41. But Badaraya~a considers the earlier One (viz God) (as
the bestower of results), because He is mentioned as the cause
of even action.
But the teacher BiidariiyaQ.a considers the earlier One, i.e. God
Himself, as the bestower of results. The word "but" refutes
the views that the result is obtained either from the action itself
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or the unseen potency of action. The accepted conclusion is that
the result comes from God, be it either by taking into account
the action itself or the unseen potency, as it may.
Why?
"Because He is mentioned as the cause". For God is presented
as the cause both by way of making others act virtuously or
viciously and of bestowing the results, in the text, "It is He
Himself who makes him do a good deed whom He wishes to
raise up from these worlds; and it is He Himself who makes him
do a bad deed whom He wishes to throw down" (Kau. III. 8).
This fact is mentioned in the Gitii as well, "Whichever divine
form a devotee wants to worship with faith, I ordain for him
unswerving faith in that very form. Endowed with that faith, he
continues in the worship of that form, and obtains from it the
results he desires, as ordained by Me" (Gitii. VII. 21-22). In
all the Upani~ds creations are declared as the acts of God. And
God's bestowing of results consists precisely in His creating the
creatures according to individual m"erits. The defects of the
impossibility of the emergence of variegated results from the
very same cause, and so on, do not arise since God acts by
taking into account the efforts made by the creatures.

SECl10N

TOPIC

1:

III

SAMENESS OF MEDITATION

ijQ441""dSlC'llli it14'1IGfC4lil tUq: II ~Il
ri-~-~ Any (particular) conception (for meditation) imparted in all the Upani~ads (is the same) ~~-arTf~
d\fCC~qlq: on account of the sameness of injunction etc.

1. Any (particular) conception for meditation (vijiiana)
impprted in all the Upani$ads is the same on account of the
sameness of the injunction etc.
The reality of Brahman, that is to be known, has been
explained. Now is being considered whether the vijiianas differ
according to the different U pani~ds or not.
Opponent: Has it not been ascertained that the Brahman to
be known is .devoid of the differences of priority and posteriority (i.e. cause and effect), and It is homogeneous like a lump
of salt? So how can· a consideration about the difference or
non-difference of vijiiantls (conceptions about Brahman) arise?
For it cannot be that like the variety of rites and rituals, the
Upani~ds seek to teach any multiplicity about Brahman as well;
for Brahman is one with a uniform characteristic. It is not
possible to have different kinds of vijfiantl of the same Brahman
that has a single uniform nature. To know a thing otherwise
than what it is cannot be anything but erroneous. Should the
different Upani~ds, however, teach diverse conceptions about
the same Brahman, one of these conceptions will be correct
while the rest will be erroneous, so that this will open the gate
to a loss of faith in the Upani~ads. Hence no such misconception
should be entertained that the conceptions about Brahman
differ in different Upani~ads. It is not also possible to affirm an
identity of the conceptions on the basis of the uniformity of
the injunctions, for the knowledge of Brahman is such that it
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cannot be indicated by any injunction. Under the aphorism,
"But that Brahman is known from the Upani~ds, because of
their becoming connected with Brahman as their main purport"
(I. i. 4), the teacher (Vyasa) said that the knowledge of
Brahman arises from (Vedic) texts about Brahman which do
not convey the sense of any injunction, and which culminate
in the realization of the thing itself. So how can this discussion
about difference and non-difference be started?
Vedantin: That is being stated. This discussion about difference and non-difference of vijiianas relates to the qualified
Brahman and to Pra'{la etc., so that there is no defect. For in
this field there is a possibility of difference and non-difference
of meditations just as much as in the case of the rites etc. Like
ritualistic actions, the meditations are also spoken of as having
seen and unseen results. Some of them lead to liberation by
stages by way of giving rise to perfect knowledge ultimately.
With regard to these there is a possibility of the discussion
whether a particular vijiiiina differs from Upani~d to Upani~d
or 'it does not.
As to that, the reasons from the opponent's stlNldpoint are
being adduced: To start with then, names are well known to
stand for different conceptions, as in the case of such designations as jyotir (light, indicating the Jyoti~oma sacrifice). Here
also as regards the meditations, enjoined in the different Upani~ds, we meet with such differences of names as Taittriyaka,
Vajasaneyaka, Kauthiimaka, Kau~taka, Satyayanaka, and so on.
Similarly also the difference of form is well known to indicate
a difference of rites, as in such texts, "The coagulated milk (got
by mixing curd with hot milk) is for the ViSvadevas (all gods),
the cheese-water is to be offered to the sun"!. And here, (as
regards the meditations), a difference of forms is in evidence;
for instance, in some recensions they read of a sixth and entirely
different fire in the context of the meditation on the five fires,
whereas others have only five. So also in the parable of Pra'{la
etc., some have a fewer number of the organs such as that
1 The assumption is that the second portion, "cheese-water" etc. is not
just an appendage of the Viroedeva sacrifice, but it suggests a different
sacrifice.
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of speech etc., while others have a greater number. So also it
is argued that a special attribute is suggestive of a difference in
rites as in such cases as the Kiiriri sacrifice.2 In the context of
vijiianlls also, the mention of special attributes is met with, as
for instance, the vow of holding fire on head, enjoined for the
followers of the Atharva Veda (Mu. III. ii. 10). Thus also other
tests like repetition, (met with in the Purva-Mlmiirhsii), which
mark out one act from another, are to be suitably applied here
as well. Hence the vijiianas differ from Upani~ad to Upani~d.
Vedantin: Such being the position, we say: "The vijn.anas
(conceptions for meditation) imparted in all the Upani~ds"
must be the same in the respective U pani~ds.
Why?
"On account of the sameness of the injunction etc.", the "etc."
being used for implying the reasons (viz connection, fonn, and
name) that detennine non-difference, as they are contained in
the aphorism stating the accepted view in that section of the
Purva-Mlmamsii that deals with the texts of other branches (of
the Vedas). The meaning is that the meditations are the same
because of the similarity of connection, form, injunction, and
name. Even as in the case of the same Agnihotra sacrifice, though
occurring in the different branches of the Vedas, the same kind
of human effort is enjoined by saying "one shall sacrifice",
similarly the injunction of the followers of the Viijasaneya
branch is, "He who knows (i.e. meditates on) that which is the
oldest and greatest" (Br. VI. i. 1), and similar is the injunction
of the Chandogas (Ch. V. i. 1). The connection with the result
also is the same, which is, "He becomes the oldest and the
greatest among his relatives" (Br. VI. i. 1). And the form of
the vijiiiina in both the places is the same, viz that the principal
PritQ,a is possessed of the special qualities of being the oldest and
the greatest. Just as the materials and the deities determine the
form (or nature) of the sacrifice, so also it is to be known that
• Students of the texts about the Kariri sacrifice (meant for rainfall),
who belong to the Taittiriya branch, eat on the ground, but not so the
others. Some, when reading of the sacrificial fire, carry the water jar of
the teachers, others do not. Now such differences in conduct cannot be
useless. Hence these sacrifices differ according to their attributes.
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the form of the vijiiana (is determined by the object, viz the
reality called Prii1,za). For the vijiiana is stamped according to
the principle meditated on. The name too is the same in both
places, namely "the meditation on Prii1,za". Hence the vijiiJnas
are known to be the same in all the Upani~dic concepts of meditation. The same interpretation is to be applied to all such meditations, as the meditation on the five fires, the meditation on
VaiSvanara, the Slnrjilya-Vidyii, and so on.
As for the argument that (differences in) names, forms etc.
apparently imply differences, that was refuted in the PiirvaM'im.ams3, under the aphorisms starting with, "Rites do not differ,
just because of the occurrence of different names, for they are
not used as names for enjoined rites"8 (XI. iv. 10).
Apprehending another possible objection, the aphorist refutes
that as well:
~

, ..

"'~I~ 10 "'~Cfifl4I+i

ftq

II~II

Owing to difference (in subsidiary matters) or (the
vijiianis are) not the same ~ ~ if such be the view if not
(so) ~ arfcr (for) even in the same vijiiii1lll (differences
in details are possible).
~

2. If it be said that the vijiiiinas cannot be the S(t1'1U owing to
the difference in details, then not so, for difference can occur
even in the same vijiiii1Ul.
Opponent: It may well be that the sameness of the vijiiallas
in all the Upani~ads cannot be logically upheld on account of the
differences in details. Thus it is seen that when dealing with the
meditation on the five fires, the followers of the Vajasaneya
branch mention a sixth fire thils, "This fire becomes his fire" etc.
(Br. VI. ii. 14). The Chandogas do not mention it, but they
conclude with the number five: "Now then, he who knows
(i.e. meditates on) these five fires thus" (Ch. V. x. 10). And
how can the meditations be the same for both those who have
• The names Karhaka, Kalapaka, for instance, are not the names of the
rites, but. have reference to books. Even slight differences in fonn also
do not make the rites different. The special characteristics mentioned
there relate to study and not to any rite.
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that additional factor and those who have not? It is not possible
to understand that there should be a combination of the details
(found in both the places for the same thing), since the number
five becomes irreconcilable. Similarly in the parable of Prii'{la,
the Chandogas read of four other pr~as, viz speech, eye, ear,
and mind, over and above the Pra'(1,a that is the greatest, whereas
the Vajasaneyins read of a fifth as well in, "The seed is Prajati
(having the power of generation). He who knows it to be such
becomes enriched with children and animals" (Br. VI. i. 6).
Moreover, the entity to be meditated on differs according as
something is added to or dropped out 4 ; and from the difference
of the entity meditated on, the meditation itself differs, just as
much as the sacrifices differ according to the difference in their
deities and accessories.
Vediintin: That is nothing damaging, since this kind of varia,tion in details is admissible in the very same meditation. Although
(on account of the irreconcilability of the number five) the
sixth fire cannot be added (by taking it from elsewhere), still
the five fires counting from heaven being in evidence in both
the places, there cannot be a difference in the meditation, just
as the Atiratra sacrifice does not differ in spite of taking up or
not taking up the sacrificial vessel called ~odaSi5. Moreover, the
Chandogas also read of a sixth fire: "When he departs for
attaining the world earned by his merit, they carry him to the
(funeral) fire itself" (Ch. V. ix. 2). The Vajasaneyins, however, in
their eagerness to eliminate (from the funeral fire) the imagination of smoke, faggot, etc. that are associated with the imaginary
five fires, read thus: "The (material) fire becomes his (i.e. dead
man's) fire, the (material) fuel his fuel" etc. (Br. VI. ii. 14).
That is only by way of a restatement of a commonly known
fact. 6 Or even if this (sixth) fire be meant for meditation, then
• A'Uiipa-adding something from another injunction, and udviiparejecting something enjoined somewhere.
• In regard to this sacrifice two contradictory injunctions about using
and not using the SoQaSi are met with; still the Mimamsakas argue that
the sacrifice is the same, the use of the SoQasi being optional.
"That the coounon fire burns the dead meditator. This is not a fire
to be meditated on, the five foregoing ones only being meant for that.
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the Chandogas also can add this trait to theirs. And it should
not be apprehended that the number five will stand in the way;
for this number, enumerating the five imaginary fires (involved
in the meditation based on superimposition), is a restatement
of the fact already known (earlier that the fires are five), so that
it is not a part of any injunction. Hence there is no contlict.
Similarly in the anecdote of the Pr~a and so on, it is nothing
contradictory to add somewhere a new trait. It should not be
apprehended that either the entity meditated on or the meditation differs in accordance as a detail is added to or given up;
for though a certain small trait may be added or deducted
from the entity meditated on, yet the meditation is recognized
to be the same from the (persistence of the) greater quantum
of the thing to be known. Hence the meditations are the same
in the different U pani~ds.

tcTIQjI~(lI dttleait

%~SNtctil<I'iI

~ ~: 1I~1l

(The rite of carrying fire on the head is an appendage)
fql'4ll1tl1 of Vedic study; ~ because ij"'fTm in the Stm14cara

(it is enjoined) ~if as being so, ~ also arf"RiTm[ on account
of competence, 'if and (R{-fifll''f: that regulation (is) ~ as
in the case of libations.
3. The rite of carrying fire on the head is an appendage of
Vedic study, because it is stated to be so in the Stm14cara, and
also becrruse of competence. And that regulation is like thllt
about libations.

It was argued that since the followers of the Atharva Veda
acknowledge the vow of holding fire on the head, (sitting
amidst fires), etc. as necessary preconditions for the acquisition of knowledge, while others do not do so, therefore the
knowledge (vidya) differs. That is being refuted. This is a trait
of the Vedic study, but not of knowledge.
How is this known?
Because the followers of the Atharva Veda read of this also
as a Vedic vow "stated to be so", mentioned as a feature of
the study of the Veda, in the Sllmiicara, in the book imparting
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instruction about Vedic vows. And from the text, "One that
has not fulfilled the vow (of holding fire on the head) does
not read this" (Mu. III. ii. 11), which is concerned with the
competence of the person concerned, and where the word
"this" is used and the study of the text is clearly mentioned, it
is ascertained that this vow is a concomitant (feature) of the
study of their own U pani!1ad.
Oppone1lt: Since in the text, "To them alone should one
expound this knowledge of Brahman who are engaged in the
practice of disciplines, versed in the Vedas, and devoted to
Brahman ... and by whom has been duly performed the vow
of holding the fire on the head" (Mu. III. ii. 10), the vow is
connected with the knowledge of Brahman, which is the same
in all the Upani!1ads, therefore it follows that this concomitant
(trait) will get combined with the knowledge everywhere.
Vediintin: No, for in that text, too, the term "This (knowledge of Brahman)" brings to notice the subject under discussion,
which is the knowledge of Brahman gathered from that
particular text; and hence this concomitant trait remains associated with a particular text only.
"And that regulation is like that about the (seven) libations"
is said by way of citing an illustration. Just as from the fa~t
that the seven kinds of oblation, counting from Saurya to
Sataudana, have no connection with the three (sacrificial) fires
mentioned in the other Vedas, but are connected with the one
fire ( called Ekar~) mentioned in the Atharva Veda, these
oblations become restricted to the followers of the Atharva
Veda alone, so also this concomitant feature must be restricted
only to a particular kind of Vedic study, since it is connected
with that. From this also it follows that the sameness of
knowledge everywhere is beyond cavil.

4. Moreover, (the scripture) reveals (this fact).

The Vedas also show the unity of the knowledge, for in all
the Upani!1ads the selfsame entity to be known is taught, as it
is said in, "That goal which all the Vedas with one voice
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proclaim" (Ka. I. ii. 15); similarly, "The followers of the
Veda (i.e. Hotrs) discuss this very one in the context
of the great Uktha (hymn), the priests of Yajur Veda (i.e.
Adhvaryus) sacrifice to this one in the fire, and the Chandogas
(Udgatii priests, following the sarna Veda) sing to this one in
their great vow" (Ai. A. III. ii. 3.12). So also the quality of
striking terror belonging to God, that is mentioned in the Katha
Upani~d in, "The supreme Brahman that is a great terror"
(II. iii. 2), is seen to be referred to in the Taittiriya Upani~ad
for the sake of condemning the idea of duality, in the text,
"Whenever the aspirant creates (even) a little difference in this
Brahman, he is struck with fear" (II. vii. 1). So also the
VaiSvanara Self, conceived of in the BrhadaraQyaka (I. i. 1)
as extending from heaven to earth, is referred to in the
Chandogya Upani~d as something already well known: "But
he who worships this Vaisvanara Self as extending from heaven
to earth and recognized as one's inmost Self" (Ch. V. xviii. 1).
Again, it is seen that by way of demonstrating the unity of the
purport of all the Upani~ds, the Ukthas (collections of hymns)
etc. enjoined in one Upani~d are adopted in other Upani~ds
for the sake of meditation; and from this it can be concluded,
on the logic of frequent occurrence, that (like the unity of the
knowledge of Brahman) the meditations also are the same in all
the U pani~ads.
~g

TOPIC

2:

WMBINATION OF TRAITS

'if And m~~: A combination (is to be effected) ij1fl~ in
similar meditations ri-ri~ owing to non-difference of application fcrf~.~-«« like the subsidiaries of an injunction.

5. And in similar meditations (all) the traits are to be
combined, for there is no difference in application like the
subsidiaries of an injunction.

This aphorism is meant for stating the result of the previous
discussion. It having been established thus that all the Upani~ads
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present the same ideas about all the meditations, the traits of
any meditation mentioned in any one Upani~ad have to be
combined with the same meditation everywhere else; for their
applications are not different. In whatever sense anyone of
these traits becomes helpful to a meditation at one place, it
becomes so in the .same way elsewhere as well; for the meditation is the same in either place. Hence "a combination is to be
made, like the subsidiaries of an injunction". Just as the particular features of such rites as the Agnihotra, which are presented
as subsidiary matters in connection with the main injunctions
(of Agnihotra etc.), are combined together because of the
sameness of that Agnihotra rite everywhere. so also is the case
here. Had the meditations been different, the (individual) traits
would remain tagged on to their separate meditations which,
however, would not become inter-connected by way of one
being a primary meditation and the others subsidiary, so that
the traits would not become combined together. But such is
not the case when the meditations are the same.
An elaboration of this very aphorism, stating the result as it
does, will be made in the aphorisms starting with, "on account
of the non-difference of the meditation everywhere" (III. iii. 10).
TOPIC

3:

DIFFERENCE OF MEDITATIONS

~~ ~ICSI~iF~f6 .q'aiFCj~t4litlll~1I
at"ll21\1::Cl4{ (There is) difference ~ on the authority (of
the difference) of texts ~Q ~q if such be the contention if not
so ar-~ owing to non-difference.

6. If it be said that the (Udgitha) meditations (in the
Chiindogya and Brhadiir~yaka Upan#ads) are different on
account of the difference of (texts), then not so, for there is
120 difference.

In the Brhadarat:tyaka U pani~ad the start is' made thus: "The
gods said, 'Now let us surpass the Asuras (devils) in (this)
sacrifice through the Udgltha'. They said to the organ of speech,
'Chant the Udgltha for us'" (Br. I. iii. 1-2), and then the
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inferior prm.zas (organs) of speech etc. are condemned as struck
with evil by the Asuras (devils), and lastly the chief Prim,a (in
the mouth) is mentioned thus: "Then they said to this (chief)
Pra~ (vital force) in the mouth, 'Chant (the Udgitha) for us.'
'All right', said the vital force and chanted for them" (Br. I. iii.
7). So also in the Chandogya Upani~ad the commencement is
made with, "Then the gods resorted to the U dgitha, under the
idea, 'We shall defeat these (devils) by this'" (I. ii. 1); after
that the prm.zas (organs ) are condemned as struck with sin by
the devils; and then in the very same way the preference for
the chief Prim,a (in the mouth) is shown thus: "Then they
meditated on this vital force, that is in the mouth, as the Udgitha
(Om)" (I. ii. 7). It can be understood from the eulogy of
Pratza at both the places that what is enjoined is a meditation
on PrltQa.
A doubt arises in this matter: Do the meditations differ here,
or are they the same? What should be the conclusion then?
Opponent: The meditations are the same on account of the
arguments already advanced.
Objection: The sameness of the meditations is untenable
because of the difference in the manner of starting. The
Viijasaneyins start in one way, while the Siimavedins do in
another way. The Viijasaneyins mention Pra~ as the singer of
the Udgitha in their text, "(Then they said to this vital force
in the mouth) 'Chant the Udgitha for us'" (Br. I. iii. 7),
whereas the Siimavedins mention the vital force as Udgitha in,
"They meditated on him as Udgitha" (Ch. I. ii. 7). So how can
there be an identity of the meditations?
Opponent: That creates no difficulty, for the identity of the
meditation is not ruleg out by this (slight) variation, inasmuch
as many more points of similarity are in evidence, for instance,
the beginning is made with a description of the war between
the gods and devils, the U dgitha is introduced for the sake of
defeating the devils, the mention is made of the organs like the
organ of speech, resort is made to the vital force in the mouth
after decrying those organs, and the analogy of the stone and a
lump of earth (smashed by being thrown at the stone) is cited
by way of illustrating the destruction of the devils by the
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prowess of the vital force; many other points of similarity of
this kind are also in evidence in both the places. Even in the
BrhadaraQ.yaka we come across an appositional use of Prii'Q4
with Udgitha: "This indeed is also Udgitha" (I. iii. 23). Hence
in the Chandogya Upani~ad also, the agency of Prava (in
singing) is to be inferred metaphorically. From this also follows
the identity of the meditations.
if err SI~ q()q(l4~cllr~qq: 1\\911
if iff Rather not ~-~ owing to a difference in subjectmatter !R:-", ()4ttq-arr~-~ even as in such cases as being higher
than the high.

7. Rather not owing to a difference of subject-mutter even lIS
in such cases {IS (meditation on the Udgitha as) possessed of
the quality of being higher than the high, (greater than the
great).
Vediintin: The identity of the meditations is not certainly
tenable; the reasonable position here is that the meditations are
different.
Why?
"Owing to a difference of prakartl'(Ul (lit. subject-matter)",
that is to say, "owing to a difference of prakrama (lit. introduction)-the way the two meditations are started with". Thus a
difference in the manner of starting is obvious here. The
Chandogya begins with, "Let one meditate on the letter Om as
Udgitha" (I. i. 1). Thus the subject introduced is the meditation
on Om, a letter forming a part of the Udgitha. Then it is
expounded as possessed of such qualities as being the quintessence. And then that very Om, forming a part of the U dgitha is
again alluded to in, "Now then starts a proximate elaboration of
that very letter" (I. i. 10), and proceeding through the narration
of the war between the gods and the devils the text says, "They
meditated on Prii'Q,a as the Udgitha" (I. ii. 2). Now if by the
word Udgltha, occurring there, be meant the entire division of
Sarna (song, that goes by that name), and the priest U dgata be
meant as the singer (identified with Pratza), then the introduc-
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tion would be contradicted, and a necessity for resort to
metaphorical interpretation would crop up. It is proper that in
the same context, conveying a single idea, the conclusion should
be in accordance with the introduction. Hence in this text what
is enjoined is the superimposition of the idea of PriiQ.a on Om
forming a part of the U dgltha. But in the BrhadaraQ.yaka
Upani~ad, there being no reason to understand a part of the
Udgttha from a use of that word, it is presented as a whole
(along with all its parts). And even in the text, "you chant
for us" (Br. I. iii. 2), the priest called Udgiitii, who is the singer
of that entire Udgitha is enjoined to be looked upon as Pra'!la.
Thus the manner of presentation is different. Although there,
in the BrhadaraJ)yaka, Pr4'Q4 is placed in apposition with
Udgltha, yet this is meant for demonstrating the fact that
Prm.za, which has been sought to be shown as the priest
Udgiita, is also the Self of all. So this does not lead to an identity
of the two meditations. Again, there (in the BrhadiiraQ.yaka
text), the term Udgitha is used to indicate the whole of it, so
that there is difference between the two. It cannot be argued
that the idea of Prii'!la being the Udgiitii has to be rejected on
the ground of impossibility; for Prii1Ja is taught as the Udgata
for the sake of meditation just like its being taught as the
Udgitha for the same purpose. Besides, it is with the energy of
Pr4'Qa that the U dgiita sings the U dgitha, so that there is no
impossibility. Thus it is stated by the Upani~ad in tHat very
context, "Indeed he chanted through speech and the vital force"
(Br. I . iii. 24). Again, when the intended meaning is understood
to be different (in the two Upani~ads), it is not proper to decide
on an identity of meaning with the help of mere similarity of
the language of the sentences. An illustration of this is found
in the sentences (in Piirva-Mimiirhsii) about the rising of the
moon and desire for cattle, where a similarity of injunction is
found in, "The rice grains are to be divided into three parts"
(which text deals with moon-rise) and "with those that form
the middle part, one shall offer a cake in eight potsherds for fire,
possessed of the quality of a giver" (which sentence deals with
the desire for cattle). Though in the two sentences there is a
similarity of injunction, still owing to a difference in the intro-
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ductory sentences, it is ascertained that in the sentence dealing
with moon-rise, the idea implied is a (mere) change of deities,
whereas in the sentence dealing with desires, the injunction is
about a sacrifice. 7 Hence here also the meditations differ owing
to a difference in the introductory sentences, "just as it is in
the case of U dgitha possessed of the quality of being higher than
the high and greater than the great". Although the superimposition of the idea of the supreme Self is similar in "Space
(Brahman) is indeed greater than these. Space is the highest
goal. This is the Udgitha that is higher than the high (Prii~),
and greater than the great (Prii(ul) , and it is infinite" (Ch.
I. ix. 1-2), and in the text superimposing the idea of the
supreme Self on the sun and the eye, still the meditation
on Udgitha as possessed of the quality of being higher and
greater than the high and great is different from the meditation
on U dgitha as possessed of the quality of being established in
the sun and the eye and being possessed of golden beard etc.
(Ch. I. vi. 7). But even as within the same branch of the Vedas,
there is no combination of the features of two different meditations, so also is it the case with different meditations occurring
in different branches.

~mcr~*,$'tPq~ ~ ~ \lcoll
(Sameness follows) ~mo: from (the sameness of) designation :;f~ if it be said so, ffi{ that ~ has been answered. ~
However, ffi[-~ttr that also ~~ exists.

8. If from the stmleness of name, (the two meditations are held
to be· the stmle) , that has already been answered. But that
'The Darla sacrifice takes place on the new-moon night (the fifteenth
day of the dark fortnight). Now if by mistake it is done on the fourteenth day, and the moon rises afterwards, the sacrificer is faced with
evil consequences. To get over this, the sacrificer shall divide the rice
grains into three parts. Of these the medium portion will be offered to
Fire, the bigger portion with curds to Indra, and the smaller cooked
into a pudding with milk to Vi~~u. But this is not a new sacrifice, the
deities alone being changed. The text dealing with desire for cattle also
has a similar ending. Still it is different from the above.
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(sameness of name) is met 'With (even 'With regard to things
quite different).

If it be held now that the meditation is the same here 0:1
account of the sameness of the name, it being called the meditation on the U dgitha at both the places, then that too is not
tenable; for it has been already said, "Rather not, owing to a
difference of subject-matter (i.e. introduction) even as in such
cases as meditation on the U dgltha as possessed of the quality
of being higher than the high and greater than the great" (III.
iii. 7). That applies here more aptly, inasmuch as it conforms
to the letters of the U pani~ad, the name being used in a secondary sense only by common people dealing with the subject,
who take their cue from the mere occurrence of the word
Udgltha in both the places. Moreover, this identity of name is
met with even in the face of well-recognized differences underlying such meditations as that on the Udgltha (i.e. Brahman) as
possessed of the qualities of being higher than the high and
greater than the great, where also the single name "meditation
on Udgltha" is used. Just as such sacrifices as Agnihotra, Darsapiil1).3.masa, etc., which are well known as different, are seen
to be referred to by the common name Kathaka, merely because
they are read of in the selfsame book of the Katha branch of
the Vedas, so is the case here. But where no such reason for
difference is met with, the meditations may well be identical
as for instance the meditation on Samvarga (merger), etc.
TOPIC

4:

SPECIFICATION OF

OM

Doubt: In the text, "Let one meditate on the letter Om (as)
the Udgltha" (Ch. I. i. 1), we hear of an appositional use of
Om and U dgltha, from which fact one of the four alternatives--superimposition, ablation, identity, qualification-may be accepted as the meaning of the apposition. So the consideration arises
above the appropriateness of anyone of these in the present context. Of these, superimposition occurs where the idea of one of
the two things is superimposed on the idea of the other even
while the individual idea of the latter is not sublated; the idea
of the thing on which the idea of another thing is superimposed
42
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persists even when the superimposed idea of the latter is in evidence. For instance, even when the idea of Brahman is superimposed on a name (e.g. Om) the idea of the name persists and
it is not negated by the idea of Brahman; or it is like the superimposition of the ideas of Vi~u and other gods on images etc.
So also it may be that either the idea of Udgitha is superimposed
here on the letter Om or the letter Om is superimposed on
U dgltha. Ablation occurs where a thing has got fastened on to
it a deep-rooted, persistent, unreal idea, and then the true idea
dawns to drive away the earlier unreal idea. For instance, the
idea of Selfhood persisting with regard to the assemblage of
body and senses is driven away by the subsequent true idea of
Selfhood with regard to the Self Itself springing up from the
(instruction), "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii-xvi); or a confusion
about directions is removed by the true idea of directions. So
it may be that here also either the idea of the UdgItha is removed
by the idea of the letter Om or the idea of the letter Om is
removed by the idea of the U dgltha. Identity means that the
connotation and denotation of Om and U dgitha are the same.
Neither more nor less, as in the case of synonymous terms like,
"the best among the twice-born", a "Brahmao.a", an "earthly
god". The adjectival uses can occur in the sense that the letter
Om, present in all the Vedas and liable to be understood as such,
is presented as associated with the actions of the U dgata. Just
as somebody might say, "Bring the lotus that is blue", so here
also the meaning is, "Meditate on the Om that is the Udgltha".
Thus when we think over this sentence presenting an apposition,
all these alternatives come to the surface.
V edantin: Since under this predicament one finds no reason
for accepting anyone of the alternatives, the aphorism is enunciated:

~

And ~: because of the pervasion (of all the Vedas),
it is proper (to qualify Om by Udgltha).

<ijif5\1jiji(

• Distinguishing something from other things of the same class.
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9. Since Om pervades all the Vedas, it is appropriate to qualify
it by the 'Word Udgitha.
The word "and", used in place of the word "but", is meant
for ruling out the three other alternatives. The three alternatives,
being defective in the present context, are rejected, while the
adjectival alternative alone is accepted as it is faultless. Now, on
accepting superimposition, the word denoting the idea that is
to be superimposed on the other will be subject to a metaphorical interpretation,9 and a result also for it will have to be
imagined.
Opponent: But the result is stated by the Upani~d itself in,
"It becomes indeed the gratifier of desires" etc. (Ch. I. i. 7).
Vediintin: No, since it is the result of another thing, it being
the result of the meditation on (Om as possessed of) the qualities of being the fulfiller of desires, and so on, and not of the
superimposition of Udgitha. As regards ablation also, the absence
of a result is equally in evidence.
Opponent: The result can be the removal of false ignorance.
Vedllntin: No, since that (negation of Om or Udgttha) is not
known to lead to any desirable human goa1. 10 And the idea of
Om can never be alienated from Om, nor can the idea of
Udgttha from Udgitha (since these ideas are true). Besides, this
passage does not aim at establishing the nature of anything, it
being meant for enjoining a meditation.
The other alternative, identity, too is not appropriate, for
in that case the utterance of two words (Om and Udgitha)
would be useless, since one word alone could convey the intended idea. Moreover, (the term) Udgitha is not known to imply
the idea of the word Om as implied by the letter Om, that is
used along with the acts of the priest Hom (of the ~g Veda)
or the priest Adhvaryu (of the Ya jur Veda). Nor is the word
Om well known as standing for the whole of the second part
• But this is inadmissible when a direct meaning is possible, that being
more authoritative.
10 Cessation of ignorance brings about a cessation of evil and attainment
of bliss. But the negation of the ideas of Om and Udgitha by one another
can bring no such result.
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of a sarna song which is indicated by the word Udgitha, in
which case alone the Om could have been a synonym for
Udgitha. As a last resort, the adjectival alternative is accepted,
"on account of the pervasion of Om", that is to say, on account
of its being common to all the Vedas. Lest the letter Om extending over all the Vedas be taken up here, the letter Om is
qualified by the word U dgitha, so that the Om, forming a part
of Udgitha, may somehow be understood.
Opponent: Is not a metaphorical interpretation necessary
even from this point of view, since the word Udgitha is metaphorically made to imply a part of itself (viz Om)?
Vediintin: This is quite so; but even in the case of a figure
of speech, there may be an approximation to or departure from
the primary meaning. In the case of superimposition, the idea
of something is superimposed on something else, so that the
figure of speech here involves a departure; whereas in the case
of the adjectival use, a word denoting a whole is made to imply
a part of itself, so that the figure of speech involves a proximity;
for words indicating the whole are seen to be used with regard
to the parts as well, as in the case of a cloth or a village. l l Hence
it is flawless and appropriate that Om, which is common to all
the Vedas, should be qualified by the term "U dgitha" in the
text, "the letter Om".
TOPIC

5:

SAMENESS OF THE MEDITATION ON FRANA

~~I~I'lI~q IIt o ll
ri~
ar;:q'J('

Owing to non-difference of all,
(are to be added) elsewhere.

~

these (traits)

10. All (the meditations on PriiQ,a) being the same, these traits
(found here in one) ttre to be added elsewhere.
Doubt: In the anecdote of Pr~a, as related both by the
Vajasaneyins and the Chandogas, it is enjoined that Prii'Q.a is to
be meditated on as possessed of the quality of being the greatest.
:u Even when a portion is burnt, people say, "The cloth is burnt", "The
village is burnt".
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And the organs of speech etc. are spoken of there as. possessed
of the attributes of being vllsi#hll (most comfortably accommodated) etc. 12 These attributes are again ascribed to PT~a in the
texts starting with, "The organ of speech said, 'That attribute
of being the vasi#hll that I have is yours'" (Br. VI. i. 14). But
while in other branches of the Vedas, for instance in the
Kau~jtaki and others, the pre-eminence of PTii~1l is mentioned
in the anecdotes of PT~a in such texts as, "Now then, here is
the ascertainment of greatnes~. These gods, such as they were,
quarrelled about personal greatness" (Kau. II. 14), such attributes as being the steadiest are not mentioned. So the doubt
arises here: Should these attributes of being the steadiest etc.
occurring somewhere be added elsewhere as well or should they
not?
Opponent: While in this doubt, the acceptable position is that
they are not to be added to.
Why?
Because of the use of the word "thus", for in the respective
places, the thing to be known (and meditated on) is presented
by using the word "thus" as in, "Similarly, if anyone indeed,
after having known (PTii~a) thus (as possessed of the quality
of being the greatest), (meditates on PTa~a), then he, through
his meditation on Prii~a as the greatest, (becomes the greatest)"
(Kau. II. 14). And the word "thus" has a reference to proximate
things alone; so it has no capacity to present the attributes of a
similar nature mentioned in other branches. Hence the curiosity
(to know what is meant by "thus") has to be satisfied by the
attributes found in its own context.
Vedantin: This being the position, the refutation is being
given. Some of these attributes that have been spoken of, viz
that of being the vllsi#ha and so on, are to be thrown in (i.e.
added) elsewhere as well.
Why?
"On account of non-difference of all" (everywhere); for
everywhere we recognize the meditation of PT~a as identical,
the anecdote etc. of Prii~ being similar. And when the medita12

An attractive speaker lives happily.
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tion is the same, why should not these attributes mentioned at
some place be added elsewhere?
Opponent: Was it not said that the word "thus", wherever
it may occur, indicates that the sets of attributes in those
respective places, are to be understood separately?
Vediintin: With regard to this the answer is: Although by
the word "thus", occurring in the Kau~taki-Brahmal)a, the
set of attributes mentioned in the Vajasaneyi-Briihmal)a are not
referred to, they being far removed from it, yet by the word
"thus", occurring in the Vajasaneyi-Brahmal)a, in the course of
that very meditation (on PriiQa) , all these attributes are surely
intimated; and so the set of attributes, even though they be
restricted to the selfsame meditation in another branch (viz
Vajasaneyi) cannot be distinguished from the set in one's own
branch ('iiz Kau!iltaki). And such an interpretation will not
lead to the defects of imagining something not spoken of by
the Vedas and rejecting something enjoined by them; for the
attributes even though they be heard of in one branch, become
acceptable everywhere, since the possessor of the attributes (viz
meditation on Pra'tla) is the same. For if Devadatta is well known
in his native land for his qualities of valour etc., he does not
become alienated from these qualities even when he goes to
another country where the people are not cognisant of his
qualities of valour etc. And as from better acquaintance, those
qualities of Devadatta can come to be recognized in that country
as well, so also as a result of better knowledge, the attributes
to be meditated on in one branch come to be added to the
meditation in another branch. Hence the attributes associated
with the selfsame principal entity have to be added in every
other branch as well, although they are mentioned in one place
only.
TOPIC

6:

CoMBINATION AND NON-COMBINATION OF ArTIUBUTES
OF BRAHMAN

Doubt: In the texts presenting the real nature of Brahman a
few only of such characteristics of Brahman as of being naturally bliss itself, impartite consciousness, omnipresent, Self of all,
and so on, are met with here and there. With regard to them
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the doubt arises: Are only those attributes of Brahman such as
bliss etc. to be accepted in a particular place just as they are
specifically mentioned there, or are all the attributes to be
accepted everywhere?
Opponent: Under such circumstances, the obvious conclusion
is that the attributes are to be accepted just as they appear
separately under the different contexts.
Vediintin: To this the reply is:

~~: Bliss and other characteristics ~ of the
principal entity (are to be combined).

11. Bliss and other characteristics of the principal entity (i.e.
Brahman) are to be combined.
All such characteristics of Brahman as bliss etc. are to be
understood as belonging to It everywhere (in all the contexts).
Why?
Precisely because of non-difference in all the places; for that
very principal entity, Brahman, is equally the substantive everywhere. Hence the attributes of Brahman exist (collectively)
everywhere, in accordance with the illustration of the valour of
Devadatta shown under the previous topic.
Op-ponent: In that case all such characteristics as "having joy
as the head" will also get mixed up everywhere. Thus in the
Taittiriya Upani~ad, after introducing the self constituted by
bliss, it is said, "of him joy is verily the head, enjoyment is the
right side, hilarity is the left side, bliss is the Self (i.e. trunk),
Brahman is the tail that stabilizes" (II. v. 1).
Vedantin: Hence comes the answer:

fW:r-~-arrR-aNTf8:There is no addition of such attributes
as having joy as the head and so on; f~ because ~-~
augmentation and depletion ~ (occur) in a context of duality.
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12. Attributes such as htl'Ving joy as the head and so on trre
not to be added everywhere, since (they have) degrees of
intensity and feebleness, (which trre) possible in.a context of
difference (i.e. duality).

The attributes of "having joy as the head" and so on, mentioned in the Taittiriya Upani~d, are not to be added elsewhere, since joy, enjoyment, hilarity, and bliss are perceived
to be of different degrees of intensity or feebleness in relation
to one another and in respect of the (different) enjoyers.
Intensity or feebleness co-exist only with difference, whereas
Brahman is without any difference, as is known from such
texts as, "one only without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1). And it
was taught by us under the aphorism, "He who is full of Bliss
is Brahman on account of repetition" (I. i. 12), that these attributes of "having joy as head" etc. do not belong to Brahman,
but to the blissful sheath. Moreover, these are imagined as means
for concentrating the mind on the supreme Brahman, but they
are not meant for realization (as actual characteristics). While
this is their purpose, this is all the more reason why the attributes of "having joy as the head" and so on are not to be added
everywhere. But admitting for the sake of argument that these
are attributes of Brahman, the teacher (Vyasa) has only shown
the reason why the attributes of "having joy as head" and so
on, are not to be added elsewhere. This reasoning is to be applied
to other attributes also that undoubtedly belong to Brahman,
and are enjoined for meditation, such for instance as, samyadviima (resort of all blessings-Ch. IV. xv. 2) and satyakiima
(having inevitable desire-Ch. III. xiv. 2). Even though the
Brahman to be meditated on is the same in all of them, yet the
meditations differ according to the different contexts, and as
such· the attributes found in one are not to be transferred to
another. Just as the two wives of a king may adore him in two
ways---one with a chowrie (fly-whisk) and the other with an
umbrella, and the behaviour of the king may differ there according to the mode of adoration, although the person adored is
the same, so also is the case here. The possession of intensive or
feeble attributes is possible in the case of the qualified Brahman
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alone, with regard to whom dualistic ideas persist, but not so
in the case of the unqualified supreme Brahman. Hence the
attributes of "having inevitable desires" etc. which are heard
of in particular contexts are not to be added everywhere. This
is the idea.

~ ,qllhu+t 1""41~ \I nil
~ The other (characteristics)« however (are to be understood) apf-ijlttlrillq: on account of identity of purport.

13. But the other characteristics are to be understood everywhere on account of identity of purport.
But all the other attributes like bliss, which are spoken of for
propounding the real nature of Brahman, are to be understood
everywhere, since they have an identity of purport, that is to
say, the Brahman, which possesses these attributes and which
they seek to establish, is the same. Hence there is a difference
(between the two groups of attributes), inasmuch as these
(latter) are meant simply for the attainment of knowledge (and
not for meditation).
TOPIC

7:

PuRUSA AS THE HIGHEST IN KATHA

~~,llt¥l1
(Katha verses I. iii. 10 etc. are) arr-~ meant for deep
meditation (on Puru~a), (and not for stating the relative positions of others) ~-armcm( as that serves no purpose.
14. What is mentioned in the Katba Upani$ad is meant for
deep meditation on PurU$a, (and not for stating any gradation),
liS that serves no purpose.

Doubt: In the Katha Upani~ad, the start is made with, "The
sense-objects are higher than the senses, and the mind is higher
than the sense-objects" (I. iii. 10); and then it is said, "There is
nothing higher than Puru~. He is the culmination, He is the
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highest goal" (I. iii. 11). Here the doubt arises whether all those
things starting with sense-objects are propounded to be each
higher than the preceding one, or it is propounded that Puru~
is the highest of all.
Opponent: As to that, the idea gained is that each of these
is expounded here to be higher (than its predecessor); for the
Upani~ad talks of them as "such a one is higher than such
another", and "such another is higher than still another", and
so on.
Objection: If many objects are propounded to be (successively) higher, it will result in splitting the unity of idea (conveyed by a single sentence).
Opponent: That is no fault, since it can well be that there
are many sentences. For it is but proper that these sentences
should be many, so that they may speak (separately) of many
things possessed of superiority. Hence here we have a propounding of the superiority of each of these objects individually.
Vediinti1l: Such being the conclusion, we say that the reasonable position is that Puru~a is proved to be superior to all of
them, but not that each one of the objects is propounded to be
higher (than the earlier one).
Why?
"As that serves no purpose", inasmuch as no objective is either
seen or mentioned in the Upani~ds as being fulfilled by proving
the other things to have any relative superiority, whereas, when
it is established that Puru~a (the infinite Being), who is free
from all evil, is superior to the organs, the achievement of liberation stands out as a discernible fact. In support of this is the
Upani~adic text, "one becomes free from the jaws of death by
knowing that which is ... ever constant" (Ka. I. iii. 15). Moreover, by denying anything higher than Puru~ (I. iii. 11),
through the use of such words as "culmination" (ibid.), the text
evinces a preference for Puru~a, and thereby it also makes it
obvious that the mention of a chain of graded things is meant
for explaining Puru~a alone. "For deep meditation" means, "for
the sake of complete realization through meditation", since
meditation is taught here only as a means for complete enlightenment, but not as an objective by itself.
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at 1,i1fil~liI II ~ Y..II
'if Also am~-~ because of the word Self.

15. And (this must be the conclusion) on accou1lt of the use
of the 'Word Self.
That this mention of the chain of successive superiority (over
things) starting from the sense-organs, is meant for realizing
Puru~ is proved from the further fact that the Puru~a under
discussion is spoken of as the Self in, "He is hidden in all
beings, and hence He does not appear as the Self (of all). But
by the seers of subtle things, He is seen through a fine and
pointed intellect" (Ka. I. iii. 12). And from this it can be
understood that the rest are not meant to be spoken of as the
Self. That Puru~ Himself is shown to be inscrutable and yet
comprehensible by the fully purified mind. It is for the realization of that Puru~a that meditation is enjoined in, "The discriminating man should merge the organ of speech into the mind"
etc. (Ka. I. iii. 13). All this was explained under the aphorism,
"If it be said that in some recensions even the inferred entity
(Pradhana) is also mentioned, we say no" etc. (I. iv. 1). Thus
it is noticed how variously and abundantly the Upani~ads have
for their main purport Puru~a and nothing else. Moreover, when
it is declared, "The man attains the end of the road (Le. goal
of his journey), which is the highest place of Vi~u" (Ka. I.
iii. 9), the curiosity arises as to what exactly is that "highest
place of Vi~Q.u" which is "at the end of the road". In response
to this are enumerated the sense-organs etc. serially. So from
this it is clear that this effort is made for the realization of the
"highest place".
TOPIC

8:

THE SUPREME SELF IN AlTAREYA

8j'1,i1~l~fdf(d'(q$=a<li:lll ~\"

atWI'-wm: The supreme Self is to be understood (in the
Aitareya
follows.

Upani~ad)

m-qq:

as elsewhere

~

because of what
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16. Tbe supreme Self is to be understood in the Aita'reylt
just as elsewhere (in other texts about creation), (J'1l
account of tbe subsequent qualification.
Upani~ad,

Doubt: In the Aitareya Upani~ad it is mentioned, "In the
beginning this was but the absolute Self alone. There Was
nothing else whatsoever that winked. He thought, 'Let Me
create the worlds'. He created these worlds, viz trmbbas (region
beyond heaven), Marici (sky) mara (earth) opal? (nether
regions)" etc. (I. i. 1-2). With regard to this the doubt arises,
whether the supreme Self Itself is here referred to by the word
Self or some one else. What should be the conclusion then?
Opponent: The supreme Self cannot be referred to here by
the word Self.
Why?
On account of what is discernible from the trend of the
sentence.
Objection: Is not the connected sequence of the sentence
seen to be more in favour of the supreme Self, since the assertion
is made about the oneness of the Self before creation and
because of the mention of creation after deliberation?
Opponent: We say no, because this narration is about the
creation of the worlds. If the supreme Self were to be accepted
as the creator, the creation of the great fine elements should
have been stated first, whereas the creation of the worlds is
narrated here first. The worlds are only peculiar arrangements
of the elements. So also ambhas etc. are merely the worlds that
are spoken of in such sentences as, "That which is beyond
heaven is ambbas" (Ai. I. i. 2). And from the Vedas and Smrtis
it is gathered that the creation of the worlds is the act of some
divine being under the direction of God. Thus there occurs
the Upani$lldic text: "In the beginning this universe was but
the Self (Virat) of the human fonn" etc. (Br. I. iv. 1). And
there is also the Smrti text, "He is the first embodied Being, He
is called Puru~a. He is the first creator of all beings, born first
as Brahma". The followers of the Aitareya branch also mention
in an earlier context, in the text, "Then follows the creation
from semen. The gods are the semen (Le. products) of Prajapati
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(Virat)" (Ai. Br. II. i. 3.1), that the diverse creation is an act of
Prajapati. The word Self is also found to be used for him, as in,
"In the beginning this universe was but the Self (Virat) of the
human form" (Br. I. iv. 1). The assertion of his unity also
becomes appropriate when contrasted with the diversity which
is his product. And his deliberation also is justifiable because he
is admitted to be conscious. Moreover, the class of particular
activities, well known in the case of the different common souls,
are met with here in such sentences as, "For them he brought
a cow, ... to them he brought a horse, ... to them he brought
a man, ... They said" (Ai. I. ii. 2-3). Hence the Self mentioned
here must be some entity having some limitations.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say: "The supreme
Self is to be understood here by the word Self, as elsewhere".
Just as the supreme Self is understood in other Upani~dic texts
about creation, such as "From that Brahman, which is the Self,
was produced space" (Tai. II. i. 1), or as the inmost Self Itself
is meant by the use of the word Self in common parlance, so
also must be the case here. But the Self with limitations must
be the meaning in such texts as that beginning with, "In the
beginning this universe was but the Self (Virat)" (Br. I. iv. 1),
where occur such other qualifying terms as "of a human form'~
(ibid.). Here, however, the subsequent qualification that is met
with, is itself conducive to the acceptance. of the supreme Self,
for instance, "He thought, 'Let Me create the worlds'" (Ai. I.
i. 1), "He created these worlds" (Ai. I. i. 2), and so on. Hence
the reasonable position is to accept the supreme Self.

otR4tllr~fu ~ II t\911
~R{ (it follows) from the trend of the sentences (that
the supreme Self is not meant) ~ij' ~q if such be the contention, ~ it must be so atqEiI{Qllq because of definite statement.

17. If it be objected that it follows from the trend of the
sentences that the Supreme Self is not meant, (the reply is that)
it must be so because of the definite statement (that the Self
alone existed in the beginning).
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It was argued that from the trend of the context it follows
that the supreme Self is not meant. That has to be refuted. "It
must be so because of the definite statement"-the acceptance
of the supreme Self must be appropriate here.
Why?
"On account of the definite statement"; for the definite statement about the oneness of the Self before creation becomes
appropriate only if the supreme Self is meant, else it will become
inappropriate. As for the sentence about creation of the worlds,
we shall interpret it as meaning the creation (of the worlds)
after the creation of the great elements, as is well known in
other U pani~ds. As we interpreted the sentence, "That
Brahman created fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3), to mean that the creation
(of fire) was after the creation of space and air well known in
other Upani~ds, so also it can be done here. For any speciality
mentioned in one Upani~d with regard to the same subject
has to be added to it in the other Upani~ds as well. As
for the ascription of a particular type of behaviour to the
Self in such sentences as, "He brought a cow to them",
that too has to be understood in a way that is conducive
to the ascertainment of the idea sought to be imparted.
For it cannot certainly be held that the mere narration of this
anecdote, as a whole, is the only purport, since that does not
lead to any human goal. But in fact the intended purport here
is the identity of the (individual) Self with Brahman. And thus
it is that after imparting instruction about the creation of the
worlds and their presiding deities like Fire, and then teaching
about the sense-organs and the body as their seats, the text
shows how the creator Himself thought, "How indeed can it be
there without Me" (Ai. I. iii. 11), and then He entered into
this body: "Having split up this end (on the head where the
parting of the hair occurs), He entered through this door"
(Ai. I. iii. 12). Again the text says that after taking the activities
of the organs into consideration thus, "If utterance is done by
the organ of speech, smelling by the sense of smell" (Ai. I. iii.
11), and then having reflected, "What then am I?" (ibid.), "He
entered through this door, having split up this end (at the
parting of hair on the crown of the head)" (Ai. I. iii. 12), where
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the identity of the Self with Brahman is categorically asserted
by saying "He realized this very Puru~ as Brahman, the most
pervasive" (Ai. I. iii. 13). Later on too, this very fact of the
identity of the Self with Brahman is asserted by starting with,
"This one is the inferior Brahman; this is Indra" etc. (Ai. III.
i. 3), where all the things within the world of duality, inclusive
of the great elements, are enumerated one after the other, and
then the conclusion is made with, "All these have Consciousness
as the giver of their reality; all these are impelled by Consciousness. The universe has Consciousness as its eye, and Consciousness as its end. Consciousness is Brahman" (Ai. III. i. 3). Hence
it goes without any contradiction that the supreme Self is meant
here.
The other interpretation of the aphorisms beginning with
"iitmaKfmtiritaravaduttariit" is this:
dt IcWJ~rC1r«1(q$'d<Rll\ t\1l

16. The Self is to be understood (in the Chiindogya Upani$ad),
just as in the other (Brhwro1Jyaka) Upan#ad, because of the
subsequent (instruction about identity).
Doubt: In the BrhadaraQ.yaka U pani~d it is said, "Which is
the Self? 'This infinite entity (Puru~) that is identified with
the intellect and is in the midst of organs, the self-effulgent light
within the heart (intellect)," (Br. IV. iii. 7), where the start
is made with the word Self, and then by proving that very Self
to be free from all attachments, it is definitely stated that the
Self is identified with Brahman. The conclusion is also made
accordingly: "That great birthless Self is un decaying, immortal,
undying, fearless, and Brahman" (Br. IV. iv. 25). But in the
Chandogya Upani~d the start is made thus, "0 amiable one,
in the beginning all this was but Existence, one without a
second" (IV. ii. 1), where the word Self is not used, but the
identity (of the individual and Brahman) is taught at the end
in the words, "That thou art" (VI. viii. 7). Now the doubt
arises, whether these two scriptural texts have the same meaning
or not.
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Opponent: The acceptable position is that they have different
IJleanings, since the texts are dissimilar. For in a case of textual
divergence, it is not proper to accept a similarity of meaning,
since the meaning should be understood in accordance with the
scripture. As for the BrhadaraQyaka, it is obvious from the use
of the word Self in the beginning that the instruction is about
the reality of the Self. But since in the Chandogya the start is
made in a different way, there is a dissimilarity in the instruction.
Vediintin: Was it not pointed out that even the Chandogya
contains instruction about the identity of the (individual) Self
and Brahman at the end?
Opponent : You said so, to be sure; but since the conclusion
must accord with the commencement, it can be considered that
this is only a fanciful conceit of identity.
Vediintin: That being the position, it is said: "The (supreme)
Self is to be understood" even by the Chandogas in their text,
"0 amiable one, in the beginning all this was but Existence, one
without a second" (Ch. VI. ii. 1); "Just as in the other
Upani~d"-Just as the (supreme) Self is implied in the
BrhadaraQyaka text, "What is the Self?" (IV. iii. 7), so also is
it here.
Why?
"Because of the subsequent instruction of identity".

dlrqlUr~rCf .qct'lll«QI:4I{OIid II t\911
'"
17. If it be argued that the rule about the conformity of the
commencement and the conclusion leads to the idea that the
Self is not meant, then 'We say that it must be so because of the
definite statement.
Opponent: It was pointed out that the conclusion has to
conform to the beginning; and since the word Self is not used
in the beginning, the Self is not meant. How would you avoid
that difficulty?
Vediintin: That is being stated: "It must be so because of the
definite statement". On account of the definite statement, the
reasonable position here is that the Self is meant. To explain:
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It is asserted in the text, "That by knowing whicll the unheard
becomes heard, the unthought becomes thought, and the unknown becomes known" (Ch. VI. i. 1), that everything becomes
known when the One is known; and then to expound this, the
Upani~d starts with, "0 amiable one, in the beginning" etc.
That assertion becomes established if the (supreme) Self is meant
(in the text under discussion); for else this Self, that is the
supreme entity, remains unknown, so that the knowledge of all
arising from the knowledge of One remains unaccomplished.
Hence it is only from the point of view of the assertion of the
identity (of the Self and Existence) that one can reconcile all
such facts in the Cbandogya Upani~d as the assertion of oneness before creation, reference to the individual being by the
word Self, statement of the attainment of the state of that Self
in sleep, and the definite assertion, "That thou art", made again
and again in response to (repeated) inquiry; but not so if the
identity be merely a fanciful conceit. Besides, the argument
about the concurrence of the conclusion with the commencement should not be raised here, for neither any statement nor
any non-statement of the Self is in evidence in the beginning.
And a prelude in a general form cannot be contradicted by
any special statement in the complementary portiono; since a
general statement raises expectations about the particulars; Moreover, the meaning of the word, "Existence", when fully
considered, cannot be other than the supreme Self, since all
other things are unreal by reasons of having their origin in
speech etc. (B. S. II. i. 14). Even difference in scriptural readings
(i.e. forms of sentences) cannot give rise to a difference in
purport, since no such difference of meaning is in evidence in
the case of such sentences as, "You fetch this vessel" and "This
vessel, you fetch". Hence the conclusion is that although the
process of expounding may differ in passages of this class, the
thing expounded does not differ.
TOPIC

9:

ACAMANA AND MEDITATION ON FRANA

Cfil~~ litlit'{ciJ{ II ~C;II
m-BiI~I"kt Since (the rinsing of the mouth,
43

acamana, is)
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mentioned as a duty (already known), (it occurs here)
in connection with a new injunction.

CIf1l'f~

18. Since acamana is mentioned as a duty already recognized,
it occurs (in the Upa:lli$ad) in connection with a fresh injunction
(of meditation on Prm.a).
Doubt: In the anecdote of Pra'!la (vital force), the Chandogas
as well as the Vajasaneyins mention that all that is food to the
creatures right down to the dogs is the food of the vital force
(Prm.a), and then they mention water as its cloth. Subsequently
the Chandogas have this text, "It is for this reason indeed that
people when eating cover it up with water just before and after
eating"13 (Ch. V. ii. 2). And the Vajasaneyins have this text,
"Therefore wise men who are versed in the Vedas sip a little
water just before and after eating. They regard it as removing
the nakedness of the vital force" (Br. VI. i. 14); "Hence men
possessed of this knowledge shall sip a little water while sitting
for a meal and sip a little water after finishing the meal. While
doing so they shall think that they are removing the nakedness
of this one (the vital force)" (ibid.). Here two acts are met
with, viz sipping of wat~r and thinking of the removal of
Prm.a's nakedness. Now it is to be considered whether both
these acts are enjoined, or merely sipping or the thinking of the
removal of Priitza's nakedness. What should be the conclusion
then?
Opponent: The conclusion is that both the acts are enjoined.
Why?
Since both these are obvious from the text, and since both
these are fit to be enjoined as they are unique duties (met with
here for the first time). Or it may be that the sipping alone is
enjoined, since the imperative case-ending about it is clear:
"Hence a man possessed of this knowledge shall sip a little water
while sitting for meal, and sip a little water after finishing the
meal". And the declaration of the removal of nakedness is meant
only for the eulogy of that act (of sipping).
UI "The sipping of a little water from the palm of the hand serves as a
cloth for PrlirJa"-this is how it is to be fancied.
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Vediintill: This being the position, we say that it cannot be
logically upheld that this is an injunction about sipping, since
the text only alludes to this duty that is already enjoined elsewhere. This act of sipping, as it is already known from the
Srnrti as an act meant for purification, is merely alluded to here.
Opponent: Should not this (very) Vedic text form the basis
of that Srnrti?
Vedantin: The reply is, no, since the subject-matters differ.
The Srnrti, concerned with a general subject-matter, enjoins
sipping of water for all persons, and this act is calculated to
purify them. But the Vedic text occurs in a context of meditation on Pr~a; if it should at all enjoin a rule about the sipping
of water, it can at best do so only in connection with that
alone. And as between a Vedic text and a Smrti text, no one
thinks of establishing a relationship of the source and its subsequent development, when they deal with different subjectmatters. It cannot be held that this Vedic text enjoins some
unique rule about the sipping of water in connection with the
meditation on Prii1)a, for it is recognized to be the already known
sipping commonly resorted to by all men. For this very reason
too it is not an injunction about both. Moreover, if both are
enjoined, it will lead to a splitting of the unity of idea (that
each sentence has). Hence after referring to the already known
fact of sipping water by people before and after partaking of
their meals, the present text imparts in the sentence, "While
doing so, they think that they are removing the nakedness of
this one" (Br. VI. i. 14), a new injunction about thinking (or
fancying) in connection with the meditation on Prii1)a of the
removal of the nakedness of Prm.za with the water used for the
sipping. Besides, it is not proper to hold that this statement
about the removal of the nakedness is meant as a eulogy for
the sipping, since the sipping is not a matter for injunction
here, and since the imagination about the removal of nakedness
appears on its own right as the subject-matter of the injunction. It cannot also be argued that from such a point of view
the same sipping will come to serve two purposes, viz that of
purification and of a garment; for these are admitted to be two
different acts, inasmuch as the sipping as an act in itself is
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admitted to be meant for the purification of a man, while the
imagination of the water, used by him for the purification, as
a cloth for Prii1Ja, is certainly a separate act which is introduced
for the purpose of providing a garment for Prii1Ja. Thus this is
free from all criticism.
As for the text, "Whatever is (known as) food for all, right
down to dogs, worms, insects, and moths, is your food" (Br.
VI. i. 14), it cannot be interpreted to mean that all kinds of
food are enjoined for use, since no such word of injunction
is in evidence, and since this is an impossibility. But the injunction is about looking upon everything as the food of Pra1Ja. And
owing to association with this, it is but reasonable to maintain
that even in the text, "water is garment", no injunction is given
for sipping water, but the injunction is about looking upon the
well-known water used for sipping as the garment (of Prii'(la);
for there can be no such thing as half murder.14 Moreover, the
predicate "(They) sip", having been used in the present tense,
cannot imply an injunction.
O'fr/'onent: Is not the verb "(they) think" also equally used
in the present tense?
Vedantin: That is truly so. But if one injunction alone can
be imparted, then from the mention of the act of covering by
water, it follows that what is enjoined here is the unique act of
thinking of water as the garment, but not so the sipping as it
is the selfsame sipping already known. This is what we have
propounded earlier. As for the argument that the imperative
form is clearly visible in the case of sipping, that too is refuted
on account of sipping being followed as a usual course. For this
very reason .that the sipping has not to be prescribed, the text
of the Kal)va recension stops with, "They regard it as the
removal of the nakedness of the vital force" (Br. VI. i. 14), and
they do not have the (additional Madhyandina) text, "Hence a
man possessed of this knowledge" etc. Therefore in the
Madhyandina recension also, it is to be understood that what is
referred to by "a man having such a knowledge" is a meditation
,. "One cannot both eat the cake and have it." The sipping cannot
be an injunction for physical action and "all food" an injunction for
meditation.
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on (or imagination about) the cloth of the vital force, which is
the relevant subject-matter and which is prescribed by taking
for granted the sipping as a usual practice. It is not proper to
suppose that in one place the actual sipping and at another the
imaginary conception about the cloth is enjoined, for the trend
of such statements as "water is the garment" is the same in both
the places. Hence the reasonable position is that the imaginary
conception of cloth is prescribed here and not sipping.
TOPIC

10:

SAME MEDITATION IN THE SAME BRANCH

~~ In the same (branch) ;r also ~ similar (sameness of
meditation and combination of traits) ~ owing to nondifference (of object).

19. (The meditations) in the same brancb are similarly the
same (and their traits are to be combined) because of the no'fl~
difference of the object.
Doubt: In the Vajasaneyi branch, under' the topic of the
"secret knowledge of fire", there occurs a meditation stamped
with the name of Sar:u;tilya (to whom it was revealed). In the
course of this, we hear of such traits as, "He should meditate on
the Self as identified with the mind, having the vital force as the
body, and effulgence for appearance". In the same branch, the
Brhadaral)yaka, again, has this text, "This being, identified with
the mind and resplendent (is realized by the Yogins) within the
heart like a grain of rice or barley. He is the lord of all, the
ruler of all, and He governs whatever there is" (Br. V. vi. 1).
The doubt arises here: Is it the same meditation and are all the
traits found in the "secret knowledge of fire" and the Brhadiiral)yaka to be combined? Or are the meditations different and are
the traits to be kept apart? What should be the conclusion?
Opponent: The conclusion is that the meditations are different
and the traits are not to be combined.
Why?
So that the contingency of repetition may not arise. Having
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considered the fact that the charge of repetition can be avoided
by taking shelter under the plea that this repetition occurs
owing to a difference among the students and the meditators in
the different branches of the Vedas, it was determined that
(despite this fact) the meditation is the same, and it was stated
that the traits found in excess in one place are to be combined
with the other traits (stated elsewhere) in connection with the
anecdote of Pri1)a etc. But in the case of the same branch, this
(kind of) avoidance of the charge of repetition becomes impossible owing to the absence of any difference among the students
or meditators (of the very same branch), so that the meditations,
occurring in remote contexts, cannot be the same. And it is not
possible to make a division to the effect that one portion of the
scripture is meant for prescribing meditation and the other for
prescribing attributes; for in that case dissimilar new traits alone
would have been mentioned in different places, whereas both
similar and dissimilar traits, as for instance "identified with the
mind", are prescribed at both the places. Hence the attributes
are not to be combined reciprocally.
Vediintin: This being the position, we say: Just as it is proper
that the meditation should be the same and the traits also should
be combined in the different branches, so also it should be the
case in the same branch, for the entity meditated on is nondifferent. We recognize that the very same Brahman is to be
meditated on in both the places as possessed of the attributes of
being "identified with the mind" etc. The entity to be meditated
on determines the nature of the meditation; and when there is
no difference in nature, we cannot assert that the m'editations
are different or that the attributes differ (and remain restricted)
in consonance with the difference of the meditations.
Opponent: Have we not to assert a difference of meditation
in order to avoid the charge of repetition?
Vediintin: The answer is in the negative, for a division of
purport is reasonable, inasmuch as it involves no illogicality to
maintain that one of the texts is meant for prescribing meditation and the other for attributes.
Opponent: If such be the case (i.e. if the Brhadarat;1yaka
prescribes the attributes while the "secret teaching about fire"
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presents the entity to be meditated on), then what is not stated
in the "secret teaching about fire" should alone have been stated
in the Brhadirat:lyaka, as for instance, "He is the lord of all"
etc. (Br. V. vi. 1), and what is stated there, for instance,
"identified with the mind" etc. should not have been stated
here.
Vedantin: That is no defect, since it is with the help of that
(similarity) alone that we recognize the identity of the meditation occurring elsewhere. For it is precisely through the presentation of similar traits that "the meditation of SaQcjilya" occurring
remotely (in the "secret teaching about fire") is shown to be
the same as the meditation here (in the BrhadiraQyaka); and
after establishing this fact, the Upani~d adds to that (earlier)
meditation this injunction about attributes (in the BrhadiraQyaka). Otherwise, how can it be said that this (text in the
BrhadaraQyaka) is by way of prescribing the attributes with
regard to that (in the other place)? Moreover, when a sentence
can be held to have served a purpose by presenting something
that was not known earlier, the portion therein that presents
something already known can be logically held to be merely
a restatement of a known fact; thus the recognition of identity
cannot be refuted on that score (of repetition). Hence the
logical position here is that even though the two texts occur in
the same branch of the Vedas, the meditation is the same, and
the attributes are to be combined.
TOPIC

11: No

CoMBINATION IN MEDITATION ON SATYA-:8RAHMAN

~R{ On
~ elsewhere

account of connection
arfif also;

~

(it should be) so

20. Elsewhere also (in the case of meditation on SatyaBrahman), (the attributes have to be combined) as here (in the
case of Sa~tlilya-Vidya), on account of the very fact of connectio7l (with the Strine object of meditation).
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Doubt: In the BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani~d the beginning is
made with "Satya15 is Brahman" (V. v. 1); and then it is said,
"That which is Satya is that sun-the Being who is in that orb
and the Being who is in the right eye" (V. v. 2), where the
particular abodes of that very Satya-Brahman is taught in the
divine and corporeal contexts. Then after the vyahrtis (mystic
syllables-boob, bbuvab, and svab) are conceived of as His body
(V. v. 3), two secret (mystic) names are taught, "His secret
name is Ahar." This is in the divine context (V. v. 3), "His
secret name is Aham (1)."16 This is in the corporeal context
(V. v. 4). Now the doubt arises: Are these secret names to be
understood jointly in both the places, or are they to be understood separately, one in the divine context and the other in the
corporeal?
Opponent: With regard to this, it is thus surmised by the
aphorism itself: Just as in the case of the "meditation of
SiiQ4i!ya", a combination of attributes has been spoken of
although the meditation itself is stated separately in two places,
similar must be the case elsewhere also where the subjectmatter is similar; for they (the traits) are connected with the
same meditation. For this meditation on Satya, recited under the
divine and corporeal contexts, is but one, owing to ~he nondifference of the introduction and the mention of the two in
an intennixed manner. Why should not an attribute mentioned
therein belong to that very meditation? For any code of conduct that is enjoined in relation to a teacher, for instance in the
matter of serving him, is equally applicable whether he (the
teacher) be in a village or in a forest. Hence both the secret
teachings (about the names) are to be understood at both the
places.
Vedantin: This being the position (of the opponent), the
refutation is stated in:
111 Sat means the imperceptible elements---eanh, water and fire;
tyat
means air and space. So Satya means Brahman as HiraQyagarbha identifying Himself with the imperceptible five elements.
18 Ahar is derived from han or hil meaning to kill or shun (evil); and
Aham points to the inmost Self.
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" qr rCl~~ Id II~ t II

err

Rather if

no~

~

because of distinction.

21. Rotber tbey are not to be combined on account of a
distinction.

Rather both the secret names are not to be added to both.
Why?
Because of a distinction, because they are firmly associated
with (two) distinct places of meditation.
0pp01zent: How is there an association with distinct places?
Vedantin: The answer is this: The U pani~d introduces
the Person (Puru~) in the divine plane with the words, "Of
this Being who is in the solar orb" (Br. V. v. 3), and then recites,
"His secret name is Ahar" (ibid.). Again, introducing the Being
in the corporeal plane with the words, "Of this Being who is in
the right eye" (Br. V. vi. 4), the Upani~d recites, "His secret
name is Aham" (Ibid.). Now the pronominal form "of this"
refers to a proximate object. Hence these secret names are
taught in connection with particular abodes alone. So how can
both be added to both the places?
Opponent: Is not the infinite Being the selfsame entity on
the divine and corporeal planes; for two abodes are spoken of
with regard to the selfsame Satya-Brahman (Hiral)yagarbha)?
Vediintin: This is quite so. Yet since particular secret names
have been taught for the same Being in relation to the particular
modes of that Being, the names must belong to Him under
those particular modes alone. We have a parallel instance of
this. Although the teacher continues to be the selfsame person,
the seIvice rendered to him while he is seated cannot be the
same while he keeps standing, and what is. meant for him while
he is standing cannot be the same when he is sitting. As for the
illustration of the same conduct towards the teacher whether he
be in a village or a forest, that is beside the point. Since the
personallity of the teacher does not differ in the village and the
forest, and so no differf!nce in the attributes associated with
his personality is brought by the village or the forest, the
service is the same at both the places. Hence the two secret
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names have to be dealt with separately (by restricting each to its
own place).

22. The scripture also indicates the same thing.

Moreover, signs indicative of the separate treatment of such
attributes are in evidence thus: "Of this one the form is the
same as of the other one, this one has the same knuckles as the
other one, the same name as the other one" (Ch. I. vii. 5).
Opponent: How can this be an indicator?
Vedantin: That is being shown: Noticing that the attributes
differ according to the difference of the solar orb and the eye,
and so cannot be combined with each other (naturally), the
text resorts here to the process of extending (notionally) the
attributes of the Being in the solar orb to the Being in the eye
by saying, "Of this one the form is the same as of that one"
(ibid.) etc. Hence the conclusion is that these two secret names
are to be dealt with separately.
TOPIC

12:

ATI'RIBUTES OF BRAHMAN IN RANAYANIYA

NOT TO

BE

COMBINED ELsEWHERE

~Rm4OCfl'k'll '" :qm: ",~II
'if And~...... ~-arftr Unchallenged power and pervasion
of heaven also (are not to be combined) 810: for this very
reason.

23. And (the attributes of Brahman such as) possession of
unchallenged pO'Wers and pervasion of hetwen are also not to be
added to other meditations for the same reason (of association
'With special abodes).

In the supplementary text (khila, that: contains no injunction
or prohibition) of the Ral,layaniya branch (of the sarna Veda)
occurs this passage: "The powers (of creating space etc.) have
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Brahman alone as their source, and they are held by Brahman
without any challenge. That pre-existing Brahman pervaded
heaven in the beginning (even before the birth of the Gods)",
where mention is made of such exalted qualities of Brahman
as possession of unchallenged powers, pervasion of heaven, and
so on. And in their Upan~d itself are stated such meditations
on Brahman as the "meditation of Sit)dilya". When the consideration arises as to whether the exalted qualities of Brahman are
to be added to those meditations or not and the conclusion (of
the opponent) is that they are to be combined, since they are
connected with Brahman, the answer (of the Vedantin) is given:
Such exalted qualities as the possession of unchallenged powers
and pervasion of heaven etc. are not to be combined with such
meditations as that of saQdilya, on account of that very reason,
viz association with special abodes. Thus in the "meditation of
saQdilya", the heart is spoken of as the abode of Brahman:
"This my Self is within the heart" (Ch. III. xiv. 3). Similarly
it is so in the meditation on the small one (Dabara- Vidyii) as
well: "A small abode of the size of a lotus; within that is the
small Space (Brahman)" (Ch. VIII. i. 1). But in the "meditation
of Upakosala", the abode is the eye: "The Being that is seen in
the eye" (Ch. IV. xv. 1). Thus different abodes are d~scernible
on the corporeal plane for these separate meditations, whereas
the exalted qualities, such as possession of unchallenged powers
and pervasion of heaven occur on the divine plane. How can
these be available on the corporeal plane?
Opponent: But the exalted qualities of the divine plane are
heard of in connection with these as well, as for instance in,
"Greater than heaven, greater than these worlds" (Ch. III. xiv.
3), "This one is indeed the bestower of effulgence, for this One
shines in all the worlds" (Ch. IV. xv. 4), "The Space within
the heart is as vast as that other Space. Within this are included
both heaven and earth" (Ch. VIII. i. 3), and so on. Moreover,
there are also other meditations on Brahman, unassociated with
any special abode, such as on Brahman having sixteen digits.
Vediintin: This is truly so. Yet there is a special reason here
for not combining the attributes like the possession of unchallenged powers. The reasonable position is that when the mention
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of similar attributes calls up to memory (i.e. establishes the
identity of) the meditations occurring at remote places, then the
attributes occurring at remote places have to be taken together.
But the attributes like the possession of unchallenged powers,
and the attributes mentioned in connection with the texts of
such meditations as that of ~aQQilya are mutually incompatible,
and hence they cannot call up (i.e. establish the sameness of)
the meditations occurring in remote contexts. Besides, it cannot
be said that by reason of a mere connection with Brahman, a
meditation occurring in a remote context can be called up; for
that logic can apply even in a case of actual difference of
meditations. The settled conclusion is that even though
Brahman is the same, It can be meditated on differently in
accordance with a difference of the exalted qualities; for differences are noticeable in the cases of meditations with such
qualities as "being higher than the high and greater than the
great" (in the case of the same Udgitha-Vide B. S. III. iii. 7).
Hence the attributes of possessing unchallenged powers etc. are
not to be combined with such meditations as that of ~iiQ.dilya.
TOPIC

13:

PuRUSA-VlDYAS IN CHANDOGYA AND TAlTTlRiYA

~ And (the traits of the PUTUia-Vidya are not to be added to
the Taittiriyaka conception) a:r~I""lijlq: because· of not having
been recited ~ as ~ in other branches ~-fCRJ11ml in the
course of PUTUiI1- Vidya (i.e. thinking about the aspirant).

24. And the characteristics of the PUTflia- Vidya are not to be
added to the Taittiriyaka because they have not been recited
there as it is done in the course of the Puruia- Vidya in other
branches.
Doubt: Both in the brabmtl1)a portions of the TiiQ.Qins and the
Paingins, dealing with secret teachings, occurs the meditation
on PUTflia (lit. man, i.e. the aspirant himself). There the aspirant
is imagined to be a sacrifice; the whole span of his life is divided
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into three parts and are conceived of as the three periods of a
sacrifice (i.e. savanas, during which the Soma juice is extracted);
his hankering for food and so on are imagined to be initiation
for a sacrifice and so on; and some other characteristics, such as
prayer and utterance of mantras are also met with there (Ch.
III. xvi. 1-6). The Taittirlyakas also conceive of some sort of
puru,ra-sacrifice in the section starting with, "Of that very man
of knowledge, fancied as the sacrifice, the soul is the sacrificer,
faith is the wife" etc. (Tai. A. VI. Iii. 1., Nan!. 80). With
regard to this, the doubt, arises: Are the characteristics of the
pUTU,I'a-sacrifice, as stated elsewhere, to be added to those met
with in the TaittirIyaka, or are they not?
Vediintin: When the possibility of combination arises from
the fact of both being pUTU,I'a-sacrifices, we say that the characteristics are not to be combined.
Why?
Since we fail to recognize the one to be of the same form
as the other. That is why the teacher (Vyasa) says, "As in the
puru,I'a-meditation" (in the Chandogya Upani~d) etc. The text
about the meditation on puru,ra, as it occurs in some, viz the
Taittiriya branch, is not the same as found in some other
branches, viz of the PaiIigins and TaQ.Qins. For in the Taittiriya,
the conception of the puTUia as a sacrifice is seen to be dissimilar
to that of the others, inasmuch as the latter enumerate a different
series consisting of the wife, the sacrificer, Veda, the altar, a
bundle of KuSa grass, the sacrificial stake, the ghc.e, the sacrificial
animal, the priests, and others. 1T As for the conception of the
savanas, that too differs from others, inasmuch as their text is,
"Those which are afternoon, morning, and noon are the
savanas" (Nara. 80), (whereas the TiiQ.Qins conceive of the life
span as such). As for the similarities of the conception of death
1. "Of that very sacrifice of the man of knowledge, the soul is the
sacrificer. faith is the wife, the body is the fuei, the chest the altar, the
bundle of Kusa is the tuft of hair on the head; the heart is the sacrificial
stake, desire is gbee, anger is the animal, austerity is fire, the quietening
self-control is dakpnii (payment to the priests), speech is the priest called
Hotll (pourer of the oblation), PTii~a is the priest Udgita, the eye is the
priest Adhvaryu, the mind is the Brahma (Tai. A. VI. Iii. 1).
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as the final bath marking the end of the sacrifice, and so on,
these are so few that they are overridden by a host of differences, and as such cannot bring about a recognition of identity.
Moreover, in the Taittiriyaka, the puru~a is not spoken of as a
sacrifice, the text there being "of this sacrifice of the man of
knowledge"; and the sixth case-endings there (in vid1J.ialp
yajiiasya) are not used in apposition conveying the sense of
"the man who is the sacrifice". For the pur.u~a (aspiring man)
cannot be a sacrifice in the primary sense. The sixth caseendings are used here in a non-appositional (non-co-ordinate)
sense, meaning thereby "of the sacrifice of the man of
knowledge". For a man can have a relation with a sacrifice in
the primary sense; and when there is a possibility of the primary
sense, that alone should be accepted and not any secondary
sense. And in the sentence "the soul is the sacrificer" (see footnote) the text speaks of the man as the sacrificer, thereby showing that the sacrificer is related with the sacrifice in a nonappositional sense. Moreover, in the face of the text "of the
s~crifice of that very man of knowledge" (see foot-note), which
restates something which is assumed to be already known,
should anyone hold that the man is identified with the sacrifice
and that the soul etc. are identified with the sacrificer and
others, he will open himself to the charge of splitting up the
same text into two. Besides, when it is noticed that in the earlier
text the knowledge of the Self, in association with the rf'nunciation of (everything), is taught and then it is stated in a regular
sequence, "of this very man of knowledge" etc., we understand
that this text is complementary to the earlier text and not an
independent one. So also we notice that the same result is shown
for both the sections, which is, "He attains the greatness of
Brahman" (TaL A. VI. Hi. 1). But in the case of other (Chiindogya) branches, the meditation on puru~a is presented independently of (and not as complementary to) any other, and it
has for its result the prolongation of life, for it is said in that
very connection, "He who meditates thus lives for a hundred
and sixteen years". Hence the prayer, mantras, etc., spoken of
in those other branches as the characteristics of the meditation
on p1lru~a, are not to be added to the Taittiriyaka.
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NON-CDMBINATION OF DISPARATE TRAITS

ittr-~ Piercing etc. (are not to be combined) aN-~
since their purports are disparate.

2;. Piercing etc. are not to be applied in meditation, since
(the mantras of piercing etc. are) disparate in purport.

At the commencement of the U pa~d of the Atharva Veda
is found the mantra, "0 deity, destroy my enemy by piercing
his body allover-specially by piercing the heart, separating the
veins and arteries, breaking up his skull all around. Let my
enemy be disintegrated thus in three ways" etc. The mantra
occurring in the text of the TaQQins is: "0 god Sun, get the
sacrifice accomplished" etc. The mantra of the sa.tyayanins is,
"0 Indra of the white horse, and having a blue hue like
sapphire" etc. Of the Kathas and the Taittiriyakas it is, "Let
Mitra (Sun) be benign to us, let VaruQa be benign to us" etc.
(Tai. I. i. 1). But for the Vajasaneyins the Upani~d is preceded
by the Prfl'Vargya Briihma~a thus: "In days of yore, the gods
made up their minds to perform a satra" (a sacrifice lasting from
13 to 100 days) etc. For the Kau~takins also the Agnino1flJZ
Briihm~a is read before the commencement of the Upani~d
thus: "Brahman Itself is the Agni~oma sacrifice; the day in
which it is performed is also Brahman Itself. TherefQre those
who resort to this sacrifice every day, attain immortality" (i.e.
supreme Brahman, in due course) etc. Now we have to consider
whether all these 1fIJZ1ltTas, counting from, "0 deity, destroy my
enemy" etc., and all the rites counting from Pravargya are to
be combined with the meditations or they are not. What IS
then the conclusion that dawns on us?
Opponent: These are to be added to the meditations.
Why?
Because these occur in the proximity of the Upa~dic texts
in which meditations predominate.
Objection: But we tlo not perceive these to have been prescribed (by any injunction) for use in meditation.
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Opponent: Truly SO; but though they are not perceived to
be so, we infer· this on the strength of proximity. For in a case
where proximity gives some purpose to a sentence, it is not
proper to leave it floating in the air capriciously.
Objection: But we do not notice any indication in these
11141ltrllS suggestive of the use of these things in meditation. And
how can we understand such rites as the Pravargya to be meant
for use in meditation also when they are palpably enjoined for
some other purpose?
Opponent: That creates no difficulty, inasmuch as we can
infer on the strength of the use of the term brdaya (heart) that
these mJmt1"as have some applicability in connection with meditations as well. For the heart, etc. are very often taught as the
places etc. for meditation. In that way, the mantras "piercing the
heart" and so on, can very justifiably become contributory
factors in meditation. And as a matter of fact, such mantras as,
"I attain the earth by this one, by this one, by this one" (Ch.
III. xv. 3), and so on, are seen to be used in meditations. Hence,
even though the rites like Pravargya are used in other contexts,
there is nothing contradictory in their being used in meditation,
just as the Brhaspati-sava (sacrifice) is used in course of the
Vajapeya. 1S
Ved4ntin: This being the position, we say that these are not
to be combined with the meditations.
Why?
"Since (the mIlntras about) piercing ert:. are disparate in
purport." The purports, namely piercing etc. of the heart and
so on, that are conveyed by such mantras as, "pierce the
heart", are disparate, that is to say, they are disconnected with
the meditations spoken of in the Upani$ads, so that they have
no capacity to combine with them.
Opponent: We surely propounded earlier that the heart etc.
are connected with meditations, and through them, these also
become connected with meditations.
Ved4ntin: The answer is, no. All that could be imagined
MThe Brhaspari-sava leads to the attainment of Bralmuvarcas. Yet
though having an independent result, it is also enjoined as a part of the
Vijapeya sacrifice.
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somehow in this way would be the appropriateness of the mention of the heart alone; but the mantra here does not mean the
heart alone; for the meaning as a whole of this 'fIIImtrtl., viz
"piercing the heart, separating the veins", and so on, cannot be
connected with the meditations; for it purports to serve as a
magic spell for a malevolent purpose. Hence the mantra,
"Piercing his body all over", and so on is connected with some
malevolent rite. Similarly from the text "0 god Sun, accomplish
the sacrifice", which bears the imprint of the accomplishment
of the sacrifice, it would appear that it is connected with a rite.
As for the particular form of that connection, it is to be known
from some other valid source. So also is the conclusion with
regard to the other mantras which are known from some indication, explicit words, or some other valid means of knowledge
to be applicable for other purposes. Even though they may be
read of in the Upani~dic parts, .they do not fonn a part of
those meditations on the ground of mere proximity. For the
relative unimportance of proximity in comparison with explicit
text etc. has been stated in Piirva-Mimamsa in "As among
explicit statement, indication (or word capacity), syntactical
connection, context, order, and name, when any two of them
are at variance with regard to anything, the succeeding one is
weaker than the earlier, since the succeeding one is put at a
disadvantage by the predecessor as regards the meaning
implied. ulb (Jai. Suo III. iii. 13). So also the rites like Pravargya,
which have their application elsewhere, have no scope in the
sphere of meditation; for these have nothing in common with
meditation etc. As for the Brhaspati-sava, its application as an
addendum to Vajapeya is gathered clearly from, "After performing the Viijapeya sacrifice one shall perfonn the Brhaspatisava". Moreover, this single rite Pravargya, enjoined only once,
has been assigned by a more powerful valid means of knowledge
to other rites (viz Jyoti~oma etc.), and hence it cannot be
assigned elsewhere (to meditation) by a weaker means of
knowledge (e.g. proximity, order). This would have been the
"'For getting at the meaning, the succeeding means of knowledge
depends on the earlier and not vice versa.
44
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case if the predominance of anyone of the two means of
knowledge were not obvious. But as between two strong and
weak means of knowledge, it is not possible to have that kind of
absence of distinction as regards predominance, for strength and
weakness themselves constitute that distinction. Hence from the
mere fact of the proximity of the texts, it is not proper to jump
to the conclusion that either mantras or rites of this kind form
part and parcel of meditations. Rather one should remain content
with the fact that the textual proximity occurs on account of
some common feature of both, namely that they are recited
together by people who retire to the forest.
TOPIc

15:

REJECTION AND RECEPTION OF MERIT

~1 <xqI4i1~Ii«~IIj\qR'", ~1I~~'Ylq.lli1qt1$'ffi4{ I\~~II
~ But ~rrrl when the rejection (is mentioned, acceptance also
is implied) ~-n;r-~-~ it being connected with the
correlative term~: -if<'~:-~ft:r-~-CR{ as in the case of kusas
(wooden sticks), metres, praise, and recitation; ot{ that ~
has been stated.

26. But wherre only the rejection of virtue and vice is spoken
of, the reception of these by others has to be inferred, on
account of the term reception being a counter-correlative of
rejection. And this is on the analogy of kusas, metres, praise,
and recitation, as has been explained (by Jaimini).
Doubt: The TaQ.Qins have this Upani~adic text: "Like a horse
becoming clean by shaking away its (dead) hair (along with
dust), or the moon becoming bright hy freeing itself from the
mouth of Rahu (who causes an eclipse), I shall cast off (i.e.
become free from identity with) the body, and becoming
identified with the ever-existing Self, I shall attain the world of
Brahman" (Ch. VIII. xiii. 1). So also those belonging to the
Atharva-Veda have the text, "Then the illumined one completely shakes off both virtue and vice, becomes taintless. and
attains absolute equality" (Mu. III. i. 3.).20 Similarly the Satyato

Some editions quote Mu. III. ii. 8.
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yanins have this text: "His sons inherit his properties, the
friends his virtuous deeds, and the enemies his vicious deeds".
Similarly also the Kau~itakins have, "He shakes off both virtues
and vices; his beloved relatives get his virtues and his hated
relatives his vices" (Kau. I. 4). Thus it is seen that in some
texts virtues and vices are spoken of as being rejected; in some
texts as being shared separately by the people loved and hated;
and in some texts both acceptance and rejection are spoken of.
Opponent: As to that, if both the facts are clearly stated, we
have nothing to say. Where the acceptance alone is spoken of,
but not the rejection, there also the rejection is to be understood
through "presumptive implication"; for when one's good and
evil deeds are received by others, their (earlier) rejection
becomes a necessity. But where rejection alone is spoken of and
not acceptance, and the doubt arises whether the acceptance
will take place or not, the conclusion is that it will not take
place, since it is not heard of, and since what is heard of in
another branch belongs to some other kind of meditation.
Moreover, the rejection of the virtues and vices is by the
actor himself, whereas their acceptance is by others; now
how can rejection imply any acceptance where both these
are not connected inevitably? Hence acceptance is not implied
in a case of (mere) rejection.
Vedantin: This being the position, the answer is given in the
aphorism, "But where only the rejection of virtue and vice is
spoken of" etc. Even if rej ection alone be heard of in a text,
acceptance should become added to it, since it forms a counterpart of rejection; and in the Kau~Itaki Upani~ad, the word
"acceptance" is heard of as a correlative of "rejection". Hence acceptance follows as a matter of course even at other places where
the word "rejection" alone is heard of. As for the argument that
the one does not follow the other, because it has not been mentioned by the Upani~ad, because it is included in some other
meditation, and because there is no inevitable connection, that
is being answered: This pronouncement of restriction 21 would
2L When
the conceptions differ, the· traits remain confined to their
contexts; but when the conceptions are the same, they are combined.
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be right in a case where something to be done has been spoken
of at one place and then it is sought to be extended somewhere
else. But neither rejection nor acceptance is here declared as
something to be undertaken, they being spoken of only for the
sake of praising knowledge thus: This knowledge of Brahman
is so glorious that by its power are shaken off good and evil
from the enlightened man, even though they are the causes of
transmigration; and then they get lodgement in his friends and
foes (respectively). Since this declaration is made by way of
praise, and since acceptance is mentioned in some texts as occurring immediately after rejection, the aphorist thinks that in
other texts also, wherever there is a mention of rejection,
acceptance will also follow consequentially, so that the eulogy
may be complete. It is a well-known fact that one corroborative
statement (Arthaviida) derives its application by drawing on
another, as for instance such passages as, "The yonder sun is
the twenty-first counting from this earth" (eh. II. x. 5), and
others. How can it be asserted here that the sun is the twentyfirst in order unless one draws upon the other corroborative
statement contained in the text, "The months are twelve, the
seasons are five, these worlds are three, and that sun is the
twenty-first"? Similarly in the cases of .the corroborative statements like, "The two tr#tubhs (metres of that name) are
conceived of for the sake of endowing (the sacrifice, which
is thought of as a person) with organs", it is noticed that one
has to draw upon such other corroborative texts as, "Then organ
is indeed the tri#ubhll". The statement about "acceptance" being
meant as a (corroborative) eulogy for knowledge, one must not
worry oneself too much over the problem as to how the good
and evil of one can be taken over by others. And by using the
word "term" in "on account of the tenn reception being a
counter-correlative of rejection", the aphorist indicates that the
succession of acceptance after rejection is mentioned merely
for the sake of eulogy; for if the combination of the characteristics had been meant, it would have been stated that the "thing
i~self (viz virtue) denoted by the word acceptance follows the
"thing" (viz vice) denoted by the word rejection. (As a matter
of fact, he speaks of "term" and not "thing"). Hence in the
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course of the discussion about the combination of characteristics,
this aphorism occurs (as a side issue) by way of showing the
process of combining the corroborative passages.
The portion, "on the analogy of kusas (i.e. wooden sticks for
keeping count of the hymns sung), metres, praise, and recitation" is stated by way of citing illustrations. Thus in the text
of the Bhallavins, "0 kusas, you have been fashioned from the
great trees. Such as you are, you protect me (the sacrificer)", we
hear of the origin of the l..'Usas from great trees in a general way;
but according to the text of the Siityayanins, viz "The KUSQJ
are made of the Audumbara tree", where a specific mention
occurs, the Im,fas made of the Audumbara wood are resorted to.
Or take another illustration: In some texts about the metres of
the gods (having more than nine syllables to a quarter) and the
metres of Asuras (with nine syllables only to a quarter), when
the possibility arises of their being used indiscriminately either
first or last, the decision is taken according to the text of the
Paiflgins which says, "The metres of the gods have precedence"
There is still another illustration: When in some text no particular time for the chanting of the hymn meant for taking up the
vessel called Sodasin (in the course of the Atiratra sacrifice) is
in evidence, the particular time is ascertained from the text,
"Near about the time of the sunrise, the hymn is to be chanted",
which occurs in the scriptural statement in the ~g- Veda. There
is also this other illustration: In some texts the chanting of
hymns is prescribed for the priests in. general; but according
to the special mention in the text of the Bhallavins that the
Adhvaryu is not to sing, he is left out. The idea conveyed (by
these illustrations) is that just as in the cases of these kusa etc.,
the special characteristic has to be borrowed from other texts,
so also must "receiving" be combined with "rejection". For
unless the special characteristic mentioned in one Vedic text,
be accepted in another, it will lead to an option (alternativeness)
everywhere; but that is improper where there is a way out.
Hence it has been said in the Piirva-Mimamsa (Jai. Sii. X. viii.
15), "What is really meant is the ruling out of the other in
conformity with the complementary passage, for if a simple
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negation be the meaning it will lead to alternativeness which is
a defect".22 (This is the first interpretation).
Or the alternative interpretation is this: With regard to these
very texts about "('fJidhunana) shaking", the point to be considered is whether by this mention of "shaking" is conveyed the
idea of rejection (i.e. shaking off) of good and evil or something else.
Opponent: As to that, the conclusion to be drawn is that the
verb "to shake (dhU)" does not mean rejection, since grammar
says that the root dhUn is used in the sense of fluttering, as it is
seen in such expressions as, "The tips of the flags flutter", when
the tips of the flags are moved by wind. Hence by vidhUnan"
is meant causing disturbance, and -that disturbance means the
prevention of good and evil results from their fruition, they
being kept in abeyance for some time.
V ed4ntin: After propounding the opponent's view thus, the
answer has to be given: It is but proper that this word vidbanana should mean rejection, since it has as its complementary
the word acceptance. For unless the good and evil accnling to
somebody be discarded by him, they cannot be received by
another. Although it is not possible for the good and evil of
one to be received by another in the proper sense, still in
accordance with the fact that it has been declared so by the
Upani~d, it can be ascertained that rejection itself is denoted
by vidhUnana. And even though this reception is heard of
.. It is enjoined that the mtmtra, 'We also perfonn the sacrifice" is to
be used in all the sacrifices; and it is also enjoined that in an Anuyaja
this mantra is not to be used. Somebody may, however, conclude that
since an Anuyaja is also a sacrifice, the mtmtra should be used there; and
this will give rise to an alternativeness. The conclusion is that the injunction is not a simple negation, but a restriction-the mtmtra is to be used
in all sacrifices other than an Anuyaja.
Or-In connection with the Jyoti~toma sacrifice it is enjoined; "The
initiated man (dik,;ta) shall not offer any gift, shall not perform any
sacrifice, shall not cook" _ But this contradicts the injunction that "one
has to perform the Agnihotra sacrifice as long as one lives." Hence the
meaning is not a simple negation in the first sentence, but rather "A man
other than a dik,ita shall perform the sacrifice etc."
By this interpretation, the optional use in either case is avoided.
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only in some particular context, in the proximity of vidhunana
(shaking off), it becomes a determining factor everywhere in
the matter of ascertaining the meaning by supplying a lacuna
in all those places, even as it is by the Vedic passages in the
cases of the kusas, metres, praise, and recitation. Moreover, it
is not possible to shake virtue and vice like the tip of a flag,
since they are not material substances. Again (in the case of)
the horse, when it discards the dust by shaking its hair, it also
"shakes off" its old hair; and the briihma1Ja text is, "Shaking off
sin like a horse shaking off its hair" (eh. VIII. xiii. 1). Since a
verbal root can have many meanings, there is no contradiction
with grammar. The portion taduktam has been already
explained.
TOPIC

16:

DISCARDING VIRTUE AND VICF. AT DEATH

~I¥Oq<lq ~OlIT+ilqlt1€41 ~ 1I~\911
~~ While departing (from the body) mfOlf-1nnClTq: since
nothing remains to be attained ~ for crl!IT so apl)- others (say).

27. (A man of knowledge gets rid of virtue and vice) at the
time of death, since nothing remains to be attained. For thus it
is that others (i.e. the followers of the other branches) state.
The Kau~ltakins mention in connection with the ParyankaVidyii that the aspirant gets rid of his virtue and vice even while
going along the path of the gods to Brahman, seated on a
paryanka (couch). The start is made with, "He attains this path
of the gods and then arrives at the world of Fire" (Kau. I. 3),
and then it is said, "He arrives at the river Viraja, which he
crosses by the mind alone, thereby (i.e. as a result of crossing)
shaking off virtue and vice" (Kau. I. 4). As regards this, should
the text be understood in its obvious sense, implying the separation from virtue· and vice on the way itself, or does this separation occur even at the beginning when one moves out of the
body? \\Then this consideration arises and when on the textual
authority it appears that the obvious meaning should be
accepted, the aphorist says, "A man of knowledge gets rid of
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virtue and vice at the time of death" etc. That is to say, the
aphorist asserts that at the very time of death, at the time of
moving away from the body, occurs this discarding of virtue
and vice as a result of the power of knowledge. The reason is
given in, "since nothing remains to be attained" inasmuch as a
man, who has left for the other world, and who wants to attain
Brahman through illumination, can have nothing to attain in the
interregnum through the help of virtue and vice, for the sake
of which it can be imagined that virtue and vice linger intact
for a while. As a matter of fact, however, they get sublated by
the power of knowledge, since their result is opposed to that
of the latter. And that sublation should occur as soon as knowledge is ready to yield its result. Hence though this destruction
of virtue and vice really occurs earlier (at the time of death),
it is stated later (in the Kau~itaki). Thus it is that others, viz the
Tal)Qins and the 5iityayanins read of this discarding of virtue
and vice as occurring at the earlier state itself in, "Having shaken
off sin like a horse shaking off its hair" (Ch. VIII. xiii. 1), "His
sons inherit his properties, the friends his good deeds, and the
foes his bad deeds".

\3'w:r-~'Nrq: Since there is no conflict between the two
texts (as also between cause and effect) ~cr: (on the admission that virtue and vice can be destroyed) by voluntary
practices.

28. As there is no conflict between the two (i.e. two texts, or
cause and effect) on the admission that destruction results from
voluntary effort, (therefore such effort must take place before
death).
If it be the case that the destruction of good and evil has to be
admitted in the middle of the course for an aspirant who has
departed from the body and is on his journey along the path
of the gods, then since, after the death of the body, he cannot
undertake at will such human efforts as yama, niyama (selfcontrol and regulated conduct), pursuit of knowledge, etc., on
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which such attenuation of virtue and vice depends, the destruction of good and evil, resulting from such human effort, cannot
be reasonably upheld as happening midway. Hence such means
have to be practised voluntarily at an earlier period during the
stage of aspiration; and it is to be noticed that the attenuation of
virtue and vice results from that alone. In this way the cause and
effect can be brought into logical relationship and the texts of
the TiiQQins and SiitYiiyanins can be reconciled.
TOPIC

17:

PATHS OF THOSE WHO KNOW

OR Do NOT

KNOW

THf: QUALIFIED BRAHMAN

~16<tclqti4Il~S"Nf ~

mN: Il~tll

artiq~*{ Purposefulness '1'&: of the (soul's) course (after
death) ~ (is) in two (different) ways, ~ because ~'U
otherwise flfm: (will arise) contradiction.

29. The soul's course after death must have purposefulness
in t'Wo 'Ways, for else it will lead to contradiction.

Doubt: In some texts the path of the gods is heard of in the
proximity of the discarding of virtue and vice; but in other
texts it is not. So the doubt arises as to whether the path of the
gods will follow for all invariably after such destruction of good
and evil or it will follow differentially (in different cases),
emerging sometimes and sometimes not (for the followers of
the qualified and non-qualified Brahman respectively).
Opponent: As to that, just as the reception of virtue and vice
follows in all cases of their rejection, so also should the path of
the gods follow everywhere.
Vedantin: Faced with ihis conclusion, we say, "The soul's
course after death must have purposefulness in two ways", that
is to say, it should emerge differentially (in accordance with the
knowledge of Brahman with or without attributes), the course
being sometimes available and sometimes not; but it is not available invariably. Otherwise if the course be available uniformly
for all, it will lead to a contradiction; for instance, any path
leading to some region will stand opposed to the Upani~adic
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text, "shakes off both virtue and vice, becomes taintless and
attains absolute equality" (Mu. III. i. 3). For how can the taintless one, who has no motion, reach a different region? His goal
is absolute unity which is not contingent on reaching some
other world, so that according to us any course to be followed
is meaningless in this context.

(This is) ~: reasonable, ffi{-~-arti-~~ because facts,
indicative of (a soul's journey), are met with, ~Riqq: as is the
case in common life.
30. This (differentiation) is reasonable, for facts indicative of
a soul's journey are met with (in the case of meditation on the
qualified Brahman alone), just as (much as such a difference is)
met with in c01l1mon life.

And this possibility of having two aspects, that is to say,
the fact that the course is purposeful in some cases, but not so
in others, is quite intelligible, since the "facts indicative of such
a journey are met with". For facts implying the need of a journey
are discernible in such meditations on the qualified Brahman as
the Parya1ika- Vidyii; for in that connection are mentioned many
results such as ascending the couch, conversation with Brahman
seated on the couch, and experience of special kinds of fragrance, etc., which are achievable only by going to a different
region (i.e. Brahmaloka). The journey of the soul has a meaning
there; but in the case of full illumination, no such fact indicative
of such a journey is in evidence. For the men who realize the
unity of the Self, whose desires all become fulfilled, who get all
the seeds of evil burnt away even while living, have nothing
else to look for except the exhaustion through experience of all
the residual karmas that have begun to yield their results in the
present bodies. In their caSe a journey is meaningless. And this
division is to be understood in the same way as it exists in the
world. "Just as in common life" one has to take the help of a road
leading from one place to another when he wants to reach a
village, but not so when he wants to get cured, even so is the
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case here. We shall deal with this more elaborately in the Fourth
Chapter.
TOPIC

18: THE PATH OF GoDS Is FOR ALL WORSHIPPERS OF
QUALIFIED BRAHMAN

~: ijqWI+ifq('hT: ~1.c(I'l+i 1'11~ "~ ~ II
81'~: Non-restriction; ~ (applies) equally to all (meditations); ar~: there is no contradiction, ~-81';prr;n~ as
is lmown from Vedic and Smrti texts.

31. (The journey of the souls along the path of the gods is)
not restricted (to any particular meditation). It applies to all
meditations (on the qualified Brahman). This involves no
contradiction as ;s known from Upani$adic and Smrti texts (lit.
direct text and inference).
Doubt: It has been said that the soul's journey has a meaning
in a context of meditations on the qualified Brahman, but not so
in the realization of the absolute Brahman. As for meditations
on the qualified Brahman, a journey is mentioned in connection
with some, as for instance, the Paryailka- Vidyii, the meditation
on the five fires (paficagni), the meditation of Upakosala, and
the meditation on the small space (dahara), hut not so in connection with others, as for instance the meditation on the
essence (madlnt), the meditation of Siit;l~ilya, the meditation on
Brahman with sixteen digits (~04asakalii), and the meditation on
Vaisvanara. With regard to this the doubt arises: Should the
soul's journey be considered to be restricted to those meditations
only where it is mentioned, or should it be accepted in connection with all the meditations of this class? What is the conclusion
then?
Opponc11t: Restriction. The context being the determining
factor, the journey should be accepted only where it is heard
of. For if the journey heard of in one context be extended to
another meditation, then the authority of the Upani~adic texts
etc. will he stultified on account of everything becoming
acceptable everywhere. Moreover, the selfsame course starting
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with light (Le. the path of the gods) is read of equally in the
meditation on the five fires and the meditation of Upakosala.
Now, if it were meant for all, this repetition would have been
meaningless. Hence restriction is to be accepted.
Vediintin: This being the position, the aphorist says, "There
is no restriction" etc. The path of the gods should pertain to all
the meditations on the qualified Brahman, calculated as they are
to lead to good fortune (i.e. Brahmaloka).
Opponent: Was it not pointed out that unless a restriction is
admitted, it will lead to a contradiction of the context?
Vediintin: "There is no such contradiction, on account of
direct text and inference," that is to say, the Upani~ads and
Smrtis. As for the Upani~adic texts, we have this on this point:
"Among the qualified people, those who know (meditate) thus
(reach the path of light)" (Ch. V. x. 1), which introduces the
path of the gods for people meditating on the five fires; and
then it is shown in the text, "And those who, while living in the
forest, meditate thus on faith and austerity" (ibid.), that those
others who practise other kinds of meditation, follow the same
path as the meditators on the five fires.
Opponent: How, again, is it known that this text declares
the same path for others following other kinds of meditation,
that path being possible only for those who have faith and
austerity, those alone having been mentioned there?
Vediintin: That is no defect, for this path cannot be attained
through mere faith and austerity, in the absence of the strength
of knowledge (i.e. meditation), since another Vedic text
declares, "Through knowledge (i.e. deep meditation) they
ascend to that region from where all desires are turned back;
the people treading the southern path do not reach there, nor
do the unenlightened men of austerity". Hence meditations,
other than that on the five fires, are indicated by the words
"faith and austerity". The Vajasaneyins, moreover, have this in
connection with the meditation on the five fires, "those who
know this as such, and those others who meditate with faith
upon Satya" (Br. VI. ii. 15), which should be explained to mean,
"those people of faith who meditate on Satya-Brahman", the
word satya being frequently used for Brahman. Again, the
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people meditating on the five fires having been referred to by
the clause "those who know thus" (Ch. V. x. 1), others who
engage in other kinds of meditation should be the people mentioned here in the second clause (ibid.). Again, since the text,
"while those others who do not know those two ways become
insects and moths, and these frequently biting things (gnats and
mosquitos)" (Br. VI. ii. 16), shows the painful lowly state of
those who deviate from these two paths (of the gods and manes),
therefore it thereby includes these (meditators) within the paths
of the gods and manes. There again they attain the path of the
gods as an effect of excellence in meditation (and the path of
the manes as a result of karma). The Smrti also says, "those two
paths of Jight and darkness are there for this world through
eternity; going by the one a man never returns, while going
by the other he has to come back" (Gitii, VIII. 26). As for the
description of the path of the gods, starting from light, twice
in the meditation of U pakosala and the meditation on the five
fires, that is meant for enjoining meditation even on the path
itself. 23 Hence there is no restriction (of the path of the gods
to any particular meditation).
TOPIC

19:

PEOPLE WITH A MISSION

~~fttlfcl<lf"CICfilf(Cfi IUiI¥{ II~~II

IITNIfi.F<Ifi'Oil'l. For people with a mission arcffi:tqftr: there is
(corporeal) existence
demands it.

~-arf1fcI;r~

as long as the mIssIon

32. Those 'Who have a 1mSSlOn to fUlfil continue in the corporeal state as long as the mission demands it.
Doubt: It is being considered whether the man of knowledge
does or does not get another body after the existing one dies.
Objection: "Vhcn knowledge, which is the means to liberation, comes to fruition, it is out of place to consider whether
.. It is known from the context that the meditation on the path is a
part of the main meditation.
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liberation is accomplished or not. For it is not possible to start
cogitating whether food can be got ready when all the materials for cooking are already in hand; nor is it doubted whether
a man's hunger will be appeased even when he has started eating.
Doubt: This consideration, however, is appropriate since
it is seen from the histories and mythologies that some men of
illumination get rebirth. Thus it is mentioned in the Smrti that
an ancient seer and Vedic teacher named Apantaratamas was
born under Vi~!)u's direction as Kr~a-dvaipayana, at the juncture of the two ages of Kali and Dvapara. And V asi~ha, though
a mind-born son of Brahma, lost his previous body owing to a
curse of Nimi, and was again born of Mitra-Varn!)a, at the
behest of Brahma. It is also mentioned in the Smrti that
Bhrgu and others, who were mind-born sons of Brahma
himself, were reborn from the sacrifice of Varn!)a. Sanatkumara, who was also a mind-born son of Brahma, was
reborn as Skanda as a result of his granting a boon to Rudra.
So also in the Smrti are met with many anecdotes of the rebirth
of Dak~, Narada, and others owing to various reasons. In the
m.antra and corroborative portions of the Vedas also such facts
are very often met with. Some had rebirth after the original
bodies fell, whereas others took up other bodies in accordance
with the process of entering several bodies simultaneously by
virtue of their power of Yoga, even while retaining their own
original bodies. And all of them are mentioned in the Smrtis as
having the realization of all the truths presented by the Vedas.
Thus from noticing the rebirth of all of them the conclusion
seems to be that the knowledge of Brahman sometimes produces
liberation and sometimes not.
Vediintin: That being the position, the answer is being given:
It is not so, since the corporeal existence of Aplintaratamas and
others, engaged in the mission of encompassing the well-being
of the world through such works as the promulgation of the
Vedas and so on, is regulated by the mission itself. Just as the
divine Sun after fulfilling his mission in the universe for a
thousand ages, will at the end attain liberation, free from rising
and setting, as it is declared in the U pani~adic text, "then after
that (when his mission is fulfilled), he (the sun) will ascend
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higher up (as Brahman) not to rise and set again, but he will be
alone existing in his own Self' (Ch. III. xi. 1); or just as some
illumined souls of the present time, who have realized Brahman,
(continue to be free even while living and then) at the end of
the exhaustion of the karma, producing their present bodies,
experience liberation, in accordance with the text, "His delay is
for that long only as his body does not fall; and then he
becomes merged in Brahman" (Ch. VI. xiv. 2) ; similarly
Apiintaratamas and others, though they are divine, are entrusted
with their respective missions by God; and hence though they
are possessed of full vision, leading to liberation, they continue
in their bodies so long as their missions demand this and so long
as their actions are not completed; and when that is fulfilled
they become freed. Thus there is no contradiction. For the
fulfilment of their missions they move on from one body to
another with perfect liberty, as though from one house to
another, while ridding themselves of their residual karmas that
have started bearing their fruits once for all in those particular
lives; and while retaining an unobliterated memory (of their
identity etc.), they do this by creating new bodies and owning
them either simultaneously or successively, for they are the
masters of the materials that produce the bodies and senses. At
the same time, they cannot be classed with the (unenlightened)
people who (merely) remember their past lives (jatismaras) ,
since it is well known from the Smrti that "they are those very
ones".24 For instance it is stated in the Smrti that a woman discourser on Brahman named Sulabha, who wanted to have a
discussion with Janaka, gave up her body, entered the body of
Janaka, and having finished the discussion with him re-entered
her own body.
If it be the case that when the karma, which has once started
bearing fruit (by producing the present body), has been used
up, some other karma, productive of a fresh body, can crop up,
then any other karma whose seed has not been burnt away, may
24 A jiitismara is one who has perforce to leave the earlier body and enter
anoth.er, and yet in the new body remembers the experiences of his past
life. The enlightened man is, however, independent in his movements, and
he remembers his identity under all circumstances.
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spring up just like it; and in that case only can it be apprehended
that the knowledge of Brahman mayor may not be an inevitable cause of liberation. But such an apprehension is not reasonable, inasmuch as it is a well-recognized fact in the Vedas and
Smrtis that knowledge burns away the seed of kcrrma. Thus we
have the Upani~dic texts: "When that Self, which is both high
and low (or cause and effect), is realized, the knot of the heart
gets untied, all doubts become solved, and all one's actions
become dissipated" (Mu. II. ii. 8), "When true memory (of
'I am Brahman') is regained, all the knots become untied" (Ch.
VIII. xxvi. 2), and so on. And the Smrti texts are, "0 Arjuna,
as a blazing fire reduces the fuel to ashes, similarly the fire of
knowledge burns away all the ktrrmas" (Gitii, IV. 37), "As seeds
scorched by fire do not sprout again, so also the Self is not
affected again by the 'evils' consumed by knowledge", and so
on. It does not logically follow that when the "evils" like ignorance, (egoism, etc.) are burnt away, the residual karma, which
is the seed of "evil", burns away in one part, but sprouts out
through the other; for a sali (rice) seed burnt by fire is not seen
to sprout in one part. As for the residual karma that has begun
to yield fruit (in the present body), that ceases from the exhaustion of its momentum like an arrow shot from the bow, because
it is said, "For him the delay is only for that long as the, body
does not fall" (Ch. VI. xiv. 2), where the waiting lasts till the
falling off of the body. Hence it is proper that the man with a
spiritual mission has the corporeal existence so long as the mission demands it.
But thereby the effect of knowledge does not cease to be
inevitable, inasmuch as the Upani~dic text shows that liberation
follows from knowledge in all cases without exception, "And
whoever among the gods knew it also became that, and the
same with the sages and men" (Br. I. iv. 10). It may well be
that some great sages succumb to the lure of other kinds of
meditation resulting in the acquisition of mystic powers; but
later they become detached by noticing how these powers
decay; and then following steadfastly the knowledge of the
supreme Self, they attain liberation. This is what stands to
reason; for the Smrti says, "When the final dissolution comes
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at the end of the reign of HiraQ.yagarbha, the men of knowledge, with their minds purified, enter into the supreme state of
liberation together with Brahma Himself". Since knowledge
produces an immediately felt direct result, there can be no
fear of non-acquisition of it. With regard to heaven etc.,
coming (long after) as the result of (past) action, there may
be such a fear as to whether it will come or not; but the
result of knowledge is a matter of direct experience, because
It IS so stated in, "The Brahman that is immediate and direct"
(Br. III. iv. 1) and because the text, "That thou art" (Ch. VI.
viii. 7), speaks of it as an already realized truth. For the
sentence, "That thou art", cannot be construed to mean that
you will become That (Brahman) after death, because the text
"The sage Vamadeva, while realizing this (Self) as That
(Brahman), knew, 'I was Manu, and the sun'" (Br. I. iv. 10),
shows that the result of knowledge, consisting in becoming
identified with all, occurs simultaneously with the rise of
complete illumination. Hence liberation comes inevitably to a
man of knowledge.
TOPIC

20:

CONCEPTIONS OF THE IMMUTABLE

~-f'11m{ Of the (negative) conceptions about the Immutable, ~ however, arcr~)cr: (should be) a combination ij'flITi'l/'-ffi{'il1"1~11{ because of the similarity of defining and the sameness
of object ~-CIq like the Upasad sacrifice; (f~ that ~ has
been stated (by Jaimini).

33. All the (negati'lJe) conceptions of the Immutable are to be
combined, since the process of presentation is similar and the
object dealt with is the same. This is just as it is in the case of
the Upasad sacrifice, as has been shown by Jaimini.
Doubt: In the BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani~ad it is said, "0 Gargi,
the knowers of Brahman say, this Immutable (Brahman) is that.
It is neither gross nor minute, neither short" (Br. III. viii. 8)
etc. Similarly it is heard of in the MUI:H;laka Upani~d, "then
45
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there is the higher knowledge by which is realized the Immutable" (Mu. I. i. 5), "That which cannot be perceived and
grasped, which is without source, features" (Mu. I. i. 6). So
also elsewhere the supreme Brahman is taught by way of
eliminating distinctions. There again in some texts some fresh
traits are eliminated that are not mentioned elsewhere. Now
should all these ideas involving elimination of distinctions be
combined together everywhere, or are they to be restricted to
where they occur?
Vediintin: "Vhen for resolving such a doubt it is concluded
(by the opponent) that the Upani$adic texts being different, the
ideas too are to be treated separately, our answer is: "All the
conceptions of the Immutable", that is to say the conceptions
involving the negation of distinctions, "are to be combined"
everywhere, "since the process of presentation is the same and
the object dealt with is the same". For the process of presenting
Brahman, consisting in the negation of all distinctions, is similar
everywhere; and that very same Brahman is sought to be
explained everywhere. So what is meant by saying that the
conceptions obtaining at one place should not be ·transferred
elsewhere? And this is how it has been explained under the
aphorism, "Bliss and other characteristics of the principal entity
(Brahman) are to be combined" (III. iii. 11). But the positive
attributes were considered there, whereas the negative ones are
considered here. And so this separate discussion is undertaken
here for elaborating this distinction. (Or according to a different
reading, "This is the distinction. And this separate discussion is
meant for elaborating this").
"As in the case of the Upasad sacrifice" is said by way of
illustration. The meaning is this: It is enjoined that in connection with the Ahinas(ltra (lasting for more than a day) of
Jamadagni, one has to perform the Upasad sacrifice in which
puroq,asas (cakes) have to be offered. Now, the mantras,
"Agnerverhotram veradhvaram", and so on, which are enjoined
to be used while offering the cakes, are found in their original
form in the Veda of the Udgata (i.e. the sarna-Veda, TaQ.Qya
Br. XXI. x. 1), yet they come to be associated (that is chanted)
by the Adhvaryu prie'~ts (of the Yajur-Veda), since the
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puror:jasa has to be offered by the Adhvaryu (and not the
U dgata) , and since the subsidiary sacrifices are regulated
according to the main sacrifices (in which the Adhvaryu makes
the offerings). Similarly here also, the attributes of the Immutable, that are dependent on the Immutable, are everywhere to be
associated with the Immutable, irrespective of the place of their
occurrence. "That has been said (by Jaimini) in the first part
(i.e. the Plirva-Mimiimsa) ", in the aphorism, "In a case of disparity between the subsidiary text (revealing the mantra for the
first time) and the principal text (revealing the application). the
subsidiary text has to be associated with the main injunction,
since the former is meant for the latter" (III. iii. 8).
TOPIC

21:

SAME CONCEPTION IN MUNDAKA AND KATHA

~44Iq.,.,

Iq:

1l~)(11

(The conceptions are the same) ~-arTlf;:r;rrq:
of the mention of this much (i.e. limit).

on account

34. The conceptions (in the MU7)r:jaka and Svetasvatara on
the one hand and Katha on the other) are the same, on account
of the mention of a particular limit.
Doubt: They of the Atharva Veda, as also the Sveta~vataras,
recite this verse in the context of the body. "Two birds that are
ever associated and have similar names, cling to the same tree.
Of these, the one eats the fruit of divergent tastes and the other
looks on without eating" (Mu. III. i. 1, Sv. IV. 6). The
Kathas also have this verse: "The knowers of Brahman, the
worshippers of the five fires, and those who perform the
Niicike~a sacrifice thrice, compare to shade and light, the two
enjoyers of the inevitable results of work, who have entered
into the cavity (of the heart) which is the supreme abode of
the most High (Brahman)" (Ka. I. iii. 1). The doubt here is
whether the conceptions are the same or different. What should
be the conclusion?
Opponent: The conceptions are different.
Why?
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Owing to obvious distinction. In the mantra "two birds" etc.,
one is noticed to be enjoying and the other abstaining, while in
the mantra "the two enjoyers of the inevitable results of work"
etc., both are seen to be enjoying. Thus the objects of the conceptions being distinct, the resulting conceptions must be distinct as well.
Vedantin: This being the position, the aphorist says that the
conceptions are the same.
How is it so?
Because in both these mantras, the Upani~ads mention the
nature of the entity to be known as circumscribed by a limit,
and as having a second (associate), and (hence) non-different.
Opponent: Has not the difference in nature been pointed out
(by me)?
Vediintin: The answer is, no; for both these mantras describe
God as having the individual being as a second, but they do not
describe (the individual as) something different. To explain: In
the mantra "two birds" etc., the supreme Self that transcend!>
(all feelings of) hunger etc. is shown in the portion "the other
looks on without eating". And in the complementary portion of
the topic also, in the text "when he sees the other one, the
worshipful God" (Sv. IV. 7), the very same God is seen to form
the subject-matter. Even when the individual being enjoys, the
supreme Self, though transcending (all feelings of) hunger etc.,
is spoken of in the text, "the two enjoyers of the inevitable
results of work" etc., as (though) enjoying, on the analogy of
the statement "the people with umbrella are moving"26; and this
is so because the supreme Self is associated with the individual
being. This is of course a context of the supreme Self, for the
commencement was made with, "Tell (me) of that thing which
you see as different from virtue and different from vice" (Ka. I.
ii. 14). And even here the very same subject is presented in
the complementary portion in, "that which is the un decaying
supreme Brahman, beyond fear, for those who want to cross
over (the world)" (Ka. I. iii. 2). This was also elaborated under
.. When a king moves with one umbrella held over his head, his followers are referred to as "the people with umbrella", though they have
none.
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the aphorism, "The two who have entered into the cavity are
the individual Self and the supreme Self" (I. ii. 11). Hence there'
is no difference as regards the entity to be known, and hence
also the meditations are the same. Moreover, all that is gathered
from a consideration of the trend of all these three Upani~ds
is the knowledge of the supreme Self; the individual being is
introduced in order to reveal its identity (with the Self) and
for nothing else. It was stated earlier that so long as a discussion
is concerned with the supreme Self, ·there is no scope for any
consideration as to whether there is any difference-cum-nondifference. Hence this (present) attempt is meant merely for
elaborating that very truth. Hence also it follows that the
additional attributes have to be combined.
TOPIC

22:

THE INMOST SELF IN BRIHADARANYAKA

~-arr~: About one's own Self (it has been declared· that it
is) ~ inmost of all, ~cr-mtf-~ as in the case of the aggregate of elements (or as in the case of all beings).

35. (The conception of the Self is the same in Brhadar/1'!Zyaka
Ill. iv. 1 and Ill. v. 1, since) one's own Self is declared to be
the inmost of all as in the case of the aggregate of elements. (Or
-since one's own Self is declared to be the inmost of all, just
as it is shown to be the Self of all in Sve'tlwatara VI. 11).
Doubt: The Vajasaneyins recite the text, "Explain to me the
Brahman that is immediate and direct, the Self that is within
all" (Br. III. iv. I, III. v. 1), twice, just one after the other, in
course of the question of U~sti and Kahola. The doubt arises
there whether the conceptions are the same or they are different.
Opponent: The conceptions must be different.
Why?
By reason of the repetition; for otherwise it would be
meaningless to speak twice of the very same thing, neither more
nor less. Hence just as rites differ in a case of repetition, so also
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must these conceptions differ for the very same reason of
repetition.
Vedantin: That being the position, the aphorist utters the
refutation: That conception is the same on account of absence
of any distinction in the presentation of one's own Self as the
inmost entity. It is one's own Self, that is also the inmost Self,
that is questioned about and explained without any distinction
in both the places. For two Selfs cannot both be the inmost in
the selfsame body. In that case (that is to say, if there be two
Selfs) , one of the Selfs alone can feasibly be conceived of as
being the inmost, while the other cannot be the inmost, even as
it is the case with the assemblage of elements. As in the body,
constituted by the five elements, water is inner than earth, fire
is inner than water, and so on, and thus there can be such a
thing as existence inside in a relative sense, though none can be
the inmost in the primary sense, so also is the case here. Or
"bhutagriimavat-just as it is shown to be the Self of all" may
refer to another Upani~adic text, "The one Deity remains hidden
in all beings. He is all-pervasive and the inmost Self of all bbUtas
(beings)" (~v. VI. 11), in which mantra the selfsame Self is
spoken of as existing as the inmost Self of all beings. As it is the
case there, so also is it in both these brii/mun:zas (of the BrhadaraQyaka). Hence, from the identity of the entity that is to
be known, it follows that the knowledge also is the same.
a{rlIlfT

"4<tI'1Qqf-aF(fd

~~lqa~lIret<q~ 11~~11

~

Otherwise (i.e. unless the conceptions be different),
separate (repetitive) statements cannot be
justified Uer:;fq if such be the objection, "not so, ~8Rf~.crq: (it being) like another instruction (of this kind).
~~-~f~: the

36. If it be arg;ued that unless difference be admitted the
separate statements become illogical, the reply is that this is not
so, for it can be like another instruction of this kind.

And the argument was advanced that unless the conceptions
be admitted to be different, the separate (repetitive) statements
cannot be explained. That objection has to be met. With regard
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to this it is said that it does not constitute a defect, since this
can be reasonably so like some instruction elsewhere. In the
sixth part of the U pani~ad of the TiiQ,Qins, it is taught nine
times, "That is the Self, That thou art 0 Svetaketu" (Ch. VI.
viii. 7); still the knowledge does not differ. So also must be the
case here.
Opponent: How again does not the knowledge differ even
though imparted nine times?
VetUnt;n: Since the identity of the knowledge can be understood from the introduction and the conclusion, since with a
view to expounding the very same subject, over and over again,
it is reopened time and again with the (very same) request,
"Sir, explain this to me 'again" (Ch. VI. v. 4), and since a repetition of the explanation more than once can be justified on the
ground of removing fresh doubts. Here also the beginning and
end are seen to be concerned with the same subject since the
form of the question is identical and the end is made in a similar
way with the words, "everything else but this is perishable" (Br.
III. iv. 2, III .. v. 1). And by using the word "eva" (very) in
"the very Brahman that is immediate and direct" (Br. III. v. 1),
in the second question (of Kahola) as well, the U pani~ad shows
that the subject-matter of the first question is alluded to in the
second. Besides, in the earlier Briihma~a (III. iv), the existence
of the Self beyond cause and effect (or body and organs) is
spoken of, whereas in the latter that very Self is spoken of as
having the distinction of being beyond such worldly characteristics as hunger etc. Thus the unity of purport comes out
logically, and hence the knowledge is the same.
TOPIC

23:

RECIPROCITY OF CoNCEPTIONS

(There should be) 3l4Fd@{I<: reciprocity,26 ~ for flf~ (the
readers) distinctly recite so, ~-CR{ as in the case
of other (attributes) .
Upani~dic

.. The noun and adjective being mutually interchangeable.
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37. There should be a reciprocal interchange as in the case
of other traits; for so the readers (of the scriptures) recite
distinctly.
Doubt: The Aitareyins have this text with regard to the
Being in the solar orb, "Now, He is the same as I am, and I
am the same as He is" (Ai. A. II. ii. 4.6), similarly the jaMlas
have this, "0 glorious Deity, 1 am what you are, and you are
what 1 am". The doubt arises here: Should the conception have
two forms involving a process of reciprocity or should it have
one form alone?
The opponent says in this matter that the conception should
have one form only; for apart from thinking of one's Self as
identical with God, there is nothing else to be thought of. If,
however, any such speciality about the thought is to be imagined,
viz that the transmigrating soul is identical with God and God
is identical with the transmigrating soul, then the transmigrating
soul will get some added excellence through its identity with
God, whereas God will be reduced in stature by His identity
with the transmigrating soul. Hence the conception is to be
thought of as having one form (i.e. one-sided) only. As for
the reciprocal reading in the scripture, it is meant for emphasizing the unity.
Vedlntin: This being the position, the aphorist refutes it:
This reciprocity is spoken of in the scripture for the purpose of
meditation, just as in the case of other attributes. As the other
attributes like "being the Self of all" are spoken of for the sake
of meditation, so also is the case here as well. For thus it is that
by reciting this either way, "I am what you are, you are what
I am", the reciters of the passage point this out distinctly; and
that becomes meaningful if the meditation is to be resorted to
in a twofold way; for otherwise this specific recitation in two
ways becomes useless, one alone being enough.
Opponent: Did we not point out that if the double reading
he imagined to convey some special meaning, the Deity will
hecome one with the transmigrating soul, and will thus become
rl~dllceJ in stature?
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Vedantin: That is nothing damaging, since it is precisely this
identity that is thought of through such a process.
Opponent: In that case that very identity of the two (referred
to by us) will become all the more strengthened.
Vedantin: We do not avoid this strengthening of identity.
Object: What do you do then?
Vedantin: What we seek to establish is that on the strength
of the text, the meditation is to be resorted to reciprocally (in
a double way), and not in one way only. As a result the identity
also becomes virtually confirmed. The point may be illustrated
thus. Although such attributes as possession of inevitable desire
etc. are prescribed for meditation, still God becomes established
thereby as possessed of those attributes; similar is the case here.
Hence this reciprocity is meant for meditation (that way); and
this process has to be applied to similar (other) contexts (where
only one way is stated).
TOPIC

24:

SATYA-BRAHMAN IN BRIHADARANYAKA

~ Since m ~ that very same vidyiJ (conception, obtains at
both places, therefore) ~-~: truth etc. (are to be
combined).

38. Since the same Satya- Vidy4 is taugbt in botb tbe places
(of the Brhad4rll'(lyaka Upan;fad), tberefore traits like Satya
have to be combined.
Doubt: In the text beginning with, "He who knows this great,
adorable, first-born Being (i.e. Hirar,wagarbha) as the SatyaBrahman" (Br. V. iv. 1), the BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani~d prescribes
a meditation called the Satya- Vidya, together with the meditation on the letters of the name (Satya),27 and there it is stated,
"That which is that Satya is that sun-the Being who is in that
orb and the Being who is in the right eye" etc. (Br. V. v. 2).
''':This name Satya (lit. truth) consists of three letters (Sa, ri, ya). The
first and last letters are truth. In the middle is untruth. The untruth is
enclosed on either side by truth." (Br. V. v. I).
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Now the doubt arises: Are these two different meditations on
Satya, or are they one?
Opponent: As to that the conclusion is that they are two, for
the emergence of result occurs separately, for the former it
being "(He) conquers these worlds" (Br. V. iv. 1), and for
the latter, "He who knows as above destroys and shuns evil"
(Br. V. v. 3). As for reference to (Satya) the subject-matter of
the previous context, it is done because of the sameness of the
entity meditated on.
Vedamin: This being the position, we say that this SatyaVidya is but one.
How?
On account of the bringing forward of the subject-matter of
the former to the latter on the basis of the identity of the entity
meditated on by saying, "That which is that Satya" (Br. V. v. 2).
Opponent: But it was pointed out that even though the
meditations may differ, the object of the earlier meditation may
be referred to in the latter on the basis of the identity of the
entity meditated on.
Vedantin: This cannot be so; for this may be the case where
the difference of the meditations becomes obvious from some
other cogent reason. But since it is possible to have it' either
way in this connection, a reference to the matter under discussion is made in "that which is that Satya" (Br. V. v. 2), whereby
it is known that the Satya, connected with the earlier meditation,
is alluded to in the latter. Thus the unity of the meditation
becomes well established.
As for the argument that the reference to a separate result
leads to the conclusion that the latter is a separate meditation,
the answer is this: This is no defect since this mention of a
separate result is by way of eulogizing the teaching about the
other parts of the meditation stated in "His secret name is
Ahar" (Br. V. v. 3), "His secret name is Aham" (Br. V. v. 4).
Moreover, the rule is that when the meditation is the same, and
the results have to be gathered from the corroborative passages,
the various results heard of in connection with the subsidiaries
have to be added to the main meditation itself. Accordingly,
since that very same Satya- Vidya is spoken of as being asso-
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dated with particular special traits, therefore all the traits such
as Satya, are to be combined in the same application (i.e. act of
meditation).
In connection with this aphorism, however, some others cite
this text about the Being in the solar orb and the eye as stated
in the BrhadaraQyaka Upani~d, along with the texts, "And then
this golden (effulgent) Being that is seen in the solar orb" (Ch.
I. vi. 6), and "And then the Being that is seen in the eye" (Ch.
IV. xv. 1), in the Chandogya Upani~ad; and they say that the
very same meditation on the .Being in the solar orb and the eye is
contained in the latter, and the meditations are the same in both
the Upani~ds. Under this impression they think that such traits
as Satya mentioned in the BrhadaraQyaka are to be borrowed
from there by the followers of the Chandogya. But that doe~
not seem to be proper. For in the Chandogya, this meditation
is presented in connection with a rite (viz Jyoti~oma) and is
based on the U dgltha (used in that rite), inasmuch as indicatory
marks connecting it with a rite are met with in the beginning,
middle, and end. In the beginning occurs the text, "This (earth)
is the J.tk mantra and fire is the Siima mantra" (Ch. I. vi. 1). In
the middle is, "Of Him the J.tk and Sarna mantras are the
knuckles; hence it is Udgltha"28 (Ch. I. vi. 8). And at the end
is, "He who having known thus, sings the Siima song" (Ch. I.
vii. 9). But in the BrhadaraQyaka there is no such sign to connect it with a rite. Since thus the meditations differ owing to a
difference of the contexts, it is but proper that the traits should
have separate application.
TOPIC

25: O>MDINATION OF TRAITS IN BRIHADARANYAKA
AND CHANDOGYA

iflli1I(Ehl~ ~ :q14a'1I~+4: lI~tll
~-~ (True) desire etc. (are to be added).~ elsewhere; 'if and ~~ (those) in the other (are to be added here)
~-"3ITf~: on account of abode etc .
.. ~k and Sarna mantras, referred to by the word Udgitha, having been
presented as the knuckles, we can conclude that it is the supreme Self
that is referred to by the word Udgitha.
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39. Traits like (true) desire etc. (mentioned in the Chiindogya) are to be added to the other (viz Brhadiirm:zyaka), and
those mentioned there are to be added here, because of the
(sameness of) abode etc.

Starting with the text, "Now, the dahara (small) house (i.e.
heart) of the shape of a lotus, that is within this city of
Brahman (viz the body), within that is a small Space (i.e.
Brahman)" (Ch. VIII. i. 1), it is said "this is the Self free from
sins, and from dirt, death, sorrow, hunger, and thirst, which
has true desire and irresistible will" (Ch. VIII. i. 5) etc. And
the Vajasaneyins have this: "That great birthless Self which is
identified with the intellect and is in the midst of the organs lies
in the space that is within the heart. It is the controller of all,
the lord of all, the ruler of all" (Br. IV. iv. 22) etc. Here the
doubt arises, whether the knowledge is the same or not, and the
conclusion arrived at (by the opponent) is that the knowledge
is the same.
Vediintin: With regard to this it is said, "Traits like desires"
etc. What is meant by "desire" is "(unfailing) true desire", just
as one would call Devadatta simply Datta, or Satyabhiima simply
Bhiima. The attributes like unfailing desires that are met with
in the Chiindogya Upani~ad, as applied to the space within the
heart, have to be inserted elsewhere (in the BrhadaraQyaka) in
the text, "That great birthless Self' etc. And the attributes like
"controller of all", met with in the BrhadaraQyaka, have to be
inserted in the Chandogya text, "This is the Self free from sin"
etc.
Why?
"Because of the sameness of the abode" etc. For in both the
places, the heart is equally the abode, God is equally the entity
to be realized, and God is equally the barrage (setu) serving to
maintain the boundaries (of the things) of this world, (that is
to say, to prevent promiscuity); and so also many other similarities are met with.
Opponent: Are not differences also met with? For the attributes in the Chiindogya are associated with the space within the
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heart, whereas (in the Brhadaraoyaka) they are associated with
Brahman within that space.
Vedantin: Not so, for under the aphorism, "The small space
is Brahman, on account of the subsequent reasons" (I. iii. 14) it
was established that the term Space means Brahman even in the
Chandogya. Of course there is a difference here. For in the
Chandogya U pani~d a meditation on the qualified Brahman is
taught, inasmuch as desires etc. are mentioned as things to be
known along with the Self, in the text, "Then, again, those who
depart from here without knowing the Self and these unfailing
desires" (Ch. VIII. i. 6), whereas in the Brhadaraoyaka, the
entity taught is the absolutely supreme Brahman, as is evident
from a co-ordinated study of such questions and answers as,
"Please instruct me further about liberation itself" (IV. iii. 15),
"For this infinite Being is unattached" (ibid.). As for such attributes as being "the controller of all", these are declared in the
Brhadaraoyal<a hy way of glorifying the (unqualified) Brahman.
And it is in line with this (mere glorification) that the conclusion is made later on with the absolute Brahman in the text,
"the Self is that which has been described as 'Not this, not this' "
(Br. III. ix. 26) etc. But it has to be noted that since the
qualified Brahman is the same as the unqualified, a combination
of the attributes is mentioned by this aphorism in order to show
the exalted nature of God, but this is not (to be done in the
Brhadaraoyaka) for meditation. 20
TOPIC

ar-~:

26:

AGNIHOTRA TO FRANA

There can be no omission ar~ because of deference.

40. There can be no omission (of the performance of the
• The Chandogya and BrhadaraQyak;a mention the attributes for meditation on and glorification of God respectively. It involves no contradiction, rather it suits these purposes to assume these attributes at both the
places. But while they have to be added to the fonner from the latter, in
the latter they are implied by the text itself.
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Agnihotra to Pra'(la) on account of the respect shown (in the
Upani~ad).

Doubt: In connection with the meditation on Vaisviinara it
is heard in the Chandogya U pani~ad, "That morsel of food that
comes first is to be offered as an oblation. And when he offers
that first oblation, he should offer it with the mantra, 'Sviihii to
Prd'(la:" (V. xix. 1). Offerings to the five pra'Qas are prescribed
there. And with regard to them the word Agnihotra is used
later on in, "He who knowing this thus performs the Agnihotra
sacrifice" (Ch. V. xxiv. 2), as also in, "As hungry boys sit
waiting around their mother, so also all beings wait for the
Agnihotra (i.e. eating of such a man of knowledge)" (Ch. V.
xxiv. 5). With regard to this the question to be discussed is
whether the Agnihotra sacrifice offered to Pra'Qa ceases to exist
on the day (of fasting) when there is no eating, or whether
it does not cease.
Ved41lt;n: Since there is a mention of the connection of the
arrival of the first morsel of food (with the Agnihotra under
consideration) in "that morsel of food" etc., and since the arrival
of a morsel of food is meant for eating, the Agnihotra to Pra'(la
ceases to exist when there is no eating.
That being the conclusion, the opponent makes the rejoinder
that it does not cease.
Why?
"On account of the respect shown". Thus it is that in connection with this very meditation on Vaisviinara occurs this text
of the JaMlas: "One (who resorts to this Agnihotra to Pra7Ja)
shall precede the guests in eating. As one might perform another's Agnihotra before performing his own, this (feeding of
guests earlier) would also be like that". Here by condemning
the feeding of the guests first, the eating by the master of the
house is enjoined first, thereby showing a respect for the Agnihotra performed in honour of Pr4'(la. And a text which cannot
tolerate the omission of the first place for the performer of the
Agnihotra can tolerate much less the omission of the Agnihotra
that ha5 such precedence over all.
Vedantin: Since there is the mention of the coming of the
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first morsel meant for eating, therefore when there is no eating,
there can be no Agnihotra.
Opponent: No, since that is meant for prescribing some
particular thing. Since in the common Agnihotra, milk etc. are
regularly prescribed, so here also, from the use of the word
Agnihotra, the possibility may arise that the milk etc. used there
are to be used here as well in the Agnihotra to Pra'Qll, on the
analogy of milk etc. being used in the sacrifice of the KaUl;u,upiiyins, called the Miisiignihotra (Agnihotra for a month) and
forming a part of their longer satra, just because the word
Agnihotra is used there by way of courtesy. And hence this
sentence "that morsel of food" etc. occurs in order to prescribe
the subsidiary injunction ahout the morsel of food (by way of
ruling out milk etc.). Thus in accordance with the aphorism,
"Although a subsidiary may be omitted, not so the main one"
(Jai. SU. X. ii. 63), even if the subsidiary, consisting in using
the morsel of food, be omitted, not so can the main act of
performing Agnihotra to Pratla. 80 Thus the conclusion is that
even though there may be omission of eating, the obligatory
Agnihotra to PriiT.Za is to be performed by water or some other
thing in accordance with the rule of using substitutes. 31
Vedantin: Hence comes the aphorist's reply:

(The Agnihotra is to be performed) arff: from that itself
when it is present (i.e. served), ffi{-<rVffi{ for so is
the declaration.

~

30 On the
analogy of the Masa-Agnihotra,. milk etc. are liable to be
used in the Pr3Q.a-Agnihotra. Tliis would be a general application. But
the prescription about the morsel of food comes as an exception to this.
Hence the rule about the morsel of food being an exception, when there
is omission of food, the subsidiary, viz morsel of food, also becomes
·omitted, and yet the primary act of Agnihotra cannot be omitted, since
in the absence of an exception to the contrary, that Agnihotra can be
performed with milk etc.
31 fi.n obligatory rite that is once commenced, must be finished. So if
the ~rescribed things are not available the rite should be completed even
with substitutes.
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41. The Agnihotra is to be performed from that (food) itself
when it is present, for such is the declaration (of the Upan#ad).

"When it is present", when the food comes; "from that itself",
from that very eatable thing that presents itself first, the Agnihotra to Prii1}a is to be accomplished.
Why?
"For such is the Upani~adic declaration." To explain: By
using the word "that" with -regard to the morsel of food occurring immediately after in the text "that morsel of food that
comes first is to be offered as an oblation" (Ch. V. xix. 1), as
something actually present, the Upani~ad enjoins that the oblations to Pr~a are to be made with a thing meant for some other
purpose (viz eating). But how can these oblations call for a
substitute when, on the omission of eating, they themselves
become stripped of the circumstances that make them possible?32
And it cannot be said that the characteristics of the common
Agnihotra have to be applied here. In the case of the ayana
(i.e. satra) of the KaUl.lQapayins, the word Agnihotra, appearing
in the injunctive text, "One shall perform the Agnihotra for a
month", may well be accepted as presenting an injunction about
the common Agnihotra, so that the subsidiary features of Agnihotra can become applicable there; but in the present case, the
word Agnihotra is used in the eulogistic portion, so that it
cannot enjoin a similar Agnihotra. Again, should, however, the
applicability of the characteristics of the common Agnihotra be
admitted, the production of fire (by rubbing wood) also would
become applicable; but that is not a possibility. The production
of fire is meant to provide a place where to offer the oblations,
but this oblation is not meant to be poured on fire, since that
would nullify the use of the food for eating. And from the
association with the things made ready for eating it follows that
the oblation is to be made in the mouth itself. So also the text
of the JaMIas, "one should precede the guests in eating", shows
that this sacrifice has to be accomplished in the mouth. It is for
.. There can be Agnihotra only if there is eating, but not otherwise; for
the offerings are mere consequences of the main act of sitting for meal.
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this very reason that here also (in the Chandogya) the accessories of the Agnihotra are shown as got through ideas of
superimposition, in the text, "His chest is the sacrificial altar, his
hair the kusa grass, his heart the Garhapatya fire, his mind the
Anvaharyapacana fire, and his mouth the Ahavaniya fire" (Ch.
V. xviii. 2). The word "altar" here is to be understood as meaning a sacrificial place (sthtm4ila) in general; for the Agnihotra,
in the principal sense, has no altar, and its accessories are got
here only with the help of notional superimposition. Moreover,
owing to the connection (of the Agnihotra to Prii'!la) with the
time (noon and evening) fixed for eating, there is no possibility
of its being performed at the times (morning and evening)
fixed for the ordinary Agnihotra. Similarly some other characteristics like adoration (or saying of prayer) etc. also would
be contradicted in some way or other. Hence from the association of the mantras, things, and the deities with eating itself, it
follows that these five oblations are to be accomplished in that
connection. As for the show of respect noticed (in the Jabala
text), that is meant for enjoining merely the precedence in
eating, for the meaning of a sentence cannot be overstressed. 3S
It is not possible on the authority of this fact of mere precedence
(of the host) here that this Agnihotra has to be performed
invariably. So when there is an omission of eating, the Agnihotra
to Prii'!la is omitted pari passu.
TOPIC

27:

MEDITATIONS O>NNF..crED WITH RITES

ARE NOT

OBLIGATORY

ClR:NV<Oilrij4f1«t~t~: ~1P.i4lQblrawr;~: ~ II~II
~-~~: There is no obligatory rule about that,

re:

for so it is seen (in the Upani~ad), fl for ~
separate tfiW1{ result (arises, which is) arsrnr~,,: elimination of
hindrance.
ffi[

"The Vedas and Smrtis enjoin that a man should eat after his guests.
That precedence is altered in the case of a man who performs ,the Agnihotn to PriiVQ; but this cannot become a general rule, on the strength
of which the Agnihotra can become a daily act.
46
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42. There is no obligatory rule about that (i.e. the meditations
becoming connected always 'With rites), for that is obvious from
the VpaniFad, inasmuch as a meditation has a separate result,
consisting in the elimination of hindrance to a rite.
Doubt: There are certain conceptions (or meditations) connected with the accessories of rites as for instance in "One
should meditate on the letter Om as U dgltha" (Ch. I. i. 1), and
other places. We have to consider whether these meditations
are the regular features of the rites like the Juhu (the sacrificial
ladle) made of Palasa wood, or they are irregular like the milking pot (f.n. 36)? ·What should be the conclusion here?
Opponent: They are regular features.
Why should this be so?
On account of their occurring in the sentences enJommg
application. For although these meditations are not read of in
connection with the commencement of any particular rite, yet
by virtue of their connection with sacrifices through Udgltha
etc., they become connected with the injunctions about the
performance of the rites, in the same way as the other subsidiaries become so connected with them. As for the results
mentioned in their own contexts, as for instance, "He certainly
becomes a fulfiller of desires" (Ch. I. i. 7), and so on, they are
merely eulogistic having been used with verbs in the present
indicative mood (and not imperative mood), as in such scriptural statements as, "He hears no evil", and they have no fruit
as their principal objective. Hence just as in the case of such
sentences as, "He whose Juhu (ladle) is made of Palasa wood
never hears a sinful verse", which do not occur in their proper
contexts and yet get connected with the sacrifices through the
medium of the Juhu etc., and thus become regularly applicable
like other al:cessories read of in their proper contexts, so also
must be the case with the meditations on the Udgltha. 34
.. In such cases, PaHisa, Juhii, etc. help the sacrifice and thus contribute
to the origin of the remote fruit of the sacrifice, so that the mention of
the proximate result has to be understood otherwise, that is to say. the
result, viz "non-hearing of sinful verse" is said by way of a eulogy. So
also the fulfilling of desires in the case of the Udgitha is a eulogy.
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Vediintin: That being the position, we say, "there is no
obligatory rule about that (i.e. the upasanas-meditationsbecoming connected with rites)". These phrases that determine
the meditation on the true characteristics of the accessories (like
Udgitha) of the rites, viz that the Udgitha is the quintessence,
the acquirer, and source of prosperity, that it is the foremost,
it is Pra'(lll, it is the sun, and so on, cannot be regularly connected
with rites in the same way as their obligatory accessories.
Why?
"For that is obvious from the Upani~ad." Thus it is that the
Upani~d shows that meditations of this kind are not obligatory,
inasmuch as, in the text, "Both those who know this Om thus
(as forming part of the Udgitha and possessed of the attributes
of being the quintessence etc.), and those who do not know
thus, perform their rites with this Om" (Ch. I. i. 10), it is
admitted that the rites can be performed by the uninformed as
well. And it is seen that the priests Prastota and others,311 even
though ignorant of the deities of the Prastava etc., perform the
duties of priests as stated in the text, "0 Prastota, should you
chant the Prastava without knowing the deity presiding over
the Prastava" (Ch. I. x. 9), "(0 Udgiita), should you sing the
Udgitha without knowing that deity" (Ch. I. x. 10), "0 Pratiharta, should you chant the concluding portion (Pratihara)
without knowing the deity" (Ch. I. x. 11). Moreover, it is
mentioned in the Upani~d that for meditations of this kind,
which are connected with rites, results, other than those for the
rites themselves, accrue, consisting either in removing some
obstacle in the path of the fruition of a rite or in adding some
excellence to its successful fruition; "Both those who know this
Om thus and who do not know, perform their rites with >this
Om. But different are knowledge and ignorance (i.e. they have
different results). That alone which one does with knowledge,
with faith, and with meditation on the deities, becomes more
powerful" (Ch. I. i. 10). From the separation of the under.. The Prastota chants the first portion, Prastava; the U dgata sings the
middle portion, Udgitha; and the Pratiharta chants the final portion,
Pratihara.
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takings of the knowers and the non-knowers by saying, "But
different are" etc. and from the use of the comparative degree
in "more powerful" in that text, it is understood that a rite
bereft of knowledge is also powerful (effective). And that
becomes possible only if the meditation is not a permanent
feature of the rite. Were it invariable, how could it have been
admitted that a rite bereft of meditation is powerful? For the
accepted view is that a rite becomes powerful when it is performed along with all its subsidiaries. Similarly in such meditations as that involving the superimposition of the worlds on the
Sarna (songs), results are spoken of as fixed for the meditations
individually, as for instance, "For him are ordained the worlds
(of enjoyment) both above and below (the earth)" (Ch. II. ii.
3), and so on. And it is not proper to argue that this mention of
result is by way of a corroborative statement (i.e. mere eulogy),
for in that case it would amount to an attributive corroboration
(Gu'(laviida), whereas in a case where the result is mentioned, one
has to admit a eulogy of the main thing. As for (the eulogistic
interpretation of the results stated in connection with) such
subsidiary rites as the Prayaja etc., since they are necessary for
the ,main rites (viz Dada-Puro.amasa), which depend for their
proper performance on the adequate fulfilment of all the subsidiary rites, it is but reasonable that the mention of the results
along with the Prayaja etc. should be taken in the sense of a
eulogy (of Prayaja etc.) And this is also the case with the
"PalaSa Juhli" etc. which occur in contexts other than that of
any rite to be performed. For such things as a PalaSa Juhu which
are not acts by themselves, cannot be imagined to produce any
result unless they be based on some rite. But in the cases of the
milking pot and so on, the declarations of results become justifiable since these become necessarily connected with such acts as
carrying water that are needed in a rite. 36 So also in such cases
.. The injunction is "When the water is being carried, it should be done

in a milking pot for a man who desires cattle, and in a bronze (Kiilhsya)
vessel for one who wants the holiness (or the eminence of a BrihmaQ.a)"
The milking pot is not an absolute requisite in a sacrifice, a camasa being
quite in order. So this is not a eulogy but a fresh injunction.
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as the sacrificial stake being made of Bilva wood,87 it is proper
that injunctions about results should be admitted, since they are
based on such things as stake etc. that are already connected
with a relevant sacrifice. In the cases, however, of "being made
of Paliisa" and so on, there is no supporting factor connected
with a sacrifice under discussion. If in the latter case, however,
the terms Juhii etc. (occurring in the text) are accepted as the
ground for the PaliiSa Juhii becoming connected with a relevant
sacrifice, and then again on the authority of that very sentence
an injunction about the result of using the Pala§a Juhii be
accepted, that will lead to a break in the unity of purport (that
every sentence should have). But in the case of meditations,
since they are themselves acts, they can be the subjects of
distinct injunctions; and hence the injunctions about the meditations based on U dgltha etc. involve no contradiction. Therefore just as the milk pail etc., even though dependent on sacrifices, are not permanently connected with them, precisely
because they have their separate results, similarly also are to be
judged the meditations based on U dgltha etc. And it is precisely
for this reason that the authors of the Kalpa-Sutras did not
treat such meditations as include\f in the sacrifices.
TOPIC

28:

MEDITATIONS ON PRANA AND VAYU

SlCWt ....

a. . ~ \I~II

sm,,-~ Like the offering ttlr to be sure; (R{ that ~ has
been stated.

41. (The meditations on Pra'(la and Vayu or Air are to be
kept apart) exactly a~' in the case of offerings, as that has been
stated by 1aimini.
Doubt: In the text, "The organ of speech took a vow, 'I shall
go on speaking'" etc. it has been ascertained in the Brhada17 The injunction runs thus: "The sacrificial stake of one who wants
food to eat should be made of the Bilva wood, but of one wanting prowess,
.it should be made of catechu (Khadira) wood."
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raoyaka (I. V. 21) that in· the corporeal context Pra~a (vital
force) is the chief among all the organs counting from that of
speech, and that in the divine context Air (Hiraoyagarbha) is
the chief among all counting from Fire. So also in the text, "Air
indeed is the place of merger" (Ch. IV. iii. 1), it has been
ascertained that on the divine plane Air is the place of merger
for all counting from fire, and in, "Priirla indeed is the place of
merger" (Ch. IV. iii. 3), it has been ascertained that Pra'Qa is
the place of merger of the organs of speech etc. on the corporeal
plane. Now the doubt arises here as to whether this Air and
Prarza are to be approached (i.e. meditated on) separately or in
combination.
Opponent: While in this predicament, the conclusion is that
they are to be approached jointly, for in essential nature they
are identical; and when the principle to be meditated on is the
same, it is not proper to meditate on it separately. Besides, the
Upani~ad shows that the principle is essentially the same on the
corporeal and divine planes in the text starting with, "Fire
entered into the mouth assuming the form of the organ of
speech", ("Vayu entered into the nostrils assuming the form of
Prarza") etc. (Ai. I. ii. 4). Similarly the tcx't "These are all equal
and all infinite" (Br. I. v. 13) shows that the organs in the body
have divine glory as their very Self (i.e. essence). So also in
other places the essential non-difference of the divine and the
corporeal is shown in various ways in the respective contexts.
At one place, again, Air and Priirza are clearly identified by
saying, "That which is Prorza is Air". So also in the very context
of the BrhadaraQyaka Upani~ad, from which some passages have
been quoted earlier, it is said in the course of the concluding
verse, viz "the Gods observed the vow of that from which the
sun rises and in which it sets" (Br. I. v. 23), that "the sun
indeed rises from Priirza and also sets in it" (ibid.), where unity
is revealed by making the conclusion with Prit(Ja itself. 88 This is
also confirmed by the text, "Therefore a man should observe
OIl The previous paragraph ends with
Vayu (i.e. Hirar:tyagarbha) that
knows no setting. The verse quoted here refers to that Viiytt. Hence
Vayu and Pra~a are one.
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only a single vow-do the functions of Pra7}a and Apana (expiration and inspiration)" (ibid), inasmuch as the conclusion is
made here with the single vow of Prii1,la. Similarly in the
Chandogya Upani~ad, the place of merger is taught to be but
one by saying, "The single deity Prajapati (Brahma) who is
the protector of the universe, swallowed the four great ones
(Fire, Sun, Water. and Moon on the divine plane and speech,
eye, ear, and mind on the corporeal plane)" (Ch. IV. iii. 6); but
this text does not say that the place of merger for the one group
of four is one, while that for the other group is another. Hence
the meditation is non-different.
Vediintin: Faced with this conclusion, we say: Air and Prii1,la
are to be meditated on separately.
Why?
On account of being taught separately; for this instruction
about the division on the divine and corporeal plane is meant
for meditation; and this will be meaningless if the meditations
are not to be undertaken separately.
Opponent: It was pointed out that the meditations should be
identical owing to the essential non-difference of the entities.
Vediintin: That is no defect, since even though there is no
such difference in essence, still there can be difference in instruction based on differences of modes; and hmce there can be a
difference in meditation according to that instruction. Even
though the suggestion in the above concluding verse may be
reasonably interpreted as showing the essential unity of Prii1,la
and V iiyu, still this can have no power to rule out their distinction as two separate objects of meditation, as has been shown
earlier.39 Their difference as objects of meditation cannot be
nullified also because Prii1,l1l and Viiyu are treated as an illustration and the thing illustrated in, "As is the vital force (Pra1Ja) in
the body among these organs, so is Viiyu (Air) among these
gods" (Br. I. v. 22). Hereby is explained the argument
3"The sunrise and sunset being dependent on Air (cosmic Energy),
and Pra~a being non-different from Air, it is said that the sunrise and
sunset occur owing to Prii'(la. But from this the verse can have no power
to overrule the twO meditations separately on the divine and corporeal
planes, as stated by the Upani~ad itself.
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about the teaching of the vow. 40 The "only" used in "only
a single vow" (Br. I. v. 23) is meant for resorting to the vow
of Prih.Za to the exclusion of the vows of the organs of speech
etc., for speech etc. are spoken of as bafHed in their vows in
the text, "Death captured them in the form of fatigue" (Br. I.
v. 21); but that is not meant for excluding the vow of Air, since
starting with the text, "Now a consideration of the vow" (Br.
I. v. 21), it has been ascertained that Priitza and Air both remain
equally unbaffied in their vows. Again, having said, "a man
should observe only a single vow" (Br. I. v. 23), it is stated
again, "through it he attains identity with this deity, or lives
in the same world with him" (ibid.), where the result is shown
to be the attainment of (the deity) Air, thereby proving that
the vow of Air has not been ruled out. The word "deity" in
the above quotation must mean Air, since the result sought here
is the attainment of identity with the unlimited one,41 and since
it has been used so in an earlier text, "Air is the deity that never
sets" (Br. I. V. 22). Similarly the Chiindogya Upani$lld mentions them separately in, "These two that are such are the two
places of merger-Air among the deities, and Prh.uz among the
organs" (Ch. IV. iii. 4), and the conclusion also is made separately in, "These then that are five in one group and five in
another make up ten, and that is Krta"42 (Ch. IV. iii. 8).
Hence the approach (in meditation) must be separate, as in
the case of the offerings. Thus it is that in connection with the
sacrifice called TripuroQasinI (having the offering of three
purOt;liisas or cakes), as prescribed in the passage, "purotjiisas on
eleven potsherds are to be offered to king Indra, so also it is to
be offered to Indra, the super-lord of the organs, and to Indra,
"Just as the above verse speaks of the oneness of the entity, but not
of the meditations, so also the mention of the oneness of the vow is
from the standpoint of the oneness of the entity, but not of the meditations.
<1 Fire etc. arc delimited by Air, since they merge in Air. But Air is
not so delimited by them. So merger in the unlimited means merger in
Air.
"The four sides of the dice are marked with 4, 3, 2, and I, which
figures, when added up, make ten, and are collectively called Krta.
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sovereign in heaven" (Tai. S. II. iii. 6), there occurs this
sentence, "They shall take up the oblations making these available for all deities, so that the uttering of the word vaiat may
be unfailing in its result". From this sentence and from the fact
that the deity Indra is the same, the opponent (of Mimiirhsii)
would conclude that the offerings are to be made simultaneously,43 whereupon Jaimini concludes that (though Indra is
one), the attributes of kingship, (super-lordship, sovereignty),
etc. being different, the yajya and anuvakyii mantras having
been enjoined to be reversed,44 and the deities being separate as
they are separately enumerated, the offerings also must be
separate.
Similarly here also, although in reality Pr~a and Vayu are
the same, still owing to a difference in the aspects to be meditated on, the meditations also differ. And thus it is said in the
Devat4-K4tuJa of the Piirva-MTmarhsa, "The gods are certainly
different, since they are cognized differently". But it is to be
noted that in the Pflrva-Mimarhsii, the difference among sacrifices
is also admitted even in accordance with the difference of things
and deities; but that kind of difference of meditations does not
exist here, since from the introduction and the end of the instructions on the divine and corporeal planes etc. it is obvious
that the selfsame meditation is enjoined. And yet even though
the meditations be the same, the meditator's function differs
(with regard to them) in accordance with the difference in the
divine and corporeal contexts, just as it is the case with regard
to the Agnihotra sacrifice which differs as an act in accordance
with the difference of morning and evening. With this idea in
mind it has been said, "As in the case of the offerings (in the
Puroc;lasa sacrifice)".
··If the offerings be made one by one for the same deity, the succeeding
offerings become useless; but this is not so when simultaneous offering
is made .
•• The mantra read after the Adhvaryu's direction "Yaja" (sacrifice) is
yiijyii, and the 'mantra read after his direction, "tmubriihi" (utter) is
alluviikyii. In this sacrifice, the yiijyii in the first offering becomes the
anuviikyii in the second, the anuviikyii of the first becomes the yiijyiJ
of the second.
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29:

[III. iii. 44

FIRES IN AGNI-"RAHASYA NOT PARTS OF SACRIFICE

(Fires in the Agni-rahasya are not parts of any rite), ~q
on account of abundance of indicatory marks tt: for
ffi{ that (mark) GmTzr: is more powerful (than a context), ffi{
that arfq- also (was said by laimini).
~Cffi{

44. Tbe fires (of the mind, speech, etc. of Agni-rnhasya) do
not form parts of any rite, on account of the abundance of indicatory marks; for these marks are stronger than the context.
That also was said by Jaimini.
Doubt: In the Agni-rahasya (esoteric teaching about the
fires), occurring in the briihma1Ja of the Vajasaneyins, which
starts with, "All this was neither existent nor non-existent before
creation," it is stated with regard to the mind, "That mind saw
itself as thirty-six thousand; it saw the adorable fires as belonging to itself, lighted up by the mind, and conceived of as identified with the mental modes" etc. Similarly such notional fires
are read of separately as, "lighted up by (the organ of speech),
lighted up by (the organ of smell), lighted up by the eye, lighted
up by ear, lighted up by the hands, lighted up by (the organ
of) touch".45 \-Vith regard to these the doubt arises whether
these fires, lighted up by the mind etc., are to be used in connection with rites and they form parts of them, or they are
independent, existing only for meditation.
Vedantin: Now when from the context it might appear that
the fires are to be used in rites, the aphorist asserts their independence by saying, "on account of the abundance of indicatory
•• First the creation of mind is spoken of. Then it is said, "the mind saw
itself'; and then "it saw the fires". Although the mental modes are infinite,
still they are delimited by the human life having a span of a hundred
years, divided into 36,000 days. Hence the mental modes arc also 36,000.
which are thought of as the bricks of the altar, on which the fire is
lighted up by the mind itself. The mind saw its own modes, conceived
of as bricks. Similarly speech etc. also saw their modes as so many fires.
since the fires are lighted up by those modes, thought of as bricks.
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marks" etc. For in this Brahma'(la are to be met with an abundance of indicatory marks supporting the view that these are
meant merely for meditation, as for instance, "That being so,
whatever the beings think of through their minds, by all that
are lighted up these very fires", and "Whether a man of such
knowledge is awake or asleep, all beings light up these fires for
him for ever".46 Of course, these indicatory marks are more
authoritative than the context. That too has been stated in the
Purva-MimiiIhsii: "In a case where express statement, indicatory
marks (word capacity), syntactical connection, context, order,
and name" are in evidence in groups, those coming later in order
are ruled out by the earlier, since the meanings imparted by
the succeeding ones are checkmated by the earlier" (Jai. Suo III.
iii. 14).

';(ClfqCflC?q: Slilfl(Oild" ~

ft6llT

'1i'1ijqd" 1I~1l

sr~ On the strength of the context (the conceptual fires
are to be used as) 'fi-~: alternatives for the earlier (actually
enjoined) fire; ~ mr they should constitute (i.e. form
parts of) some rite qrrm-~ like the imaginary (drinking).

45. On the strength of the context, the conceptual fires are to
be used alternatively for the actual fire enjoined earlier. Tbey
constitute some rite like the imaginary drinking (of Soma juice).
Opponent: It is not proper to say that these fires are independent and not parts of any rite. Since these fires are read of
in the context of the (actual) earlier fire associated with rites,
this instruction must be about a particular alternative form of
that very fire; but it is not an independent instruction.
to When one's meditation of the form, "My mental fires are lighted up
by all the mental moods of all beings" becomes well established, then by
all the thoughts of all beings are lighted up the mental fires of that
meditator.
The first text indicates that the fires form parts of a meditation only
and not of any rite, since "doing anything whatsoever" cannot form part
of a rite. which latter act can be known only from an injunction. Similarly
the second text speaks of actions by all for ever, whereas an accessory of
a rite is regulated as to its time, place, and occasion by an injunction.
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Objection: Is not an indicatory sign more authoritative than a
context?
Opponent: That is true; but even an indicatory mark of this
kind is not more authoritative than the context; for it is noticed
to be meant for some other purpose, it being meant for the
glorification of the conceptual fires. 47 Although anything which
is indicatory of something else can logically be interpreted as
presenting some subsidiary matter, when that something else is
not in evidence, yet it cannot rule out a context. Hence though
these fires are got through superimposition, yet by force of the
context they will subserve some rite. This is like imaginary acts.
As on the tenth day (actually the eleventh day), called the
avivakya (speechless, mantra-less) day of the sacrifice which is
known as Dasa-ratra, the sea, imagined to be the Soma Juice,
is taken up in the earth, imagined to be a vessel, for offering to
the deity Prajapati. In connection with that, the taking up of
the Soma vessel, the placing of the vessel on its proper place,
the offering of the Soma as libation, the taking up of the remainder after the offering, invitation by the priests to one
another to partake of the Soma, and the drinking of the Soma
by them, that are mentioned in the Vedas, are all but mental
acts. But though that imagination of Soma be mental, it becomes
a part of the rite, since it occurs in the context of the rite. So
also must be this imagination of fire in the present context.

a&I~~lIiiI II¥\II
46. And (this conclusion is supported) by the fact of extended
application.

And the extended application of the attributes of the actual
fire to these mental ones, strengthens the case for their use in
rites (the extension being made owing to the similarity with the
accessories of the rites), as shown in, "The adorable fires are
thirty-six thousand, and each one of them is as great ~s the
67 An indicatory sign occurring in an injunction can rule out a context,
but not so one occurring in a eulogy. "All beings think for ever" is a
eulogy after all. This sentence has to be construed with an injunction, for
a eulogy cannot present a new accessory for any rite.
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(sacrificial) fire mentioned earlier". For extension of application
is based on similarity; and from this it follows that since this
text extends the application of the fire lighted up on the brick
altar to these mental fires, it thereby indicates that these latter
subserve some rite.

~

Rather (they constitute)

fcRrr

~

a meditation only

ri'jEji(IJIiq, for so it is determined.

47. The fires rather constitute only a meditation, for so it is
determined (in the Vedas).
Vedantin: The word "rather" sets aside the opposite point of
view. These fires, lighted up by the mind etc., ought to constitute a meditation only, and be independent of rites; they are
not accessories of any rite. That is how it has been ascertained
in: "All these fires, as such, are lighted up by meditation alone"
and "For a man of knowledge these fires become surely lighted
up by meditation".

48. And owing to the indicatory mark met with.
There is also an indicatory mark to show that these are independent of rites. This was shown earlier under the aphorism,
"On account of an abundance of indicatory marks" (III. iii. 44).
Opponent: Even an indicatory mark cannot be authoritative
about anything when that other thing (other than action i.e.
meditation) itself is not in evidence. Hence the indicatory
mark has to be rejected; and it should be concluded on the
strength of the context that the fires are accessories of a rite.
Vedantin: Hence the aphorist replies:

~elllr«~4@i41ii1 if arN: 1I¥~.I1
~-anR-q~qfi:'m! Owing to the greater authoritativeness of
express statement etc. :q also, or CifIl:T: there is no setting aside.
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49. Moreover, the view (that the fires constitute a meditation)
cannot be set aside owing to the greater authority of expresS'
statement etc.
It is not proper to ascertain on the strength of the context
that they form parts of some rite and thus to set aside their
independence of rites, since express statement etc. (indicatory
mark, syntactical connection) are more authoritative than
context; for the conclusion arrived at under the aphorism about
express statement, indicatory mark, etc., has been that express
statement, indicatory mark, and syntactical connection are more
authoritative than context (Jai. Suo III. iii. 14). And these are
found here to lead to the view about the independence (of the
fires).
How?
As for express statement, It IS, "All these fires, as such, are
lighted up by meditation alone". Similarly the indicatory mark
occurs in, "and whether a man of knowledge is awake or asleep,
all beings light up those fires for ever". Similarly there is syntactical connection in, "By meditation alone are these fires lighted
up for a man of knowledge". The express statement "lighted up
by meditation alone" made with a restrictive particle (evaalone) will become nullified if these are admitted to be connected with rites.
Opponent: This restriction should be interpreted to mean
that no external accessory is to be used (in lighting the fires).
Vediintin: The answer is in the negative. If that were the
implication, then that would have been served by simply saying,
"lighted up by meditation", which would amount to declaring
that these fires in essence constitute a meditation which is free
from external things, so that this restriction (by "alone") would
be uncalled for, since by nature they would be free from external accessories. And yet even though these fires are independent of external accessories, there may arise the possibility of
their becoming used in rites like the mental drinking of Soma.
Thus the restriction becomes purposeful by serving to rule that
possibility out. Similarly the continuity of the act noticed in
the text, "whether the man of knowledge is awake or asleep,
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all beings light up these fires for him for ever", can be
possible only if these are independent of rites. Just as in connection with the Agnihotra sacrifice performed with the organ of
speech and the vital force, through an act of mental superimposition, it is first said, "Then he offers the vital force to
the organ of speech, then he offers the organ of speech to the
vital force" (Kau. II. 5), and then it is said, "He offers these
two unending immortal oblations for ever in wakefulness and
sleep" (ibid.), similar is the case here. But if the fires formed
parts of rites, they would not have been thought of as being
used continuously, since their application in rites would have
lasted only for a short time. And it cannot be reasonably held
that this is a mere eulogy. For a simple declaration (without
clear injunction) of anything can properly be accepted as a
eulogy only where one comes across distinct indicative marks
etc. pointing out an (independent) injunction. But since no
other clear injunction is discernible here, the application of these
meditations has to be inferred from the mere declaration itself.
And that can be inferred only in conformity with the declaration; therefore, by noticing the continuous application of the
fires, they have to be inferred to be continuous. From this it
follows that in keeping with this situation, these fires stand
proved as independent of rites. Hereby is explained the text,
"That being so, whatever the beings think of through their
minds, by all that are lighted up these very fires," etc. So also
the syntactical connection contained in, "for a man of knowledge", which speaks of the connection of these fires with a
distinct person only, militates against any connection with a
sacrifice. Hence the view about independence is more weighty.

~~: SI~I'iI<,!"I"R'qq~te:~ ~ lI~oll
~-3IT~'Q;(: Owing to being linked up (with the mind)
and such other reasons, (the mental fires are independent)
mrr-~-~Cf-C{q even as other meditations have their separateness. 'C{ And n: it is seen (that sacrifices are treated as
separate); ffi{ that ~~ was stated (by laimini).

50. On account of being linked up with the mind and such
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other reaso1ZS, the mental fires are independent even as other
meditations are. And it is seen that the sacrifices are treated as
independent (irrespective of their context), as was pointed out
by Jaimini.

The context has to be waived and the independence of the
fires, lighted up by the mind etc., have to be understood for
this further reason that all the subsidiary acts presupposed in a
rite are linked up here with the modes of the mind etc. in the
text, "They (the fires) are established merely mentally, built
up mentally only; mentally only is the Soma vessel taken up;
the Udgata sings the sarna (song) mentally, the Hota recites
the hymns mentally. And whatever else has to be done in this
sacrifice, that is either indirectly or directly conducive to the
fulfilment of the sacrifice, all that is but mental, all that is to
be done mentally (by the man of knowledge) in connection
with those fires consisting of thoughts and lighted up by the
mind". This linking up with the mind leads to the conclusion
that it is all a case of meditation through superimposition. And
it cannot be proper that anyone should hanker to get the
(material) accessories of a sacrifice with the help of imaginary
superimposition when these materials themselves are physically
present. It should not be misconceived here that just like the
meditation on the U dgltha (Ch. 1. i. 1), the mental fires are
connected with the accessories of a sacrifice, and so they should
form parts of a sacrifice; for the Vedic texts are dissimilar. The
text here does not say that a certain accessory of a rite is to be
taken up and the notion of such and such a thing should be
superimposed on it; but it merely selects the thirty-six thousand
different mental moods and imagines them to be fires, vessels,
etc., just as it is done in the case of a man thought of as a sacrifice (Ch. III. xvi.). As for this number, it is to be understood
that the number as found in the case of the days in the whole
span of a man's life is superimposed on the mental moods. Thus
the fires lighted up by the mind etc. are independent of rites
owing to their being linked up with the mind.
The ,portion "and such other reasons" (in the aphorism), is
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to be understood to include "extended application" etc. as far as
possible. For instance the text, "each one of them is as great
as the former (fire used in an actual sacrifice)", extends the
greatness of the fire in an ordinary sacrifice to each one of the
fires in the meditation, thereby showing a disregard for rites. It
cannot be argued that the latter (mental fires) can be accepted
as substitutes for the former (actual fires) on the mere ground
of their having some connection with rites, for the latter (conceptual fires) cannot be helpful to a rite in the very same way
as the former (actual) fire is by holding the offering, and so on.
As for the assertion that the argument about extension of application confirms the opponent's view as well, inasmuch as an
application of the method of extension is possible where there
is a similarity, that (argument) is refuted by pointing out that
in our view also there is the similarity of both being fires, for
even the imaginary fires are fires. The other reaSons like "express
statement" have already been advanced.
Thus owing to such reasons as being linked up with the mind,
the fires lighted up by the mind etc. are independent of rites
even as other meditations are independent. As other meditations,
for instance, the "meditation of saQ.<;lilya", which being linked
up with their respective related objects, are certainly different
from rites and are also separate from other meditations, similar
is the case here. Moreover, it is seen that the rite called AveW.
read of in the context of the Rajasuya sacrifice, has more excellence (e.g. wider use) than the context warrants, since it is
linked up with the three castes, whereas the Rajasuya sacrifice
has to be performed by the kings alone. This has been stated in
the Piirva-Mlmiirhsa in the aphorism, "If it be argued. that the
Ave~i sacrifice forms a part of the Riijasuya sacrifice, then we
say that it is not so, since the Ave~i is associated with the three
castes"48 (XI. iv. 7) •
.. In the course of prescribing the Riijasiiya sacrifice, the Ave~~i sacrifice,
he performed by the three castes is mentioned. The Riijasiiya is to be
performed by a I4atriya only, but the Ave~~i can be performed by
BdhmaQas, K~atriyas, and Vaisyas. Hence it is independent of and better
than the Riijasiiya.

to

47
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if ~rqF4Ii{'1qW$~~~ ~ ~'Cf: 1I~~1I
if Not arf'ir even ijHIT~ on the ground of similarity (the
mental fires become parts of rites) ~: for it is noticed
(that they are useful to a man) IF~ as it is in the case of
death; fl for if ~-3fTlff'ff: the (heavenly) world does not
become (fire, because of similarity).

51. Not even on the g;round of similarity can the mental fires
become subservient to rites, since they are noticed to serve
human needs, just as it is in the case of death; for the world
does not become fire just because of a similarity.

It was stated (by the opponent) that like the imaginary Soma
juice etc. the mental fires are but substitutes for the fire used in
the actual sacrifice (III. iii. 45). That is being refuted. Not even
from the similarity with the imaginary Soma etc. are the fires,
lighted up by the mind etc., to be considered parts of a rite,
since from the reasons like "express statement", adduced earlier,
they are seen to serve merely human purposes (i.e. of the
aspirant).49 Not that something cannot be similar to something
else in some respect; but its individual distinction is not ohliterated thereby, as in the case of death. Thus in the texts "This
very Being indeed, that is in the solar orb, is Death" (Sa. B. X.
v. 2.3), and "Fire is Death" (Br. III. ii. 10), the word Death is
used equally for fire and the Being in the sun; yet they do not
become ahsolutely the same. Again, just as in the text, "0
Gautama, the other world is surely a fire, and of this the sun is
the fuel" (Ch. V. iv. 1), the world does not become a fire just
because of the analogy of fuel etc., so also is the case here.

~ According to the subsequent (bram1Ul'f}a text) ~ also
(is known that) ~~ the scripture has ffif~11~ that injunction in view; il but ~T;f: the connection (with the actual
fire) 1i~ is on account of the abundance (of the attributes of the latter that are imagined).
co

And not the purposes of a sacrifice.
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>2. From the subsequent brahmarza text also it is known that
the scripture has that (prescription of t1 meditation) in view;
but the connection with fire occurs because of the abundance
of tbe attributes of fire that bave to be imagined here.

Even later on, in the immediately subsequent brah'ff1l1'tUl text
starting with, "This world is surely the sacrificial fire that is
lighted up", it is gathered that "the scripture has that injunction
in view", that the purpose of the text is merely to enjoin a
meditation, and not imparting any injunction about any purely
subsidiary part of a ritual. Even there occurs the verse, "They
ascend there through meditation where all desires get vanquished. People proceeding by the Southern Path do not reach
there, nor even the ignorant people engaged in austerities" (Sa.
B.), in which this very fact is shown by condemning mere rites
and praising meditation. Similarly also even in the earlier
brahmarzt1 text starting with, "this (solar) orb that scatters heat"
(Sa. B. II. v. 2.23), the predominance of meditation is noticeable
and not that of rites, since the conclusion is made with the
words, "He who has Death as his Self, becomes immortal", which
state the result of meditation. (In common with them) this must
be the case here as well (in the middle portion) because of
similarity with them. On account of the further reason, however, that quite a number of attributes of the sacrificial fire are
to be imagined in this meditation, the meditation is linked up
with that fire; but this is not done so owing to its being a part
of any rite. Hence it is established that the fires lighted up by
the mind etc. constitute nothing but a meditation.
TOPIC

30: THE SELF DISTINCT FROM BODY

~ Some (deny) CIIWA': the soul's (existence)
to its existence ~~ when the body. is.

~

owing

53. Some deny tbe existence of the soul, its existence being
dependent on tbe existence of the body.
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The existence of the soul, as distinct from the body, is being
confirmed here in order to establish its aptitude for bondage and
liberation. For if there be no soul, distinct from the body, there
can be no logicality for imparting instruction about results to
be attained in the other world; and in that case, for whom can
it be taught that his soul is identical with Brahman?
Opponent: In the very beginning of the scripture (of PiirvaMimiimsii), in the first chapter, the existence of the soul,
competent to enjoy the fruits mentioned in the scriptures and
distinct from the body, was spoken of.
Vedantin: True it has been said so by the commentator; but
no aphorism occurs there about the existence of the soul,
whereas here the existence of that soul is established by the
aphorist himself after raising a doubt about its existence. When
the teacher Sabarasviimi discussed the existence of the soul in
connection with the characteristics of valid means of proof in
the Piirva-Mimiimsa, he drew upon this aphorism itself. And it
is for this reason that the great Upavar~ cited this one by saying,
"We shall discuss this in the Vedanta-Sutra", when the occasion
arose in the Purva-MImamsa to speak of the existence of the
Self.50
Now, here, in the course of discussion of the meditations got
from injunctions, this existence of the soul is being considered
in order to show that this question underlies all the scriptures.
Moreover, under the previous topic it was taken for granted
that something could be taken apart from its context, and
thereby it was shown that the fires lighted by the mind etc.
are conducive to human good (by forming parts of meditation).
It having become necessary now to explain who that aspirant
is and for whose sake these fires lighted by the mind etc. exist,
it is being stated here that the soul has its existence apart from
the body. This first aphorism is presented by way of doubting
that existence, the idea being that when the statement of refuta"When the truth of the text, "the sacrificer, armed with sacrifices, goes
to heaven", had to be proved by showing the existence of the soul and
no aphorism was in evidence in the Piirva-Mimamsa, Sabarasvami had to
depend on the present aphorism. That he did so, is clear from what
Upava~a says.
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tion comes after raising the doubt, it produces a firm conviction
about the subject-matter presented, on the analogy of driving
in a peg. 51
(Opponent:) With regard to this, there are some materialists
who identify the soul with the body itself, and think that there
is no soul distinct from the body. Under this belief they consider
it possible that although sentience is not seen to belong to the
external things like earth etc. taken either individually or collectively, yet it may belong to the elements transformed into
bodies, and they say that sentience is but consciousness arising
from them like the power of intoxication (existing imperceptibly
in betels etc.), and that a man is nothing but the body dowered
with sentience. They also assert that apart from the body, there
is no soul able to attain either heaven or liberation, and that the
body itself is both sentience and soul. They adduce this reason:
"its existence being dependent on the existence of the body".
Anything whose existence depends on the existence of another,
and which ceases to be when that other thing is not there, is
ascertained to be an attribute of the latter, as for instance, heat
and light are attributes of fire. As regards such attributes as the
activities of the vital force, sentience, memory, etc., which are
held to belong to the soul according to the believers in the soul,
they too are perceived within the body and not outside; and
hence so long as any substance other than the body cannot be
proved, they must be the attributes of the body itself. Hence
the soul is not distinct from the body.
Vediintin: Under such a predicament we say:

~f~'!ir ~ I IY..'t II
~ But Of not so; (there is) ~: distinction ffi[-~
ar¥Ur",6'tlqo because of non-existence (of consciousness) even
when that (body) exists, ~ffii~ as in perception.

54. But this is not so; there is· a distinction (between the soul
and the body) because consciousness may not exist even when
the body exists, as it is in the case of perception.
&1 When driving in a post into soft ground, one repeatedly pulls it out
and forces it into the ground, so that it may get fixed deep and firm.
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But the fact is not as it is stated, viz that the soul is not distinct
from the body. For it must be distinct from the body, "since
consciousness does not exist even when the body is there". If
from the fact that the attributes of the soul exist when the body
exists, you infer that those attributes belong to the body, then
why should it not also be inferred that they are not the attributes of the body owing to their non-existence even when the
body is present, they being different from the characteristics of
the body? For attributes like form (or colour) etc., which
belong to the body, may very well last as long as the body
persists; but such characteristics as the activities of the vital
force do not occur after death even though the body exists.
And such attributes of the body as form (or colour) etc. are
perceived by others (outside the body), but not so are such
characteristics of the soul as consciousness, memory, etc. Moreover, the existence of these attributes can be conclusively
determined when the body continues during a man's life, but
their non-existence cannot be so determined from the nonexistence of the body. For even when this body has fallen, perchance these attributes of the soul may well persist by transferring themselves to some other body. Even (if this be a doubtful
theory), that doubt can well demolish the opposite point of
view. And the opponent has to be asked as to what he thinks
the nature of this consciousness to be that he would fain derive
it from the elements. For the materialists do not accept any
principle over and above the four elements (earth, water, fire,
and air).
Opponent: Consciousness is nothing but the perception of
the elements and the derivatives of elements.
Vedantin: In that case these elements etc. are objects of
perception, and hence sentience cannot be an attribute of these
elements etc., since a thing cannot act on itself. For fire, though
possessing heat, does not bum itself, nor does an actor (or
acrobat), trained though he be, ride on his own shoulder. And
it cannot be that consciousness which is an attribute of the
elements and their derivatives, (and is hence one with them),
will perceive those elements etc. For neither one's own form
nor of anybody else is perceived by forms etc., whereas external
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elements and their derivatives are perceived by consciousness.
Hence just as the existence of this perception of the elements
and their derivatives is admitted, so also must its separateness
from them be admitted. According to us, the soul is by nature
the very essence of perception itself; and hence the soul
is distinct from the body; and it is eternal, because consciousness is uniform by nature. For, although the soul comes to be
associated with other states (i.e. limiting adjuncts), still in such
experiences as, "It is I that saw this", its identity as the perceiver
is recognized; and this identity has to be admitted so that
memory etc. may be reasonably upheld. 52 As for the argument
that since consciousness occurs in the body, it must be an
attribute of the body, that is refuted in the way we have already
shown. Moreover, though perception takes place when light
and other accessories are present, but not when they are absent,
it does not follow from this that perception is an attribute of
the light etc. That being the case, it does not follow that consciousness should be an attribute of the body just because it
occurs where the body is present and does not occur where the
body is absent; for the usefulness of the body can be explained
away as serving merely the' purposes of an auxiliary like light
etc. Furthermore, the body is not seen to be an absolutely
contributory factor in perception, since even when this body
lies inactive in dream, many kinds of perception are seen to take
place. Hence the existence of the soul distinct from the body is
beyond criticism.
TOPIC

31:

MEDITATIONS C',oNNECfED WITH ACCESSORIES

OF

Rln:s

ar·~llq"41t1 if ~

fir

Slfd~«¥{ 1IV.V.1I

ar'IJ~: The (meditations) connected with the accessories
(of rites), ~ however, "' (are) not (to be confined) ~

.. In dream, a man has nn consciousness of the gross body; still selfidentity persists. Even if it be argued that he is conscious of his dream
body, then let us take the case of memory, wish etc., where the identity
of the perceiver and the one who remembers or wishes has to be admitted
perforce.
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to the branches (of the Vedas where they occur); ~ because
(they are to be adopted) in all the (branches of the)
Vedas.

srfu-~

55. But the meditations connected with the accessories of rites
are not to be confined to the branches of the Vedas in which
they obtain, for they trre to be adopted in all the (branches of
the) Vedas.
The topic of the soul that cropped up incidentally is finished.
Now we follow the subject under discussion.
Doubt: Some meditations that are connected with the accessories of rites like Udgitha etc. and are enjoined in all the Vedas
in their different branches, as for instance, "One shall meditate
on the letter Om as UdgItha" (eh. I. i. I), "One shall meditate
on the fivefold Sarna by superimposing on it the idea of the
worlds" (eh. II. ii. I), "That which people mention as 'Uktha',
('Uktha', a hymn used as a part of a rite) is but this that is the
earth" (Ai. A. II. i. 2), "This fi re that is lighted (in the sacrifice)
is but this world" (Sa. B. X. v. 4. t), and so on; are these to
remain confined to the Udgitha etc. just as they obtain in the
respective branches, or are they to be extended to all the
branches? This is the doubt, and it arises from the fact that the
Udg'itha etc. differ from one branch to another owing to a
difference in their intonation etc. So what should be the conclusion?
Opponent: They are enjoined in connection with the Udgitha
etc. as presented in their own respective branches.
Why?
Because of proximity. For the curiosity to know the particular
(Udg'itha) after hearing the text, "One shall meditate on Om as
the Udgitha" (eh. I. i. 1), stated in a general way, is removed
by the (proximately) particularized (Udgitha) contained in that
very branch itself, so that there is no justification for skipping
over this and borrowing any particular one from another
branch. Hence the meditations remain confined to the branches
where they obtain.
Vediintill: This being the position, the aphorist says, "But the
meditations, connected with the accessories" etc. The word
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"but" rules out the opponent's view. These will not remain
confined each to the branch of its own Veda, but will extend to
all the branches.
Why?
Because the Vedic text about U dgitha etc. are stated in a
general way. If it be confined to its own branch, then the text
"One shall meditate on the Udgitha", which is stated in a general
way and is not meant for any restricted application, will remain
confined to a particular context on the strength of proximity,
and thus the general (express) statement will be adversely
affected. But this is not proper. For an express statement is more
authoritative than proximity. It cannot also be argued that no
concept (and hence meditation) is possible with regard to a
general factor. Hence though there is a difference in intonation
etc. (in the different branches), still on account of the fact that
the U dgitha is one and the same, this kind of meditation should
be undertaken with regard to the U dgitha etc. in all the
branches.

'i?U~cHUsfcrit~: IIY..~II
<IT Or rather ~-anf~-CR{ as in the case of mantras etc.
arfcr~)'i:'f:

there is no contradiction.

56. Or rather (they are to be adopted in other branches) like
the l1umtras; (and thus) there is no contradiction.
Or there is no scope for any doubt as to how the conceptions
about Udgitha etc. occurring in one branch can apply to those
in other branches; because it can be shown that there is no
contradiction in this even as there is none in the case of mantras
etc. For it is seen that mantras, rites, and subsidiaries occurring
in one branch are taken over to some other branch. Thus even
for those (belonging to the Yajur-Veda) who do not have the
mantra, "Kutarurasi (thou art the Imtaru)", meant for use when
taking up a stone pestle (for grinding rice), the injunction for
its application is seen to be stated thus: "He shall take up the
stone with the mantra, 'Thou art kutaru' or 'thou art kukkuta'
(i.e. cock)." Similarly even for those (of the Maitrayaoa branch)
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who do not have the scriptural mention (in their own branch)
of the subsidiary sacrifices, viz Samidh, (Tamlnapata, Ida,
Barhi!}, Svahakara), still an injunction about the subsidiaries (i.e.
about their number) is found there in the text, "The five
Prayajas (com~ting from Samidh) are (equal in number to) the
five seasons (autumn and winter being counted as one), and
- they are to be performed in one and the same place". So also
for those (of the Yajur-Veda) who have no such mantra as,
"The goat is meant to be sacrificed to Agni-Soma," stating the
class of the animal to be sacrificed, (but simply have'the mantra,
"He shall sacrifice the animal to Agni-Soma"), for them also a
mantra text suggestive of that particular animal is found in the
mantra (recited by the Adhvaryu), "O(priest Hotr), chant the
hymn for the offering of the fat and marrow of the goat". Thus
also the mantras, "Agnerverhotram veradhvaram-O Fire,
promote the Hota and the sacrifice", originally occurring in the
Sama-Veda, is seen to be applied to the Yajur-Veda. So again the
mantra, "He, 0 people, is Indra who from his birth was the
greatest in virtues and possessed of discrimination", originally
found in the ~g-Veda, is seen to be adopted in the Yajur-Veda
as noted in the text, "The mantra starting with, 'He, 0 people',
is to be used for application by the priest Adhvaryu". Thus as
the accessories of rites on which meditations are based are seen
to be adopted in all the branches, so also should be the meditations based on them. And hence there is no contradiction.
TOPIC

32:

MEDITATION ON VAISVANARA AS A WHOLE

(Meditation) ~: on the whole has ..-14I14tt<1,{ greater importance '!IIii(lq~ as in the case of sacrifices, ~ for aqr so ~~fu (the
Upani~ad) shows.

57. The meditation on the whole is of greater importance just
as in the case of sacrifices. For so the Upan#ad shows.
Doubt: The meditation on VaiSvanara in parts, as also as a
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whole, is heard of in the anecdote starting with, "PracInasala,
son of Upamanyu" (Ch. V. xi. 1). As for the meditation on
partial aspects, it occurs in such texts as, "( Asvapati Kekaya
asked), '0 son of Upamanyu, on what do you meditate as the
Self?' He said, '0 venerable king, I meditate on heaven itself (as
Vaisvanara).' 'This Self that you meditate on is (that aspect of)
the VaiSvanara Self called the effulgent one'" (Ch. V. xii. 1),
and so on. Similarly also the meditation as a whole occurs in,
"Of this Vaisvanara Self, the head is the effulgent heaven, the
eye is the sun, the vital force is air, the trunk of the body is
space, the bladder is water, and the feet are the earth itself" (Ch.
V. xviii. 2). With regard to that the doubt arises, should there
be a double meditation here, both in parts and as a whole, or
should .it be only of the whole? What should be the conclusion?
Opponent: Owing to the use of the predicate "(you)
meditate" in connection with every limb counting from heaven,
and owing to the mention of separate results as in, "In your
line would be extracted the Soma juice (that is to say, the Soma
sacrifice wiII be performed) well and plentifully" (Ch. V. xii.
I), the conclusion to be drawn is that the meditations are to
proceed in parts.
Vedantin: Hence it is said: The idea intended to be imparted
in this text ought to be, "a greater importance", because of the
pre-eminence of the entire thing, viz of the meditation on
Vaisvanara as a whole, comprising all His parts; but the idea is
not of the meditation on the limbs separately. This is "as it is in
the case of sacrifices"-this is just as it is in such sacrifices as
the DarSa-P\imamasa etc. where an integral act, comprising the
principal sacrifice and its limbs as a whole is intended, but not
so the separate performance of Prayaja etc., nor even the performance of the principal sacrifice along with a particular part
alone.
Why so?
"Because of the greater importance of the whole. Thus it is
that the text shows the pre-eminence of the whole inasmuch as
the whole text is seen to imply a single idea; for from a consideration of the sequence of the narration it becomes clear that
it imparts a single idea about the meditation on Vaisvanara. Thus
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It IS seen that the narration begins with the statement that six
seers counting from Pracinasala to U ddalaka, who were not
able to arrive at any complete knowledge about the meditation
on Vaisvanara approached ASvapati, king of the Kekayas. Then
we are told one by one of heaven etc. meditated on by these
sages separately. Later on the text teaches that these are but
head etc. of Vaisvanara in such sentences as, "'But this is only
the head of that Self' said he" (Ch. V. xii. 2), and it condemns
the separate meditations in such sentences as, "Had you not
come to me, your head would have dropped off" (ibid.). Again,
turning back from the separate meditations and following the
meditation on the total aspect, the text shows the result pertaining to the whole in the sentence, "He eats food in all the worlds
through all beings and through all the souls" (Ch. V. xviii. 1).
As for the mention of results individually in respect of meditations on heaven etc., these are to be considered from this point
of view as pertaining to the parts of a whole, but getting united
in that whole which is the principal factor. Similarly the use of
the predicate, "(you) meditate" (by ASvapati) in relation to
each "limb" (of VaiSvanara) is meant simply as a reiteration of
the other's idea (i.e. of the sage he is speaking to), but it is not
meant for prescribing a partial meditation. Hence the view
advocating the meditation as a whole is more weighty.
Some, however, while establishing here the view that the
meditation on the whole is more weighty, argue on the very
basis of the term "greater importance" that the meditation on
the limbs is also approved by the aphorist. But that is improper.
For when a unity of idea is palpable, it is improper to resort to
a splitting of that unity (by assuming two meanings for the same
passage). Moreover, that would run counter to such deprecating
sentences as, "your head would have dropped off" (Ch. V. xii.
2) etc. Furthermore, when the meditation as a whole becomes
clear from the conclusion, it is not possible to deny it from the
point of view of the opponent. Besides, the statement about
"greater importance" in the aphorism may well be justified as
meant for showing the greater validity of the entire meditation
as compared with the partial meditation.
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WHEN MEDITATIONS DIFFER

(The meditations are) ifAT different ~-anf~-.q~ in accordance as terminology etc. differ.

;8. The meditations are different when there is a difference in
terminology etc.
Opponent: Under the earlier topic it was stated that the
meditation on the whole is better in spite of the mention of
separate results for meditations on heaven etc. From this the
idea crops up that other meditations also, even though occurring
in different Upani~adic texts, have to be undertaken in a
combined form. Moreover, when the entity meditated on is the
same, the meditations cannot be cognized as different. Even as
the articles and gods (associated with a sacrifice) determine the
nature of a sacrifice, so also the entity meditated on determines
the nature of the meditation. And although the Upani~adic texts
differ, the object of meditation is known in the following texts
to be the same God alone: "Identified with the mind and having
PritlJa as the body" (Ch. III. xiv. 2), "Ka (Bliss) is Brahman,
Kba (Space) is Brahman" (Ch. IV. x. 5), "Having inevitable
desire and irresistible will" (Ch. VIII. i. 5), and so on; similarly
also in, "Prih.Za is but one", "Prd1.1a is the place of merger" (Ch.
IV. iii. 3), "Prb.la is indeed the first-born and the foremost"
(Ch. V. i. 1), "Pril'{la is the father, and PritZa the mother" (Ch.
VII. xv. 1), and so on, where we gather from the Upani~d
the oneness of the meditation owing to the oneness of the object
of meditation. From this point of view the diversity of the
Upani~dic texts is not useless, since these texts are concerned
with stating the different characteristics (of the same entity
involved in a meditation). Hence for the completion of a meditation, all the characteristics prescribed in either one's own
branch or other branches with regard to the same object of
meditation have to be combined together.
Vediintin: This being the position, the aphorist holds: "The
meditations are different" etc. Even though the object of medi-
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tation be the same, still the meditations of this class ought to be
different.
Why?
"Because of the difference of terminology etc.", inasmuch as
such difference of terminology is met with as "veda (knows)",
"upasita (should meditate)", "sa kratum kurvita (He shall make
a resolve)" (Ch. Ill. xiv. 1), and so on. And it was ascertained
earlier (i.n Piirva-MlmiiIhsii II. ii. 1), that a difference in terminology causes a difference in the rites: "when there is a difference
of words (conveying different ideas, e.g. yajati, dadati, juhotisacrifices, gives, pours oblation), the rites differ, since they are
accepted as denoting separate actions". From the use of "etc." in
the aphorism it follows that attributes etc. are also to be understood as making difference in rites as far as possible.li3
Opponent: In the case of such words as "veda", a mere
difference of form is noticed, but there is no difference of
meaning like "yajati (sacrifices) ", etc., since veda etc. imply the
same mental mood, and since no other meaning is possible. 54
So how can a difference in words lead to a difference in meditations?
Vediintin: That is no fault, since even though there may be
no difference as regards the mental mode implied, still a difference may arise from the things they are linked up with. li5
Though God, who is to be meditated on, is the same, still
differen.t and exclusive attributes are taught about Him in
different contexts. Similarly even though Prii'Qa, as an object of
meditation, is the same in different contexts, it is to be meditated
on in one context as possessed of some attributes, and in another
context as possessed of still others. Thus from the fact that the
"The meditations are different according to the (1) different characteristics attributed to the object in different contexts, (2) the difference
of results, (3) difference of names, or (4) impossibility of combining aU
the characteristics.
50 Vid may either imply knowledge or meditation; but no injunction
about knowledge is possible, and hence veda means "meditates" •
.. Sacrifice, gift, pouring oblation, etc. do not differ as meaning acts;
yet they have their specific differences. So "veda", "upiisita" etc. may not
differ as mental moods, and yet may differ for reasons shown in an earlier
footnote (53).
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Injunctions differ in accordance with the chain of things with
which an object is linked up, the meditations also come to be
known as separate. And it cannot be argued that in such a case,
one is the injunction about meditation, while the others are
subsidiary injunctions (about attributes); for there is no reason
determining such a division. Again, since the attributes are quite
nllII1erous in each context, it is not proper to call into service
some meditation already known and add to it the different
attributes (in the different contexts, for that will lead to a break
in the unity of idea). And from the (opponent's) point of view,
there is no justification for the repeated mention of such
qualities as possession of "inevitable desires" etc., since they are
the same. Besides, these canno!: he combined under a single idea,
since in every context each separate text proceeds like this,
"One desirous of such a result shall meditate thus", and "one
who desires such another result shall meditate thus", which leave
no lacunae to be filled up by borrowing from another context.
And unlike the injunction about the meditation on VaiSvanara
as a whole, there is no injunction about meditation as a whole
in the cases of "the meditation of SiiQ.Qilya" and so on, on the
strength of which the meditations occurring in the different
contexts could have become subsidiary meditations and could
have been thus combined to give rise to a composite idea. But
if any such absolute assertion is made that in all cases of the
sameness of the object of meditation, the meditation also must
be one and the same, then one will be undertaking the impossible
task of combining all the characteristics (everywhere). Hence
it is well said, "The meditations are different when there is a
difference in terminology". Of course it is to be understood
that the topic of the unity of idea in the Upani~ds (III. iii. 1-4),
proceeds by assuming. that this topic is already in existence. 56
TOPIC

34:

ALTERNATIVE MEDITATIONS

rc(Cfl~sfqfil:nNi<?s'c..ct IIY-tll
(Anyone meditation is)

~:

an alternative (for others),

.. Logically this topic should head this chapter, though it crops up here
as a side issue connected with other topics.
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because of the indistinguishability (i.e. same-

ness) of, result.
)9. Anyone meditation (can be I1ccepted as) 1m alteT1Uttbve
for other meditations, because their result is the same.

Doubt: It having been established that the meditations differ,
now it is being considered whether the aspirant has the option
to undertake them collectively or alternatively just as he pleases,
or it is compulsory to choose only one of these alternatives.
Opponent: Among these alternatives, there is no reason in
evidence that can decide in favour of a compulsory combination,
since the difference of meditations is an established fact.
Objection: But such rites as Agnihotra, DarSa-PiirQ.amasa,
etc., are seen to be combined regularly, even though they are
divergent.
Opponent: That creates no difficulty, since in respect of those
rites there is a scriptural prescription about their regular combination; but in respect of these meditations no such scriptural
text about regular combination exists.. Hence there can be no
compulsion about combination. Nor can there be any compulsion about accepting only one from among them; for if a man
is qualified for one meditation he is not debarred thereby from
another. As a last alternative the meditations can be adopted
indiscriminately.
Objection: Since these meditations have the same result, they
should logically be considered alternatives to be chosen from.
Thus it is noticed that the meditations contained in, "identified
with the mind and having Prii!ta as the body" (Ch. III. xiv. 2),
"Bliss is Brahman, Space is Brahman" (Ch. IV. x. 5), "having
unfailing desire, and irresistible resolve" (Ch. VIII. i. 5), and
other texts, have the same result consisting in the realization of
God.
Opponent: That creates no difficulty, since it i.s seen in the
case of rites leading to heaven that though they bear similar
results, yet are undertaken according to the option (of the
aspirants) .
Vedantin: Thus the conclusion being that the meditations are
to be undertaken indiscriminately (but not collectively or only
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one out of many), it is being said: Anyone of the meditations
is individually as good as the others; and no combination is
needed.
Why?
Since the result is the same. For the result of these meditations
consisting in the direct perception of the object of meditation,
is the same and when the perception of the object of meditation, be it God or any other entity, occurs as result of a single
meditation, the other meditations become useless. Moreover, the
theory of combination will lead to an impossibility of direct
perception, since such a combination will lead to distraction
of the mind. And the result, viz illumination that is achievable
through direct perception, is shown in such Upani~adic texts as,
"An aspirant who has such a vision (that he is Brahman), and has
no doubt, attains Brahman" (Ch. III. xiv. 4), "becoming God
(in this life) he attains Godhood (even after death)" (Br. IV. i.
2) etc., as also by Smrtis in such texts as, "continuously engaged
in His thoughts" (Gitii, VIII. 6), and so on. 57 So an aspirant
should choose one of the meditations, bearing the same result;
and he should continue in it wholeheartedly till he attains the
result through the direct perception of the object of meditation.
TOPIC

3.5:

MEDITATIONS YIELDING WORLDLY RESULTS

'flifOitl'E1 qqli!fil+i

~~ en ~~ 11\011

~ But 1fiWfT: the meditations yielding desired (worldly)
results (either) ij,:;roft~(1 will be combined ~ or or not l:I1IT~~ at will, Ti·t«-nm~ since the previous reason does not
exist.

60. As for the meditations (based on symbols and) undertaken for fulfilment of 'Worldly desires, they l1Uly be either
"The aphorism deals with aham-graha-upiisana, meditation based on
self-identity with divinity. The opponent can argue that these meditations
yield results through adu!a just like rites; and hence direct perception is
uncalled for. But the texts quoted show that aha1it-graha-upiisanii leads to
direct perception.
48
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combined or not combined according to one's option, since the
previous reason (of sameness of result) does not exist.
The present aphorism is by way of illustrating the opposite
of what was stated under, "because their result is the same"
(III. iii. 59). In meditations (through symbols) which are undertaken for prosperity etc., as mentioned in such texts as, "One
who knows thus that Air is the calf of the directions, does not
have to lament for the death of a son" (Ch. III. xv. 2), "He who
meditates on names as Brahman, moves about freely at will in
all places where names exist" (Ch. VIII. 1. 5), and so on, and
which like rites yield their own fruits by being first converted
into adr#a (unseen potential result), there is no expectancy of
direct perception. These may be combined or not combined at
will, "since the previous reason does not exist", "since the
previous reason", viz possession of the same result, "does not
exist" here to determine an alternative adoption at will.
TOPIC

36:

MEDITATIONS BASED ON SUBSIDIARIES

ar"~ IN(~: 11\ til
a(~ In the cases of (meditations based on) the subsidiaries,
their position is the same as of their bases.

~~~lf-mq:

61. In the cases of the meditations based on the subsidiaries
(of rites), their position is the same as of their bases.
Opponent: The doubt arises as to whether the conceptions
prescribed in the three Vedas in connection with U dgitha etc.,
which are the subsidiaries of rites, are to be combined or they
are to be undertaken at will. The aphorist says that "their position is the same as those of their bases". As their bases, viz the
hymns etc., are applied in groups, so also must be the concepts
in a meditation, for the concepts are determined by their bases.

1Wi~ 11\,11
62. (The meditations are to be combined), also bectrUse they
are enjoined (in the Vedas).
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Opponent: Just as the bases of the meditations, viz hymns
etc., are enjoined in the Vedas, so also are the meditations based
on them. Even from the point of view of instruction there is
no difference between the accessories of rites and the conceptions based on them. 58 This is the meaning.
ijql~I{IQ: "~~,,

63. (The meditations are to be combined) because of the
(indicatory rmrrk of the) rectification (of one 'With the help of
another).
Opponent: The greatness of the knowledge of the sameness
of Om and Udgitha is stated in the text, (by virtue of his meditation on the unity of the Om of the ~g- Veda with the U dgitha
of 5ama-Veda) "The priest U dgata (of the 5ama-Veda) rectifies any defect occurring in (his own) singing of the Udgitha
by borrowing from the well-performed act of the priest Hom
(of the ~g-Veda)" (Ch. I. v. 5). While stating here that by
virtue of the strength of that knowledge the Udgata rectifies
the defects in his own act by borrowing from the good action
of the Hota, the text implies through this indicatory sign that
the conception mentioned in one U pani~ad is to be added to the
conceptions found in other Upani~ads on the basis of a common
relationship with the object of meditation spoken of elsewhere.

~''CII<Olj~J)l II~)(\I
'if And THlm~-~: from the Upani~dic declaration that
(Om which is) an accessory of rites is common to all.

64. And from the Upaniiadic declaration that Om, 'Which is
an accessory of the Vedic rites is common to all the Vedas, (it
follows that the meditations based on it l1mst co-exist).
Opponent: And although Om enters as an attribute, that is to
say, though Om supplies a basis for the meditation on U dgltha,
the U pani~ad declares it to be common to all the Vedas in, "The
.. The meditations are to be combined like the accessories, since they
are enjoined similarly.
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rites enjoined in the three Vedas start with the utterance of
Om. One chants hymns to gods after the utterance of Om;
uttering Om one praises the gods; by uttering Om one sings the
UdgItha" (Ch. I. i. 9). From noticing thus that the basis is the
same, it can be inferred from this indicatory mark, that the
meditations based on this are also the same.
Or the aphorism can be explained thus: If these U dgitha and
other things, constituting parts of rites, were not meant for use
in all the rites, then the conceptions based on them would not
also have occurred together. But as a matter of fact, the statements about application, which cover the accessories as 'a whole,
mention that these Udgitha and other things are common to
all the sacrificial acts. Renee from the fact that the bases are
common, it follows that the meditations based on them are also
to be used collectively.

;:r err et,eQ"lql~:

"'Y.1l

'" Or rather OJ not; ffit~-ar~: their correlation not
having been m.entioned in ,the U pani~d.
65. (The meditations (IT'e) rather not to be combined, since
the Upanijads do not decltrre this.
Vedamin: The words "rather not" set aside the (above)
opposite view. The meditations (based on Om etc.) have not
the same state (of co-existence) as their bases (B. S. III. iii. 61).
Why?
Since their co-existence is not mentioned in the U pani~ds.
For there is no Vedic text showing the co-existence of the meditations, unlike what is shown with regard to the accessories of
rites and hymns etc. enjoined in the three Vedas, in such texts
as, "taking up the vessel or holding aloft the ladle, the priest
chants the hymn, utters the praise, and then he says, '0 Prastota,
you sing the Sarna song, 0 Rota, you perform this sacrifice' ",
and so on.
Opponent: Their co-existence is gathered from the statement
about the application itself.
V edantin: We say, no; since the meditations are meant to
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subserve the aspirant (and not any rite). The statement about
application only leads to a correlation among the U dgltha etc.
meant for a sacrifice, whereas the meditations on U dgltha etc.,
though connected with the accessories of rites, contribute to
the aspirant's personal purpose like the milking pot etc., as we
said under the aphorism "inasmuch as a separate result belongs
to meditations" (III. iii. 42). This is precisely the distinction
between the instruction about the accessories of rites and the
meditations based on those accessories, that the former are
meant for making their contributions to rites, whereas the latter
are for subserving the aspirant's purposes (by purification of his
mind). The two indicatory marks (in aphorisms 63 and 64)
cannot lead to a co-existence of the meditations, since no Upani~dic text or logic is found in support. It cannot be that since
in every application the bases of the meditations are taken up
together, therefore the meditations based on them have also to
be known as meant for being undertaken in combination, for
the meditations are not applied to those rites. Even though the
meditations be determined by their bases, so that they may well
cease to exist when the bases do not exist, still they cannot be
combined merely because the bases go together. This is so
owing to the very reason that there is no Vedic declaration
about their combination. Hence these meditations are to be
undertaken according to one's desire.

.

~

11\\11

66. And (there is no obligation about cqmbination) since the
Upan#ad shows (contrariwise).
Moreover, the Upani$lld shows that absence of co-existence
among the meditations in, "The (priest called) Brahma who
knows thus protects the sacrifice, the sacrificer, and all the
priests from all sides" (Ch. IV. xvii. 10). If all the meditations
were to be combined, then all the priests would have known
everything, so that there would not have been any mention of
the protection of all by (the priest) Brahma, who has that
knowledge. Hence the meditations can be undertaken collectively or alternatively just as the aspirant wants.

SECTION
TOPIC

1:

IV

KNOWLEDGE NOT A SUBSIDIARY OF RITES

~-Bf?f: The highest human goal (i.e. liberation) am: is from
this (knowledge) ~q: on account of Vedic declaration ~
thus (says) ill'HI401: BadarayaQ,a.

1. Badaray t11Ja thinks that liberation results frmn this (knO'Wledge of the Self), (as presented in the Upan#ads) , because the
Vedic texts declare so.

Now then, the question is whether the knowledge of the
Self, presented by the Upani~ds, forms a part of rites etc.
through the medium of the man qualified for them, or it leads
independently to some human goal (viz liberation). While
engaging himself in this discussion, the aphorist starts with the
conclusion itself in the aphorism, "BadarayaQ,a thinks" etc. The
teacher BadarayaQ,a thinks that liberation results independently
"from this", from the knowledge of the Self, as imparted by
the U pani~ads.
How is this known? The aphorist says, "because the Vedic
texts declare so". Thus the following Upani~dic texts, as also
others of this class, speak of knowledge alone as the cause of
liberation: "The knower of the Self crosses over sorrow" (Ch.
VII. i. 3), "He who knows that supreme Brahman becomes
Brahman Itself" (Mu. III. ii. 9), "The knower of Brahman
attains the Highest" (Tai. II. i. 1), "He knows who has a
teacher. For him the delay is only that long as his body does
not fall; then he merges in Brahman" (Ch. VI. xiv. 2). Starting
with "That which is the Self, free from sins" (Ch. VIII. vii. 1),
it is said, "He who realizes the Self after comprehending It
from his teacher, attains all the worlds and all the desirable
things" (ibid.). Again, starting with, "The Self, my dear, is to
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be realized" (Br. IV. v. 6), it is said, "This much is (the means
of) immortality" (Br. IV. v. 15).
Against this stands up another (i.e. an opponent):

:Ul!4tc1l~ ~1!414cll~) ~~~~: II~II
~ (The Self) being in subservient relation
~_~q\<{: (The result of knowledge is merely)

(to rites etc.),
a glorification
of the agent (of rites) ~r as it is ~ in other cases ~a this
is how ~fiIT": Jaimini (thinks).
..

2. laimini thinks that since the Self holds a subservient position in rites etc., the mention of the result of knowledge is
(merely) in glorification of the agent, as is the case elsewhere.
Since the individual Self comes into subservient relationship
with religious acts by becoming their performer, the knowledge
of the Self, too, must form a part of the rites etc. even as the
purification of paddy by sprinkling of water and such other
acts become parts of the rites through the objects they are
related to. Hence the mention of any result that occurs in the
U pani~ds with regard to this knowledge, whose purpose is
ascertained to be this, must be by way of eulogy. This is what
the teacher Jaimini thinks. This is like the Vedic mention of
results by way of eulogy, as it is found in such texts as, "He
whose sacrificial ladle is made of Palasa wood does not hear
any evil", "When a sacrificer applies collyrium to his own eyes,
he covers the (evil) eyes of his enemy thereby", "That the
(subsidiary rites) Prayaja, Anuyaja, etc. are performed, thereby
is created an armour for the sacrificer and the (main) sacrifice,
so that the enemy of the sacrificer may be defeated", and so on.
V edantin: Since this knowledge of the Self is not spoken
of in connection with some other topic (e.g. rites), and since
for that very reason, nothing like context etc. is in evidence to
justify its application to any rite, how can it be included in a
rite?
Opponent: On the strength of the Vedic text about the result
(e.g. "The knower of Brahman transcends grief"), it will be
included in a rite through the medium of the agent (like the
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fact of being made of Palasa getting connected with a rite
through the ladle, on the strength of the text).
Vediintin: This cannot be so, since from that sentence (about
result) it does not logically follow that this knowledge of the
Self is to be applied to a rite. For things that have not been
spoken of in the course of some definite topic can be imagined
to be applicable to some rite on the strength of some sentence
(stating a result), only if some invariable medium (like a ladle)
is in evidence. But an agent is a variable medium, he being common to both ordinary and Vedic acts. Hence the knowledge of
the Self cannot be proved to be connected with sacrifices
through the medium of such an agent.
Opponent: Not so, since the knowledge that the Self is
distinct from the body has no applicability anywhere else but
Vedic rites; for the knowledge that the Self is different from
the body has no scope in ordinary human acts, since men can
engage under all circumstances, (i.e. even when identifying the
body with the Self), in acts having perceptible (worldly) results;
but they cannot engage in Vedic duties, yielding their results
after death, unless they have the knowledge that the Self is
different from the body. And thus the knowledge of this difference has an applicability precisely in such a case.
Vediintin: The Upani~adic knowledge of the Self to the effect
that it is free from transmigration, which fact becomes obvious
from the use of such attributes as "free from sin" (Ch. VIII. vii.
1), and so on, cannot be subservient to any impulsion to activity.
Opponent: Not so, since the instruction is about the realization of the transmigrating Self Itself, as is suggested through the
use of such words as "priya (lovable)"l (Br. IV. v. 6). As for
the attributes like "freedom from sin" and so on, they must be
meant for eulogy.
Objection: Has it not been established in the various contexts
that the transcendental and birthless Brahman is the origin of
the world, and that the very same Brahman is taught in the
1 The Brhadaralwaka text shows that the Self that is to be realized
is the entity for whose enjoyment all things exist, thereby suggesting
that there can be no Self which is not an experiencer and hence subject
to transmigration.
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Upani~ds as constituting the real nature of the transmigrating
soul?
Vediintin: True, it has been proved; yet for re-affirming this
fact the process of objection and refutation, which centres
round a discussion of the result, (as to whether it is meant for
liberation or for subs erving rites), is resorted to on the analogy
of driving in a pile (by alternately driving it down and pulling
it up so as to make it fixed finnly and deeply in soft ground).

OjI.... I(G~i'1lq 1I~1i

amm:-Wiffi{ Because of the revelation of the behaviour.
3. (This is confirmed) on the strength of 'What is revealed
about the behaviour (of the knowers of Brahman).
Opponent: We meet with the Vedic revelation of connection
with rites even for the knowers of Brahman in such texts as,
"Janaka, emperor of Videha, perfonned a sacrifice in which
gifts were freely distributed" (Br. III. i. 1), "Sirs, I am about
to perform a sacrifice" (Ch. V. xi. 5), which occur in other
contexts (purporting to deal with the knowledge of Brahman).
And this is in line with the behaviour noticed in the cases of
U ddalaka and others, where their connection with a householder's life is inferable from their instruction etc. to their
sons. If liberation can be achieved through knowledge alone,
why should they have undertaken (the householder's) duties
involving strenuous effort, for proverbially it is known, ''Why
should one go to a hill if one has honey at hand?"

aq-'¥:
~-~:

Since the

Upani~ad

ll'tll

declares this.

4. (This is so) because the Upani$ad declares this.
In the text, "That rite becomes more powerful that is done
along with meditation, faith, and secret knowledge" (Ch. I. i.
10), knowledge is heard of as forming a part of some rite;
hence knowledge by itself cannot be the cause of liberation.
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~II~II
U1t.-aJiI-~q:

Because of following together.

s. (This is so), because both knowledge and work follow the
Self (when it transmigrates).
And knowledge cannot be independent, since in the text, "It
(i.e. the departing soul) is followed by knowledge, work, (and
past experience)" (Br. IV. iv. 2), knowledge and work are seen
to act in association in producing the result.
~ fq'i,Wilq 11\11
6. (And tbis is so) because rites are enjoined for one who is
possessed of that (knowledge of the Vedas).

The Upani~dic texts like the following show that one who is
possessed of the knowledge of all the things revealed in the Vedas
is qualified for undertaking rites: "One who comes back from
his teacher's house after duly reading (i.e. reciting) the Vedas,
during the intervals of serving him, and then enters the house·
holder's life and continues the study of the Vedas in a holy place
and performs other prescribed duties, attains the world of
Brahman" (Ch. VIII. xv. I). From this also it follows that
knowledge cannot produce its result independently.
Objection: In this sentence we find mention of merely the
reading (i.e. reciting) of the Vedas in the phrase "after reading",
and not of the comprehension of the meaning.
Opponent: That is no defect, since the conclusion arrived at
(in the Piirva-Mimarhsa) is that the phrase "reading of the
Vedas" includes the idea of comprehension of meaning as well,
for the reading has a perceptible result in view. 2
I The injunction, "He shall pound the paddy"
has in view the making
of rice by removing the husk, for the perceptible result sought for is the
making of cakes (for the sacrifice) with the rice. So also the perceptible
result of reading is the comprehension of meaning. An imperceptible
result comes through apUrva-unseen potential result. Thus Brahman
becomes known to a student during his study of the Vedas, even though
he becomes a householder afterwards.
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11\911

7. And (this follows) from the restrictive texts.

From such restrictive injunctions as contained in the texts,
"By doing religious acts, indeed, should one wish to live here
for a hundred yearS. For a man, such as you are (who wants
to live thus), there is no way other than this, whereby karma
may not cling to you" (Is. 2), "That which is known as the
Agnihotra is a sacrifice that has to be followed till decrepitude
and death, for one gets released from it either through decrepitude or death", it follows that knowledge is a subsidiary of
rites.
Vediintin: Such being the position, the refutation is being
stated:

an~'fllq~:tIlU liM<111 01t4ci d(oii'1lQ: 1Ic;1I
~

But ~-~q~~ because of being taught to be greater
irJ<H140lW (the view) of BiidarayaQ.a ~ stands just as it is
ffi{~ifT({ for so it is revealed.
8. But Biidariiytr(Za's view stands unshaken because of the
instruction that the supreme Self is even g;reater (than the
agent); for soft is revealed (by the Upaniiads).

By the word "but" is rebutted the opposite view. The view
held out that "the mention of the result of knowledge is in
glorification of the agent", "since the Self holds a subservient
position in rites" (B. S. III. iv. 2), is not proper.
Why?
On account of something even greater having been taught.
Had the transmigrating soul alone, inhabiting the body as the
agent and experiencer, been taught in the Upani~ds as something distinct from the mere body, then the Upani~dic mention
of result could have been a eulogy as elaborated by the opponent. But over and above (i.e. greater than) the embodied soul,
the birthless God, free from such mundane attributes as agentship-the supreme Self, possessed of such attributes as freedom
from sin-is taught in the Upani~ads, as an object to be realized.
And His knowledge cannot supply any impulsion for work, on
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the contrary it uproots all works. This fact will be stated in the
aphorism, "Knowledge is independent of rites, since it uproots
all worldly distinctions" (III. iv. 16). Hence the opinion of
the venerable Badarayaoa, as expressed in, "Liberation results
from this knowledge of the Self, because the Vedic texts declare
so" (III. iv. 1), remains just as it is, and it cannot be shaken by
the fallacious arguments that knowledge is a subsidiary of rites,
and so on. Thus it is that the Upani~ds reveal God, the
(supreme) Self, as something over and above the embodied soul,
in such texts as, "He who is omniscient in general and allknowing in detail" (Mu. I. i. 9), "Out of His fear the wind
blows, out of fear the sun rises" (Tai. II. viii. 1), "A great terror
like an uplifted thunder" (Ka. II. iii. 2), "Under the mighty rule
of this Immutable, 0 Gargi" (Br. III. viii. 9), "That deliberated,
'let me become many, let me be born diversely.' That created
fire" (Ch. VI. ii. 3), and so on.
And it was argued that the transmigrating soul indicated by
such terms as "lovable" is again referred to as the object to be
known, in such texts as, "but for one's own self, all is loved.
The self, my dear, should be realized" (Br. IV. v. 6); "That
which breathes through PratzQ is your Self that is within all"
(Br. III. iv. 1); starting with "The infinite Being that is seen
in the eye" (Ch. VIII. vii. 4), and ending with, "I shall explain
this very Being to you again" (Ch. VIII. ix. 3); and so on.
But this reference to the transmigrating soul cannot be meant
for absolute difference (between the individual Self and God),
in the face of the texts occurring in the complementary portions
of those passages, and meant for imparting instruction about
some super-reality, as for instance the texts, "The J.tg-Veda,
Yajur-Veda, ... are the breath of this infinite Being" (Br. II.
iv. 10), "That which transcends hunger and thirst, grief,
delusion, decay, and death" (Br. III. v. 1), "Just so this placid
soul rises up from this body and- unites with the supreme Light
to get established in its own nature" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3). It is
known also from such texts as "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7),
"There is no other witness but this" (Br. III. viii. 11), etc. that
in its real nature, the embodied soul is but God Himself, while
its state of embodiedness is a creation of limiting adjuncts. All
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this was elaborately ascertained by us earlier in the appropriate
contexts.

~ ~ IItll
~ But ~ the Upani~dic declaration ~~ is equally in
evidence.

9. But the Upanijadic declaration (of conduct) is equally in
evidence (prO'lJing that knowledge is not subservient to religious
acts).
As for the argument that from the Upani~dic mention of the
conduct of enlightened men it follows that knowledge is
subservient to rites (B. S. III. iv. 3), our reply is this: The
Upani~dic mention of the conduct of enlightened men is
equally in evidence to show that knowledge is not subservient
to rites. Thus there is the text, "The Kava~eya seers, who had
known this very entity, said, 'Why need we study (the Vedas),
why need we perform sacrifices?' This is that very entity,
having known which, the enlightened of yore ceased to perform
the Agnihotra sacrifice" (Kau. II. 5), "Knowing this very Self
the BriihmaQas renounce the desires for sons, for wealth, and
for worlds, and lead a mendicant life" (Br. III. V. 1), and so
on. Moreover, it is known that Yajfiavalkya and others, who
had realized Brahman, did not engage in rites, from such texts
as, "'This much indeed is immortality, my dear,' saying this
Yajfiavalkya embraced a mendicant's life" (Br. IV. v. 15).
Moreover, the indication (about the combination of rites and
knowledge) as found in the text, "Venerable sirs, I am about to
perform a sacrifice" (Ch. V. xi. 5), relates to the meditation
on Vaiwanara, and it is quite possible to come across a combination with rites in the domain of conceptions regarding the
qualified Brahman. But even here, there can be no possibility of
the knowledge of Brahman becoming subsidiary to religious acts,
for nothing like context etc. is discernible here (to substantiate
a contrary view).8
• The enlightened man may continue perfonnillg his usual acts for
setting an example to others. But his is no ordinary work, as he lacks the
usual ideas of "I and mine".
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As for the argument that the
III. iv. 4), our reply is:

Upani~ds

[III. iv. 9

declare this (B. S.

10. The declaration is not universal.
The text, "whatever one does with knowledge" (Ch. I. i. 10).
does not refer to all kinds of knowledge, it being confined to
the relevant meditation that forms the topic. And the topic
under discussion there is the meditation on UdgItha as contained
in, "One shall meditate on the letter Om as Udgitha" (Ch. I. i. 1).
And it was said (B. S. III. iv. 5) that the text, "He is followed
by knowledge. work, (and past experience)" (Br. IV. iv. 2),
which speaks of the pursuit (of the soul by knowledge etc.),
is an indication of the subservience of knowledge. That is being
refuted:

~: (Knowledge and work) are to be divided
a hundred (things).

~

like

11. Knowledge and action are to be divided like a hundred
things.
A division is to be noted here to the effect that knowledge
follows one, and work another. This is like the distribution of a
hundred (things). For instance, when somebody says, "Pay a
hundred to these two", the hundred is given by dividing it into
two moieties, fifty being given to one and fifty to another.
Similar is the case here. Moreover, this text about "being followed by" is not spoken of with regard to one who would have
liberation, since the conclusion is made with reference to a
transmigrating soul in the sentence, "Thus does the man
(transmigrate) who has desires" (Br. IV. iv. 6), and since the
man hankering for liberation is treated separately in, "But then,
as for the man who does not desire" (ibid.). Now, the knowledge that is considered in that text (about "being followed by
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knowledge and action"-Br. IV. iv. 2), relates to the transmigrating soul and comprises knowledges of both kinds-enjoined and prohibited; for no reason for distinction exists.
The action again is considered irrespective of whether it be
prescribed or prohibited, the text having taken them (knowledge
and action) up just as they obtain elsewhere. From this point
of view (that they relate to the transmigrating soul), the text
about "being followed" can be justified even without resorting
to a division.
It has been stated, "Because rites are enjoined for one who
is possessed of the knowledge of the Vedas" (B. S. III. iv. 6);
hence comes the reply:

~-lI11f-qo:

For him who has merely read (i.e. recited)

the Vedas.

12. (Engagement in religious actions is prescribed)for him
only who has merely recited the Vedas.
Since we hear of "reading" alone in the text, "One who
comes back from his teacher's house after duly reading the
Vedas" etc. (Ch. VIII. xv. 1), we arrive at the conclusion that
the prescription for rites is meant for one who has merely recited
the Vedas.
Opponent: In that case a man may not have the necessary
qualification for rites owing to his lack of knowledge.
Vediintin: That defect docs not arise. We do not rule out
the information about the rites, acquired in the course of the
recital, that endows one with the competence for rites. What
do we do then? We establish this fact only that since the
knowledge of the Self, acquired from the Upani~ads, is obviously
possessed of its own independent purpose, it cannot become a
cause for generating competence for rites. And this is to be
understood in the same way as when a man qualified for a
certain rite has not to depend on the knowledge of some other
rite.
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Again, it was stated, "And this follows from the restrictive
texts" (B. S. III. iv. 7). Tu this it is replied:

;r Not so Ojrq~'m(

because of the absence of specification.

13. (The restrictive texts) do not apply (to the man of
knowledge), since the restriction is made without any specification.
In the restrictive texts like, "By doing ktmna, indeed, should
one wish to live here for a hundred years" (Is. 2) etc. there is
no specific mention that these apply to the man of knowledge,
since the restriction is made in a general way.

~ Or rather~: the consent (of action)
glorification (of know ledge) .

~

is for the

..

14. Or rather the consent (accorded) for doing religious acts
is metmt for the glorification of knowledge.
With regard to the text, "By doing karma indeed" etc. another
independent interpretation can be advanced thus: Even if on
the strength of the context this sentence is construed in a way
to connect the man of knowledge with "doing karma" (as its
agent), still it is to be understood that this approval of doing
work is accorded only by way of eulogizing knowledge; for it
will be stated later, "Karma does not cling to you". The idea
implied is this: "Even though a man of knowledge may perfonn
work during his whole life, work does not become a cause of
blemish, owing to the presence of his knowledge". In this way
knowledge is praised.

"if And ~ some (refrain from work) CfiI4lCfiI{OI according to
their own predilection.
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15. MoreO'Ver, some refrain from (religious) work according
to personal predilection.

Moreover, the Vajasaneyins have a text according to which
some enlightened men, who have direct experience of the result
of knowledge, take their stand on that experience and declare
out of personal predilection that there is no need for them for
begetting children and such other acts which are meant for
other purposes. That text runs thus: "This is the reason for it:
the ancient sages, it is said, did not desire children thinking,
'What shall we achieve through children, we who have attained
this Self, this world (i.e. result)?'" (Br. IV. iv. 22). Furthermore, it has been declared by us more than once that unlike the
result of work which comes to fruition after some time, the
result of knowledge is a matter of direct and immediate experience. For this reason also, knowledge cannot be a subsidiary
of rites, nor can it be held that the Upani~dic mention of the
result of knowledge is unreal (i.e. eulogistic) .

• :q

~

IIt~1I

16. MoreO'Ver, (from knowledge comes) the destruction (of
tbe whole world).

Moreover, the scriptures declare that the whole world of
manifestation, which consists of actions, instruments, and results,
bestowing the necessary qualification for work, and which is a
creation of ignorance, is destroyed root and branch by knowledge, as stated in, "But when to the knower of Brahman everything has become the Self, then what should one smell and
through what?" (Br. II. iv. 14), and so on. But should one build
his hope of deriving the requisite competence for rites from
the knowledge of the Self as taught in the Upani~ds, he will
be left only with a destruction of all rites. From this also it
follows that knowledge is independent of rites.

~:~ :q ~ ~ II tl.!l1
'if And ~:,; (knowledge belongs) to those (monks)
observing continence fl for ~ (they are mentioned) in the
Vedas.
49
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17. And knowledge belongs to the monks, for they are met
'With in the Vedas.
Moreover, knowledge is heard of in connection with the order
of life (i.e. Sannyasa, monasticism) in which continence is
observed. And knowledge cannot become subsidiary to rites
there, since (in that order) rites are absent; for they (the monks)
do not have such Vedic rites as Agnihotra etc. It may be argued
that there is no such stage of life mentioned in the Vedas as
that of the continent people. But that argument also has no
basis; for they are mentioned in such Vedic texts as, "Virtue
has three divisions. (All these attain the virtuous world, while
the one who is fully occupied with Brahman attains immortality)" (Ch. II. xxiii. 1), "And those who follow faith (meditation), austerities, etc. while living in forests" (Ch. V. x. 1),
"Those who live in the forest, begging for alms, viz those
(forest-dwellers and hermits) who resort to the duties of their
respective stages of life as well as to meditation" (Mu. I. ii. 11),
"Desiring this world (i.e. the Self) alone, monks renounce their
homes" (Br. IV. iv. 22), "One should embrace monasticism
even from the stage of Brahmacharya" (Jabal a, 4), and in such
other texts, where monasticism is a well-recognized fact in
the Upani~ads and Smrtis in the case of those people who
might have had either entered or not entered earlier the householder's life, as also those who might have had or had not repaid
their debts (to gods, manes, and seers). For this reason also
knowledge is independent of rites.
TOPIC

2:

SANNYASA PRESCRIBED BY ScRIPTURES

;ij-f'lf.:r; Jaimini (thinks) q-u'li (that to be a mere) allusion
(to other stages), or",~ (it is) no injunction, '" and ~
because (the scripture) or~ condemns (them).
18. Jaimini thinks that to be an allusion to other stages and
injunction; and (this is so) since the scripture condemns them.
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Opponent: The texts starting with, "Virtue has three divisions" (Ch. II. xxiii. 1), that were quoted (under the last
aphorism) to prove the existence of people belonging to an
order (of monks) observing continence, cannot prove· that fact,
since the teacher Jaimini thinks that the texts are reminiscent
of the other stages of life (as distinct· from that of the householders'), and they impart no injunction.
Why?
Because nothing, such as a verb in the imperative mood,
occurs here to indicate an injunction. Moreover, each of them
is noticed to imply something else. In the text, "Virtue has three
divisions" etc. (Ch. II. xxiii. 1), for instance, an allusion is made
to the stages of life and it is declared that their results are not
limitless in the sentences, "The first division consists of sacrifice,
study, and offer of wealth; the second division of austerity; and
the third of the BralYmaciirin living in his teacher's house for
life and laying down his body there" (ibid.). Then the continuance in Brahman is praised as yielding an infinite result in the
sentence, "All these attain the virtuous worlds; but he who is
steadfast in Brahman (that is, meditates steadfastly on Brahman
with the help of Om) gets immortality" (ibid.).
Objection: Even though this be a mere allusion, still as a
matter of fact, the stages of life become known from it.
Opponent: True, they become known; but their recognition
is derived from the Smrtis and common usage and not from
the Upani~ds. Hence in a case of conflict with direct Vedic
texts, they are to be disregarded or accepted as referring to
people who are debarred from rites (e.g. the blind, lame, etc.).
Objection: Is not the householder's life also mentioned along
with the continent in, "The first division consists of sacrifice,
study, and offer of wealth"? (So the whole passage must be
equally authoritative.)
Opponent: Quite so. Still from the fact that the rites like
Agnihotra etc. are prescribed for the householder alone, that
stage of life exists as a thing well recognized by the Vedas.
Hence this allusion to other stages is merely by way of eulogy
(of steadfastness in Brahman), and not by way of an injunction.
Moreover, the direct Vedic texts denounce any other stage of
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life: "One who gives up the fire is a destroyer of the valour
(i.e. a murderer) of the gods", "Having offered the desirable
wealth to the teacher, do not cut off the line of progeny" (Tai.
I. xi. 1), "A man without a son has no world in future. All
creatures are aware of this", and so on. Thus the texts, "Those
who undertake faith (meditation), austerities, etc. while living
in forest" (Ch. V. x. 1), "Those who live in the forest ... , who
resort to the duties of their own stages of life as well as to
meditation" (Mu. I. ii. 11), impart instruction about the "path
of the gods" and not about other stages of life. Moreover, it is
doubtful if the other stages of life are prescribed in the texts,
"The second division is austerity" (Ch. II. xxiii. 1) etc. Similarly
the text, "Desiring this world (i.e. the Self) alone, monks
renounce their homes" (Br. IV. iv. 22), is not an injunction for
monasticism, it being only a eulogy of the world (of the Self).
Objection: Have not the jabalas a direct and clear injunction
about renunciation in the text, "One should enter into monasticism even from the stage of Brabmacarya"?
V edantin: Quite so; but it is to be noted that the present
discussion is carried on by ignoring this text.

~ GlliRlqUI:~: IIttll
~~:

Badarayal)a (thinks) (that other stages also are to be)

~~ observed ~-~: Vedic texts being equally extant.

19. Badarayll'(Za thinks that the other orders of life are also to
be observed, since Vedic texts speak equally of all the stages
of life.
The teacher Badarayal)a is of the opinion that the other stages
of life are to be resorted to on account of their reference in
the Vedas. Since on account of the obligatoriness of the performance of Agnihotra etc., a conflict with monasticism arises,
and it is concluded (by the opponent) that this other stage of
life is to be resorted to by those (blind, lame, and others) who
are debarred from Agnihotra etc., therefore Badarayal)a refutes
this view under the belief that one has to admit willynilly the
other stages of life just as much as the householder's.
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Why?
Since the texts speak equally of all the stages; for the text,
"Virtue has three divisions" etc. (Ch. II. xxiii. 1), is seen to
allude to the other stages of life equally with the householder's.
It is to be noted that just as the householder's life, prescribed by
other Vedic texts, is aHuded to here, so also are the other stages
of life. And this is as in the case of the Nivita and Prlcmavita
which though prescribed in a separate injunction are yet
understood to be referred to along with Upavita.· Hence the
pursuit of the other stages of life is as valid as the pursuit
of the householder's life. Similarly in the text, "Desiring this
world (i.e. the Self) alone the monks renounce home" (Bf. IV.
iv. 22), renunciation is mentioned along with the study of the
Vedas etc.; and in "Those who undertake faith (meditation).
austerities, etc. while living in forests" (Ch. V. x. 1). the stage
of living in forest is read along with the meditation on the five
fires (so that they are equally enjoined).
It was also stated that it is a matter of doubt whether any
other stage of life is enjoined in the passage; "The second division is austerity" (Ch. II. xxiii. 1) etc.; that too is nothing
damaging, since a reason for a definite conclusion is in evidence.
For in the text, "Virtue has three divisions" (ibid.), an assertion
is made about the threefold division. Moreover, the multifarious
virtuous deeds like sacrifices, which have diverse (injunctions
of) origin, cannot be included under the three divisions, unless
it be through their association with the stages of life. Of these,
one division of virtut: is the householder's life indicated by
"sacrifices" etc. In the word "Brahmacifrin" we find a clear
reference to an order of life. And by the word "austerity"
what division of virtue can be accepted other than that order
• The sacred thread held round the neck like a garland is called NifJita;
when held from the right shoulder, across the chest and passing under
the left arm, it is Priicina'Uita; the opposite position from the left shoulder
to the right gives the Upavita. The sentence, "Nivita is meant for rites
performed for men (i.e. guests), Praci1liWita for rites for the manes;
for rites for the gods the Upavita is used", is interpreted to mean that
the injunction here is only about the Upavita, the use of the other two
being known otherwise. These known uses are referred to here for
eulogizing the Upavita.
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of life (of the Vanaprastha) in which austerity preponderates?
On the strength of the indicatory word "forest" occurring in,
"those who undertake faith and austerity, etc. while living in
forests" (Ch. V. x. 1), an order of life is necessarily to be
understood as meant by the words "faith" and "austerity".
Hence though the stages of life occur by way of allusion only,
they are still to be resorted to.

fcrfitqi
CIT Or rather
sacrificial fuel).

'Cf I(\II q~ ,,~o II

fcJN: an injunction "lRVT-q({ like holding (the

20. Or rather it is an injunction as in the case of holding the
sacrificial fuel.

Or rather it is an injunction about the other orders of life,
and not a mere allusion.
Opponent: If an injunction be accepted here, the comprehension of a unity of idea (of the passage) will be debarred. As
a matter of fact, however, a unity of idea is obvious, viz that
the three divisions of virtue lead to virtuous worlds while the
steadfastness in Brahman yields immortality.
Vediintin: This is true; and yet the apparent unity of idea has
to be rejected and injunction accepted on account of the
uniqueness of the fact (not heard of before) and the absence
of any other injunction. And in the face of a clear comprehension of other stages of life, there is no need to take shelter under
a unity of idea by supposing the text to involve an attributive
corroboration (or a glorifying eulogy), G "As in the case of the
holding of the sacrificial fuel". In the text, "He shall approach
• GU1Javiida, as in, "The sun is the sacrifical stake", which glorifies the
stake by saying that it shines like the sun. The opponent interprets the
Chiindogya passage under discussion. to mean, "Steadfastness in Brahman,
yielding infinite result, is eulogized by decrying the other orders of life
as yielding limited results". Thus the passage has, according to him II
unity of idea. An Alluviida restates a known fact, as in. "Fire is the
remedy for cold". A Bbiitiirtbaviida states something which neither
contradicts nor confirms a known fact, as in "Indra holds a thunder in
hand". Contradiction leads to GU'!laviida, and confirmation to Alluv5da.
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(the sacrificial altar) by holding the fuel below (the vessel of
oblation); for in a case of sacrifice to the gods, the fuel is held
above", even though the fact of holding above appears to
constitute a single idea along with the fact of holding below,
still an injunction is admitted about holding above, since· it
relates to a unique fact. Thus it is that in the course of determining the subsidiaries (in the Piirva-Mlmamsa) it is said, "But
there is an iQjunction in the matter of holding above, since the
fact is unique"6 (Jai. Su. III. iv. H). Similarly, it is inferred
that the text alluding to the orders of life is in fact an injunction.
Even if this be a mere allusion to the other orders of life, still
on the strength of the eulogy (implied in, "All these attain the
virtuous wotlds, the man steadfast in Brahman attains immortality)", an injunction about "steadfastness in Brahman" has to be
admitted. And then it has to be considered as to whether that
steadfastness is meant for anyone belonging to anyone of the
four stages of life or for the monk alone. Now, if by the mention of the stages of life down to Brabmacttrya (in "Virtue has
three divisions" etc.), the monk too becomes alluded to, then it
may as well follow that anyone belonging to the four stages of
life can he steadfast in Brahman, since all the four stages are
mentioned equally and nobody can logically be outside the four.
If. however, the monk is not alluded to, then the conclusion will
be that the monk alone can be "steadfast in Brahman", he alone
having been left out of the enumeration.
Some think that the monk also is alluded to in that text by
the term "austerity", implying thereby the Vaikhlnasas (one of
the four classes of forest-dwelling V4naprasthas). But that is
improper; for when there is a way out, it is not proper to
understand the monk from an attributive word signifying the
Vtinaprastba. It is but proper that just as the Brabmaci'Tin and
the householder are presented here through their respective
• When the ghee placed in the STUk is carried to the Ahavaniya fire.in a
Mahipitr-sacrifice or a Pretiignihotra, then this injunction is to be
followed, "One shall approach by holding the fuel" below that ghee. Hence
the text about holding the fuel above may be taken as a mere eulogy
of this holding below. But in fact a fresh injunction is admitted about
holding above. by breaking the unity of the sentence.
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distinctive attributes, so also are the monk and the Vanaprastha.
And austerity is a distinct feature of the order of Viinaprasthas,
since the word austerity comes to be applied to it by usage
owing to the predominance of the mortification of the body
among them. But the monks' attributes consisting of control of
senses etc. are not surely referred to by the term austerity. And
it is improper that the stages of life, well known to be four in
number, should be referred to as three. Moreover, it is noticed
that they are mentioned separately thus: "These three become
fit for the virtuous worlds, whereas the other one becomes fit
for immortality". This reference in a separate way is justifiable
only if there is a difference. For it cannot be asserted that
Devadatta and Yajiiadatta are dull of intellect, while one of
them has a bright intellect; but it can well be said that Devadatta
and Yajiiadatta are both dull of intellect, while Vi~umitra has a
bright intellect. Hence it is the people in the earlier three stages
of life that achieve the virtuous worlds, while the remaining
one, viz the monk, attains immortality.
Opponent: How can the term "steadfast in Brahman", used
in its derivative sense and possible of application to people in
all the stages of life, be confined to the monk alone? Or should
you argue that the term is used in its conventional sense to
imply a monk, then the conclusion will be that immortality is
attained by the mere fact of belonging to a certain order of
life (viz monasticism), so that knowledge will become useless.
The (V edantin's) reply here is being given: The term "steadfastness in Brahman" implies a consummation in Brahman, a
total absorption in Brahman, which is the same as the absence
of any other preoccupation except that. And that is not possible
for people in the other three stages, since the Vedas mention
that one incurs sin by giving up the duties of one's own stage
of life. But the monk can incur no sin of non-performance of
duties owing to his renunciation of all duties. But virtues
like control of senses and organs, which characterize him, merely
strengthen his steadfastness in Brahman, but do not oppose it.
The duty for his order of life consists of steadfastness itself in
Brahman, supported by self-control etc., whereas sacrifices etc.
are the duties for others; the monk incurs sin by transgressing
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his own duties, (as much as others do by transgressing theirs).
In support of this occur these texts: "Monasticism is Brahma
(HiraQ.yagarbha), because Brahma is the highest (being), and
the highest Entity has become Brahma. These other austerities
are surely inferior; monasticism indeed transcended them'"
(NarayaQ.a, 78); "Those to whom the entity presented by the
Vedantic knowledge has become fully ascertained, and who
endeavour assiduously with the help of the Yoga of monasticism
(become free)" (Mu. III. ii. 6), and others. And the Smrti
texts like, "Those who have their intellect absorbed in that,
whose life is that, whose Self is that, whose steadfastness is in
that, whose consummation is in that (attain liberation)" (Gita,
V. 17), show that a man who is steadfast in Brahman has no
duty. Hence the criticism has no scope that since the monk gets
immortality from the mere fact of his belonging to an order
of life, knowledge becomes useless. Thus it is that even though
the other orders of life be merely alluded to (in the text "Virtue
has three divisions" etc.-( Ch. II. xxiii. 1), we do gather from
it monasticism as well consisting of steadfastness in Brahman.
The teacher introduced this discussion without taking into
consideration the text of the JaMla Upani~ad which enjoins the
other order of life (viz monasticism). But as a matter of fact,
direct texts do occur which prescribe the other order of life,
"Having finished the life of the Brahmacarin (i.e. bachelor
student of the Vedas) one shall become a householder; after
becoming a householder one shall retire to the forest; after
retiring to the forest one shall become a monk. Should it,
however, happen otherwise (that is, should dispassion become
ripe), one shall become a monk from the stage of Bramnacarya,
.or from that of the householder, or from that of the forestdweller" (Ja. 4). Moreover, it cannot be argued that this
Upani~dic text refers to those who are debarred from Vedic
rites, because the text speaks in a general way so it cannot
be restricted to a certain category, and because a separate
prescription is made for the unqualified in the text, "Again (one
7 Monasticism being equated with the Highest, must itself be the highest;'
and this monasticism consists in remaining steadfast in Brahman, the
meaning of Om, by giving up all other activities.
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shall renounce) even if one has undertaken a vow or not, one
who continues or does not continue to serve his teacher even
after the completion of his study, one who has given up the
fire after being a widower, or one who has not lighted the fire at
all" (ibid.). Moreover, monasticism is meant as a subsidiary of
the knowledge of Brahman for its full maturity; and this is
shown in the text, "Then the monk who adopts a discoloured
robe, shaves his head, desists from accepting wealth, becomes
pure, and free from enmity, resorts to begging, becomes fit to
attain the state of Brahman" (Ja. 5). Hence is proved the
existence of the stages of life for the continent, and hence also
is proved the independence of knowledge, it having been
enjoined for the continent.
TOPIC

3:

INJUNCTIONS FOR MEDITATION NOT EULOGISTIC

~rd+1l~fj)ql~I'1lr~rd ~'SII'ici~qlq: Il~tll
~-~ Mere praise ,~jqIO::I"Iq: because of having been
accepted (as subsidiaries of ritual acts) ~ ~ if this be the
contention if not so, OI'lcit<4lq: because of extraordinariness.

21. If it be contended that texts (about Udgitha etc.) ttre
merely eulogistic, bec(fUse of having been accepted as subservient
to ritual acts, then not so, because of the extraordinariness (of
the texts).
Doubt: With regard to the texts, "That Om, called U dgitha,
is the essence of all essences; it is the highest; it is the symbol
for the highest, and the eighth in number" (Ch. I. i. 3), "This
(viz the earth) is ~k, and fire is sarna" (Ch. I. vi. 1), "This
fire that is lighted up is but this world", "This very Uktha
(collection of hymns) is this earth to be sure", the doubt
arises: Are these Vedic texts meant for the eulogy of U dgitha
etc., or are they for prescribing meditation?
Oppone1lt: When under such a doubt, the reasonable position
is that they are meant for eulogy, since the texts are accepted
as referring to Udgitha etc. that are subsidiaries of rites; and
these are on a par with such sentences as, "This earth itself is
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the sacrificial ladle (Juhu)", "the sun is a tortoise (the form of
the altar)", "Heaven is the Ahavaniya fire", and so on, where
they are meant for eulogizing the ]uhii etc.
Vediimi1z: The teacher says that it is not reasonable that the
purpose of these texts should be merely praise because of the
extraordinariness (of their content). And this extraordinariness
remains intact only if these sentences are injunctive, whereas
they become useless if they are eulogistic. For it has been said in
the aphorism, "But since they are in syntactical unity with an
injunction, they must be meant for the eulogy of the injunction"
(Jai. Su. I. ii. 7), that a eulogy derives its applicability by
becoming an appendage to a text imparting an injunction. As a
result, this eulogy of the Udgitha etc., (as contained in the texts
cited), that occurs in a different context (Le. in the Upani~ds)
will become useless since it cannot be tagged on to the U dgitha
etc. mentioned in a different context (in the Karma-kib:uja). But
the text, "This earth itself is a ]uhu", occurs in the very proximity of an injunction. So there is a difference between the
present passage and that illustration. Hence the Upani~dic texts
like the above are meant only as in junctions (of meditation).
lW"~I~I" II~~II

22. MoreO'lJer, (these 111Ust be infunctions) on account of the
occurrence of 'Words bO'Uing an injunctional meaning.
Moreover, words of injunction occur clearly in such texts as.
"One should meditate on the Udgitha" (Ch. I. i. 1), "One should
meditate on sarna" (Ch. II. ii. I), "One should think of oneself
as 'I am Uktha' (Tai. A. II. i. 2)". These will be set at naught if
their only purpose be eulogy. Thus also runs a Smrti text of
those who are adepts in reasoning; "In all the Vedas these
(verbal moods) are the invariable signs of injunction, viz
'should do', 'should be done', 'must be done', 'may become',
'should be'''. They make this statement under the belief that
the verbal endings like the lin etc. express injunction. Besides,
under every topic a result is mentioned (in the Upani~ds),
such as, "He becomes certainly a fulfiller of desires" (Ch. I. i 7),
"For he is able to fulfil desires by singing the Sarna song" (Ch.
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I. vii. 9), "All the worlds above and below become available
for his enjoyment" (Ch. II. ii. 3), and so on. From this also it
follows that the texts about the Udgitha etc. are meant for
enjoining meditation.
TOPIC

4:

qlf(~qltji ~

UPANISADIC STORIES

iim

~f~dc=qlc:t 1l~~11

mr

qrfqcr-3f':fi: Meant for Pariplava
~ if this be the contention, if not so rq~r~@:cUq: on account of having been specified.
23. If it be argued that they (the Upaniiadic stories) are
meant for the (ritualistic application called) Piiriplava,s (we
say) that this is not so, on account of the stories for the Piiriplava
having been specified.
Doubt: There occur some stories in the Upani~ds as
recounted in such texts as the following: "Now Yajiivalkya had
two wives Maitreyi and Katyayani" (Br. IV. v. 1), "Pratardana,
son of Divodasa, went to the beloved place of Indra" (Kau. III.
1), "Jana~ruti, the great grandson of Janasruti, used to distribute gifts with reverence; he gave plentifully; he (had food)
cooked for many people" (Ch. IV. i. 1). With regard to these
the doubt arises: Are these stories meant for use as a ritualistic
act called Pariplava, or are they for the easy comprehension of
the knowledge imparted along with them?
Opponent: These Upani~dic stories are meant for Pariplava,
for they are on a par with other stories, and stories are prescribed for use in pariplava. From this it would follow that the
U pani~ads do not have knowledge as their main purport, they
being meant for application in rites just as much as the mantras.
Vediintin: Not so.
Why?
• There is an Injunction that in the course of the horse-sacrifice, the
priests should tell stories to the sacrificing king and his family and
councillors. On the first day is to be related the story of Vaivasvata
Manu, on the second of Vaivasvat? Y ama, and on the third of VaruQa
and Siirya.
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Because certain stories are specified for that (ritualistic)
purpose. Thus it is that the topic is raised with the sentence,
"The priests shall relate the stories"; and then only a certain
number of stories, counting from the one beginning with,
"Manu, a descendant of Vivasvan" etc. are specified. Were it
the case that all the stories are to be used, just because they are
stories, this specification would have been useless. Hence these
U pani~adic stories are not meant for Pariplava.

:q And {!,.MIif4dr-i3"qiffl{T~ because of becoming joined through
unity of idea oqr in that way.

24. And because (the stories) become connected (with meditations) through unity of idea in that way, (therefore they are
meant for illuminating the proximate knowledge).
Moreover, if the stories are not meant for use in Pariplava.
it is but natural that they should be meant for illuminating the
proximate knowledge (meditation), for they are joined to them
by way of unity of idea. Thus it is that in the respective contexts they are noticed to be connected with the proximate
meditations through unity of ideas, by virtue of the interest
they create in the meditations (or knowledge) and the ease of
comprehension that they supply. For instance, in the Maitrey;
Briihm~ (of the BrhadiiraQyaka Upanipd) the story of
Yajfiavalkya, Maitreyi, and KityayanI is seen to have a unity
of idea with the knowledge contained in the text, "The Self,
my dear Maitreyi, is to be realized" etc. (Br. IV. v. 6); in the
story of Pratardana also, the unity of idea with the knowledge
imparted in, "I am PraQa, the Self that is consciousness" etc.
(Kau. III. 2), is obvious; and the story starting with, "The
great grandson of Janasruti", is connected with the knowledge
imparted in the text, "Air indeed is the place of merger" etc.
(Ch. IV. iii. 1). Just as the stories occurring in the ritualistic
portion of the Vedas, for instance, "He plucked out his own
marrow (or omentum)" etc., are meant for emphasizing the
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proximate injunctions, so also is the case here. Hence they are
not meant for pariplava.
TOPIC

5:

SANNYASINS FREE FROM RITUALS

810: ~ :q For that very reason again arfli'f-l"I'"'-anft-~
there is no need of "lighting fire" and so on.
25. For that very reason again, (the Sannyasin has) no need
of "lighting fire", and such other rites.

Since the aphorism, "BadarayaQa thinks that liberation results
from this (knowledge), because the Vedic texts declare so"
(III. iv. 1), is applicable in this context as well, though it is far
removed, therefore, it is being alluded to in this aphorism by
saying, "for this very reason". "For this very reason", from the
fact that knowledge is the cause of liberation, the ritualistic
works like "lighting up a fire" etc., that are enjoined for the
different orders of life, are not required by knowledge for
producing its own result. Thus the present topic restates the
result of the discussion raised under the first topic; and the
aphorist does this with a view to adding something more.
TOPIC

6:

RITUALS ETC. NEEDED FOR KNOWLEDGE

~:q~II~~1I
ri-~
~-arrf<::-'5ffi:

All (religious actions) are necessary :q as well
on the authority of the Upani~d prescribing
sacrifices ~tc. ~-CR{ This is like the horse.
26. On the strength of the Upaniiadic sanction of sacrifices
etc., all religious activities as 'Well are necessary. This is tbe same
as in the case of a horse (in matters of its adequac.y).

The question to be considered now is whether knowledge
derives absolutely no benefit from the duties enjoined for the
different orders of life, or it does derive some benefit. As to
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that, since it was concluded under the previous aphorism, "For
that very reason the Sttnnyiisin has no need of lighting fire etc.",
that knowledge does not at all depend on the performance of
the duties of the different stages of life for producing its own
result (viz liberation), therefore the answer is being given, "All
religious activities are also necessary" etc. As a matter of fact
knowledge needs the help of all the duties of the various stages
of life, and it is not a fact that there is absolutely no dependence
on them (for purification of heart).
Opponent: Is it not contradictory to say that knowledge
depends and yet does not depend on other duties?
We (V ediintins) answer that there is no contradiction. For
once knowledge has emerged, it does not depend on any other
factor for producing its (own) result (viz liberation); but it
does depend on others for its own emergence.
Why so?
"On the strength of the U pani~dic texts prescribing sacrifice
etc." Thus there occurs the text, "The BriihmaQas seek to
know it through the study of the Vedas, sacrifices, charity,
austerity consisting in a dispassionate perception of senseobjects" (Br. IV. iv. 22), which shows the helpfulness of sacrifices etc. to the attainment of knowledge. Moreover, it is
understood from their association with "seeking to know" (Br.
IV. iv. 22), that they act as a means for the emergence of
knowledge. Furthermore, from the text, "Now, again, what is
called a sacrifice is really Brabmacarya" (Ch. VIII. v. 1).
where bachelor-studentship, a means to the acquisition of
knowledge, is praised by comparing it with sacrifices etc., it
appears that the sacrifices etc. are also a means to it. Again,
such Upani$adic texts as, "I tell you briefly of that goal which
all the Vedas with one voice propound, which all the austerities
speak of, and wishing for which people practice Brabmacarya;
it is this, viz Om" (Ka. I. ii. 15), indicate that the duties of the
different stages of life are helpful to the acquisition of knowledge. Smrti texts also support this, for instance, "The duties
result in scorching away sins; the supreme goal being knowledge,
when sins are scorched hy duties, knowledge begins to emerge",
and so on.
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"As In the case of a horse" is meant for illustrating the
adequacy (of sacrifices etc.). As from the standpoint of propriety, a horse is not employed for drawing a plough, but a
chariot, similarly the duties of the different stages of life are
needed not for the fruition of the result of knowledge, but for
the emergence of knowledge itself.

crqr-arfq Still ~ one should be ~~-~-~: endowed
with calmness, self-control etc. c:I for ~-~lK<I'R{ ~
they have to be practised perforce, ffi{-fqif: they having been
enjoined ffi{-3I"1ffilfT as subsidiaries of that (knowledge).

27. (Even though there be no injunction about sacrifices etc.),
still one must be endowed with self-control and the like, since
these are enjoined as subsidiaries of knowledge; and hence have
to be practised as a 'ffUltter Of course.
Someone may argue that sacrifices etc. cannot properly be
the means to knowledge, because no injunction (to that effect)
exists, and because the text starting with, "They seek to know
through sacrifice", is a mere restatement (of a fact known
otherwise), meant for glorifying knowledge, and not as an
injunction for sacrifices etc., the meaning implied being this:
"So fortunate is knowledge that they seek to attain it through
those very sacrifices etc."
We (V ecLtntins) say: Even if this be so, still a seeker after
knowledge must be endowed with control of body and mind
and such other virtues; because control of body and mind, etc.
are enjoined as means to the acquisition of knowledge in the
text, "Therefore he who knows it as such becomes selfcontrolled, calm, withdrawn into himself, enduring and concentrated, and sees the Self in his own self (body)" (Br. IV.
iv. 23), and because it is compulsory to undertake what is
prescribed (by the scriptures).
Opponent: Even here there is no injunction but a statement
in the present tense implying that one sees by being endowed
with self-control etc.
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We (V edantins) answer that it is not so, since the idea of
injunction becomes clear from the use of the term "therefore"
which alludes to the praise of the subject-matter under discussion, and since the Madhyandinas use a clear injunction in their
reading "should see" (in place of "see"). Hence even though
there be no need of sacrifices etc., self-control etc. are needed.
As a matter of fact, however, sacrifices etc. are also needed on
the strength of the Upani~dic text itself that mentions them.
Opponent: Did we not point out that in the text "(they)
seek to know through sacrifice" etc. (Br. IV. iv. 22), no injunction is discernible?
Vedantin : You did say so; still from the uniqueness of the
connection, an injunction has to be inferred. For this connection of "seeking to know" with "sacrifices" etc. is not known
from any other source, in which case alone it could have
occurred here by way of a restatement. And it is by inferring
an injunction on the strength of the revelation of an extraordinary fact in such texts as, "Since the sun is toothless, therefore he has a claim to a share of offering that is well crushed",
where no injunction is met with, that a discussion about an
(implied) injunction is introduced in the Piirva-Mimarhsa by
saying, "Crushing for the sun in all cases of 'derivative sacrifices'
(based on the Daria-PiirQam:isa) should become obvious"
(Jai. Su. III. iii. 34). Similarly also it has been said herein, "Or
rather there is an injunction (in the text) just as it is in the
case of holding sacrificial fuel" (B. S. III. iv. 20). And in the
Gita and other Smrtis it has been stated elaborately that sacrifices
etc., when performed without any motive for fruits, become
the means for the attainment of knowledge by an aspirant who
desires liberation. Hence sacrifices etc. and self-control etc.,
which are the duties of the respective stages of life, are all
but means for the emergence of knowledge. And yet among
these, such means as self-control etc., which are connected with
knowledge by the clause, "He who knows it as such" (Br. IV.
iv. 23), are proximate to knowledge, while the other means, viz
sacrifices etc., are external (i.e. remote), they being connected
with the "seeking to know" (Br. IV. iv. 22). This is how these
are to be distinguished.
50
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TOPIC

7:

[III. iv. 28

RESTRIcnoNs ABOUT FOOD

ijib$llitifdlil SIlUilN~ d('lio:lIq II~C:;II

ri-arw-ar.rmr:

~

All kinds of food are permitted "f only JITIII'when life is in danger ffi{-~ for so it is revealed.

28. All kinds of food are permitted only 'When life is in danger;
for so it is revealed.
Doubt: In the anecdote of Pratza, as contained in the recension
of the Chandogas, the text occurs, "For a man who knows
Prib,za thus, nothing becomes uneatable" (Ch. V. ii. 1). The
Vajasaneyins also have the text, "He who knows the food of
(Prib,za) the vital force to be such, never happens to eat anything
that is not food or to accept anything that is not food" (Br.
VI. i. 14), the meaning implied being that everything becomes
eatable to him. Now, is this permission of everything as food
meant as an injunction to be followed as a means to the acquisi~
tion of knowledge like self-control etc., or is this a mere declaration by way of eulogy?
OPfJonent: When under such a doubt, the conclusion to be
arrived at is that it is an injunction, for thus alone can this
instruction generate a special tendency (to act), (so that it is
an extraordinary instruction implying injunction). Thus it
becomes a subordinate part of the meditation on Prib,za owing
to its proximity to that meditation; and by being such a subordinate part, it indicates the abrogation of the general rule
(about food).
Objection: If that be the case, it will set at naught the scriptures making a division between things that can be eaten and
not eaten.
Opponent: That is nothing damaging, since this contradiction can be logically reconciled from the standpoints of a
general rule and its exception. For instance, the prohibition of
animal slaughter is modified by the injunction to kill animals in
sacrifices, or the general division of women into those with
whom one can have intercourse and those with whom one
cannot is modified by the text about not rejecting any woman
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as contained in, "His vow is that he shall not reject any woman"
(Ch. II. xiii. 2), occurring in connection with the Viimadevya
meditation. So also the scriptural division between the eatable
and non-eatable can be modified by this text about eating all
kinds of food occurring in connection with the meditation on

Pri1,la.
Vedlntin: To this we say that this is not an injunction
permitting the eating of all kinds of food, for no word of
injunction is met with here, inasmuch as the present tense is
used in the expression, "For him who knows Pri'l,la thus, nothing
becomes uneatable" (Ch. V. ii. 1). And even when no injunction is discernible, one cannot read into it an injunction just
out of the temptation of making it a generator of a distinct kind
of activity. Besides, it is only after declaring that the range of
food for Prava extends right down to that of dogs etc., that
the declaration is made, "For him who knows Pri1,la thus nothing
becomes uneatable". It is not possible for anyone with a human
body to eat all that is food to dogs etc., though it is possible
for one to think that all these are food to the vital force. Hence
this is only a eulogy meant to glorify the knowledge of
Prii1:za's food, and it is not an injunction permitting everything
as food. And the fact, that all kinds of food can be permitted
when life is in danger is pointed out by the aphorist. The idea
expressed is this: It is only when in a great calamity one's life
itself is in danger, that all kinds of food are permitted, for such
is the declaration of the Upani$3d. Thus it is that the Upani$3d
shows in the brlbm41)a portion starting with, "When the crops
in the country of the Kurus had been destroyed by hail" etc.
(Ch. 1. x. 1), that the sage Cikriyaoa was impelled to eat
forbidden food when in straitened circumstances. A sage named
Cikriiyal)a under calamitous conditions, ate some bad black
pulses, a portion of which had already been eaten by an elephant
driver; but after the food, he rejected the offered drinking
water on the plea that the man had already drunk from it. And
the sage gave the reason for this, "I would not have survived
if I had not eaten these grains; but drinking water I can have at
will" (Ch. 1. x. 4). Again, the next day, he eats the same stale
pulses left over after being eaten by himself and another. By
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recounting thus the eating of the remnant of somebody else's
food, and the remnant as well as insipid food, the Upani~d only
reveals an eagerness to express the idea that when a question of
life and death arises, one can eat even a forbidden thing for
preserving life. But from the rejection of the drinking water.
it is understood that this must not be done in a normal state
even by a man of knowledge. Hence the text, "For him who
knows Pratza thus" etc. (Ch. V. ii. 1), is a eulogy.
arall~ Il~tll

29. And (this should be the interpretation) so that the scriptures (about permissible and forbidden food) may not be
contradicted.
And the texts, "when the food is pure, the mind becomes
pure" etc. (Ch. VII. xxvi. 2) and others, which make a division
between what can be eaten and what not, will remain uncontradicted if such an interpretation is accepted.

arfir I;f

Moreover

ma- mentioned in the Smrtis.

30. More01Jer, the Smrtis support this view.
Moreover, the Smrtis mention that when a calamity befalls,
all kinds of food can be eaten indiscriminately by the enlightened
and unenlightened alike: "Just as a lotus leaf is not drenched
by water, so also a man, who eats food from wherever he gets
it when life is in jeopardy, is not affected by sin." So also the
Smrti speaks of the avoidance of prohibited food, as in, "A
Brahmal)a shall for ever avoid wine. They should pour hot wine
into the mouth of a Br1ihmal)a who drinks liquor. The drunkards become wonns on account of taking prohibited things".

~3ifTffi SCfllqCfi I{ II~ ~ II
arij': Hence :;r also ~: scriptural text (occurs) ar-!fiN-~
prohibiting licence.
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31. Hence also occur tbe scritnural texts j1Tobibiting licence.

In the sll1hbita of the Kathas is found a text which forbids the
eating of uneatable food and purports to check activities
dependent on licence: "Therefore a Brahmal)a should not drink
spirituous liquors". And that text becomes all the more logical
if the text, "For a man who knows PriitUZ thus" etc. (Ch. V. ii.
1), be a eulogy. Hence texts of this kind are eulogies and not
injunctions.
TOPIC

8: DUTIES OF ORDERS OF LIFE SHOULD BE FULFILLED

Doubt: It was ascertained under the aphorism, "And there is
need for all duties" etc. (III. iv. 26), that the duties of the
different stages of life are conducive to knowledge. The question being considered now is whether those duties are to be
performed or not performed by a man who simply sticks to
his own stage of life without any hankering for liberation and
any desire for knowledge.
Of'POnent: As to that, the text "The Brihmal)as seek to know
it through the study of the Vedas" etc. (Br. IV. iv. 22), enjoins
the duties of the different stages of life as means for the
acquisition of knowledge and hence the obligatory duties are
not to be performed by one who does not want knowledge
but craves for some other result. On the contrary, should these
be obligatory for him also, then these duties cannot be conducive
to knowledge, since obligatoriness and unobligatoriness cannot
meet at the same point.
Vedintill: In answer to this, the aphorist says:

fcef®Nliilll5tfliififlYfq II~~II
'" And (the same time) m even 8I'P5('I'-1Ii1i duties of the
different orders of life (are to be performed) Af1~ for
these have been enjoined.
32. At tbe sttme time tbe duties of tbe orders of life are to be
performed (by one 'Wbo does not want liberation), since tbese
htNe been enjoined.

The obligatory duties are to be performed even by one who
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simply sticks to an order of life without any craving for liberation, for these are enjoined by such texts as, "One shall perform
the Agnihotra sacrifice as long as one lives". And yet from this
point of view there can be no such criticism that the very same
Vedic text is being overburdened (with too many purposes).'
And it was objected that in that case these religious duties will
not conduce to knowledge. Hence the answer is being given:

ij'iifijr(~if ;:r Il~ ~ 11
'iii' And q-4i1 f«~" because of being jointly the generators
(of knowledge).

33. And (these have to be Performed, since these are enjoined
as) being joimly the generators of knO'Wledge.
And these must be jointly the generators of knowledge just
because these have been enjoined to be so in, "The Brlihmaoas
seek to know it through the study of the Vedas, sacrifices"
etc. (Br. IV. iv. 22). That fact was stated in the aphorism, "And
there is need for all duties, with due regard to adequacy, as in
the case of a horse" (III. iv. 26). Yet it is not to be concluded
that this text about the coopention (sahak!rlwa)lO of the duties
of the stages of life with knowledge refers to the production of
the result of knowledge, as in the case of Prayaja etc. (helping in
the production of the result of Dar§a-Ptiroamasa), since knowledge can never be a matter for injunction, and since the result
of knowledge cannot be a product. For rites like Dada-Ptiroamlisa alone, which can be subjects of injunction, need other
cooperating means for producing such results as heaven. But
knowledge is not of that kind. Thus it is that the aphorist said,
"And for that very reason there is no dependence on such acts
as lighting up a sacrificial fire, and so on" (III. iv. 25). Hence
the only idea implied in speaking of their helpfulness is that they
• For the sentence enjoining obligatory duties is not interpreted to
enjoin them as helpful to knowledge, nor is the sentence -admitting helpfulness interpreted to mean that all duties are so under III circumstances.
IJl SlIhllkiriwll means cooperation. But Ratnllprabha prefers a derivative
meaning as given under the aphorism.
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are conducive to the emergence of knowledge. Yet there is no
scope for apprehending here an opposition arising from their
obligatory and occasional association (with the same person),
because the association differs although the duties are the same.
For different is the obligatory association as it is gathered from
the texts about lifelong performance and the like. This does
not produce knowledge as its result. Again, occasional is the
other kind of association as gathered from the text, "The
Brahmaoas seek to know it through the study of the Vedas"
etc. (Br. IV. iv. 22). This has knowledge as its result. This is
just like a sacrificial stake made of Khiidira wood which, through
its obligatory association with the sacrifice, serves the purposes
of ·the sacrifice, but by occasional association serves the purposes of the sacrificer.l l

~sfq i{I tf t(q'htllm'W1e( 1I\'t1i

ri1fT Considered

in every (i.e. either) way, arN ':I however,
the very same (duties are meant) i1I1I'-f~ because
of the indicatory marks of both kinds.

~ ~

34. Considered either 'Way, however, the very same religious
duties are meant for performance, because of the indicatory
marks of both kinds.
"Considered either way"-whether they be the normal duties
of the different orders of life or the cooperators in acquiring
knowledge, these very same religious acts, viz Agnihotra and the
rest, are to be performed.
What does the teacher rule out then by his emphasis in, "the
very same duties"?
We say that he rules out the misconception of these
being different from the (usual) rites. In the scripture of the
Kuo4apayin an AgnihQtra, different from the Agnihotra
U The stake is to be made according to injunction from Bilva, Khadira,
or PallSa wood to serve the purposes of the sacrifice. This is the general
rule. But for a sacrificer who wants valour, the stake must be of Khidira.
This is a special rule. The two rules do not contradict each other, but have
their special fields.
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performed daily, is enjoined in the text, "One performs the
Agnihotra sacrifice for a month". Unlike that, these are not
different here. This is the idea.
Why?
"On account of the indicatory marks of both kinds", on
account of the indicatory marks both in the Vedas and the
Smrtis. As for the Vedic indicatory mark, it occurs in the text,
"The BrahmaQas seek to know it through the study of the
Vedas" etc. (Br. IV. iv. 22), which shows the applicability of
the very same sacrifices etc. as they already exist with their
forms well determined, but does not prescribe a new extraordiR3ry form for them, as is done by saying "one sacrifices" (i.e.
"shall sacrifice"). The indicatory mark in the Smrti occurs in,
"He who performs his bounden duty without leaning to the
fruit of action" (Gita, VI. 1), which shows how the rites,
already known as obligatory, become conducive to the rise of
knowledge. And such text as, "He who has to his credit these
eighty-four sanctifications" etc., which allude to the fact of
these Vedic rites being well known as sanctifying, occur in the
Smrtis with the idea of showing that knowledge arises in one
who is sanctified by them. Hence this emphasis on nondifference is quite proper. And this presence of the indicatory
mark only strengthens the view that the rites are helpful to
knowledge.

ot'1rifllQ =if ~ 1l~y"1\
" Moreover, (the Vedas) ~ show ot .. r~lIq'{ (the fact
of) not being overpowered.

35. The Vedas also shO'W that one (equipped with Brahmllcarya etc.) is not overpowered.
Moreover, the Vedas show in the texts like, "For that Self
does not perish which one attains by Brahmllcarya" (Ch. VIII.
v. 3) etc., that one who is equipped with practices like
Brahmacarya is not overl-tlwered by the torments like passion.
Hence the conclusion is confirmed that sacrifices etc. are not
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only the duties pertaining to the stages of life, they are also
helpful in the rise of knowledge.
TOPIc

9:

KNOWLEDGE FOR PEOPLE OUTSIDE ORDERS

The doubt arises as to whether the widowers and others, who
do not remain affiliated to any order of life because of their
lack of the requisites like wealth and other resources, have any
competence for knowledge or not.
Opponent: When under that doubt, the conclusion should
be that they have no competence, since it has been emphasized
that the duties of the stages of life are helpful to the rise of
knowledge, and since these cannot possibly perform any duty
prescribed for those stages.

iii As a matter of fact, however, 8RrU one standing in
between two stages (is) arfi:r also (entitled) 6tt-li: for such
cases are met with.
36. As a matter of fact, a person standing in between two stages
;s also entitled, such cases being met with (in the Upan#ads).
Vedantin: This being the position, the answer is given by
saying, "As a matter of fact, a person, standing in between two
stages, is also entitled", even one occupying an intermediate
stage, owing to being debarred from anyone of them, is also
entitled to knowledge.
Why?
"Such cases being met with in the Upani~ds"; for Vedic texts
are noticeable which speak of the possession of the knowledge
of Brahman by Raikva (Ch. IV. i. iii) Vacaknavi (or Giirgi)
(Br. III. vi. 1), and others who were in similar circumstances.

anq

:q ~ "~\S,,

17. Moreover, the Smrtis also mention this fact.
Moreover, in the histories it is mentioned that Samvarta and
others, who had nothing to do with the duties of the stages of
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life owing to such habits as remaining naked and so on, were
still great Yogins.
Opponent: These are mere indicatory marks found in the
Vedas and Smrtis that have been cited here. But what is the
net result derived from them?
Vedantin: That is being stated:

fctti"liSl 1'1"A&.-r II ~ coli
38. And (in their case) there can be the favour of special
factors (like japa etc.).
In the case of those widowers and others also, it is possible
for knowledge to be helped by such virtuous acts as repetition
of mantras (japa) , fasting, worship of gods, etc., which can be
resorted to by men in general, and which do not clash with the
fact of one's standing outside any stage of life. In support of
this occurs the Smrti, "A BrihmaI;la can succeed merely through
japa. There can be no doubt as regards this. A kind-hearted
man is called a BrihmaI;la irrespective of whether he does anything else or not" (Manu. II. 87), which shows that one can
take up prayer even though the performance of the duties of
any order of life may not be possible for him. Moreover, it is
possible for knowledge to be helped by the virtuous deeds
performed in the different stages of life in earlier lives, as is
evident from the Smrti: "The Yogin, gaining perfection through
many births, reaches the highest goal" (Giti, VI. 45), which
shows that particular mental impressions acquired in past lives
also help knowledge. And since knowledge has a directly perceptible result, the mere absence of any prohibition is enough
to qualify an aspirant for liberation to undertake "hearing" etc. 12
Hence nothing stands in the way of the widowers and others
also becoming qualified for pursuing knowledge.

anlf«"iid<lNftlc(l f~'WI'fII "~t"
~ But ar6': compared with this ~ the other iRJFf: (is)
better ~ because of indicatory mark ... as well.
11 An injunction is necessary for unseen results like heaven etc., but
not so for the immediately perceptible results like cessation of ignorance.
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39. But as C011tfJaTed 'With tbis, the other one is better, because
of indiclltory sign (in the Upan#ad tmd Smrtis) as well.

"But as compared with this", as compared with the fact of
continuing in the intermediate stages, "the other one", the other
state of belonging to some stage of life, is "better" as a means
to the rise of knowledge, because there occurs the indicatory
sign in the Upani~d in, "Any other knower of Brahman, who
has done good deeds and is identified with the supreme Light,
also treads this path" (Br IV. iv. 9), as also the indications in
the Smrti, contained in, "A twice-born man shall not stay outside the stages of life even for a day", and "Should one stay
outside the stages of life for a year, one should undertake some
austerity (as a penance)".
TOPIC

10:

DEFEcrION FROM MONASTICISM

Doubt: It has been established that there are orders of life
for the continent as well. Now the doubt arises as to whether
a man belonging to those orders can have any reversion from
there or not.
Opponent: One may even fall back out of a desire to perform
the earlier virtuous deeds well or owing to passion etc., since
no special reason exists for not doing so.
Vedintin: This being the position, the answer is given:

a:p:~' ~ '1104:1'" ~fq r~qqldttl"laRf: 11')(011
~ But ~-1J.mq' for one who has become so, ;r (there can
be) no 1I'~-1fA': reversion from that f~-emrl\q'.~~: on
account of restriction, absence of text (sanctioning defection),
and good precedence. (This is the view) 8Ifir even ~fiR: of
Jaimini.

40. But for one who has become so, there can be no reversion
from it, on account of restriction, absence of text sanctioning
reversion, and absence of good precedence. This ;s the view of
Jaimini as well.

"But for one who has become so", one who has embraced
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the life of the continent (Brahmacltrin or Sannyiisin) , "there
can be no reversion from it," no falling back from it, under any
circumstances.
Why?
"On account of restriction, absence of texts about reversion
from such a life, and absence of good precedence." Thus the
restrictive rule occurring in the following texts shows the
absence of reversion: "One who spends his whole life in the
teacher's house" (Ch. II. xxiii. 1), "The path indicated by the
scripture is that one shall retire to the forest; and the esoteric
(purport of the scripture) about it is that one shall not return
from there", "Being permitted by the teacher, he shall duly
follow one of the four stages of life till the body falls off", and
others. And though we meet with sentences speaking of ascension <to a higher order, such as, "After finishing the Brahmacltrin's life, one shall become a householder" (Ja. 4), "One shall
embrace monasticism from the Brabmacltrin's life itself" (ibid.),
yet we do not come across sentences sanctioning reversion. Nor
do good precedents exist.
As for the argument that there can be a falling back from a
desire to perform well the (wonted) earlier duties, that is
invalid, since the Smrti declares, "Better is one's own duty
though imperfect, than the duty of another well performed"
(GIta, III. 35). Logic also supports this; for one's own duty
is that which has been prescribed (by the scriptures) for one,
and not what one can perform well, since duty is determined
by scriptural injunction. And there can be no such thing as
(exoneration of) defection owing to passion etc., for the scriptural restriction is more authoritative. By saying "(This is the
view) of Jaimini as well", the aphorist points out the concurrence of Jaimini and Badarayaoa in this matter, so that our
conviction may become all the more strong.
TOPIC

11:

ExPIATION OR TRANSGRESSION OF CELIBACY

if itlNCfl!F(Cfiflfq qd"I'lfll"It1~'l4iIi\

;;r And

aWr even (that expiation)

AdhikiiTa-Lak~a'Qa

Il¥tll

anfm~ mentioned in
(Jai. Sii. VI.) " (is) not (meant) (for him)
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lIaiI-dl '1+I I'1It{ since his fall is inferred (from the Smrti) (to be

without remedy).
with it.

ffi'{-~FmJ:

(and) hence he has no connection

41. And even an expiation is not available for him, since his
fall is known from the Smrti to be irremediable, and he bas no
connection with it.
Doubt: If a (Naiithika) Brahmacarin, wedded to lifelong
continence, breaks his vow through some inadvertence, can he or
can he not undertake a penance as enjoined in, "A Brabmacitrill,
falling from his vow, shall sacrifice a donkey to Nirrti"?
The answer (of the opponent) is, no. As for expiation mentioned in the chapter dealing with qualification (in the PiirvaMimaIhsa) in the aphorism, "The offering of the animal in the
case of a Brabmacitrin breaking his vow is ,to be made, as in the
upanayana sacrifice, in the ordinary fire; for the time for lighting
up the Ahavaniya fire (after marriage) is not ripe (in the case
of the Brabmacitrin)" (Jai. su. VI. viii. 21), that too cannot
apply to the lifelong Brabmacarin.
What is the reason?
Since the Smrti mentions that this fall cannot be set right, "For
one who after being established in the norm of the lifelong
celibate (Naiitbika) falls from it, we cannot imagine any expiation by which that self-immolating man can be purified"; for
no remedy is possible for one whose head is cut off. But that
expiation is possible for an upakurva~ Brabmacitrin (who
would marry after finishing his studies), since that kind of
absolute fall is not mentioned in his case.

\iq,!~q(q ~ lflqq~I'1q't1$'d5i{ l\~"

1 However t!;iti some (consider this) 'R~1f: a minor sign,
(and admit) ~ existence (of expiation), aro;r-<R{ as in a case
of eating (forbidden food); ffi'{-~ so it is explained (by
Jaimini).
42. Some, however, consider this to be a minor sin and concede
expiation lIS in II case of eating forbidden fooa. So it is explained
by Jaimini.
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On the contrary, "some", some teachers, think that it is only
a minor sin. If a lifelong celibate breaks his vow by misbehaving
with a woman other than his teacher's wife for instance, that
does not constitute a major sin (mabapataka) , since it has not
been counted among such major sins as dishonouring one's
teacher's wife. Hence they assert that a lifelong celibate can
have expiation just as much as a upakurvatla Brabmaclrin, since
they are on the same footing as Brabmacarins and breakers of
their vow. And this is as in the case of eating prohibited food.
Just as a Brabmacarin, who breaks his vow by drinking wine or
eating meat, can be purified again, so also is the case here. Those
who assert that a lifelong celibate who slips can have no
expiation cannot produce any text to that effect. But those
who assert that he can have an expiation have as their support
the text, "A Brabmacarin falling from his vow shall sacrifice a
donkey to Nirrti" which is applicable to both classes. Hence the
existence of expiation is the more reasonable position. And this
is in accord with what has been stated in a chapter of the
Purva-MImamsa in the aphorisms, "Should it be maintained
that either can be understood as equally applicable" (Jai. So..
I. iii. 8), (then the answer is that) "the comprehension must be
according to what is stated in the scripture, for virtuous deeds
are determined by them"18 (Jai. So.. I. iii. 9). This being the
case, the mention of the absence of expiation in the Smrti is
to be explained as meant for inducing (in the lifelong celibate)
an intensity of effort (for keeping his vow). Thus also it is to
be kept in mind that expiations are prescribed for the mendicants and the forest-dwellers in such texts as, "Should a forestdweller break the vow of his order, he shall undertake a penance
for twelve days and help in growing grass on the grazing
ground", "Should a mendicant break his vow, he shall, just like
the Vanaprastha tend the pasture barring the cultivation of Soma
,. A passage in the Veda speaks of pudding made of YIHJ•. Now ylHJQ,
generally meaning barley, sometimes means a different kind of grain.
Following such popular usage the opponent would have the pudding
made of either. But the conclusion, drawn from another Vedic passage,
which clearly describes yava as meaning barley, is that barley alone is to
be used, for that conforms with the scripture.
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plants, and he shall undertake the purificatory rites according
to the Vedic branch he belongs to".
TOPIC

12: THEY ARE TO BE ExCOMMUNICATED

i(llt~J(~lt(lsftJ f1aUiill(l .. II)(~"
~ But arN even ~ in either case ~: (they are to be
kept) outside (society) ~: in compliance with Smrti " and
611 ... I<It{ good conduct.

41. (Whether their transgression constitutes II major or a
minor sin), they are to be kept outside in either case in accordance 'With Smrti texts and behtNiour of good people.
Whether the lapse of the continent people from their
respective orders of life constitutes a minor sin or a major one,
in either case they are to be expelled from society by the good
people, because of the extreme condemnation shown in such
Smrti texts as, "For one who after being established in the norm
of the lifelong celibate, falls from it, we cannot imagine any
expiation by which that self...jmmolating man can be purified",
"One shall undertake the CindrayaQa (expiatory rite) if one
happens to touch a BriihmaQa fallen from a higher stage of life,
excommunicated from his own society, or dead through hanging
or by being bitten by some insect". This also follows from the
behaviour of the good people. For decent people do not undertake any sacrifice, study, or matrimonial ceremony in association with them.
TOPIC

13:

MEDITATIONS CONNECTED WITH RITES

(The meditations subs erving religious acts) ~rfiro:r: are for
(i.e. are to be undertaken by) the sacrificer ~: because
the Upani~ds mention the results, W thus (says) ~q:
Atreya.

44. The teacher Atreya thinks that the agentship for medita-
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tions belongs to the master of the sacrifice, since the Upan#ads
mention their results.
Doubt: With regard to the meditations connected with the
different parts of a sacrifice, the doubt arises as to whether they
are to be undertaken by the sacrificer or the priests. What
would be the conclusion here?
Atreya: They are to be undertaken by the sacrificer.
Why?
On account of the mention of results. For the results are
stated thus: "Rain pours down for him who having such a
knowledge meditates on the five kinds of Sarna as rain; and he
can make rain pour down for others also" (Ch. II. iii. 2). Logically a result should go to the master, for the ceremony as a
whole (with its parts) is enjoined for him, and the results of
such meditations are prescribed for one who is empowered for
the main rite. Moreover, from the Upani$3d it is known that
the result of the meditation belongs to the meditators, as stated
in, "Rain pours down for him who meditates" (ibid.) etc.
Objection: Is not the priest also seen to derive a result, as
stated in, ''Whatever objects this chanter, possessed of such
knowledge, desires either for himself or for the sacrificer, he
secures by chanting" (Br. I. iii. 28)?
Atreya: No, because the result accrues there to the priest on
the strength of the text. 14 Hence the teacher Atreya is of opinion
that the master himself of the rite (i.e. the sacrificer) has to
undertake the meditations bearing fruits.

olift'iiRIi( It is the priest's duty

mr so says ~Tflr: AUQulomi

~ for ~ for that (work), qf~~d (he) is retained.

45. The (teachzr) AUt;lulomi says that it is the duty of the
110 That text states an exception to the general rule; it does not override
that rule.
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jlriest (to undertake such meditations), for he is retained for
that.
The teacher Auc;lulomi is of opinion that there is no such
rule that the meditations are to be undertaken by the sacrificer.
They should be undertaken by the priest.
What is the reason?
For a priest is retained (by the sacrificer) for the performance
of the rite together with its parts; and such meditations as on
the U dg;tha are included in that performance, since the competence for the performance of the parts is derived from that for
the main rite. Hence the meditations have to be performed by
the priests on such analogy as regulation of the milking of a
cow (by the priest for one who owns it). It is thus that the
Upani$ld shows in the following text how the meditation is to
be undertaken by the Udgata (priest singing the sarna), "Baka,
son of Dalbha, knew that U dgitha, and he became the U dgatii
of the people in the Naimi~ forest" (Ch. I. ii. 13). As for the
assertion that the result is seen in the Upani~d to accrue to the
sa~rificer, that creates no difficulty, since the priests act for
others, and the fruits cannot accrue to them unless a text says
so explicitly· (as an exception).

~J!tT II¥~"
46. And from Vedic texts also (this stands confirmed).

"He said, 'whatever blessing the priests pray for in a sacrifice,
they pray for it for the sacrificer alone'" (Sa. B. I. iii. i. 28),
"Hence an U dgata, possessed of this knowledge, will ask, 'What
desire shall I fulfil for you by singing?'" (Ch. I. vii. 8-9), such
texts show that the result of the meditation undertaken by the
priests accrues to the sacrificer. Hence it is concluded that the
meditations on things forming parts of a sacrificial act are to
be undertaken by the priests.
TOPIC

14: INJUNCTION ABOUT

MEDITATIVENESS

Doubt: In the BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani~d (III. v. 1) occurs
the text, "Therefore the BrahmaQ.a, having known all about
51
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scholarship (pa1J4itya) , should try to live (balyena, i.e.) upon
that strength which comes of knowledge 14 ; having known all
about this strength as well as scholarship, he becomes meditative
(mt.tni); having known all about meditativeness and its opposite,
he becomes a BrahmaQa (knower of Brahman)". The doubt
arises here whether meditativeness is enjoined here or not.
Opponent: When under such a predicament, the conclusion
to be arrived at is that it is not enjoined, since the injunction
ends with, "should try to live upon that strength which comes
of knowledge" (ibid.). Beyond that no verbal ending, denoting
an llljunction, is met with in "he becomes meditative" (ibid.).
Hence this is a mere re-statement of a known fact.
Objection: How is it gathered that it is a known fact?
Opponent: Since the terms "meditative" and "scholar" imply
knowledge, meditativeness becomes already known in the text,
"having known all about scholarship" (ibid.). Moreover, it is
obvious that the text, "having known all about meditativeness
and its opposite, he becomes a BriihmaQ.a" (ibid.), does not
purport to enjoin BrahmaQ.ahood, since the term BrahmaQa had
ocurred even earlier. Hence just as much as "he becomes a
BrahmaQ.a" is said by way of praise, so also should the sentence
"he becomes meditative" be a praise (of the strength that comes
from mediate knowledge), since both have the same form of
expression. Hi
Vediintin: To this we say:

'Et~14i'ij<fc4N: ~ ~ ~ fqec:nf*4qo I!WII
~-3Rf'{-~fi;r: An injunction is implied about the other
auxiliary (viz meditativeness), (which is) ~~~ the third,
II BiilyellQ may also mean, "through childlike innocence and purity of
heart". Knowledge here means mediate knowledge, which leads to immediate knowledge, enlightenment.
.
]0 According to the Vedantin, pii~lI#tya
(scholarship) implies Sra'VII'(JQ
(hearing), biilya (strength coming from knowledge) implies 111anlUl~,
consisting in eliminating the idea of impossibility with the help of' reason~
ing; and lIIuni means one engaged in 71ididbyiisolla. The Vedantin maintains that a man aspiring for liberation must undenake nididbyiisimo. The
opponent denies this.
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ffi{-iffi: for one who is possessed of that (knowledge) q~ in
a case of partial application (to knowledge) fc{f1f-arrfc{~ like
the main injunction (being applicable to the subsidiary acts).

47. In case of a partial application to knowledge by one
possessed of (imperfect) knowledge, an injunction is implied
in another auxiliary which is the third; this is like the main
inju1lction being applied to tbe subsidiary acts.

In the case of meditativeness which leads to enlightenment,
an injunction has to be admitted as much as in the cases of the
"strength which comes of knowledge" and "scholarship" on
account of its uniqueness (of not having been heard elsewhere).
Opponem: Was it not pointed out that meditativeness is
already implied by the word scholarship?
VedQntin: That creates no difficulty, since the term "muni"
(lit. sage) implies an abundance of knowledge, and it is possible
to derive the word in the sense of "one who contemplates".
Moreover, such usage is met with as, "Among the munis (con
templative sages) I am Vyasa" (Gitii. X. 37).
Opponent: The word "muni" is seen to refer to the highest
stage of lire (monasticism), as in "the householder's life, life in
the teacher's home, life of a muni, and life in the forest".
Vedantin: No, since a different meaning16 is noticed in such
usages as "Valmiki, the greatest muni (sage)". In the text quoted
above, the word muni can be understood to mean the highest
stage, for it is mentioned along with the others, and monasticism alone remains to be mentioned after them, and because
this highest stage of life is distinguished by a predominance
of knowledge. Hence this "meditativeness" which is a third
factor counted along with "strength arising from knowledge"
and "scholarship", and consists in an abundance of knowledge,
is enjoined here. And the assertion was made that the injunction
culminates with "the strength arising from knowledge". Even
10 Mauna, according to the opponent means knowledge or monasticism,
which are spoken of elsewhere, and so need no fresh injunction. The
Vediintin says: It means excellence of knowledge, which is a new idea
needing A new injunction.
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so we resort to an injunction in the case of meditativeness by
construing the sentence to mean, "one should become meditative"; for it is unique. Again, from the fact that meditativeness
is spoken of as a thing to be acquired, it follows that an injunction has to be accepted about it as in the cases of "strength" and
"scholarship".
By "for one possessed of that", is to be understood, "for the
monk, possessed of knowledge".
Oppunent: How is it known that the monk possessed of
knowledge is meant?
Vedantin: From the fact that the context deals with him
(i.e. his competence) as is obvious from, "knowing this very Self
the BrahmaQ.as renounce 17 the desire for sons, for wealth, and
for worlds and lead the mendicant's life" (Br. III. v. 1).
Opponent: If one has knowledge, the perfection of that
knowledge follows as a matter of course. So what is the need
of prescribing meditation?
Vedantin: It is hence that the aphorist says, "in case of
partial application". The idea implied is this: This injunction is
made from the point of view of one whose knowledge cannot
achieve perfection owing to the dominance of dualistic ideas.
"Like subsidiary injunctions based on the main one"-the idea
implied is this: As from the (main) injunction like, "one desiring
heaven should perform the Daria-PiiI'Q.amasa sacrifice", the
subsidiary acts like the lighting of fire etc. are assumed to be
prescribed (though no clear injunction is discernible), they
being helpful to the main sacrifice, so also it is admitted that
meditativeness is prescribed here in this context of knowledge,
although injunction cannot play any dominant part here. 18
Opponent: When monasticism with its characteristic of
"strength derived from knowledge" stands there as a stage of
,. After an intellectual comprehension they renounce for complete
enlightenment: A tnonk alone can be fully meditative.
,. The opponent argues: "When a man has known from the scripture
and reasoning that Brahman alone is real and all duality is unreal,
the striving for full enlightenment will follow from the aspiration
itself of the man, so that an injunction about meditativeness is uncalled
for." The Vedinti1l answers: "The topic here is of monasticism and
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life sanctioned by the Vedas, why should the conclusion have
been made in the Chandogya text with the householder as the
last as in, "Having finished his studies and embraced the life
of the householder, (he attains the world of Brahman)" (Ch.
VIII. xv. 1). By concluding thus, the Upani~d displays a
preference for him.
Vedamin: Hence the aphorist replies:
'tiefi1i{lql~ ~r({oflqd~: 11)(1:;11

'1 But ~-~ on account of its all-inclusiveness
the conclusion (is) ,~ with the householder.
48. But tbe conclusion is made (in tbe Cbandogya
'U,lith the bousebolder, since he has an all-inclusive life.

~:

Upani~ad)

The word "but" is used to make a distinction. The distinct
feature of the householder is that he has an all-comprehensive
life. For the scriptures have prescribed for him many duties
of his own stage of life such as sacrifices, which involve great
effort, and he has also to practise the virtuous duties of other
stages, as far as possible, such as non-injury, control of senses,
etc. Hence it involves no contradiction to end with the householder.

+il Oiq ~d« l¥tcy;qattllq lI){tli
\3tI'm~ Since there is injunction arftr even ~ of the
others (i.e. stages of life) IIl~ like meditativeness.

49. Since there is injunction even about the others, just as
much as of meditativeness.
Just as much as the two stages of life, viz meditativeness (i.e.
monasticism) and married life, are approved by the Vedas, so
JrQvtft/a etc. are its complements. The unique fact about all of them here

is that they are causes of enlightenment. And this uniqueness calls for an
injunction. Although an injunction is unnecessary for one who is already
enlightened, it is necessary for one whOse knowledge has not matured.
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also are the other two, viz life in the forest and life in the
teacher's home. For the relevant text was pointed out earlier:
"Austerity is the second, and the third is the Brahmaciirin living
in his teacher's home" etc. (Ch. II. xxiii. 1). Thus because the
four stages of life are enjoined equally, there is an option of
belonging to anyone of them singly or to all of them successively. The plural (rather than the dual number) in the term
"others (i.e. other stages of life") indicating the two stages of
life, occurs because of the variety of their sub-divisions or the
multiplicity of their adherents. This is how it is to be understood.
TOPIC

15:

THE CHILDLIKE STATE

Of'1lfq~~'$I;:q'4I<l lIY.oll
(Biilya, i.e. the childlike state means behaviour) ati1lflt'1jci,
without display (of parts), ~ for so it fits in with the
context.
50. (The 'Word 'balya' i11 the Brhadartnzyaka means that a man
of enlightenment should behave like a child) 'Without displaying
his parts, for so it fits in with the context.
Doubt: In the text, "Therefore the Brahmal)a, having known
all about scholarship (piitzq,itya) , should try to live a childlike
life (biilyena)" (Br. III. v. I), balya appears as a thing to be
followed. Now the word balya is derived from the word Mia
(child) with the help of a suffix, so that the word means either
the state of a child or the conduct of a child. But a child's
state, meaning a certain age, cannot be achieved at will. So it
may mean either childlike behaviour like answering calls of
nature just as they occur or the qualities of guilelessness, freedom from egoism and pride, and the undeveloped state of the
organs? This is the doubt. What should be the conclusion then?
Opponent: The meaning of the word balya is more well
known in the world as behaving, talking, eating at will, and
answering calls of nature just as they occur. Hence it is reasonable to accept this.
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Objection: It is not reasonable that he should resort to
unrestrained behaviour, as that would lay him open to the
charge of degrading himself through such wilful transgression.
Opponent: No, since a monk with enlightenment will remain
free from blemish on the strength of scriptural authority, like
one in such matters as killing animals (in a sacrifice).
Vediintin: This being the conclusion, the answer is that it
cannot be so, since this text can have some other meaning. For
one should not think in terms of overriding an injunction in
case one can get something else as the meaning of b41ya that
does not contradict that injunction. Moreover, an auxiliary is
prescribed for aiding the main factor. The continuance in
knowledge is the main thing here that has to be practised by
the monks; and the pursuit of knowledge will cease to be a
possibility if childlike behaviour be adopted in its totality. Hence
by the term balya is to be understood here some inward state
of a child such as having immature functional ability etc. That
fact is referred to by the aphorist in, "without any display".
That is to say, without showing himself off by parading his
wisdom, learning, virtuousness, etc.; he should be free from
pride, conceit, etc. like a child who, owing to the immaturity
of his senses, does not try to make a display of himself before
others. Thus interpreted, the (Upani~adic) text reveals a meaning
that logically reinforces the main injunction. And thus it has
been stated by the authors of the Smrtis in, "He is a BrahmaQa
whom nobody recognizes either as an aristocrat or a commoner,
either as well-read or not well-read, either as well-behaved or
not well-behaved. A man of enlightenment should resort to
unostentatious behaviour while following his spiritual practices
in secret. He should roam over the earth like a blind man (not
attracted by sense-objects), like one benumbed (i.e. without the
sense of taste etc.), like one who is dumb (i.e. without active
organs)", and "without any outer sign and with unostentatious
behaviour" etc.
TOPIC

16:

TIl\lE OF FRUITION OF KNOWLEDGE

ltr~qCljSl~dSlrdil"~ d~i""l~ lI~t\l
(The fruition may be)

8Iftr

even ~~Cfi'{ in this life ~iJ-

srf~
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if there is no obstruction to what (means)
for so it is seen (in the Upani~ads).

IS

adopted;

ffi{-~'ffi(

n. The generation of knowledge takes place even in this life
if there is no obstruction to the means adopted. For tbis is what
is revealed (by the Upan#ads).
Doubt: The means of knowledge, both higher and lower,
have been ascertained under the aphorisms starting with, "And
aU religious duties are necessary on the strength of the Upani~adic sanction of sacrifice etc." (III. iv. 26). Now the question
to be considered is whether the knowledge, resulting from
them, emerges in this very life or sometimes even in a later life.
What should be the conclusion then?
Opponent: It fructifies here itself.
Objection: What is the reason?
Opponent: Because enlightenment is preceded by "hearing"
etc., and nobody engages in "hearing" etc. with the motive,
"May enlightenment come to me in the next world". As a
fact, however, a man is seen to engage in them with the purpose
of having enlightenment emerge in the very same life. Sacrifices
etc. also are helpful to the generation of knowledge through
the medium of hearing etc., since knowledge is generated by
its valid means. Hence the birth of enlightenment must occur
in this very life.
Veditntin: This being the position, our answer is: "The
generation of knowledge takes place even in this life if there is
no obstruction to the means adopted". The idea implied is this:
Knowledge is possible even in this life, provided the means
adopted for -enlightenment are not obstructed in any way by
some other result of past work that fructifies just then. Should
it, however, be obstructed, the fruition comes in a subsequent
birth. The fructification of a past act occurs from a (suitable)
concurrence of space, time, and causation. And there can be no
such rule that the very same space, time, and causation that lead
to the fruition of one act, also lead to the fruition of some other
act, since acts can have opposite results. Moreover, the scriptures
stop by stating merely that a particular act has a particular
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result; they do not enunciate also the peculiar space, time, anG
causation. As a matter of fact, some supersensuous power
manifests itself with regard to some acts owing to the assiduous
application of its means, while the power of some other act
remains arrested under its influence. It is not a fact that a motive
for rise of knowledge either here or hereafter cannot be entertained equally, since the motive, "May I get knowledge either
in this life or the next", can be held freely. Even when knowledge emerges from "hearing" etc., it arises only after the
impediments wear away. This is why the Upani~d shows the
inscrutability of the Self in the text, "Of that (Self) which is
not available for the mere hearing to many and which many do
not understand, the expounder is wonderful and the receiver is
wonderful, and wonderful is he who knows under the instruction of an adept" (Ka. I. ii. 7). And when the Upani~d says that
Vamadeva realized the state of Brahman even when in his
mother's womb (Ai. II. i. 5), it only shows that knowledge
may emerge in a succeeding birth as a result of practices gone
through in an earlier life; for a child, in the womb itself, cannot
possibly undertake any practice that is usually gone through in
this world. In the Smrti also it is seen that, being questioned by
Arjuna, "What end does one, failing to gain perfection in Yoga,
meet, 0 Krwa?" (Gita, VI. 37), the Lord Kf$l)a says, "For the
doer of good, 0 my son, never comes to grief" (Giti, VI. 40);
then again he speaks of his (i.e. of the fallen Yogin's) attainment of virtuous worlds and birth in virtuous families; and then
in the passage beginning with, "There he is equipped With the
intelligence acquired in his former body", etc. and ending with,
"gaining perfection through many births he reaches the highest
goal" (Gitii, VI. 43-45), Sri Kr~a reveals the very same fact.
Hence the conclusion is confirmed that knowledge arises either
in this life or a subsequent one depending on the removal of
impediment.
TOPIC

17:

LIBERATION IS UNIFORM EVERYWHERE

Doubt: In the case of an aspirant for liberation, who adopts
the means of knowledge, a rule, applicable to each individually,
has been discovered to the effect that a distinction, as to whether
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the resulting enlightenment will occur in this life or a subsequent
one, is created by the relative assiduousness in the pursuit of
the practices. Now the doubt arises as to whether there is any
such rule applicable to the aspirants individually that a distinction will be created in the resulting liberation as well in conformity with the superiority or the inferiority of the knowledge
itself.
Vediimi1l: Having that doubt in view the aphorist answers:

~ 'lf~li5lfotlj+1«1~CI*~d«1~q~lq~: II~~II
~-arf.:r:A': There is no rule with regard to the result
called liberation ~ of this kind, ffi{-arcrm-~: because that
state has been definitely ascertained (to be the same).

52. There is no rule of this kind with regard to the result
called liberatio1l, because that state bas been definitely determined (to be the same), because that state has been definitely
determined (to be the same).

With regard to liberation, the result of knowledge, there is
no such rule. One must not entertain any misconception of any
such rule being applicable with individual variation in the matter
of the resulting liberation.
Why?
"Because the Upani~ds have definitely ascertained that state
(to be the same)". For in all the Upani~ds, the state of liberation
is determined to be uniform in nature, the state of liberation
being nothing but Brahman Itself. And Brahman cannot be of
many sorts, since Its characteristic indication is declared to be
unifonn by such texts as, "neither gross nor minute" (Br. III.
viii. 8), "This Self is .that which has been described as 'Not so,
not so'" (Br. III. ix. 26), "Where one does not see anything
else" (Ch. VII. xxiv. 1), "All that is in front is but Brahman, the
immortal" (Mu. II. ii. 11), "and all this are the Self" (Br II.
iv. 6), "That great birthless Self is undecaying, immortal,
undying, fearless, and Brahman (infinite)" (Br. IV. iv. 25),
"But when to the knower of Brahman everything has become
the Self, then what should one see and through what?" (Br.
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IV. v. 15). Moreover, in accordance with some peculiar efficacy
belonging to the means of knowledge, they may (possibly)
impart some excellence to knowledge itself, which is their
result; but they cannot do so to liberation which is the result
of knowledge. For we said it more than once that liberation
cannot be a product of anything, it being realized through
knowledge as a fact eternally present in its own right. For the
matter of that, there can be no such thing as superiority,
constituted by perfection, even in the case of knowledge, since
an inferior knowledge is no knowledge, the superior one alone
being so. Hence knowledge can possibly have only such a
distinction as having arisen late or promptly. But in liberation
there can be no superiority. Again, unlike the differences in the
results of karma, the result of knowledge can have no difference
owing to the absence of any difference in the knowledge itself.
For unlike karma, knowledge as the means to liberation has no
difference. But so far as the meditations on the qualified Brahman
are concerned, as for instance in, "He who is identified with the
mind and has the subtle body as His body" (Ch. III. xiv. 2),
they can be different, owing to addition or elimination of attributes; and hence there can be a difference among their respective
results, even as in the case of the results of karma. In support
of this is noticeable an indicatory mark in the text, "The
aspirant becomes just as he meditates on Him.". Similar also is
the Smrti text, "There is no such thing as a higher goal for one
realizing the absolute Brahman, for they speak of difference
only in cases where qualities obtain".
The repetition of "Because that state has been definitely
determined (to be the same)" indicates the end of this Part.

CHAPTER

IV

PHALA - RESULT
SECTION
TOPIC

1:

I

REPETITION OF MEDITATION ETC.

The Third Chapter was mostly occupied with a discussion of
the practices connected with the conceptions (vidyas) of the
qualified Brahman and absolute Brahman. Now this Fourth
will be concerned with a discussion about the results, and it will
also consider some other matters stemming out of that subject.
To start with, however, we shall follow through a few sections,
some special considerations regarding the practices themselves.
Doubt: We meet with such Upani~adic texts as, "The Self,
my dear, should be realized-should be heard of, reflected on,
and meditated upon" (Br. IV. v. 6), "Knowing about this
(Self) alone, the intelligent aspirant after Brahman should attain
intuitive knowledge" (Br. IV. iv. 21), "He is to be searched
after, He is to be desired to be known" (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), and
so on. The doubt arises with regard to these, whether the mental
act is to be undertaken once only, or it is to be repeated. What
should be the conclusion?
Opponent: Like the performance of the Prayaja sacrifice etc.
the mental act is to be undertaken once only; for the requirement of the scripture is fulfilled by that much alone. Were one
to resort to repetition, even though not stated by the Upani~ad,
one would be doing something not envisaged by the scripture.
Doubt: We quoted above the instructions about the repeated
mental acts as contained in, "should be heard of, reflected on,
and meditated upon" (Br. IV. v. 6), and so on.
Opponent: Even so, one should repeat only as many times as
the scripture demands. There should be one hearing, one reflection, and one meditation, and nothing more. There can be no
repetition where the instruction is uttered but once with a "He
should know" or "He should meditate".
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Vedantin: This being the position, we reply:

at I,ftl <ijtl$q~~IIQO II til
an,r~: Repetition (is necessary) ar-~ ~~liq: the instruction having been given more than once.

1. Repetition is necesstrry, since the Upanijads instruct
repeatedly.

The mental act is to be repeated.
Why?
Since the instruction is repeated. Such repeated instruction as
"should be heard of, reflected on, and meditated upon" indicates
a repetition of the mental act.
Opponent: Did we not point out that the repetition should
be as many times as the scripture demands and no more?
Vediintin: No, since these have to culminate in the intuitive
realization of Brahman; for hearing etc. fulfil the~ purpose of
producing a (tangible) perceptible result in this case when they
culminate in realization through repetition, even as husking etc.
culminate in producing rice etc. Besides, by the word upasana
(continuous remembrance, adoration) and nididhyasana (profound meditation) are implied acts involving this aspect of repetition. It is thus that when in this world somebody follows his
teacher and others continuously and devotedly, he is referred
to by such sentences as, "He adores his teacher", "He adores the
king". Similarly by the sentence, "The woman meditates on
her husband who is on a sojourn", a woman is referred to who
is engaged in thinking of her husband constantly and is anxious
about him. The verbs vid (lit. to know) and upas (lit. to sit
near or to meditate) are seen to be used in the Upa~ds interchangeably. Sometimes the text starts with vid and ends with
uPiis, as for instance in the context starting with, "I speak of
him also as Raikva who knows what Raikva knew (veda)" (Ch.
IV. i. 4), where it is said later, "0 venerable sir, instruct me
about the God on whom you meditate (upasse)" (Ch. IV.
iL 2). Sometimes again the start is made with meditation and
conclusion with knowledge, as in, "One should meditate on
the mind as Brahman" (Ch. III. xviii. 1), and "He who knows
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thus becomes resplendent in fame, prowess, and the brilliance
arising from the Vedic studies" (Ch. III. xviii. 3). Hence repetition has to be resorted to even where the instruction occurs only
once, while a repeated instruction indicates repetition as a matter
of course.

fW1j·I'iI 1l~1I
2. And (this is so) on account of the indic(/iOry ?nark.
The indicatory sign also conveys the idea of repetition. Thus
it is that after starting with the meditation on the Udgitha, the
meditation on the Udgitha as the sun is decried as productive
of a single son. Then in the sentence, "You meditate repeatedly
on the Udgitha (separately) as the (sun and its) rays" (Ch. I. v.
11), the text prescribes (by the term paryavartaya-meditate
repeatedly) the meditation on the multiplicity of the rays for
getting many sons. Thereby the text indicates that the repetition
of the mental act is assumed as an established fact. Hence from a
similarity of this it follows that repetition should be the rule in
all cases of mental acts.
The opponent says here: Granted that the mental acts that
are productive of results may well be repeated when some
excellence can be produced in them through the repetition.
But what purpose can be served by the repetition where a
(single) mental act about the supreme Brahman calls up the
supreme Brahman which is eternally pure, intelligent, and free
by nature, and which is identical with one's own Self?
Objection: Repetition has to be undertaken, since the realization of the identity of Brahman and the Self does not reasonably
result from a single hearing.
Opponent: No, since that will not logically follow even after
repetition. If the hearing of such texts as "That thou art" (Ch.
VI. viii. 7) once only does not generate the realization of the
identity of Brahman and the Self, then how can it be expected
that even a repetition of that will produce it? Again it may be
argued that a mere sentence cannot produce the direct perception of anything, and hence that sentence, helped by reasoni"g,
will produce the realization of the identity of Brahman and the
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Self. But (even so), this reasoning also may well lead to a perception of its object after a single application.
(Objection): It may also be argued that reasoning and the
text can only produce a knowledge of the general features of
the object, but not so of its special features. From such a declaration as, "I have a pain in the heart", and from such symptoms
as the contortion of the body, another person can understand
in a general way that there is a pain, but he cannot have a full
experience of the pain like the suffering man. Since an intimate
knowledge (of this nature) leads to the removal of ignorance,
the repetition is needed for that purpose.
Opponent: This cannot be so, since the intimate knowledge
cannot possibly arise even if that much is done repeatedly. For
a special aspect that cannot be known from the scripture and
reasoning at the first instance, cannot be known even after
resorting to them a hundred times. So whether it be the intimate
knowledge or the general knowledge that is produced by scripture and reasoning, it must be so at the very first application, so
that repetition has no place. And there can be no such rule that
nobody can have any intimate knowledge at the very first
instant, since people who would know have divergent intelligence. Again with regard to a thing of this world, possessing
common and peculiar features, there may be scope for repetition
inasmuch as a man may understand only one feature at one
attempt and others at subsequent attempts, as for instance in
reading a long chapter. But it is not reasonable that there should
be any need of repetition for comprehending Brahman which
is absolute Consciousness without common and peculiar features.
To this we (Vedantins) say: Repetition will be unnecessary
for one who can realize the Self as Brahman after hearing "That
thou art" once only. But for one who cannot do so, repetition
is a necessity. Thus it is noticed in the Chandogya Upani~ad that
Uddalaka teaches his son, "That thou art, 0 Svetaketu" (eh.
VI. viii. 7), and then being requested by his son again and
again, "0 revered sir, explain to me again" (ihid.), he removes
the respective causes of his (Svetaketu's) misconceptions, and
teaches that very fact "That thou art" repeatedly. That very
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process is referred to by citing the text, "It is to be heard of,
reflected on, and meditated upon" (Br. IV. v. 6).
Opponent: Was it not stated that if the text "That thou art",
uttered once, cannot bring about a realization of its meaning,
then it will not be able to do so even when repeated?
V edantin: That difficulty does not arise, for nothing is illogical about facts directly perceived. It is a matter of experience
that though the meaning may be vaguely apprehended from a
sentence uttered only once, people understand it fully after
removing progressively the false ideas standing in the way,
through a process of sustained consideration. Again, the text
"That thou art" speaks of the identity of the entity denoted
by "thou" with the entity denoted by "That". By the word
"That" is denoted the Brahman under discussion that is Existence, the Witness, and the cause of the birth etc. of the universe
as is well in evidence in such texts as, "Brahman is Truth,
Knowledge, and Infinite" (Tai. II. i. 1), "Knowledge, Bliss.
Brahman" (Br. III. ix. 28), "This Immutable is never seen, but
is the Witness, It is never known, but is the Knower" (Br. III.
viii. 11), "Without birth, decrepitude, death", "Neither gross
nor minute, neither short nor long" (Br. III. viii. 8), and so on.
In these texts, changes like birth etc. that befall all things are
denied by the words. "without birth" etc. and the properties
of matter like grossness etc. are denied by the words "neither
gross" etc. By the words "knowledge" etc. it is stated that
Brahman is by nature Consciousness and Effiulgence. This
object called Brahman, which is denoted by the word "That",
which is free from all mundane attributes, and which is
by nature Consciousness, is well known to the people who
are adepts in the Upani~ads. Equally well it has been known
by them that the inmost Self of the taught (i.e. disciple) is
the meaning of the word "thou", which is the seer and the
hearer, and which is thought of as the inmost entity inhabiting the sheaths starting from the gross body, and which is
then ascertained as Consciousness Itself. That being the case,
the sentence "That thou art" cannot produce a direct realization
of its own meaning in those people to whom these two entities
remain obstructed by ignorance, doubt, and confusion; for the
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meaning of a sentence is dependent on the meaning of the words
(constituting it). Thus it is that for such people it becomes
desirable to resort repeatedly to the scriptures and reasoning
that lead to a clarification of the concepts. Although the Self
to be realized is partless, still many constituents are superimposed
on It, such as the body, sense-organs, mind, intellect, perception
of objects, etc. That being so, one false constituent may be
discarded at one attempt at comprehension, and another at
another. In this sense the dawn of a conception in a progressive
manner becomes justifiable. But even this is only the penultimate
stage of the realization of the Self. Those of sharp intellect on
the other hand who have no obstruction like ignorance, doubt,
and confusiQn, with regard to the object to be known can
realize the meaning of "That thou art" even from the first
utterance, so that a repetition in their case is certainly useless.
For the knowledge of the Self emerging once for all is able to
remove ignorance, and no progressive development is admitted
here.
Opponent: This may be proper if anybody can have this
realization thus. As a matter of fact. however, the idea that
one is subject to sorrowfulness etc. is strong, so that nobody
can realize the absence of sorrowfulness etc.
Vedantin: No, since the reasonable position is that the selfidentification with misery etc. is as unreal as the self-identification with the body etc. For it is a matter of direct experience
that when the body is cut or burned, one has such false identification as, "I am being cut", "I am being burnt". Similarly it is
seen that when more external objects like sons and friends
suffer, one superimposes this suffering on oneself by saying, "I
am suffering". The self-identification with misery etc. must be
similar, since like the body etc., miserableness etc. are perceived
to be separate from consciousness. Besides, this does not persist
in deep sleep etc., whereas consciousness is present even in sleep
as stated in, "That It does not see in that state is because,
although seeing then, It does not see" (Br. IV. iii. 23). Hence
the realization of the Self means the realization that "I am the
Self which is one and is characterized as consciousness and
freedom from all sorrow". A man who realizes the Self thus
52
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can have no other duty. Thus it is that the Upani~adic text
shows the absence of any duty for a knower of the Self in,
"What shall we achieve through children, we who have attained
this Self, this result?" (Br. IV. iv. 22). The Smrti also says, "But
the man who is devoted to the Self and is satisfied with the Self
and content in the Self alone, has no obligatory duty' (Gita,
III. 17). But to one to whom this realization does not come
promptly, this very repetition is meant for bringing about the
realization. Even there, however, the teacher should not distract
him from the understanding of the sentence "That thou art" in
order to direct him to mere repetition; for nobody marries his
daughter to a bridegroom for killing him. So' long as a man
acts under direction, he must have such ideas opposed to the
ideas of Brahman as, "I am qualified for this, I am the agent of
action, and I have to do this". For the man who is dull of
intellect and discards the meaning of a sentence just because it
is not obvious to him, it is admitted that his mind has to be
fixed on the meaning of that sentence through the process of
repetition etc. as stated (above). Hence even in the case of the
knowledge of the supreme Brahman, a repetition of the instructions, leading to that knowledge, is necessary.
TOPIC

2:

IDENTITY OF THE SELF WITH BRAHMAN

~ 9\q.l~ff'ij itlf!lIfrij :q II~II
~

But (the Upani~ds) ~~ acknowledge (Brahman)
as ~ the Self 'if and ~ make (others) understand
(It as such).

~

3. But tbe Upan#ads acknowledge Brahman as the Self aud
cause It to be so understood.
The aphorist discusses whether the supreme Self which is
possessed of the characteristics as presented in the scriptures is
to be realized as identical with oneself or different from oneself.
Opponent: When the word Self is heard of in the Upani~ds
as referring to the innennost Self, why should any such doubt
arise?
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Doubt: The answer is this: This word "Self" can be taken
in its primary sense only if the Self and God be non-different;
otherwise it ha!'. to be understood in a secondary sense. That is
how the aphorist thinks. What should be the conclusion then?
Opponent: It is to be understood as different from'!' (oneself). For the entity, possessed of such qualities as not being
blemished by sin and so on, cannot be understood to be possessed
of the opposite qualities; and the entity, possessed of the opposite
qualities, cannot be understood to be possessed of the qualities
of not being blemished by sin and so on. The entity, possessed
of the attributes of being free from sin and so on, is the supreme
Lord, while the entity, possessed of the opposite attributes, is
the embodied soul. Now, if God becomes identical with the
transmigrating soul, God will cease to exist; and as a result,
the scriptures will become useless. Similarly if the transmigrating
soul becomes God, there will be none to follow the scriptures,
which will certainly become useless. This will also contradict
such means of proof as common experience.
Objection: Even though there be difference, one has to resort
to the idea of identity on the authority of the scriptures, just as
one has to think of Vi~Q.u in images etc.
Opponent: This may well be so if it pleases you; but then
you must not lead us to admit that God is the Self of the
transmigrating being in the primary sense.
To this we (V edantins) say that the supreme Lord is of course
to be realized as one's Self. Thus it is that the jaMlas, while
speaking of the supreme Lord, present Him as identical with
the Self in, "0 blessed Deity, I indeed am Thee, and Thou
indeed art me, 0 Deity". Similarly also the other texts like "I
am Brahman" (Br. 1. iv. 10) ne to be understood as postulating
the identity of the Self with Brahman. As a matter of fact, the
Vedic texts make us understand God as our very Self, as for
instance, "This is your Self that is within all" (Br. III. iv. 1),
"This is the internal Ruler, your own immortal Self' (Br. III. vii.
3), "That is Truth, that is the Self, and That thou art" (Ch. VI.
viii. 7).
As for the argument that on the analogy of an image being
Vi~Q.u, this is only a meditation with the help of an image
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(which in this case is "I"), that is improper, since that would
amount to a figurative interpretation (of the texts about unity).
It is also improper because the syntactical forms of the passages
are different. Where the intention is that a symbol should have
an idea superimposed on it, a sentence occurs only unilaterally,
as for instance, "The mind is Brahman" (Ch. III. xviii. I), "The
sun is Brahman" (Ch. III. xix. I). But here the Upani~d says,
"I am Thee, and Thou art me". Hence identity is to be understood from this kind of texts that are dissimilar to those dealing
with symbols. Moreover, the dualistic conception is condemned,
as in, "While he who worships another God thinking, 'He is
one, and I am another', does not know" (Br. I. iv. 10), "He
goes from death to death who sees difference as it were in It"
(Br. IV. iv. 19). "All ousts one who knows it as different from
the Self" (Br. IV. v. 7); and there are many other Upani~adic
texts of this kind which denounce the dualistic conceptions.
It was argued that the two things of opposite characteristics
cannot be identical with each other. That is nothing damaging
as the reasonable position is that the opposition in characteristics
is unreal.
And it is a false argument that God will cease to be so,
because one has to accept scriptural authority and because such a
position is not held by us. For we do not admit that the scriptures speak of God Himself as the transmigrating soul.
What do you admit then?
We hold that the scriptures aim at establishing the identity
of the transmigrating soul with God Himself by removing from
the soul all vestiges of transmigration. From this point of view
it becomes affirmed that God is possessed of the characteristics
of being untouched by sins etc., and that the opposite characteristics of the soul are unreal.
The criticism is also unfounded that no one will be left over
to practise the Vedantic path and that direct perception etc. will
be outraged. For the transmigratory state is conceded before
enlightenment, and the activities like perception are confined
within that state only, because texts as this, "But when to the
knower of Brahman everything has become the Self, then what
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should one see and through what?" (Br. II. iv. 14), point out
the absence of perception etc. in the state of enlightenment.
Opponent: In the absence of perception etc. the Vedas also
will cease to exist.
Vedantin: That is no defect, since that position is admitted
by us. For according to the texts starting with, "In this state the
father is no father" and ending with "The Vedas are no Vedas"
(Br. IV. iii. 22), we do admit the absence of the Vedas themselves in the state of enlightenment.
Opponent: Who is it then that has this unenlightenment?
Vedantin : We say that it is you yourself who ask thus.
Oppone11t: Is it not stated by the Upani~ad that I am God?
Vedamin: If that is so, you are already an enlightened man,
and so nobody has unenlightenment. Hereby is also refuted the
criticism of some people who say that the Self becomes associated with a second entity owing to the very presence of
nescience, so that non-dualism becomes untenable. 1 Hence one
should fix one's mind on the Self which is God.
TOPIC

3: No

SELF-IDENTITY WITH SYMBOLS

Doubt: Some meditations based on symbols are presented thus:
"One should meditate about the mind as Brahman. This is on
the corporeal plane. Then is the meditation on the material plane.
One should meditate about space as Brahman" (eh. III. xviii. 1) j
similarly, "The sun is Brahman. This is the instruction" (Ch.
HI. xix. 1), "He who meditates about name as Brahman" (Ch.
VII. i. 5). With regard to these meditations with the help of
symbols the doubt arises whether self-identification should be
resorted to or not even in these cases. What should be the solution here?
Oppone11t: It is logical that one should identify oneself with
those symbols as well (thinking thus: "I am the symbol which
is Brahman").
Why?
Because Brahman is familiar in the Upani~ds as the Self and
1 Nescience is indeterminate and hence ceases to exist
enlightenment.
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the symbols also are forms of Brahman.. Since these symbols are
modifications of Brahman and are hence Brahman Itself, therefore it is but reasonable that they should be the Self (of all).
To this we (the Vediintins) say:

ij':

Of Not (self-identification) ~ in the symbol ~ because
he (the aspirant) Of (does) not (comprehend thus).

4. (The aspirant is) not to identify (himself) with a symbol,
for he cannot understand himself to be so.

One should not fix the idea of the Self on symbols, because
an aspirant cannot think of the separate symbols as himself. The
reasoning is hollow that the symbols being forms of Brahman
are Brahman Itself, and hence are the same as the Self; for that
would lead to the brushing away of all symbols. For it is only
when the names etc. are deprived of their transformed states (as
names etc.), that one arrives at Brahman which is their essence.
But when names etc. as such are done away with, how can they
become symbols and how can there be any self-identification?
It cannot also be argued that since Brahman is the Self, we can
have a meditation involving self-identification wherever an
injunction about contemplation on Brahman occurs; for (in
meditation) the idea of agentship still remains intact. Brahman is
taught to be identical with the individual Self after eliminating
all mundane characteristics like agentship etc. from the latter.
whereas-meditation is prescribed without eliminating these. From
this fact also that the aspirant and the symbols are equally limited
entities, self-identity (with symbols) is not a possibility; for a
rucakaand a svastika, (which .are both different kinds of gold
ornaments), cannot be identical. But should the aspirant and
the symbols be the same from the point of view of their
Brahmanhood, just as much as the two ornaments are from the
standpoint of being gold, then we have already showed the
difficulty that the symbols will cease to exist (as such). Hence
one is not to identify oneself with a symbol.
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SUPERIMPOSITION OF THE HIGHER ON THE LOWER

With regard to those very instances another doubt arises.
Should the ideas of the sun etc. be superimposed on Brahman
or should the idea of Brahman be superimposed on the sun etc.?
Why should the doubt arise?
Bec~use no reason is discernible for these being placed in
apposition (with the same case-endings). Here we find the word
Brahman placed in apposition with the words sun etc., the same
case-endings heing used in the texts, "Adityo brabma", "Pr;nzo
braI:mUl", "Vidyud brahma", and so on. But this apposition does
not quite fit in here on account of the divergent meanings of
the words iiditya (sun), brahma (Brahman), etc. For there can
be no such apposition (between a cow and a horse) as would be
implied in "The cow is horse (i.e. the cow that is a horse)".
Objection: Just as clay and a plate (made of clay) can be
placed in apposition (the latter being a modification of the
former), so also can be placed Brahman and the sun etc., they
heing related as the material cause and its modifications.
Doubt: The answer is that it cannot be so, since from such
:m apposition (meaning identity) with the material cause, the
modified thing will lose its individuality, and that will lead to
an elimination of symbols, as already pointed out. Moreover, in
that case, this will amount to a mere statement about the supreme
Self, so that the scope for meditation will be effaced, and the
mention in the Upani~ad of a limited (i.e. selected) number of
modifications (of Brahman) will be meaningless. Hence it is a
case of superimposing the idea of one thing on another, as
in sentences like "The BriihmaQ.a is the VaiSviinara fire". That
being so, the doubt arises as to what is to be looked upon as
what.
Opponent: Such being the case, there can be no definite decision, because no scriptural text is in evidence to help a decision.
This is how it has to be accepted. Or we can rather decide that
the very ideas of the sun etc. are to be superimposed on
Brahman; for it is thus that Brahman becomes adored (i.e. meditated upon) by heing looked upon as the sun and the rest; and
the conclusion of the scripture is that the worship of Brahman
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is productive of fruits. Hence the sun and the rest are not to be
looked upon as Brahman (but rather Brahman is to be looked
upon as these).
Vedantin: This being the conclusion, we say:

~&1tft«'Cfl~kt II~II

rw-m:

(The sun etc. are to have)
the idea of Brahman
superimposed (on them) ~ because of the (consequent)
exaltation.

5. The sun etc. are to be looked upon as Brahman because of
the consequent exaltation.
The idea of Brahman Itself is to be superimposed on the sun
and the rest.
Why?
On account of the exaltation; for thus the sun and the other
things will come to be looked upon as raised in status, because
of the superimposition on them of an exalted idea. Thus also will
be honoured the custom in ordinary life, according to which the
inferior one is to be fancied as the higher, as is evident in
honouring a king's charioteer as the king himself. For it will not
lead to any good result if the king be lowered in estimation by
being looked upon as the charioteer. That should be the method
of. approach here as well, for a contrary approach will lead to
evil.
Opponent: No possibility of evil should be apprehended here
since there is the sanction of the scripture; and the scriptural
views are not to be regulated by common norms.
Vedantin: To this the answer is that this would be so in a case
where the meaning can be ascertained; but when the meaning of
the scripture is in doubt, it is nothing unbecoming to take the
help of the canons of ordinary life for arriving at a decision. If in
accordance with this the scripture is ascertained to mean the
superimposition of the exalted status, it is but obvious that one
will merely court evil by superimposing the idea of the lower
or. the higher. Now, because the words sun (iiditya) etc. occur
first, their primary meanings have to be accepted, for that creates
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no difficulty. And while the intellect remains occupied with
these words in their primary senses, the word Brahman makes
its appearance in these sentences at a later stage. But since the
word Brahman, in its primary sense, cannot stand in apposition
with the sun etc., the only remaining conclusion that stands
affirmed is that the intention here is to prescribe the superimposition of the idea of Brahman. Besides, from the use of the
word it; (meaning "as") after Brahman (in iidityam brah11la iti
"piisita), this very meaning becomes appropriate. Thus it is that
the Upani~d everywhere uses the word Brahman with an iti
after it in such sentences as, "Brahma iti iidesal?,', "Brahma iti
lIpiisita", "Brahma iti upiiste"2, and so on, while the words
iiditya (sun) etc. are used by themselves. From this it follows
that as in the sentence "Suktikiim rajatam iti pratyeti-He perceives the nacre as silver", the word mktikii (nacre) denotes the
nacre itself, while the word rajata (silver) denotes an appearance
of silver by a figure of speech, meaning thereby that the man
has merely a cognition of silver, though in fact there is no silver,
so in the present case we understand that one has to look upon
the sun etc. as Brahman. Again by using the accusative case
(after iiditya etc.) in the complementary portion, the Upani~ad
shows that the sun etc. are the objects of the verb "to meditate",
as in: "He who having known thus meditates about the sun as
Brahman-sa ya evam vid'lJiin iidityam brahmll iti upiiste" (Ch.
III. xix. 4), "He who meditates about the organ of speech as
Brahman-yo viicam brahma iti upiiste" (Ch. VII. ii. 2), "He
who meditates about resolve as Brahman-ya(3 sa1ikalparh
brahma it; upiiste" (Ch. VII. iv. 3).
As for the assertion that the meditation on Brahman Itself is
to be preferred here for the sake of acquiring the result, that is
untenable, since according to the above reasoning, the sun etc.
are themselves known as the objects of meditation. But the result
will of course be ordained by Brahman in these cases just as
much as in the cases of the service to the guests and so on, for
Brahman is the ordainer of everything. This fact was elaborated
• "The instruction is, 'It is as Brahman' ", "It should be meditated on
as Brahman", "He who meditates as Brahman".
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under the aphorism, "From Him are the fruits of action, since
that is reasonable" (III. ii. 38). The very fact that the idea of
Brahman is superimposed on the symbols is a worship of
Brahman, just as much as the imagination of the images as Virou
and others is the worship of those deities.
TOPIC

5:

SUBORDINATE PARTS OF RITES AS THE SUN ETC.

Doubt: Certain meditations occur in connection with the
auxiliaries of rites as found in such texts as, "Meditate on the
sun, that shines yonder, as U dgitha" (Ch. I. iii. 1), "Meditate on
the worlds as the fivefold Sii111l1" (Ch. II. ii. 1), "Meditate on
speech as the sevenfold Siima" (Ch. II. viii. 1), "This (earth)
indeed is ~k, fire is SQ11UJ" (Ch. I vi. 1), and others. With regard
to these the doubt arises as to whether the ideas of Udgitha etc.
are to be superimposed on the sun etc. or the U dgitha etc. are
to be viewed as the sun etc.
Opponent: The conclusion to be arrived at here is that either
of the two things can be done indiscriminately, since nothing
occurs there to decide in favour of either of them. No one is
understood here as having any special exaltation like Brahman.
It is possible to understand that Brahman is more glorified than
the sun etc., It being the origin of the whole universe and
possessed of the attributes of being free from sin etc. But since
the sun, the Udgitha, and other things are all equally the modifications of Brahman, nothing can be understood (in those
contexts) as elevating anyone of them above the rest.
Or it may be that the ideas of the Udgitba etc. are ever to be
superimposed on the sun etc.
Why?
Because Udgitha etc. constitute the rites, and because the rites
are well known as meant for yielding results. The sun etc., when
meditated on by viewing them as the U dgitha etc. will become
part and parcel of the rites and will thus produce their results
(as a part of the results of the rites themselves). Thus it is that
in the text sta rting with, "This ( earth) indeed is ~k, fire is
Siirna" (Ch. I. vi. 1), the earth is alluded to by the word ~k, and
fire by the word Sama in, "That Sama is established on this ~k"
(ibid). This becomes consistent if the earth and fire are sought
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to be looked upon as J.{k and SiimIl, but not so if 1J.k and Slima
are intended to be viewed as the earth and fire (respectively).
The word king comes to bear a figurative sense when it is
applied to his charioteer, but the word charioteer is not thus
applied to the king. Moreover, from the sentence, "Meditate on
the fivefold Siima (as existing) among the worlds (loke$U)"
(Ch. II. ii. 1), it is obvious that the Siima is to be superimposed
on the worlds as they are pointed out to be the locus (by the
use of the locative case-en ding-in lokeplr-after worlds)~ The
text, "This Giiyatri Siima is established among the prii1Jas" (Ch.
II. xi. 1) only confirms this view. In such sentences as, "The
sun is Brahman-this is the instruction" (Ch. III. xix. 1), the
idea of Brahman, coming later, is superimposed on the sun etc.
occurring earlier. And in such Upani~adic texts as, "The earth
is binkiira" (Ch. II. ii. 1), the earth etc. occur earlier, while
binkiira etc. occur later. Hence the ideas of the auxiliaries of
the rites are to be superimposed on the sun etc. which are nonauxiliaries.
Vedii1lti1l: To this we reply:

allr~IF~'i6lj~ ~: 11\11
~ And ~-arrfc{~: the ideas of the sun etc. (are to be
superimposed)
on the subsidiary part (of rite) ~: for
that is reasonable.

q

6. And tbe ideas of tbe sun etc. are surely to be superimposed
on the subsidiary parts of the rites, for tbat is reasonably 11Ulintainable.
The ideas of the sun etc. are of course to be superimposed
on such subsidiaries as U dg;tba etc.
Why?
On account of reasonableness. For it is but reasonable that
when Udgitba etc. become sanctified by being looked upon as
the sun etc., the rites become more fruitful. This is owing to
the proximity of (parts like) Udgitba S to the unseen poten3 Udgitbil, sanctified by being looked upon as the sun, leads to a better
result, but the sun, looked upon as the former cannot do so; the sun is
not a pan of the rite.
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tial results of the rites. The text, "Whatever is done with
knowledge, faith, and meditation becomes more fruitful" (Ch.
I. i. 10) shows that knowledge leads to an enhancement of the
potency of the rites.
Opponent: This may be so in the cases of those meditations
which are calculated to enhance the efficiency of the rites. But
what about those meditations that have independent results as
mentioned in the texts beginning with, "He who having known
this thus, meditates about the worlds as the fivefold Slima" (Ch.
II. ii. 3), and others?
Vedlimin: Since these meditations are to be undertaken by
those who are already qualified for the relevant rites, it is proper
on the analogy of the milking pot4 to assume even in their case
that the result emerges in association with the result of the rite
in question. And the sun etc., standing for the results of the
rites, are logically more elevated than the Udgitha etc. constituting the rites; for the Upani~ds mention the world of the
sun and such other worlds as the results of rites. Besides, the
Udgitha itself is presented as the thing to be meditated on in
the texts, "Meditate on Udgitha as the letter Om" (Ch. I. i. 1),
"Up to this is explained the glory of the letter Om" (Ch. I. i.
to). After presenting it thus as the entity to be meditated on,
it is enjoined that it should be viewed as the sun etc.
The argument was advanced that when the sun etc. are meditated upon with the ideas of the Udgitha etc. superimposed on
them, they will become constituents of an act and will thus
produce results. That is untenable, because the meditation itself
is an act and can reasonably produce a result. Moreover, the
U dgitha and the rest do not cease to be the auxiliaries of rites
even when viewed as the sun and other things. In the portion
of the text, "On this ~k is established this Sam,,"ll (Ch. I. vi. 1),
• A sacrificer who wants cattle should bring the water in a milking pot
when he is already engaged in some specific sacrifice. This getting of
cattle is not an independent result, nor the bringing of water an independent act. The act produces its result in association with the result of
the main sacrifice. So also here.
• The whole passage is: "This (eanh) itself is ~k. fire is Sima; thus
on this ~k is established Siima; therefore they sing the Siima as established
on ~k" (Ch. 1. vi. 1).
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it is only in a figurative sense that the earth and fire are called
J!.k and Siima. In a figurative use a word conveys some sense
varying as far as possible between the senses proximate to and
remote from its primary sense. Now in that passage ("This
indeed is ~k, fire is Siima" etc.), although the intention is that
the ~k and Siima should be viewed as the earth and fire, still it
is definitely understood that (in the portion "On this ~k is
established this Sama") the words ~k and Smna are used to
imply the earth and fire themselves because these latter are
connected with ~k and Siima. This is so understood because the
well-known ~k and Siima are spoken of separately (in "Therefore they sing the SOmIl as established on ~k", so that if ~k and
Sitma be meant in the earlier portion "On this ~k is established
this Sl1Ila", it will involve a repetition), and because the earth
and fire occur in their proximity (in the still earlier first portion
"This ( earth) indeed is ~k, fire is Siima"). Even the word
charioteer cannot be prevented from denoting the king figuratively when by some reason it can come near enough to the
king (as for instance, when the king himself drives the chariot).
Moreover, the sentence, "This (earth) itself is ~k-iyam eva
rk" (Ch. I. vi. 1) indicates from its very construction that the
~k is to be looked upon as the earth; for if the earth were to
be looked upon as the J!.k, the form of the sentence would have
been, "iyam rk eva-the ~k, itself is this". Besides, the text, "He
who having known thus sings Sma" (Ch. I. vii. 7), only concludes a meditation based on an auxiliary, and not one based on
the earth. Similarly in the text, "Meditate on the fivefold Sl1Iut
(as existing) among the words" (Ch. II. ii. 1), though the word
world is used in the locative case (lokep,t) , still the worlds are
to be superimposed on the Smna, since the word Siima is used
in the accusative case, thereby indicating that it is the object
of meditation. For Siima becomes meditated on as the worlds
when the worlds are superimposed on it, while a reversal of
this leads to the worlds becoming meditated on as SitmIl. 6 Hereby
(i.e. on the ground that one case-ending alone is to be changed)
• The opponent's explanation involves a change in the case-ending of
both; ours involves a single change (in loke,f'lt, but not in siima).
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is also explained the text, "This Giiyatra Siima is fixed on the
pra~as" (Ch. II. xi. 1), (where Giiyatra has the nominative case
and prib,la the locative). Where two words are used equally in
the accusative case, as in "Atha khalu amum adityarh saptavidham sTrma upasita-Then meditate on this sevenfold Siima as
the sun" (Ch. II. i~. 1), even there the sun is to be superimposed
on the Sama, since the topic that is started with is the meditation
on Siima, as is evident from, "It is good indeed to meditate on
the Srrma as a whole'; (Ch. II. i. 1), "Here ends the meditation
on the fivefold Smna, then starts that on the sevenfold Srrma"
(Ch. II. viii. 1). And since it is gathered from this very text that
the STrma is to be meditated on, the idea of the earth etc. are to
be superimposed on hi1ikiira etc. even when the construction of
the sentence is different, as in "Prthivi hinkaralp-the earth is
hiizkiira" (Ch. II. ii. 1). Hence the conclusion is that the ideas
of the sun etc., which are not the auxiliaries of rites, are to be
superimposed on the Udgitha etc. which are the auxiliaries of
rites.
TOPIC

6:

MEDITATION IN A SITTING POSTURE

am1t.r:

W~cIlQO \1\91\

arrm:

(i\lental adoration is to be pursued)
while in a sitting
posture ~Alqlq: since (it is) possible (in that way only).
7. One should adore mentally 'While having a sitting posture,
since it is possible in that 'Way alone.

The consideration about the requisite posture etc. does not
arise with regard to the mental adoration or meditation
(upasma) connected with the auxiliaries of rites, since that is
regulated by the rites themselves. Again, this question does not
crop up in a context of full enlightenment because knowledge
is determined by the reality itself. But with regard to other kinds
of upiisanii one has to consider whether one should meditate in
a sitting, standing, or lying posture just as one likes, or always
in a sitting posture.
Opponent: Now since an upiisanii is a mental act, the conclusion is that there can be no rule about posture.
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Vediintin: Hence the aphorist says that one should adore
(mentally) in a sitting posture alone.
Why?
Since it is possible in that way alone. Upiisana consists in
setting up a current of similar thoughts; and that is not possible
for one while walking or running, because movement etc.
disturb the mind. Even for a standing man, the mind remains
busy about keeping the body erect, so that it is not able then
to look into subtle things. A man lying on the ground may
suddenly fall asleep. But for a sitting man, innumerable troubles
of this kind are easy to avoid, so that upasanii becomes possible
for him.

8. And because of (the possibility of) concentrlltion (in that
'Way).

Moreover, the meaning of the term concentration is this,
namely the setting up of a continuous stream of similar thoughts.
The verb "to concentrate" is applied figuratively to one having
his limbs relaxed, gaze fixed, and mind concentrated on a single
object, as in such sentences as, "The heron has its mind concentrated", "The woman who has her lover in exile has her
mind fixed (on him)". This proceeds easily for one in a sitting
posture. Hence also upiisana is to be undertaken by one when
seated.

'iI" And ~ from the standpoint of ~~ motionlessness.

9. And (meditativeness is attributed) from the standpoint of
motionlessness.

Furthermore, in such sentences as, "The earth is in meditation
as it were" (eh. VII. vi. 1), the assertion of meditation in the
cases of the earth etc. is made from the standpoint of motionlessness alone. That also is a sign that upiisanii is to be undertaken
by a man when seated.
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~ =if Iltoll
ZO. Moreover, they mention (this) in the Smrtis.

Moreover, the worthy people mention this in such Smrti
passages as "Having established his seat firmly in a clean place"
(Gita, VI. 11). It is because of this that the sitting postures like
padmasana (lotus-seat) are prescribed in the books on Yoga.
TOPIC

7: No

RESTRICTION OF PLACE

lf~ Wherever ~m concentration (is possible ) ~ there
(one should meditate) at rq~"IIt( because of the absence of
specification.

11. Meditation is to be undertaken 'Wherever the ."rind gets
concentrated, because there is no specification.

The doubt arises about the direction, place, and time, as to
whether there is any regulation about them or not. Now somebody may think that since in the Vedic rites the directions etc.
are noticed to be well determined, the case must be similar here
as well.
The answer (of the Vedamin) to such a one is being given.
The regulation about direction, place, and time is concerned
only with that much regarding them as conduces to meditativeness. One should meditate facing any direction, in any place, at
any time that leads to one's concentration of mind easily. Unlike
the regulations fixing the eastern direction, forenoon, and a
place sloping down to the east, and so on, as met with in the
cases of rites, no such specific regulation is mentioned in the
Upani~ds; while the one thing desirable is that one should
always have concentration of mind (while engaged in upasl1114).
Opponent: Some Upani~ads prescribe even specific rules as in,
"One should concentrate one's mind on the supreme Self by
taking shelter in a windless cave or such other places as are
level and clean, free from pebbles, fire, and sand, free from
noise, remote from busy places like water ponds or public sheds,
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and at the same time pleasing to the mind but not oppressive
to the eyes" (Sv. II. 10).
Vedantin: True, there are directions like that. But taking for
granted these directions, the aphorist advises like a friend that
with regard to the details of these matters there is no hard and
fast rule. And the phrase "pleasing to the mind" in the above
quotation only shows that the place can be anywhere that is
conducive to concentration.
TOPIC

8: MEDITATION TILL DEATH

Doubt: Under the first topic it was established that repetition
is to be welcomed in all cases of contemplation. Among them,
those contemplations that are meant for complete enlightenment
can well be understood to have a limit to their repetition, inasmuch as they end with the object aimed at, as is seen in the
process of husking paddy (which stops with producing rice).
When the result, consisting in full enlightenment, is achieved, no
other effort can be prescribed, since a man goes beyond the
domain of scripture when he realizes the oneness of the Self
with Brahman. But with regard to those meditations which have
in view some fruit of the nature of secular prosperity this doubt
arises: Should one stop after revolving the idea in one's mind
for a certain time, or should one do so for life? What would
be the conclusion then?
Opponent: One should give up the meditation after revolving
the idea in one's mind for a certain time, since thereby is fulfilled
the requirement of the texts enjoining the practice of repeated
meditation.
Vedbltin: This being the position, we say:

aHSllqoll'd'llfir
arr-~

then

~

%n;I{

\I r~1I

Up tiII the moment of death f( for ~
it is seen (to happen in the scripture).

arfq- even

12. (Meditation is to be repeated) up till the moment of death,
for it is noticed in the scriptures that it is done so even then.
One shall contemplate on the idea repeatedly till the moment
53
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of death, because the acquisition of the unseen potential result
of action is dependent on the final contemplation on the idea.
For even the fruits of past actions which are destined to produce
a result enjoyable in a subsequent birth, arouse at the time of
death a pattern of consciousness replete with the thoughts
conforming to that, as is known from such Upani~dic texts as,
"Then the soul has consciousness of the fruits in the form of
impressions that it has to experience, and it goes to the next
body which is the fruit associated with that consciousness" (Br.
IV. iv. 2), "Together with whatever world (i.e. result of
action) he had in mind (at the time of death) he enters into
Prii~a. PriitJa in combination with Udiina and in association with
the soul leads him to the world desired by him" (Pr. Ill. 10).
This is so also because of the illustration of grass and a leech
(Br. IV. iv. 3). What other pattern of consciousness can these
ideas have at the time of death apart from their repetition just
as they are? Hence those ideas are to be revolved in the mind
till death, which are nothing but a contemplation of that very
result which is to be achieved. Thus it is that a Vedic text shows
the repetition of the idea at the time of death: "The resolves
with which that man departs from this world" (S. B. X. vi. 3.1).
To this effect occurs the Smrti passage also: "Remembering
whatever· object at the end he leaves the body, that alone is
reached by him, 0 son of Kunti, because of his constant thought
of that" (Gitii, VIII. 6), "at the time of death, with the mind
unmoving" (Gitii, VIII. 10). And "He shall think of these three
at the time of death" (Ch. III. xvii. 6) shows the last duty that
remains to be done at the time of death.
TOPIC

9:

KNOWLEDGE DESTROYS ALL RESULTS OF ACTIONS

The topics left over from the Third Chapter are ended. Now
arises some consideration regarding the result of the knowledge
of Brahman.
The doubt crops up as to whether after the acquisition of
the knowledge of Brahman, its opposite result, viz sin, is removed
or not. What would be the conclusion?
Opponent: Since work is done for some result, it cannot be
obliterated without producing its result; for from the Vedas it
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is gathered that action has the innate power of ensuring its
result. If the work should be destroyed even before its fruit is
experienced, the Vedas will lose their validity. In the Smrti also
we have, "For the results of work are not destroyed".
Objection: In that case the prescription of expiation becomes
useless.
Opponent: That is no defect, because acts of expiation are
to be classed with occasional rites 7 like the sacrifice occasioned
by one's house being burnt. Moreover, as the acts of expiation
are prescribed as a consequence of the commission of some guilt,
that may as well conduce to the removal of that guilt. But the
knowledge of Brahman is not prescribed in that way.
Objection: Unless it is admitted that the results of past
actions are washed away for the knower of Brahman, he will
have to experience the results of those actions as a matter of
course, so that there will be no liberation.
Opponent: The answer is in the negative, for just like the
results of actions, liberation comes out of an adequate combination of place, time, and causation. Hence a man is not absolved
of his sins by acquiring the knowledge of Brahman.
Vediintin: To this we reply:

MN.I'f :a'd<'Iqf~41<,~'qrC4'1I~n ij«oqqa~ml IInll
~~ On the realization of that (Brahman), (there occur)
CIl8!"'I!f-fcr.:mft non-attachment and destruction (respectively)
~-Tf-ar<A): of the succeeding and earlier sins ffi{-QN~ml
because it is declared so.

13. On the realization of That, there occur the non-attachment and destruction of the subsequent and previous sins respectively, because it is declared so.

When That, viz Brahman, becomes realized, then come the
non-attachment of subsequent sins and the destruction of the
earlier ones.
Why?
7

So an expiation does not absolve a man of his sins.
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"Because it IS so declared" (in the scriptures). Thus it is
declared in the course of dealing with the knowledge of
Brahman that a future sin that might be expected to arise in
the usual way does not arise in the case of a man of knowledge:
"As water does not stick to a lotus leaf, even so sin does not
contaminate a man possessed of this knowledge" (Ch. IV. xiv.
3). So also the destruction of the past accumulated sins is declared in, "Just as the fluffy tip of a reed placed in fire burns away
completely, similarly all his sins are burnt away" (V. xxiv. 3).
Here occurs another declaration about the destruction of the
results of work: "When the Self which is both high and low
is realized, the knot of the heart gets untied, all doubts become
solved, and all one's actions become dissipated" (Mu. II. ii. 8).
It was argued that on the assumption that the results of works
get destroyed even before being experienced, the purport of the
scripture will be distorted. But that creates no difficulty; for we
do not mean to deny the power of works to produce their
results. That remains just as it is. But we assert that this power
is arrested by other factors like knowledge etc. The scripture is
committed to the existence of the power of work, but not to
the existence or non-existence of opposing factors. Besides, the
Smrti texts, "For the results of work are not destroyed", is only
a general rule; for the potential result of work does not get
destroyed except through experience, inasmuch as it is meant
for that. As a matter of fact it is desired that sin should be
dissipated by expiation etc. as it is stated in such Vedic, and
Smrti texts as, "He gets over all sins", "A performer of the
Afuamedba sacrifice, as also a man possessed of this knowledge,
gets over the sin of killing a BrahmaQa" (Tai. A. V." iii. 12.1).
And it was said that the expiatory rites are to be classed with
the occasional rites (occasioned by certain circumstances; and
hence that they cannot wash away the sins). But that is wrong.
Since the expiatory rites are prescribed in connection with
certain commissions, they may well have the destruction of
the resulting sins as their effect; and hence it is improper to
i~fer some unseen potency for them (as in the case of occasional
rites). Again, it was argued that unlike expiatory rites, knowledge is not enjoined for dissipating sins. With regards to this
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we say: In the case of meditations on the qualified Brahman,
such injunctions are surely in evidence. And in the complementary portion of these it is stated that the meditator gets
superhuman powers and cessation of sin as his reward. Since
there is nothing to show that these two results are not intended
to be indicated, it can be ascertained that those meditations lead
to the acquisition of divine powers after the eradication of sins.
But as regards contemplation on the absolute Brahman, though
there be no such prescription, still it 'can be concluded that the
burning away of the results of past karma is the effect of the
realization that the Self is free from all actions.
By the term non-attachment the aphorist implies that the
knower of Brahman has no idea of agentship whatsoever with
regard to the actions occurring in future. Although the man
of knowledge appeared to have some ownership of the past
works on account of false ignorance, still owing to the cessation
of false ignorance through the power of knowledge, those works
also are washed away. This fact is stated by the term destruction. The knower of Brahman has this realization: "As opposed
to the entity known before as possessed of agents hip and experiencership by its very nature, I am Brahman which is by nature
devoid of agentship and experiencership in all the three periods
of time. Even earlier I was never an agent and experiencer, nor
am I so at present, nor shall I be so in future." From such a
point of view alone can liberation be justified. For on a contrary
supposition-if the results of works flowing down from eternity
continue unhampered in their course-there can be no liberation. Besides, liberation, unlike the results of work, cannot be
produced by a concurrence of place, time, and causation, since
that would make it impermanent. It is also unreasonable that
the result of knowledge (which is really immediate) should be
mediate (as the opponents' theory implies). Hence the conclusion is that sin becomes dissipated when Brahman is known.
TOPIc

10: No

REMNANT OF VIRTUE EVEN

Under the previous topic it was ascertained on the authority
of the scriptures that when knowledge dawns, it causes the
non-attachment and destruction of all potential results of
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works that are naturally calculated to cause bondage. But a
doubt may arise that the virtuous deeds do not come into
conflict with the knowledge arising from the scriptures, since
they also originate from the same source. Taking this doubt
into consideration, the reasoning of the previous topic is being
extended here with a view to dispelling it.

the other (i.e. of virtue) arftr also t:!;q1{ in this way
there is no contact;« surely (liberation comes) qJ€t
when (the body) falls.
~l;~Of

ami'f:

14. In the very same way there is no attachment of the other
(i.e. of virtue) as well. Liberatiol1 1171lSt follow as soon as the
body falls.

To the man of knowledge occur the non-attachment and
destruction "of the other as well", of virtue also, as of sin itself.
Why?
Since that may put obstacles in the path of the fruition of
knowledge; for that (virtue) too is productive of its own result.
In the Upani~adic texts like, "He conquers both of them" (Br.
IV. iv. 22), the destruction of virtue, just as much as of vice,
is declared, since the destruction of action consequent on the
realization of the Self that is not an agent occurs equally in the
cases of both virtuous and vicious acts, and since the Upani~d
speaks of the destruction of all works without any exception
in "and all one's actions become dissipated" (Mu. II. ii. 8). Even
where the single word vice is used, the word virtue is also to be
understood, because its result is inferior to that of knowledge.
Moreover, in the Upani~ad itself occurs the word vice to convey
the idea of virtue as well. Thus in the sentence, "Day and night
cannot reach this barrage (which is the Self)" (Ch. VIII. iv.
1), virtue is introduced along with vice; then it is said, "All
sins desist from It (the Self)" (ibid.), 8 thereby using the word
• The full text is, "Now then, that which is the Self is a barrage that
holds apart, so that the worlds may not get mixed up. Day and night
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sin (vice) to indicate virtue as well without any distinction. In
"pate tu", the word tu (lit. but) is used to imply emphasis. The
text emphasizes the fact that since virtue and vice, causing
bondage, are thus shown to become separated and destroyed by
the power of knowledge, liberation must come to the man of
enlightenment when his body falls.
TOPIC

11:

PAST ACCUMULATED RESULTS ARE DESTROYED

Under the previous topic it was ascertained that virtue and
vice are destroyed by knowledge. Now it is being discussed
whether that destruction occurs indiscriminately with regard to
all the virtues and vices that have begun or have not begun to
yield their fruits, or they occur specifically with regard to
those virtues and vices that have not begun to yield fruits. Now
since in the Upani~dic texts like "He conquers· both of them"
(Br. IV. iv. 22), no specification is met with, the destruction
may occur indiscriminately to all. That being the possibility,
the aphorist refutes by saying.

...

~3j'!:l''1I7I<:::!G'q:r::Cfil:'llrrill ~ ~

'Ff... O~qq:
~

II t~"

~ But ~ (the) past (two) ~-1fi'N which have not
begun to produce results ~ alone (are destroyed) ffil-m:
for that (death) is set as the limit of waiting for that liberation.

H. But only those past (virtues and vices) get destroyed
which have not begun to beaT fruit, fOT death is set as tbe limit
of waiting for liberation.
After the acquisition of knowledge, those virtues and vices
that have not begun to yield their fruits and that were accumulated in earlier lives or even in this life before the dawn of knowledge are alone destroyed, but not so are those destroyed whose
results have already been partiaijy enjoyed and by which has
been begun this present life in which the knowledge of Brahman
arIses.
cannot reach this barrage, nor old age and death and sorrow, nor virtue
and vice. All sins desist from It, since this is the world of Brahman
unaffiicted by sin."
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How is this known?
Because the text, "He lingers so long only as he is not freed
from the body; then he becomes free" (Ch. VI. xiv. 2), shows
that liberation is put off till the death of the body. Were it not
so, the text would not have spoken of any waiting till the death
of the body. For one would then attain liberation immediately
after the acquisition of knowledge inasmuch as there would be
no reason for his continuing in the body after all the works are
annihilated by knowledge.
Opponent: If this realization that the Self is not an agent
annihilates all results of work by its own intrinsic power, how
can it demolish only some leaving behind others? For when the
same kind of contact is present between fire and some seeds, it
cannot be held that some of the seeds will lose their power of
germination while others will not.
Vedantin: The answer is: It cannot be that knowledge can
arise without the help of some residual results of actions that
have begun to bear fruit. And when it is granted that knowledge
is based on that medium (viz the body produced by the residual
results), it is but natural that knowledge has to wait (for its
result) till the acquired momentum of that medium exhausts
itself out as in the case of a wheel of a potter; for there is
nothing to stop it i~ the intervening period. As for the knowledge of the Self as the non-performer of any act, that destroys
the results of works by first sublating false ignorance. This false
ignorance, even when subiated, continues for a while owing to
past tendencies like the continuance of the vision of two moons."
Furthermore, no difference of opinion is possible here as to
whether the body is retained (after knowledge) for some time
or not by the knowers of Brahman. For when somebody feels
in his heart that he has realized Brahman and yet holds the body,
how can this be denied by somebody else? This very fact is
elaborated in the U pani$3ds and the Smrtis in the course of
determining the characteristics of "the man of steady wisdom"
(stbitaprajiia-Glta, II. 54). Hence the conclusion is that only
• For a man who had suffered from eye-disease, the false idea may
persist for some time even after the defect is removed.
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those virtues and vices are washed away by knowledge which
have not begun to bear fruit.
TOPIC

12:

AGNIHOTRA ETC.

Offilit~lf!.{ c;[ deeFIlllMq d(~j;ml IIt,1I

':I But arfT~-anft Agnihotra etc. ffi{~lf are conducive
to that result ~ surely ffi{-~ for so it is revealed.
16. But Agnihotra etc. conduce to the very same result, for
so it is revealed (in the Upan#ads).
The conclusion arrived at about the non-attachment and
destruction of sin in the case of the man of knowledge was
extended to the non-attachment and destruction of virtue as
well. Lest it be inferred that this extension covers all kinds of
virtue, it is being refuted by the aphorism, "But (daily) Agnihotra etc". The word "but" refutes the misconception. The
obligatory daily duties like Agnihotra, enjoined in the Vedas, are
meant for that very result. The idea is that their result is the
same as that of knowledge.
How can this be so?
From such Upani~dic texts as, "The Brahmal)as seek to know
It through the study of the Vedas, sacrifices, charity, and austerity" (Br. IV. iv. 22).
Opponent: Since knowledge and works produce divergent
results, they cannot reasonably have the same result.
Vedantin: That creates no difficulty; for just as curds and
poison, known to produce fever and death respectively, become
tasteful and nourishing when mixed with sugar and mantra,
similarly (religious) work also, when associated with knowledge,
may lead to liberation.
Opponent: Since liberation has no beginning, how can it be
said to be an effect of work?
Vedantin: That obj.ection is hollow, since work helps from a
distance (i.e. indirectly) in producing the result. As work leads
gradually to knowledge, it is said by courtesy to lead to liberation itself. Accordingly, the statement that knowledge and work
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produce the same result refers to the work that had preceded
knowledge, for the knower of Brahman can have no such rite
as Agnihotra etc. after enlightenment, because as a result of the
realization of the unity of the Self with Brahman that cannot
be the object of any injunction, the man of enlightenment has
walked out of the pale of scriptures. But so far as meditation on
the qualified Brahman is concerned, a subsequent performance
of Agnihotra etc. is possible, since the agentship for such a
meditator remains intact. Even so, when these are performed
without any motive and hence have no separate result, they
can well be associated with meditation.
Opponent: Well then, to what action does this statement
about the non-attachment and destruction of the results of works
refer to? And to what action does this Vedic assignment (of
results to friends, foes, and others) refer to as stated in the following sentence found in a certain branch of the Vedas: "His
sons inherit his wealth; the friends acquire the merits; and the
foes get the demerits" (Kau. I. 4)?
Hence the aphorist replies:

3RIl~sfir ~~~ 1'1¥t4l: II Nil

am-

8RI': Apart from these 8AT another action
also ~
certainly (exists) ~ according to some people; (the assignment to friends, foes, and others refers to this); ~: according to both (Jaimini and BadarayaQa).

17. Besides these, there is also another kind of (good) action
with regard to which some people (make the assignment),
according- to both Jaimini and BadaT'iiytl1)il.

Apart from these obligatory rites like Agnihotra etc. other
good works surely exist that are performed with a motive for
results. Of these, the appropriation has been indicated by
people of a certain (branch of the Vedas) in, "The friends
acquire the merits" etc. And by saying, "In the very same way,
there are non-attachment and destruction of the others (i.e.
virtues) as well" (B. S. IV. i. 14), the non-attachment and destruction of these very works have been ascertained. Thus both
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the teachers Jaimini and Badarayal)a agree in accepting the view
that this kind of works, done with a desire, do not help in the
generation of knowledge.
TOPIC

13:

RITES UNACCOMPANIED BY MEDITATION

Doubt: Under the topic just finished it has been well established that when the obligatory duties like AgnibotTa etc. are
done for the purpose of getting liberation by one aspiring for
it, they become the cause of exhausting the accumulated sins,
and thereby the cause for purifying the mind. Becoming in this
way contributory to the realization of Brahman, which leads
to liberation, they come to have the same result as the knowledge of Brahman itself. Now these Agnibotra etc. may be
performed along with meditations that are based on the
auxiliaries of rites or without them. For from the following texts
we know that Ag'llibotra etc. can be done either separately or
along with meditation: "One who possessed of such knowledge
makes a sacrifice", "One who possessed of such knowledge pours
the oblation", "One who knowing thus chants the hymn", "One
who knowing thus sings", "Therefore one should select a man
possessed of this knowledge as (the priest called) Brahma, and
not one who is ignorant of this" (Ch. IV. xvii. 10), "With that
Om both perform rites--the one who knows and the one who
does hot" (Ch. I. i. 10). Now the point to be considered is
whether AgnibotTa and other rites, not just as they are but as
associated with meditation, become the cause of knowledge to
an aspirant for liberation and thus come to produce the same
result as knowledge, or such rites do so, equally without distinction, either by themselves or in association with knowledge.
Why does this doubt crop up?
Since in the text, "They seek to know it through sacrifice"
(Br. IV. iv. 22), the rites like AgnibotTa are heard of without
any reservation as the causes of knowledge, and since AgnibotTa
etc. when associated with meditation are known to acquire a
special advantage. What should be the conclusion then?
Opponent: Rites like AgnibotTa etc. when associated with
meditation can alone become helpful to the knowledge of the
Self, but not so those that are devoid of meditation. For a man of
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knowledge is known to have an advantage over the man without
knowledge from such Upani~dic texts as, "He who knows as
above conquers further death the very day he makes that offering" (Br. I. v. 2), and from such Smrti texts as, "Endowed with
which wisdom, 0 son of Prtha, thou shalt break through the
bonds of karma" (Gita, II. 39), "Work with desire is verily far
inferior to that performed with the mind undisturbed by the
thoughts of results, 0 Dhanafijaya" (Gita, II. 49).
Vediintin: This being the position, the aphorist explains:
~ rq..qr~
"~-~

this text

f1 IItE:i1l

Whatever (is done) ~ with knowledge"-m
surely (shows this).

~

18. The Upan#adic text, "'Whatever is done 'With knowledge"
surely indicates this.

It is true that Ag'llihotra and other rites when associated with
meditation are better than the Agnihotra etc. not associated with
meditation, just as much as a learned BrahmaQa is better than a
BriihmaQ.a without learning. Even so, Agnihotra and other rites
are not absolutely useless when they are not associated with
meditation.
Why?
Since in the Upani~adic text, "They seek to know It through
sacrifice" (Br. IV. iv. 22), the rites like Agnihotra etc. are heard
of without any reservation as the means of knowledge.
Opponent: Since it is known that Agnihotra etc. when associated with meditation have a distinct advantage over those
without meditation, it is but proper to say that Agnihotra etc.
when unassociated with meditation are not conducive to
knowledge.
Vediintin: That is not so. It is rather proper to think that
since Agnihotra etc., when associated with meditation, acquire
a certain distinction owing to the presence of meditation, therefore they have just a special efficacy in producing knowledge,
while it is not so in the case of mere Agnihotra etc. that are not
similarly associated; from that, however, one cannot conclude
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that Agnibotra etc., heard of in a general way in the text, "They
seek to know through sacrifices", as auxiliaries of knowledge, are
not their auxiliaries. For the passage which declares, "Whatever
one does along with knowledge, faith, and meditation, becomes
more efficacious" (Ch. I. i. 10), speaks of the rites like Agnibotra etc. as becoming "more efficacious" in producing their
own results when they are associated with their own meditations; it thereby shows that the very same Agnibotra etc. have
at least some efficacy in producing their results even when not
in association with meditation. The efficacy of a rite consists in
its being able to fulfil its own purpose. Hence the conclusion is
this: The obligatory rites like Agnibotra etc., both as associated
and unassociated with meditation, that were undertaken either in
this life or the previous life before the dawn of knowledge, with
a view to attaining liberation by one who hankers after it,
become the destroyers as far as possible of the accumulated
sins that stand in the way of the realization of Brahman. Thus
indirectly they become the cause of the realization of Brahman
Itself, so that in collaboration with such proximate causes of
enlightenment as hearing, reflection, faith, meditation, devotedness, etc., they come to have the same result as the knowledge
of Brahman has.
TOPIC

14:

ExPERIENCE OF THE ACTIVE MERIT AND DEMERIT

m

~ But "qF14tq-y exhausting ~ the other two
experiencing (them) ~m one merges in Brahman.

through

19. But the (enlightened) man merges in Brahman after
exhausting the other two, (viz merit and demerit that have
started fruition), by experiencing (their results in the present
life ).

It has been said that the virtues and vices that have not begun
yieldinr their results get annihilated through the power of
knowleage. But from the texts like, "He has to tarry so long as
the body does not fall, and then he merges (in Brahman)" (Ch.
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VI. xiv. 2), "Being but Brahman, he is merged in Brahman" (Br.
IV. iv. 6), it is known that the other virtues and vices that have
already begun to fructify are exhausted through experiencing
the results, and then the aspirant becomes Brahman.
Opponent: May it not be that on the analogy of seeing two
moons, the dualistic vision will persist even when the body falls
just as much as that vision continues as long as the body lasts
even after full enlightenment?
Veditntin: No, since there is no reason for this. That the
dualistic vision lasts before the fall of the body is because of
the need of exhausting the remaining portion of (the result of
active virtue and vice) through experience. But here after death
there is no such factor present.
Opponent: May not other outstanding virtues and vices produce newer experiences?
Vedantin: No, since their seeds are burnt away. For other
outstanding results of works can produce a fresh body after the
death of the present one only when they have false ignorance to
prop them up. But that false ignorance has been burnt away by
full enlightenment. Therefore it is but proper that when the
effect already produced wears away, liberation comes inevitably
to the man of knowledge.

SECfION
TOPIC

1: AT

II

DEATH THE ORGANS MERGE IN MIND

ccls\'1"'fu

~i"'I~I'iI II~II

ifTlt; Speech (merges) lAftr in the mind ~~;mr because it is
so pe;ceived :;r and ~ from scriptural statement.

1. The (function) of the organ of speech merges in the mind
(at the time of death) for so it is seen, and so the Upan#ads say.

Now before introducing the path of the gods, meant for arriving at the result of the inferior meditations (i.e. on the qualified
Brahman), the aphorist first speaks of the order of the departure
(from the body) as taught by the scriptures. He will say later
that the departure is similar for both the man who has the
knowledge l (of the qualified Brahman) and the man who has
not. Thus occurs the Upani~dic text about death, "0 amiable
one, when this man is about to die, his speech is withdrawn into
the mind, the mind into the vital force, the vital force into fire,
and fire into the supreme Deity" (Ch. VI. viii. 6).
Doubt: Now the doubt arises as to whether the above passage
speaks of the entry into the mind of the organ of speech together
with its functions or of the entry of the functions alone.
Opponent: While under this doubt, the conclusion that can
be drawn is that the organ of speech itself enters into the mind;
for thus would (the proper sense of) the passage be honoured,
while otherwise one would have to resort to a figure of speech.
Whenever a doubt arises about the literal or figurative meaning
of a text, the literal one has to be accepted and not the figurative.
Hence the withdrawal here is of the organ of speech itself into
the mind.
1 Although the text speaks of "vidviin", Anandagiri takes it in the sense
of aO meditator on the Qualified Brahman, while Ratnaprabbii uses the
term "upasaka-meditator" as its synonym.
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Vedantin: This being the position, we say that the functions
alone of the organ of speech are withdrawn into the mind.
Opponent: How is this interpretation about the withdrawal
of the functions of the organ of speech arrived at when the
teacher's (i.e. aphorist's) statement is, "Speech goes into the
mind"?
Vediintin: This is true, but later he will state, "The parts
(i.e. the organs of the enlightened man), merged in Brahman,
become non-distinct from It on the authority of the scriptures"
(IV. ii. 16). Hence it is understood that what is meant here is
merely the cessation of the functions (of all in general). If,
however, the merger of the organ of speech itself be meant, then
since the non-distinction is the same everywhere (for the enlightened and the ignorant), why should the aphorist make a separate
mention of it (in the case of the enlightened) by saying, "nondistinct" (in IV. ii. 16)? So the intended meaning here being the
cessation of the functions of the organ of speech, the idea conveyed is that the functions of the organ of speech become
withdrawn even while the functions of the mind continue.
How can this be so?
Because it is seen to be so. For it is a matter of experience
that the power of speech stops earlier even while the power of
the mind still continues. Not that the withdrawal of the organ
of speech together with its functions into the mind can actually
be seen by anybody.
Opponent: On the strength of the Vedic text it can be
asserted that what is spoken of here is the merger of the organ
of speech into the mind itself.
Vediintin: The answer is given by saying, no, since that is not
its material cause. A thing can merge into what its material
cause is, as for instance an earthen plate into earth. But there is no
valid proof to show that the organ of speech originates from the
mind; whereas the engagement of the functions in activity or
their disengagement is seen to be based on something that may
not be the material cause. For instance, the activity of fire, which
is of the nature of light and heat, (tejas) may originate from
fuel which is by nature earth, and it may get extinguished in
water.
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Opponent: On such an interpretation, how will the Upanipdic text, "Speech is withdrawn into the mind" (Ch. VI. viii.
6) be reconciled?
Vedantin: That is why the aphorist says, "and so the Upani$3.ds say" (in a figurative sense that is not antagonistic to
reason). The idea implied is that the Upani~dic text fits in
with this interpretation according to which the organ and its
functions are understood to be the same in a figurative sense. 2

am ~

~ ijqill4"1 "~II

~ And 1Rf: ~ for the same reason uctffUr all (the functions
of all the organs) ~ follows (i.e. get merged in the mind).

2. And fur the stmle Teason 1111 the functions of all the organs
get merged in the mind.
In the text, "Therefore one who gets his light extinguished
(or heat cooled off) attains rebirth together with the organs that
enter into the mind" (Pr. III. 9), we hear of the entry of all
the organs without exception into the mind. Since even here,
"for the same reason" (as in the foregoing aphorism), viz that
just like the organ of speech, the organs of sight etc. are seen
to lose their functions even when the mind continues to be
active, and since it is not possible that the organs as such can
merge in the mind, and since the Upani~dic text also fits in thus,
therefore the conclusion is that it is in the sense of the cessation
of their functions alone that all the organs get withdrawn into
the mind. Although there is no exception to this withdrawal of
all the organs into the mind, the separate mention of the organ
of speech (in the first aphorism) is in accordance with its mention in, "Speech is withdrawn into the mind" (Ch. VI. viii. 6).
TOPIC

2:

MIND MERGES IN FRANA

Doubt: It is well understood that in the text, "Speech is
withdrawn into the mind", what is intended to imply is the
withdrawal of the functions. Now, as regards the succeeding
• The literal sense being impossible, a resOrt to a figure of speech is
quite logical.
54
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text, "The mind into the vital force" (Ch. VI. viii. 6), is it the
withdrawal of the functions alone that is meant here as well, or
is it the withdrawal of the possessor of the functions?
Opponent: When under such a doubt, the conclusion should
be that the withdrawal of the possessor of the functions is meant
here, since this view is supported by Upani~adic texts and since
the vital force can well be the material cause of the mind. Thus
we have, "0 amiable one, the mind is derived from food (i.e.
earth), food is derived from water" (Ch. VI. v. 4), where the
scripture mentions the mind as originating from food and food
from water. There occurs also the Upani~adic text, "And water
created food" (Ch. VI. ii. 4). So to say that the mind merges
in the vital force is the same as to say that food itself merges
in water; for food is mind, and water is the vital force, since a
material cause and its transformations are the same.
Vediintin: This being the position, we say,

mt That IA: mind (merges) srrQt in the vital force
(revealed) in the subsequent (text).

~

as

1. That mind merges in the vital force as is revealed in the
subsequent text.
From the subsequent portion of the text (cited above) It IS to
be understood that when this mind merges in the vital force,
it does so through (the absorption of) its functions alone together with the functions of the external organs that are withdrawn
into it. Thus it is that when a man wants to sleep or is about to
die, the activities of the mind are seen to cease even while the
function of the vital force, consisting in its vibration (respiration), still persists. Besides, the mind as such cannot merge into
the vital force, since that is not its material source.
Opponent: Have we not shown that the vital force is the
material cause of the mind?
Vediintin: That is not valid, for it is not logical that the mind
should merge into the vital force in accordance with the above
ratiocination. For even so, the mind would have to be absorbed
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into food (i.e. earth), food into water, and the vital force too
into water. But even from such a standpoint no proof can be
adduced to show that the mind originates from water transformed into the vital force. Hence the mind as such does not
get absorbed into the vital force. It was also shown earlier that
the text can fit in even if the merger of the functions is meant,
for the functions and the possessor of the functions are figuratively understood to be the same.
TOPIC 3: FRANA MERGES INTO THE SoUL
Doubt: This much has been established that the functions of
one entity can be withdrawn into some other entity that
is not its material cause, but not so can the entity itself be
absorbed. Now with regard to the text, "the vital force into
(tejas) fire" (Ch. VI. viii. 6), the consideration that arises is
whether the function of the vital force is withdrawn into fire,
just as the text literally implies, or is it withdrawn into the soul
that is the master of this cage formed by the body and senseorgans?
Opponent: As to that, the vital force should get absorbed
into fire, since the meaning of a U pani$lldic text cannot be laid
bare to doubts and because it is improper to imagine something
not heard of.
Vedantin: This being the position, the aphorist explains:

~~ (I$q~lqlF<tQ:(: ll'tll
~: That (Pr~) ~ (merges) into the presiding entity
(i.e. the Self) ffi(-~-~: because of such facts as approaching that.

4. That one (i.e. the vital force) is (known to he) 'Withdrawn
into the ruler (i.e. the individual Self) from such facts as
approaching that (Self at the time of death).

"That one", the vital force that is being considered, subsists
in "the ruler", in the (individual) Self identified with the intellect and having ignorance, past works, and past experiences as
Its limiting adjuncts; that is to say, the activities of the vital
force remain chiefly concerned with It.
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How is this known?
"From such facts as its approaching that Self." For thus it is
that another Upa'ni~dic passage shows in a general way how all
the prii1)as (organs) without exception approach the ruler, "All
the organs approach the departing man at the time of death
when breathing becomes difficult" (Br. IV. iii. 38); and in the
text, "When it departs, the vital force follows" (Br. IV. iv. 2),
it is specially shown how the vital force, having five functions,
follows the ruler; and in the text, "When the vital force departs
all the organs (prm.zas) follow" (ibid.), it is shown how the
other prii'!llls follow the vital force. Besides, by showing in the
text, "Then the Self remains equipped with the organs of
knowledge" (ibid.), that the ruler has consciousness inside, it is
made clear that the vital force, with the sense-organs merged in
it, subsists in that soul.
Opponent: Since the Upani~d declares, "The vital force is
withdrawn into fire" (Ch. VI. viii. 6), how can an erroneous
meaning be asserted by saying that it goes to the ruler?
Vediinti1l: That creates no difficulty, since in such activities
as leaving the body, the soul plays the dominant part and any
special point stated in other Upani~ds has to be taken into
account.
Opponent: How then is the Upani~dic text to be explained
that the vital force is withdrawn into fire (tejas)?
Vedantin: Hence the aphorist says,

~ CRt.-~: 1l¥.11
(The soul stays) ~ among the elements
being so declared in the Upani~ds.

6'({~:

that

5. The soul comes to stay among the elements, it being so
declllTed by the Upan#ads.
On the authority of the text, "The vital force is withdrawn
into fire", it is to be understood that this ruler, associated with
the vital force, exists amidst the subtle elements that are associated with fire and constitute the seed of the body.
Opponent: But that text shows the existence of the vital force
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in fire, and not of the existence of the ruler, accompanied by
the vital force, in fire.
Vedantin: That is no defect, since in the aphorism, "That one
is merged in the ruler", it has been pointed out that the ruler
also is to be understood as having been mentioned by the
Upani~d in between the vital force and fire; for one, who
having gone from Srughna to Mathura, proceeds then to
Piitaliputra, may well be said to have proceeded from Srughna
to Piitaliputra. Hence the text, "The vital force is withdrawn
into fire" is to be understood to mean that it is the ruler (i.e.
soul) itself, associated with the vital force, that continues to
stay amidst the subtle elements which are the associates of tejas
(fire).3
Opponent: Since fire alone is mentioned in the text, "The
vital force is withdrawn into fire", how can it be asserted that
the ruler exists amidst the elements which have fire as an associate?
Vedantin: Hence the aphorist says,

Of Not ~ in a single one ~ for
( otherwise).

ma-:

both show

6. (The soul does) not (come to stay) amidst a si1lgle element,
for both (the UpaniFods and Smrtis) show otherwise.
It is not a fact that at the time of the soul's desire to attain a
new body it exists in the midst of a single element, viz fire, for
the gross body is seen to be formed of many elements. The
question and answer also reveal this in the passage starting with,
"Do you know how water comes to be called man when the
fifth oblation is poured?" (Ch. V. iii. 3). That fact was explained
under the aphorism, "On account of water being constituted by
three clements, the soul goes enveloped by all of them, though
• 50 "fire" actually means the subtle elements, or rather the subtle body,
where the soul subsists, as also does PT~a through its existence in the
soul.
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water is mentioned because of its preponderance" (B. S. III. L
2). The Upani~dic and Smrti texts also point to this. The
relevant Upani~dic text runs thus: "That Self is identified with
... earth, water, air, space, and fire" (Br. IV. iv. 5). The Smrti
text is, "All this in the universe emerges, as of yore, along with
the five subtle elements that are indestructible" (Manu, I. 21),
and so on.
Opponent: With regard to the time when the soul wants to
acquire a new body after the organs of speech etc. are withdrawn, another Upani~dic passage starts with the sentence,
"Where is the man then?" (Br. III. ii. 13), and then decides
that the soul rests on the results of past works (kll'l'11Ul) in the
text, "What they mentioned there was only karma, and what
they praised there was also only kll'l'11Ul" (ibid).
Ved4ntin: As to that the answer is: The subject dealt with
there is the emergence of bondage which is constituted by the
senses and sense-objects, called the grl1has (Le. perceivers) and
atigrahas (i.e. impellers of the perceivers-i.e. objects of perception) and which is determined by past works. In this sense it is
said that the soul rests on kf11'1nll (work). But the subject dealt
with here is the creation of a fresh body from the materials, viz
the elements. In this sense it is said that it rests on the elements.
Besides, by using the word "praise" in the other text (i.e.
Brhaclaral)yaka) a mere predominance of kttrma is shown there,
and it is not that any other resting place is also negated thereby.
Hence there is no contradiction.
TOPIC

4:

DEPARTURE OF THE ENLIGHTENED AND THE
UNENLIGHTENED

Doubt: Is this departure from the body the same for the
enlightened and the unenlightened persons? Or is there any distinction?
Opponent: When under such a doubt, the conclusion that can
be arrived at is that this departure has got a distinction, inasmuch
as this departure occurs in conjunction with the subtle elements,
and it is for rebirth that the elements are resorted to. Moreover,
there can be no rebirth for the enlightened man, for the
Upani~d declares that the man of knowledge attains immortal-
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iry. Hence this departure is related to the unenlightened man
alone.
Objection: Since this discussion occurs in the scripture under
the topic of knowledge, this must be about the man of knowledge.
Opponent: No, since this departure is described there as a
fact already known (or a matter of natural occurrence) just like
sleep etc. Just as even in a context of knowledge, sleep etc.,
occurring to all creatures, are described in such texts as, "When
a man comes to be known as 'He sleeps' " (Ch. VI. viii. 1), "When
he comes to be known as 'He wants to eat''' (Ch. VI. viii. 3),
"When he comes to be known as 'He wants to drink'" (Ch.
VI. viii. 5); and this is done so because this is helpful to the
comprehension of the subject being explained but not for
describing the man of knowledge as possessed of such distinctions; similarly this departure from the body that is common
to men in general is being described in order to establish the
fact that the supreme Deity in which the fire of the departing
man merges is the Self and that "Thou art That". Besides, this
departure is denied in the case of a man of knowledge in, "His
organs do not depart" (Br. IV. iv. 6). Therefore this departure
is of the unenlightened man alone.
Vedii1ltill: This being the position, we say.

'iii' And (the mode of departure is) ~ the same

arr-~Rr

~~

up to the beginning of the path; "iii' and ar~ the
immortality (is relative) ar.rt~l:f without burning ignorance.
7. And thf? 1J1ode of deptrrture (at the time of death) is the
same (for the kl10wer of the qu.alified Brahman and the ignorant
711an) up to the beginning of the path (of the gods); and the
i1mllortality (that is spoken of) is the one that is attained without
burning ignorance.

It is but proper that the departure as gescribed in such texts
as, "Speech is withdrawn into the mind" (Ch. VI. viii. 6), should
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be "the same for the knower and the ignorant" upto the point
where they start for their respective separate paths; for this is
spoken of without any distinctive specification. The ignorant
man moves on, resting on the subtle elements constituting the
seed of the next body and under the impulsion of his past
works, for the sake of fresh experiences in a new body. But the
man of knowledge pursues the path through the nerve (passing
out of the crown of the head 4 and) lighted up by knowledge
and leading to liberation. This fact is stated in the aphorism by
saying, "Up to the beginning of the path (of the gods)".
Opponent: The enlightened man has to attain immortality,
which does not depend on going from one place to another; so
how can there be any resort to the elements and the commencement of a path?
Vedii1ltill: As to that, the answer is that this immortality is
relative for the man whose blemishes have not been totally burnt
away-for one who wants to attain a relative immortality by
virtue of his knowledge of the qualified Brahman without completely burning away his ignorance. In such a case both reliance
on the elements and the commencement of a path are possible.
For the sense-organs cannot move without something to rest on.
Hence there is no fault.
TOPIC

5:

RELATIVE MERGF.R OF FIRE ETC.

Doubt: It has been ascertained in accordance with the context
that the meaning of the text, "Fire gets withdrawn into the
supreme Deity" (eh. VI. viii. 6), is that the fire of the dying
man, which is under consideration, gets merged in the supreme
Deity along with the ruler, the vital force, the assemblage of
sense-organs, and the other elements. Now it is being considered
what this merger actually is.
Opponent: As to that, the conclusion arrived at is that the
merger is absolute and of the thing itself in' its entirety; for
that is the reasonable position inasmuch as the Deity is its
material cause. For it has been established earlier that the
• The ignorant move through the other inferior nerves-this is the
difference.
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supreme Deity is the material cause of all things that are born.
Hence this attainment of identity is absolute and complete.
Vedantin: To this we say.

~1a': ~r\II<04q<t:dI<t 1Ic;1I
ffi{ That (group of elements-fire and the rest) (continues)
arr~:

till final release ~~-OCfq(qllq: for there is declaration
of the transmigratory state (till then).
8. That r;roup of elements (counting from fire) continues till
complete liberation; for there is a declaration of the continUlI'llce
of the tranS11tir;ratory state till then.
"That", the group of subtle elements counting from fire that
supplies the basis for the organs of hearing etc., "continues till
complete liberation", till liberation from the transmigratory state
as a result of full enlightenment; for the state of transmigration
is described thus (for the ignorant alone): "Some souls enter the
womb for acquiring bodies and others follow the motionless in
accordance with their (past) works and in conformity with
their knowledge" (Ka. II. ii. 7). On a contrary supposition all
would become Brahman in an absolute sense, since at the time
of death their limiting adjuncts would become extinct. In that
case all scriptures of injunction would be useless, as also all
scriptures about knowledge. Moreover, the bondage that arises
from false ignorance cannot be removed by anything apart from
full enlightenment. Accordingly, though Brahman is the material
cause, still the merger in Existence (Brahman) at death occurs
in such a way as to ensure the continuance of these (organs etc.)
in a latent state (so that they can re-emerge) just as it happens
during deep sleep and dissolution.

~+t ~~ ttl!(Iq{'5.it: IItli
'if

such

~~ minute 5f1ffVRr: in
~: being the experience.

And

(its) size (or measure)

~r

9. That fire (as also other elements) is minute in its nature,
as also in size, because it is seen to be so.
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And that fire along with the other elements, which constitute
a habitat for the soul emerging out of its present body, must
be subtle in nature and measure. It is thus that we gather from
the Upani$adic declaration about its going out through the
nerves that fire (as also the other elements) is a subtle element.
It is possible for it to move through the nerves because of its
minuteness in size, and it is unobstructed because of its fineness
by nature. It is because of this fact again that it is not perceived
by people near by when it departs from the body.

~ifKt: \I t o "
" Not (is the subtle one destroyed) \;q~;r by the destruction (of the gross body) am: for this reason.

10. For this (very) reason the subtle body is not destroyed
even when the gross one is.
"For this very reason", just because it is subtle, the other body,
"the subtle body", "is not destroyed, even when the gross body
is destroyed" through cremation etc.

3f~q :q)q1:ffl~ ~ \I t t"
~: This 3iqf warmth awf belongs to this (subtle body)
~ to be sure ~: for that stands to reason.

11. And this warmth belongs to this subtle body to be sure,
for that stands to reason.
The warmth that people feel by touching a living body
"belongs to this" one, to the "subtle body, to be sure". Thus it
is that when death takes place and the body still persists, heat
is not perceived even though the other attributes of the body
like form etc. persist; but it is perceived only when the body
is alive. Hence it stands to reason that this heat belongs to something other than the well-known gross body. In support of this
occurs the Vedic text, "It is warm indeed so long as it lives,
and cold when it dies".
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DEPARTURE FOR A KNOWER OF BRAHMAN

(The organs do not depart) ~~tmr because of the (scriptural) denial ~f~ ~ if it be argued thus, then or not so; (for
the denial means that they do not depart) ~1I<l<Iq: from the
individual soul.

12. If it be contel1ded that tbe organs of tbe man of J.'1uywledge
do not depart from the body because of the denial in tbe scripture, tben (according to the opponent) it is not so, for the denial
is about the departure from the individual soul.
From the reservation made under the aphorism, "And the
immortality spoken of is one that is attained without burning
ignorance" (IV. ii. 7), it is admitted that in the absolute immortality there is an absence of any course to be followed and any
departure from the body. Still lest there be any apprehension
of departure owing to some reason or other, that is denied
through the text, "But the man who does not desire (never
transmigrates). Of him who is without desires, who is free from
desires, the objects of whose desire have been obtained, and to
whom all objects of desire are but the Self-the organs do not
depart. Being but Brahman he is merged in Brahman" (Br. IV
iv. 6). Now since this denial occurs in the context of the
supreme knowledge, the organs of the man who has realized
the supreme Brahman have no departure from the body.
The reply (to this by the opponent) is: No, since this "denial
is concerned with the departure of the organs from the
embodied one", and not from the body.
Objection: How is this known (that the organs depart not
from the body but from the embodied entity)?
Opponent: Because in the other (Madhyandina) branch the
fifth case-ending is used (in tasmat-from him). Since the sixth
case-ending (in tasya~f him) (in the Kit(lva recension) is used
to imply relationships in general, it can be delimited to a particular relationship on the strength of the ablative (fifth case-
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ending) (in tasmat) in the other (Madhyandina) recension. And
by the word tasmiit (from him) the embodied soul that is
qualified for secular prosperity or liberation is referred to, for it
is the chief subject (of the context), but not so is the body
referred to. The idea implied is this: "From him", from the
individual soul, that is about to depart from the body, the organs
do not depart; they remain in its company. When the soul
departs, it departs from the body along with the organs.
Vediintin: This being the position, it is being refuted:

(This is not so) ~ because ~ in the case of the followers of one branch, m: (there is) a clear (denial of the
soul's departure from the body).
13. This is not so, for in case of the followers of one recen-

sion there is a clear denial of the souPs departure.
The assertion was made to the effect that even for the man
who knows Brahman there can be such a fact as departure from
the body, the denial of dep:trture having been made about the
departure (of the organs) from the embodied soul. This is not
correct, for the denial of the departure (of the organs) from
the body is clearly met with in a particular recension. Thus in
the course of answering the question of Artabhiiga, "When this
one (Le. the body of the liberated man) dies, do the organs then
go up from this one, or do they not?" it is stated from the point
of view of the departure (from the body). "'No,' replied
Yiijfiavalkya" (Br. III. ii. 11). Then since the misconception
might arise that in that case this one does not die because the
organs do not depart, the assertion of the merger of the organs
is made in, "they merge in this one only" (ibid); and for establishing this fact it is said, "This one swells, this one is inflated,
and in that state lies dead" (ibid), where swelling etc. are
asserted about something that is referred to by "this one"· (sab)
that is under discussion and that forms the basis from which
the departure can occur. Such descriptions fit in with the body
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and not the embodied soul. 5 In conformity with this, the text
that has a reading with the fifth case-ending, viz "The organs
do not depart from this one, they merge in this one only"
(Miidhyandina reading), has to be interpreted to mean that
though the embodied soul is primarily alluded to by the pronoun
(this one), still the denial is concerned with the departure from
the body that is figuratively identified with the embodied soul.
But in the case of those (of the Kii~lVa recension) who have the
reading ("of this one") with the sixth case-ending, the departure
is denied in relation to the man of knowledge, so that the denial
in that sentence is concerned with the departure as it is well
known (in the world); and what is a well-known fact is the
departure from the body and not from the embodied soul, so
that the denial comes to mean the denial of the departure (of the
organs) from the body. Moreover, the departure of the ignorant
man from the body and his course of transmigration are described elaborately in the text, "The soul departs either through
the eyes or through the head or through any other part of the
hody. When it departs, all the organs follow" etc. (Br. IV. iv.
2). That topic of the ignorant man is ended with, "Thus does
the man transmigrate who desires" (Br. IV. iv. 6). Then the
man of knowledge is mentioned thus, "But the man who does
not desire" (ibid). Now, should the (latter) text mean that the
departure from the body (in the earlier text) is meant for him
as well, then this separate mention becomes incongruous. Hence
to make this separate mention purposeful, the text is to be
explained to signify the denial of the departure and the following of a course in the case of a man of knowledge, though they
are but natural to a man of ignorance. Besides, it is unreasonable
that a man who has known Brahman and become identified with
the all-pervasive Brahman and h3s his desires and results of
karoma annihilated should depart or have any course to follow,
for there is no rhyme or reason for that. And texts like, "Attains
Brahman in this very body" (Br. IV. iv. 7) indicate the absence
of departure and paths for him.
G Even though the word used is pU'l'Uf4 (man), it means the body; for
the soul cannot have swelling etc. that are stated about it by referring
to it by the term "this one".
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ma- =if 1\ ~¥II
14. And the Smrti also says so.

Moreover, the absence of movement and departure is mentioned in the Mahiihhiirata: "Even gods become befooled in the
course of finding out the path of one who has become one with
the Self of all beings, who has understood all beings truly as
the Self, and who has no state to reach."
0pp01lent: But the Smrti also mentions a path that the
knowers of Brahman tread: "Once upon a time Suka, son of
Vyasa, became desirous of liberation and proceeded towards the
solar orb. When called back by his father who was following
him, he responded saying, 'Sir'''.
Vediintin: Not so, for it is to be understood that Suka reached
a particular region through his power of Yoga even while he was
in the body, and there he gave it up. For such facts as being seen
by all beings are mentioned in that connection, whereas nobody
can have any visual perception when a disembodied soul moves
on. It is in line with this that in that very context the conclusion
is made thus: "But Suka accelerated his speed to more than that
of wind, moved across space exhibiting his own power, and then
he became merged in all beings". Hence the knower of Brahman
has neither any departure from the body nor any course to
follow. We shall state later on as to whom the Upani~dic texts
about courses refer (IV. iii. 7).
TOPIC

7:

THE ORGANS OF THE KNOWER MERGE IN BRAHMAN

m
~

If(

w.rr

~ II~~II

mfi'f Those (organs)

~

because CPIT so (the

Upani~d) ~

(merge) in the supreme Brahman
says.

1 J. Those organs get merged in the supreme Bra/mum, for
such is the declaration of the Upanifad.

And "those organs", called the prii'Qas, as also the (subtle)
elements, of the knower of the supreme Brahman "merge in the
supreme" Self.
Why is it so?
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Since "such is the declaration of the U pani~ad" (as in): "So
also these sixteen parts (i.e. limbs) of the all-seeing PUTUla (i.e.
infinite Being) that have PUNlja as their abode get absorbed on
reaching PurUla" (Pr. VI. 5).
Opponent: Another Upani~adic text, speaking about the man
of realization, states that the "parts" get merged somewhere
other than the supreme Self: "To their sources repair the fifteen
parts (constituents of the body)" (Mu. III. ii. 7).
Vediintin: Not so, for this (Mul)daka) text speaks from the
phenomenal point of view, and it means that the constituents
that are the products of the elements--earth etc.-repair to their
own material sources. But the other (PrasQ.a) text states from
the standpoint of the man of realization that (in his view) all
the constituents get absorbed in the supreme Brahman Itself.
Hence there is no defect.
8: ABSOLUTE ABSORPTION OF THE CoNSTITUENTS
Doubt: Does the merger of the constituents of the body of
the man of realization occur wholly as in the case of others, or
is some part left out?
Opponent: Since that is a resorption like any other resorption,
their potentiality must remain intact.
Vediintin: To this the aphorist says,
TOPIC

31fcrmm ~ II ~ ~II
ar-fermtT:

Non-distinction (with Brahman results)
the authority of scriptural declaration.

cr:;:r;nq:

on

16. (Absolute) non-distinction (with Brahman comes about)
on the authority of the scriptural declaration.
It is a total unification to be sure.
Why so?
"On the authority of the scriptural declaration". Thus it is
that after relating the merger of the constituents, the Upani~ad
says, "When their names and forms are destroyed and they are
simply called PUNl~a. Such a man of realization is without the
constituents and is immortal" (Pr. VI. 5). Besides, the constituents that spring from ignorance can have no remnant after
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their resorption through knowledge. Accordingly, they must
become absolutely unified (with Brahman).
TOPIC

9:

DEPARTURE OF ONE WHO KNOWS THE
QUALIFIED BRAHMAN

~SW*ti."5<i ~f~ fq(lt*ll'1lU1iq d~ilC'4'lfi1fo
lf~ i!1~r.xil@d: ~'ClCfil(l II ~1311
ijij'-3fRi:-anr-~ There occurs an illumination of the top
of its (i.e. soul's) abode (viz the heart); 6~-S1ifilftld-~~:
having the door illumined by that (light), (the soul goes out)"
fcmr~arR{ owing to the efficacy of knowledge '"I' and ~
~-rrfu-~-lf)Jffi[ owing to the appropriateness of the constant
meditation about the way which is a part of that (knowledge),
~-~: under the favour of Him who resides in the hean,
~6-alf1;rCfilH through that (nerve) which is the hundred and first.

17. (When the soul of the mon who has realized the qualified
Brahmon is about to depart), there occurs a1l illumination of the
top of the heart. Having that door illumined by that light, the
soul, under the favour of Him who resides in the heart, departs
through the hundred md first nerve, owing to the efficacy of
the knowledge and the appropriateness of the constant thought
about the course which is II plITt of thllt knowledge.
Doubt: The incidental consideration of the knowledge of the
supreme Brahman is concluded. Now, however, the aphorist
pursues the reflections about the inferior knowledge. It has been
stated that the process of departure from the body is the same
for the man of knowledge (i.e. of one who meditates on the
qualified Brahman) and the man of ignorance up to the point
where the path of the gods begins. Now is being considered the
entry (of the soul) into that course. When the soul, identified
with the intellect, that has all its organs counting from the
organ of speech withdrawn into itself, is about to leave the
body, then the heart becomes its abode, the place of its existence,
in accordance with the Upani~dic text, "Completely withdrawing these particles of light (i.e. powers of the organs), it
comes to the heart" (Br. IV. iv. 1). The illumination of the top
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of the heart and the departure from such bases as the eye after
that top becomes lighted up are mentioned by the U pani~d in
the passage, "The top of the heart of this one brightens. Through
that brightened top the soul departs, either through the eyes or
through the head, or through any other part of the body" (Br.
IV. iv. 2). Now does this departure occur in the same way both
in the cases of the enlightened and the unenlightened, or is there
any distinction in the case of the enlightened?
Opponent: When under such a doubt, the conclusion should
be that there is no distinction, for the Upani~dic text is the
same.
Veditntin: That being the position, the aphorist says that
though the top of the heart becomes illumined both for the
man of knowledge and the man of ignorance, and though the
door is illumined thereby, yet the man of knowledge departs
from the region of the head, whereas the others depart from
other regions.
Why?
Because of the power of knowledge. Should the man of
knowledge also depart from any region indiscriminately just
like the others, he will not attain a virtuous world, so that hi!i
knowledge will be useless. And this is so "because of the appropriateness of constant thought about the course forming a part
of the knowledge". In connection with certain meditations it is
enjoined that the soul's path that is associated with the nerve at
the top of the head and forms a part of the meditation itself has
to be reflected on. And it is reasonable that by virtue of thinking
on it he should emerge through that very thing. Therefore the
man of knowledge, favoured as he is by Brahman which is
meditated on as having Its abode in the heart, becomes unified
in thought with Brahman and emerges out of the body through
the nerve counted as the one over and above a hundred; but
others emerge through other nerves. That is why it is stated in
the scripture in connection with the meditation about the heart,
"The nerves of the heart are a hundred and one in number. Of
them the one passes through the head. Going up through that
nerve one gets immortality. Other nerves that have different
55
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directions become the causes of death" (Ka. II. iii. 16, Ch. VIII.
vi. 6).
TOPIc

10:

mq-BJilm-U

THE SoUL FOLLOWS THE

RAyS

OF THE SUN

By following the rays (of the sun).

18. (Tbe soul of the mall of knowledge) proceeds by following the rays of the sun.

,
,

Starting with the sentence, "Now then, there is the palace of
Brahman in the shape of the tiny lotus of the heart that is
within the body; in that exists (Brahman called) the small inner
Space" (Ch. VIII. i.- 1), a meditation about the heart is enjoined.
In the course of describing this meditation, the start is made
with, "Now these nerves of the heart" (Ch. VIII. vi. I), and
then a connection is elaborately shown between the nerves (in
the heart) and the rays (of the sun) in the passage, "Then when
anyone departs from this body thus, he goes up along these
rays" (Ch. VIII. vi. 5), and again it is stated, "Going up through
that nerve one gets immortality" (Ch. VIII. vi. 6). From this it
is known that the soul, while emerging through the hundred
and first nerve, goes out along the rays.
Now the doubt arises as to whether the soul follows the rays
equally, irrespective of the occurrence of the death during the
day-time or night, or it does so only when dying in the daytime.
Vedantin: This being the doubt, the aphorist declares that
the soul progresses by the way of the rays irrespective of the
time of death, for the Upani~ad speaks in general terms.

f.:Jfu itfu
f.rr~

~ ~k( ..\i{(l( ~'~If.:~,cllQ: ~ :q lI~tll

In the night if there is no (progress along the rays)
if it be argued thus, then if not so, lfrcR{-~-~q~
since there is a continuance as long as the body lasts ~~
of the relationship (between the nerve and the rays); =q also
~lJfu the Upani~d reveals this.

mr ~
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19. If it be argued that the soul departing at night can have
no prowess along the rays, then it is not so, since the connection
between the nerve and the rays conti1mes as long as the body
lasts; and this is revealed in the Upanijad.
Opponent: The nerve and the sun's rays remain connected
during the day, so that a man dying in the day may well follow
the rays (in his upward course); but that is not possible for a
man dying at night because the connection between the nerve
and the rays is then snapped.
Vediintin: Not so, for the connection between the nerve and
the rays lasts as long as the body itself, for the nerve and the
rays remain in association as long as the embodied state continues; (the connection is not broken by night). This fact is
revealed by the U pani~d in, "Extending from that solar orb
they (the rays) enter into the nerves, and spreading out from
the nerves they enter the solar orb" (Ch. VIII. vi. 2). In summer
the presence of the rays, even during nights, is perceived from
their effect of producing heat etc. If it is difficult to perceive
them during the nights in other seasons, it is because they are
present in very small measures even as they are in cloudy days
during winter. The text, "The sun makes of it a day even at
night", reveals this very fact. Were a man, dying at night, to
proceed upward even without following the rays, the pursuit
of the rays itself would become useless. The Upani~d does not
mention separately that those who die in the day-time proceed
upward by following the rays, while those who die at night do
so without depending on the rays. On the contrary if it be
supposed that even a man of knowledge cannot proceed upward
owing to the offence of his dying at night, then the fruit of
knowledge will become uncertain, so that men will have no
inducement to it, for one cannot regulate the time of one's
death. It cannot he that a soul that has hecome detached from
the IlOlly at night, must wait till day dawns; for even when day
dawns, its body may not come in contact with the solar rays,
it (the hody) having heen already consigned to fire etc. The
text. "In the little time that the mind takes to travel from one
object to another, the man of knowledge reaches the sun" (Ch.
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VIII. vi. 5), also shows that there is no waiting (for d~ybreak).
Therefore the soul's pursuit of the rays is the same whether it
departs at night or in the day.
TOPIC

11:

SoUL'S JOURNEY DuRING THE SUN'S SoUTHERN CoURSE

arq~sflf ~ lI~oll

m

am: 'if For the same reason
even (when dying) cUlRVf II1A
during the southern course of the sun (the soul gets the fruits
of knowledge).
20. For the very strine reason (the soul gets the result of
knowledge) even when defXtrting during the sun's southern
course.
Just because of this-because there is no need for waiting,
because the result of knowledge is not uncertain, and because
the time of death is unpredictable-if a man of knowledge
should die during the southward course of the sun, he will get
the result of his knowledge all the same. By this aphorism the
aphorist demolishes the misconception about the necessity of
waiting till the sun starts northward that may arise from the
facts that the sanctity of the northern course is well recognized,
that Bh'j~a is known to have waited for it, and that the Upani~d says, "From the bright fortnight he goes to the six months
during which the sun moves nc.rthward" (Ch. IV. xv. 5). The
well-known sanctity is a fact in relation to the men of ignorance.
As for BhI~'s waiting for departure during the northern
course, it was by way of showing respect to popular sentiment
and demonstrating the validity of his father's boon that his death
would be at his own command. As for the meaning of the
U pani~adic text, it will be explained under the aphorism, "These
are deities conducting the soul for there are indicatory marks
to that effect" (B. S. IV. iii. 4).
Opponent: In the Smrti the start is made with the verse,
"Now I shall tell thee, 0 thou mightiest of the Bharatas, of the
time travelling in which, the Y ogins return, (and again of that
taking which) they do not return" (Gita, VIII. 23), and then
the special times like day, calculated to lead to cessation from
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rebirth, are defined in the main; so how can a man departing at
night or during the southern course of the sun be freed from
rebirth?
Vedantin: As to that, the answer is:

lflfiA: srfu 'if ~ ~ ~ "~~II
And (these times etc.)
are mentioned in the Smrti
lf1flr;r: ~ for the Yogins; 'if and t:!€t these two (samkhya and
Yoga paths) are ~ri mentioned in the Smrti (and not the
Vedas).
'If

m€t

21. And these times etc. are mentioned in the Smrti for the
Y oginsj and these (paths of) Si1hkhya tmd Yoga are mentioned
in the Smrtis tmd not the Vedas.

These limitations of time etc. as leading to the cessation of
rebirth are mentioned in the Smrtis for the Y ogins. These (paths
of Yoga and Smnkhya6 belong to the Smrtis and not to the
Vedas. Thus owing to a difference of the subject-matters and
the special qualifications of the people following them, the
fixation of time found in the Smrtis is not to be applied to the
U pani~dic context.
Opponent: The paths of the gods and the manes, just as they
are presented in the Upani~ds, can be recognized as recounted
in the Smrtis as well: "Fire, flame, day-time, the bright fortnight,
the six months of the northern passage of the sun .... Smoke,
night-time, the dark fortnight, the six months of the southern
passage of the sun" (GYm, VIII. 24-25).
Vedanti1z: The answer is that since a promise about the time
is made thus in the Smrri, "I shall tell thee of the time" (GYm,
VIII. 23), therefore the aphorist apprehends a contradiction
and so shows how that can be resolved. In reality, there will
he no contradiction in the Smrti as well if there too the gods
conducting the souls are meant by those terms (as they are in
fact in the Upani~ads).
• Y OKa means the performance of the obligatory daily duties like
Asrlliho/Ta as an offering to God; Sii1hkbya means a feeling of not being
the agent of any work (vide Gita). Both these are different from the
U rani~adic meditation.

SECfION
TOPIC

1:

III

ONLY ONE PATH TO THE WORLD OF BRAHM~N

Doubt: It was stated that up to the point where the path (of
the gods) starts, the order of departure from the body is similar.
But the path itself is variously described in the various Upani~ads.
One course starts from the association of the nerves and rays:
"Then he rises up along these very rays" (Ch. VIII. vi. 5).
Another starts with the flame: "They reach (the deity identified
with) the flame, from the flame (to the deity of) the day" (Br.
VI. ii. 15). There is another course stated in: "Reaching the path
of the gods, he comes to the world of Fire" (Kau. I. 3). Yet
another is: "When a man departs from this world, he reaches
the air" (Br. V. x. 1). Still another is: "Free from all contaminatiom they go by the path of the sun to where lives that PUrtlia,
immortal and undecaying" (Mu. I. ii. 11). Now the doubt arises:
Are these paths different from one another, or are they the same
one with many features?
Opponent: When in such a predicament, the conclusion to
be drawn is that these paths are certainly different on account
of their occurring in different contexts and forming the appendages of diverse meditations. Moreover, the categorical assertion
in, "Then along these very rays" (Ch. VIII. vi. 5), will be
nullified if the flame etc. (of Br. VI. ii. 15) are taken into
consideration. Also the text about quickness, contained in, "He
reaches the sun as quickly as it takes the mind to move from
one object to another" (Ch. VIII. vi. 5), will be compromised.
Therefore these paths must be different from one another.
Vediintin: To this we say,

at f'li(tfe:"1 t ~~: II til
arfq:-~

a~-~:

Along the path starting from flame (i.e. light)
that being well known.

1. The soul travels along the path starting fTom flame, thtrt
being 'I.vell known.
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We assert that all who would reach Brahman have to proceed
along the path starting from flame.
Why so?
"That being well known," that path being well known to all
men of realization. Thus it is that in the text, "And those others
as well who meditate with faith upon the Satya Brahman in the
forest (reach the deity identified with flame)" (Br. VI. ii. 15),
occurring in a context dealing with the meditation on the five
fires, we hear of the progress along the path starting from flame
even in the case of those who practise other kinds of meditation.
Oppollent: It may well be that in the case of those meditations where no course is mentioned, this course starting from
flame will find its scope. But in the cases where other courses
arc mentioned, why should one resort to this course starting
from flame?
Vediintin: To this the reply is that this might have been so
if these courses were totally disparate. As a matter of fact,
however, this course leading to the world of Brahman is the
same though possessed of diverse features and indicated in certain
places through a few of these characteristics only. This is what
we maintain. Since in all the descriptions, the particulars can
be recognized as so many aspects of the same path, therefore
these can be comprised in a single conception by considering
them as inter-related in a successive series of attributes and
substantives. Just as in the case of a meditation occurring in
different contexts, the different aspects have to be collected into
a single whole, similarly the characteristics of the path also have
to be integrated. Although the meditations may differ, the path
must be the same, since it is recognized that it is an aspect of
the same path that is present in a particular case and since the
goal to he reached is the same for all. Thus it is that in the
different contexts the very same result, viz the attainment of
the world of Brahman, is shown in the texts, "They attain perfection and live in those worlds of Brahman for a great many
superfine years" (Br. VI. ii. 15), "He lives there (in the world
that is free from grief and cold) for eternal years" (Rr. V. x. 1),
"He attains the same victory (everywhere) and the same pervasiveness that Brahman (Hiral)yagarhha) has" (Kau. I. 4), "Those
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who attain this world of Brahman through Brahmacharya" (Ch.
VIII. iv. 3). As for the contention that the categorical assertion
in, "along these very rays", (Ch. VIII. vi. 5), will be stultified
if the path starting from flame be accepted, that creates little
difficulty, since that text is meant merely to imply the attainment
of the rays.1 For a single word "very" cannot posit the attainment of the rays and also the rejection of the flame. Hence it
is to be understood that this text merely emphasizes the connection with the rays. And the text about quickness (Ch. VIII.
vi. 5) is not compromised even if the path starts from flame, for
what is meant to imply is that in comparison with other goals,
Brahman is reached more quickly; and this is just as one might
say, "I shall reach here in a trice." Moreover, the text, "They
(i.e. the creatures averse to scriptural duties) do not proceed
along either of these two paths" (Ch. V. x. 8), which enumerates
a third state, shows that apart from the path of the manes there
is only another path, viz that of the gods, which is divided into
the stages of flame etc. Besides, in the Upani~dic texts that
speak of the path as starting from flame, the stages in the path
are quite a number, whereas they are few in other texts; and it
is proper that the fewer should be made to fit in with the greater.
It is from such considerations that it has been said, "The soul
travels along the path .starting from flame, for this is well
known." .
.
TOPIC

2:

THE DEPARTING SoUL RF.ACHES AIR AFTER YEAR

ql~¥t~I~fc4:iltljrq~tljl~ 1I~11
(The soul of the knower of the qualified Brahman reaches)
Cftl1I{ air ar«rn( from the year, ~-fCC~"I¥4I'" owing to the
absence and presence of specification.

2. The soul of the knower of the qualified Brahman goes from
the year to air, on account of the absence and presence of specification.
1 To imply that a man dying even at night proceeds along the rays.
Thus it denies only the possible non-attainment of the rays. It cannot
also deny the progress through flame etc.
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In what definite order, again, should the different presentations of the progress of the soul (along the path of the gods) be
linked up in a chain of attributes and substantives? That link
is supplied by the teacher acting as a friend. The Kau~itakins read
of their path of the gods thus: "Attaining this path of the gods,
he comes to the world of Fire; he comes to the world of Air,
(he comes to the world of VarUlJa); he comes to the world of
Indra; he comes to the world of Prajapati (Virat); he comes
to the world of Brahrna (Hiral}.yagarbha)" (Kau. I. 3). There
the term "world of Fire" is synonymous with flame (of Br.
VI. ii. 15), since both indicate burning, so that one need not
take any pains for the establishment of an order with regard to
these. But since (the deity of) air is not heard of in the path
starting from (the deity of) flame (in the Chandogya), where
should it be placed? The answer is being given by saying that
in the text, "They reach (the deity of) flame, from flame (the
deity of) day" from day (the deity of the) bright fortnight,
from the bright fortnight (the deity of) the six months during
which the sun moves northward, from the six months to (the
deity of the) year, from the year to (the deity of) the sun"
(eh. V. x. 1), they assign the position of air after the year and
before the sun.
Why should it be so?
"Owing to the absence and presence of specification". Thus
it is that the air that is not very definitely located in the text,
"he comes to the world of Air" (Kau. I. 3), is seen to be spoken
of definitely in another Upani~d, "When a man departs from
this world, he reaches air, which makes an opening there for
him like the hole of a chariot wheel. He goes upward through
that and reaches the sun" (Br. V. x. 1). Since in this text air is
specifically placed before the sun, air is to be assigned a position
between the year and the sun.
Opponent: Why again, after noticing the specific mention of
air after fire (in Kau. I. 3), should not air be placed after flame?
Vedantin : We claim that there is no such specification.
Opponent: Was not the text quoted, "Attaining this path of
the gods, he comes to the world of Fire, he comes to the world
of Air, (he comes to the world of Varul}.a)" (Kau. I. 3)?
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The answer is that here the statement is merely in the form
of an enumeration of the things one after the other, there being
nothing indicative of any serial order. The objects reached are
alone enumerated here by saying that he goes to such and such
regions, whereas in the other (BrhadaraQyaka) text it is stated
that he proceeds up through an opening as big as the hole of a
chariot wheel to reach the sun, so that a sequence is well understood. Hence the statement, "Owing to the absence and presence
of specification", is quite reasonable. The Vajasaneyins, however, have this reading, "from the months to the world of the
gods; from the world of the gods to the sun" (Br. VI. ii. 15).
According to that text, the soul should reach air from the world
of the gods, so that the sun may be reached next. But when the
aphorist says that the soul reaches air from the year, he has the
Chandogya text in view (V. x. I). As between the Chandogya
and the BrhadaraQyaka Upani~ds, one omits the world of the
gods, and the other the year. But since both are authoritative,
both these have to be added to both; and while doing so, it has
to be borne in mind that the year, being connected with the
months, has to be placed earlier and the world of the gods later.2
TOPIC

3:

THE SoUL PROCEEDS FROM LIGHTNING TO

V ARUNA

~: VaruQa (ffs(f: arfl!:f after lightning ~I!:frq because of
(their) connection (with water).

3. Va~la is to be placed trfter lightning, because of their
connection 'IL'ith water (i.e. cloud).
In the text, "He goes from the sun to the moon, from the
moon to lightning" (Ch. IV. xv. 5), VaruQa is to be placed
after lightning on the authority of the text, "He comes to the
world of VaruQa" (Kau. I. 3); for lightning and VaruQa (Raingod) are related to each other. When long streaks of lightning
• So the order is: Months, year, abode of gods, air, sun.
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dance within the bowels of the clouds with sharp thundering
sounds, then comes down rain, which fact is also noted in the
Brahmao.a text, "Lightning flashes and thunder roars; it will
surely rain" (Ch. VII. xi. I). It is well known from the Vedas
and Smrtis that Varul)a is the god of waters. After Varul)a are
to be placed Indra and Prajapati, because the Kau~itaki Upani~d
recites that way and no other position can be found for them.
Varul)a and others have to be relegated towards the end, since
they are fresh entrants and have not been assigned any position
in the path (in Ch. IV. xv. 5 or Br. VI. ii. IS) starting with
flame and ending with lightning.
TOPIc

4:

GUIDING DEITIES

Doubt: With regard to flame etc. the doubt arises as to
whether these are marks on the path, or places of experience, or
the conductors of the souls moving forward.
Opponent: As to that, the conclusion to be arrived at is that
the flame etc. are merely descriptive marks on the path, for by
its very nature the instruction is concerned with such landmarks. As it occurs in common experience that when a man
wants to go to a village or a town, he is instructed thus: "You
should go to such a hill, then to a banian tree, then to a river,
and then you will reach the village or town", so also it is said
here, "From flame to the day-time, from the day-time to the
bright fortnight", and so on. Or it may well be that these are
places of experience. It is thus that fire etc. are associated with
the word "world", as for instance in, "he comes to the world of
Fire" (Kau. I. 3). In common parlance, the word "world" is used
with regard to places where the creatures experience (the
results of virtues and vices), as for instance, "the world of men,
the world of manes, the world of gods" (Br. I. v. 16), and so
on. Even so is the Brahmal)a text, "They get attached to the
worlds of days and nights"S (S. B. X. ii. 6.8). Hence the flame
etc. are not the conducting deities. Besides, these cannot reasonably conduct the souls as they are insentient; for in common
• The men of rites and meditations get their results in the worlds
figuratively called days. nights. etc.
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experience It IS the intelligent men, employed by a king, that
escort others who have to be guided along inaccessible ro,'lds.
Vedantin: To this we say,

OfIf~qlr~l(ijr~1fI<l 11)(11
(These are) dllfc:tcu f~ifiT: guiding deities
of the indicative mark to that effect.

ffit-~

because

4. (Flmne etc. are) conducting deities, owing to the indicative
mark to that effect.
These must reasonably be conducting deities.
Why?
"Owing to indicatory mark to that effect". Thus the text,
"From the moon he reaches the deity of lightning. A superhuman (lit. "not belonging to Manu's creation") comes, and
he escorts them from there to the world of Brahman" (Ch. IV.
xv. 5), reveals this escorting to be an established fact.
Opponent: That sentence cannot go beyond what it actually
states.
Vedantin: Not so, since the attribute (viz superhuman) is
meant simply to deny the assumption that this being is human
(lit. belongs to Manu's creation) which might arise from an
already established fact. The adjective "superhuman" placed
before "being" for the sake of ruling out human guides becomes
justified if sentient beings are already known as guides in the
flame etc. and these are also understood to be within Manu's
creation.
Opponent: A mere indicative mark cannot decide thus in the
absence of any logic behind it.
VeditTltin: That defect does not arise,

~3'"*40l11'i1~I'dr~;g:': IIY..II

ffit-m: That being established ~-OqI¥t'I~Iq: on account of
both (the person and the path) being unconscious.
5. Because that stands established on account of both (the
traveller and the path) being then unconscious.
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Now those who would pass along the path through flame etc.
have their senses and organs bunched up owing to their separation from the bodies, and so they are devoid of independent
action. The flame etc. also are not independent, they being
insentient. So it can be understood that some deities who are
sentient and identify themselves with (and preside over) the
flame etc. are engaged in the work of escorting. In common
experience too, when people become intoxicated or unconscious
and have their senses befuddled, they are led through their paths
by others. Besides, the flame etc. being uncertain, cannot be
the indicative marks or features of the path; for one dying at
night cannot reasonably have an accession of daylight, and it
was stated earlier that there can be no waiting for the day. But
such a defect does not arise when these have permanence in
their identity with the deities. That the deities are mentioned
by the words flame etc. can be justified on the ground that
they identify themselves with these. And such statements as,
"from flame to the day-time" (Ch. IV. xv. 5, V. x. 1,) do not
create any difficulty even if the escorting deities are meant, the
meaning in that case being, "Through the instrumentality of
the deity of flame they reach the deity of the day-time, through
the instrumentality of the deity of the day-time they reach the
deity of the bright fortnight". In common parlance also people
impart instruction about the guides on the way thus: "From
here you go to Balavarman, then to Jayasirhha, thence to
Kmagupta". Moreover, the statement in the beginning is,
"They reach the flame", which merely tells us of coming in
contact, but not of any special form of it. At the end, however,
comes the statement, "he escorts them to Brahman" (Ch. IV.
xv. 6), where a special form of contact as between an escort
and the escorted is stated. From this it can be ascertained that
the same kind of contact exists in the beginning as well. But
owing to the very fact that all the senses then become bunched
up, no experience is possible there. As for the word "world"
(lit. place of experience), that can well be used even with regard
to the beings who simply pass through without getting any
experience, inasmuch as these worlds supply (real) experiences
to their own residents. Hence a man who reaches the world
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presided over by the deity of fire is guided along by the god
of fire, and the man who reaches the world presided over by
the god of air is guided forward by the god of air. This is
how the passage is to be construed.
Opponent: On the supposition that the conducting deities
are meant, how would that view be valid in the cases of Varul,)a
and others? For Varul)a and others are placed after lightning,
and from lightning up till Brahman is reached, a super-human
being is mentioned in the Upani~d as acting as the escort.
Vedantin: Hence the aphorist gives the answer:

c1~~ ~-'¥: 11\11
ffif: From there (i.e. from lightning) (they are guided) (from
above) ~v ~ ~q by the very same being who comes to
lightning ffi(~: for so the Upani~d says.

6. From there they are guided by the 'Very sttme being 'Who
comes to lightning; for it is of him thllt the Upani[ad speaks.
It is to be understood that "from there", after arriving at
lightning, they go to the world of Brahman, being led through
the worlds of VaruQa and others, under the guidance of a
superhuman being who exists (even) beyond lightning; for that
very being is mentioned as the guide in the Upani~dic text,
"A superhuman being comes and escorts them from there to
the world of Brahman" (Ch. IV. xv. 5). As for Varul)a and
others, it is to be understood that they somehow contribute to
the task of that superhuman being by either not creating any
obstruction or helping positively. Accordingly, it is well said
that flame etc. stand for the escorting deities.
TOPIC

5:

THE PATII LEADS TO THE CoNDITIONED BRAHMAN

CfiW' f
iillit.«W

'

~1~llqqtl:

11\911

~: Badari (thinks that the souls are led) ifiTti to the
conditioned Brahman '1fu-~: because of the possibility of
becoming the goal ~ on Its part.
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7. Badari thinks that the souls Me led to the conditioned
Brahman, for it (aI01ze) can reaso'1l4lbly be the goal.
Doubt: With regard to the text, "He escorts them to
Brahman" (eh. IV. xv. 5), the point to be considered is whether
this deity escorts them to the inferior, conditioned Brahman or
to the superior, unconditioned Brahman Itself.
Why should such a doubt arise?
On account of the use of the word Brahman and the
U pani~adic mention of progress.
Badari: As to that, the teacher Badari thinks that they are led
to the inferior, conditioned, and qualified Brahman alone.
Why?
"For It can logically be the goal." For this conditioned
Brahman can properly be a goal to be reached, since It has a
locus. But with regard to the supreme Brahman there can be no
such conceptions as an approacher, a goal, and progress towards
It, for the absolute Brahman is omnipresent and is also the
inmost Self of the travellers.

8. And (the conditioned Brahman »nISt be the goal) owing to
the specific mention of this.
Since in another U pani~adic text a specific statement is made
thus, "Then a being created from the mind (of Brahman, i.e.
HiraQyagarbha) comes and conducts them to the worlds of
Brahman. They attain perfection and live in these worlds of
Brahman for a great many superfine years" (Br. VI. ii. 15),
therefore it can be understood that the path is related to the
conditioned Brahman only. For it is improper to use the plural
number (in "worlds") in the case of the supreme Brahman
whereas this plural number quite befits the conditioned Brahman,
since there can be such a thing as difference of states in It.
Even the Upani~adic use of the word "world", constituting a
place of experience with its multiple aspects, fits in well with a
conditioned entity, whereas in the other case (of the absolute
Brahman) the word can be used only in a figurative sense as in
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such texts, "0 Emperor, this is Brahmaloka (the world that is
Brahman Itself)" (Br. IV. iv. 23). Again, to speak in terms of a
container and a thing contained (as in, "In those worlds of
Brahman") hardly fits in with the supreme Brahman. Hence this
escorting relates to the conditioned Brahman alone.
Opponent: The word Brahman cannot be used even for the
conditioned Brahman inasmuch as it was established earlier in
the First Chapter that Brahman is the cause of the origin etc. of
the whole universe (I. i. 1).
Vedantin: As to that the answer is:

~~ i:1~olNa~l: Iltll
(J But mt~: the designation as such ijlanClUq (is) owing
to nearness.

9. But (the conditioned Brahman has) that designation owing
to nearness (to the absolute Brahman).
The word "but" is used for removing the objection. Since
the inferior Brahman is very close to the supreme Brahman, the
use of the word Brahman with regard to the fonner creates no
difficulty. The established practice is that the supreme Brahman
Itself is called the inferior Brahman when It is conditioned by
the pure adjuncts and is taught as though possessed of the attributes of being identified with the mind and such other features
of creation for the saKe of meditation by some aspirants under
certain circumstances.
Opponent: On the supposition that the aspirants reach the
conditioned Brahman, their non-return, as mentioned in the
Upani~ad, becomes untenable; for unless it be in the supreme
Brahman there can be no such thing as eternal existence. As a
matter of fact, the U pani~ads show that an aspirant who goes
along the path of the gods, does not return: "Those going by
this path never return to this human cycle of birth and death"
(Ch. IV. xv. 5), "For them there is no return here" (an echo
of Br. VI. ii. 15), "Going up through that nerve one attains
immortality" (Ka. II. iii. 16, Ch. VIII. vi. 6).
Vediintin: To this we say,
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Cfill1ftllQ ~~ ij~: q(+if+t€II'1IQ IIt o ll
<mlf-~~ On the final dissolution of the world (of Brahman),
(they) ~ together with ffi(-~ the lord of that (world)
q~ (attain) the supreme (Entity) 3ffi: beyond that an~trr.m[
on the strength of (Upani~adic) declaration.

10. On the final dissolution of the world of the conditioned
Brahman, they attain, along with the lord of the world, what is
higher tban this conditioned Bral:rman, as is known on the
strel1gtb of the Upani~adic decltrration.
The idea conveyed is that when the time for the final dissolution of the world of the inferior Brahman is imminent, the
aspirants who have acquired full realization there itself attain
thereafter, along with Hiral)yagarbha, the l'uler of that world,
the supreme state of Vi~Qu which is absolutely pure. This kind
of liberation by stages has to be admitted on the strength of
the Upani~dic texts speaking of non-return etc. For we established earlier that it is incomprehensible that the supreme
Brahman should be reached by any process of moving forward.

11. This is confirmed by Smrti as well.

The Smrti also confirms this view: "When the time of final
dissolution comes at the close of the life of HiraQyagarbha, all
of them, with enlightenment already attained, enter into the
supreme state along with HiraQyagarbha" (Kitrma-Pltrii~a,
PUTva-bhiiga, XII. 269). Hence the conclusion is that the
Upani~adic mention about the progress (along a path) relates
to the conditioned Brahman.
Doubt: What was the objection in the background, in answer
to which the conclusion is presented in the aphorisms starting
with, "Biidari thinks that they are led to the conditioned
Brahman" etc. (IV. iii. 7)?
That objection is now being shown by the aphorisms themselves.
56
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~ Nif1l@~ II ~,11
~firf.r: Jaimini (thinks that they are led) IJ~ to the supreme

Brahman

~R(

that being the primary meaning.

12. Jai'mini thinks that they are led to the supreme Brahman,
that being the primary meaning (of the word Brahman).
But the teacher Jaimini thinks that in the text, "He escorts
them to Brahman" (Ch. IV. xv. 6), what is meant is that he
leads them to the supreme Brahman Itself.
Why so?
Since "that is the primary sense"; for the supreme Brahman
is the primary meaning of the word "Brahman", the inferior
one being its secondary meaning. And as between the primary
and secondary meanings, one readily understands the primary
one alone.

~ IInli
13. And (this is so) because the Upan#ad reveals (this fact).
And the text, "Going up through that nerve, one gets immortality" (Ka. II. iii. 16, Ch. VIII. vi. 6), shows that immortality
is preceded by moving forward; and immortality is logically
possible in the supreme Brahman, but not so in the conditioned
Brahman, that being subject to destruction. For the Upani~adic
text runs thus, "Again, that in which one perceives a second
entity is limited, it is mortal" (Ch. VII. xxiv. 1). This movement is mentioned in the Katha U pani~ad in connection with
the supreme Brahman; for no other knowledge is presented in
that context, the topic of the supreme Brahman alone having
been mooted with the text, "that which is different from virtue,
different from vice" etc. (Ka. I. ii. 14).

:q Moreover, 5ffuqfff-orf~m: the firm resolution about attainment (is) rr not 'filii with regard to the conditioned Brahman.
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14. Moreover, the firm resolution about attainment is not
concerned 'With the conditioned Brahman.

"Moreover, the finn resolution about attainment", expressed
in the text, "May I attain the assembly hall in the palace of
Prajapati (lit. Hiraoyagarbha)" (eh. VIII. xiv. I), is not
directed towards the conditioned Brahman, for the supreme
Brahman, as distinguished from the conditioned Brahman, forms
the topic under consideration, as is clear from the preceding
text, "He who is known as Space is the manifester of name and
form. And Brahman is that in which are included these two"
(ibid). This is also evident from the text, "May I become the
fame (or glory) of the Brahmaoas, (the fame of the K~atriyas,
the fame of the Vaisyas)" (ibid), which presents Brahman as
the Self of everything; for from the text, "That which is called
the great fame has no parallel" (Sv. IV. 19), it is well known
that the supreme Brahman alone is called "fame". This arriving
at the palace, which must be preceded by movement, is
described in connection with the meditation about the· heart
(Dahara- V idyl1) in the text, "There exists the palace of Brahman
called Aparajita (unconquerable), there exists the golden altar
made specially by the Lord Himself" (eh. VIII. v. 3). And
since the root pad (as contained in pratipadye-may I arrive at)
conveys the sense of motion, it also shows the necessity of
taking the help of some path. So the other (opposite) view that
can be held is that the Upani$adic texts, which speak of the
progress along a path, are connected with the supreme Brahman.
Vedantin: These two views have been presented by the
teacher (Vyasa) in these (two sets of) aphorisms. Of these the
one view is contained in the aphorisms starting with "Badari
thinks ... ; for It alone can reasonably be the goal" (IV. iii.
7-11); and the other view is presented in the aphorisms beginning with "Jaimini thinks ... , that being the primary meaning
of the word Brahman" (IV. iii. 12-14). Of these two groups of
aphorisms, the group commencing from " ... for It alone can
reasonably be the goal" can prove the falsity of the other group
commencing with "that being the primary meaning", and not
vice versa. So the earlier point of view has been explained as
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the acceptable position, whereas the second one is held by the
opponents (of Vedanta). There can be none to command that
one must stick to the primary sense alone (of the word
"Brahman") even when there is no such possihility. Besides,
with a view to eulogizing the superior knowledge, it is quite
proper even in a context of the superior Brahman, to describe
the path connected with the other kind of inferior knowledge,
just as it is done in the text, "The other (nerves) that have
different directions become the causes of death" (Ch. VIII. vi.
6). As for the text, "May I reach the hall in the palace of
Prajapati" (Ch. VIII. xiv. 1), it involves no contradiction to
treat it separately from the earlier sentence so as to mean a
resolution for attaining the conditioned Brahman. (From the
standpoint of eulogy or meditation) it is quite in order to speak
even of the qUJlified Brahman as being the Self of all, as is done
in, "He who is possessed of all activities, possessed of all desires"
(Ch. III. xiv. 2,4). Hence the Upani~1dic texts about movement
are connected with the inferior (qualified) Brahman alone.
In pursuance of the usual practice, however, some would
ascribe the earlier aphorisms to the opponent, and the latter
ones to themselves. In accordance with such an arrangement,
they would prove that the texts connected with movement are
concerned with the supreme Bra-hman Itself. But that is
improper since Brahman cannot logically be a goal to be
attained. The supreme Brahman can never become a goal to be
achieved which pervades everything, which is inside everything,
which is the Self of all, and whose characteristics have been
thus indicated by the Upani~ads: "All-pervasive like space and
eternal", "That which is Brahman, immediate and direct, that is
the Self within all" (Br. III. iv. 1), "The Self Itself is all this"
(Ch. VII. xxv. 2), "This world is nothing but Brahman the
highest" (Mu. II. ii. 11). For one cannot reach where one
already is. The well-known fact in the world is that one thing
is reached by something else.
Opponent: In ordinary life, a place already reached can still
be reached again in terms of change of environment, as for
instance, a man already on this earth may still reach it in terms
of altered position. Similarly a boy who continues to be the
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same person may be noticed in terms of change in the period
of life to be progressing towards old age occurring to himself.
So also Brahman may somehow become a goal to be approached
by virtue of Its being equipped with all kinds of power.
Vediintin: Not so, for all distinctions are ruled out from
Brahman in accordance with such Upani~adic and Smrti texts
and logic as, "Without parts, without action, calm, free of
blemishes, free of taints" (Sv. VI. 19), "It is neither gross nor
minute, neither short nor long" (Br.· III. viii. 8), "Since He is
coextensive with all that is internal and external, and since He
is birthless" (Mu. II. i. 2), "That great birthless Self is undecaying, immortal, undying, fearless, and Brahman (Le. infinite)"
(Br. IV. iv. 25), "This is the Self, which has been described as
'Not this', 'Not this'" (Br. III. ix. 26), according to which it
cannot be imagined that the supreme Self can have any connection with any distinct time, space, etc., so as to be reached
on the analogy of a particular place on the earth or a stage of
life. The earth or age can well become the goal to be reached
in terms of particular place or time, since they can have distinct
localities and periods.
Opponent: Brahman can have different powers since the
Upan~ads show It to be the cause of the origin, continuance,
and dissolution of the universe.
Vedmztin: Not so, since the Upani~adic texts denying distinctive attributes cannot be interpreted in any other way.
Opponent: In the same way the texts about origin etc. cannot
be interpreted otherwise.
Vedantin: Not so, for their purpose is to establish unity. The
scripture that propounds the reality of Brahman, existing alone
without a second, and that proves the unreality of all modifications with the help of the illustrations like clay, cannot be meant
for establishing the truth of origin etc.
Opponent: Why again should the texts about origin etc. be
subservient to the texts denying distinction and not the other
way round?
Vedantin: The answer is that this is so because the texts
denying distinction lead to a knowledge which is complete by
itself (and leaves behind no more curiosity to be satisfied). For
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when one has realized that the Self is one, eternal, pure, and so
on, one cannot have any more curiosity to be satisfied as a result
of the rise in him of the conviction that the highest human
goal has been reached, as is known from such Upani~adic
passages as, "then what sorrow and what delusion can there be
for that seer of oneness?" (Is, 7), "You have attained that
which is free from fear, 0 Janaka" (Br. IV. ii. 4), "The
enlightened man is not afraid of anything. Him indeed this
remorse does not afflict, 'Why did I not perform good deeds,
and why did I perform bad deeds?'" (Tai. II. ix. 1). This is
confirmed equally by noticing the contentment of the enlightened ones, and from the condemnation of the pursuit of unreal
modifications in, "He who sees as though there is difference
here goes from death to death" (Ka. II. i. 10). Accordingly, the
texts denying distinctions cannot be understood to be subservient
to others. But the texts about origin etc. cannot give rise to any
such self-contained knowledge (that allays further curiosity).
As a matter of fact, they are seen to aim at something else. Thus
it is that (in the Chandogya Upani~d) the start is made with,
"0 amiable one, know this sprout (that this body is) to have
come out of something; for it cannot be without a root" (VI.
viii. 3); and then the Upani~d says later (in "with the help
of that spr0.ut try to find out the root that is Existence" VI.
viii. 6) that Existence alone which is the source of the universe
has to be known. Similar also is the text, "Crave to know that
from which indeed all these creatures originate, by which they
are sustained after birth, towards which they advance, and into
which they merge. That is Brahman" (Tai. III. i. 1), (where also
the reality to be known is Brahman alone). Thus since the
texts about creation etc. are meant for imparting the knowledge
of oneness, Brahman cannot he possessed of many powers and
hence also It cannot reasonably be a goal to be reached. Any
travelling towards Brahman is denied in the text, "His organs
do not depart. Being but Brahman, he is merged in Brahman"
(Br. IV. iv. 6). This fact was explained under the aphorism,
"For in the case of the followers of one recension there is a
clear denial of the soul's departure" (IV. ii. 13).
On the supposition, again, that there is such a thing as travel-
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ling, the travelling soul must be a part or a transformation of
Brahman, or something different from it; for travelling is impossible in a case of total unity.
Opponent: Even if it be so, what does it amount to?
Vediintin: The answer is that if it be a part, then since the
whole (Brahman) is a goal ever attained by that part, there
can be no such thing as going to Brahman. Moreover, since
Brahman is well known to be partless, it is improper to imagine
such things in Brahman as a part and a whole. The position is the
same even in case the soul be a transformation; for the transformed thing is ever present in the material of which it is a transformation. An earthen pot can never exist unless it be in identity
with the earth, for it will cease to exist when it is not so identified. Again, even if the soul be either an effect or a part (of
Brahman), then since Brahman, the possessor of such transformations or parts, remains unchanged, there can be no possibility of
the soul's entering into the transmigratory state (for the parts of
an inert stone cannot move, nor can a frog be confined within it).
If the soul be different from Brahman, it must be either atomic
or all-pervasive, or of an intermediate size. If it be all-pervasive,
there can be no travelling. If it be of a medium size (indeterminate size changing with the body), it will become impermanent. If it be atomic, any feeling of sensation all over the body
will be inexplicable. Besides, the views about the atomic and
medium sizes were previously refuted (under the aphorism II.
iii. 29) in an elaborate way. If the soul be different from the
supreme Brahman, such scriptural declarations as, "That thou
art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7) will be nullified. This defect is equally in
evidence even if the soul be either a transformation or a part.
Opponent: Since the source and its modifications and parts
are the same (constituting a single whole), no defect arises
from these two points of view.
Vedantin: Not so, because (in·that case) unity in the primary
sense becomes impossible. Besides, from all these points of view
there arises the predicament of liberation being entirely ruled
out, owing to the non-eradication of the notion of the identity
of the soul with its transmigratory state. Or even if that identity
should cease, the soul will lose its innate nature (by merging in
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Brahman), since its identity with Brahman is denied (by the
opponent) .
There are some people who prattle thus: The obligatory and
occasional rites are performed for the sake of avoiding evil, the
optional and prohibited rites are given up for avoiding heaven
and hell, and the results of works which are to be experienced
in the present body get exhausted by experiencing them; so
that when the present body falls, at the same time that there
is nothing to connect the soul with a fresh body, a man who
proceeds in this way will achieve liberation consisting in the
continuance in his own real natural state even without having
realized the unity of the individual Self with Brahman.
This is not correct on account of the absence of any valid
evidence; for it is not established by any scripture that a man
wanting liberation should act thus. This is a position born out
of one's own intellectual cognition only that the transmigratory
state is a creation of rites, so that it can cease to exist in the
absence of these rites. This, again, is not even a matter for
inferential reasoning, inasmuch as the absence of the causes of
the transmigratory state is beyond (such) determination. There
may be many results of works accumulated in past lives by
each creature, which have good or bad fruits in store for them.
But since they cannot be experienced simultaneously owing to
their results being opposed to one another, some of them which
get a suitable opportunity produce this life, while others wait
for the adequate space, time, and cause. And since these remaining ones cannot be exhausted by the experiences in the present
life, it cannot be asserted that, after the fall of the present body,
a man will get freed from the causes calculated to produce fresh
bodies, even though he has followed the course of life described
earlier (by the opponent). That the results of past works persist
(even after death) is proved on the authority of such Upani~dic
and Smrti texts as, "Those who perform virtuous deeds here
(obtain exceUent births)"" (eh. V. x. 7), ''With the residual
results of these".
0i'P0nent: It may well be that the obligatory and occasional
duties will eject them (i.e. the residual results).
Vedii1ltin: That cannot be, because there is no opposition
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between them. In a case of opposition alone can something be
ejected by something else. But the accumulated virtues of past
lives are not antagonistic to the obligatory and occasional duties,
since both are equally meant for purification. As for the vices,
they may be ejected when they stand in opposition, for they are
impure by nature; but that does not prove the absence of the
causes of rebirth, since the virtues can well constitute such a
cause, and since the vices even are not known to be totally
eliminated. Besides, there is no proof to show that the performance of the obligatory and occasional duties produce no
other result apart from hindering the emergence of evil; for it is
quite possible that a concomitant by-product will come into
being, as Apastamba mentions in his Smrri, "Just as when a
mango tree is planted for its fruits, its shade and sweet aroma
are produced as by-products, so also when virtuous deeds are
done, other factors corne out as by-products". Moreover, until
complete enlightenment comes, nobody can make a promise of
remaining totally free from the optional and prohibited acts in
the period between. birth and death, for subtle lapses are noticed
in the cases of the most careful men. Maybe all this will be
considered a doubtful contingency. Even so, it becomes difficult
to be convinced that no cause for rebirth remains. Besides, unless
it is admitted that the soul's identity with Brahman is a truism
realizable through knowledge, it is idle to expect liberation for a
soul which is (believed to be) an agent and an experiencer by
nature; for one's nature can never be given up like heat by fire.
Opponent: It may well be that it is an evil for the soul to act
as an agent and an experiencer, but not so is the power itself for
the action and the experience, so that liberation may come when
the expression of the power (in the form of action) is stopped
while the latency remains.
Vediintin: That too is wrong, for so long as the potentiality
remains, the manifestation of the power becomes irresistible.
Opponent: In that case it may well be that the power by itself
cannot accomplish anything without the aid of other causes,
so that even when that power abides (potentially) alone, it
cannot run into evil.
Vediintin: That also is wrong since the other causes (like
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adrna-unseen potentiality of past action, as also the potential
results) ever remain associated (with the soul) through their
association with the latency ( of agentship and experience).
Hence there can be no hope of liberation so long as a soul persists to be by nature an agent and experiencer when at the same
time that its identity with Brahman, realizable through knowledge, does not exist. And the Upani~ad denies that there can be
any other path of liberation except knowledge, "There is no
other path to reach the goal" (Sv. III. 8).
Opponent: Even if the soul be non-different from the supreme
Brahman, this will only result in the annulment of all human
dealings (including the scriptural instruction), for then there
can be no application of the means of knowledge like perception etc.
Vedantin: Not so, for that is possible before enlightenment
like the behaviour in a dream before awakening. The scripture
also speaks of the use of perception etc. in the case of the
unenlightened man in the text, "Because when there is duality,
as it were, then one sees something" (Br. II. iv. 14, IV. v. 15);
and then it shows the absence of this in the case of an enlightened man, "But when to the knower of Brahman everything has
become the Self, then what should one see and through what?"
(ibid) etc. Thus since the notion of Brahman as a goal to be
reached and such other ideas are eliminated for one who has
realized the supreme Brahman, any movement cannot be asserted
in his case in any way.
Opponent: Where then can the texts about movement find
proper scope?
Vedantin: The answer is that their scope is limited within the
meditations based on attributes. Thus it is that the pursuit of a
path is sometimes spoken of in connection with the meditation
on the five fires, and sometimes with the meditation on the
couch (of Brahman) or on Vaisvanara. Even where a movement is spoken of in connection with Brahman, as in "Pri:i~a (lit.
vital force) is Brahman, Bliss is Brahman, Space is Brahman"
(Ch. IV. x. 4), and "Then the tiny lotus of the heart that exists
as a place in this city that this body is" (Ch. VIII. i. 1), there
also a movement is possible, because what is meditated on there
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is but the qualified Brahman Itself, possessed of the attributes
of being "the ordainer of the results of works", "the possessor
of all true desires", and so on. But nowhere is any movement
indicated in connection with the supreme Brahman in the same
way as it is denied in, "his organs do not depart" (Br. IV. iv.
6). Since even in passages like, "The knower of Brahman attains
the Highest" (Tai. II. i. I), where the root-meaning of "attainment" implies movement, there is no possibility of reaching
anywhere according to the reasons already adduced, therefore
it is the very realization of one's own nature that is spoken of
as this attainment from the standpoint of erasing out this universe
of name and form superimposed through ignorance. And it is to
be understood as having been said in the same sense as, "Having
been Brahman, he attains Brahman" (Br. IV. iv. 6) and similar
texts. Again, even if movement has to be explained in connection
with the supreme Brahman, it must be held to have been asserted
either by way of inducing the aspirant or for meditation. Now,
no inducement can be generated by speaking of movement to
one who has realized Brahman, since that is already an accomplished fact for him by his having become established in his
own Self, which consummation is brought about by the knowledge of Brahman, and which is directly (and not mediately)
self-evident to himself. Moreover, it does not stand to reason
that the realization of Brahman, which is not productive of
any result, but merely presents liberation as an ever accomplished fact, should depend in any way on the reflection about
a course to be followed. Accordingly, movement is possible only
in relation to the inferior Brahman. That being so, it is only
through a failure to distinguish between the superior Brahman
and inferior Brahman that the texts about travelling that refer
to the inferior Brahman are ascribed to the superior Brahman.
Opponent: Are there then two Brahmans-one superior and
the other inferior?
Vedantin: Quite so; for we come across such texts as, "This
very Brahman, 0 Satyakama, that is inferior and superior is but
this Om" (Pr. V. 2).
Opponent: Which again is the superior Brahman and which
the inferior?
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Vediintin: The superior Brahman is spoken of where It is
indicated by such terms as "not gross" through a negation of
all the distinctions of names, forms, etc. called up by nescience.
That very Brahman becomes the inferior Brahman where It is
taught as possessed of some distinct name, form, etc. for the
sake of meditation, as in such words as, "Identified with the
mind, having .prii'QQ (i.e. the subtle body) as his body, and
effulgence as his form" (Ch. III. xiv. 2).
Opponent: In that case the texts about non-duality will be
compromised.
Vedii71tin: Not so, for that objection was met from the point
of view of the limiting adjuncts created by name and form
which spring up from ne,cience. The results accruing from
that meditation on the qualified Brahman, mentioned in the
relevant contexts and consisting in the divine powers over the
world and so on as heard of in such texts as, "Should he be
desirous of the world of the manes, the manes come to him
at his very will" (Ch. VIII. ii. 1), however, are confined within
the transmigratory state itself on account of the continuance
of ignorance. Since this result is associated with some particular
space, any travelling for Its attainment involves no contradiction. Even though the Self is omnipresent, we said earlier under
the aphorism, "On account of its having for its essence the
qualities of that intellect" (II. iii. 29), that a movement comes
to be perceived when the limiting adjuncts like the intellect
move, just as much as space appears to be moving when vessels
etc. containing it move. Hence the view that stands well established is "Biidari thinks that they are led to the conditioned
Brahman" etc. (B. S. IV. iii. 7). And the view contained in,
"Jaimini says that the supreme Brahman is attained" etc. (IV. iii.
12), is presented merely as an apparent, alternative view by way
of helping the (student's) development of the power of intellect.
This is how it is to be understood.
TOPIC

6:

WORSHIP WITH AND WITHOUT SYMBOLS

Doubt: This is well established that any travelling is concerned with the conditioned Brahman and not with the supreme
Brahman. Now the doubt is this: "Does the superhuman being
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(Ch. IV. xv. 6) lead to the world of Brahman all aspirants
without exception who meditate on the conditioned Brahman,
or does he lead only some of them?" What should be the conclusion here?
Opponent: All these knowers of Brahman must reach a goal
other than the supreme Brahman; for in the aphorism, "The
passage of the soul by the path of the gods is not restricted to
certain meditations only; it applies to all" (III. iii. 31), this path
is promised equally for all the other meditations.
Vedantin: To this comes the aphorist's rejoinder:
atSldlCfllwk(~I'$Iljffifa ill~(lljul ~~)t4If1,~~ IltY..1I

(He) ;pffif leads ar-SRfA;-anwHl'"i those who do not depend
on symbols ~f(l' this is what IfI'HI401: BadarayaQa (says);
~ there being no contradiction ~ on (admitting) this
twofold division 'tr and (because of the logic of) ffi{-'li~: of
(becoming) what one resolves.

15. Badariiytl1Jll says that the superhuman being leads to
Bra/mllm only those 'Who do not use symbols (in their meditatio1l), since this twofold division involves no contradiction and
one becomes 'What one resolves to be.
- The teacher BadarayaQa thinks that leaving out those who
meditate with the help of symbols, the superhuman being leads
all others, who meditate on the conditioned Brahman, to the
world of Brahman Itself. For it involves no contradiction to
admit this twofold division, since the reasoning about nonrestriction (cited above-B. S. III. iii. 31) is applicable to all
meditations that are not based on symbols. A confirming reason
for this twofold division is found in "the resolution for that";
for it is but reasonable that one who resolves to be Brahman
should get the divine glories of Brahman as it is stated in the
text, "one becomes just as one meditates on Him". But one
cannot have the belief of being one with Brahman when meditating with the help of symbols, since in such a meditation the
symbol predominates.
Opponent: The Upani~d mentions that even without any
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resolve about Brahman one can reach Brahman, as it is stated in
the text, "He leads them to Brahman" (Ch. IV. xv. 5), heard
of in connection with the meditation on the five fires (and not
on Brahman).
Vediintin: Let this be so where a direct (specific) declaration
to the contrary is met with. But the aphorist thinks that in
accordance with the logic of becoming what one wills to be,
the general rule is that in the absence of any specific declaration, those meditators who entertain a resolution about Brahman,
alone reach Brahman.

~:q ~ IIt,1l
:q And
results).

mRr the

Upani~d

reveals

~

a speciality (about

16. And the Upani$ad reveals a speciality about the results (of
meditations 'With symbols).

Besides, the Upani~d shows with regard to the meditations
based on such symbols as name etc., that the succeeding ones
have better results than the preceding ones, in such passages as,
"(One who meditates upon name as Brahman) gets freedom of
movement as far as name extends" (Ch. VII. i. 5), "The organ
of speech is surely greater than name" (Ch. VII. ii. 1), "He
gets freedom as far as speech extends" (Ch. VII. ii. 2), "Mind is
surely greater than speech" (Ch. VII. iii. 1), and so on. This
distinction about results is possible for these meditations as they
are dependent on symbols. But if they be based on Brahman, how
can there be any gradation in the results, since Brahman is
without such differences? Accordingly, the meditations based
on the symbols cannot have the same result as the others based
on Brahman.

SECIlON

TOPIC

1:

IV

NATURE OF FREEDOM

Doubt: In the Upani~d occurs the text, "Thus indeed does
this serene, happy being become manifest (or established) in its
own real form (i.e. Self or nature) after having risen from this
body and having reached the highest Light" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3).
With regard to this the doubt arises, "Does that being become
manifest with some adventitious distinction as (it happens) in
some region of enjoyment like heaven, or is it established as
the Self alone?" What should be the conclusion?
Opponent: That manifestation must be in some fresh form
even as in other regions, for liberation too is well known to be
a result, and the term "becomes manifest" is synonymous with
"is born". If this be a mere establishment in its own form (or
nature), then since one's own nature is not eliminated even in
the earlier stages (of being under other guises), that nature
should have manifested itself even there. Hence the "being"
becomes manifest as something distinctive.
Vediintin: This being the position, we say,
iji4~:lIrcl'~iq: ~i\~I&«Rt II til
~ Having reached (the highest Light) dllfq'affcf: there is
manifestation (of the soul) ~if-~ because of the use (in
the Upani!;iad) of the term (~) "in its own (Self)".

1. Having reached the "highest Light", the soul becomes
manifest in its own real nature because of the use of the term
"in its own" (in the U pan#ad).
The soul manifests itself just as it really is, but not as possessed
of any other quality.
How can this be so?
Because the word "own" occurs in "becomes established in
its own real form". Otherwise this specification with the word
"own" would have been inappropriate.
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Opponent: The word "own" should be interpreted to mean
"owned by (itself) ".
V edantin: No, for that is not under reference here. Had
that been meant here, then in whatever form that being would
become manifest would certainly be owned by it, so that the
use of the word "own" would be useless. But if the meaning "in
its Self" be accepted, it serves a purpose inasmuch as it implies
that the soul becomes manifest merely in its own form and not
in any adventitious form as well.
Opponent; What difference is there between the earlier states
and this (final) one, when the non-elimination of the true form
is the same in either case?
Vedantin: Hence comes the reply:

~: srf~ 11,11
(The soul is then)
tion.

~:

free, Slfd#lHlq that being the declara-

2.The soul then attains liberation, that being the (Upan#adic)
declaration.
The entity that is spoken of here as becoming manifest in
its Self, becomes free from its erstwhile bondage and continues
as the pure Self, whereas in the earlier state it "seemed to have
become blind" (Ch. VIII. ix. 1), "seemed to be weeping" (Ch.
VIII. x. 2), "seemed to have undergone destruction" (Ch. VIII.
xi. 1)-so that it was in a condition of being tainted by the
three states (of waking, dream, and sleep). This is the difference.
Opponent: How again is it known that the soul becomes
free?
Vedanti1l: The aphorist answers by saying, "that being the
Upani~adic declaration". Thus it is that in the text, "I shall
explain it to you over again" (Ch. VIII. ix. 3), the promise is
made of explaining the Self, free from the defects of the three
states, and then it is stated, "The being that is really without
any body is not touched by likes and dislikes" (Ch. VIII. xii. 1),
and the conclusion is made with, "It becomes established in Its
own Self; that is the highest Being" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3). So also
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at the commencement of the story, the text, "The Self that is
beyond sin" etc. (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), makes a declaration about
the free soul alone. Liberation comes to be considered as a fruit
merely from the point of view of the cessation of bondage, and
not from the standpoint of production of any fresh result.
Although the term "becomes manifest" is synonymous with "is
born", still that is said by way of contrast to the earlier state,
just as we would say that a man becomes established in health
when his disease leaves him. Hence there is no defect.

(The "Light" is) ~ the Self, SjCfi(OjIQ; because of the
context.
3. The Light is the Self as it is obvious from the context.
Opponent: How call the soul be said to be liberated, since
the text, "having reached the supreme Light" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3),
describes it as within creation itself? For by usage the word
light denotes physical light. One who has not turned back from
created things cannot become free, since all created things are
well known as sources of sorrow.
Veda'1ltin: That is no defect, since from the context it is
obvious that the Self Itself is presented here by the word "light".
As the topic of the supreme Self is made the starting point in
the sentence, "The Self that is beyond sin, free from all dirt, and
free from death'\, (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), it is not possible to jump to
the physical light all of a sudden; for that will be tantamount
to discarding the subject-matter under discussion and introducing something foreign to it. The word "light" is seen to be
used for the Self as well, as in, "Upon that immortal Light of
all lights, the gods meditate" (Br. IV. iv. 16). This was elaborated under the aphorism, "Light is Brahman" (I. iii. 40).
TOPIC

57

2:

LIBERATED SoUL INSEPARABLE FROM BRAHMAN
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(In liberation the soul exists) arfcr~if in a state of inseparableness (from the Self) rncfR{ for so it is noticed (in the
Upani~ad).

4. In liberation the soul exists in a state of inseparableness from
the supreme Self, for so it is noticed in the Upaniiad.

One would like to know whether the entity which becomes
established in its own Self after reaching the highest Light
remains separate from the supreme Self or continues in a state
of identification. Now when in such an inquisitive mood one
might conclude that the being exists separately, because in the
text, "He moves about there" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3), speaks of something holding something else in itself; and in the text,' "having
reached the Light", a subject and an object are separately mentioned. The aphorist explains to such a (doubting) one that the
liberated soul remains identified with the supreme Self.
Why so?
Because. it is so noticed in the U pani~ad. Thus it is that texts
like, "That thou art" (Ch. VI. viii. 7), "I am Brahman" (Br. I.
iv. 10), "Where one does not see anything else" (Ch. VII.
xxiv. 1), "But there is no such second thing separate from it
which it can see" (Br. IV. iii. 23), etc., reveal the supreme
Self as non-separate from the (individual) soul. And in conformity with the logic of becoming what one resolves to be,
the result (freedom) should accord with one's (Upani~dic)
knowledge. The text, "0 Gautama, as pure water poured on
pure. water becomes verily the same, so also becomes the Self of
the man of knowledge who is given to deliberation (on the supreme Self)" (Ka. II. i. 15), and other texts which set forth the
nature of the liberated soul, as also the illustrations like the river
and the sea (Mu. III. ii. 8), reveal only this fact of non-difference.
As regards any statement implying difference, that is possible in
a secondary sense even in a context of non-difference, as is
seen in such texts as, "'0 venerable sir, on what is that Infinity
established?' 'On Its own majesty'" (eh. VII. xxiv. 1),
"Delighting in his own Self, disporting in his own Self" (Ch.
VII. xxv. 2).
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CHARACfERISTICS OF THE LIBERATED SOUL

~1Jf ~f~~: IIY"II
Il&f'ur As possessed of the attributes of Brahman ~M;r: (says)
laimini \Jq;lffif-~~"lI': on account of the references etc.
!. Jaimini says that from references etc. (in the Upan#ads)
(it is evident that the liberated soul) becomes established in the
attributes that Brahman has.

This is well settled now that in the te~t "in its own form"
(Ch. VIII. xii. 3), what is meant is that it becomes established
in itself as the Self, and not in any extraneous adventitious form.
But now when the desire to know in detail arises, it is being
said that "in its own form" means in the form of Brahman that
is its own real form and that is possessed of the characteristics
beginning with freedom from sin etc. and ending with true
desire (Ch. VIII. vii. 1), as also omnipresence and rulership over
all. It becomes established in that form which is its own. This
is how the teacher Jaimini thinks.
How is this known?
For such a fact is known from the references in the Upani~ds
and other reasons (i.e. fresh information etc.). Thus it is that
through the very reference contained in the text beginning
with, "This Self that is beyond sin" etc., and ending with,
"Having true desires and inevitable will" (ibid.), the Upani~d
makes us understand that the individual soul is the same as the
supreme Self possessing these attributes. Similarly through the
(fresh information in the) text, "There he roams about eating,
playing, and making merry" (Ch. VIII. xii. 3), as also, "He gets
freedom of movement in all the worlds" (Ch. VII. xxv. 2), it
presents its form of divine majesty. From this view-point, the
statements like, "He is omniscient and ruler of all" etc. become
quite logical.

f;ffir wql~ul d~lc-qcti,qJf~!wlfiJ: 11\'\
f~o

In consciousness

m(-l{1~

as that much (Le. conscious-
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ness) only, ffit-Ol1e+tCficClI(( that being its real nature ~er this (is
(what) afr~~: Auc;lulomi (says).
'"
6. Audulomi says that the liberated soul becomes established
in consciousness as consciousness itself, tbat being its true nature.
Although the attributes, such as freedom from sin etc., are
enumerated as though they are different from one another, still
they are based on false concepts arising from dependence on
mere words; for all that can be understood there is a mere
negation of sin etc. The real nature of the soul, however, is
consciousness alone, so that it is proper that the liberated soul
should be established in that nature only. And thus only the
Upani~dic texts like, "Even so, my dear, is the Self without
interior and exterior, entire and pure intelligence alone" (Br. IV.
v. 13), become duly honoured. Even though "having true desires
-satyal&ma" etc. are spoken of as if they are real attributes
belonging intrinsically to some entity in the derivative sense of
"he that is possessed of true desire", still such attributes are
dependent on association with limiting adjuncts, so that they
cannot constitute the true nature of the entity like consciousness;
for the Self is denied to have many forms inasmuch as a diversity
of forms is denied about Brahman in the aphorism, "Even from
difference of place a twofold characteristic cannot be predicated
of Brahman" (III. ii. 11). Hence even the declaration about
eating etc. (Ch. VIII. xii. 3) is made merely for praise, meaning
thereby only an absence of sorrow; and this is just like the
phrases, "delighting in his own Self" (Ch. VII. xxv. 2) etc. For
any delight, play, or merry-making can never be described as
happening in the Self in the primary sense, since all these presuppose the presence of a second entity. Hence the teacher
Auc;lulomi thinks that the freed soul manifests itself as the Self
in which there is no trace of phenomenal existence, which is
consciousness itself, which is serene and happy, and which
defies all verbal description.

ltqQQj,4;:qlijlq ~lql~rq(t'4 ClU~<1l~ol: \1\911

Ti-ll'fiiI'R(

1fcI1( arftr Even so arf.f{W there is no contradiction
owing to the persistence of the earlier nature ~RmJ: in
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accordance with the Upani~dic reference iI1~ur:
BadarayaQa.
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(says)

7. Badaraytl1Ja says that even so, there is no contradiction,
since the earlier nature exists according to Upan#adic reference.
"Even so", even though it be admitted that the soul manifests
itself in its own real nature of pure consciousness, still (its
possession of) the earlier form, the divine majesty of (the
qualified) Brahman that is known from such reasons as Upani~dic reference is not denied from the empirical point of view;
and hence there is no contradiction. This is what the teacher
BadarayaQa thinks.
TOPIC

4:

FULFILMENT OF DESIRE THROUGH W,LL

Doubt: In connection with the meditation based on the heart
it is heard from the Upani~ad, "Should he desire the world of
the manes, the manes become associated with him at his mere
wish" (Ch. VIII. ii. 1) etc. The doubt here is whether the mere
wish is the cause of the appearance of the manes or it is the
cause in association with some other factors.
Opponent: As to that, although the Upani~ad declares, "at
his mere wish" still it is proper that in consonance with the
affairs of the world, there should be dependence on some other
factors. Just as in the world we become associated with our
fathers and others as a result of our desire coupled with some
other causes like approaching, so also it must be the same in the
case of the liberated soul. It is only thus that nothing contrary
to common experience has to be imagined. When it is said, "at
his mere wish", it is done so from the point of view of the
easy availability of the other means that lead to the fulfilment
of the desire as it is seen in the case of a king. Moreover, the
manes and others who follow the dictates of one's desires will
be as unsteady as the other things fancied by the mind, so that
they will not be able to provide sufficient enjoyment.
Vedantin: This being the position, we say,
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~ But ij'~ ~ from volition alone ffi{-~: because such
is the U pani~adic text.

8. (The fathers and others come) as a result of the 'Will alone,
because the Upan#ad says so.

The contact with the fathers and others comes about owing
to the will alone.
Why so?
"Because the Upani~ad says so." For such Upani~adic texts as,
"the manes become associated with him at his mere wish" (Ch.
VIII. ii. 1) will be compromised if other causes have to be relied
on. As for the other factors, they may well be there if they
come in obedience to his will; but no other means that requires
an additional effort, can be admitted, since in that case
the volition will remain infructuous till that other factor comes
into play. Moreover, in a matter to be known from the Upani~d, any general argument based on empirical experience has
no application. Besides, the will of a liberated soul is different
from any ordinary will, so that through the force of their mere
volition these (manes and others) can remain steady for as long
as the occasion demands. Hence this occurs through volition
alone.

are Q;Cf

:i4l'iri( I~qfa:

IItll

" And artr: ~ for this very reason 8Aflr-3lf~: without
any other lord (to rule over).
9. And for that very reason (a man of knowledge has) no
other lord (to rule over him).

"For that very reason", just because his will cannot be
infructuous, the man of knowledge is without any ruler, that
is to say, none else can rule over him. For even an ordinary
man who desires something does not wish that he should be
dominated over by somebody else so long as he can avoid that.
The Upani~dic text also reveals this fact in, "Again, those who
leave this world after realizing the Self and these true desires
get freedom of movement in all the worlds" (Ch. VIII. i. 6).
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TOPIC

5:

BODY AFTER REACHING BRAHMA-LOKA

3fllTCi

G(l~f«l~ ~Cf1t II ~ 0 II

iIRft: Badari (asserts)
organs)

~
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because (the

~~

Upani~d)

the absence (of body and
am: has said ~CIl{ thus.

10. Badari asserts the absence of body and organs (for one
'Who reaches the Brabma-loka-the world of Bra1Yman), for the
Upanifad says so.

From the text, "The manes become associated with him at
his mere wish" (Ch. VIII. ii. 1) it becomes established that the
mind at least exists as the instrument of desire (even after
realizing the qualified Brahman). Now it is being examined
whether the body and the sense-organs also exist or do not
exist for the man who attains divine powers. As to that, the
teacher Badari thinks that the body and senses do not exist for
the man of knowledge who becomes thus exalted.
How can this be so?
Because the scriptural passage runs thus: "He becomes
delighted by seeing mentally (through these divine mental eyes)
these desirable things that exist in the world of Brahman" (Ch.
VIII. xii. 5). Were it the case that he roamed about with his
mind, as well as body and sense-organs, then the specific mention of "mentally" would not have occurred. Hence there is
absence of body and sense-organs after liberation.

~ ~ rtf f"" Fct4l{"q 1+t'1'1lq II H II

;sffirf'if: Jaimini (asserts) mcI1{ the existence (of body and
sense-organs) ~-arT1fili'ffi{ since the Upani~ad speaks of
option.
11. Jaimini asserts the existence of body and sense-organs
(after the realization of the qualified Brahman), since the Upanifad speaks of option.

The teacher Jaimini thinks that like the mind, the body and
sense-organs also exist for the liberated man, since in the text,
"He remains one, he becomes threefold, fivefold" etc. (Ch. VII.
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xxvi. 2) the Upani~ad mentions that he has the option of changing his state variously. And diversification without a difference
of bodies is not easy to accomplish. Although this diversification
is read of in the Upani~d as a matter of option in the context
of the knowledge of the absolute, Infinite (Brahman), still it is
presented there (in that context) for the sake of eulogizing the
knowledge of the Infinite, just because this divine power does
accrue as a matter of fact in the context of the knowledge of
the qualified Brahman; and hence this result does actually
emerge in connection with the meditation on the qualified
Brahman.

iil~~II~$4flIfcN ii(1<;:<llIuihcr: II HII

am: Hence GlI'Hlqol: Badaraya~a (considers the released soul
as) ~-~ of both characteristics It'W-~ like the
Dvadasaha sacrifice.
12. Hence Bidarayll'(Ul considers the released souls to be qf
both kinds (i.e. with or without bodies and senses) just as it is
the case witb tbe Duadasaba (twelve-day) sacrifice.
Vediintin: "Hence", because both these indicatory marks are
noticed in the Upani~d, therefore the teacher Badaraya~a thinks
that it is valid both ways. When a liberated soul wishes to have
a body, he gets one; and when he desires to remain without it,
he has none; for his will is true and desires are diverse. This is like
the sacrifice performed for twelve days (Dviidasiiha). Just as a
Dviidasaha can be both a satra and an ahina 1 , because the Vedas
present indicatory marks of both, so also is the case here.

~ WQlq$qq:J: Unll
6'l-8l'11R In the absence of a body, (the fulfilment of desires)
~: becomes reasonable ~ as it is in dream.
'The same rite D'Iladaiaba is sometimes spoken of (with the verbs
upayanti, iisiram) as resoned to by many sacrificers, in which case it
becomes a satTa; again it is enjoined (with yajayet) that a man desiring
progeny should be made to perform the D'Iladllsiiba sacrifice, in which
case it becomes an abi1lll, because of the injunction about the sacrifice
itself and the specification of the sacrificer.
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13. In the absence of a body, the fulfilment of desires is
reasonably possible as in dreams.

In the view that the body, together with the sense-organs,
ceases to exist in liberation, the liberated souls can have their
desires for manes and others fulfilled (through their minds
alone) by merely feeling their presence just as one would have
them in a dream. For it can be justified in this way:

~ ~ Ilttll
~~ When there is existence (of the body etc.), (the fulfilment occurs) IiI'I1m( as in the waking state.

14. When the body exists, the fulfilment of the desires is just
as in the 'Waking state.

In the view, however, that the body exists, the liberated soul
can reasonably have desires for father and others fulfilled by
their actual presence just as much as in the waking state.
TOPIC 6: ENTRY INTO MANY BoDIES

Doubt: In the aphorism, "Jaimini asserts the existence of
body and sense-organs, since the Upani~d speaks of option"
(IV. iv. 11), it has been stated that the liberated soul is possessed
of a body. Now when on becoming threefold and so on (Ch.
VII. xxvi. 2), many bodies are created, one would like to know
whether these bodies are created lifeless like wooden puppets,
or they are endowed with animation.
Opponent: When this is asked, one may conclude that since
the mind and the soul cannot be separated,2 and hence they
remain (encaged in and) associated with a single body, the
other bodies must be lifeless.
Vediintin: Such being the assertion, the aphorist explains:
"The soul, though all-pen'ading, resides only in one mind that beam
the impressions of all past actions. The new minds cannot have these
impressions.
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~: Entry (i.e. animation occurs) ~«<I
for Q1'fl so ~lIfcr (the scripture) reveals.
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like a lamp;

15.The released soul can animate different bodies like a lamp,
for the scripture shows this to be so.

Just as a single lamp can appear to be many through its power
of transformation (i.e. lighting up other lamps from itself), so
also the man of knowledge, though one, can through his divine
power become many and enter into all the bodies (to animate
them).
How can this be so?
Because the scripture shows it thus that one can become
many: "He remains one, he becomes threefold, fivefold," etc.
(eh. VII. xxvi. 2). This cannot be possible if the illustration of
the wooden puppets be accepted, nor can it be possible if these
are understood to be animated by other souls. And bodies
without souls can have no movement. As for the argument that
since the mind and soul cannot be separated, there is no possibility for the soul to become associated with many bodies, that
creates no difficulty. For as he is possessed of inevitable will,
he will create bodies equipped with minds that will act in accord
with a single mind. When these are created, the same soul can
also appear as their separate rulers in conformity with the differences in the limiting adjuncts. This is the process described in
the Yoga scriptures as well about the assumption of many
bodies by the Y ogins.
Opponent: How again can it be admitted that a liberated man
can have such divine powers as of entering into many bodies,
since texts like, "then what should one know and through
what? Through what should one know that owing to which
all this is known?" (Br. IV. v. 15), "But there is not that second
thing separated from it which it can know" (Br. IV. iii. 30), "It
becomes transparent like water-one, the witness, and without a
second" (Br. IV. iii. 32), and other texts of this kind deny the
existence of particularized knowledge?
Vediintin: Hence comes the answer of the aphorist:
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~Q(lI ij+Xjt41 (riId (14IH¥ufq &tid ~ II ~ \11
~-ar~ From either of the two viewpoints ~-a(QIlf
~~): of deep sleep and absolute union; ~ because dlifq'1'd'
(this is) made clear (in the U pani~d).
16. (The declaration of the absence of particularized knorwledge is made) from either of the two points of 'View, 'Viz deep
sleep and absolute union; for this is made clear in the Upani$tld.
Svapyaya (lit. merger in oneself) means deep sleep, as is
shown in the Upani~dic text, "He becomes merged in his Self,
and that is why they speak of him thus: 'He is deep asleep' (lit.
'He is in his Self)" (Ch. VI. viii. 1). And sampatti (lit. attainment of a state) means liberation, as shown by the Upani~dic
text, "Having been Brahman, he becomes Brahman" (Br. IV.
iv. 6). Having in view either of these two states, it is asserted
thus that there is an absence of particularized knowledge. This
is said sometimes in relation to the state of deep sleep and sometimes to absolute liberation.
How is this known?
Because this is made clear by the Upani$3d under a context
dealing with that very subject in such sentences as, "The Self
comes out as a separate entity from these elements and the
separateness is destroyed with them. (After attaining this oneness it has no more particular consciousness)" (Br. II. iv. 12),
"But when to the knower of Brahman everything has become
the Self" (Br. II. iv. 14), "Where falling asleep he craves no
desire and sees no dream" (Br. IV. iii. 19, Mil. 5). But the state
in which the divine powers are asserted is a different state like
heaven etc., that comes as a result of the maturity of meditation
on the qualified Brahman. Hence there is no defect.
TOPIC

7:

ACQUISITION OF DIVINE POWERS

Doubt: Do those people, who attain union with God, while
still having minds, acquire unlimited or limited divine powers,
as a result of meditation on the qualified Brahman? What
should be the conclusion?
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Opponent: Their divine power should be without any limitation, as is obvious from the Upani~dic texts, "He himself gets
independent sovereignty" (Tai. I. vi. 2), "All the gods carry
presents to him" (Tai. I. v. 3), "They get freedom of movement
in all the worlds" (Ch. VIII. i. 6, VII. xxv. 2).
Vedantin: To this the aphorist replies:
~6ljI4I(qiii SlCfi(OIlGijf?lf®c-qlil IIt\91\

(The released soul gets all the divine powers) ~-ozrrq~-<f'ii
barring the power of running this universe, (as is known) ~
Vffi( from the context :q and aref~f~~ql<t from non-contiguity.

17. The released soul gets all the divine powers except that of
running the universe (with its creation, continuance, and dissolution), as is known from the context (which deals with God)
and from the non-proximity (of the individual soul).
It is proper that barring the power of creation etc. of the
universe, the liberated souls should have all the other divine
powers like becoming very minute &tc. The power, however,
of creation etc. of the universe can reasonably belong to God
alone who exists eternally.
Why should it be so?
Since God forms the subject-matter of that topic, the others
being far from being considered there. For the supreme Lord
alone has competence for activities concerning (the creation
etc. of) the universe, inasmuch as the fact of creation etc. is
taught in connection with Him alone, and the word "eternal"
is attributed to Him. The Upani~ads mention that others get
the divine powers of becoming atomic in size etc. as a result
of search and hankering for knowing Him. Thus they are
remotely placed from the activities connected with creation etc.
of the universe. Moreover, from the very fact that the liberated
souls are equipped with minds, they cannot have any unanimity,
so that someone may at one time want the continuance of the
universe and someone else its destruction; in this way they may
at times be opposed to one another. If then one should seek a
reconciliation by making all other wills dependent on one will
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only, then that reconciler will perforce arrive at the conclusion
that all other wills are dependent on God's will alone.

~lqa:~IIf~fd ~~ tf~Cfilr(Cfiqus(i5ftt''ti: \I tt;1t
(The powers of the liberated soul are unlimited) sw:r~-l3qit~iIq
owing to direct scriptural declaration ~ ~ if this be the
objection, then or not so, arrN<lirf~IIi-~~~-ri: since it is (the
attainment) of Him (i.e. God) who appoints others as lords
of the spheres and resides in those spheres that is spoken of.
18• .If it be held (that the powers of the liberated soul are
unlimited) owing to direct scriptural declaration, then it is not so,
since it is (the attainment) of Hnn (i.e. God) who appointS'
others as lords of the spheres tmd resides in those spheres that is
spoken of (il1 the Upanifad).

The statement was made earlier that from such direct teaching
as "He himself gets independent sovereignty" (Tai. I. vi. 2), it is
but reasonable to conclude that the liberated souls get unfettered
divine powers. That has to be refuted. As to that, it is said that
this is nothing damaging, "since it is God, appointing others to
their respective spheres and Himself residing in those spheres
that is spoken of" (in the Upani~d). It is declared that
this bestowing of independent sovereignty is at the disposal
of God who ordains others to be the rulers of particular spheres and who resides in such special abodes as the
orb of the sun. It is because of this that a little later the
Upani~d says, "He Ilttains the lord of the mind" (Tai. I. vi.
2), which amounts to saying that he attains God who is the lord
of all minds and who is ever present there as a pre-existing reality.
It is in line with this that the Upani~d says still later, "He
becomes the ruler of speech, the ruler of eyes, the ruler of ears,
the ruler of knowledge" (ibid). Thus in other places also the
texts are to be construed as far as possible to mean that their
divine powers are attained at the behest of God alone who exists
eternally.

~ ft:¥:If~ II ttll
And (there is a form of the supreme Lord which)
FqCfil<lqRt :q

~

61f(

f~-
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arqf~ does not abide in the effect, ~ because ant (the Upani~d)
has stated ft¥:rful{ (His) existence ~ in that manner.

19. And there is another form of the supreme Lord that does
not abide in tbe effect, for so has the Upan#ad declared.
And it is not a fact that the supreme Lord resides merely in
the solar orb etc., within the range of effects (i.e. changeable
things); He has also another aspect which is eternally free and
transcendental to all changes. Thus it is that the scripture speaks
of His existence in two forms in, "His divine majesty spreads
that far; the whole universe of all these beings is but a quadrant
of His. But PUrU$4 (the infinite Being) is greater even than that,
His three immortal quadrants being established in His own
effulgence" (Ch. III. xii. 6), and other passages. It cannot be
asserted that this changelcss aspect is attained by those who
stick to the other (qualified) aspect, for they have no desire
for that. Hence it is to be understood that just as with regard
to the supreme Lord, possessed of two aspects, one may continue
in His qualified aspect possessing limited powers without attaining His unqualified aspect, so also one can exist in His qualified
aspect with limited divine powers without acquiring unfettered
powers.

~~ct SR'~~ 1I,01l
'" And sr~-~ direct knowledge (i.e. Upani~ds) and
inference (i.e. Smrti) ~: show tt<i thus.

20. And both the Upan#adic and Smrti texts show thm (that
the mpre111e Light is beyond all changing things).
The U pani~dic and Smrti texts also show that the supreme
Light is transcendental to all changes, in such passages as, "There
the sun docs not shine, neither do the moon and· the stars, nor
do these flashes of lightning shine. How can this fire? He
shining, all these shinc; through His lustre are all these variously
illumined" (K:l. II. ii. IS, 8v. VI. 14, Mu. II. ii. 1O)? "The sun
does not illuminate that, nor the moon, nor fire" (Gita, XV. 6).
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Thus it is a well-known fact that the supreme Light is beyond
all changing things. This is the idea.

1t1 41+iI?jijl+4fifJN

II~ til

'if Also lI")'T-lIT"1"-«TRI'-~ from the indicatory mark (in the
Upani~ads)

about the equality of mere experience.

21. Also from the indicatory mark in the Upan#ads about the
equality of experience alone (it is known that the liberllted souls
do not get unfettered powers).

Here is an additional reason to show that those who hold
on to the effect (Le. the conditioned Brahman) do not get
unfettered powers; for from the indicatory marks declaring their
difference as contained in the following Upani~adic passages, it
is clear that all that they have in common with the eternally
existing God is an equality of experience only: e.g. "He (i.e.
Hiraoyagarbha) said to him (when he had reached His world),
'The liquid nectar alone is enjoyed by Me, for you also it is the
thing to be enjoyed'" (Kau. I. 7), "As all beings adore this
Deity, so do they adore him (who knows Him)" (Br. I. v. 20),
"Through it he attains (gradual) identity (or equality of body)
with the Deity, or lives in the same world with Him" (Br.
I. v. 23).
Opponent: From such a point of view the powers will have
degrees and so they will be subject to termination. Hence these
liberated souls will be liable to returning to this world.
Vediintin: Hence follows the reply of the venerable teacher
Biidarayaoa:

ar~f~:

tures,

There is no return ~ on the authority of scripno return on the authority of scriptures.

at"~f~: ~~

22. There is no return for the released souls on the strength of
the Upal1i.\'adic declaration; there is no return for the released
souls 011 the strength of the Upan#adic declaration.
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Those who proceed along the path of the gods, associated
with the nerves and the rays of the sun and divided into the
stages of light etc., reach the world of Brahman as described
in the scripture thus: In the world of Brahman, existing in the
third order of heaven (i.e. Brahma-loka) counted from this earth,
there exist two seas called Ara and Nya, where is to be found a
lake full of delightful food, where exists a banian tree exuding
ambrosia, where is to be seen a city of Brahman called Aparajim
(the unconquered), and where stands a golden palace made
by the Lord Himself (Ch. VIII. v. 3). That world is also
spoken of variously in the mantra and eulogistic (arthaviida)
portions. Mter reaching there, they do not return as others do
from the world of Moon when deprived of their enjoyment (i.e.
having run through their quota of experience).
How is this known?
From such Upani~dic passages as, "Going up through that
nerve one gets immortality" (Ka. II. iii. 16; Ch. VIII. vi. 6),
"They no more return to this world" (Br. VI. ii. 15), "Those
who proceed along this path of the gods do not return to this
human cycle of birth and death (in Manu's creation)" (Ch. IV.
xv. 5), "He reaches the world of Brahman and does not return
here" (Ch. VIII. xv. 1). And even though their powers come
to an end in time, it was shown how one has no return under
the aphorism, "On the final dissolution of the world of the
conditioned Brahman, they attain along with the Lord of that
world what is higher than that conditioned Brahman" (lV. iii.
10). But non-return stands as an accomplished fact for those
from whom the darkness (of ignorance) has been completely
removed as a result of their full illumination and who therefore
cling to that liberation as their highest goal which exists ever as
tn already established fact. The non-return of those who take
refuge in the qualified Brahman becomes a fact only because
they too have that unconditioned Brahman as their ultimate
resort. The repetition of the portion, "There is no return on
the strength of the Upani~dic declaration", shows that the
scripture ends here.
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BRAHMA SUTRAS
According to Sri Shankara
by Swami Vireswarananda
Contains the Sutras (555) in Devanagari characters, wor d-forword English rendering followed by a running translation
t ogether with exhaustive notes based on the commentary by Sri
Shankaracharya and the glosses of later scholars on h is
commentary.
Pp.495+liv

Rs.I00

BRAHMA SUTRAS
According to Sri Ramanuja
by Swamis Vireswarananda and Adidevananda
Sri Ramanuja, taking these Sutras to be 544 in number,
elucidated them in his famous commentary, Sri Bhashya, from a
theistic standpoint. The introduction contains a comparative
study of the commentaries by Shankara, Ramanuja, Vallabha,
Nimbarka, and Madhva. The book contains the text in
Devanagari, English translation with extensive explanatory
notes based on Ramanuja's commentary on Brahma Sutras, as
well as his other works, Vedantasara and Vedantadipa, and later
glosses on his writings.

Pp. 512+xxiv

Rs.I00
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